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FROM REVIEWS OF THIS WORK. 

'' A book of which it may fairly be said tbat no more masterly 
contribution bas for Jong been made to New Testament exegesis 
and theology. No New Testament book of our time better 
deserves, or will better repay, the most careful study."-Rev. 
Professor DENNEY, D. D., in the British Weekly, 

"The book is marked all through by accurate scholarship, 
discriminating criticism, and brilliant exegesis. Mr. Law exhibits 
a complete mastery of the literature of bis subject and a rare 
faculty of clear and eloquent exposition. His volume may be 
heartily commended to all on the lookout for a fresh and lucid 
exposition of a sane and reverent faith." -Scotsman. 

" For the purposes of the student or the expositor it would be 
hard to find a better or more useful volume. Mr. Law has done 
his work thoroughly. He has all the necessary scbolarship, he is 
a clear and strong and independent thinker, with an admirable 
style."-Dundee Advertiser. 

'' The book may be warmly commended as a very careful 
study of a most precious portion of Scripture."-Primitive 
Methodist Quarterly Reoiew. 

"Of Mr. Law's book we can speak with hearty commendation. 
His exposition is scholarly, luminous, evangelical, and edifying."
London Quarterly Review. 

"We may say that from beginning to end, in scholarship, in 
learning, and in critical insight, this book leaves nothing to 
desire."-Toronto Mail, 
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PREFACE 

As only a portion of the contents of this volume could be 

orally delivered, 1 have not thought it necessary to adhere 

to either the form or the title of "Lecture," but have 

assigned a separate "Chapter" to each principal topic 

dealt with. The method adopted in this exposition of the 

Epistle-that, namely, of grouping together the passages 

bearing upon a common theme-will be found, I trust, to 

have advantages which compensate in some measure for its 

disadvantages. That it has disadvantages, as compared 

with a continuous exposition, I am well aware. These, 

however, I have endeavoured to minimise, by supplying in 

the first chapter a specially full analysis of the Epistle, by 

careful indexing, and by making liberal use of cross

references. For the convenience of the reader, I have set 

down in the footnotes such exegetical details as seemed 

most necessary to explain or to establish the interpretation 

adopted ; but where these involved lengthy or intricate 

discussion, they, along with all minuter points of exegesis, 

have been relegated to the Notes at the end of the volume. 

In these Notes the text of the Epistle is continuously 

followed. 

The points of textual difference between the various 

critical editions of the Epistle are comparatively unimportant, 
ix 



X Preface 

and I have seldom found it necessary to refer to them. 

The text used is that of Tischendorfs Eighth Edition ; but 

in one passage (5 18) I have preferred the reading indicated 

in our Authorised Version and in the Revisers' margin. 

Among the commentators to whom I have, of course, 

been indebted, I mention Westcott first of all. Owing, 

perhaps, to natural pugnacity, one more readily quotes a 

writer to express dissent than to indicate agreement; but, 

though I find that the majority of my references to 

"Westcott" are in the nature of criticism, I would not be 

thought guilty of depreciating that great commentary. 

With all its often provoking characteristics, it is still, as 

a magazine of materials for the student of the Epistle, 

without a rival. H uther's and Plummer's commentaries I 

have found specially serviceable ; but the most original, 

beautiful, and profound is Rothe's, of which, it is somewhat 

surprising to find, no full translation has yet appeared. 

I desire, besides, to acknowledge obligation to J.M. Gibbon's 

Eternal Life, a remarkably fine popular exposition of the 

Epistle; and to. Professor E. F. Scott's Fourth Gospel, for 

the clear light which that able work throws upon not a 

few important points - as well as for much provocative 

stimulus. But there is no book (except Brlider's Concord

ance) to which I have been more indebted than to 

Moulton's Grammar ef New Testament Greek, the next 

volume of which is impatiently awaited. 

Professor H. R. Mackintosh, D.D., of New College, 

and the Rev. Thomas S. Dickson, M.A., Edinburgh, have 

placed me under deep obligation by exceptionally generous 

and valuable help in proof-reading. Mr. David Duff, B.D., 

not only has rendered equal service in this respect, but has 
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subjected the book, even in its preparatory stages, to a 

rigorous but always helpful criticism-a labour of friendship 

for which I find it difficult to express in adequate terms 

the gratitude that I owe and feel. Finally, I am grateful, 

by anticipation, to every reader who will make generous 

allowance for the fact, that the preparation of this volume 

has been carried through amid the incessant demands of 

a busy city pastorate, and who will attribute to this cause 

some of the defects which he will, no doubt, discover in it. 

EDINBURGH,January 1909. 

BUT for a few additional notes and a few corrections, 
chiefly typographical, the Second Edition is a reprint of 
the First. 

One brief note may be here added to the Preface. 
The Editor of the Expository Times has drawn attention 
to the fact that a fine translation of Rothe's Commentary 
has been in existence for fifteen years. I was aware that 
a translation had appeared in the early numbers of that 
periodical, but not that it was a translation of the complete 
work ; and there is still room for expressing surprise that 
it has not been published in a more accessible form. 

A sorrowful duty remains to me. This is no place to 
pay a tribute to the noble character, the scholarly attain
ments and the faithful work of the late Rev. Thomas S. 
Dickson ; but I cannot refrain from saying how gratefully 
I cherish the memory of his help in the first publication 
of this book, nor from expressing my feeling of the great 
loss sustained by the Church in his lamented and, to our 
limited vision, untimely death. 

EDINBURGH, September 1909. 
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THE FIRST EPISTLE OF ST. JOHN 

CHAPTER I. 

STYLE AND STRUCTURE, 

ON a first perusal of the Epistle, the effect of which one can 
at least try to imagine, the appreciative reader could not 
fail to receive a deep impression of the strength and direct
ness of the writer's spiritual intuition, and to be charmed 
by the clear-cut gnomic terseness of many of his sayings ; 
but not less, perhaps, would he be impressed by what 
might seem to him the marks of mental limitation and 
literary resourcelessness,-the paucity of ideas, the poverty 
of vocabulary, the reiteration, excessive for so brief a com
position, of the same thoughts in nearly the same language, 
the absence of logical concatenation or of order in the pro
gress of thought. The impression might be, indeed, that 
there is no such progress, but that the thought, after sundry 
gyrations, returns always to the same point As one reads 
the Epistle to the Romans, it seems as if to change the 
position of a single paragraph would be as impossible as to 
lift a stone out of a piece of solid masonry and build it 
in elsewhere ; here it seems as if, while the things said are 
of supreme importance, the order in which they are said 
matters nothing. This estimate of the Epistle has been 

I 



2 The First Epistle of St. J o4n 

endorsed by those who are presumed to speak with 
authority. Its method has been deemed purely aphoristic; 
as if the aged apostle, pen in hand, had merely rambled on 
along an undefined path, bestrewing it at every step with 
priceless gems, the crystallizations of a whole lifetime of 
deep and loving meditation. The " infirmity of old age " 
(S. G. Lange) is detected in it; a certain "indefiniteness," 
a lack of " logical force," a " tone of childlike feebleness " 
(Baur) ; an "absolute indifference to a strictly logical and 
harmoniously ascending development of ideas" (Jiilicher). 
It is perhaps venturesome, therefore, to express the opinion 
that the more closely one studies the Epistle the more one 
discovers it to be, in its own unique way, one of the most 
closely articulated pieces of writing in the New Testament; 
and that the style, simple and unpremeditated as it is, is 
singularly artistic. 

The almost unvarying simplicity 1 of syntactical struc
ture, the absence of connecting, notably of illative, particles,2 

and, in short, the generally Hebraic type of composition 
have been frequently remarked upon; yet I am not sure 
that the closeness with which the style has been moulded 
upon the Hebraic model, especially upon the parallelistic 
forms of the Wisdom Literature, has been sufficiently 
recognised. One has only to read the Epistle with an 
attentive ear to perceive that, though using another lan
guage, the writer had in his own ear, all the time, the 
swing and the cadences of Old Testament verse. With 
the exception of the Prologue and a few other periodic 
passages, the majority of sentences divide naturally into 
two or three or four cnlxot. 

Two-membered sentences are common, both synthetic 
and antithetic, which are strongly reminiscent of the 

1 The writer's efforts in more complex constructions are not felicitous. Cf. 
e.g. 2ZT 59. 

2 ilt occurs with only one-third of its usual frequency ; µlv, Te, ovv, do not 
occur at all ; 1&.p, only thrice. 
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Hebrew distich. Examples of the synthetic variety 

are: 
" lle that loveth his brother abideth in the light, 

And there is none occasion of stumbling in him " (210); 

or, 
"Hereby know we love, because He laid down His life for us : 

And we ought to Jay down our lives for the brethren" (316). 

Of the antithetic, one may quote : 

"And the world passeth away, and the lust thereof: 
But he that doeth the will of God abideth for ever" (217); 

or, 
"Whosoever abideth in Him sinneth not : 

Whosoever sinneth hath not seen Him, neither known Him" (36). 

Commoner still are sentences of three members, which, 
in the same way, may be called tristichs; as: 

or, 

or, 

"That which we have seen and heard declare we unto you also, 
That ye also may have fellowship with us : 
Yea, and our fellowship is with the Father, and with His Son Jesus 

Christ" (r'); 

"Beloved, no new commandment write I unto you, 
But an old commandment which ye had from the beginning: 
The old commandment is the word which ye heard" (27). 

Resemblances to the tetrastich also are found: 

"For whatsoever is begotten of God overcometh the world : 
And this is the victory that overcometh the world, even our faith. 
Who is he that overcometh the world, 
But he that believeth that Jesus is the Son of God " (54

• 5 ) ; 

"Li1tle children, it is the last hour: 
And as ye heard that Antichrist cometh, 
Even now have arisen many Antichrists; 
Whereby we know that it is the last hour" (21B).1 

The Epistle presents examples, also, of more elaborate 
combinations: as in 16-2 2, where the alternating verses 

1 An instance of "introverted" parallelism, in which the first and fourth 
lines, and the second and third, answer to <>ach other. 
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6· 8• 10 and 7• 9 2 1 are exquisitely balanced both in thought 
and expression1 ; and in 2 12- 14, where we have a double 
parallel tristich : 

" I write ... I write ... I write : 
I have written ... I have written .•. I have written." 

The author's literary art achieves its finest effects 
in such passag~s as 2 7- 11 and 2 15- 17 ( where one could 
fancy that he has unconsciously dropped into a strophic 
arrangement of lines), and in the closing verses of 
the Epistle (518- 21), consisting of alternating tristichs 
and distichs : 

"We know that every one that is begotten of God sinneth not ; 
But he that was begotten of God keepeth himself, 
And the Wicked One toucheth him not. 

We know that we are of God, 
And the whole world lieth in the Wicked One, 

We know that the Son of God is come, 
And hath given us an understanding to know the True One, 
And we are in the True One, in His Son Jesus Christ. 

This is the True God, and Life Eternal ; 
Little children, guard yourselves from idols." 2 

It is not suggested that there is in the Epistle a 
conscious imitation of Hebraic forms; but it is evident, I 
think, that no one could have written as our author does 
whose whole style of thought and expression had not been 
unconsciously formed upon Old Testament models. 

1 The structure is broken by the interjected address, "My little children, 
these things write I unto you that ye sin not.'' This being removed, the con
tinuation of the parallelism is clear. 

2 In the Expository Times (June-November 1897) there is an interesting series 
ot articles by Professor Briggs on the presence of Hebrew poetical forms in 
the N.T. He does not touch on the Johannine writings; but his method, if 
applied to the Epistle, would yield results beyond what I have ventured to 
suggest, 
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But we pass to the more important topic, the structure 
of the Epistle. As has been already said, the impression 
left upon some, who cannot be supposed to have been 
cursory readers, is that the Epistle has no logical struc
ture and exhibits no ordered progression of thought. This 
estimate has a measure of support in the fact that there is 
no portion of Scripture regarding the plan of which there 
has been greater diversity of opinion. It is nevertheless 

erroneous. 
The word that, to my mind, might best describe St. 

John's mode of thinking and writing in this Epistle is 
"spiral." The course of thought does not move from point 
to point in a straight line. It is like a winding staircase
always revolving around the same centre, always recurring 
to the same topics, but at a higher level. Or, to borrow 
a term from music, one might describe the method as 
contrapuntal. The Epistle works with a comparatively 
small number 1 of themes, which are introduced many times, 
and are brought into every possible relation to one another 
As some master-builder of music takes two or three 
melodious phrases and, introducing them in due order, 
repeating them, inverting them, skilfully interlacing them 
in diverse modes and keys, rears up from them an edifice 
of stately harmonies ; so the Apostle weaves together a 
few leading ideas into a majestic fugue in which unity of 
material and variety of tone and effect are wonderfully 
blended. And the clue to the structure of the Epistle will 

be found by tracing the introduction and reappearances of 
these leading themes. 

These 1 are Righteousness, Love, and Belief. For 
here let me say at once that, in my view, the key to the 
interpretation of the Epistle is the fact that it is an 

1 The following list includes most, if not all, of the leading ideas found in the 
Epistle-God, True One, idols-Father, begotten of God, children of God,-Son 
of God, Word of Life, Christ come in the flesh, Jesus-Spirit, spirits- anointing, 
teaching, witnessing-wo1d, message, announcing-truth, lie, error-beholding, 
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apparatus of tests; that its definite object is to furnish 

its readers with an adequate set of criteria by which 
they may satisfy themselves of their being " begotten of 
God." " These things write I unto you, that ye may 
know that ye have eternal life" (5 13). And throughout the 
Epistle these tests are definitely, inevitably, and in
separably-doing righteousness ; loving one another; and 
believing that Jesus. is the Christ, come in the flesh, sent 
by the Father to be the Saviour of the world. These 
are the connecting themes that bind together the whole 
structure of the Epistle. After the prologue, in fact, it 
consists of a threefold repetition and application of these 
three fundamental tests of the Christian life. In proof of 
this statement let us, in the first instance, examine those 
sections of the Epistle in which the sequence of thought 
is most clearly exhibited. The first of these is 2 3- 28, 

which divides itself naturally into three paragraphs, (A) 
2 a-6, (B) 2 1-11, (C) 2 1s-2s. 

Here A ( zH) obviously consists of a threefold state
ment, with significant variations, of the single idea, that 
righteousness (" keeping His commandments," " keeping 
His word," "walking, even as He walked") is the indis
pensable test of "knowing God" and "abiding in Him." 
In B (27- 17) the current of thought is interrupted by the 
parenthetical passage, 2 12- 14 ; but, this being omitted, it 
is apparent that here, also, we have a paragraph formed 
upon one principal idea-Love the test of the Christian 
Life, the test being applied positively in 2 7- 11 (the 
"new commandment"), and negatively in 2 15- 17 (" Love 
not the world"). In C (218- 28), again, the unity is obvious. 

believing, knowing, confessing, denying-brotherhood, fellowship-righteousness, 
commandment, word of God, will of God, things that arc pleasing in His sight
sin, lawlessness, unrighteousness-world, flesh, Antichrist, Devil-blood, water, 
propitiation, Paraclete, forgiveness, cleansing-abiding, passing away-Begin
ning, Last Hour-Parousia, Day of Tudgment, manifestation, hope-boldness, 
fear-asking, receiving-overcoming. 
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The theme of the paragraph is-the Christian life tested 
by Belief of the truth, of which the Anointing Spirit is the 
supreme Witness and Teacher, that Jesus is the Christ and 
the Son of God. 

If, next, we examine the part of the Epistle that extends 
from 2 29-46, we find precisely the same topics recurring in 
precisely the same order. \Ve have again three paragraphs 
(A) z29_31oa, (B) 31ob-24a, and (C) 324b_40. And, again, it is 

evident that in A we have the test of Righteousness, in 
B the test of Love, and in C the test of Belief. 

In the third great section of the Epistle (47-5 21), 

though the sequence of thought is somewhat different, 
the thought-material is identical ; and for the present it is 
sufficient to point out that the leading themes, the tests 
of Love (41-12 and 41ot-21), Belief (413-rna and 55-12), and 

Righteousness (5 18• 19) are all present, and that they alone 
are present. 

We seem, then, to have found a natural division of the 
Epistle into three main sections, or, as they might be most 
descriptively called, "cycles," in each of which the same 
fundamental thoughts appear, in each of which the reader 
is summoned to bring his Christian life to the test of 
Righteousness, of Love, and of Belief. With this as a 
working hypothesis, l shall now endeavour to give an 

analysis of the contents of the Epistle. 
Passing by the Prologue ( r 1-4), we have the 

FIRST CYCLE, 15-228• 

Walking in the Light tested by Righteousness, Love, 
and Belief. 

It begins with the announcement, which is the basis of 
the whole section, that " God is Light, and in Him is no 
darkness at all" ( I 5). And, since what God is determines 
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the condition of fellowship with Him, this is set forth: first, 
negatively (1 6)-" If we say that we have fellowship with 
Him and walk in darkness"; then positively (1 7)-" If we 
walk in the Light as He is in the Light." What, then, is 
it to walk in the Light, and what to walk,, in darkness? 
The answer to these questions is given in all that follows, 
down to 2 28• 

PARAGRAPH A, I 8-26• * 
Walking in the Light tested by Righteousness: first, in 

confession of sin ( I 8-22) ; secondly, in actual obedience 
(23-6). 

The first fact upon which the Light of God impinges 
in human life is Sin ; and the first test of walking in the 
Light is sincere recognition of the true nature, the guilti
ness, of Sin ( I 8· 9). Again, this test is applied negatively
" If we say that we have no sin," and positively-" If we 
confess our sins." 

But, in the Light of God, not only is Sin, wherever 
present, recognised in its true character as guilt ; it is 
revealed as universally present. Whence arises a second 
test of walking in the Light-" If we say that we have not 
sinned, we make Him a liar," etc. 

What follows is very significant. Obviously the 
writer had intended to continue-" If we confess that we 
have sinned, we have a Paraclete with the Father, Jesus 
Christ the Righteous" (thus carrying forward the parallel 
series of antitheses: 1 6• 8• 10 = walking in darkness, 1 7• 9 

* In order to avoid complexities in our preliminary survey (p. 6), 2~ was taken 
as the starting-point, the structure being more clearly marked from that point 
onward. But this first Cycle really includes the whole from 1 5• The verses 
{18-2~) which deal with the confession and removal of sin and those (23·6) 

which deal with conduct, are both included in the ethical guarantee of the 
Christian Life. That recognition of sin in the Light of God and that renunciation 
of it which are involved in its sincere confession are inseparable in experience 
from the "keeping of God's commandments" and "walking as Christ walked,"-
are the hack and the front, so to say, of the same moral attitude toward life, 
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and what would have been I 11 = walking in the light). But 
before he writes this, his pen is arrested by the sudden fear 
that some might be so infatuated as to wrest these broad 
evangelical stafements into a pretext for moral laxity. He 
therefore interposes the earnest caveat, " My little children, 
these things write I unto you, that ye sin not" ; then 
carries forward the train of thought in slightly different 
forms, "And if any man sin," etc. (2L 2). 

But if confession of sin is the test of walking in the 
Light, confession itself is to be tested by its fruits in new 
obedience. If impenitence, the" lie" of the conscience ( 18), 

renders fellowship with God impossible, no less does dis
obedience, the "lie" of the life (2 4). This is the purport 
of the verses that follow (23-6). Christian profession is to 
be submitted to the test of Christian conduct ; of which a 
threefold description is given-" keeping God's command
ments" (28); "keeping His word" (26); and" walking even 
as He (Christ) walked" (26). With this the first application 
of the test of Righteousness is completed. 

PARAGRAPH B, z7-17. 

Walking in the Light tested by Love. 

(A) Positively-the old-new commandment (27-11). 

This is linked on to the immediately preceding verses 
by the word " commandment." Love is the commandment 
which is "old," familiar to the Apostle's readers from their 
first acquaintance with the rudiments of Christianity (27); 

but also " new," a commandment which is ever fresh and 
living to those who have fellowship with Christ in the True 
Light, which is now shining forth (28). But from this follows 
necessarily, that" He that saith he is in the light, and hateth 
his brother, is in darkness" (29). The antithesis of 2 8· 9 

is then repeated, with variation and enrichment of thought, 
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in 2 10· 11• (Then follow the parenthetical verses 12- 14, the 
motive for the insertion of which will be discussed else
where.1 These being treated as a parenthesis, the unity of 
the paragraph at once becomes apparent.) 

(B) Negatively. The commandment to love is com
pleted· by the great " Love not" ( 2 15- 17). If walking in the 
light has its guarantee in loving one's "brother," it is tested 
no less by not loving the " world." One cannot at the 
same "time participate in the Hfe of God and in a moral life 
which is dominated by the lust of the flesh, the lust of the 
eyes, and the vainglory of the world. 

PA'RAGRAPH C, 21s-2s. 

Walking in the Light tested by Belief. 

The Light of God not only reveals Sin and Righteous
ness, the children of God ( our " brother") and the " world " 
in their true character, so that, walking in that Light, men 
must confess Sin and follow after Righteousness, love their 
"brother" and not love the" world"; it also reveals Jesus in 
His true character as the Christ, the Incarnate Son of God. 
And all that calls itself Christianity is to be tested by its 
reception or its ·rejection of that truth. In this paragraph, 
it is true, the Light and the Darkness are not expressly 
referred to. But the continuity of thought with the preced
ing paragraphs is unmistakable. Throughout the whole of 
this first division of the Epistle the point of view is that of 
Fellowship with God, through receiving and walking in the 
Light which His self-revelation sheds upon all things in 
the spiritual realm. Unreal Christianity in every form is 
comprehensively a " lie." It may be the Antinomian lie of 
him who says "he has no sin" ( 18), and, on the other hand, 
is indifferent to keeping God's commandments (24); the 
lie of lovelessness (2 9); or the lie of the Antichrist who, 

1 See Chapter XV. 
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claiming spiritual enlightenment, denies that Jesus is the 
Christ (222). Every one who does this walks in darkness, 
and asserts what is untrue and impossible, if he say or 
suppose that he has fellowship with God, Who is Light. 
Minuter analysis of this paragraph is1 for our present 
purpose, unnecessary. 

SECOND CYCLE, 2 29-46. 

Divine Sons/tip tested by Righteousness, Love, and Belief. · 

The first main division of the Epistle began with the 
assertion of what God is relatively to us-Light ; and from 
this it deduced the condition of our fellowship with Him. 
The light of God's self-revelation in Christ becomes to us 
the light in which we behold ourselves, our sin, our duty, 
our brother, the world, the reality of the Incarnation ; and 
only in acknowledging the " truth" thus revealed and 
loyally acting it out can we have fellowship with God. 
The point of view is ethical and psychological. This 
second division, on the other hand, begins with the asser
tion of what the Divine nature is in itself, and thence 
deduces the essential characteristics of those who are 
" begotten of God." Righteousness, Love, Confession of 
Christ are the proofs, because the results, of participation 
in the Divine nature; Sin, Hate, Denial of Christ, the proofs 
of non-participation. The point of view is, predominantly, 
biological. The key-word is '' begotten of God." 

PARAGRAPH A, 2 29-310". 

Divine Sonship tested by Righteousness. 

Here (2 29) the idea of the Divine Begetting is intro
duced for the first time. And, as the first test applied to 
Fellowship in the Light was the attitude toward Sin and 
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Righteousness, so, likewise, it is the first applied to the life 

-of Divine sonship. As the Light convicts of sin and at the 
same time reveals both the content and the absolute 
imperative of Righteousness, so the Divine Life begotten 
in man has a twofold action.I The harmony" of the human 
will with the Divine, which is the necessary result of the 
community of nature, reveals itself both in "doing right
eousness" and in entire antagonism to sin. " If ye know 
that He is righteous, know that every one also that doeth 
righteousness is begotten of Him." But here the writer is 
immediately arrested by the wonder and thanksgiving that 
fill and overflow his soul at the thought that sinful men 
should be brought into such a relation as this to God. 
" Behold what manner of love ! " (31a). This leads him 
further to contemplate, first, the present concealment of the 
glory of the children of God (31b); then, the splendour of 
its future manifestation (3 2); and, finally, the thought that 
the fulfilment of this hope is necessarily conditioned by 
present endeavour after moral likeness to Christ leads back 
to the main theme of the paragraph, that the life of Divine 
sonship is, by necessity of nature, one of absolute Right
eousness, of truceless opposition to sin (34-10a). This is 
now exhibited in a fourfold light: ( r) in the light of what 
sin is, lawlessness (34); (2) in the light of Christ-the 
purpose of all that is revealed in Christ is the removal and 
abolition of sin (35- 7) ; (3) in the light of the Divine 
origin of the Christian life-only that which is sinless can 
derive from God (39· lOa); (4) intertwined with these 
cardinal arguments there is a fourth, that all that is of the 
nature of sin comes from a source which is the antithesis 
of the Divine, and which is in active hostility to the work 
of Christ-the Devil (38- 10a). The last clause of the para
graph reverts to and logically completes the proposition 
with which it began. To the positive, " Every one that 

1 The parallelism is strikingly close. Cf. J3 with 26, J"" with z5b, J6b with 2•. 
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doeth righteousness is begotten of God" (2 29
), is added the 

negative, " Whosoever doeth not righteousness is not of 
God " (310h). The circle is completely drawn. The 
" begotten of God " include all who " do righteousness " ; 
all who do not are excluded, 

PARAGRAPH B, 3toh-24". 

Divine Sonship tested by Love. 

In structure, this paragraph is less regular; its contents 
are not so closely knit to the leading thought. But what 
the leading thought is, is clearly fixed at the beginning : 
11 He that loveth not his brother is not begotten of God" 
(310b). That brotherly love is the test of Divine sonship is 
the truth that dominates the whole. Instead, however, of 
developing this thought dialectically, the Apostle does so, 
in the first instance, pictorially; setting before us two 
figures, Cain and Christ, as the prototypes of Hate and 
Love. The contemplation of Cain and of the disposition 
out of which the first murder sprang (3 12), suggests paren
thetically an explanation of the World's hatred of the 
children of God (313); but, chiefly, the truth that in loving 
our brethren we have a reliable guarantee that we have 
passed from death unto life (314); while, on the other hand, 
whosoever hateth his brother is potentially a murderer and 
assuredly cannot have the Life of God abiding in him (f5). 

Next, in glorious contrast to the sinister figure of Cain, who 
sacrificed his brother's life to his morbid self-love, the 
Apostle sets before us the figure of Christ who sacrificed 
His own life in love to us, His brethren (3 16a) ; and draws 
the inevitable inference that our life, if one with His, must 
obey the same spiritual law (316b). In 317 this test is 
brought within the scope of everyday opportunity ; and is 
followed (318) by a fervent exhortation to love "not in 
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word, neither with the tongue, but in deed and in truth." 
This introduces a restatement of the purport of the whole 
paragraph-that such Love is the test of all Divine sonship, 
and affords a valid and accessible ground of assurance 
before God, even should our own hearts condemn us 
(319• 20). In the remainder of the paragraph the subject of 
assurance and its relation to prayer is further dwelt upon 
(3 21. 22). And, finally, in setting forth the grounds upon 
which such assurance rests, the Apostle combines all the 
three cardinal tests-Righteousness (" keeping His com
mandments," 322

), Belief (" in the name of His Son Jesus 
Christ," 323a), and Love (3 23b), All these are, in fact, 
" commandments," and he that keepeth them abideth in 
God, and God in him (3 2

'"). 

Divine Sons/tip tested by Belief. 

Here, again, the test to be applied is broadly and 
clearly indicated at the outset. " Hereby know we that 
He abideth in us, by the Spirit 1 which He bath given us." 
As in the corresponding paragraph 2 18- 28, so here also the 
argument is conducted in view of the concrete historical 
situation, upon the consideration of which we do not now 
enter. The essence of the paragraph lies in 42· sb and et: 

" Hereby know ye the Spirit of God. Every spirit that 
con fesseth that Jesus is the Christ come in the flesh is of 
God; and every spirit that confesseth not Jesus is not of 

1 It is necessary to say here, although a fuller discussion will be given later, 
that, in the Epistle, the Spirit is regarded solely as the Spirit of Truth, whose 
function is to testify of Christ, to reveal the Divine glory of His Pers.on, to 
inspire belief in Him, and to prompt confession of Him as the Incarnate Son of 
God. The "knowing" by "the Spirit which God hath given us" is not 
immediate but inferential. It does not proceed from any direct subjective 
testimony that "God abideth in us," but is an inference from the fact that God 
hath given us that Spirit without whom no man calleth Jesus Lord. 
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God." "By this we know the Spirit of truth and the spirit 

of error." 
To recur to the general structure of the Epistle, it may 

be noted that we have found the first and second " cycles" 
corresponding exactly in subject-matter and in order of 
development. In 1 5-26 and in 2 29-310a the Christian life 
has been tested by its attitude to Sin and Righteousness, 
in 27-17 and in 31ob-24a by Love, and in z1s-2s and 324b_46 by 

Belief. 

THIRD CYCLE, 41-5 21• 

Inter-relations of Love, Belief, and Righteousness. 

In this closing section the Epistle rises to its loftiest 
heights; but the logical analysis of it is the hardest part 
of our task. The subject-matter is identical with that 
which has been already twice used, not a single new idea 
being introduced except that of the " sin unto death." But 
the order and proportion of treatment are different; the 
test of Righteousness takes here a subordinate place (5 2• 3 

518); and the whole "Cycle" may be broadly divided into 
twci sections, the first, 47-5 3a, in which the dominant 
theme is Love (with, however, the Christological passage 
41s--15 em bedded in it) ; the second, 5 Sb-21, in which it is 
Belief. The same practical purpose is still steadfastly 
adhered to as in the preceding " Cycles "-the application 
of the three great tests to everything that calls itself 
Christian. But here an additional aim is, I think, partly 
discernible, namely, to bring out the necessary connections 
and inter-relations of Righteousness, Love, and Belief. 
Hitherto the writer has been content to exhibit these 
simply as collateral elements in the Christian life, each 
and all indispensable to its genuineness. He has made 
no serious effort to show why these three elements must 
coalesce in the unity of life,-why the Life of which one 
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manifestation is Belief in the Incarnation must also manifest 
itself in keeping God's commandments and loving one 
another. Here, however, as he traverses the same ground 
for the third time, he does seem to be feeling after a closer 
articulation. Thus in 49- 16 the inner connection between 
Belief and Love is strongly suggested ; in 52 -sa we find 
the synthesis of Love and Righteousness; and in 53b-5, 

the synthesis of Righteousness and Belief. Without 
asserting that the writer's conscious purpose in this third 
handling of his material was to exhibit these interdepen
dencies, it may be said that in this consists its distinctive 
feature. 

LOVE. 

PARAGRAPH A, 47-12• 

The genesis of Love. 

Christian Love is deduced from its Divine source. 
Regarding Love, the same declaration, precisely and 
verbally, is now made as was formerly made regarding 
Righteousness (229). "God is Love"; and every one that 
loveth is begotten of God (47 and, negatively, 48). But 
here, feeling his way to a correlation of Love and Belief, 
St. John advances to the further statement, that the mission 
of Christ alone is the perfect revelation of the fact that the 
nature of God is Love (49); nay, that it furnishes the one 
absolute revelation of the nature of Love itself (410). 

From this follows the inevitable consequence, " If God so 
loved us, we ought also to love one another" ( 411) ; and 
the assurance that, if we love one another, the invisible God 
abideth in us; His nature is incorporate with ours; His 
Love is fulfilled in us ( 412). 
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PARAGRAPH B, 413- 16, 

The synthesis of Love and Bftlief. 

As in 2 20 -28 and 324b-46, the gift of the Spirit, by whom 
confession is made of Jesus as the Son of God, is cited 
as proof that God abideth in us and we in Him (413- 15), 

and seems to be merely collateral with the proof 
already adduced from "loving one another" (412). But it 
becomes evident, on closer examination, that the two 
paragraphs (47- 12 and 413- 16) stand in some more intimate 
relation than this. We observe the parallel statements, 
"If we love one another, God abideth in us" (412); then, 
" Whosoever shall confess that Jesus is the Son of God, 
God abideth in him and he in God" (415); then a second 
time, " He that abideth in love abideth in God, and God 
in him" (416). We observe, further, that the confession of 
Jesus as the Son of God (416) is paralleled by the statement 
that "the Father sent the Son to be the Saviour of the 
world" (414), which points back to that revelation of God 
as Love (49· 10) in which the moral obligation and spiritual 
necessity of loving one another have been already disclosed 
(411). And we observe, finally, that the confession of 
Jesus as the Son of God, sent by the Father to be the 
Saviour of the world (414• 15), is personally appropriated 
in this," We know and have believed the Love which God 
hath toward us," followed by the reiterated " God is Love; 
and he that abideth in Love abideth in God, and God in 
him " (416). Thus closely observing the structure of the 
passage, we cannot doubt that the writer is labouring to 
express the truth that Christian Belief and Christian Love 
are not merely concomitant, but vitally one. Yet, what 
the inter-relation of the two is in the Apostle's mind; 
which, if either, is anterior and instrumental to the 
other ; whether we are begotten through the medium of 
spiritual perception into love, or through the medium of 

2 
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love into spiritual perception, it would be hazardous 
to say. 

PARAGRAPH C, 417-5 3a. 

The effects, motives, and manifestations of Love. 

I. The effect of Love is assurance toward God (417- 18). 

It is a notable example of the symmetry with which the 
Epistle is constructed that the sequence of thought here is 
minutely the same as in 310• 20• Here, as there, Love has, 
as its immediate result, confidence toward God ; and 
with precisely the same condition, that Love be in " deed 
and in truth " ( cf. 318• 19 with 4 20). 

2, The motives to brotherly Love: These are God's 

love to us (419), the only possible response to which is 
to love one's brother (420); the express commandment of 
Christ (421); and the instincts of spiritual kinship (5 1).1 

3. The synthesis of Love and Righteousness. 
This is exhibited in a two-fold light. True love to 

man is righteous, and is possible only to those who love 
God and keep His commandments (5 2). True love to God 
consists in keeping His commandments (5 3"). 

SECTION II. 5ab-21, 

BELIEF. 

PARAGRAPH A, 53h-12• 

The power, contents, basis, and issue of Cliristian Belz"ef. 

It may seem sufficiently arbitrary to make the clause 
"And His commandments are not grievous " the point of 

1 Throughout this portion of the Epistle, each thought is so closely inter
locked, as well with what precedes as with what follows, that it is impossible to 
divide it at any point which shall not seem more or less arbitrary. I have made 
52 the beginning of a subsection; but obviously it is also the requisite com
plement to 51• There, loving" him that is begotten" is the sign and test of loving 
"Him that begat"; here, conversely, loving God and "keeping I-Iis command
ments" is the sign and test of " loving the children of God." 
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departure for a new paragraph. But so closely is the 
texture of thought woven in these verses, that the same 
objection would apply equally to any other line of division. 
There is, however, an obvious transition in 53- 5 from the 
topic of Love to that of Belief; and it seems most suitable 
to regard the transition as effected at this point, " This is 
the Love of Gou, that we keep His commandments," is 
St. John's last word concerning Love. All that is now to 
be said has as its subject, more or less directly, Belief. 
And, while the clause "and His commandments are not 
grievous " is intimately linked on to the first half of the verse 
by the common topic " commandments," it introduces an 
entirely new train of thought. 

I. The synthesis of Belief and Righteousness (5 3b. 4). 

God's commandments are not burdensome to the believer. 
That which would make them burdensome, the power of 
the World, is overcome by the victorious di vine power 
given to every one who is " begotten of God " ; and the 
medium through which the victorious power is imparted is 
our Christian Belief. 

2. The substance of Christian Belief is that "Jesus is 
the Son of God, even He that came by water and by 
blood" (5 6· 6). 

3. Next, the basis on which it rests is: the witness of 
the Spirit (5 7); the coincident witness of the Spirit, the 
water and the blood (5 8); which is the witness of God 
Himself (5 9); and which, when received, becomes an 
inward and immediate assurance, a self-evidencing certitude 
(5 10a). On the other hand, to reject this witness is to 
make God a liar (5 10b). 

4. The issue of Christian Belief. The witness of God 
to His Son Jesus Christ is fundamentally this, that He is 
the source of Eternal Life to men (5 11). This Life is 
the present possession of all who spiritually possess Him; 
and to be without Him is to be destitute of it (S 12). 
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The end of the paragraph thus answers sublimely to 
its beginning. That which has eternal life in it (5 12) must 
conquer, and alone can conquer, the World, whose life is 
bound up with transitory aims and objects. Because it 
makes the truth that " he that doeth the will of God abideth 
for ever" a living power, faith wins its everlasting victory 
over the world which "passeth away with the lust thereof." 

PARAGRAPH B, 513- 21• 

The conscious certainties of Cltristian Belief. 

I. Its certainty of Eternal Life. To promote this in 
all who believe in the name of the Son of God is the 
Apostle's purpose in writing this Epistle (5 13). 

2. Its certainty regarding Prayer (5 14-17). "If we 
ask anything according to God's Will, He heareth us " 
(5 14); and, consequently, we have these things for which 
we have made petition (5 15). An example of the things 
which we may ask with assurance is " life" for a brother 
who sins "a sin not unto death" (5 16a); and an example of 
the things regarding which we may not pray with such 
confidence is the restoration of a brother who has com
mitted sin unto death (5 16b). To this is appended a 
statement regarding the nature and effect of sin (5 17). 

3. The certainty regarding the reg-::nerate Life, that 
Righteousness is its indefeasible characteristic, that it is a 
life of uncompromising antagonism to all sin (5 18). 

4. The certainty as to the profound moral contrast 
between the Christian life and the life of the world (5 19). 

5. The certainty of Christian Belief as to the facts 
upon which it rests, and the supernatural power which has 
quickened it to perception of those facts (5 20a). 

Then with a final reiteration of the whole purport of 
the Epistle, "This is the true God and Eternal Life" (5 20b), 

and an abrupt and sternly affectionate call to all believers 
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to beware of yielding the homage of their trust and depen
dence to the vain shadows which are ever apt to usurp the 
place of the True God, the Epistle ends, "Little children, 
keep yourselves from idols" (5 21). 

SYNOPSIS. 

THE PROLOGUE, 1u. 

FIRST CYCLE, 16-228, 

THE CHRISTIAN LIFE, AS FELLOWSHIP WITH Gon, CONDITIONED 

AND TESTED BY \VALKING IN THE LIGHT. 

15, The fundamental announcement," God is Light." 

PARAGRAPH A, 16-2G, 

16• 1• General statement of the condition of fellowship with God, \Vho 
is Light. 

18-26• Wa!ki11;1; in the Light tested by the attitude to Sin and Righteous
ness. 

To walk in the Darkness. 
a.. To deny sin as guilt, 18. 

(3, To deny sin as fact, 110• 

-y. To say that we know God and not 
keep His commandments, 2•. 

a. Not to walk as Christ walked, 2 6• 

To walk in the L(t;ht. 
a. To confess sin as guilt, r9• 

(3. To confess sin as fact, 2 1• 2, 

1'· To keep His commandments, 23• 

a. To keep His word, 2 5. 

e. To walk as Christ walked, 2 6• 

PARAGRAPH B, 27-17, 

Walking in the L(gltt tested by Love. 

(a) By love of one's brother (vv. 7·11). 

[Parenthetic address to the readers (vv. 12•14).] 

(b) By not loving the World (vv.15-17). 

PARAGRAPH C, 2 18·28• 

Walking in the Light tested by Belief. 

2 18• Rise of the antichrists. 
2 19• Their relation to the Church. 

2 20· 21 • The source and guarantee of the true Belief. 
2 22

· 23• The crucial test of Truth and Error. 
2

24
· 25 Exhortation to steadfastness. 

2
2

G. 27• Reiterated statement of the source and guarantee of the true 
Belief. 

2 28
• Repeated exhortation to steadfastness. 
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SECOND CYCLE, 2 2~-46• 

THE CHRISTIAN LIFE, AS THAT OF DIVINE SONSHIP, APPROVED 

BY THE SAME TESTS. 

PARAGRAPH A, 2 29-)1°". 

Divine Sonship tested by Righteousness. 

2 29• This test inevitable. 
31·3• The present status and the future manifestation of the 

children of God: the possession of this hope conditioned 
by assimilation to the purity of Christ. 

34•10•. The absolute contrariety of the life of Divine Sonship to 
all sin. 

a. In the light of the moral authority of God (v.4). 

/3. In the light of Christ's character and of the purpose of His 
mission (vv.1Vi). 

o/· In the light of the origin of Sin (v.8). 

a. In the light of its own Divine source (v.9). 

£, In the light of fundamental moral contrasts (v. 100). 

PARAGRAPH B, 310b·240• 

Divine Sonshij, tested by Love. 

310b. n. This test inevitable. 
312• Cain the prototype of Hate. 
313• Cain's spirit reproduced in the \Vorld. 

314a. Love, the sign of having passed from Death unto Life. 
3Hb. H. The absence of it, the sign of abiding in Death. 

316• Christ the prototype of Love ; the obligation thus laid 
upon us. 

J1 7• 18• Genuine Love consists not in words but in deeds. 
319•22 • The confidence toward God resulting from such Love, 

especially in Prayer. 
]23- 24b, Recapitulatory; combining, under the category of His 

" commandment," Love and also Belief on His Son 
Jesus Christ. Thus a transition is effected to Paragraph C. 

PARAGRAPH C, J24b-46. 

Divine Sonshtp tested by Belief 

J24b. This test inevitable. 
41. Exhortation in view of the actual situation. 

42• 3 • The true Confession of Faith. 
44•6 • The relation thereto of the Church and the World. 
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THIRD CYCLE, 47-521 • 

CLOSER CORRELATION OF RIGHTEOUSNESS, LOVE AND BELIEF. 

SECTION I. 47-5:1a. 

LOVE. 

p ARAGRAPH A, 47-12. 

The genesis of Love. 

41- 8• Love indispensable, because God is Love. 
49• The mission of Christ the proof that God is Love. 

410• The mission of Christ the absolute revelation of what Love is. 
411• The obligation thus imposed upon us. 
412• The assurance given in its fulfilment. 

PARAGRAPH E, 413·16• 

The syntl1esis of Belief and Love. 

413• The True Belief indispensable as a guarantee of Christian 
Life, because the Spirit of God is its author. 

414- 15• The content of the true Belief, "Jesus is the Son of God." 
416• In this is found the vital ground of Christian Love. 

PARAGRAPH C, 41L53a. 

The effect, motz'ves, and manifestations of Love. 

411- 18• The effect, confidence toward God. 
419-51. The motives to Love: (1) God's love to us; (2) the ~nly 

possible response to which is to love our brother; (3) 
Christ's commandment; (4) the instincts of spiritual 
kinship. 

52• 3a, The synthesis of Love and Righteousness. 

SECTION II. 53b-21. 

BELIEF. 

PARAGRAPH A, 53h·12• 

The power, contents, basis, and issue of Chn"stian Belief. 

53 b. 4• The synthesis of Belief and Righteousness. In Belieflies the 
power of obedience. 

s~- 6• The contents of Christian Belief. 
57·10• The evidence upon which it rests. 

511- 12• Its issue, the possession ol Eternal Life. 
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PARAGRAPH B, 513-21_ 

The certainties of Christian Belief. 

518• Its certainty of Eternal Life. 
514. 1·\ Of prevailing in Prayer. 

[
516• Instance in which such certainty fails.] 
517• Appended statement regarding Sin. 
518• Of Righteousness, as the essential characteristic of the 

Christian Life. 
519• Of the moral gulf between the Christian Life and the life 

of the World. 
520• Of itself, the facts on which it rests, and the supernatural 

power which has given perception of these facts. 
521 • Final exhortation. 

Note.-After this chapter was completely written, there came into my 
hands an article by Theodor Haring in the Theolo,(;iscJ1e Abhandlungen 
Carl von Weizsiicker gewidmet (Freiburg, r892). I am gratified to find 
that in this article, which is of great value, the analysis of the Epistle 
is on precisely the same lines as that which I have submitted. The 
only difference worth noting is that Haring, by combining Righteous
ness and Love, finds in each "cycle" only two leading tests, which 
he calls the "ethical" and the "Christological." This gives a more 
logical division ; but I am still of opinion that my own is more faithful 
to the thought of the Epistle, in which the comprehension of Right
eousness and Love under any such general conception as "ethical " is 
not achieved. 



CHAPTER II. 

THE POLEMICAL AIM OF THE EPISTLE. 

ALTHOUGH explicit controversial allusions in the Epistle 
are few, - are limited, indeed, to two passages (218• 19 

41-6) in which certain false teachers, designated as "anti
christs," are unsparingly denounced, - there is no New 
Testament writing which is more vigorously polemical in 
its whole tone and aim. The truth, which in the same 
writer's Gospel shines as the dayspring from on high, 
becomes here a searchlight, flashed into a background of 
darkness. 

But, though the polemical intention of the Epistle has 
been universally recognised, there has been wide diversity 
of opinion as to its actual object. By the older com
mentators generally, it was found in the perilous state of 
the Church, or Churches, addressed. They had left their 
"first love"; they had lapsed into Laodicean lukewarm
ness and worldliness, so that their sense of the absolute 
distinction between the Christian and the unchristian in 
life and belief had become blurred and feeble. And it 
was to arouse them from this lethargy-to sharpen the 
dulness of their spiritual perceptions - that the Epistle 
was written. But not only does the Epistle nowhere 
give any sign of such an intention; it contains many 
passages which are inconsistent with it (213· 14· 20- 21. 27 

4 4 518-20). 

Unmistakably its polemic is directed not against such 
evils as may at any time, and more or less always do, 

25 
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beset the life of the Church from within, but against a 
definite danger threatening it from without. There is a 
"spirit of error" (4 6) abroad in the world. From the Church 
itself (219) many false prophets (41) have gone forth, cor
rupters of the gospel, "antichrists" who would deceive the 
very elect. And, not to spend time in statement and 
refutation of other views, it may be asserted as beyond 
question that the peril against which the Epistle was 
intended to arm the Church was the spreading influence 
of Gnosticism, and, specifically, of a form of Gnosticism 
that was Docetic in doctrine and Antinomian in practice. 
A very brief sketch of the essential features of Gnosticism 
will suffice to show not only that these are clearly reflected 
in the more explicitly controversial utterances of the Epistle, 
but that the influence of an anti-Gnostic polemic is traceable 
in almost every sentence. 

Of the forces with which Christianity had to do battle 
for its career as the universal religion-Jewish legalism, 
pagan superstition, Greek speculation, Roman imperialism
none, perhaps, placed it in sharper hazard than Gnosticism, 
that strange, obscure movement, partly intellectual, partly 
fanatical, which, in the second century, spread with the 
swiftness of an epidemic over the Church from Syria to 
Gaul. The rise and spread of Gnosticism forms one of the 
dimmest chapters in Church history; and no attempt need 
be or ~an be made here to elucidate its obscurities or 
unravel its intricacies. But one fact is clear: Gnosticism 
was not, in the proper sense, a "heresy." Although it 
became a corrupting influence within the Church, it was 
an alien by birth. While the Church yet sojourned within 
the pale of Judaism, it enjoyed immunity from this plague; 
but, soon as it broke through these narrow bounds, it found 
itself in a world where the decaying religions and philo
sophies of the West were in acute fermentation under the 
influence of a new and powerful leaven from the East; while 
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the infusion of Christianity itself into this fermenting mass 
only added to the bewildering multiplicity of Gnostic sects 
and systems it brought forth. 

That this was the true genesis of Gnosticism,-that it 
was the result of an irruption of Oriental religious beliefs 
into the Grceco-Roman world,-and that, consequently, it 
sought to unite in itself two diverse strains, Western intel
lectualism and Eastern mysticism, is generally admitted. 
Different views are held, however, as to which of these is 
to be regarded as the stock upon which the other was 
grafted. It has been the fashion with Church historians 
of the liberal school to glorify Gnosticism by giving chief 
prominence to its philosophical aspect. Oriental elements 
it admittedly contained, but these, in its most influential 
representatives at least, had been thoroughly permeated 
with the Hellenic spirit. In its historical result it was the 
"acute Hellenising" of Christianity. The great Gnostics 
were the first Christian philosophers ; and Gnosticism is to 
be regarded as, upon the whole, a progressive force. More 
recent investigations and a more concrete study 1 of the 
subject have tended to discredit this estimate. Naturally, 
Gnosticism had to make some kind of terms with Hellenic 
culture, as Christianity itself had to do, in order to win a 
footing on which it could appeal to those who sought after 
"wisdom"; but by much the prepotent strain in this singular 
hybrid was Oriental Dualism. Many of the Gnostic sects 
were characterised chiefly by a wild, fanatical, and some
times obscene cultus ; and even in those which, like the 
Valentinian, made the most ambitious attempts to evolve 
a philosophy of the universe, Dualism was still the funda
mental and formative principle. It is far truer to call 
Gnosticism a reactionary than a progressive force, and its 
most eminent leaders the last upholders of a lost cause, 
rather than the advance-guard of intellectual progress.2 

1 v. Bousset's Hauptprobleme dcr Gnosis, pp. 1-9. 2 v. Bousset, ibid. p. 7. 
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But Dualism no less than Monotheism or Pantheism 
has its philosophy, its reading of the riddle of exist
ence; and it is clear that it was by reason of its 
speculative pretensions that Gnosticism acquired its 
influence in the Church. The name by which the 
system came to be designated, the Gnosis, indicates 
a claim to a higher esoteric knowledge 1 of Divine 
things, and a tendency to reckon this the summit of 
spiritual attainment; a claim and tendency which St. Paul, 
as early as his First Epistle to the Corinthians, finds occa
sion to meet with stern resistance ( r Cor. I 19-25 81 I 32), 

as engendering arrogance and unbrotherly contempt for 
the less enlightened (81. 7- 11). This Epistle, it is true, 
exhibits no trace of anything that can be distinctively 
called Gnosticism ; but it does reveal into how congenial 
a soil the seeds of Gnosticism were about to fall. In the 
Epistle to the Colossians we find that the sower has been at 
work ; in the Pastoral and other later Epistles, that the 
crop is already ripening. The innate pride and selfishness 
of the system became more and more apparent as it 
took more definite form (r Tim. 63- 5, 2 Tim. 32- 5). Those 
who possessed the higher knowledge were distinguished 
from those who were incapable of its possession, as a 
superior order, almost a higher species, of believers. The 
latter were the unspiritual men, t,vxi,co{, 7TVEvµ.a µry ~xovTE,.2 

The highest Christian attainment was that of intellectual 
or mystic contemplation. To " know the depths" 3 was 
esteemed not only above the commonplace facts and 
moralities of the gospel, but above love, virtue, and practical 
holiness. When this, the general and most pronounced 

1 It is maintained, however, by Bousset (p. 277) that the name Gnosis 
primarily signified, not so much a higher intellectual knowledge, as initi:ition 
into the secret and sacramental mysteries of the Gnostic sects. 

2 Jude 19, where the epithet is retorted upon those who used it. 
3 Rev. 2'". Cf. IIippolytus, Ref. Haer. v. vi. I. 
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feature of Gnosticism, is borne in mind, a vivid light is at 
once shed upon many passages in the Epistle. In those, 
especially, in which we find the formula "he that saith" 
(o Af."jWV), or an equivalent (eav E11TWJJ,€V, Uv 7"£~ Ef7rv), it 
becomes apparent that it is no abstract contingency the 
writer has in view, but a definitely recognised case. Thus 
in 2 4• 6• 9 we have what may be supposed to be almost verbal 
quotations of current forms of Gnostic profession (he that 
saith), " I know Him," 1 " I abide in Him," " I am in the 
light"; 2 and in each case the claim, unsupported by its 
requisite moral guarantee, is underlined with the writer's 
"roughest and blackest pencil-mark" as the statement of 
a liar. When we observe, moreover, the prominence which 
the Epistle gives throughout to the idea of knowledge, and 
the special significance of several of the passages in which 
it occurs, the conviction grows that one of the purposes 
chiefly aimed at is not only to refute the arrogant claims 
of Gnosticism, but to exhibit Apostolic Christianity, be
lieved and lived, as the true Gnosis,-the Divine reality 
of which Gnosticism was but the fantastic caricature-the 
truth of experience to which it was the corresponding" lie" 
(24· 22 420). The confidence he has concerning those to 
whom he is writing is that they "know Him who is from 
the beginning," and that they " know the Father" ( 2 13). 

The final note of exulting assurance upon which the 
Epistle closes, is that " we know the True One, and we are 
in the True One" (5 20). This, the knowledge of the 
ultimate Reality, the Being who is the Eternal Life, is, for 
Christian and Gnostic alike, the goal of aspiration. But 
against the Gnostic conception of this as to be attained 
exclusively by flights of intellectual speculation or mystic 
contemplation, the Apostle labours, with the whole force of 

1 Cf. Clementine Recognitions, "Qui Deum se nossc profitentur." Holtz
mann, J.P. T., 1882, p. 320. 

2 To be of the '' seer! of the light" appears to have been a popular form of 
Gnostic pretension. Holtzmann, ibid. p. 323. 
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his spirit, to maintain that it is to be reached only by the 
lowlier path of obedience and brotherly love; and that by 
these, conversely, its reality must ever be attested. To 
speak of having the knowledge of God without keeping 
His commandments (2 4) is self-contradiction. If God is 
righteous, then nothing is more certain than that " Every 
one that doeth righteousness is begotten of Him" (2 29), 

and that "Whosoever doeth not righteousness is not of 
God" (310). "Whosoever sinneth hath not seen Him, 
neither known Him" (3 6). 

Still more strenuously, if that were possible, does the 
Apostle insist upon brotherly love as at once the condition 
and the test of the true knowledge of God. In Gnosticism 
knowledge was the sum of attainment, the crown of life, 
the supreme end in itself. The system was loveless to 
the core. St. Paul saw this with a prophet's eye ( r Cor. 
81 I 32), and the contemporary witnesses bear testimony 
that it bore abundantly its natural fruit. "Lovers o( self, 
lovers of money, boastful, haughty, railers, disobedient to 
parents, untruthful, unholy, without natural affection, 
implacable, slanderers" (2 Tim. 32• 3), are the typical re
presentatives of the Gnostic character as it is portrayed 
in the later writings of the New Testament. "They give 
no heed to love," says lgnatius,1 "caring not for the 
widow, the orphan, or the afflicted, neither for those who 
are in bonds nor for those who are released from bonds, 
neither for the hungry nor the thirsty." 

That a religion which destroyed and banished love 
should call itself Christian, or claim affinity with Christi
anity, excites the Apostle's hottest indignation. To him it 
is the real atheism. Against it he lifts up his supreme 
truth, God is Love, with its immediate consequence, that 

l ,rep! 0.')'0.7r1)S DU µ{Aei aura,s, au ,rep, xfipo.s, OU ,rep, opq,&.,av, DU "''P' 
0'/,..(3oµi,ou, au ,rep, oeoeµivav fj "J-.el',.vµlvou, ou 1repl 1r«vO:nos ,) ot,twvra,. Ad 
Smyn1, 6, a, 
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to be without love is the fatal incapacity for knowing God. 
" Every one that loveth is begotten of God, and knoweth 
God" (47); but, "He that loveth not knoweth not God: for 
God is Love" (48). Spiritual illumination, apart from 
the practice of love, is the vaunt of a self-deceiver (29). 

The assumption of a lofty, mystical piety, apart from 
dutiful conduct in the ordinary relations of life, is ruth
lessly dealt with. "If any man say, I love God" (we can 
almost hear the voice of the self-complacent "spiritual") 
" and hateth his brother, he is a liar : for he that loveth 
not his brother whom he hath seen, how can he love 
God whom he hath not seen? " All these and numerous 
other passages ( 2 1. s. 10. 11 310b. 11. 14. 11-10. 23b 4 u. 12. 11. 1s. 

19. 21 51b) receive fresh point when read in view of the 
unbrotherly aloofness inherent in Gnosticism. And, 
in general, it may be said that the uniquely reiterated 
emphasis which the Epistle lays upon brotherly love, the 
almost fierce tone in which the New Commandment is 
promulgated, is not adequately accounted for by any 
idiosyncrasy of the writer, on the supposition that he is 
writing in the abstract, but becomes vividly intelligible as 
the expression of a truly godlike wrath against actual 
tendencies that were powerfully assailing the life and 
fellowship of the Church. 

But if Gnosticism was distinguished by this unethical 
intellectualism, its deeper characteristic lay in its dualistic 
conception of existence. Epiphanius tells us that Basilides 
began with the inquiry, 1ro0€v TO ,ca,cov (Haer. 24. 6); 
Clement, that he ended by "deifying the devil' (0€uLt<,JV 
µEv 70V oui/30)1.0v, Strom. iv. 12, 87).1 This may be 
taken as a compendious account of Dualism. It traces 
back into the eternal the schism of which we are 
conscious in the world of experience, and posits two 
independent and antagonistic principles of existence, from 
which, severally, come all the good and all the evil that exist. 

1 I admit that it is dm1btful whether this particular phrase is to be understood 
in a thoroughly dualistic sense. 
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It is true that in those Gnostic systems which were most 
strongly touched by Hellenic influence, the fundamental 
dualism was disguised by complicated successions of 
emanations and hierarchies of aeons and archons, bridging 
the gulf between absolute transcendent Deity and the 
material creation. These cosmogonies were broadly 
analogous to the materialistic theory of evolution ; except 
that, while modern evolution is from matter upward to 
" whatever gods there be," Gnostic evolution was from 
divinity downwards. Invariably, however, the source and 
the seat of evil were found in matter, in the body, with 
its senses and appetites, and in its sensuous earthly 
environment; and invariably it was held inconceivable 
that the Divine Nature should have immediate contact 
with, or influence upon, the material side of existence. 

To such a view of the universe Christianity could 
be adjusted only by a Docetic interpretation of the 
Person of Christ. A veritable incarnation was unthinkable. 
The Divine Being could enter into no real union with a 
corporeal organism. The Human Nature of Christ and 
the incidents of His earthly career were, more or less, 
an illusion. It is with this Docetic subversion of the 
truth of the Incarnation that the "antichrists" are 
specially identified in the Epistle (2 22• 

23 4 3); and it is 
against it that St. John directs, with whole-sou led force 
and fervour, his central thesis-the complete personal 
identification of the historical Jesus with the Divine 
Being who is the "Word of Life," the "Son of God," 
the " Christ." 1 

A further consequence of the dualistic interpretation of 
existence is that Sin, in the Christian meaning of Sin, 
disappears. In its essence, it is no longer a moral 
opposition, in the human personality, to good; it is a 
physical principle inherent in all non-spiritual being. Not 

1 See Chapters VI, and XIII. 
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the soul, but the flesh is its organ ; and Redemption 
consists not in the renewal of the moral nature, but in its 
emancipation from the flesh. And, again, it becomes 
apparent that no abstract possibility, but a very definite 
historical phenomenon, is contemplated in the repeated 
warning, " If we say that we have no sin, we deceive 
ourselves, and the truth is not in us." " If we say that we 
have not sinned, we make Him a liar, and His word is 

not in us" ( 1 8• 10). 

With the nobler and more earnest spirits, the practical 
consequence of this irreconcilable dualism in human nature 
was the ascetic life. Only by the mortification of the 
bodily members and the suppression of natural appetite 
could the deliverance of the soul from its life-long foe be 
achieved. A rigid asceticism is ascribed to various Gnostic 
sects (Encratites, the followers of Saturninus, etc.), and has 
left distinct traces in the Epistle to the Colossians ( 2 21) 

and in the Pastoral Epistles (1 Tim. 4 8). But the same 
principle readily suggested an opposite method of achieving 
the soul's deliverance from the yoke of the material. Let 
the dualism of nature be boldly reduced to practice. Let 
body and spirit be treated as separate entities ; let each 
obey its own laws and act according to its own nature, 
without mutual interference.1 The spiritual nature could 
not be involved in nor defiled by the deeds of the flesh; 
and the power of external things was most effectually 
overcome when they were not allowed to disturb in anywise 
the tranquillity of the inner man. Let the flesh indulge 
every lust, but let the soul soar on the wings of lofty 
spiritual thought, no more hindered or harassed by the 
body and its appetites than is the skimming swallow by 
the barking dog that chases it It is evident, from various 
references in the later New Testament writings (Tit. 
1 10. rn, 2 Tim. 31-1, 2 Pet. 2 12-22, Jude 4. 7-10, Rev. 2 14. 15, 20) 

1 This was r/J ao,aq,opws !~~- Clem. Alex. Strom. iii. 5. 40. 

3 
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that Gnosticism, from its earliest contact with Christianity, 
began to infect the Church with this leaven of all abomin
ablcness. And for the interpretation of our Epistle this 
Antinomian development of Gnosticism is of special im
portance. While there are no direct allusions to it, as there 
are in Second Peter and Jude, it is ever present to the 
writer's mind when he is on the ground of ethics. The 
moral indifferentism of the Gnostic sheds a vivid light 
upon such utterances as "sin is lawlessness" (3 4), and its 
converse, " every unrighteousness is sin" ( 517). Especially 
is it the key, as we shall find, to that difficult passage 
2 29-310, the whole emphasis of which falls upon the" doing" 
(1roiE'iv), whether of righteousness or of sin. Every one that 
"doeth righteousness" is begotten of God (229). He that 
"doeth sin"" doeth also lawlessness" (3 4). He that" doeth 
righteousness" is righteous (3 7). He that "doeth sin" 
is of the Devil (38). Every one that is begotten of God 
"doeth not" sin (3 9), and every one that "doeth not" 
righteousness is not of God. Clearly, in all this trenchant 
reiteration of the same thought, St. John is not actuated 
merely by the consideration of the perpetual tendency 
in men to substitute profession, sentiment and vague 
aspiration for actual doing of the Will of God. The 
writer expressly indicates, indeed, a more definite object 
of attack (37); and the whole passage presupposes, as 
familiar to its readers, a doctrine of moral indifferentism, 
according to which the status of the "spiritual " man is 
not to be tested by the commonplace facts of moral 
conduct. 

The detailed examination of this and kindred· pass
ages must be deferred to a later stage.1 The pur
pose of the present chapter has been served if it has 
furnished a general view of the polemical scope of the 
Epistle, and if it has been shown that in it all the 

1 Chapter XI, 
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authentic features of Gnosticism, its false estimate of 
knowledge, its loveless and unbrotherly spirit, its Docetic 
Christology, its exaltation of the illuminated above moral 
obligations, are clearly reflected. It is true that the whole 
presentation of truth in the Epistle widely overflows the 
limits of the controversial occasion. On the one hand, 
the human tendencies that manifested themselves in 
Gnosticism are not of any one period or place. The 
Gnostic spirit and temper are never dead. On the other 
hand, St. John so little meets these with mere denun
ciation ; 1 he so ·constantly opposes to the pernicious 
plausibilities of error the simple, sublime, and satisfying 
facts and principles of the Christian Revelation; he so lifts 
every question at issue out of the dust of mere polemics 
into the lucid atmosphere of eternal truth, that his Epistle 
pursues its course through the ages, ever bringing to the 
human soul the vision and the inspiration of the divine 
life. Nevertheless, for its interpretation, the polemical aim 
that pervades it must be recognised. The great tests of 
Christianity, the enforcement of which constitutes its chief 
purpose,-the tests of practical Righteousness and Love, and 
of Belief in Jesus as God Incarnate,-are those which are 
of perennial validity and necessity; yet it was just by these 
that the wolf of Gnosticism could be most unmistakably 
revealed under its sheep's clothing, and they are presented 
in such fashion as to certify that this was the object 
immediately aimed at. 

One point more, though of minor importance, remains 
for consideration, namely, whether the polemic of the 
Epistle is directed throughout against the same persons, or 
whether, in its two branches, the Christological and the 
ethical, it has different objects of attack. The latter view 
has been widely held. It is admitted that it is Gnostic 

1 An instructive contrast, in this respect, is presented by the Epistle of Jude 
and its comparatively small influence in later times. 
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error that is controverted in the Christological passages, 
but not that it is Gnostic immorality that is aimed at in 
the ethical passages. On the contrary, it is maintained 
that the moral laxity against which these are so vigorously 
directed is within the Church itself. And on behalf of 
this view it is argued that, in the Epistle, no charge of 
teaching or practising moral indifferentism is brought 
against the " antichrists " ; that, apart from the Epistle, 
there is no proof that Docetism in Asia Minor lay open 
to such a charge ; and that the moral tendencies reflected 
in the Epistle are such as would naturally spring up in 
communities where Christianity had already passed from a 
first to a second generation and become, in some degree, 
traditional.1 

But, as has been already said, the tone in which 
the writer of the Epistle addresses his readers lends 
no support to this supposition. He is tenderly solicitous 
for their safety amid the perils that beset them ; but this 
solicitude nowhere passes into rebuke. It is plainly sug
gested, too, that the same spirit of error (46) which is 
assailing their faith is ready to make a no less deadly 
assault upon the moral integrity of their Christian life 

(f " let no man deceive you," not, "let no man deceive 
himself"). Of necessity, Dualism led, in practice, either to 
Asceticism or to the Emancipation of the Flesh; and, in 
the absence of any allusion in the Epistle to the former, it 
is a fair inference that, with Gnosticism in Asia Minor, the 
pendulum had swung, at the date of the Epistle, towards 
the latter. This inference is confirmed by the historical 
data, scanty as these are. The name associated with the 
Epistle by unvarying tradition as St. John's chief antagonist 
is that of Cerinthus. It seems to be beyond doubt 
that the Apostle and the heresiarch confronted each 

1 Neander, Planting of Christianity, i. 407-408 (Bohn). With this view 
Liicke and Ruther agree. 
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other in Ephesus.1 Unfortunately, the accounts of Cerinthus 
and his teaching which have come down to us are 
fragmentary, confused, and, in some points, conflicting. 
The residuum of reliable fact is that, according to his 

teaching, the World and even the Law were created 
not by the Supreme God, but by a far inferior power ; 
and that he deduced from this a Docetic 2 doctrine of the 

Incarnation. 
We do not know with equal certainty that he deduced 

from it the other natural consequence of practical Anti
nomianism. But such testimony as we do possess is to that 

effect. According to Caius 8 of Rome, a disciple of Iren~us, 
. Cerinthus developed an elaborate eschatology, the central 
point of which was a millennium of bliss as sensual as that 
of the Mohammedan paradise. This account is confirmed 

by Dionysius of Alexandria (c. 260), who says that, as 
Cerinthus was a voluptuary and wholly sensual, he conjec
tured that Christ's kingdom would consist in those things 
which he so_ eagerly desired, in the gratification of his sensual 

appetites, in eating and drinking and marrying.4 If such 
was his programme of the future, we can more readily 

believe, what is stated on good authority, that his position 
approximated closely to that of Carpocrates, in whom 
Gnostic Antinomianism reached its unblushing climax. 
And although the only version of his opinions which we 
have is that given by his opponents, there seems to be no 
room for doubt as to their real character. Thus, so far as 
they go, the historical data harmonise with the internal 

1 The well-known incident of their encounter in the public baths at Ephesus 
has been discredited on the ground of its incongruity with the Apostle's character, 
and of the improbability of the alleged visit of the Apostle to the public bath
house. But Iren"'us gives the story on the authority of those who had heard 
it from Polycarp (Adv. Ilaer. iii. 3, 4 ; Euseb. Hist. Eccl. iii. 28, iv. 14); and 
such evidence is not altogether contemptible. 

2 See, further, Chapters VI. and XIII. 
3 Ap. Euseb. iii. 28, vii. 25. 
' Ibid. viii. 25. 
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evidence of the Epistle itself in giving the impression that 
the different tendencies it combats are such as were 
naturally combined in one consistently developed Gnostic 
system, and that the object of its polemic is, throughout, 
one and the same. 



CHAPTER III. 

THE WRITER. 

NOT only is the" First Epistle of St. John" an anonymous 
writing ; one of its unique features, among the writings of 
the New Testament, is that it does not contain a single 
proper name (except our Lord's), nor a single definite 
allusion, personal, geographical, or historical. Untrammelled, 
therefore, by any question of authenticity, we are left to 
gather from tradition and from the internal evidence such 
facts, if such there are, as may furnish a warrantable con
clusion regarding its authorship. 

As to the general question of its antiquity, the evidence 
is peculiarly strong, and may be briefly stated. It is 
needless to come further down than Eusebius, by whom it 
is classed among the homologoumena (c. 3 2 5 ). It is quoted 
by Dionysius, bishop of Alexandria (247-265), by 
Cyprian, Origen, Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria, 
Iremeus, and the Muratorian Canon. Papias (who 1s 
described by Iren.eus as 'Iwavvov µJv aKOV<J'T~r;;, IIoAvKap7rOV 
o' €TaZpor;;) is stated by Eusebius (H. E. iii. 39) "to have 
used testimonies from John's former Epistle"; and 
Polycarp's Epistle to the Philippians (c. I I 5) contains an 
almost verbal reproduction of I John 4 3• Reminiscences 
of it are found in Athenagoras (c. I So) (,cowwvta Tou 
'1TWrplir;; 'TT'por;; TOV v16v, cf. i. 3), the Epistle to Diognetus 
(vi. I 1), the Epistle of Barnabas ('?">-0Ev Jv uapKi, cf. 42 ; 

vidr;; Tov 0eov J<pavepw01J, cf. 38), more distinctly in 
Justin ( 0EOu TEKVa aA.1}01,vd ,ca)..ovµe0a /Cai E<Tµiv, Dial. 
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I 2 3 ), and in the Didache ( cc. x., xi., 7€A€troam avT~V Jv TV 
lvya7r"[J <J'OV ; wapeA0frw O ICO<J'fLO<; oiJTo<,; war; 0~ wpo<f,~71/<; 

oeoo,ciµ,aa-µ,Jvor;, cf. 4 18 2 17 41). They are also alleged 
in Hermas. It is possible that the earliest of these 
indicate the currency of Johannine expressions in the 
Christian circles in which the writer moved rather than 
acquaintance with the Epistle itself. The evidence, 
however, is indisputable that this Epistle, though one of 
the latest, if not the very latest, of the books of the New 
Testament, won for itself immediately and permanently an 
unchallenged position as a writing of inspired authority.1 

The verdict of tradition, moreover, is equally clear and 
unanimous that the Fourth Gospel and the First Epistle 
are both the legacy of the Apostle John, in his old age, 
to the Church. All the Fathers already mentioned as 
quoting the Epistle (excepting Polycarp, but including 
Iremeus) quote it as the work of St. John. And until 
the end of the sixteenth century this view was un
questioned. 2 

Proceeding to consider what light the Epistle itself 
sheds upon the personality of the writer, we note, in the 
first place, that, though writer and readers are alike left 
nameless, and any clue to the identity of either must be 
merely inferential, the writing before us is one in which a 
person calling himself " I " addresses certain other persons 
as " you," and is, in form at least, a letter. That it is 
more than formally so, has been denied by various 
critics, who have, in various ways, pronounced it deficient 

1 This statement requires no modification on account of the fact that the 
Epistle shared with the other J ohannine writings the fate of rejection, for 
dogmatic reasons, by Marcion and the so-called Alogi. 

2 There are possible exceptions to this statement in the case of Theodore 
(Bishop of Mopsuestia, 393-428), who is said to have" abrogated" all the Catholic 
Epistles, and of the "certain persons" referred to by Cosmas Indicopleustes, 
the topographist (sixth century), as having maintained that all the Catholic 
Epistles were written by presbyters, not by apostles. Both statements are at 
second-hand; the latter, in addition, is very indefinite, 
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in genuine epistolary character, describing it as a treatise, 
a homiletical essay, or a pamphlet. This criticism is 
unwarranted. Although its topics are so broadly handled, 
the Epistle is not written in any abstract interest, theo
logical or ethical ; nor-though the movement it was 
designed to combat was one which threatened, on the 
widest scale, to imperil the very life of Christianity-is it 
even Catholic, in the sense of being addressed to the 
Church at large. From beginning to end the writer shows 
himself in close contact with the special position and the 
immediate needs of his readers. The absence of explicit 
reference to either only indicates how intimate was the 
relation between them. For the writer to declare his 
identity was superfluous. Thought, language, tone-all 
were too familiar to be mistaken. The Epistle bore its 
author's signature in every line. 

Though the main characteristics of the Epistle are 
didactic and controversial, the personal chord is frequently 
struck, and with much tenderness and depth of feeling, the 
writer alternating between the "you " of direct address 
(13· 5 21. 7. a. 12-14• 18 etc., 36· 13 etc.) and the "we" in which 

spontaneous feeling unites him with his readers (1 6- 10 31. 2. 

14• 16• 18 etc., 4 7, 10, 11 etc., 514• 15• 18- 20). Under special stress of 
emotion his paternal love, sympathy, and solicitude break 
out in the affectionate address, "Little children" 1 (T€Kv{a, 

waiUa), or, yet more endearingly, " My little children" 
(T€1Cv(a eµov). Or, again, the prefatory "Beloved " 2 

(?vya'TPIJTo() gives proof how deeply he is stirred 
by the sublimity of his theme and by the sense 
of its supreme importance to his readers. He shows 

1 Expressing mingled confidence and anxiety (21), glad thanksgiving (44), 

fervent exhortation (228 318), urgent warning (37 524). 

!I Conveying in every case an earnest appeal, based upon the familiar and 
fundamental character of the doctrine advanced (27), the loftiness of the 
Christian calling and privilege (J2), the urgent necessity of the case (41), the 
sense of special obligation ( 47• 11). 
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himself intimately acquainted with their religious 
environment (219 41), dangers (2 26 37 521), attainments 
(212- 14· 21), achievements (44), _and needs (319 513). Further, 
it is implied that the relation between them is definitely 
that of teacher and taught, evangelist and evangelised 
( I 2· 8). The Epistle is addressed primari)y to the circle 
of those among whom the author has habitually exercised 
his ministry in the gospel.1 He is in the habit of 
announcing to them the things " concerning the Word of 
life" ( I 1), that they may have fellowship with him ( I 8) ; 

and now 2 that his joy may be full he writes these things 
unto them (1 4). He writes as light shines. Love makes 
the task a necessity and a delight. That joy may have 
its perfect fruition in aiding their Christian development, 
in guarding them from the perils to which it is exposed, 
in guiding them to the trustworthy grounds of personal 
assurance of eternal life, he sets himself to draw out and 
place before them the great practical implications of the 
gospel, and the tests of genuine Christian discipleship which 
these afford. 

Thus the writer is a person who, to his readers, is of so 
distinctive eminence and recognised authority that he does 
not find it necessary even to remind them who he is. His 
whole tone towards them is affectionate, solicitous, re
sponsible. His relation to them is not necessarily that of 
"spiritual father " in the Pauline sense, but it is, at any rate, 

1 This is worth noting for its bearing on the interpretation of the Epistle. It 
has always seemed to me that such a passage as that on the " Three Witnesses " 
contains merely a summary-" heads" of sermons, shall we say ?-intended to 
recall fuller oral expositions of the same topics. Though this yields no help to 
interpretation, there is a certain relief in the thought that what is so obscure to 
us need' not have been equally so to the original readers. 

2 Zva,71 xapa 71µ,wv 17 1r,1r"J,.71pwµl,71. The words are almost a verbal reproduc
tion of John 1524• On critical grounds, it is not easy to <lecide between the rival 
readings 7Jµw• and uµw• (v. Westcott, critical note, p. 13). The former may be 
preferred as less obvious, and as yielding the finer and more characteristically 
apostolic sense. Cf. St. Paul's "Now we live if ye stand fast in the Lord" 
{r Thess. 38, also Phil. 2 2). 
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that of spiritual guide and guardian, whose province it is to 
instruct, to warn and exhort with all authority, as with all 
tenderness. All this agrees perfectly with the traditional 
account of St. John's relation to the Churches of Asia Minor 
during the later decades of the first century. More than 
this cannot be said. Nothing has been, so far, adduced 
that points conclusively to an apostolic authorship. There 
is one passage in the Epistle, however, which has a special 
bearing upon the personality of the writer, namely, the 
Prologue ( I H) ; and_ this we shall now examine so far as it 
relates to this question. 

1 " That which was from the beginning, that which 
we have heard, that which we have seen with our own 2 

eyes, that which we gazed upon, and our own 2 hands 
handled, concerning the Word of Life (and the Life was 
manifested, and we have seen, and bear witness, and 
announce unto you the Life, the Etern~l Life, which was 
with the Father and was manifested unto us); that which 
we have seen and heard we announce also unto you, that 
ye also may have fellowship with us. And these things 
write we unto you, that our joy may be full." 

This is, in effect, a statement of the theme of evan
gelical announcement, an abstract of the report which the 
Christian apostle is sent to deliver " concerning the Word 
of Life." And, both for the interpretation of the passage 
itself and for its bearing on the question of authorship, the 
first point to be determined is what is signified by the 
"Word of Life." And here, at once, we enter upon con
troversial ground; for the phrase may be taken as denoting 

1 For exegetical details, see Notes, in loc. ; for the doctrinal implications, 
Chapters VI., VII., and X. 

2 "Own" is not too strong for an adequate rendering of ~µwv in the phrases 
TO£! oq,Oa.l\µo,s ~JJ,WP and a., x<ip,s ~µ.wv. 
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either the personal Logos of John r 1- 14 or the Christian 
Revelation. 

Some of the Greek commentators, followed by Westcott 
and others, adopt the latter alternative. " The obvious 
reference is to the whole Gospel, of which Christ is 
the centre and the sum, and not to Himself personally" 
(Westcott, p. 7). But the immense difficulty of establish
ing this view (though it is said to be " obvious") 
is sufficiently illustrated by the acrobatic feats of inter
pretation to which its exponent is compelled to resort.1 

With the great majority of commentators, I conclude that 
the " Word of Life " here signifies the Personal Logos ; 
and for the following reasons. (a) The parallelism between 
the Prologue to the Epistle and that to the Gospel is too 
unmistakable to permit of different significations for a word 
which is so cardinal in both. (b) In answer to the 
objection that elsewhere 2 ·71,6,yo,; -rf'J<; twf'J<; is applied always 
to the Gospel, never to the personal Christ, it is to be 
observed that, while there is no reason why it should not 
be so applied, the form of expression is here determined 
by the verse following («al ;, tw~ l<f,avepro0'f/), which is 

1 The application of ll -Ii• ,br' apxiis to the Gospel is justified by the observa
tion "of the grandeur of the claim which St. John here makes for the Christian 
Revelation, as, in some sense, coeval with creation." But, true as it is that 
the Gospel has an eternal being and operation in the thought and purpose of 
God, it is difficult to imagine that a truth so remote from the ordinary plane of 
thought was made the starting-point of the Epistle. Again, "What we have 
heard" has to embrace "the whole Divine preparation for the Advent, promised 
by the teaching of the Lawgiver and Prophets, fulfilled at last by Christ." 
"What we have seen with our eyes" connotes "the condition of Jew and Gentile, 
the civil and religious institutions by which St. John was surrounded, the effects 
which the Gospel has wrought, as revealing to the eye of the world something 
of the Life." It is acknowledged that b{n1M,J,,,(ja• is a quotation of our Lord's 
own word 'f'f/Aa,j,rwa·re µ,e (Luke 2489); yet "While it is probable that the special 
manifestation indicated is that given by the Lord after the Resurrection, this is, 
in fact, the Revelation of Himself as He remains with His Church by the 
Spirit." In that case, the use of language surely is to conceal thought! 

2 Matt. 1J19, Acts 2082, 2 Cor. 519, Phil. 2 16• It is to be observed that 
none of these parallels is J ohannine. In John 668 pfiµ,ara, not X&yos, is 
found. 
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already in the writer's mind, and which requires Tij,; twfj,; 
as a point of dependence. The theme of the whole Epistle, 
moreover, is Life. Its whole scope is summed up in this : 
"These things write I unto you, that ye may know that 
ye have eternal life" (5 13). What then more natural 
than, at the outset, to place before the mind of the readers 
their Lord and Saviour as the " Word of Life" ? (c) There 
is not a clause or a word 1 in the Prologue that does not 
naturally and inevitably point to the personal Logos- Him 
who in the beginning was with God, and was God, and who 
"became flesh and tabernacled among us " (John I 1• 14). 

The subject regarding whom the announcement 
(a1ra,y,yt'l1.:>-,oµ,ev, 1 2) is made being the Lord Jesus Christ, 
the matter announced is "That which was from the begin
ning, that which we have heard, that which we have seen 
with our (own) eyes, that which we beheld and our (own) 
hands handled." From this, two inferences are obvious, 
if the words "heard," "seen," "beheld," "handled" are 
taken in their natural sense. The first is that the 
Prologue does not in any way describe the contents of the 
Epistle, but must refer to some other occasion or mode of 
announcement. It is true that the reference to the historic 
Gospel is here in absolutely the right place. The facts 
in which the Divine Life has been personally revealed to 
human perception are the fitting and firm basis for the 
Epistle with all its theological and ethical developments ; 
and, doubtless, it is the purpose to impress this upon its 
readers that underlies the Prologue. But, since the Epistle 
itself contains no announcement whatsoever of such facts, 
the reference ( a1ra'Y'YJ)\.)\.oµev vµ'iv, I 2) can be only 2 either 

1 The single apparent exception to this statement is the use of the neuter Ii, 
instead of the masculine /is, in the relative clauses. As to this, see Notes, 
in loc. 

2 Those who understand 1r•pl Tov )uryou Tijs twiis as referring to foe personal 
Logos and yet regard the Prologue as a syllabus of the contents of the Epistle, 
are reduced to extremities of exegesis. Rothe, e.g., commenting on" concerning 
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to the writer's habitual oral teaching, or to the literary 
record of it-that is to say, the Fourth Gospel. 

The second inference is that the writer claims direct, 
first-hand acquaintance with the facts of the Saviour's life 
on earth. The terms in which he describes the substance 
of his announcement are these 1-" what we have heard, 
what we have seen with our eyes," so that any sugges
tion of subjective, visionary seeing is set aside, "what 
we gazed upon " ( E0€auaµ€0a, deliberately and of set 
purpose to satisfy ourselves of its actuality), "what our 
hands handled" (l,frtJAarfnwav, the most incontrovertible 
evidence of physical fact that human sense can furnish). 
It is difficult to imagine words more studiously adapted to 
create the impression that the writer is one of the actual 
disciples of Jesus. But we are informed 2 that this "super
ficial impression is corrected" when the language is taken 
along with such expressions as John I 14, I John 3 6, and 
414• Turning to these passages for the correction of our 
" superficial impression," all that we find is proof that 
opav ( I John 36) may certainly, and that 0eau0a£ 3 may 
possibly, be used of purely spiritual vision. This does not 
go far to alter the impression that when one speaks of 
"what he has seen with his eyes," he intends us to 

the Word of Life," explains that the apostle is not (in the Epistle) in a position 
to announce the whole 'Nord. "Only a drop from the ocean, not the ocean 
itself, will he give." To find this meaning in 1repl is to be, exegetically, capable 
de tout. Besides, the Epistle does not give even "a drop from the ocean." 
Haupt, on the other hand, idealises the meaning of /l aK'IK6aµ,ev, K,r.X., and 
reaches the conclusion that "while it is the Logos who certainly is present to 
the writer's view, it is not the Person in Himself, and as such, that is the 
matter of his announcement, but only that quality in Him which is Life." Thus 
a mere abstraction, a quality belonging to the Person but considereu apart from 
the Person, is" what we have heard, what we have seen with our eyes," etc. 

1 After 8 'ljv ,i,,r' apxi/s, which, since it probably refers to the eternal pre
existence of the Logos, is not relevant to the point under discussion. 

2 Moffatt, Historical New Testament, p. 621. 
a In John 114 a spiritual element is implied in the "beholding" (8eii<18ru), 

but it is the spiritual beholding of a Divine Glory revealed through facts of sense. 
In I John 412 the physical element is undeniable, No one would maintain 
that the meaning is, "No man has had spiritual perception of God at any time," 
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understand-well, just what he has seen, or supposes that 
he has seen, with his eyes. 

It is asserted (ibid.) that even the "strange metaphor 
e,y'l'}Xacp'l'}uav is not too strong for the faith-mysticism of the 
early Church and its consciousness of possessing a direct 
experience of God in Christ." One desiderates some stronger 
proof for such a statement than a vivid phrase from so 
highly rhetorical a writer as Tacitus.1 Assuredly, if one 
speaks of "what his hands have handled," meaning thereby 
his consciousness of a spiritual experience, it is one of the 
most bewildering uses to which human language has ever 
been put ; and the ordinary mind may well despair of 
tracing, with any certitude, the meaning of a writer so 

elusive. 
Besides these palpable obstacles to the adoption of the 

"faith-mysticism" interpretation, there are others, less 
obvious but not less insuperable. How, on that theory, 
can we explain the sudden change from the perfect tense 2 

in atc'l'}KOaµ,ev and JwpaKaµ,ev to the aorist in Meauaµ,e0a and 
E"Y'l'}Xacp'l'}uav? The change of tense is quite naturally 
accounted for by referring the aorists to a definite occasion, 
that, namely, on which the Lord 3 invited His disciples to 
satisfy themselves of the reality of His Resurrection by the 
most searching tests of sight and touch (Luke 2439,J ohn 2027). 

But can it be supposed that any definable diversities as to 
time or mode of spiritual perception are intended to be 
expressed by such variations of phraseology ? 

It is to be observed, moreover, that the writer assumes 
1 Moffatt quotes "mox nostne duxere Helvidinm in carcerem manus," from 

Tacitus, Agricola, 45, where the commentators debate whether he means his 
own hands or the hands of the senators. But I fail to perceive in this any 
analogy whatsoever to the faith-mysticism of the early Church. 

2 These perfects signify that the "hearing" and "seeing," though in the past, 
have been abiding in their results, one of which is the writer's present ability to 
bear witness to the facts seen and heard. 

3 "fTJAa</>rJ<rrtv is a direct quotation of Our Lord's 'f'f/Aa.<f,-firra.Tl µe; while 
ilha.uriµe0a is the natural response to the repeated !oere in the same verse 
(Luke 2439), 
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that, in announcing to his readers his experiences of the 
Word of Life, he is communicating what they do not 
fully possess (a.'TrU"f"f€AAoµev KU£ uµ'iv, 1 3). But if these were 
merely spiritual experiences, he could not and would not 
write thus. On the contrary, his constant assumption is 
that his readers have full spiritual perception of the truth 
(213. 14. 20• 21• 27 etc.). And, on the broadest exegetical 
grounds, the " faith-mysticism " theory is inadmissible. 
It eviscerates the words of precisely that (anti-docetic) 
force of testimony they are intended to contain-not to the 
ideal truth of the gospel nor to the consciousness of a 
spiritual experience, but to the physical reality, certified by 
the evidence of every faculty given to man as a criterion 
of such reality, of the human embodiment by means of 
which alone the glory of the Only-Begotten of the Father 
was revealed to the spiritual perceptions of mankind. 
Upon that testimony, together with the accompanying 
testimony of the Spirit, the whole anti-docetic polemic 
of the Epistle is based (2 24 46• 14 56-B); and it is in
credible that the writer intended these words to be under
stood in a sense in which Cerinthus himself might have 
appropriated them. 

It is alleged,1 however, that the words are susceptible of 
an interpretation which, while preserving the natural sense 
of" heard," "seen," "beheld," "handled," does not necessi
tate that the writer be held as making a strictly personal 
claim to these experiences. It is noted that here, in the 
Prologue, the author writes in the plural number, while 
elsewhere in the Epistle he speaks of himself in the 
singular 2 (212-14 513), and uses the plural "we" only 
when identifying himself with his readers. And from 
this it is argued that all he may have intended was to give 

1 Ji.ilicher, Introduction to N. T. p. 247. 
2 There are exceptions to this statement, namely, 46 and 414• It might 

be said, however, that in these the reference of "we" is involved in the same 
ambiguity as here. 
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his Epistle the authority of " the collective disciples of 
Jesus," the emphasis being not on the persons, but on the 
actuality of the perception. At furthest, this would be 
possible, apart from unveracity, only if the writer were one 
who was recognised by the Church as so peculiarly 
identified with the original witnesses that, without creating 
a false impression, he could speak of the Apostolic testi
mony as virtually his own. But, except the presumption 
that the writer cannot have been one of the original 
witnesses, there is really nothing to urge in favour of this 
supposition. The use of the plural here perfectly harmon
ises with the dignity of the passage ; and the same idiom 
is employed in the Prologue to the Fourth Gospel (1 14), 

where it is not denied that the testimony purports, at 
least, to be personal. And there are strong arguments 
to the contrary effect. The very emphatic phraseology
" what we have seen with our eyes," "what our hands 
handled "-makes it difficult, if not impossible, to suppose 
that the writer intends himself to be understood as merely 
producing the collective testimony of the Apostles, he 
himself not being of their number. No example of any 
such modus loquendi is found in the New Testament, or is 
alleged in the patristic literature.1 And-what seems to 
be decisive-the author uses in the same passage the 
same "plural of majesty" of his present writing,2 as well as 

1 This is scarcely accurate. A parallel is alleged from Irenreus (v. i. r); but 
it is quoted without its context. The passage is-" Non enim aliter nos discere 
poteramus qure sunt Dei, nisi magister noster, verbum exsistens, homo factus 
fuisset ••• Neque rursus nos aliter discere poteramus, nist' magistrum nostrum 
videntes, et per auditum nostrum vocem ejus percipientes." It is a travesty of 
the meaning of this passage to say (as Holtzmann does) that Irenreus reckons 
himself, in any sense corresponding to our writer's, among those "whose ears 
have heard and whose eyes have seen." What Irenreus asserts, in both of the 
sentences quoted, is merely a general and necessary truth. As it was impossible 
for us to learn the things of God except by the Incarnation of the Word, so 
also it was impossible for us to receive the revelation of the Incarnate Word 
except through the medium of human sense. There is as little suggestion of a 
"collective testimony" as there is of" faith-mysticism." 

2 Kai raura rpd,j,op.e~, r 4• Cf. rpd,Pw, 2 12 ; trpay,a, 2 13• 14 513• 

4 
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of the testimony on which he claims to found. So far 
from suggesting that the writer was merely one who could 
in some peculiar manner represent the original witnesses 
of the Incarnation, the language employed resists such 
an interpretation. He who writes these things" ( I 4), is 
he who announces ( I 3) his personal experiences of the 
incarnate " Word of Life" ( I 1). Putting aside, as morally 
intolerable and inconceivable, the hypothesis of deliberate 
misrepresentation, we really seem to be shut up to the 
conclusion that the writer is one of the contemporary 
witnesses of the Saviour's life on earth. 

To sum up, then, what has been gathered from the 
Epistle itself regarding the writer :-he was intimately 
acquainted with and profoundly concerned in the religious 
state and environment of his readers, their attainments, 
achievements, dangers, and needs ; his tone and temper 
are paternally authoritative and tender; the relation 
between them is that of teacher and taught; and, finally, 
he claims that his testimony to the historic Gospel is based 
on first-hand observation of the facts. Thus the internal 
evidence agrees so completely with the ancient and un
broken tradition which assigns the authorship of the Epistle 
to the Apostle John that, unless this traditional authorship 
is disproved by arguments of the most convincing kind, it 
must be regarded as holding the field. Whether the argu
ments brought against the J ohannine authorship possess 
this character is a question which involves the criticism of 
the Fourth Gospel even more than of the Epistle, and 
which cannot be investigated here. Yet the kernel of the 
question is contained in small compass. It is whether 
room can be found within the first century for so 
advanced a stage of theological development as is reached 
in the J ohannine writings, and whether this development 
can be conceivably attributed to one of our Lord's 
original disciples. To neither of these questions, as it 
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appears to me, is a negative answer warranted. If, within 
a period comparatively so brief, primitive Christian thought 
had already passed through the earlier and later Pauline 
development, and through such a development as we find 
in the Epistle to the Hebrews, there is no obvious reason 
why it may not have attained also to the Johannine, within 
the lifetime of the latest survivor of the Apostles. Nor, 
when one considers the nature of the intellectual influences, 

without and within the Church, by which the Apostle John 
was surrounded-if, as tradition says, he lived on to a 
green old age in Ephesus-is there any obvious reason 
why he should not have been the chief instrument of that 
development. 

Only a fragment of the J ohannine problem, however,
namely, the relation of the Epistle to the Fourth Gospel, 
-can be discussed in detail within the limits of this 
present study; and this discussion it will be well to reserve 

until we have completed our consideration of the Epistle 
itself. 



CHAPTER IV. 

THE DOCTRINE OF GOD AS LIFE AND LIGHT. 

THE influence of the immediate polemical purpose of the 
Epistle is manifest in its doctrine of God-manifest not 
only in its contents, but, first of all, in its exclusions. For, 
though the conception and delineation of the Divine Nature 
are the crowning glory of the Epistle, and form its greatest 
contribution to New Testament thought, it may justly be 
said that this conception is a narrow one, or, at least, 
narrowly focussed. The limitations of the writer's field 
of vision are only less remarkable than the intensity of his 
perceptions within it. Throughout the Epistle, God is seen 
exclusively as the Father of spirits, the Light and Life of 
the universe of souls. His creatorship, His relation to the 
government of the world and the ordering of human lives, 
the providential aspects and agencies of His salvation, the 
working together of nature and grace for the discipline and 
perfecting of redeemed humanity,-all this is left entirely 
in the background. From beginning to end, the Epistle 
contains no direct reference to the terrestrial conditions 
and changes of human life, or to the joys and sorrows, 
hopes and fears, that arise from them. These do not come 
within the scope of the present necessity ; it is not from 
this quarter that the faith of the Church is imperilled. 
The writer's immediate interest is confined to that region in 
which the Divine and the human directly and vitally meet 
-to that in God which is communicable to man, to that in 
man by which he is capable of participation in the Divine 
Nature. 

52 
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From this point of view, the conception of God is 
presented under four great affirmations: God is Light 
(1°); God is Righteous (229); God is Love (48); God 
is Life (5 20). And though, characteristically, St. John 
makes no endeavour to bring these ideas into an or
ganic unity of thought, their inter-relation is sufficiently 
clear. Righteousness and Love are the primary ethical 
qualities of the Divine Nature; Life is the essence in 
which these qualities inhere ; and that God is Light 
signifies that the Divine Nature, as Righteousness 
and Love, is self-necessitated to reveal itself so as to 
become the Truth, the object of faith, and the source 
of spiritual illumination to every being capable of 
receiving the revelation. Thus, while Gnostic speculation 
conceived the Divine Nature metaphysically, as the ulti
mate spiritual essence in eternal separation from all that 
is material and mutable, and while Gnostic piety aspired 
to union with the Divine Life solely by the mystic 
vision of the Light which is its emanation ; with St. John, 
the conception of God is primarily and intensely ethical. 
A deity of mere abstract Being could never awaken his 
soul to worship. His homage is not given to Infinitude 
or Everlastingness, For him, God is in the least atom 
of moral good, as He is not in 

" the light of setting suns, 
And the round ocean, and the living air, 
And the blue sky." 

For him, the Eternal Life, the very Life of God, 
brought into the sphere of humanity in the person of 
Jesus Christ, is Righteousness and Love; and with his 
whole soul he labours to stamp on the minds of men 
the truth that only by Righteousness and Love can they 
walk in the Light of God, and have fellowship in the Life 
of the Father and of His Son Jesus Christ. 
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God is Life.1 

"This is the true God, and Eternal Life" (5 20). It 
is everywhere assumed in the Epistle that God is the 
absolute final source of, that life-Eternal Life-the pos
session of which is the supreme end for which man, and 
every spiritual nature, exists. This is clearly implied in 
such a statement as " This is the witness, that God 
gave us Eternal Life" (5 11), and in all the passages, too 
numerous to be quoted, that speak of the existence of 
this Life in man as the result of a Divine Begetting. 
That God is also the immanent source of Life-that it 
exists and is maintained only through a continuous vitalising 
union with Him, as of the branch with the vine-is no 
less clearly implied in those equally numerous passages 
that speak of our abiding in God and God's abiding 
in us. 

In all this it is further implied that God is the 
source of Life to men because He has Life in Himself. 
Omne vivum ex vivo. Eternal life may be spoken 
of as His gift (5 11, Rom. 623); but the gift is not 
extraneous to the Giver. It is nothing else than His 
self-communication to men, the transmission to us of 
His own nature. "This is the true God, and Eternal 
Life" (520).2 

It must be observed, however, that St. John nowhere 
merges the idea of God in that of Life. God is the ultimate 
Eternal Life; Eternal Life is not God. God is personal, 

1 This part of the subject is treated very briefly. For fuller exposition of 
the Johannine conception of Life, see Chapter X. 

2 ouros t!O'r<P o ,rA.,,B,viis 0€/Js Kai fwi] alwv,os. See Notes, in loc. Even here, 
it is true, the thought is primarily soteriological. It is not of what Goel is in 
Himself, but of what He is in relation to us-the source of Eternal Life. This 
is clear from the contrast drawn between Him who is" the true God ancl Eternal 
Life," and the idols which cannot give life (cf. Jer. 2 13), ancl from which we 
are exhorted to guard ourselves (5 21 ). But, of course, the thought of what 
God is in relation to us inevitably passes up into the thought of what God is in 
Himself, 
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Life is impersonal; 1 and any manner of thinking by which 
God is reduced to a pantheistic anima nzundi is as foreign 
to St. John as it is to every other Biblical writer. It is 
noticeable, indeed, that St. John nowhere carries his con
ception of God as the Life to its full cosmical expansion. 
It would be in full accord with that conception-it is its 
religious as well_ as its logical fulfilment-to say that 
God, as immanent, is the principle of universal life ; that 
life, throughout the whole hierarchy of creation, from the 
flower in the crannied wall to the archangel, is a pulse of 
God's own life, a stream not separated but ever flowing 
from Him as its fountain-head (Ps. 365). For every finite 
being life is union with God according to its capacity. But 
the lower potencies of the creative Life do not come within 
the Apostle's horizon. Man alone, of terrestrial creatures, 
has capacity for the highest kind of life, which St. John 
calls Eternal Life; and his concern is exclusively with this. 

What elements, then, are present in St. John's con
ception of the Divine Life? Primarily, as has been said, 
this conception is ethical. The activities in which the 
Life is manifested are those ot Righteousness ( 2 29), and 
Love (48). The life God lives is a life absolutely righteous 
and loving. But the conception is also metaphysical. 
Essentially, the Eternal Life is nothing else than the Divine 
Nature itself, regarded, not as abstract being, but dynami
cally, as the ground and source of all its own manifold 
activities-as the animating principle 2 in virtue of which 
the Divine Righteousness and the Divine Love are not 
mere abstractions, but eternally active forces. And, finally, 
the Life of God is a principle of self-communication and 
self-reproduction. It is this by intrinsic necessity. Love 
cannot but seek to beget love (47); and Righteousness to 

1 Even in 12, where -1J 1w¼ -1J al<!wws is, not the Logos, but the pre-incarnate 
life of the Logos. The Eternal Life is the common clement in the personality 
of God, the Word, and those who arc "begotten of God." 

2 z,. Scott's Foztrtk Gospel, p. 257. 
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beget righteousness (2 29). In the Epistle, this generative 
activity of the Divine Life holds a place of equal import
ance with its ethical quality. No thought is more closely 
interwoven with its whole texture than that of the Divine 
self-communication. Eternally, the Father imparts Him
self to His only-begotten Son (49), the Word whose life 
from the Beginning consisted in His fellowship with the 
Father (~n~ f)V wpi>~ Tov waTlpa, 12). To men, Eternal 
Life is communicated as the result of a Divine act, by 
which, in the terminology of St. John, they are" begotten 
of God" and become the" children of God" (TlKva Tov 0eov). 
This actual impartation of the actual Life of God is the 
core of J ohannine soteriology. It is this that makes the 
Gospel a gospel, and Christ the mediator of a real salvation. 
" This is the witness, that God gave us Eternal Life, and this 
Life is in His Son." 

God is Light. 

" And this is the message which we have heard from 
Him, and announce again unto you, that God is Light, 
and in Him is no darkness at all. If we say that we have 
fellowship with Him, and walk in darkness, we lie, and do 
not the truth" ( 16• 6). 

The words " God is Light," though unrecorded in any 
of our Gospels, may quite conceivably contain the verbal 
reminiscence of an actual utterance of our Lord. This, 
however, is not necessarily implied in St. John's statement. 
What is asserted is that the whole purport of the Christian 
Revelation,1 from a certain point of view, may be said to be 
this-God is Light. And our endeavour, in the first 
place, must be to determine the sense in which the symbol 
is here employed. 

Light, the most beautiful and blessed thing in Nature, 

1 &:yye>.la. is used with exactly the same import in 311 • There the "message" 
is " that we love one another." 
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which seems as if created to be the emblem of all purity 
and splendour, of knowledge, safety, love and joy, and 
which fits the world to be the abode of the higher forms of 
life, has been inevitably associated by men of every race 
and religion with their conception of the Divine. It would 
lead far from our present purpose, however, to attempt an 
investigation of the typology of Light in the extra-Biblical 
religions, or even to examine minutely the symbolic mean
ings and uses of it that are scattered broadcast over the 
Scriptures themselves.1 It will suffice to notice that there· 
are two main lines along which the idea of Light is related, 
both in the Old Testament and the New, to the being, 
character and activity of God. 

On the one hand, Light is associated physically or 
symbolically with the Divine Essence, and with the heavenly 
world. Everywhere in the Old Testament, Light is the 
actual medium of theophany, the physical accompaniment 
of Jehovah's presence.2 In the New Testament also, the 
same conception of Light as pertaining to the essence of 
Deity-as the physical element, so to say, of the Divine 
nature-is abundantly present. God cl dwells in light that is 
inacessible and full of glory" ( 1 Tim, 616) ; and wherever 
the celestial world is projected into the terrestrial it is in 
a radiance of supernatural Light.3 Following this line of 
analogy, we might infer that here in our Epistle the idea of 
Light is associated symbolically with the moral Being of God. 
That God is Light in which there is no darkness, signifies 
the spotless and radiant perfection of the Divine Holiness. 

1 The most comprehensive discussion, both of the Biblical and extra-Biblical 
typology of light, is contained in Grill's Untersuchungen uber die Entstehungdes 
vierten Evangeliums. 

2 In the visions of Ezekiel, e.g. (Ezek. 128 323 I04 etc.), as the "Glory of 
the Lord"; which in the Priestly Code is localised, and assumes a definite 
uniformity as the Shekinah-Glory (Ex. 4a3", I Kings 811 etc.). 

8 Cf. Matt. 172 283, Acts 93 127 etc. In these and other similar passages 
the conception is of a Light, supramundane, "above the brightness of the 
sun," but actual and in some sense physical, emanating from the Divine 
Presence. 
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In another class of passages the symbol is used to 
express the correlative facts of God's self-revelation and 
of the enlightenment it brings to man's spiritual per
ceptions. Thus, in the Old Testament, it is the symbol 
of the illuminative action of the Divine Word (Pss. I 98 

1 I 9105), of the Divine Spirit (Ps. 3 610, Prov. 2027), 

and of the witness of the people of God to the sur
rounding world (Isa. 426 496 601- 3). In the New Testa
ment this is the prevailing use. Christ is the a1rav,yauµ,a 

of the Father's glory (Heb. I 3); the Word in whom the 
Divine Life becomes the Light of men (John 1 4) and of the 
world (812); and the prophetic word is a "lamp shining 

in a dark place" ( 2 Pet. I 19). The subjective illumination 
which is the counterpart of the external revelation is also 
Light. By the "Spirit of wisdom and revelation" the 
"eyes of the heart" are enlightened (Eph. I 18) ; and as, 
in the first creation, God caused Light to shine out of 
darkness, so now He shines in the heart "to give the light 
of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus 
Christ" ( 2 Cor. 4 6). 

Now, for the interpretation of the Epistle, it is a question 
of some importance to determine with which of these ideas, 
essence or revelation, St. John's conception of the Divine 
Light comes into line. In my judgment it is with the 
latter. That God is Light expresses the self-revelation of 
God; first, as a necessity that belongs to His moral nature; 
secondly, as the source of all moral illumination. But while 
maintaining this interpretation I must admit that the 
exegetical authorities, almost with one voice, declare for 
the opposite view, namely, that Light here denotes the 
essential Being of God. "It is the innermost, all-compre
hending essence of God, from which all His attributes 
proceed" (Haupt); "Absolute Holiness and Truth" 
(Huther); "the Absolute Holiness of God, especially as 
Love" (Rothe); "the new idea of God as unconditioned 
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Goodness, holy Love" (Beyschlag, ii. 4 5 o) ; " the Love 
which constitutes the essence of God" (Grill, p. 3 I 2). 
To this whole class of interpretations there is only one 
objection-a serious one, however-that they are irrelevant 
to the context. While this interpretation of the Light as 
absolute Holiness or Love serves admirably for this single 
sentence ( 15), taken by itself, it will be found that it entirely 
dislocates the continuity of thought that runs through 
the paragraph (1 5-22). Examining this paragraph as a 
whole, we find that the unifying idea is not the Light, but 

is fellowship with God. St. John does not introduce the 
thought that God is Light as an independent thesis. He 
does not develop it, or even recur to it. It is introduced 
only for the sake of leading up to what follows, "If we say 
that we have fellowship with Him and walk in darkness, we 
lie, and do not the truth." In fact, it is the logical starting
point for the whole paragraph-the major premise from which 
the Apostle proceeds, in the course of the paragraph, to draw 

a number of conclusions regarding the conditions of fellow
_ ship with God. These conditions are, abstractly and sum
marily, that " we walk in the Light, as He is in the Light " 
( I 7). Light is the medium in-which fellowship between God 
and man is consciously realised ; the first element which 
He and we may possess in common. The crucial question, 

moreover, is as to what this condition of fellowship-walk

ing in the Light-signifies for sinful men; for, as St. John 
immediately proceeds to insist, to" walk in the Light" is, first 
and indispensably, to confess our sins (1s-10). Obviously, 
therefore, the Light cannot signify the absolute moral per

fection of God. For sinners, fellowship with God cannot, 
initially, consist in sharing His moral perfection. The Light 

in which we, being yet sinful, can walk so as to have fellow
ship with God, is the Light of Truth, the Light which His 

self-revelation sheds upon all objects in the moral universe, 

and, first of all, upon ourselves and our sin. The clue to the 
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whole passage, in short, is the idea of fellowship.1 As in 
nature Light is the medium of fellowship,-the social element 
in which all creatures, whatever their affinities or antagon
isms, may meet and be revealed one to another,-so, in the 
spiritual sphere, the Light, the source of which is the self
revelation of God, is the medium of fellowship between all 
spiritual beings. And especially is it the element in which 
we, though yet sinful, can have fellowship with God ; because, 
when by confessing our sins we walk in the Light, " the 
Blood of Jesus, His Son, cleanseth us from all sin." 

The single meeting-place of the Holy God and sinful 
men is, to begin with, the Truth; the only medium of their 
fellowship, a common view of spiritual realities. And it is 
because God is Light that this is possible. As it is said in 
the most J ohannine of the Psalms, " In Thy Light shall we 
see light," 

I. That God is Light signifies, therefore, in the first 
place, that the Divine Nature is, by inherent moral necessity, 
self-revealing.2 As Light, by its nature, cannot be self
contained, but is ever seeking to impart itself, pouring 
through every window and crevice, shining into every eye, 
bathing land and sea with its pure radiance ; so God, from 
His very nature of Righteousness and Love, is necessitated 
to reveal Himself as being what He is, He is Light, and as 
such is always seeking to shine into the minds He has made 
in His own Image. "And in Him is no darkness at all." 3 

1 So Westcott (p. 14), Yet, having grasped the clue, he does not follow it 
up. Having struck the nail on the head, he proceeds to make a circle of dints 
all around it. 

2 So Weiss, though somewhat inadequately: "God is Light denotes the fact 
that He has become visible, namely, in Christ, in whom He is completely 
revealed." " God is Light means in modern language that it is the nature of 
God to communicate Himself" (Inge, Diet. ef Christ, i. 892b). "The trans
cendent life streaming out on men, the absolute nature of God as Truth, as the 
Supreme reality for man to believe in" (Moffatt, z'bid. ii. 34a). 

3 The idea of Light is one which plays a various but always prominent part 
in the Gnostic theologies and cosmogonies. And it may very well be that the 
aim of the writer of the Epistle was partly, at least, to emphasise as supreme 
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In God there is nothing that hides, nothing that is hidden. 
In the Light of His self-revelation there is no darkness, 
because in His nature there is no inconsistency, no variable
ness, no secret reserve. God, as revealed in Christ, is 
knowable as no other Being is. His holiness, justice, and 
love are beyond knowledge, not because there is in Him 
anything that is not holiness, justice, and love, but because 
these, as they exist in Him, are beyond the measure of 
man's mind. The Divine character is utterly transparent 
-goodness without a shadow of evil. It is Light in 
which there is no darkness, to which there is no arresting 
horizon, that streams through the spiritual universe from 
Him who is its Sun, the Word of Life.1 

II. But this thought of God's self-revelation carries with 
it, as its correlative, the thought of man's illumination 
thereby. As the light of the sun not only reveals the 
sun itself, but brings all things in their proper forms and 
colours to our vision, so the Light of God makes all things 
in the spiritual realm visible in their true character. As 
all truth is God's thought, and all finite intelligence is 

the moral significance of the Divine Light, as opposed to the merely intellectual, 
or, on the other hand, semi-physical conceptions of Gnosticism. Westcott thinks 
that in the emphatic "in Him is no darkness at all" there is a reference to 
"Zoroasttian speculation on the two opposing spiritual powers." But Zoro
astrianism did not teach that there are two opposing powers in God. Holtzmann, 
again, finds a protest against any idea of a a-v-yxv<r,s apx,K?j, such as was sub
sequently developed in the Basilidian system. But the doctrine of Basilides 
(Clem. Strom. ii. 20. 112), that the corruption of the human soul is due to an 
original confusion and mixture of Light and Darkness (Kami r,,.a; rdp«xo• K«i 
ufrrxva-iv apxiK?j>), has no perceptible relevance to St. John's dictum, "God 
is Light, and in Him is no darkness at all." The Antinomianism which the 
Epistle combats must have had as its basis a dualistic conception of the 
Universe ; but there is no indication that it carried this dualism back into the 
Divine nature itself. 

1 In the Prologue to the Fourth Gospel, the concatenation of ideas is exactly 
parallel to that which I have endeavoured to establish in the Epistle. As here 
we have successively the ideas of the Word (11), the Life (1 2}, and the Light 
(1 5); so there, "In the beginning was the Word'' (1 1); '' In Him was Life, 
and the Life was the Light of men" ( 1•). In the Gospel it is quite evident that 
the idea of Light is attached not to the Divine Essence, but to the self-revelation 
of God in the Word. 
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participation in the light of the Eternal Reason; so, in the 
moral sphere, the character that things have in the moral 
judgments of God and the view of them that is given in 
the light of His self-revealment constitute what is called, 
in J ohannine phrase, i] a}..~0cia the Truth. And it is in 
their perception of the Truth, their illumination by the 
Divine Light, that there exists for all moral beings a 
medium of conscious fellowship with God. For sinful men, 
especially, this is the only possible medium of such fellowship. 
We can come to the Light and walk in the Light, as He 
is in the Light ( 17). Light is the translucent atmosphere 
in which, even while still morally imperfect and impure, 
we can come to have a common perception of moral 
facts and a true fellowship of mind with Him who is 
the absolutely Good. This, indeed, is the basis of spiritual 
religion ; it is this that distinguishes Christianity from 
irrational superstitions and unethical ritualism. It is no 
merely emotional, mystical, or sacramentarian fellowship 
with God that St. John declares to us ; but a fellowship 
in the Truth, in thought and knowledge, and in all that 
springs from them. God is not Life merely; He is Light 
also. And the complete J ohannine conception may be 
expressed in this, that Life is the medium of our sub. 
conscious, Light of all our conscious fellowship with God 
and with one another ( 17). 

The relation to God in which such fellowship is consciously 
realised is expressed throughout the Epistle, as in the Gospel, 
by the characteristic use of the verb" to know" (rywwcn,ew).l 

l To '' know Him" (24) is equivalent to "being in Him" (25h), and to 
"abiding in Him" (26), The children of God "know the :Father" (214). 

"Every one that loveth is begotten of God and knoweth God" (47). "We 
have received an understanding that we should know Him that is true" (520), 

The antithesis of this relation is expressed as "not knowing" (36 48) ; 

more emphatically by "lie" and "liar" (1 6 2 4• 22). It must be observed 
that 1''""";Kctv invariably denotes knowledge, not by ratiocination, but by 
spiritual perception. 

See, further, special note on ')'LPWrTKflll, 
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But the conception of spiritual knowledge, in all its presup
positions and in all its consequences, is equally remote from 
Rationalism and from Gnosticism. The perception of spirit
ual truth is as little attainable by logical faculty or common 
intelligence as it is by theosophic contemplation. Spiritual 
regeneration is the prerequisite of spiritual illumination. 
Those only who are " begotten of God " have the power 
to "see" and " know" Divine realities. God i's Light; and 
had human nature been animated by a normal and healthy 
spiritual life, the Divine illumination would have flowed 
in upon it uninterruptedly by all its channels of affinity 
with the Divine nature. And, indeed, St. John's thought 
is that the Light never has been, never could be, wholly 
withdrawn. But "the Light shineth in the darkness, and 
the darkness apprehended it not " (John I 5). As the original 
state of every man is death (3 14), so is it also blindness. 
And " Except a man be born from above, he cannot 
see the kingdom of God" CJ ohn 33). The fundamental 
Johannine position is that the whole redemptive process 
has its origin, not in any conscious human act, but in a 
sub-conscious activity of the Divine Life in man ; and the 
first fruit and manifestation of this activity is the power to 
"see," to "believe" on Him who is the Light, to "know" 
God whom He reveals.1 

Yet, since Light is the element of conscious activity, 
of conscious obedience or disobedience (John 724), of 
sincerity or insincerity CJ ohn 310- 21), the Epistle strongly 
emphasises the office of human volition in the response 
made to it. The Light is a message in the impera
tive, not only in the indicative mood; and the Epistle 
speaks not of " seeing," but of " walking in the Light." 
The conception, in both Gospel and Epistle, is that, 
while the light, which shines around all men, becomes a 
power of saving illumination only in those who, as 

1 See, further, Chapters X. and XIII. 
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"begotten of God," are responsive to its influence, none 
can be entirely unconscious of its being- there, or entirely 
insusceptible to its claims upon him. But men may close 
the shutters of the soul's windows against it. With an 
instinctive premonition of what it would constrain them to 
see and acknowledge, to do and forego, men may and do 
employ devices of various subtlety to fortify the mind 
against its entrance. As in the primeval story the covert 
of the trees of the garden is preferred to the Light of 
God's presence, so still "This is the judgment, tµat the 
light is come into the world, and men loved the darkness 
rather than the light, for their works were evil " (John J19). 

A brief study of the paragraph ( 16-22) will show that 
this interpretation of the Light fits into the context like 
a key into its proper lock. The thesis of the whole 
paragraph is that " walking in the Light" is the one 
necessary and sufficient condition of fellowship with God. 
This is first stated in the most abstract form. " God is 
Light, and in Him is no darkness at all. If we say that 
we have fellowship with Him, and walk in darkness, we 
lie, and do not the truth" (1 5

• 6). Here the affirmation is not 
merely (as in 2 Cor. 614) that two elements so opposite 
in nature as light and darkness, holiness and sin, purity 
and impurity, cannot mix and coalesce. What is in view 
is the irreconcilable elfect of light and darkness, Light 
is that which reveals ; darkness, that which conceals. 
Light is the medium in which we come to see as God sees, 
to have a true perception of all moral objects-qualities, 
actions, and persons. To " walk in the Light" is, therefore, 
to have, in the first place, the will to see all things in the 
Light of God, and to acknowledge and act up to what is 
thus seen to be the truth. To "walk in darkness" is the 
effort, instinctive or deliberate, not to see, or the failure 
to acknowledge and act up to what is seen ; to withdraw 
ourselves, our duties, our actions, our character, our relation 
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to the facts and laws of the spiritual realm, from the light 
which God's self-revealment sheds upon them. And to do 
this is, ipso facto, to exclude the possibility of fellowship 

with God. 
That this is the Apostle's meaning becomes still more 

apparent as we follow the concrete development of the 
thought in the remainder of the paragraph. This is 
composed of three parallel pairs of antitheses ( 1 o. 7 1 8· 9 

11o_z2), which may be arranged thus : 

DARKNESS-SERIES, 

16 "If we say that we have fellow
ship with Him, and walk in darkness, 
we lie, and do not the truth." 

1B "If we say that we have no sin, 
we deceive ourselves, and the truth is 
not in us." 

1 10 "If we say that we have not 
sinned, we make Him a liar, and His 
word is not in us." 

LIGHT-SERIES. 

17 " If we walk in the light, as He is 
in the light, we have fellowship one 
with another, and the Blood of Jesus 
His Son cleanseth us from all sin.'' 

19 "If we confess our sins, He is 
faithful and righteous to forgive us our 
sins, and to cleanse us from all un
righteousness." 

2 1 "If any man sin, we ha,·e an 
advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ 
the righteous.'' 

From this it is evident that to "walk in the Light" is, 
first of all, to confess sin; to walk in the darkness, 
to ignore or to deny sin. All things assume a different 
aspect in the Light of God ; but nothing looks so different 
as we ourselves do, The first fact oh which the light 
impinges is our sin. But, though it exposes sin in all its 
horror, we may loyally submit to and endorse the result
we may come to the Light and walk in it; or we may 
"rebel against the Light" (Job 2413) and "love the 
darkness." The "darkness," therefore, is not the " world," 
nor "sin, especially as impurity" (Rothe). It is, in this 
instance, self-concealment, the cloud of sophistry and self
deception which it is always the instinct of guilt to gather 
around itself. To "walk in darkness" is not necessarily, 
indeed, to live a double life under any of the deeper 
shades of deliberate hypocrisy. For the exclusion of thP 

s . 
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Light, conscious dissimulation is comparatively ineffective. 
Simply to pursue the everyday life of business and pleasure, 
of purpose and achievement, without reference to the Will 
of God ; to live by the false and mutilated standards of the 
world ; to be blinded by the glare of its artificial illumin
ations-there are no more effectual and frequented ways 
than these of walking in darkness. 

It is needless for our present purpose to pursue further 
the exposition of this paragraph.1 And it must suffice to 
indicate in a sentence how, in the remainder of this whole 
section of the Epistle (16-2 29), the contrast between walking 
in the Light and walking in darkness is developed. 

The Light of God not only reveals sin (1 7-2 2), it 
reveals Duty (23-6); especially, it reveals Love as the 
highest law for the children of God ( 2 7- 11) ; as it also 
reveals in their true character the "world and the things 
that are in the world," so that it is seen that " if any man 
lov_e the world, the love of the Father is not in him" 
(215-17). Finally, the light reveals Jesus as the Christ, the 
Incarnate Son of God (218- 28). He who denies the 
glorious reality of the Incarnation is a "liar," and is blind 
to the Light of God. 

"God is Light" signifies the inward necessity of the 
Divine Nature to reveal itself, the fact of its perfect and 
eternal self-revelation in Christ, and the correlative fact 
of men's spiritual illumination thereby. This is the only 
conception of the Light that fits into the train of thought 
running through this whole section of the Epistle, 

1 See Chapters VIII. and IX. 



CHAPTER V. 

THE DOCTRINE OF GOD AS RIGHTEOUSNESS AND LOVE. 

God is R£ghteous (2 29). 

GOD is Life, self-imparting ; God is Light, self-revealing. 
But what, in itself, is the Divine Nature, the communication 
of which is Life and the revelation of which is Light? 
It is solely within the ethical sphere that the Epistle 
contemplates this question ; and in the unity of God's 
moral being, two, and only two, elements are distinguished 
-Righteousness and Love. From these the whole moral 
activity of the Divine Life proceeds ; and, as a necessary 
consequence, it is by the impartation of these same qualities 
to human nature that the whole development of the 
regenerate life is determined. 

The words Righteous and Righteousness (oiKaio<;, 

OtKatoa-vvrJ) are used only in the broadest sense. They 
express neither the Pauline idea of forensic status nor the 
specific virtue of justice, the voluntas suum cu£que tr£buend£, 
but the sum of all that is right in character and conduct. 
Righteousness includes all of which sin is the negation. 
" Every one that doeth righteousness is begotten of God " 
(2 29), but "He that doeth sin is of the devil" (3 8); and 
again, " Whosoever doeth not righteousness is not of God " 
(3 10), but "Whosoever is begotten of God doeth not sin" 
(3 9). Righteousness and sin divide between them the 
whole area of moral possibility. 

That such Righteousness belongs to, or rather is, the 
67 
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character of God, and that this is the basis of all Christian 
Ethics, is everywhere implied, and is categorically asserted 
in (2 29) iav EiD1]T€ E5n Uicato<; €fJ'T£V, '"'fWWfJ'IC€T€ I c5n icat 'Trac; 

0 7r0£WV Tnv Duca£OUUV1JV ;g avToiJ 7e7lvV7JTat. " If ye know 
that He is righteous, know (or, ye know) that every one 
also that doeth righteousness is begotten of Him." 

The argument presupposes, in the first place, that 
Righteousness in God and in man is one and the same. 
Like begets like ; the stream has the quality of the fountain. 
It presupposes, in the second place, that God, and He alone, 
is originally and essentially righteous-there is no other 
source from which human righteousness can be derived. 

The Righteousness that belongs to the inward char
acter of God extends also to His action ; it ensures 
rightness, unfailing self-consistency, in all that He does. 
Thus, " If we confess our sins, He is faithful and 
righteous (muTo<; Junv 1Cat o{,.;awc;) to forgive us our 
sins, and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness." When, 
on the ground of Christ's propitiation, God forgives those 
who by confession make forgiveness possible, He is 
" righteous" ; and because He is " righteous," He is 
"faithful." He does not deny Himself (2 Tim. 2 13). He 
does what is according to His character, because He does 
what is right. 

But the activity of God's Righteousness, which is most 
conspicuous in the Epistle, is that in which it is directly 
and imperatively related to the whole moral action of His 
creatures. The 2 Righteousness of God is that which 

1 The delicate differenlialion of the two verbs to "know" is very noticeable 
here. The ei/5-ijre of the first clause expresses the knowledge absolutely, as a 
first principle assumed in all cogitation upon the subject; the -yivwr,Kere of the 
second clause expresses the art of mental perception by which knowledge, in the 
particular instance, is acquired. The full sense of the verse is, "If ye know, 
as ye do absolutely know, that He is righteous, recognise (or, ye recognise), as 
implied in this, that every one also," etc. See special note on -y,vwr,Ke,,, and 
eiiifra,. 

2 On the whole subject of this paragraph, see, further, Chapter XI. 
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renders sin inadmissible in them ; inadmissible de Jure in 
all, inadmissible de facto in those who are " begotten of 
Him." 

This the writer maintains with unexampled strenuous
ness and rigour. The Righteousness of God is Law for all· 
men and for all their actions. " Sin is lawlessness; and 
every one that doeth sin doeth also lawlessness" (3 4). 

Nothing excites in St. John a warmer indignation than 
the supposition of compatibility between a life of actual 
wrong-doing and fellowship with the Righteous God. 
" He that saith, I know Him, and keepeth not His com
mandments, is a liar, and the truth is not in Him " ( 2 4). 

"Every one that doeth not righteousness is not of God" 
(3 10), but is "of the devil" (38). Not less absolutely is 
it insisted that all who are " begotten of Him " and in 
fellowship with Him partake of His Righteousness. 
" Every one that is begotten of God doth not commit sin, 
because His seed abideth in Him; and he cannot sin, because 
He is begotten of God " (3 9). " We know that every one 
that is begotten of God sinneth not ; but he that was 
begotten of God keepeth himself; and the Wicked One 
toucheth him not" (5 18). It is an inveterate misreading 
of the Epistle that represents its author as being almost 
exclusively the "Apostle of Love." Intense as is St. 
John's gaze into the heavenly abyss of the Divine Love, 
it seems impossible that any writing could display a more 
impassioned sense, than this Epistle does, of the tremendous 
imperative of Righteousness-a more rigorous intolerance 
of sin. So long as the Church lays up this Epistle in its 
heart, it can never lack a spiritual tonic of wholesome 
severity. 

It is true, however, that in its doctrine, of Divine 
Righteousness, thoroughly spontaneous as it is, the Epistle 
makes no remarkable contribution to the development of 
New Testament thought. It does no more than restate, in 
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a peculiarly forceful fashion, and with all the glow of an 
original intuition, that conception of the Divine Nature 
which is fundamental to the whole Biblical revelation. It 
must be conceded, moreover, that the assertion of the 
impeccability of the regenerate, into which the Writer, 
apparently at least, is led by the vehemence of the polemical 
interest, has tended to detract from the full usefulness of 
his teaching on this head. However effectively the unique 
form of expression employed may have been adapted to the 
peculiarities of the immediate situation, it has been to later 
generations a paradox and a puzzle rather than a source of 
instruction or a practical stimulus. It is far otherwise 
with the next of the great affirmations which constitute the 
Epistle's doctrine of God. 

God is Love (4 8). 

Here the Epistle rises to the summit of all revelation ; 
and, for the first time, enunciates that truth which not only 
is the profoundest, gladdest, most transforming that the 
mind can conceive, but is the beginning and the end
the truth in which all truths have their ultimate unity, the 
innermost secret of existence. 

The New Testament word for Love, a,ryaTrr,, is virtually 
a coinage of Christianity. It may be that it is an old 
word reminted ; but it is one of the curiosities, at least, of 
philology that, while the verb lvya7rav is fairly common in 
classical Greek from Homer downwards, the noun d'Y&7r17 

is not found in any extant classical text ; a single passage 
in Philo supplying the solitary instance of its extra
Biblical use.1 This does not prove, indeed, that it was 
unknown to non-literary Greek; and Deissmann may be 

1 Even in the Septuagint there are only fifteen occurrences, eleven of them 
in Canticles, where the sexual tinge is unmistakable, as also ;in 2 Sam. 131• an<l 
J er, 2•. In Eccles. 91• 6 it is opposed to µ'i(fos in a more general sense. 
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right in supposing it to have been current in the 
Egyptian vernacular.1 The fact remains, however, that 
though the Greek language is rich in terms 2 answering 
to " love" in its various shades of meaning, the com
paratively unused cvyct'TT'T/ was, as it were, providentially 
reserved to express that purely ethical love the con
ception of which Christianity first made current among 
men. 

In the Epistle the words cvya1r'1J and arya7rav are 
used to express an energy of the moral nature in God 
towards men, in men towards God, in men towards one 
another. And one of its profound truths is that, in 
whatever relation it may operate, Love is one and the 
same. All love has its origin in God ; and human love 
is the moral nature of God incarnate in man. "Every 
one that loveth is begotten of God" (47). And, since 
nothing moral can exist merely in the form of action, 
Love is, primarily, a disposition, a permanent quality 
of the Will, an inherent tendency of the moral nature. 
The quality of this disposition is indicated by the fact 
that the object of Love in the human relation is invariably 
our " brother." 3 We may disregard the fact that brother
hood here denotes not physical but spiritual relationship ; 
for the spiritual presupposes the physical analogue. And 
though, in fact, it is not brotherhood that makes Love 
(211 312), but Love that makes brotherhood, Love may be 
said to be that mutual disposition which ideally exists 
among brothers in the same family - the disposition 
to act towards our fellow-men as it is natural for those 

1 The supposed discovery of the word in a papyrus of the second century ll. c., 
announced by Deissmann in his Bibel-Studien ( 1895), has been abandoned 
(Expository Times, September 1898, p. 567). But its adoption instead of l!pws 
by the LXX may be thought to lend probability to the supposition of its Egyptiar1 
origin. 

2 inop-y1,, the love that belongs to natural kinship; fpws, with its predominant 
suggestion of sexuality; ,t,,Xla., specially appropriated to friendship. 

S zlO 310. H. 16. 11_420.21. 
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to do who have all interests in common, and who 
instinctively recognise that the full self-existence of each 
can be realised only through a larger corporate existence. 
Love is the power to live not only for another, but in 
another, to realise one's own fullest life in the fulfilment of 
other lives. 

Love· is such a disposition, and such a disposition of 
necessity issues in appropriate action. In the Epistle 
nothing is more incisively dealt with than the fiction of 
a love that is inoperative in practice. " Whoso bath this 
world's good, and seeth his brother have need, and shutteth 
up his bowels of compassion from him, how dwelleth the 
love of God in him?" (317). That which terminates in 
the mere self-satisfaction of " feeling good," whatever it 
may ·be, is something else than Love. Love is the giving 
impulse. And it rejoices, not only in imparting benefits, 
the cost of which is imperceptible and the bestowal of 
which is a sheer luxury : it expresses itself most fully in 
sacrifice. It is that complete identification of self with 
another which makes it sometimes imperative, and always 
possible, to lay down even our lives for our brethren (316), 

and which, indeed, realises an exquisite joy in suffering 
endured for the beloved's sake. 

In human history, Love has its one absolute embodiment 
in the self-sacrifice of Christ. " Hereby know we love," says 
the Epistle in one of its pregnant sentences, hereby do we 
perceive what Love is, " in that He laid down His Life for 
us" (316). This is the Absolute of Love-its everlasting 
type and standard. The world had never been without 
the dower of Love. It had known love like Jacob's, 
like David's and Jonathan's, the patriot's and the martyr's 
self-devotion. But till Jesus Christ came and laid down 
His Life for the men that hated and mocked and slew 
Him, the world had not known what Love in its greatness 
and purity could be. 
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And the Love of Christ in laying down His Life for 
us is the manifestation, under the conditions of time and 
sense, of the Love of God, eternal and invisible. God 
is Love; but what God is can be known only through 
His self-manifestation. Wherein does this consist? Not 
in word only. It was not enough that He should say 
that He is Love (cf. 318). Not in the works of Nature and 
Providence alone. These are but starlight. The Epistle 
points us to the Sun (49• 10). 

" Herein was manifested the Love of God toward us, 
that God hath sent His Son, His Only Begotten, into the 
world, that we might live through Him. Herein is Love, 
not that we loved God, but that God loved us, and sent 
His Son (as) a propitiation for our sins." 1 

The first of these two verses emphasises the fact that 
God is Love, and exhibits the proof of it (" Herein 
was the Love of God manifested ") ; the second, the 
nature of Love itself, so manifested. But, taking both 
in one view, we perceive that there are five factors 
which here contribute to the full conception of Divine 
Love. 

(I) First, the magnitude of its gift is set forth. " His 
Son, His Only Begotten." Elsewhere, the title of Our 
Lord is simply " the Son," the argument turning upon the 
relation of Father and Son ; or " His Son," or the "Son of 
God," where the element of Divine power and dignity in 
the Sonship is made more prominent. Here only,2 where 
he would display the infinite Love in the infinite Gift, does 
St. John use the full title, 'T'OV vidv avrou TOV fLOVO"f€vrJ. 

The essence of the manifestation is in the fact, not that God 
sent Jesus, but that Jesus, who was sent, is God's Only
Begotten Son. The full being of God is present in Him. 
Other gifts are only tokens of God's Love. Its all is given 

1 See Notes, in loc. 
i In the Gospel, only in the pamllcl passage, John 316• 
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in Christ. It is His own bleeding heart the Father lays 
on Love's altar, when He offers His Only-Begotten Son 
(c( Gen. 2212 and Rom. 832). (2) Secondly, the magnitude 
of the Love is exhibited in the person of the Giver. It 
was a father who thus sent his only-begotten son; but that 
father was God (o 01:0,, not o 7raTl]p, as in 4u). It was 
the Divine Nature whose whole wealth was poured out 
in the sacrifice of Calvary. (3) Thirdly, the Love of God 
is manifested in the purpose of the mission of the Son. 
This purpose is " that we might live through Him," 1 in 
which is implicitly contained the "should not perish" 
of John 316• The Love of God is thus seen to be His 
self-determination not only to rescue men from what is 
the sum of all evils, but to impart to them the supreme 
and eternal good, Life. (4) Fourthly, the Love of God is 
manifested in the means by which this purpose is achieved, 
God shrinks not from the uttermost cost of Redemption. 
His Son is sent as a "propitiation for our sins." He not 
only dies heroically on our behalf, as the good shepherd 
lays down his life in defending his helpless flock from the 
fangs of the wolf or the assault of the robber; but, as a 
father drinks a full cup of sorrow and humiliation in striving 
to make atonement for the criminal profligacies of an 
unworthy son, even so, Almighty God, in the person of 
His Son, humbles Himself and suffers unto blood for 
the sins of His creatures. Such is the Love of God to 
men ; and what can be said of it, except that it is at once 
incredible that the fact should be so, and impossible that 
it should be otherwise? It is what never did, never could, 
flit within the horizon of man's most daring dream ; it is 
that which, when it is revealed, shines with self-evidencing 
light. It needs no argument. Apologetic is superfluous.2 

I'""' N/<rwµ,ev liL' auroD. Cf. John l15. 16 651. 57 rolO u25, 26 14'9, 
2 " What doubt in thee could countervail 

Belief in it? Upon the ground 
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Such Love is Divine. The Being whose nature this is, 
is God. 

But these statements ought, perhaps, to have been 
reserved until we had considered the final moment in the 
full conception of Divine Love, its objects. (5) "Herein 
is Love, not that we loved God, but that God loved 
us." The interpretation popularly put upon this verse, 
as equivalent to " Herein is love, that, although we 
did not h.-~ God, God loved us," is grammatically 
untenable,1 and it misses the point in one of the 
profoundest sentences in the Epistle. The Apostle does 
not say that we have not loved God. What he says 
is that we have loved God, but that this is not love 
to call love. That we have loved God is nothing 
wonderful. The ineffable mystery of Love reveals itself 
in this, that God has loved us, who are so unworthy of 
His Love, and so repulsive to all the sensibilities, so to 
say, of His moral nature. The full glory of the Divine 
Love is seen in the fact that it is wholly self-created and 
self-determined. 

It may be permissible to elucidate this truth somewhat 
more fully. As we have seen, Love is that mysterious 
power by which we live in the lives of others, and are thus 
moved to benevolent and even self-sacrificing action on 
their behalf. Such love is, after all, one of the most 
universal things in humanity. But always natural human 

That in the story had been found 
Too much Love? How could God love so? 

While man, who was so fit instead 
To hate, as every day gave proof,
Man thought man, for his kind's behoof, 
Both could and did invent that scheme 
Of perfect Love ; 't would well beseem 
Cain's nature thou wast wont to praise, 
Not tally with God's usual ways." 

Browning's Easter Day. 
1 Se~ Notes, in loc. 
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love is a flame that must be kindled and fed by some quality 
in its object. It finds its stimulus in physical instinct, in 
gratitude, in admiration, in mutual congeniality and liking. 
Always it is, in the first place, a passive emotion, determined 
and drawn forth by an external attraction. But the Love 
of God is the ever-springing fountain. Its fires are self
kindled. It is love that shines forth in its purest splendour 
upon the unattractive, the unworthy, the repellent. Herein 
is Love, in its purest essence and highest potency, not in 
our love to God, but in this, that God loved us. Hence 
follows the apparently paradoxical consequence, upon 
which the Epistle lays a unique emphasis, that our love to 
God is not even the most godlike manifestation of Love in 
us. It is gratitude for His benefits, adoration of His 
perfections-our response to God's love to us but not its 
closest reproduction in kind. In this respect, indeed, God's 
love to man and man's love to God form the opposite 
poles, as it were, of the universe of Love, the one self
created and owing nothing to its object, the other entirely 
dependent upon and owing everything to the infinite 
perfection of its object; the one the overarching sky, the 
other merely its reflection on the still surface of the lake. 
And it is, as the Epistle insists, not in our love to God, 
but in our Christian love to our fellow-men, that the Divine 
Love is reproduced, with a relative perfection, in us (412• 19• 20 ; 

cf. Eph. 4s2_52). 
Such is the conception of the Love of God that St. 

John sets before us. In this entirely spontaneous, self
determined devotion of God to sinful men, this Divine 
passion to rescue them from sin, the supreme evil, and 
to bestow on them the supreme good, Eternal Life : 
in this, which is evoked by their need, not by their 
worthiness, which goes to the uttermost length of 
sacrifice, and bears the uttermost burden of their self
inflicted doom-in this, which is for ever revealed in the 
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mission of Jesus Christ, God's Only-Begotten Son-is 

Love. 
This is at once the norm and the inspiration of all that 

is most truly to be called Love. Love is no merely 
passive, involuntary emotion awakened in one person by 
another. In the Epistle, as everywhere in the New 
Testament, it is a duty (47• 11), a subject of command
ment (27· 8 323b 421), and is, therefore, a moral self-deter
mination which, in man, must often act _in direct opposition 
to natural instinct and inclination. And this is a self
determination to do good, good only, and always the 
highest good possible (49), without regard to merit or 
attractiveness in the object (410a), and that even at highest 
cost to selfl (410b). 

Yet such a definition would be adequate only to one 
half of what Love is. Love is not solely benevolence 
issuing in beneficence. In its highest as well as in its 
lowest forms it contains the element of appetency. In 
its lower forms Love is predominantly an egoistic and 
appropriative impulse ; in its highest form it becomes that 
marvellous power which reconciles and identifies the 
apparently opposite principles, egoism and altruism. One 
finds one's richest satisfaction in the happiness of others, 
one's own fullest self-realisation in promoting theirs. Love 
seeks not its own, yet makes all things its own. It is the 
utmost enrichment and enlargement of Life. "My beloved 
is mine "-a possession of which nothing can rob me. The 
more perfect the love, the more completely achieved is this 
mysterious result, this self-enlargement by self-communica
tion, this self-losing which is the real self-finding. If I love 
my neighbour as myself, I regale myself with his prosperity, 
even as I share the bitter cup of his adversity; I am 
honoured in his praise, promoted in his advancement, 
gladdened in his joy, even as I am humbled in his shame or 

1 Cf. J, M. Gibbon, Eternal Life, p. J06. 
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distressed in his sin. In short, we might define the highest 
Love as that state of the moral nature in which the egoistic 
and the altruistic principles coalesce and are fused into one 
living experience. Such is the perpetual mi'racle of Love. 
Such is it in man. Such also is it in God, as it is delineated 
in the New Testament. No less than benevolence, God's 
Love displays the element of infinite desire and yearning 
quest. It seeks the lost as the shepherd seeks the strayed 
sheep upon the mountains ; as a father's heart yearns after 
a wayward son. It becomes the source of an infinite 
Divine joy over the sinner that repenteth ; and because of 
the joy, it endures the cross and despises the shame. It is 
in God's Love, and transcendently in His self-sacrifice for 
the sinful and lost, that the Divine Life comes to its fullest 
self-realisation. And, though it is the self-communicating 
aspect of Divine Love that alone is presented in the Epistle, 
yet, always, Love is that for which self-communication 
is the fullest self-assertion, and all that Love is, is 
ascribed in its supreme perfection to God. God is Love. 

( 1) He is Love essenti'ally. Like the sunlight which 
contains in itself all the hues of the spectrum, Love is 
not one of God's attributes, but that in which all His 
moral attributes have their unity. The spring of all 
His actions, the explanation of all He does or ever can 
do is Love. (2) Therefore, also, His Love is unz'versal. 

If there were any of His creatures whom He did not 
love, this would prove that there was something in His 
nature that was not Love, but was opposed to Love. 
\Vhatever be the mysteries of the past, present, or future, 
God is Love. That is St. John's great truth. He does 
not attempt to reconcile with it other and apparently 
conflicting truths in his theological scheme; possibly he 
was not conscious of any need to do so. But oi this 
he is sure-God is Love. That fact must, in ways we 

cannot yet discern, include all other facts. No being is 
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unloved. Nothing happens that is not dictated or over
ruled by Love. (3) And if essential and universal, the Love 
of God is also eternal and unchangeable. It does not depend 
on any merit or reciprocation in its object, but overflows 
from an infinite fulness within itse1£ Our goodness did 
not call it forth ; neither can our evil cause it to cease. 

" Love is not love 
Which alters when it alteration finds, 
Or bends with the remover to remove." 

We may refuse to the Divine Love any inlet into our 
nature, may refuse to let it have its way with us, may so 
identify ourselves with evil as to turn it into an antagonistic 
force. This is the most awful fact in human life. But 
the sun is not extinguished, though shutters be closed and 
blinds drawn at midday; and though we may shut out 
God from our hearts, no being can by any means shut 
himself out from the great Heart of God. God is Love. 
It is the surest of all intuitions; the strongest corner
stone of the Christian Faith. Having known and believed 
the Love of God which is in Christ Jesus our Lord
the Love that came not by water only, but by blood 
also -we can tolerate no other conception of the Divine. 
(4) From all this it follows that we cannot ultimately con
ceive of God as a single and simple personality. Love, no 
more than Thought, can exist without an object. If we 
say that God was eternally the object of His own Love, 
we deny to Him the supreme prerogative of Love, self
communication. If we say that, either in time or from 
eternity, God created the universe in order to have an 
object for His Love, we make the Universe as necessary 
to God as God is to the Universe. His Love in creation 
was not the overflowing of the fountain, but the craving 
of the empty vessel. It is at this point that the Trini
tarian doctrine becomes most helpful. It enables us to 
think of the Life of God not as an eternal solitude of 
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self-contemplation and self-love, but as a life of communion : 
-the Godhead is filled with Love, the Love of the 
Father and the Son in the unity of the Spirit. So far 
from being a burden to faith, the doctrine of the Divine 
Trinity sheds a welcome light upon the mystery of God's 
Eternal Being, both as self-conscious personality and as 
Love. It is a mystery, but a mystery which " explains 
many other mysteries, and which sheds a marvellous light on 
God, on nature, and on man." It is the " consummation and 
only perfect protection of Theism " ; and it will be ultimately 
found not only to influence every part of our theological 
system, but to be the vital basis of Christian Ethics, 

EXCURSUS 

ON 

The Correlation of Righteousness and Love. 

God is Love ; God is Righteous. The two conceptions appear to be 
equally fundamental ; and a problem of no small perplexity is presented 
by the inevitable inquiry-what is their relation to each other ? When 
it is said that God is Love, the only possible interpretation seems to be 
that Love is that essential moral quality of the Divine Nature in which 
all God's purposes and actions have their origin. But when it is said 
that God is Righteous, it seems equally inevitable to regard His 
Righteousness as determining all His purposes and ways. Both state
ments, moreover, are intuitively felt to be true. We can assert the one 
and then, the next moment, assert the other without any sense of 
contradiction. How, then, are we to think of the moral nature of God? 
Is it a unity, or is it a duality? Is it, to use a mathematical analogy, 
a circle having a single centre, or is it an ellipse formed around two 
different foci ? 

The latter solution of the problem has been most widely and 
authoritatively maintained. Righteousness and Love, it is held, are 
essentially different and mutually independent. They are not conter
minous, Righteousness occupying the whole area of moral character 
and obligation, while Love covers only a part of it. God is righteous 
in all His ways ; in some only is He loving. Righteousness is a 
necessity with Him ; Love is secondary, and can be exercised only 
when it does not conflict with Righteousness. Let us consider whether 
this view is tenable. 

(r) In the first place, Love is included in Righteousness. A distinc-
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tion is drawn between duties of Right and duties of Love. But there 
certainly are duties of Love. Love is not a mood or inclination that 
may or may not be exercised at one's option. The maxim is laid down 
by Domer 1 that duties of Right precede duties of Love-" \Ve must be 
just before we are generous." But in what is this precedence grounded? 
Assuredly, not in any essential difference in the nature of the obligation. 
We are not under one sort of obligation to be honest and under another 
and inferior obligation to be kind. It is a mere and inevitable fact, 
indeed, that is expressed by the axiom, "We must be just before we 
are generous." We cannot in reality be generous before we are just. 
If we act as if we could, we are generous with what is not ours but 
another's; that is to say, we are not generous at all. The apparent 
self-communication is altogether unreal. And it is because the tempta
tion to forget this is, for many persons, peculiarly strong that the 
maxim, "We must be just before we are generous," is so needful. But 
morally it is no whit less imperative that a man be generous according 
to his real ability, than that he be honest; that he forgive an injury, 
than that he refrain from committing one. Such difference as exists 
between duties of Right and duties of Love is not qualitative but 
quantitative. To succour the needy is as truly a duty as to pay one's 
mercantile debts ; but to be dishonest is a more flagrant violation of 
the law, "Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself," than to be 
ungenerous. The distinction between the two classes of duties is only 
a convenient expression of certain moral measurements, which experi
ence has taught mankind to make, as to the duties that are the more 
universal and important, and the neglect of which works greater and 
wider injury. 

The duties of love, then, are included in the area of Righteousness. 
According to all Christian Ethics, indeed, Love is the chief part of that 
sum of moral obligation which is Righteousness. (According to Matt. 
223UO and Rom. 138·10 it is the whole.) Love itself is the supreme 
duty, and the withholding of it the worst sin. 

(2) But, further, it is clear that nothing that is truly called Love can 
be outside the area of Righteousness. 

For since, ex hypothesi, Love always seeks for its object the greatest 
good possible to it, and cannot consent to sacrifice the greatest to any 
lower good, it seeks for moral beings always the same thing that 
Righteousness seeks-their highest moral excellence. Human Jove may 
be blind and mistake its way, and give instead of bread a stone ; 
but when enlightened it cannot, if true to its own ends, seek aught 
less than the best. And, on the other hand, enlightened Love never 
becomes an impulse to undutiful conduct in the person who loves, never 
permits the supposition that we can promote another's good by means 
that involve inferior conduct on our own part ; on the contrary, it 

1 Systtm of Chdstian Ethics, p. 91 (Eng. trans.). 
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becomes the strongest impulse to realise the full moral worth of one's 
own personality. 

All that is truly called Love is included in the area of Righteous
ness. (3) \Ve come to a more disputed question when we ask-Is all 
Righteousness included in the area of Love? Can there be action 
that is righteous in which there is no Love? Or could there exist a 
person who, though destitute of Love, possessed the attribute of 
Righteousness ? Without attempting to show in detail that all duties 
can be resolved into diverse applications of the law of Love, one may 
state the general question :-whether, if Love were non-existent, conscious
ness of any moral obligation whatsoever is conceivable. The answer 
it seems to me, is that it is not conceivable. If my normal and proper 
state of soul towards my neighbour were one of absolute indifference to 
his well-being, I could no more stand in any moral relation to him than 
to a stone. We find, in fact, that this is the case. In those abnormal 
natures in which benevolence seems to be completely extinct, the 
whole moral consciousness seems to be equally a blank. It is true, 
indeed, that there are social virtues, such as truthfulness, honour, 
equity, that arc frequently regarded as existing in an entirely self-centred 
form-" I shall keep honour with that scoundrel, not because it is due 
to him, but because it is due to myself." But such an attitude (not to 
say that it is not that of Christian morality) is not really so self-centred 
as it seems. He who thus acts is importing into the particular instance 
a feeling derived from his sense of obligation to mankind in general. 
He acts upon a code and habit of honour which are to him of such 
worth that he would not be compensated for their violation by any 
satisfaction derived from paying a rascal in his own coin. But this 
code and habit of honour are not self-centred. The self-respect to 
which honourable dealing with our neighbour is felt to be due is reflex. 
\Ve could not even be conscious that such conduct is necessary to self
respect, unless we were, in the first place, conscious that it is due from 
us to our neighbour. 

It is in respect to Justice, and especially punitive Justice, that the 
question we are considering comes to its acutest point. And without 
discussing the ultimate origin of the idea of Justice, I again submit that 
ifwe were so constituted that the interests of our fellow-men were nothing 
to us, it would be impossible that we should be sensible of any obligation 
to justice, equity, or impartiality in our dealings with them. Whether 
or not the idea of Justice is directly derivable from Love as the dis
tributive method by which Love deals with competing interests in such 
wise as to advance the best interests of all without detriment to any, 
it is at least evident that Justice is the instrument of Love. Love 
demands that we do justly. Nor is this less true of punitive Justice. 
In the popular understanding of the words, the Love of God is regarded 
as acting only in the direct communication of good ; while the judicial, 
punitive, and destructive energies of the Divine Nature, which are 
ernked by evil, are assigned exclusively to Righteousness. But this 
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is a false antithesis, based upon an inadequate and one-sided con
ception of Love. Love, as seeking the highest good of its objects, is 
constrained to oppose, and to oppose passionately, all that works for 
the defeat of its purpose. Love is not merely a sweet, suave, and 
benignant disposition. Love has in it the sharpness of the sword and 
the fierceness of flame. Love hates-hates evil, which is opposed to 
Love. Love in the right-minded parent hates evil in the child ; in the 
right-minded ruler, hates evil in the society which he governs, and 
encounters it with the full force of his opposition and displeasure. Love 
cares for social as well as for individual well-being. The more truly 
loving a parent is, the more inflexible will he be in rebuking and 
correcting evil within the home ; in exercising justice, and preventing one 
member of the household from acting wrongfully towards another ; and, 
when the interests of the individual or of the whole family require it, in 
punishing and making an example of the wrong-doer, and even, should 
he prove incorrigible, in excluding him from the home. Yet all this 
Righteousness will he do for the ends and in the spirit of Love. Even 
so, the Love of God must assert itself in infinitely intense antagonism 
to all that works for the defeat of the eternal purpose of Love-Love 
that seeks the highest moral excellence of His creatures-for which 
He created and governs the universe. It is in accordance with that 
purpose that right shall be rewarded and wrong punished; nay, this 
must be inherent in the constitution of a universe created and ruled by 
Love. In the interests of the sinner himself, sin must be punished. 
Even if there be no hope of his amendment, in the interests of the 
moral universe God must still encounter sin with the full force of His 
displeasure. Yet all this Righteousness God will do for the ends and 
in the spirit of Love. 

It is a strong point in the Calvinistic tradition to maintain that 
punitive justice cannot be derived from Love. Yet it is not only 
consistent with, it is a necessity of God's changeless purpose of Love 
that wrong be punished. And I fail to conceive the nature of a 
Justice that has no connection with this purpose. There is, doubt
less, a genuine moral satisfaction in the humiliation of triumphant 
wrong, in beholding the evil-doer receive the due reward of his 
deeds ; but this satisfaction is ultimately derived from sympathy with 
the central purpose of Love ; it is the satisfaction of beholding the 
beneficent moral order of the universe reasserting itself, repairing 
the breaches that have been made in it, and guarding itself against 
similar infringements in the future. And, again, I fail to conceive 
how, apart from such a purpose of Love, the punishment of wrong 
would be right or rational ; how, if the infliction of suffering-let 
us suppose the case-could be of no possible benefit either to 
the sinner himself or to any other being in the universe, present 
or future, there would still remain a ground of reason or of obliga
tion for inflicting it. Nay more, I fail to conceive how a being 
without Love, wholly indifferent to the well-being of others, could 
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ever be conscious of Justice as a moral obligation, or be capable of 
finding any moral satisfaction in it. If, indeed, this were possible, if 
there could exist a being of whose moral consciousness Justice were the 
sole content,1 for whom Love did not exist, or existed only as a secondary 
and accidental attribute, of whom it could be said 2 that " Love is an 
attribute which he may exercise or not as he will," that "Mercy is 
optional with him," that "he is bound to be just, he is not bound to be 
generous," such a being would be morally of an infra-human type and 
vastly remote in character from the God who is revealed in Jesus Christ. 
This whole theory rests, in fact, upon the idea which, as has been 
already said, is the negation of Christian Ethics, that Love is something 
over and above what is strictly right, a work of supererogation, a comely 
adornment of character, but not the very fibre of which its robe is 
woven. 

The conclusion, then, at which I arrive is that Righteousness and 
Love are conterminous in area ; that as little can Righteousness exist 
without Love as Love, truly so called, without Righteousness. But 
the question remains, how we are to conceive their relation to one 
another. 

An interesting and fruitful view-true, I believe, as regards the 
fundamental position, though I cannot find myself in agreement with 
the conclusion reached-is that presented by Domer.8 "The essence 
of morality consists in an unchangeable but also eternally living union 
of a righteous will and a loving will. The two together and inseparably 
one constitute a holy love." Dorner then construes Righteousness 
as the necessity of self-assertion in the Divine Nature, Love as the 
necessity of self-communication; and he has no difficulty in showing that 
without self-assertion ethical self-communication would be impossible. 
It would cease to be voluntary, and would become a merely instinctive 
benevolence, akin to a physical expansion like that of light or heat. 

1 One may try to imagine such a being, who should possess as his sole 
moral characteristic a passion for abstract Justice-for arriving at and executing 
equitable decisions regarding the merits of other beings-and who might find a 
peculiar satisfaction in thus administering Justice among men, or in a colony of 
ants, or a swarm of bees. But would such a characteristic be really moral? 
Would there be any ethical motive or value in such a passion for applying the 
rules of equity-there being no interest or sense of obligation to advance any 
one's well-being thereby-any more than in a passion for solving mathematical 
problems? Is there necessarily ethical value in the justice of a judge qua judge 
(the persons judged being to him but lay figures, representing so many judicial 
problems) any more than in the diagnosis of a physician? The crucial 
question is-Can any moral relation subsist between two persons apart from the 
obligation, recognised or unrecognised, to seek each other's good, that is to say, 
apart from Love? It does not seem possible. The prerequisite of all moral 
relationship is Love. 

2 See Steven's Christian Doctn"ne if Salvation, p. 178. 
• Christian Ethics, pp. 76-79 (Eng. trans.). 
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But then it would seem to be equally true that, without self-communica
tion, ethical self-assertion is impossible. The self-assertion or righteous
ness of God is that in all He does He must be true to Himself, must 
act according to the voluntary self-determination of His own moral 
nature. But that nature is ltoly love; and only by acting in holy love 
can God truly assert Himself. This, however, Dorner refuses to admit, 
maintaining that ethical self-assertion is possible without self-communi
cation. And when we ask wherein this consists, he replies that it is 
in God's assertion of His non-communicable attributes-of His self
existence, His glory and majesty, of "Himself in the distinction which, 
to thought and in fact, exists between Him and the non-self-existing 
universe." "It is a guarding of the difference between Him and the 
world, even when He imparts Himself to it and wills to be self
imparting." But this is far from satisfactory. It amounts to this, that 
in communicating all of His own nature that is communicable,-life, 
physical, rational, and spiritual,-God is both loving and righteous ; 
while in asserting what is incommunicable - His self-existence and 
supremacy as Creator and Lawgiver-He is not loving, but is exclusively 
righteous. But this does not seem to yield that living, inseparable 
union of a loving and a righteous will which Dorner rightly posits as 
"the essence of morality." For those of God's attributes that are not 
directly communicable may yet be employed for the ends of Love ; as, 
for example, His self-existence for Creation, His power and omniscience 
for beneficent providential rule, His moral authority for the moral educa
tion and discipline of His creatures ; and, if they were not so employed, 
His will would not be to its utmost possibility a loving will-God would 
not be Love. But if God's assertion of all His attributes is directed to 
the highest good of His creatures ; if, as Christianity teaches, it is in 
blessing them, and, above all, in employing all His attributes, com
municable and non-communicable, for their rescue from the death of Sin 
unto Life Everlasting ; if Christ is the moral image of the Invisible 
God, and if it is in that He "counted it not a prize to be on an equality 
with God, but emptied Himself, taking the form of a servant," that 
the Divine Self is supremely asserted and the difference between 
God and the world supremely manifested,-then His fullest self-com
munication is also His highest self-assertion. The twain constitute 
that living and inseparable union of a loving and a righteous will 
which is the essence of all morality. And, in short, a moral nature 
cannot be thus divided into compartments. Separate attributes exist 
only as abstractions. If a person is perfectly loving, he is loving 
always and in everything ; if he is perfectly righteous, he is righteous 
always and in everything; and if he is both perfectly loving and 
perfectly righteous, he is loving in his righteousness and righteous 
in his love. 

The weakness of Dorner's argument lies in regarding Love as 
exclusively self-communication, and not rather as that in which self
communication and self-assertion coalesce. But accepting his definition 
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of the essence of morality as the living, inseparable union of a loving 
and a righteous will, we may, perhaps, reach a conception of the 
correlation of the Righteousness and the Love of God along the follow
ing lines. 

r. The perfect moral state is that in which self-communication is 
also self-assertion. This is the mind that was in Christ Jesus (Phil. 
2 5•8). Such Love, therefore, is the content of all moral excellence 
(Matt. 2235·40, Rom. 138·10). It is the inner principle without which 
even actions that arc formally right are morally worthless (1 Cor. 
131·3). All graces and virtues are either special manifestations of Love, 
as gentleness, compassion, reverence ; or are constitutional qualities of 
the will-as truthfulness, obedience, gratitude, perseverance, courage
or of the mind-as wisdom-which are ancillary to the perfect work of 
Love. All duties spring ultimately from the one duty of Love. Even 
the duty of justice or equity does so ; for, if we were so constituted as 
to be conscious of no obligation to seek the well-being of others, there 
would be no reason, except a prudential one, for doing to others as we 
would that they should do to us. 

2. Because Love is that power by which self-communication and self
assertion coalesce in the unity of Life, it is not only the sum of all moral 
excellence, but the source of the highest moral satisfactions. It is by 
means of Love that Life runs its full circle, as if a river should carry 
back to its source all the wealth its fertilising influences have produced. 
And because it thus unites the egoistic and the altruistic principles, it 
is also the highest impulse to all duty. It is as much the supreme and 
universal power in the moral realm as gravitation is in physics. 

3. As being, thus, the content of and the impulse to all moral 
excellence, and, at the same time, the source of the highest moral 
satisfactions, Love is the summum bonum. Without it no real good is 
possible ; and there is no blessedness conceivable beyond that of a 
society of persons all united in perfect love. Each communicates 
himself to all and all to each. Each seeks the joy and well-being of all, 
and, in turn, enjoys the joy and is blessed by the well-being of all. 
Such a society would be the perfect organism for the perfect life ; and 
such an organism G0d is fashioning and perfecting in the Body of 
Christ. 

4. God is Love; and, because He is Love, it is His Will to impart 
this highest good to all beings capable of participating in it. Because 
He is Love, it is His Will to make Love the law of His universe, His 
gift to all beings made after His own likeness, and His requirement 
from them. And this, I take it, is the Righteousness of God-that 
He asserts Love, the law of His own Life, as the law of all life that 
is derived from Him. This assertion necessarily acts in two direc
tions ; in the communication of Love, the highest good ; and in 
antagonism to all that is opposed to it. These modes of action are not 
derived from conflicting or mutually independent principles, but are 
diverse applications of the same principle. If the eternal purpose of 
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God is to produce beings capable of the highest good and to impart it 
to them, then, by His very character as Love, He is also constrained so 
to order the universe that whatever tends to the defeat of that purpose 
!;hall meet His unceasing antagonism. This will take the form of what 
we call punitive Justice. And what makes the punitive Justice of God 
so terrible is that it is the Justice of one who is Love, and that even 
Infinite Love can find no alternative. 

Thus, then, we may see that the moral nature of God is a unity, 
not a duality. Righteousness is Love in the imperative mood; is 
Love legislative and administrative ; is the consistency of Love to its 
own high and eternal end. The Righteousness of God is that He 
makes Love the law of His own action, and that He, in His Love, can 
tolerate nothing less -and nothing else as His purpose and requirement 
for His creatures than that what He acts upon they also shall act upon, 
and that the character He possesses they also shall possess. And 
nothing else than this is Righteousness in man. Duty is the obligation 
which is inherent in the very nature of Love and could not conceivably 
exist in a being destitute of Love, to seek the highest attainable good of 
all whom one's conduct affects, that is to say, to be faithful to Love's 
highest ends. And when, in popular language, Duty is contrasted with 
Love, the true significance of this is that Duty is the consistency of 
Love to its higher end, in the face of egoistic inclination or of temptation 
to decline upon some lower end. 

It will be seen that the view here presented involves 
these fundamental positions. (I) All moral life is neces
sarily social. As self-consciousness 1s psychologically 
possible only by the distinction of the ego from the non
ego, so moral self-consciousness is awakened only in our 
relation to other personalities. An absolutely solitary unit 
(without God or neighbour) could have no moral conscious
ness. Our moral ideal of self is our conception of the ideal 
man in all his relations to God and his fellows ; and apart 
from such relations moral self-love is inconceivable. 

(2) The supreme end is Life. All that we call moral 
excellence-Righteousness or Love-is the "Way of 
Life," the means to that fullest, highest Life which 
St. John calls Eternal. For it is only by our entering 
with that vivid, spontaneous response, which is at once 
self-communication and self-assertion, into all the re
lations, human and divine, amid which we have our being, 
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that Life is realised. Hence, while it has just been said 
that Life is the summum bonum, this may be also said of 
moral excellence, that is, of Love. Love is not only the 
way to Life, it is the living of the Eternal Life. (3) All 
this implies, as has been shown, a Trinitarian conception 
of the Divine Nature, 



CHAPTER VI. 

THE DOCTRINE OF CHRIST. 

THE centre of doctrinal interest in the Epistle is the 
Incarnation, in which St. John finds the single guarantee of 
a true manifestation of the Divine Life in man, and the 
single channel for its permanent communication to men. 
Before proceeding, however, to the study of the chief 
Christological passages, it will be convenient to advert to 
some few points that lie on the circumference of the subject, 
yet are of great interest. 

The nomenclature of the Epistle is noticeably different 
in some respects from that of the Fourth Gospel. "Jesus 
Christ " has now become the proper personal name of 
our Lord (r 3 2 1 323 520). "Jesus" is not found except 
in conjunction with "Christ" or some other term of 
theological significance, such as "Son of God" (1 7), or 
where the sense requires some such term to be supplied 
(4 3). The absolute use of J,ce'ivo,;; (26 33• 5• 7• 16 417) and of 
avTo<;' (28· 12• 27• 28 32• 3 421) almost as a name of the Saviour 
is peculiar 1 to the Epistle. Blending a certain idealising 
reverence with the allusiveness of familiar affection, this 
usage is singularly expressive of a state of mind to which, 
although the mists of time have gathered around the image 
of the historical Jesus, He is still the one ever-present 
living personality. As in old-style Scottish parlance, a 
wife would speak of her husband, present or departed as 

1 Unless we recognise the same usage in John 1935• 

89 
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"himsel "; 1 so with the Apostle it is needless to say who 
'' He" is. There is but one " He." 

Other designations applied to Christ are " righteous " 
(ol!Catoi;, 2 1 37), "pure,, (a'YVO<;, 33), "the Holy One" (o li'Ytoi;, 
2 20). The first of these (oE,cawi;) expresses the broadest con
ception of His moral perfection. In every aspect of character 
and conduct He absolutely fulfils the idea of "right" In 
a'Yvoi;, again, the primary idea is that of freedom from moral 
stain.2 The word may indicate a previous state of actual 
impurity (Ps. 5 I 12), and it necessarily implies the thought of 
possible impurity. Broadly, we might say that Purity (aryvela) 
is the negative aspect of Love. The command to " purify 
oneself" (33) is equivalent to "love not the world, neither 
the things that are in the world " (215). Purity is that 
element in holy character which is wrought out by the 
discipline of temptation ; and thus the word imparts a 
peculiar significance to the passage in which it is applied to 
Christ. Hoping in Him, we are to purify ourselves, even 
as He Who, though tempted in all points like as we are, was 
and is pure (3 8). 

In &rytoi; ( = ~i,e) the same root-idea of separation from 
evil has been merged in that of consecration to <;iod. The 
sense is religious 3 rather than, per se, ethical. To Christ it 
is applied in a technical Messianic sense. He is the " Holy 
Servant" (d li'Ytoi; 1ra'ii;, Acts 430), the fulfilment of the Old 
Testament ideal of the Servant of Jehovah. He is recog-

1 Or a farm-servant, of his master. In Theocritus (xxiv. 50), Amphitryon, 
calling his retainers from their beds, cries, lf.vO'TaTE oµ,w,s m'AaO'l,j,po,er, a.vros 
aiiTe<: "It is himself (your master) that is calling." It is inevitable to compare 
the Pythagorean a.VTOS #q,a.. 

2 Biblically, a-yvos is the equivalent of "Ii,,~= Levitically clean. In classical 
Greek, the prevalent sense is that of freedom from moral defilement ; more 
specifically, chastity. Thus in Homer a-ynj is the epithet of the virgin goddesses 
Artemis and Persephone. This specific sense is frequently retained in the N. T. 
(2 Cor. 66 711 r r2, Tit. 2 5, 1 Tim. 52, r Pet. 32). The broader sense is exemplified 
in I Pet. r22 (TaS if,uxas uµ,wv '1)"YViKOT€S) and Jas.48 (ct-yv/O'aT€ Kapolas, M,j;uxo,). 

3 Thus the Father Himself is {i-yws (John 1711); the Divine Spirit is TO li-yw11 
rrvevµ.a ; the angels are ll-y,o< ; Christians are ll-yrn, in virtue of their Divine calling 
(1 Cor. r', 2 Tim. 19). 
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nised by evil spirits (Mark 1 24, Luke 434), and confessed by 
disciples (John 669) as " the Holy One of God " ( o &"/io, Tov 
0Eov). He is o &ry10, o a]..770w6, (Rev. 37), the " true " or 
" genuine" Holy One, who bath the Key of David-who 
wields all Messianic prerogatives. And it is obviously in 
the same sense that He is named " the Holy One" in the 
Epistle (2 20). It is as the Messiah, the Anointed, that He 
bestows upon the members of the Messianic community the 
"anointing" (xp~a-µa) of the Spirit. 

Passing from these points, we proceed to consider the 
great Christological thesis of the Epistle. That thesis is the 
complete,permanent, and personal identification of the historical 
Jesus with the Divine Being who is the Word of Life ( 1 1), the 
"Christ" (4 2) and the Son of God(5 5); and it is characteristic 
of the author's method that this, which is to be the subject of 
repeated development in the body of the Epistle, is preluded 
in its first sentence. The abstract of the Apostolic Gospel 
which is there prefixed to the Epistle, as the fountain-head 
from which all its teaching is drawn, contains the two com
plementary truths : that Jesus is the " Word " in whom the 
Eternal Life of God has been fully manifested, and that 
this manifestation has been made through a humanity in 
which there is nothing visionary or unreal, and is vouched 
for by every applicable test as genuine and complete. The 
Incarnate Word has been " seen," " heard," "handled " ( I 1- 3).1 

In the Epistle this thesis is maintained in the form of 
a vigorous polemic against certain heretical teachers whom 
the writer calls " antichrists," 2 in whom he discovers the 
true representatives of that arch-enemy of God and His 
Christ who figured so vividly in apocalyptic literature and 
in the popular belie£ That we must recognise in these 
" antichrists " one or more of the many ramifications of 
Gnosticism, is beyond question. Though our knowledge of 
Gnosticism in 'the J ohannine age is but dim and fragmentary, 

2 See Chapter XVL 
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still, what we do gather from the scanty records of the 
Apostolic Fathers fits into the Christological passages 
of the Epistle so accurately that it renders their interpreta
tion certain where otherwise it would be only conjectural. 
From the Epistle itself we learn that the heretical teachers 
denied that Jesus is the Christ ( 2 22), or, more definitely, 
" Christ come in the flesh " (48) ; they denied that Jesus is 
"the Son of God" (415); and they asserted that He came 
"by water only" and not " by blood also " (5 6). Plainly, 
what is here in view is, in the one or the other of its 
forms, the Docetic theory of Christ's Person ; for it appears 
that the theory existed in two more or less defined types. 
There was the crude unmitigated Docetism described in the 
Jgnatian Epistles, according to which Jesus was the Christ, 
but was in no sense a real human being. It was only a 
phantom that walked the earth and was crucified. The 
Incarnation was nothing else than a prolonged theophany.1 

The other is specially associated with the name of Cerinthus,2 

of whom Irenceus reports (Haer. I. 26. i.) that he taught that 
Jesus was not born of a virgin, but was the son of Joseph 
and Mary, and was distinguished from other men only by 
superiority in justice, prudence, and wisdom; that, at His 
Baptism the Christ descended upon Him in the form of a 

1 An interesting specimen of a Docetic Gospel of this type is extant in the 
recently published Acts of John, the date assigned to which is "not later than 
the second half of the first century " ( Texts and Studies, vol. v., No. I, p. x). 
According to this Gospel, our Lord had no proper material existence. He 
assumed different appearances to different beholders, and at different times. 
Sometimes His body was small and uncomely ; at other times His stature 
reached unto heaven. Sometimes He seemed to have a solid material body, at 
other times He appeared immaterial. It was only a phantom Christ that was 
crucified. During the Crucifixion, the real Christ appears to John on the !\fount 
of Olives and says, "John, unto the multitude down below in Jerusalem I am 
being crucified and pierced witil lances and reeds, and gall and vinegar arc given 
me to drink ; but I put it into thine heart to come up unto this mountain, that thou 
mighlest hear matters needful for a disciple to learn from his Master and for 
a man to learn from his God." The Lord then shows to John the mystic Cross 
of Light and the Lord Himselr aoove the Cross, not having any shape, but only 
a voice. 

~ See Chapter II, 
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dove, and announced the unknown Father ; that, at the end 
of His life, the Christ again left Jesus ; that Jesus died and 
rose again, but that the Christ, being spiritual, remained 
without suffering. According to this view, Jesus was not 

the Christ, but only, for the period between the Baptism 
and the Crucifixion, the earthly habitation of the heavenly 
Christ. On either of the theories the Incarnation was only a 
semblance. The one denied reality to the human embodi
ment of the Divine Life ; the other, admitting the reality of 
the human embodiment, denied its permanent and personal 
identification with the Divine. By some exegetes,1 traces 
of both forms of the Docetic theory have been discerned in 
the Epistle. We shall find, however, that the Cerinthian 
heresy alone offers a sufficient objective for all the Christo
logical passages. 

These passages are 2 21- 23 41- 3 415 56- 8• And we shall, 
in the first place, simply state the doctrinal content of each. 

" Who is the liar, but he that denieth that Jesus is the 
Christ?" (222). Here the assertion or denial that Jesus is 
the Christ has no relation to the early controversy regard
ing the Messiahship 2 of Jesus in the Jewish sense, a 
controversy which now could possess little more than an 
antiquarian interest. 

In Gnostic nomenclature " Christ'' was one of the .:eons 
-spiritual existences emanating from the Godhead-who 
appeared on earth in phantasmal or temporary embodiment 
in Jesus; and the Apostle also uses the name "Christ" as 
equivalent to the "Word" or "the Son of God," to signify 
the Divine pre-existent factor in the personality of Jesus. 

1 For example, by Pfleiderer (ii. 433). Cerinthus was a contemporary of St. 
John ; and if we accept Lightfoot's argument (Apostolic Fathers, i. 368), that the 
more crudely Docetic view must have been the earlier, the natural tendency 
being toward modification, it is evident that the polemic of the Epistle might, as 
a matter of date, have been directed against either or both forms of the heresy. 

2 Cf. especially Acts 1826, where the subject of controversy, though verbally 
the same, is substantially quite different. There is no trace in the Epistle of 
conflict with Jewish or Ebionistic error. 
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Evidently, then, it is the Cerinthian heresy that is here 
repudiated. As to the manner in which this school of 
Gnosticism construed the personality of the composite 
Christ-Jesus during the period of union, we are ignorant ; 
but the essential significance of the theory, truly and 
tersely stated, was that Jesus was not the Christ. There 
was only a temporary and incomplete association of Jesus 
with the Christ. 

"Hereby recognise (or, ye recognise) the Spirit of God. 
Every spirit that confesseth Jesus (as) 1 Christ come in the 
flesh is of God ; and every spirit that confesseth not Jesus 
is not of God" (42• Sa). Here the statement is more specific, 
but to the same effect ; it is still the Cerinthian heresy that 
is combatted. The emphasis is not upon the real humanity 
of Jesus so much as upon the personal identity of the pre
existent Divine Christ with Jesus. There is no mere 
association, however intimate, between Jesus and the Christ. 
Jesus is the Christ, come in the flesh. 

A third time the Apostle returns to the same theme. 
" Whosoever confesseth that Jesus is the Son of God, God 
dwelleth in him, and he in God" (415). Here the true con-

1 fl' TOVT't' -yivC:,CTK€Te 1"0 ,rnOµa TOV 0eo0· 'lrUV T.V<vµa s oµoAO')'<< 'l',CTOVP XpLCTTOV 
cv <Tap1d l1'717'v06Ta h TOO 0€ov c<Trlv, Kai 1rEiv ,rveOµa 6 µ71 vµo7'o-ye'Z rav 'I71<Tovv, eK 
Toil 0eo0 ovK E<TTlv. 

Three different constructions of the crucial phrase in these verses are possible. 
(a) 'l71<Toilv Xp«nliv iv <TapK< l7''1Xu06ra may be taken as one object after oµaXo"(<t 
-" Every spirit that confesscth Jesus Christ, Who is come in the flesh ",(Buther, 
Westcott). Grammatically, this lies open to the objection that the article is 
(normally) demanded (r/w r!v <Ta.pd ctl.7]Xv06ra); in point of sense, that it contains 
no definite statement-does not specify in what sense we are to confess Jesus 
Christ, Who is come in the flesh. (b) 'llJ<Tavv Xp,CTrov may be taken as a proper 
name (cf. 13 2 1 323 520). Thus the confession would be expressly that Jesus 
Christ is come z"n the flesh ; and would be opposed to that thoroughgoing 
Docetism which attributed to our Lord only the semblance of a human body 
(Weiss, Pfleiderer). But it is quite unnecessary to find here a reference to 
a different type of error. (c) For 'I11CT0Dv alone may be taken as the direct 
object.after oµ.otl.o'Y''• and XpiCTTCw lv CTapKI iX'1Xu06ra as a secondary predicate. 
"Every spirit that confesseth Jesus as Christ come in the flesh" (Haupt). 
This construction is rendered probable by so close a parallel as t'av nr avTov 
oµ.atl.oy/J<TTJ Xpi<TT6v (John 922), and, I think, certain by the fact that in the 
following clause 'I,i<Touv stands alone as object after /,µ.o"/,.o-y<i'. 
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fession, "Jesus is the Christ," appears as "Jesus is the Son 
of God." The terms are interchangeable, if not synony
mous ; and, in this instance, " Son of God " is preferred as 
bringing out the filial relation of Him who is sent to Him 
who sends (4H'), and thus exhibiting the immensity of the 
Divine Love manifested in the mission of Christ. 

Finally, we have the much-debated passage, "Who is 
he that overcometh the world, but he that believeth that 
Jesus is the Son of God ? This is He that came by water 
and blood ; not by the water only, but by the water and 
by the blood" (5 5· 6a). The obscurity of the whole passage is 
due, doubtless, to the fact that the first readers of the Epistle, 
for whom it was written, were already familiar with the 
author's handling of the topics that are here merely indicated. 
Such expressions as· the " water" and the " blood " are 
a kind of verbal shorthand, intended merely to recall to 
his readers the exposition of those themes which they had 
heard from his lips. Without attempting a full account 1 

of the extraordinarily numerous and diverse explanations, 
ancient and modern, of these words, it must suffice to say 
that an interpretation based on a supposed reference to 
the sacraments was inevitable (so Lutheran commentators 
generally; also, in part, Westcott). But, while Baptism and 
the Lord's Supper do exhibit sacramentally those elements 
in Christ's saving work that correspond respectively to His 
coming by Water and by Blood, to explain the text by 
direct reference to these is inadequate.2 Equally inevitable 
was the effort to explain the passage by the account given 
in the Gospel of the efflux of water and blood from the 
Saviour's wounded side (Augustine and ancient com
mentators generally). But it may be said with consider-

1 This may be found in Ruther, pp. 456-458. 
2 This statement is made with reference only to the first mention (56) of the 

Water and the Blood. Subsequently (57• 8) there is, I think, a natural transition 
from the historical realities to their permanent memorials, the Christian 
Sacraments. See Chapter VII. 
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able confidence that while this passage in the Epistle may 
serve to explain the symbolical meaning which is apparently 
attached in the Gospel to that incident of the Passion, 
the incident in the Gospel sheds no light upon the passage 
in the Epistle. The clue to this is the Docetic tenet that 
the ceon Christ descended upon Jesus at His Baptism, and 
departed again from Him before His Passion. Thus it is 
evident that the " water" here denotes our Lord's Baptism, 
the " blood," His death on Calvary. The Cerinthian 
heresy taught that the Christ came by " water," but denied 
that He came by "blood" also. Hence St. John's repeated 
and emphatic assertion that He came " not by the water 
only, but by the water and the blood." 

As Westcott rightly points out," He that cometh," " He 
that came" (o epx6µ,evor;, o h..0wv), are terms used in the 
Gospels, and notably in St. John, as a technical designation of 
the Messiah.1 When, therefore, it is said that Jesus the Son 
of God " came " by water and by blood, it is signified that 
first by His Baptism and then by His Death, Jesus entered 
actually and effectively upon His Messianic ministry. He 
"came" by water (ol foa-ror;).2 In their own sense the 
Gnostics maintained that Christ " came" by water; in 
another sense, the Epistle asserts the same 3-in what 
sense is clearly demonstrated in the Gospels, where the 
Baptism is invariably regarded as the actual beginning of 
His Messianic ministry (John r 31, Acts 1 22 ; Mark's Gospel 
begins with the Baptism). When Jesus definitely con
secrated Himself in the full consciousness of His calling 

1 Cf. John J31 614 7'ZI n'ZI 1213, Matt. n 8 2J39, and cognate passages in the 
other Gospels. 

2 The exact significance of o,&. with Voa.Tos and a.fµa,To, is not easy to determine, 
The idea may be that of the door, so to say, through which Christ entered upon 
His mission. 

8 It might be supposed, were one to take this passage by itself, that the 
writer was half a Gnostic, that he held the view that Christ descended in to 
Jesus at His baptism, while strenuously resisting the idea that the Christ 
departed from Jesus before His Passion. 
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(Matt. 315); the Spirit was bestowed on Him "not by 
measure" for its accomplishment (Matt. 316); and the 
voice from Heaven testified His predestination to it 
(Matt. 317). But He came by Blood also. This the 
Gnostics denied ; this the Apostle affirms.1 He who 
was baptized of John in Jordan, and He whose life-blood 
was shed on Calvary is the same Jesus, the same Christ, 
the same Son of God eternally. For He "came" by 
bfood. He did not depart by blood. He laid down 
His life only that he might take it again. Death was for 
Him only the entrance upon the endless career of His 
redemptive work, the ·unhindered fruitfulness of His life 
(John I 2 24). 

If the foregoing exposition of the chief Christological 
passages has been right, it has been made clear that these 
passages all promulgate the same truth in substantially the 
same way. If one might express it mathematically, 
there is on one side of an equation the Divine, or, at least, 
super-terrestrial, Being Who is the " Word of Life," the 
" Christ," the " Son of God" ; on the other side, the human 
Jesus. But the two sides of the equation are not only 
equivalent, they are identical. Without ceasing to be 
what He is, the Son of God has become the human 
Jesus ; and Jesus, without ceasing to be truly human, is 
the Son of God. 

An investigation of the wider problems presented by 
the J ohannine use of these titles, Logos, Christ, Son of 
God, cannot be undertaken here.2 Only the more immedi
ate theological implications of the passages that have been 
passed under review may be adverted to. It is at once 

1 "Not by the water only, but by the water and by the blood." Both the 
repetition and its form are directly determined by the repudiated error. T!te 
first member of the clause denies what Cerinthus affirmed, the second affirms 
what he denied. 

2 See on these topics, Scott's Fourth Gospel; especially the admirable 
chapter on" The Christ, the Son of.Go,l." 

7 
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evident that, in the Epistle, these titles imply the pre
temporal existence of the Person to whom they are applied. 
Further, while for the abstract monotheism of the Gnostic 
the " Christ " could be nothing more than an emanation 
from the Eternal God, for the writer of the Epistle He is 
Himself Eternal and Divine. He is the " Word of Life " 
( r 1) ; and that this title implies relationship and fellowship 
within the Godhead itself is signified by the fact that the 
life manifested in Him is that Eternal Life which was in 
relation to the Father (~n~ '9V 7rpo~ TOV 'Jra-repa, I 2). This 
relation is otherwise expressed by the terms " Father " and 
" Son " ; and these terms are employed in no figurative 
or merely ethical sense, but in their full signification. The 
Son, no less than the Father, is the object of religious 
faith (5 13), hope (33), and obedience (323). He that con
fesseth the Son hath the Father also (2 23). Our fellowship 
is with the Father and with the Son, Jesus Christ (13). 
Believers are exhorted to "abide" in Christ (228), as else
where to " abide" in God. The very syntax of the 
Epistle testifies how the truth of the essential Divinity of 
Christ has become the unconscious presupposition of all 
the Apostle's thinking; for again and again 1 it is left un

certain whether " God" or " Christ " is the subject of state
ment, an ambiguity which would be reckless except on the 
presumption of their religious equivalence. 

It would be a questionable proceeding, indeed, to read 
into the Epistle the full Trinitarian doctrine of the 
hypostatic Sonship. The problem of recognising personal 
distinctions within the Godhead and at the same time 
preserving its essential unity-a problem of which the 
Trinitarian doctrine is, after all, only the mature statement 

1 Thus in 2 25 and 424 the reference of a&r6s is quite ambiguous. In 2 3 

avrov ought grammatically to refer to Christ as the nearest antecedent, but does 
refer to God. In 2 28 a&r6s is Christ; while in 2 29, without any note of transition, 
the unexpressed subject is God. In 31•3, again, a~r6s ought grammatically to 
refer to God (taking its anteoedent from 2 29), but actually refers to Christ. 
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-has not yet been fully confronted. Yet it is not too 
much to say that all the elements of that problem 
are present here in the fundamental implication that Jesus 
Christ, in His pre-incarnate form of being, existed eternally 
in an essential unity of nature with God. 

This, however, is only an implication. The crucial 
truth of the Epistle is Christological, not theological ; its 
doctrinal emphasis is not upon the relation of Divine Father 
and Divine Son, but upon the relation of the Divine Son 
to the historic Jesus. And it will be well to look more 
closely at the most explicit of the various forms in which 
this relation is defined. " Every spirit that confesseth 
Jesus as Christ come in the flesh (' I11rrouv XptaTov lv rrap1'';, 
eX11'Av0liw) is of God" (42). The statement, simple as it 
is, is of exquisite precision. The verb used (epxerr0ai) 
implies the pre-existence of Christ. The perfect tense 
(e'A11Xv0/iw) points to His coming not only as a historical 
event, but as an abiding fact. The Word has become 
flesh for ever.1 The noun (aapg) indicates the fulness of 
His participation in human nature, the flesh being the 
element of this which is in most obvious contrast with His 
former state of being 2 (John r 14). Even the preposition 
ev is of pregnant significance. It is not altogether equi
valent to "into" (El<;). The Gnostics also believed that 
Christ came into the flesh. But the assertion is that He 
has so come into the flesh as to abide therein ; the Incar
nation is a permanent union of the Divine with human 
nature. Finally, this union is realised in the self-identity 
of a Person, Jesus Christ, who is at once Divine and 
human. 

Again, however, we must not read into this the results 
of later Christological developments. It may be argued 

1 In 2 John 7 we find the unique expression tpx6µEvo11 ev rrapKl, emphasising 
Christ's continuous activity, or, perhaps, His future coming, in the flesh. 

2 It is out of the question to understand by rr&.pl "human nature as having 
sin lodged in it" (Haupt). 
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that the orthodox formula, "one Person in two natures for 
ever," is implied in the teaching of the Epistle ; but there 
is nothing that asserts it. The truth taught in all its 
simplicity, and in all the majesty of its immeasurable 
consequences, is that of one Person in two states, a prein
carnate and an incarnate state of being. Without change 
of personal identity, the Eternal Son of God is become and 
for ever continues to be Jesus. Jesus is the Son of God
the Christ-come in the flesh. 

We next proceed to a most interesting and important 
part of our subject-the practical significance of the doctrine, 
as this is exhibited in the Epistle. For it is neither in the 
interests of abstract theology nor as the champion of 
ecclesiastical orthodoxy that St. John proclaims the truth 
of the Incarnation as the " roof and crown " of all truth, 
but solely from a sense of its supreme necessity to the 
spiritual life of the Church and the salvation of the world ; 
because he perceives in the denial of it the extinction of 
the Light of Life which the Gospel has brought to mankind. 
Thus, in introducing the subject, he first of all sets himself 
to awaken in the minds of his readers an adequate per
ception of its gravity:-" I write unto you not because ye 
know not the truth, but because ye know it, and that no 
lie is of the truth" (221).1 He writes because they know 
the truth. His aim is not to instruct their ignorance, but 
to arouse them to realise the significance of their knowledge. 
He has no actually new elements of Christian truth to 
impart, but would quicken their sense of the irreconcilable 
opposition of truth and falsehood, and of its stupendous 
import in this instance. It was no merely speculative 
antagonism that existed between the truth they had heard 
from the beginning ( 2 24) and the corrupt doctrine of the 
antichrists. The matter at issue was no mere difference of 
opinion. The alternative was between making truth or 

1 See Notes, in toe. 
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falsehood, and that on the greatest of all subjects, the guide 
of life. "Who is the liar," he passionately exclaims, "but 
he that denieth that Jesus is the Christ?," and then, withoqt 
conjunction or connecting particle of any kind, clause fol
lows upon clause like the blows of a hammer, " This is the 
antichrist, (this is) he that denieth the Father and the Son. 
Whosoever denieth the Son hath not even the Father; he 
that confesseth the Son hath the Father also" (2 22· 23). 

Here we perceive the first of the great practical conse
quences which depend upon the Incarnation. (a) It alone 
secures and guarantees the Christian revelation of God, and 
with its denial that revelation is immediately cancelled, " He 
that hath not the Son hath not even the Father" 1 (2 23). 

Contrary as it might be to the intention of the Gnostic 
teachers or to their interpretation of their own tenets, the 
result was that, by taking away the real Divine Sonship 
of Jesus, they subverted the Divine Fatherhood itself. 
It must be observed that the argument is not one of 
abstract logic, namely, that if there be no Divine Son there 
can be no Divine Father. It is concrete and experiential. 
What is in question is not God's absolute Being, but our 
"having "-not Fatherhood and Sonship as inherent in the 
Divine Nature, but the revelation to men of the Father in 
the Son. Refusing to recognise more than a shadowy and 
dubious connection between the historic Jesus and the 
Eternal Son of God, Gnosticism took away the one 
medium through which a sure and satisfying revelation of 
the Eternal Father has been given to the world. It was 
still true that no man had seen God at any time ; but it 
was not true that the Only-Begotten Son had declared 
Him ; not true that he who had seen Jesus had seen the 
Father. With the denial of Jesus as the full personal 

1 ovM -rov 1ra.-rlpa. lxfl, "Has not even the Father''; or, at the least, 
" Has not the Father either." Cf. the translation quoted by Augustine : 
qui negat Fi!ium nee Filium nee Patre,11 habet. For the intensive sense of ovoi!, 
cf. Gal. 2 3• 
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incarnation of the Divine, the whole Christian conception 
of God was but the "baseless fabric of a vision," having no 
point of contact with the world of known fact. As regards 
Gnosticism, the Apostle's statement was entirely true. Its 
God was a being so absolutely transcendent as to be incap
able of actual relation to humanity ; and the gulf between 
absolute Deity and finite being remained unbridged by all its 
intricate hierarchy of semi-divine intermediaries. But the 
Apostle's contention, that to deny the Son is to be unable 
to retain even the Father, is no less verified in the history 
of modern thought. It is not matter of argument, but of 
fact, that the God-consciousness finds its true object most 
completely in Jesus Christ ; and that when God is not 
found in Christ, He is not ultimately found either in 
nature or in history. Theism does not ultimately survive 
the rejection of Christ as the personal incarnation of God. 
The process of thought that necessitates the denial of the 
supernatural in Him has Agnosticism as its inevitable goal.1 

(b) But, if the validity of the whole Christian Revelation 
of God is involved in the fact of the Incarnation, this is 
most distinctly true of that which is its centre. It is 
highly significant that the writer whose message to the 
world is " God is Love" derives it so exclusively from this 
single source. He has nothing to say of that benevolent 
wisdom of God in Nature, of that ever-enduring mercy of 
God in History, that kindled the faith and adoration of 
Old Testament psalmists and prophets. His vision is 
concentrat~d on the one supreme fact, " Herein was the 
Love of God manifested towards us, that God sent His 
Only-Begotten Son into the world that we might live 
through Him "(49). Compared with this, all other revelations 
are feeble and dim, are " as moonlight unto sunlight, and 
as water unto wine." Here is Love worthy to be called 

1 See the convincing historical demonstration of this in Orr's Christian View 
of God and the World, pp. 37-53. 
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Divine. And the one unambiguous proof of the existence 
of such Love in God and of His bestowal of such Love 
upon men absolutely vanishes, unless the Jesus who was 
born in Bethlehem and died on Calvary is Incarnate God. 
Here, again, it is in the practical significance of the Gnostic 
theories that we discover the source of St.John's indignation. 
It was not in the metaphysics of Gnosticism so much 
as in its ethical presuppositions and consequences that 
he discerned the veritable Antichrist. Its theory of the 
absolute Divine transcendence denied to God what, to the 
Christian mind, is the "topmost, ineffablest crown" of His 
glory-self-sacrificing Love. It was, in fact, the transla
tion into metaphysic of the spirit of the world, of the axiom 
that the supreme privilege of greatness is self-centred bliss, 
exemption from service, burden-bearing, and sacrifice.1 
" They are of the world, and, therefore, speak they of the 
world, and the world heareth them" (45). Ignorant of the 
Divine secret of Love, having no comprehension that great
ness is greatest in self-surrender, and that to be highest 
of all is to be servant and saviour of all, unable, therefore, 
to see the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in 
the face of a crucified Jesus, Gnosticism fashioned to its 
own mind a God wholly transcendent and impassible, a 
Christ who only seemed to suffer and lay down His life 
for men, a Gospel drained of its life-blood, a Gospel whose 
Divine fire, kindling men's souls to thoughts and deeds of 
love and righteousness, was extinguished. And the result 
of thus making man's salvation easy, so to say, for God
salvation by theophany-was to make it easy for man also 
-salvation by creed without conduct, by knowledge without 

1 "Omnis enim per se divum natura necesse est 
Immortali a,vo summa cum pace fruatur, 
Semota a nostris rebus, seiunctaque longe. 
Nam privata dolore omni, privata periclis, 
I psa suis pollens opibus, nihil indiga nostri 
Nee bene promeritis capitur, nee tangitur ira." 

Lucretius, ii. 645-50. 
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self-denial for righteousness' sake, without self-sacrifice for 
love's sake. 

For the Gnostic it was not "hard to be a Christian." 
The natural outcome of a Docetic incarnation was a 
Docetic morality ; righteousness which consisted in the 
contemplation of high ideals (24• 6 37); love which paid its 
del?t with fine sentiments and goodly words (317• 18). The 
actual meaning of Docetism could not be more truly 
touched than by the pathetic question of Ignatius, el oJ, 
IJJrnrep TlV~<; &0eoi ()VT€<;/ • • . >.,Jryovaw, TO Oo,ce'iv '1T"E'lrOV0evai 

avTov, avTO~ TO Oo,ce'iv l>vTe<;:, &-fw Tl 81:oeµai; 1 

And here again, the significance which St. John finds in 
the Incarnation is of undiminished validity for modern 
thought. That God is Love has for us the force of an 
axiom ; it has become part of ourselves. If there be a 
God, a Being who is supremely good, He must be Love ; 
for 

" A loving worm within his clod 
Were more divine than a loveless God 
Amid his worlds." 

It may seem as if there were no intuition of the human 
spirit more self-evidencing than this ; nor is there, when 
once it is seen. But, as a matter of history, the conviction, 
the idea, that God is Love, has been generated by nothing 
else than belief in Jesus Christ as Incarnate God, Who 
laid down His life for man's redemption. In the pre
Christian and non-Christian religions every quality, good 
and bad, has been deified except self-sacrificing Love. 
Power, beauty, fecundity, warlike courage, knowledge, 
industry and art, wisdom, justice, benevolence and mercy
the apotheosis of all these has been achieved by the 
human soul. The one deity awanting to the world's 

1 Ad Trail. JO: "But if, as certain godless men aver, His suffering was 
only in semblance, themselves being only a semblance, why, then, am I bound 
wilh this chain?" 
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pantheon is the God Who is Love. And if we inquire 
what, in the world of actual fact, corresponds to this 
conviction that God is Love, we to-day are still shut up to 
the answer, " Herein is Love, not that we loved God, but 
that God loved us, and sent His Son as a propitiation for 
our sins." With that as the key to the interpretation of 
the facts of life, we are able to read in them much that 
testifies, and are sure that, in the light · of God's completed 
purpose, we shall find in them nothing that does not testify, 
that the universe is created and conducted by the Love 
of the Heavenly Father Who is revealed in Christ. Yet, 
even to those who are most jealous for the vindication of 
this, both nature and history are full of ugly and intractable 
facts. And, even at their clearest, the pages of natural 
revelation can give evidence for nothing more than a wise 
benevolence, a bloodless and uncostly love. If we ask 
what God has ever done for His creatures that it cost Him 
anything to do, the one fact which embodies the full and 
unambiguous revelation of this is that "the Father sent the 
Son to be the Saviour of the world" (414). Meanwhile, 
it may seem as if the Christian ethic could claim to exist 
in its own right, though severed from its historical origin 
and living root. The atmosphere is full of diffused light, 
and it may seem as if we might do without the sun. But 
if the history of thought has shown that, with the denial of 
the Incarnation, the Christian conception of the Being of 
God is gradually dissipated into the mists of Agnosticism, 
it ·begins also to appear that Christian ethics have no 
securer tenure. To Positivism, with the enthusiasm of 
humanity as its sole religion, succeeds neo-paganism, with 
the enthusiasm of self as the one true faith and royal 
law. Like the giant of mythology who proved invincible 
only when reinvigorated by contact with mother-earth, the 
Christian ethic, the ethic whose supreme principle is Love, 
maintains and renews its conquering energy only as it 
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derives this afresh from Him who was historically its 
origin, and is for ever the living source of its inspiration. 

(c) But, again, the Epistle exhibits the vital significance 
of the Incarnation for Redemption. The primary purpose 
of the Incarnation is not to reveal God's Love, but to 
accomplish man's salvation. God has sent His Son to be 
the Saviour of the World (414); to be the Propitiation for 
our sins (410). It is the same truth that underlies the 
more cryptic utterance of 56 : "This is He that came by 
water and blood; not by the water only, but by the 
water and by the blood." The reference to the Cerinthian 
heresy has been already explained ; but the peculiar 
phraseology in which Christ's Passion is here insisted upon, 
the repeated assertion that He came by blood,-not by 
water only,-reveals the motive of St. John's energetic 
hatred of that heresy. For it is "the blood of Jesus, His 
Son, that cleanseth us from all sin " ( I 6). " Not by water 
only." The tragedy of human sin demanded a tragic 
salvation. And the Apostle's whole-hearted denunciation 
of the Docetic Christology was due to the fact that it 
not only dissolved 1 Christ, but took away from men their 
Redeemer. 

(d') The final necessity of the Incarnation, for St. John, 
is that in it is grounded the only possibility for man 
of participation in the Divine Life, " He that bath the 
Son hath Life ; he that bath not the Son of God bath not 
Life" (5 12). When Christ came into the world, the most 
stupendous of all events took place. The Eternal Life, 
the Life that the Word possessed from the Beginning 
in relation to the Father (1 2) was embodied in humanity, 
and became a fountain of regenerative power to " as many 
as received Him " (J oho I 12 316). This is the ultimate 
significance of the Incarnation and the core of the 
Johannine Gospel,-a Christ who has power to place 

1 An ancient reading in 43, 
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Himself in a unique vital relation to men, to pour into 
their defilement His purity, into their weakness His 
strength, into their deadness His own spiritual vitality; 
reproducing in them His own character and experiences, as 
the vine reproduces itself in the branches-doing that, the 
ineffable mystery of which is only expressed, not explained, 
when we say that He is our "Life" (John 1419• 20 155). 

And to deny the truth of the personal Incarnation, 
to dissolve the integrity of the Divine-human nature of 
Jesus Christ, is either, on the one side, to deny that human 
nature is capax Dez', or, on the other side, that it is the life 
of God that flows into humanity in Jesus Christ ; on either 
supposition, to annul the possibility of that communication 
of the Divine Life to man in which salvation essentially 
consists. And here also the perspicacity with which the 
writer of the Epistle discerns the logical and practical 
issue is very notable. The history of theology, so far as 
I am aware, offers no instance in which the truth of the 
Incarnation has been rejected and a doctrine of Atonement 
or Regeneration, in anything approaching to the J ohannine 
sense, has been retained. 

Such are the practical aspects of the fact of Incarna
tion which the Epistle brings out. The full impersonation 
of the Divine Life, the perfect effulgence of the Divine 
Light, the supreme gift of the Divine Love, is this-" Jesus 
Christ come in the flesh." 



CHAPTER VII. 

THE WITNESSES TO THE DOCTRINE OF CHRIST. 

THE doctrinal centre in the Epistle is, as we have seen in 
the preceding chapter, the Incarnation. The channel by 
which the full revelation of God and the gift of Eternal 
Life are conveyed to mankind is Jesus, the Son of God, 
the Christ "come in the flesh." Our present task is to 
examine the teaching of the Epistle as to the grounds on 
which this belief rests. 

The correlative, intellectually, of Belief is "witness" 
(µ,apTVp{a, µ,apTvpE'iv, 1 2 414 56· 1· 9• 10· 11); and although the 
apologetic aim of the Epistle is fully disclosed only in 
the middle of the second chapter, the note of " witness" 
struck in the opening verses shows that this was in the 
writer's mind from the first. 

The Apostolic Gospel, 1 1- 8, 

" That 1 which was from the beginning, that which we 
have heard, that which we have seen with our eyes, that 
which we beheld, and our hands handled, concerning the 
Word of Life (and the Life was manifested, and we have 
seen, and announce unto you the Life, the Eternal Life, 
which was with the Father, and was manifested unto us); 
that which we have seen and heard announce we unto you 
also, that ye also may have fellowship with us: yea, and our 
fellowship is with the Father, and with His Son Jesus Christ." 

Here the Epistle opens, as it likewise closes, in a strain 
1 For exegetical details, v. supra, pp. 43 sqq., and N ates, in loc. 
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of triumph. The complex periodic structure, unique 1 in the 
J ohannine writings, expresses with stately rhetorical effect 
the writer's consciousness of the unequalled sublimity of 
his theme, and his exultation in the double apostolic 
privilege of having himself seen and believed, and of 
bearing witness to those who have not seen, that they also 
may have the blessedness of believing (John 2029). 

First he plainly declares his personal acquaintance 2 

with the facts of the Incarnate Life. He is not, like St. 
Luke, a sedulous investigator and recorder of the facts 
as certified by the most trustworthy witnesses ; but is 
himself such a witness. His knowledge is derived from 
detailed and intimate observation; 3 and the testimony, 
certified by every faculty given to man as a criterion of 
objective reality, is that He who was from the Beginning 
and He who, in His earthly manifestation, lived and died 
and rose 4 again is ( as against the Docetic conception) the 
same Person, embodied in the same form of actual human 
existence. But before completing the statement that all 
that has been outlined in I 1 is the theme of apostolic 
testimony, the writer parenthetically anticipates the 
question how such testimony comes to be possible. 
Human sense has been made the medium of the know
ledge of the eternal Divine Life. For "the Life was 
manifested, and we have seen and bear witness, and 
announce 5 unto you the Life, the Eternal Life which was 

1 The only parallel is the introduction to the washing of the disciples' feet 
(.John I i•a), where the motive is obviously the same as here. 

2 v. supra, pp. 46 sqq. 
8 The evidence is stated on an ascending scale - hearing, sight, touch. 

Herodotus had long ago made the observation, wm -yap Tll')'X&.ve. cl.v0pclnrouri 
i6vra, cl.1r,rrT0Tfpa, orj,Oa,J..µ,wv, i. 8. 

4 8 a,L xiiper -i/µwv bf111Mrj,71rra,u-a verbal reminiscence of Christ's words to 
the disciples after the Resurrection. 

6 The fine logical precision with which the words are ordered is noticeable, 
cl.1rantX?>.oµ,,,, emphasising the fact of communication; µaprvpouµ,,v, the truth, 
personally vouched for, of the communication made; iiwp&.Ka,u.cv, the experience 
on the strength of which the voucher is given. 
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toward the Father and was manifested to us." And 
then in the following verse, which resumes and completes 
I 1, there is repeated insistence upon the fact that the 
testimony borne is based upon personal and first-hand 
knowledge, " What we have seen and heard we announce 
also unto you,1 that ye also may have fellowship with 
us.'' Having such a message to deliver he cannot re
frain. His rejo!cing in the Truth is such that he must 
impart it to others also. For this Truth is the medium 
of Christian fellowship ; 2 nay, as he exultingly reminds 
himself and his readers, it is the medium not only of 
fellowship between Christians, but of their fellowship 
with God-to have " fellowship with us" is to have 
"fellowship with the Father and with His Son Jesus 
Christ." Having himself been brought into living fellow
ship with God through his knowledge of the facts in which 
the Son of God has been revealed to men, and the 
Father in the Son, he would now, by making them full 
partners in his knowledge, open to them the same door 
of entrance into the same fulness of Divine Fellowship.3 

"As every stream of water makes for the sea, every rill 
of truth makes for fellowship of souls." But the crowning 
joy of this communication is that by means of it men 
are brought unto God and into the possession of Divine 
Life, 

The apostolic "witness " thus furnishes the permanent 
content, the fact-material, of Christian belief. It is this
" the word which ye heard from the beginning" (224)-

1 "Unto you also" (Ka.I V/L<•) implies a contrast, not between former and 
present recipients of the message, but between the Apostle himself and his readers. 

2 Upon the exegetical intricacies of the verse see Notes, in loc. 
3 It would be impossible to find a more spontaneous expression than these 

words of the missionary spirit that is inherent in all truth, but, above all, in 
Christian truth. The same Christlike and apostolic feeling breaks out afresh in 
the verse that follows : " And these things write we unto you, that our joy may 
be fulfilled," v. supra, p. 42, note 2. 
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that reveals the Son of God in the reality of the Incarnate 
Life. It is, therefore, the touchstone of truth, the Church's 
safeguard against all the freaks of human fancy and the 
vagaries of speculation :-" If it abide in you, ye also shall 
abide in the Son and in the Father" (224h), With un
erring insight St. John declares the sovereign value of 
the Apostolic Gospel, and assigns its permanent function 
in the Church. As at the close of the Apostolic era 
the watchword of true advance is found to be " back to 
Christ," so always the historical manifestation of the Word 
of Life is at once the source and the test of all fruitful 
developments in theology or ethics. Whatever rights 
criticism may claim with respect to the literary medium 
by which the Apostolic Gospel has been transmitted, that 
Gospel has remained and must remain the " umpire and 
test" of truth in all emergencies, even as it is also the 
" good seed " of the kingdom of God. 

The Testimony of the Spirit. 

The knowledge of the Divine Revelation given to the 
world in Jesus Christ is derived ultimately from the 
testimony of the Apostles and a few other contemporary 
witnesses: and it is communicated by the same method 
as that by which information is ordinarily diffused among 
men : those who know tell it to those who are ignorant. 
But is the belief of those who " have not seen and yet 
have believed " inferior in point of certitude to that of 
the original witnesses? The Epistle assures its readers 
that they are in no such position of inferiority. They 
have the testimony and teaching of the Spirit. 

In the first cycle of the Epistle the paragraph in which 
this topic is introduced is 2 20--21•1 Having in the preceding 

1 Regarding the exegetical difficqlties of this passage, see Notes, in loc. 
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verses characterised the heretical teachers as the true anti
christs, St. John, before proceeding to exhort his readers to 
stand fast in the Faith, prepares the ground for such ex
hortation by reminding them of the living Witness they had 
in themselves-the Spirit God had given them, who both 
set the seal of immediate conviction upon the Truth itself 
and enabled them unfailingly to distinguish it from all its 
counterfeits (7rav ,frevooi;, 2 21). 

"And ye have an anointing (chrism) from the Holy 
One,1 and ye know all things" ( 2 20). The word " chrism " 2 

(not the act of anointing, but that with which it is per
formed) seems to be suggested here by the title " anti
christs" which has been applied to the schismatics. They 
wereavTfxpunoi, counterfeits of Christ. The Apostle's readers 
had the true chrism, and, therefore, were able to detect 
their falsity. On the other hand, the use of the word 
without explanation assumes that it was familiar to both 
writer and readers as denoting the abiding gift of the Holy 
Ghost. Jesus is the " Anointed." It is He Who received 
the true Divine Anointing, " with the Holy Ghost and with 
power" (Acts 427 1088). And this anointing He received not 
for Himself alone, but for all the members of His spiritual 
Body. During His visible presence among men the 
conditions of His earthly ministry precluded the full com
munication of the gift. But when, having overcome the 
sharpness of death, He ascended the throne of His 
kingdom, the oil of His coronation in the heavens flowed 
down upon His people here on earth (Acts 2 33-36). The 
precious ointment ran down to the skirts of the High 
priest's garments (Ps. I 322). The result of this "anoint
ing" is that " ye know all things." The specific office of 
the Spirit is to "guide into all the truth," to "take of Mine 
and declare it " (John I 613· 14). 

1 "The Holy One," that is, Christ. v. supra, p. go. 
2 See special Note appended lo this chapter, 
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This now leads the writer to reassert ( 2 7· 12- 14) that the 
motive of his writing does not lie in the assumption of his 
readers' ignorance. He has no positively new elements to 
add to their Christian knowledge, " I write unto you, not 
because ye know not the truth, but because ye know it, 
and (know) that no lie is of the truth" (2 21). 1 ••• 2 "And, 
as for you, the anointing which ye received of Him abideth 
in you, and ye need not that any one teach you : but as the 
anointing from Him teacheth you concerning all things, 
and is true, and is no lie, even as it taught you, ye abide in 

Him" (227).3 

The distinctive feature of this passage is that the 
testimony of the Spirit is regarded as a " teaching." And 
the question 4 that immediately arises is as to the conception 
of this" teaching" it implies. Examining this, we find, in the 
first place, that it is not regarded as superseding the Word, 
but as concurrent and co-operative with it. Their inter
dependence is signified, according to the Writer's habitual 
method, by alluding to them alternately (220- 21 the Spirit, 2 24 

the Word, 2 26• 27 the Spirit). Their teaching is the same in 

1 See Noles, t"n loc. 
" 2 On the verses here omitted, see Chapter VI. 
8"" In Him." Not in the "anointing," but in Christ. The purpose of the 

Spirit's work, in all its aspects, is the believer's perfect and abiding union with 
Christ. 

4 In the parallel passage (324b-46) the action of the Spirit is charismatic and 
the testimony is objective, being given in the inspired confession of Jesus as the 
Christ come in the flesh (so also in r Cor. 1228• 29 and Eph. 412• 13). Is the 
"teaching" here referred to also charismatic ? Is it given to the Church 
through inspired human utterance ; or is it the subjective enlightening action of 
the Spirit of truth upon the minds of all believers? The latter interpretation is 
assumed without question by Protestant commentators (" das fromme Gemeinde
bewusstsein," Boltzmann). The other view is implied in Catholic expositions, 
such as that of Estius (quoted by Ruther), "Habetis episcopos et presbyteros 
quorum cura ac studio vestrre ecclesire satis instructre sunt in iis qure pertinent 
ad doctrinre Christianre veritatem." This interpretation is much too definitely 
ecclesiastical ; but, in view of the parallel passages, and of all we know regard
ing the place of inspired "prophets" and " teachers " in the N. T. Church, it 
seems to me that the "anointing" is here to be regarded as charismatic, and the 
"teaching" as given to the Church objectively, through those who were the 
organs of a special inspiration. 

8 
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substance-Jesus is the Christ (2 22); and the result is the 
same-abiding in Him (" If that which ye heard from 
the beginning abide in you, ye also shall abide in the 
Son and in the Father" (224); and, again (227), "Even as 
it taught you, ye abide in Him "). The teaching, more
over, is continuous, shedding the light of truth upon all 
subjects as they arise in experience (227 " The anointing 
abideth in you ... and teacheth you concerning all things"). 
But in another sense it was complete from the first (227 

"even as it taught1 you"). When the Apostle's readers first 
received the gospel, the Spirit once for all led them to the 
centre of all truth. Jn that first "teaching," that first 
revelation to their faith of the Divine truth in Christ, lay 
enfolded all that, with the growth of experience and re
flection, might afterwards be unfolded. Nothing at variance 
with it was admissible; nothing really new could be added 
to it:-" Even as it taught you, ye abide in Him." 

The result of the Spirit's teaching is :-" Ye know 2 all 
things" (2 20), and "need not that any one teach you" 
{227).2 These assertions cannot be understood as claiming 
infallibility for every believer ( compared to this, Papal 
infallibility would be a trifle), or as denying all need of 
human agency in Christian instruction (so declaring the 
inutility of the Epistle itself). They must be interpreted 
in accordance with the general purport of the passage, 
which is to remind its readers that they already possessed 
in their fellowship a resource all-sufficient for discerning 
the real character of the antichristian doctrine. In view 

1 The aorist <!olo11~ev points to the definite occasion. 
2 ot'oa,u 1r&.VT11, The reading is here uncertain. The alternative olo11re 1rdvres 

has strong authority (:.t, B, Theb. etc., v. Westcott, p. 93), and yields an excellent 
sense. Such knowledge is not the prerogative of an intellectual elite. Even if 
the ••teaching" is a special spiritual gift, the knowledge imparted is the common 
property of the Christian fellowship (cf. 520, Eph. 413

). It is certain that, on 
either reading, the passage contains a reference to and a repudiation of the 
esoteric pretensions of Gnosticism. Not the self-styled 1rvevµ,a.r1Kol are the 
taught of God. To be thus taught is the privilege of all believers. They are 
the true Gnostics. 
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of what they have" heard from the beginning," and of the 
" anointing" which abides in them, St. John can say, " Ye 
know all things-all that it is needful to know, and all 
there is to be known about this matter. It is not required 
that I write unto you as if ye were ignorant of the prin
ciples of Christian truth that are here in question. Ye 
are taught not only by the Word, but also by the Divine 
Teacher, who continually enlightens your understanding, 
strengthens your convictions, and ministers to you an 
invincible assurance of the truth of the Gospel. In this 
respect ye are independent of other teaching." 

Thus the conception of the Spirit's teaching found here 
is in perfect accord with that of the Fourth Gospel and 
of the New Testament throughout. The Spirit is not a 
source of independent revelation, but makes the Revelation 
of Christ effectual. And this is done by a process that 
may be considered as twofold, teaching and testimony. 
There is an operation of the Spirit that is educative, ever 
extending the area of the spiritual understanding:-" His 
anointing teacheth you concerning all things." The Word 
-Christ in the Word-is the Truth ; the Spirit is the 
living Divine Teacher who works in us a progressive under
standing of the contents of the Truth embodied in Him
unfolds its many-sided significance in relation to the various 
exigencies that arise for Christian thought and action. 
But the illumination wrought by the Spirit is also inten
sive. It is not only teaching, but testimony:-" He shall 
testify of Me " CJ ohn I 5 26). The Word-Christ in the 
Word-is the Light, the Truth; it is the Spirit that 
makes the light light, and the truth truth, to the soul. 
The joyous assurance of faith is His gift. Both of 
these elements are included here in the thought of the 
"anointing." The former is the more prominent-the 
"anointing" teacheth. By means of it the Church un
erringly detects as a " liar " every one who denieth that 
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Jesus is the Christ (222). But, underlying the whole 
passage, there is also the thought of the Spirit's testimony, 
" Ye have an anointing from the Holy One, and ye know 
(oYSaTe) 1 all things" (220). The truth is placed beyond all 
reach of controversy, and passes into absolute knowledge. 
For it is not the proposition-Jesus is the Christ-per se 
that is the bulwark against antichristian falsehood ; it is 
the strength of conviction with which it is held. Not a 
correct, clear-sighted orthodoxy, but a firm and fervent 
assurance of the truth is the innermost citadel. " As His 
anointing teacheth you, and is true and is no lie, even as 
it taught you, ye abide in Him" (22'1). 

Thus far, then, the teaching of the Epistle is that 
Christian Belief is derived externally from the Apostolic 

I 

Gospel, internally and concurrently from the witness of the 
Spirit. And each supplies a standard for its right develop
ment. Stated in modern language, the doctrine of the 
Epistle is that all Christian theology must approve itself 
as an interpretation of the historic Christ, and also as 
satisfying the genuine spiritual instincts of tl!e Christian' 
life. And no theology meets the one requirement that 
does not also meet the other. The continuous develop
ment of Christian doctrine in the Church furnishes an ever
growing testimony to the fulfilment of the twofold promise, 
hindered as that fulfilment may be by human imperfection, 
-," If that which ye heard from the beginning abide in 
you, ye also shall abide in the Son and in the Fa.ther," and 
" His anointing teacheth you concerning all things," 

55-12. 
This, the second passage of importance dealing expressly 

with the grounds of Belief, is one of much difficulty and 
obscurity.2 We have already considered the meaning of 

1 Signifying absolnte knowledge, 
~ As to the probable explanation of this, see Chapter III. p. 42 (note). 
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the unique phraseology in which the permanent reality 
of the Incarnation is here asserted. In opposition to the 
Cerinthian heresy, which taught that there was merely 
a temporary connection between the heavenly Christ and 
the. human Jesus, beginning at the Baptism and terminating 
on the eve of the Passion, the Apostle testifies that Jesus 
is the Son of God (5 5), and that He "came "-was mani
fested as the Christ, entered upon His Christly mission
both by the water of Baptism and the blood of the Cross. 
And, as warrant for this belief, he cites the testimony of 
five witnesses: the Spirit (5 7), the Water and the Blood 
(5 8), God (5 9), the believer's own experience (5 10). 

51. 

The Witness of the Spirit. 

" And it is the Spirit that witnesseth,1 because the 
Spirit is Truth." 

Almost as many explanations have been offered of 
the " Spirit" in this verse as of the " Water and the Blood ''. 
in the preceding verse. Undoubtedly, however, it is 
identical with the " Spirit " who inspires the confession of 
Jesus as the "Christ come in the flesh" (42), and with the 
" anointing" that " teacheth you concerning all things,"
in short, is the Paraclete of the Fourth Gospel.2 

As to the substance of the Spirit's testimony, it is not 
only that Jesus came by the water and by the blood ; it 
includes the whole truth advanced, that the Jesus who thus 
came is the Son of God (5 5• 6). As to the manner in 

1 TO µa.pTvpouv. The generic nenter (cf. ,rciv TO '/€'Yevv71µfrov, 5•) emphasises 
that precisely this is the function of the Spirit. Everywhere in Johannine Scrip
ture the office of the Spirit is to teach or testify (John q 26 1526 1613•15). 

2 The relation between the work of Christ and that of the Spirit is signified 
by a fine parallelism which is to some extent lost in translation, t!irTiv o 0,0wv 
(56), h,nv TO µaprvpoiJv (57). Jesus is He that came, once for all fulfilling the 
Messiah's mission; the Spirit is that which beareth witness, ever authenticating 
its Divine origin, interpreting its purpose and applying its results. 
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which the testimony is borne, this may be conceived either 
as direct or as indirect. In the Acts of the Apostles the 
descent of the Spirit, with all its sensible manifestations, 
is cited simply as a supernatural fact, bearing objective 
testimony to Christ's Resurrection and Ascension (" This 
which ye have seen and heard," Acts 2 33· 36 ; cf. 1 Cor. 1425). 

Such is the witness of the Spirit to the world ; but to the 
Church it is given by direct inspiration. The distinction is 
clearly drawn by St. Paul, " Wherefore tongues are for a 
sign, not to them that believe, but to them that believe 
not ; but prophesying is not to them that believe not, but 
to them that believe" (1 Cor. 1422). It is the latter aspect 
of the Spirit's testimony that is brought into prominence 
in the Epistle. Whether acting charismatically through 
the prophets or universally upon the minds of believers, it 

is by direct inward " teaching" that the Spirit testifies of 
Christ in the Church. Combining both aspects, we may 
say that the permanent witness of the Spirit consists, 
inwardly, in the Christian's intuitive assurance of the truth 
revealed in Christ, and, externally, in the whole manifesta
tion of a life of supernatural character and power in the 
past and present of the Christian Church. 

Next is added the reason why the Spirit is "that which 
witnesseth" :-" because the Spirit is Truth." Again, this 
might be understood as signifying simply that the Spirit 
is an abiding reality. However the ideas and beliefs of 
men may change and oscillate, the presence of the Spirit 
is a permanent supernatural fact, and, therefore, is " that 
which beareth witness." Probably, however, the meaning is 
not different from that expressed in the familiar title, " the 
Spirit of Truth "-the Spirit, that is, whose nature it is to 
recognise and reveal the eternal Truth 1 of God. Perception 

1 There is an exact parallelism between what is said of Christ and of the 
Spirit. Christ came into the world "to bear witness to the Truth" (John 1837). 

And He is also Himself the Truth U olm 146}, to which the "other Paraclete" 
testifies. 
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implies kinship. Only Love can know Love. Only Purity 
can understand Purity. Only Truth can recognise Truth. 
And it is because "the Spirit is Truth" that He recognises 
and reveals Christ who is the embodiment of the Truth 
(John I 56). The statement, thus understood, points clearly 
to the personality of the Spirit ; and, indeed, suggests the 
Trinitarian conception of the Godhead. The ultimate Truth 
is what God is. And as the Father is the Truth in its 
essence, and the Son is the Word or outgoing of the Truth, 
so the Spirit is the witness of the unity of the Essence and 
the Word,-the witness in the Father of His unity with 
the Son, and in the Son of His unity with the Father. And 
thus the Spirit, imparted to men, becomes the author of 
Faith,-becomes in us also the consciousness of God in 
Christt and of the Christ in God. 

58. 

The Witness of the Water and the Blood. 

"For there are three that bear witness,1 the Spirit, and 
the Water, and the Blood: and the three agree in one." 

As regards the witness of the Water and the Blood, 
it is best to acknowledge that it is impossible to recover 
with certainty the precise conception in the writer's mind.2 

It is evident, however, that the controversial purpose of 
the passage must be taken as the starting-point towards 
any sound interpretation, Against the Docetic theorr of 

1 "For there are three that bear witness." The connecting "for" (IITLJ is 
loosely used. It seems to indicate that, though the Water and the Blood were not 
at their first mention (5 6) cited expressly as witnesses, this was aheady in the 
writer's mind. Then the bringing forward of the Spirit's witness suddenly 
suggests to him that the witnesses attain to the significant number three, "For 
in fact, the witnesses are three in number," etc. It is probable that in the 
reiterated emphatic" three" there is an allusion to the requirement of the Mosaic 
Law, that only in the testimony of two or three witnesses should capital charges 
be held as proven (Deut. 176 ; cf. Matt. 1816, John 817 sqq.). This supposition 
is almost necessary to give point to "If we receive the witness of men" in i;9• 

2 See Chapter III. p. 42 (note). 
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a merely temporary habitation of the heavenly Christ in 
the human Jesus, St. John asserts the truth of a real and 
indissoluble Incarnation. The Jesus Who was baptized in 
Jordan and the Jesus Who was crucified on Calvary were 
in every respect the same Divine-human person. He 
" came "-entered into the sphere of His Messianic action 
-by Water and by Blood. His Baptism w.as the initial 
act, His Death the consummating act, of His self-conse
cration to the work of the world's redemption.1 It is to 
this that the Spirit bears witness ( 4 2) ; and since it is said 
that the witness of the Water and the Blood is to the 
same effect (el,; To lv elaw), obviously this must be of such 
a nature as to confute the Docetic annulment of the 
Incarnation. Now, since in 56 the Water and the Blood 
undoubtedly refer to our Lord's own Baptism and Passion, 
the natural course is to seek in these, and in the historical 
facts connected with them, the "witness" of the Water and 
the Blood. Nor is it difficult to see how the Baptism of 
Jesus, with its attendant circumstances (the testimony of 
John the Baptist ; our Lord's own consciousness of sinless
ness, implied in the fact that, though John's baptism was a 
baptism of repentance, He alone made no confession of 
sin; the descent of the Spirit; the Voice from heaven), 
testified to the Messiahship, which with St. John is equiva
lent to the Divine Sonship of Jesus. But as to the witness 
of the Blood there is serious difficulty. To explain it 
(Weiss) by those incidents of the Crucifixion to which the 
Fourth Gospel attaches a special significance as fulfilments 
of Scripture-" A bone of Him shall not be broken," 
" They shall look upon Him whom they have pierced " 
(John 1933· 37)-is altogether inadequate.2 

~ See Chapter VI. pp. 96, 97. 
2 It is sufficiently remarkable that the Resurrection finds no place in the 

apologetics of the Epistle, although the proofs of its reality are so carefully set 
forth in the Fourth Gospel. The reason probably is that Ceriuthus and his 
,chool did not deny the resurrection of Jesus (Irenceus, i. 26. r). 
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The only interpretation left open is that the witness of 
the Water and the Blood is that of the Christian Sacraments. 
The objection to this is that it requires here in 58 a difi
ferent sense for the Water and the Blood from what they 
have in 56• But in view of the extreme condensation of 
the whole passage, the objection is not insurmountable. 
The transition from the facts themselves to the appointed 
and familiar memorials of the facts is thoroughly natural. 
The witness of the Sacraments, moreover, would tell with 
destructive effect upon the position of the Docetists. 
Holding the truth that Christ "came" by Water, they 
would, no doubt, accept the Sacrament of Baptism ; 
but the Lord's Supper must have presented an insuperable 
obstacle to their theory of the Crucifixion. Whether 
they retained the observance of it we cannot tell; but it 
is difficult to imagine what sacramental significance they 
could attach to this memorial of One Who before His 
Passion had been reduced to the level of common 
humanity. 

On the other hand, the Apostle's words may suggest the 
question whether the worth of the Sacraments as perma
nent and, one might almost say, living witnesses to the 
historical reality, as well as to the ideal significance, of the 
facts they represent, is usually appreciated and emphasised 
as it ought to be. His declaration that Christ came by water, 
though not by water only, gives to Christ's own Baptism 
an importance that is not always recognised. It is evident 
that for the writer of the Epistle the Baptism (though it is 
not definitely recorded in the Fourth Gospel) was no mere 
incident in the life of Jesus, no merely formal inaugura
tion of His Messianic ministry. It was by His Baptism 
"with the Holy Ghost and with power" that Jesus was 
qualified to be the Saviour of the world. The Holy Ghost 
by Whom His humanity was begotten in the Virgin's 
womb, Who formed and nurtured and trained in Him that 
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sinless manhood which brought back the lost image of God 
to earth, was then first poured out upon Him " not by 
measure," that from Him it might again proceed in life

giving stream through the world of souls. It was thus 
that the Divine Life became in Him a perennial and over
flowing fountain of regenerative power ; and to this as 
a fact of history, to say nothing more, the Sacrament of 
Baptism is the abiding witness in the Church. Christian 
Baptism apart from the Baptism of Christ would be 
meaningless. Only He who has the fulness of the Spirit 
can impart the Spirit. 

But He came not by water only, but by the Water and 
the Blood. There was that in the Love of Christ-the 
Love of God-which water could not, which only blood 
could express. There was that in the need of man which 
water could not, which only blood could adequately meet, 
By death the grain of wheat must be quickened and be
come fruitful. The Life of Christ, endued with all fulness 
of spiritual power, and with all its fulness of spiritual power 
consecrated to God in His Baptism, must be poured out 
in the uttermost sacrifice, that it might bring forth the new 
life of the children of God. And of this fact, that it was 
the Christ, the Son of God, whose Body and Blood were 
offered for us upon the Cross, the Lord's Supper is the 
perpetual attestation. The Sacraments are impressive and 
incontrovertible witnesses to historical realities. Every 
successive generation of Christians has baptized, and broken 
bread as the first company of believers did, and has re
ceived in these Sacraments the same testimony to the 
foundation-facts upon which our salvation rests. Older 
than the oldest of New Testament Scriptures, of an 
authenticity which no criticism can impugn, they lead us 
back to the birth-hour of Christianity, and perpetuate in the 
Church the historical basis of its Faith. And not only does 
one generation testify to another in the Sacraments ; Christ 
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Himself testifies in them to His Church. If they are His 
ordinance, if it is by His appointment that we baptize in 
His name and " do this in remembrance" of Him, this 
is the surest evidence that He was conscious of being 
to men the one and ever-enduring source of regenerative 
virtue and propitiatory cleansing; and in them He is ever 
repeating that claim and pledging Himself anew to its 
fulfilment. But the Spirit also witnesses in the Sacra
ments. By them He has in all ages revived and 
strengthened faith, inspired love, awakened hope, and im
parted new impulse to Christian lives-has, in short, made 
Christ a Real Presence, not in material elements, but in the 
hearts of His disciples. Materialised as the conception of 
the Sacraments has wmetimes become, formal as their 
observance in many cases may be, the zealous affection 
and honour in which the universal Church has always 
held them, as the centre of its fellowship and, as it were, 
the very hearth of the household of faith, have written the 
best of commentaries upon the Apostle's words, "There 
are three that bear witness, the Spirit, and the Water, and 
the Blood." 

Finally, the Apostle adds that these three witnesses 
" agree 1 in one " ; they are to the same effect ; they 
testify jointly to the truth which is the theme of the entire 
paragraph-that Jesus, who was baptized and crucified, 
is the Son of God. This combination of the historical 
(the Water, the Blood) and the ideal (the Spirit) is the 
strength of Christian apologetics. Without the one, 
Christianity becomes a mere Idealism, by which faith could 
no more conquer the world than the lungs could fill them
selves in a vacuum. Without the other, the voice of truth 
awakens no inward response, lacks that self-evidencing 
power which alone makes it truth to the soul. 

1 dsTo iv ,la-.v "converge upon the same object." Cf. John u 6" 1723• 
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59. 

The Triple Witness considered as the Witness o.f God. 

" If we receive the witness of men, the witness of God 
is greater : for this is the witness of God, because He hath 
borne witness concerning His Son." 

The sentence, however it be construed,1 is highly 
elliptical, requiring, for a full statement of the sense, to 
be supplemented thus: "If we receive the witness of 
men, the witness of God is greater ( and, therefore, we 
ought the rather to receive it; and here this principle 
comes into operation), because this witness (of which I 
have been speaking) is the witness of God, because He 
has borne witness concerning His Son." Rugged and 
clumsy as the form of the sentence is, its intention is 
thoroughly clear,-namely, to set forth the threefold 
witness of the Spirit, the Water, and the Blood as being, 
in reality, the witness of God. In the facts which the 
Christian Sacraments commemorate, in the Baptism with 
the Spirit which inaugurated the Christly ministry of 
Jesus, and in the Death and Resurrection in which that 
ministry was consummated and by which it passed beyond 
all _ limitations of time, and place, and sense ; in the 
testimony of the Spirit creating and establishing a world
conquering faith in the crucified Jesus as the victorious 
Son of God :-in these facts, if anywhere at all, God has 
uttered Himself in unmistakable testimony to mankind. 
And if we receive the testimony of men, as we do,-if 
nine-tenths of what we call "knowledge" is derived from 
the testimony of men,-the refusal to accept the testimony 
of God, thus given, is not due to any uncertainty in it. 
God has given to men no other testimony so explicit 
and convincing. 

1 See Notes, in toe. 
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510. 

But there is still another Witness, that of Experience. 

" He that believeth in 1 the Son of God bath the 
witness in himself: he that believeth 1 not God hath 
made Him a liar; because he hath not believed in the 
witness that God hath borne concerning His Son." 

By "believing" the testimony of God, we " believe in " 
His Son. Our faith is directed towards the personal 
Christ, and rests in Him. And he who thus " believes 
in" the Son of God hath the witness {to the Divine 
Sonship of Jesus) in himself. To the historical evidence, 
even to the enlightening testimony of the Spirit, there is 
added in the believer a ·confirmatory witness in his 
personal experience of cleansing from sin and renewed 
life. He " tastes and sees " ; believes and knows. 
He not only "sets to his seal" that the object of his· 
faith is true: more and more he receives from it the 
experience of its truth. On the contrary, not to "believe 
in" Christ is equivalent to not "believing" God ; and 
this is to "make Him a liar," 2 because it is not to have 
believed in the witness that God hath borne concerning 
His Son. Here the deliberate and circumstantial repeti
tion of what has been already said with emphasis in 59 

brings out the gravity of the issue. The thought of 
making God a liar is an appalling one ; and especially is 
it so when it concerns the witness that He bath borne 
concerning His own Son. 

This argument, that the alternative to believing in 
Jesus as the Son of God is making God a 'liar, is one 

1 See Notes, ·in loc., and special note on 1rt<Tre6«v, appended to Chapter 
XIII. 

2 "Hath ~ade Him a liar." C£ 110• The two ways in which men make 
God a ·liar are-" If we say that we have no: sin/' and if we do not believe 
" the witness He -bath borne concerning His Son." The two are related as 
closely as possible. If we have no sin, the Gospel of the Water and the Blood 
becomes meaningless and incredible. · 
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that gains cumulative force as the history of the Church 
and the world advances. To assert of the Christian 
gospel and the Christian Church-the mightiest of all 
beneficent influences in the life of men and the develop
ment of human history-that the one is the proclamation 
of a myth, and that the other is founded upon delusion 
and has grown up in an atmosphere of vain credulity,
this is to ascribe to falsehood, instead of to truth, the 
power to promote the most Divine ends ; it is equivalent 
to saying that God, if there be a God, is a liar,-one 
whose chosen methods of accomplishing His Will are 
those of dissimulation and deceit. 

From the summary thus made of the passages that 
treat of the basis of Belief, it will be apparent that the 
apologetic problem is handled, though in briefest compass, 
with no little breadth and fulness. And this chapter 
may be closed with a summary of the results. The 
whole Christian revelation is contained in the Person 
of Jesus Christ, who is known solely by the facts 
narrated in the Apostolic Gospel. These facts, em
braced under the headings, the Water and the Blood, 
are themselves evidential (56-8). In them the Divine 
mission of Jesus is fully attested, and the eternal Life of 
God manifested on earth (1 2). Knowledge of these facts 
is conveyed through the normal channel of human com
munication (r 3)-by the Apostolic testimony, the trust
worthiness of which is strongly asserted (1 1 414). Upon 
this, as its historical foundation, Christian Faith must 
always stand (224). But, though Faith is not apart from 
human testimony, its certitude is derived from the wit
ness of the Spirit, which continuously attests the truth 
of the human testimony (56b). All this is collectively 
the witness of God (5 9); for if God has spoken at all to 
men, it is in the Life, Death, and Resurrection of Christ, 
and in the witness that the Spirit of Truth bears to Him, 
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both in Christian Faith itself and in the whole influence 
of that Faith on the world's history. And, finally, he 
that believeth hath the witness in Himsel( Christian 
Faith carries with it the experience of a moral regenera
tion. While there is no elaboration of any of those topics, 
it is with a quite amazing insight that the writer of the 
Epistle seizes all the positions in which Christian apologetic 
has ever since found its chief strongholds. 

NOTE ON "ANOINTING" (XPiuµ,a), 220• 

This word is the last descendant of a long and interesting Biblical 
lineage, the successive steps in which may be briefly indicated. 

1. The anointing of the body with oil is practised as a means of 
invigoration (upon infants, Ezek. 169 ; upon the sick, Jas. 514). 

2. From the refreshing and pleasurable sensations thus produced, 
anointing (especially with fragrant unguents) is an act of courteous 
hospitality, betokening favour towards the guest (Ps. 235). Failure to 
observe this custom is a mark of perfunctory and ungenerous enter
tainment (Luke 746). 

3. Thus it naturally becomes a symbol of joy and strength (Prov. 
279, Isa. 61 8, Matt. 69), and is symbolically used in the appointment 
of persons to high and sacred office as a mark of Divine favour and of 
Divine endowment with the gifts and aptitudes required by the office. (a) 
Kings are anointed (r Sam. 101 ; the anointing being accompanied by 
the gift of the Spirit); (b) Priests are anointed (Lev. 812• 30, Ps. 13J2); 
(c) Prophets are anointed (1 Kings 1916, Ps. 10515, Isa. 61 1); (d') the 
title "Anointed" (Messiah, Christ) is applied specifically to the kings 
of David's line (Ps. 2 2 849) ; and becomes the title of the expected 
Deliverer and Redeemer of Israel (Dan. 925· 26, John 425 721. 31). 

4. It is given to Jesus and accepted by Him (Matt. 1616• 20, John 
669 u 27, Luke 2426 etc.), and becomes virtually a proper name of Jesus 
(N.T.passz'm). 

5. The xp'i(l'µa with which Jesus is anointed is the Holy Ghost (Acts 
ro38 ; cf. Luke 418, John 334). 

6. This xpi(l'µa is, after His Ascension, fully imparted to the Church 
(John r63, Acts 2 32 ; cf. Acts ro45, Eph. 48 sqq., 2 Cor. 1 21 ). 

It does not at all follow from the use of the word xp'i(l'µa in 2 20 (which 
is unique in the N.T.) that it was a technical ecclesiastical term, or 
that the ceremony of actual Chrism, which very soon became a 
recognised adjunct to baptism and the laying on of hands, was already 
in use. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

THE DOCTRINE OF SIN AND THE WORLD. 

THE Epistle presents no fully articulated doctrine of Sin ; 
nor does it contain the material for such a doctrine. It 
suggests no exceptional preoccupation with the great 
Pauline problems of the inherence and operation of sin in 
human nature, or of its genesis and development in the 
individual and in the race. But if the Epistle adds little 
to the stock of New Testament ideas about sin, nowhere 
is the common Christian consciousness of sin and of its 
determining significance for man's relation to God more 
profoundly felt. Nowhere is the sense of sin as creating 
an antagonism in the moral universe that transcends 
all measurement more passionately expressed. Horror, 
hatred, fear, repudiation of sin pervade the whole Epistle. 
The essential tragedy of human existence is set forth 
in that single awful image of the world-" the whole 
world "-lying in the embrace of the Wicked One (5 19). 

It is against the dark background of sin that the inner
most glory of the Divine Nature shines forth in God's 
sending His Only-Begotten Son as a propitiation for 
our sins (49• 10); and in nothing does the Apostle's own 
soul speak more intensely than in the fervid declaration, 
" My little children, these things write I unto you, that 
ye sin not" (21). 

In the Epistle the nomenclature of moral evil contains 
but three words-aµap•rfa, sin ; dvoµia, lawlessness ; doi,da, 

n8 
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unrighteousness. We shall first consider those passages 
in which aµapT{a, or some cognate, is the prominent 
term.1 

The idea of sin-the conception which the word calls 
up in every mind-is twofold. It denotes the character of 
an action as morally bad and in itself condemnable, and it 
implies the responsibility of the agent. The sinfulness of 
sin is the joint product of these two factors; and the 
consciousness of sin, universally and necessarily, contains 
both. Yet, in the actual view taken of sin, the one or the 
other is invariably the more prominent. According to the 
standpoint occupied, the emphasis may be either ethical 
or judicial-upon the quality of the act and of the moral 
nature displayed in it, or upon the culpability in which 
such act involves the agent. In the Epistle each of these 
aspects of sin is strongly presented. Of the two principal 
passages that have a direct bearing upon the subject, the 
first ( r 7-22) contemplates sin as guilt, while in the second 
(34--9) sin is contemplated in its ethical antagonism to the 
nature of God and of the children of God. 

The judicial view of sin characterises the whole para-

1 Logically, the following uses are to be distinguished:-
(a) aµapTla without the article signifies a sinful act (51&. 17); al aµapTlru, 

sinful acts (1 9 2 2• 12 35 410) ; aµapTaPeiv, to commit a sinful act ( 110 36). The 
unambiguously concrete aµripn1µa is not found in St. John. 

(b) aµapTla without the article is used also collectively, signifying sin in its 
concrete totality (35 aµapTla ev avr<i, ofJK fo-nv = sin, as a whole, is excluded 
from the sphere of His being; 39 aµapT!av ou 1ro1,Z=sin, as a whole, is excluded 
from the sphere of doing). 

(c) In the phrase aµapTlav lxew (18, John 941 1522• 24 1911) the idea is more 
abstract, the phrase connoting not so much the act of sin as the culpability of 
the doer. 

(d) With the article, ,;, aµapTla is a pure abstract, signifying sin in its 
constitutive principle (-/1 aµaprla, 34• 8, in direct antithesis to ,;, li,Ka,vo-vv71, 229 37). 

So in 38 o ,rv,wv TTJV aµapTiav = he who expresses in actual deed the essential 
principle of sin). 

9 
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graph.1 According to the law of the moral universe, sin 
committed constitutes an objective disability for fellowship 
with God, which can be removed only by confession (r 9), 

forgiveness ( r 9), and propitiatory cleansing ( r 7• 9 2 2). It is 
true that r 7• 8 are very generally interpreted from the 
ethical standpoint. But this is groundless. With regard 
to 1 7 (" The blood of Jesus His Son cleanseth us from all 
sin"), the significations of "cleansing" and "sin" are 
mutually dependent; and if, as I shall maintain in the 
next chapter, "cleansing" (Ka0aptl;1:tv) is here attributed to 
the propitiatory power of Christ's blood, it follows that 
"sin" is regarded primarily as guilt. In 18 (" If we say 
that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves") the judicial 
sense is unmistakable. The phrase "to have sin" (exetv 
aµapTlav) is peculiar to St. John, and has a quite definite 
sense. Thus in John I 5 22 our Lord says, " If I had not 
come and spoken unto them, they had not had sin ; but 
now they have no excuse for their sin." Here, beyond 
question, "to have sin" specifically denotes the guiltiness 
of the agent. In John 941 I 524 1911 the sense is equally 
clear ; and these parallels must be held as decisive for 
the meaning 2 here. " If we say that we have no guilt, no 
responsibility for the actions, wrong in themselves, which 
we have committed, we but deceive 3 ourselves."· In I 9 (" If 
we confess our sins,4 He is faithful and righteous to forgive 

1 Fro111 the point of view of our present topic, that is. The primary matter in 
the paragraph is not sin, but the confession or denial of sin, regarded as walking 
in the Light and walking in darkness. See Chapter IV. 

2 \Vestcott rightly understands the saying, "that we have no sin," as the 
repudiation of responsibility; but he endeavours inconsistently to combine with 
this the thought that fynv aµapTlav connotes the presence of sin "as a principle 
in the nature, in contrast with sinful act," or the "contracting of a character 
corresponding with the deeds" (p. 38). Plummer also, in full view of the 
parallels from the Gospels, which he quotes, explains the verse as, "If we deny 
that our nature is sinful." 

3 "The condition of inward truth is for every man the acknowledgment of 
sin" (Rothe); and, as he adds, "Only when man recognises himself as sinner, 
can he believe in the nobility of his manhood." 

'The chani;e to the plural form is significant. We may deny sin as a whole 
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us our sins") there is no ambiguity. To confess our sins 
is not only to acknowledge the presence in our life of 
wrong action, but is to confess this as needing forgiveness 
-to lay at our own door the full responsibility for it. fo 

r10 (" If we say that we have not sinned, we make Him 
a liar") the emphasis is directly on the fact of wrong
doing, the culpability of which has been asserted in the 

preceding verses. Again, in 2 1· 2 the judicial emphasis 
does not admit of doubt. Sin is that which needs God's 
forgiveness; and, to this end, an Intercessor and a Pro
pitiation have been provided. 

The doctrine of the paragraph may thus be stated in 
three propositions. (a) Sin is action for which the agent 
is primarily responsible. Whether his action contain more 

or less of the special elements of wrong,-rejection of light, 
treason to God, his neighbour, or himself,-his own evil will 

is the direct cause of its having existed. And if we say that 
such guilt does not belong to us, our error is worse than 
ignorance-we lead ourselves astray (JavToV<; 7rAavroµev) in 

outer darkness. Without doubt, the Apostle has here 
in view the doctrine of Gnostic Antinomianism, that the 
" spiritual " are free from sin, because sin is wholly of 
the flesh.1 But this heresy is older and newer than 
Gnosticism. In manifold forms it reappears in modern 

thought. For the modern materialist, as for the ancient 
Manichee, sin is a question of physiology; moral depravity 
only a manifestation of corporeal disorder. Or the evil 
in the world is due to the social environment, is the 

result of bad education and bad institutions. Against 
all such theories St. John lifts up the single word

Sin. " If we say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves." 

(b) Sin is universal. "If we say that we have not sinned, 

(1'), but confession must condescend upon particulars. Sin is known only by its 
concrete instances. The conscience does not deal with ,1bstractions. 

1 v. supra, pp. 32-34. 
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we "-not only deceive ourselves-we " make God a liar" 
(1 10). "All the institutions of the Divine economy, God's 
entire government and work upon earth, the whole mani
festation of the Son of God, based upon the presupposition 
of human sin, are reduced to one comprehensive lie" 
(Haupt). At the contemplation of such denial, be it blind 
or wanton, the Apostle's soul is fired to passionate indigna
tion. (c) The immediate effect of sin is to embarrass and 
pervert man's relation to God, to disqualify him for that 
fellowship with God for which he was created, and the loss 
of which is death (314 516). The sole measure of its other
wise immeasurable evil is that only by the blood of Jesus, 
God's Son, can there be cleansing from its stain and restora
tion to the Divine fellowship. 

34-9. 

In the paragraph we have just considered the leading 
thought was that of walking in the Light ; and by this the 
view of sin was governed. Sin was regarded only in its 
concrete manifestations-as a fact of observation and ex
perience. In the second cycle of the Epistle the leading 
thought is that of the Divine Begetting. The Christian 
life is regarded as a Divine sonship-participation in the 
essential nature of God. Consequently, sin is now con
templated in its absolute ethical antagonism to the nature 
of God's children. " Every one that is begotten of God 
doeth not sin ; because His seed abideth in him : and he 
cannot sin, because he is begotten of God " (39). Instead 
of the concrete aµapTia, the abstract ;, aµap•rta, denoting sin 
in its constitutive principle, becomes the distinctive term. 
The phrase " every one that doeth sin " ( o 'll'Otrov T~v aµapTiav, 

34• 8) expresses the manifestation in actual deeds of the 
essential principle of evil, which is called Sin. Sins are 
multiform; Sin is one. A sin is never an isolated act of 
wrong-doing. If so viewed, it is not seen in its full 
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significance. Individual sins are like islets, which appear 
as separate and casual specks on the surface of the ocean, 
but are, in reality, the mountain-peaks of a submerged 
continent. He who " does sin " only gives particular 
embodiment to a universal principle, ~ aµapria; just as the 
right-doer embodies ~ S,,.aioa'Vil'TJ (2 29), and as the truth-doer 
embodies ~ aX~0eia (1 6). He shows, moreover, that this 
principle of evil is rooted in his own nature. He is not a 
sinner because he commits sins ; he commits sins because 
he is a sinner. " Every one that doeth sin is of the devil; 
because the devil sinneth from the beginning" (3 8). The 
outward sin is the index to the in ward nature. 

The word by which St. John defines the essential 
principle of sin (~ aµapria) is "lawlessness" (~ avoµia). 
"Every one that doeth sin doeth also lawlessness; and sin 
is lawlessness" 1 (3 4). This conception of sin as being 
essentially lawlessness corresponds to the strong emphasis 
which the Epistle lays upon the commandments of God 
and their careful observance (23· 4 322• 24 52• 3). But the 
thought is not to be limited by any of the historical 
deliverances of the Law. Sin is fundamentally the denial 
of the absoluteness of moral obligation-repudiation of 
the eternal canon of Right and Wrong, upon which all 
moral life is based. In other words, to sin is to assert 
one's own will as the rule of action against the absolutely 
good Will of God. Thus it is but truth to say that every 
sin contains in germ the whole infinite of evil. It 
embodies that principle which, given effect to, would 

I The genuine use of the article with both subject and predicate (to which 
there is no real parallel in the N. T.) indicates how exactly convertible the two 
terms are. There is no sin that is not lawlessness, and there is no lawlessness 
that is not sin. avoµ,la, alike in classical Greek and in the N. T., signifies, 
not a state of being without law (though St. Paul uses l1voµ,os in this sense in 
r Cor. 921), but an act of opposition to law. Elsewhere in our English versions 
it is translated "iniquity" (except in 2 Thess. 2 7, where, as here, R. V. has 
"lawlessness"), In the N. T. it is used to translate various 0. T. words ;-l/W~ 
(Rom. 47), MRl/llJ (Heb, 1017), and J/W1 (Heb. 19). Here it must be understood 
in its strict etymological sense as "lawlessness." 
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overthrow the entire morai order of existence. One little 
lie has in it that which would subvert the throne of God 
and extinguish the light of Heaven. All sins have sin in 
them, and "sin is lawlessness." 

Though it does not occur in this paragraph, we may 
here consider another term by which an ethical significance 
is stamped upon sin-" unrighteousness" (aouda). The 
word naturally suggests the negative aspect of sin-sin as 
declension from the standard of rightness (oiKatorrvv71). 
And this sense satisfactorily meets the requirements of 
the three passages in which alone it occurs in St. John 
(John 718, 1 John 1 9 517). 

In the first of these, " He that speaketh of himself 
seeketh his own glory ; but he that seeketh the glory of 
Him that sent him, the same is true, and there is no aoucla 
in him:' the meaning obviously suggested is "unfaithful
ness to the trust imposed in one," or, more generally, 
" dereliction of duty." And the same sense admirably 
suits I John 511• The Apostle has been distinguishing 
between "sin unto death" and "sin not unto death "; but 
before leaving the subject he adds, " All unrighteousness 
is sin." The purpose of the addition is evident. The 
danger to be apprehended from emphasising the distinction 
between mortal and non-mortal sin is that we may fall 
into an attitude of comparative nonchalance toward the 
less heinous offences ; and to obviate this danger we are 
reminded that every deviation from moral uprightness, 
however venial it may appear, is sin.1 The same meaning 
is most appropriate also in r 9, " God is faithful and 
righteous to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from 

1 This explanation seems much more natural than that according to which 
the purpose is to indicate how wide a field there is for brotherly intercession, 
even if the sin unto death is regarded as beyond its scope-because all un
righteousness, which is never a wanting, is sin, and its presence an urgent call to 
prayer (Westcott, Haupt, Weiss). Westcott here takes aii,Kia as signifying 
"failure to fulfil our duty one to another." I am unable to perceive any ground 
for this limitadon of the meaning. 
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all unrighteousness." As God is faithful to His own 
revealed character in forgiving our sins, so He is not 
unrighteous but righteous in "cleansing" us from every 
failure in righteousness, in relieving us, that is, from the 
religious disabilities imposed upon us by it.1 Thus aoucia 
contemplates sin in its negative aspect as non-righteous
ness, unfaithfulness in the moral stewardship of life (cf. 
Luke I 68). And the Apostle emphasises the fact that all 
such unrighteousness, any morally inferior course of action, 
is sin, and contains the elements of positive guilt. This 
is continually overlooked. Men often think more of the 
distinctions and gradations of sin than of its essential 
wrongness. They speak of" peccadilloes," "foibles," " fail
ings," of things that are "not quite right" (as if they 
were not quite wrong). The sinfulness of sin is wrapped 
around with euphemisms and circumlocutions. Concern
ing all this St. John has but one word to utter, " All 
unrighteousness is sin." 

Thus far, then, the Epistle's doctrine of Sin may be 
summarised as follows. Sin is that which involves the 
culpability of the agent. Sins are of various kinds; but 
all failure in duty, all deviation from the right is sin. And 
all sin, in its real character, is repudiation of the supremacy 
of moral obligation-is revolt against the holy Will of 
God. 

In the third cycle of the Epistle we encounter the per
plexing topic of " sin unto death." It ought to be observed, 
however, that the introduction of this is merely incidental, 
and that the main subject of the passage is "sin not unto 

1 Here Westcott's interpretation is "the specific sins (al <1µ.apr/a,) are 
forgiven; the character (&.o,Kla) is cleansed." Thus an entirely different 
meaning is given to d.oi«ia from that which he adopts in 517, the inconsistency 
being necessitated only by the determination to interpret rn/Japit«• in an ethical 
sense. See Chapter VIII. 
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death" ; while its actual purpose is to use this as an 
example of those things regarding which we may pray 
with perfect confidence of success (5 16). 

" If any man see his brother," to whom he is bound by 
the ties of Divine kinship (5 1), regarding whom he is per
suaded that, at the root, he belongs to Him "in whom 
there is no sin" (3 5)-if he see this brother, nevertheless, 
" sinning a sin," plainly not abiding in Christ but taking 
the way that leads to certain separation from Christ, yet 
not so as to have irrevocably fallen from Him-if he see 
this, "he shall ask," and God will grant him in answer to 
his prayer, " life for them that sin not unto death." There 
is a sense in which every sin tends " unto death." Con
scious or unconscious, it is fraught with injury and loss 
to life. It interrupts some channel of inter-communication 
between the Vine and the branch. But the Epistle has 
already declared the means by which the interrupted 
fellowship may be recovered. The renewed advocacy of 
Christ ( 2 1) and the renewed cleansing of His Blood ( 1 7), 

will unfailingly restore fulness of Life. But the condi
tion of this is that we "walk in the light" (1 7), that 
is, in the present instance, that there be confession of 
sin ( r 9). In the case contemplated, however, the erring 
brother has not fulfilled this condition. He is ignorant 
of his sin, or is impenitent, or is withheld from confes
sion by fear or obstinacy (Ps. 3 2 3• 4). It is in such an 
emergency that his brother may come to the rescue and 
do for him what he lacks the power or the will to do for 
himself-confess his sin and seek his restoration. And 
the Apostle affirms that such effort cannot be in vain; that 
God has so bound us together in the Body of Christ that 
one may by his prayer become the means of obtaining for 
another a fresh influx of " Life," by which he will be 
renewed unto repentance. Now, it is only by way of con
trast with this that mention is made of the " sin unto 
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death." The Apostle is jealous of misapprehension as to 
the Christian's assurance in prayer. It might be extended 
beyond its proper scope, with the inevitable result of its 
being weakened everywhere ; and against this he will guard 
his readers. He will not forbid them to place in God's 
hands even him who has sinned unto death, with the fervent 
supplication that " if it be possible" he may yet be snatched 
from his doom. But he does view as a possibility, and 
assert as a fact, that there are those for whose restoration 
and salvation we cannot pray with unconditional confidence 
as for a thing " according to His will." 1 "There is a sin 
unto death : not concerning this do I say that he should 
make request." 

What, then, are the characteristics of the "sin unto 
death," as we may gather them from this passage? 

I. It is a sin which may be committed by Christians, 
and it is only as committed by Christians that it is here 
contemplated. 

2. It is a sin which is visible, or, at least, recognisable. 
It is evident that the term " sin unto death" must have 
been one well understood by the first readers of the 
Epistle ; and that it denoted a particular sin or kind of sin 
the characteristics of which were so definite that they were 
easy to perceive, and so familiar that they needed no 
description. On any other supposition the reference to 
this sin as an exception to the full exercise of brotherly 
intercession is entirely pointless.2 It seems strange that 

1 This must be taken seriously, not as a mere concession to the infirmity 
of his readers' faith. It is not serious exposition to say that "some of St. John's 
disciples may have believed that when a man sinned a certain kind of sin it 
was contrary to God's will that he should ever be quickened to life again," and 
"that the Apostle does not pause to argue with them, does not even tell them 
that, in his own apprehension of it, the scope of the Divine mercy was far wider 
than in theirs, and must be of far wider scope than even he was able to con
ceive" (Cox, Expositions, 1885, p. 258). 

2 So \Vestcott, "Its character is assumed to be unquestionable, and its 
presence open and notorious" (p. 210). Plummer, on the contrary, strongly 
maintains that we must get rid of the idea that "sin unto death" is a sin that 
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what was so recognisable then is so unrecognisable now. 
Yet it is conceivable that, in our own religious dialect and 
modes of thought, there are phrases that to the Christian 
of two thousand years hence will be no less obscure, and 
conceptions no less difficult to locate in his religious and 
ethical system, than the "sin unto death" is to ourselves. 
The singular thing is that even to the earliest Patristic 
writers who touch the subject the " sin unto death" is 
already an enigma-its meaning as much a matter of 
conjecture or inference as to us. 

3. It is "unto death" ('11'p6,; 0avaTov). What does this 
expression signify? (a) It is pointed out that the dis
tinction of " sins unto death" and "sins not unto death " 
is common with Rabbinic writers, and is based on the 
Old Testament legislation, according to which the punish
ment for many offences (cf. Lev, r 829 209--21), especially for 
those committed with a "high hand" (Num. r 530• 31), was 
death, involving final " cutting off from the people." 
This, however, while it may possibly indicate the origin 
of the phrase, does not materially help towards an under
standing of what it signifies in the atmosphere of New 
Testament thought. The interpretations which have been 
directly based upon the Old Testament usage-that "sin 
unto death" is sin punished by the civil authorities with 
death or by the Church with excommunication (thus the 

can be recognised. "St. John's very guarded language points the other way. 
He implies that so111t sin may be known to be not unto death ; he neither says 
nor implies that all sin unto death can be known as such." The commentator 
does not state clearly what interpretation of the verse he deduces from this. 
Apparently the thought is that we know that there is a sin unto death, but that 
all we know of it is that it is not included among those which we know to be 
not unto death ; and the purport of the verse would be that we ought to inter
cede with perfect confidence in cases of sin which we know are not unto death, 
and that where this is not known the Apostle does not exhort to intercession, 
because thus we might be interceding for one who has sinned beyond hope. But 
if this had been the Apostle's meaning, I cannot conceive that he would have 
expressed it by the simple positive statement, "There is a sin unto death; not 
concerning it do I say that he should make request." 
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older Catholic theologians)-do not commend themselves. 
Of the former alternative nothing need be said; of the 
latter, that not every sin incurring excommunication is 
"unto death." In I Car. 55 the offender is excom
municated "for the destruction of the flesh, that the spirit 
may be saved in the day of the Lord Jesus." In such a 
case brotherly intercession would be an urgent duty ; and, 
in any case, excommunication does not constitute the " sin 
unto death," but is only the solemn recognition by the 
Church that it has been committed. (b) Nor is the pro
posal to interpret the passage by the aid of Jas. 514• 15, 

as referring to sin that is punished by God with bodily 
sickness or death ( cf. I Cor. 1 1 30), worthy of more con
sideration. In the whole usage of the Epistle 0avaToc; and 
(w~ have a spiritual significance, and there is nothing in 
the context to suggest that here " sin unto death " should 
be understood as sin punished by fatal bodily sickness. 
(c) And, if it is evident that 0avaToc; means spiritual death, 
-separation from fellowship with God,-it is also evident 
that sin 7rpOc; 0avaTOv means, not sin " tending towards 
death," but sin by which that fatal goal is reached.1 West
cott 2 (p. z I o) maintains that " St. John speaks of the sin as 
tending to death, and not as necessarily involving death. 
Death is, so to speak, its natural consequence, if it continue, 
and not its inevitable issue as a matter of fact." This view 
is quite untenable. Intended to put a humane and 
merciful interpretation upon the " sin unto death," how 
inhumane and unchristian a construction does it place 
upon the Apostle's directions regarding it! If there is a 
sin that does not already " necessarily involve death," but 
to which a special certainty attaches that, if it continues, 
death is the "inevitable issue," it is unimaginable that the 

1 CL John I r4 aiJrr, 11 ria-Ob,€ta oVK fo-nv 1rpOs 06.va,rov. 
" So Plummer, "Death is its natural, tut not its absolutely inevitable, 

consequence." 
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Apostle should not enjoin the most urgent intercession, 
instead of positively saying that he does not enjoin it. 
Of all possible interpretations, this is unwittingly the most 
repugnant to Christian feeling. The only question which 
the Apostle's language leaves undecided is whether a 
resurrection even from this '' death " is not possible. 
And concerning this his language is noticeably guarded. 
In the presence of such sin he does not command nor 
encourage intercession, neither does he forbid it. All he 
commits himself to is that for those who thus sin, Christian 
prayer cannot have that " boldness" which is its prerogative 
elsewhere. (d) The question remains-On what grounds 
can it be pronounced of any sin that it is " unto death "
that it effects a total severance from Christ? And the one 
answer which the first principles of Christianity permit to 
be given to this question is-final impenitence. Every sin 
that can be -repented of can be forgiven ; every sin that is 
repented of finds forgiveness. We cannot, however, define 
sin unto death simply as the sin of those who are finally 
impenitent.I For this particular sin is recognisable now, 
and cannot be now recognised from final impenitence. 
The question, therefore, presents itself in this form-what 
sins are of such a nature as to render final impenitence, so 
far as we have reason to believe, their certain issue? In 
the New Testament there is allusion to two sins, if they are 
two, by which this dreadful condition is fulfilled.2 There is 
the blasphemy against the Holy Ghost-that unpardon
able sin-which our Lord's adversaries were, as He warned 

1 This is one of Augustine's explanations, "Si in hac tarn scelerata mentis 
perversitate finierit hanc vitam," Westcott, p. 212. 

2 There is an approximation to such fulfilment in a third case-that pointed 
to in Matt. 18"7-where wilful sin is so obstinately persisted in by the offender, 
against all brotherly efforts to bring him to repentance, as to involve his exclu
sion from the Christian fellowship (" Let him be unto thee as a heathen man 
and a publican"). But, as has been said, not every sin that involves excom
munication is" unto death." Excommunication has in view not only the purity 
and self-protection of the Church, but the salutary discipline and ultimate 
restoration of the offender. 
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them, upon the verge of committing, when they accused 
Him of casting out evil spirits in the power of Beelzebub 
(Matt. 1 2 24- 32). In doing so they were deliberately out
raging the eternal principle of goodness and truth, sinning 
against the Spirit of God, and extinguishing the light in 
their own souls; and this, because beyond repentance, 
would be beyond pardon. Intercession is silenced. Even 
the Saviour cannot plead, " Father, forgive them : they 
know not what they do." In this instance the blasphemy 
against the Holy Ghost (or perilous nearness to it) is ascribed 
to malignant unbelievers. Within the Church such sin can 
be manifested only in one certainly recognisable form
deliberate, open-eyed apostasy from Christ (Heh. 64- 6). 

It is true that the same fatal result may be reached 
by other paths. The professing Christian may so wil
fully and obstinately persist in heinous sin, or may have 
become so inveterately and whole-heartedly a lover of the 
world that, even in the judgment of charity, he has finally 
chosen his sin rather than his salvation. Yet, human 
nature being the same in New Testament times as now, 
to determine and pronounce upon the merits of such final 
hardening of the heart must have been so precarious, if 
not impossible, that one is constrained to believe that the 
"sin unto death " was the sin of those who by deliberate and 
avowed action severed themselves from Christ and from the 
Christian community. It does not follow that those who 
so acted necessarily reckoned themselves as apostates ; and 
I think it probable that what St. John chiefly had in view 
was the sin of the "antichrists" and false prophets, who 
" went out from us that it might be made manifest that 
they were not of us" (219). Once more, however, it is to 
be observed that all the Apostle says of "sin unto death" 
is that it does not present an object of confident inter
cession. And though it was perhaps inevitable, it is 
unfortunate that the mention of the perplexing "sin unto 
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death" has always awakened a livelier interest than that 
which is the central truth of the passage-the Christian 
prerogative of fearless and expectant prayer for a restora
tive gift of Life to them that sin not unto death. 

The Derivation of Sin. 

According to the teaching of the Epistle, sin is not an 
abnormality of human life alone-a phenomenon of the 
JC6uµo,;; it belongs to a more gigantic system in which 
it has its origin, and in which, again, it bears its final fruits 
and reaches its goal. There are organised kingdoms both of 
Righteousness and of Sin, in the one or the other of which 
every man has his citizenship. The one has its prototype 
in Christ (37); the other, in the devil (38). As it is in Christ 
alone that we see what Righteousness is when it becomes 
the absolute principle of life, so it is in the devil only that 
Sin is manifested to its last possibility. Sin in its proper 

nature is diabolical ; it is what has made the devil to be 
the devil. 

But the devil, 6 7TOV'TJp6,;, is not only the prototype to 
which all sin tends and is ultimately conformed, he is also, 
in some important sense, the source from which all human 
sin is derived.1 In what sense, we must more particularly 
inquire. The terms in which the relation of human sinning 
to diabolic influence, and those in which the relation of 
human righteousness to Divine influence are expressed, are 
strikingly parallel. 

He that sinneth is of the devil (38). 

(,!1< -rou 15,a(:J6'Aov ,!,nfv.) 
The children of the devil (310). 

Believers have God as their Father 
(213 etc.). 

We are of God (5 1"). 

(h -rou 0eo0 foµh.) 
The children of God (310), 

Unbelievers, the devil (-rou 1ra-rp6, 
~µwv, John 844). 

1 In the Pauline scheme, sin is regarded solely as innate in humanity, as 
having its temporal beginning and its hereditary source in the sin of Adam 
(Rom. 514 ). St. John has nothing to say of the Fall of man, but traces sin back 
to a source external to human nature. 
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Is it to be inferred that the relations thus identically 
expressed are identical in fact ? Some do not shrink from 
drawing the inference. " It is an appalling thought that 
man may enter into the same relation to the devil in which 
he originally stands to God" (Rothe). "The life that 
animates the sinner emanates from the devil " (H uther). 
But such statements are over-statements. That the devil 
is immanently and directly the source of all sin, as the 
Holy Spirit is of all holiness, is a thesis that cannot be 
seriously maintained. This is to ascribe to his agency an 
omnipresence and an omniscience which, so far as one 
can conceive, are impossible to a finite being. True, the 
J ohannine phraseology might bear such an interpretation, 
nay, most naturally would bear it, if it could ; but it does 
not absolutely demand it.1 

On the other hand, more is signified than merely moral 
affinity or likeness. The devil is an active influence to 
which there is a corresponding receptivity in the life of 
the "world" (5 19). That he gave the first impulse to 
human sinning (John 844) ; that he still gives fresh impulse 
to it (John r 32); that, directly or indirectly, all human evil 
may be described as the " works of the devil " (3 8), and 
that thus he is the father of all who do wickedly, is clear 
J ohannine teaching:-" He that doeth sin is of the devil." 
He is of the devil's lineage, in the direct line of spiritual 
descent from him " who sinneth from the beginning." 

Thus the personality of the Wicked One is not only 
recognised in the Epistle ; it is related in no unimportant 

1 The analogous phrases, EK Ti)s 'Yils, h ToO K6,;µ,ov, EK TWP Kcfrw, show that 
such rigidity of interpretation as requires EK roO omfJol\ov to denote precisely the 
same relation as iK Tov 0eoii is not linguistically necessary. And while sinners 
are called Ta. TiKvo. Toii i5io.fJ6l\ov, it is never said that they are "begotten" of 
the devil. Here, also, such expressions as Tbcvo. ri)s ,;ocplas (Matt. II19), TfKVo. 
cpwr6s (Epn. 58), even Ta. iµ,ii rhva (3 John 4), tend to show that rhvo. Toii 
o,o.fJ6l\ov need not express more than morai affinity (though, in fact, it does 
express more). This is recognised hy Haupt (" God can beget life, Satan 
cannot"). 
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sense to its doctrine of sin. Yet, regarding his person, St. 
John is as reticent as other New Testament writers. In 
the Epistle all that is said is that " he sinneth from the 
beginning" 1 (38a). Plainly, "from the beginning" is here 
relative to human history. His is the sin from which human 
sin is derived. When and why and how Satan became 
Satan is to us unknown. He is the aboriginal sinner; and 
what he became he still is. The first to sin, he still abides 
in sin (aµ,apnlvei). But, while there is in the Epistle no 
attempt to account either for the existence of the Wicked 
One or for his power (the" whole world" is his domain, 519), 

there can be no doubt that, underlying all the Apostle's 
utterances on the subject, there is the ordinary assumption 
that he is a fallen angel. Meagre as is the support which 
the idea of the fall of Satan has in the New Testament 
( 2 Pet. 2 4 ; Jude 6), speculation on the subject has no 
other possible issue. Any other conception is "incon
sistent with the absoluteness, or subversive of the good
ness, of God" (Steven, Johannine Theology, p. 145). 

The New Testament conception of diabolic agency is one 
for which modern Christian thought has no small difficulty 
in finding a place." 2 But, as presented in the Epistle, three 
great thoughts-all, I believe, of permanent validity-are 
contained in it. (a) Sin in its principle has that character 
which we call diabolic. There is a darker strain of evil in 

1 "The devil sinneth from the beginning," d,r' dpx,Js o 01df3o"J..os &,µa,f'Td~et. 

d,r' dpx,Js is emphatic by position, and with it may be compared the parallel 
statement, "He was a murderer from the beginning" (John 844). The words 
,br' apxijs cannot be understood absolutely, since then we are stranded upon 
an insoluble dualism (this interpretation, nevertheless, is maintained by Hilgen
feld and others) ; nor as "from the beginning of that being who is the devil," 
the intolerable consequence of which would be that God is the Creator of a 
being inherently evil-dualism of the rankest sort. Nor is it satisfactory to 
denude the words of all temporal reference, and to understand them as meaning 
that "in him is the principle of all the sin of the world" (Rothe). This use 
of apx'I/, familiar in Greek philosophy, is unknown to the N.T. Not more 
satisfactory is the interpretation, "from the devil's own beginning as such." 

~ In Clarke's Outlines of Theology, e.g., there is not a single reference to it. 
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the world than human weakness, ignorance and folly, or over
powering circumstance can account for. There is the mani
festation of an essentially evil will, of opposition to good, 
enmity against God. (b) The great moral conflict of which 
human history always has been and will be the theatre
which is fought out around every human soul-is a conflict 
of personal agencies, not of abstract moral ideas. It may be 
said that of impersonal influences, or of actual moral force 
residing in impersonal laws, the New Testament knows 
nothing. And to this mode of conception modern thought 
is in some measure returning. Modern psychology tends at 
some points towards the New Testament standpoint. (c) The 
third truth is the ultimate triumph of Christ over His great 
adversary, in their conflict for the possession of humanity, 
" The whole world lieth in the wicked one" ; but " to this 
end was the Son of God manifested, that He might destroy 
the works of the devil." The "strong man armed " has 
encountered an antagonist mightier than himself. Evil is 
overcome with good. On the downfall of the kingdom of 
the devil arises the Kingdom of the Son of God. 

The World, the Social Organism o.f Sin. 

In the J ohannine writings the word Kouµor; has a 
peculiar elasticity of application. Three chief uses (besides 
others more occasional) may be distinguished. When the 
«ouµ,or; is material, it signifies (a) the existing terrestrial 
creation (e.g. John 1 10), especially as contrasted with the 
sphere of the Heavenly and Eternal.1 When it refers to the 
world of humanity, it is either (b) the totality of mankind as 
needing redemption and as the object of God's redeeming 
love (e.g. John 316), or (c) the mass of unbelieving men, 
hostile to Christ and resisting salvation (eg. John r 518). 

In the Epistle the word occurs in the first of these senses 
1 Frequently, o KO<rµos oi½-os (e.g. John r31), but also o Korrµos Gohn r628J. 

10 
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(317 417), also in the second (22 49 414), but most frequently 
and characteristically in the third (216• 16· 17 31. 13 41• 3• 4· 5 

5 4• 5• 19). Of the world in this sense it is said that it had 
no perception of the true nature and Divine glory of Christ 
(3 1 ; c[ John 1 10), and that it is equally blind to the true 
nature of the children of God (31); that it hates the 
children of God as Cain hated Abel ( 313 ; c( John 15 1s. 19 

1714); that the spirit of Antichrist dwells in it (43· 4), and 
that to it belong the false prophets and their adherents 
(41. 6); that it is wholly subject to the wicked one (5 19 ; 

c( John 1231 1430 1611); that whatsoever is begotten of 
God conquers it ( 5 4 ; c( John I 633) by the power of 
Christian Faith (5 5); that it is not to be loved (215); that 
the constituents of its life are " the lust of the flesh, the 
lust of the eyes, and the vainglory of life" (216); and that 
it "passeth away" (217). We shall for the present confine 
our attention to the last quoted passage:-

" Love not the world, neither the things that are in 
the world. If any man love the world, the love of the 
Father is not in him. For all that is in the world, the 
lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the vainglory of 
life, is not of the Father, but is of the world. And the 
world passeth away, and the lust thereof; but he that 
doeth the will of God abideth for ever." I shall not 
attempt to thread the maze of various interpretations that 
have gathered around the term "world" in this passage. 
The real possibilities are only two. The word may be 
understood as signifying the whole content of material, 
sensuous, and therefore transient existence-" the sum of 
all phenomena, within the human horizon, which are 
sensuous, and which awaken sensuous desires" (Rothe). 
This interpretation, however, has serious difficulties, both 
logical and moral. How can it be logically affirmed that 
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"the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride 
of life" which are subjective, constitute "all that is in the 
world" which is objective? And if this difficulty be waived, 
the more formidable moral objection remains :-How can 
it be said that the material and sensuous 1e6uµo,, which 
God has created for man to dwell in, and between which 
and human nature He has established so many links of 
necessary and also delightful correspondence, has no other 
effect than to excite immoral desire and ungodly pride, 
or that the natural environment of human life is so ill
adjusted-so inimical to its supreme spiritual interest;
that the one command regarding it must be an absolute 
"love not,'' and the one certainty, " If any man love the 
world, the love of the Father is not in him?" Had the 
writer been a Gnostic of the extreme ascetic type he might 
have been credited with such a thought, but it has no place 
in the New Testament. Recognising this, the exponents 
of this interpretation import into it, in one way or other, 
a subjective element. The " world " is the material and 
sensuous, not in itself, but in its relation to unregenerate 
human nature. Westcott's definition-" The order of finite 
being regarded as apart from God "-may be taken as one 
now generally accepted. 

This definition is admirable as giving the widest idea 
that underlies St. John's use of the word; but it is by a 
process of logical abstraction that the idea is obtained. 
And it seems to me scarcely imaginable that the Apostle 
intended his readers to understand " the order of finite 
being regarded as apart from God " as the object of a 
command so terse and practical as " Love not the world." 
The same objection applies a fortiori to other varieties 1 of 
the same interpretation. 

1 "Quicquid ad prresentem vitam spectat, ubi separatur a regno Dei et spe 
vitre eternre" (Calvin). "The world, that is, godlessness itself, through which 
a man has not the right use of the creatures" (Luther). "It is not an entity, 
an actual tangible thing-it is spun out of these three abuses of God's glorious 
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The simple solution, and that which satisfies every 
requirement of the passage, is to understand the " world " 
as the mass of unbelieving and unspiritual men-the 
social organism of evil. This is the sense, except when 
another is clearly indicated by the context, which the 
word bears throughout the Epistle (and is by far the 
most frequent in the Fourth Gospel as well). To the 
Apostle's readers "Love not the world" would convey, 
as it does more or less to Christians in every age, a very 
definite and needful warning, and one that has many 
parallels in the Apostolic writings (e.g. z Car. 614--18, J as. 
44). "Love not the world." Do not court the intimacy 
and the favour of the unchristian world around you; do 
not take its customs for your laws, nor adopt its ideals, 
nor covet its prizes, nor seek fellowship with its life. 
"Neither the things that are in the world." For what are 
the things that are in this " world." This aggregate of 
unspiritual persons, with their opinions, pursuits, and in
fluences-what are the elements of its life? They are 
such that " If any man love the world, the love of the 
Father is not in him." God lays down one programme of 
life for His children ; the world proposes another and 
totally incompatible programme to its servants. And 
in exact proportion as men are attracted by the world's 
programme-the life of fullest gratification for all un

gift of free will to man-the lust of the flesh," etc. (Alexander). "It is the reign 
of kingdom of the carnal mind-wherever that mind prevails, there is the world" 
(Candlish). "The world is whatever is ruled by selfishness" {Gibbon). "It 
is the place which we make for our own souls" (Alexander). There is, of 
course, profound truth in all this. We find the world of our own hue; it reflects 
our own image. But the word KOJµ,os, as here used, can scarcely signify such 
an abstract idea as the correspondence between the material and sensuous 
world and the unregenerate mind. On this interpretation, moreover, the only 
meaning that can be given to the Apostle's words is: "We must not love. the 
world, because, owing to our evil subjectivity, the only effect it can have upon 
us is to excite the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life"
which would be to render St. Paul's "Unto the pure all things are pure" a futility, 
and would be a libel, not upon the world, )Jut upon the power of Christian 
Redemption. 
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spiritual instincts and appetites - they are tempted to 
mistrust and dislike the absolutely different programme of 
self-denying love and obedience which God lays out for 
them, and by which He would make them trustful, pure, 
patient, and strong. For, as the Apostle with inimitable 
terseness proceeds to expound, the essential constituents 
of the world's life are these, " the lust of the flesh, the lust 
of the eyes, and the vainglory of life." This is literally 
" all that is in the world " ; there is nothing nobler which 
it is in its power to give. 

A. First, there is the "lust of the flesh" (the sensuous 
gratification which the flesh longs for). The evil signifi
cance of the phrase lies in " lust," 1 not in "the flesh." 
Least of all New Testament writers can the Apostle, whose 
message of Redemption begins with the announcement 
that the Flesh has become the organ of the Divinest life, 
be credited with the mystical bias which sees in the bodily 
organism an inherent and intractable element of evil. 

The bodily appetites are in themselves absolutely 
wholesome; without them neither the race nor the 
individual could long subsist; nor can anything be more 
innocent than the pleasure that accompanies their legitimate 
satisfaction. Their degradation comes not from the body 
itself, but from the soul. And it comes because life is not 
dominated by these nobler aims and affections under the 
rule of which the lower fulfil their appointed purpose in 
the harmony of nature. It is when the love of God, the 
love of one's neighbour, and the love of one's nobler self 

1 The fate which the word e1n0uµ.ir,, has suffered (and, similarly, "lust" 
in English) is an illustration of the degrading power of sin. bn0uµ.la. is 
occasionally found in the N. T. in its original unfallen sense of "desire" (Luke 
22115 , 1 Thess. 2 17, Phil. 1 28). But, distinctively, it characterises desire as evil, 
not necessarily because of the object desired, but because in the desire the higher 
nature is subordinated to the lower, instead of the lower to the higher. The 
"flesh" has not with St. John that special Pauline sense in which it comes to 
express the whole moral corruption of human nature, although, in certain 
passages, it naturally enough exhibits a tendency in that direction (John 36 815). 
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are shut out from the soul, that natural appetite becomes 
the corrupt "lust of the flesh," asserting itself in sloth, 
intemperance, and sensuality, or in the tyranny of the 
anxious thought, " What shall we eat, what shall we drink, 
and wherewithal shall we be clothed ? " 

"What is he but a brute, 
Whose flesh hath soul to suit, 
Whose spirit works lest arms and legs want play?" 

But, in truth, when the higher nature is thus made the 
slave and minister of the lower, animalism is no name 
for the level of degradation that is reached. The animal 
body seeks only its natural food. The "lust of the flesh" 
is in reality the hunger of the godlike soul deprived of 
its proper nutriment and flying to the body for a substitute, 
compelling it to devour " so many more of the husks as 
will satisfy the starving prodigal within, and make a swine's 
paradise for his comfort." 1 

B. The second element in the life of the" world" is the 
" lust of the eyes." Here we rise from the merely animal 2 

into the region of the intellect and the imagination, to 
which the eye, among the bodily organs, is the chief 
ministrant. The most obvious example under this category 
-the master-lust of the Eye-is Covetousness.3 But the 
phrase includes every variety of gratification of which 
sight is the instrument, from the love of mere material 
splendour and vulgar display in appirel and personal 
adornments, pomp and luxury in the appointments of 
public or private life, the spectacular excitements of the 
theatre, the arena, and the racecourse, to the most refined 
cult of the physically beautiful in nature or in art. Nay, 

1 Bushnell, The New Lift, p. 32. 
2 The eye also may minister to the "lust of the flesh" (cf. Matt. 528 ) ; but 

the construction of the sentence, . • . Kal • , , Ka£, shows that the i!m0vµ,la 
TWV oq,0aXµ,wv is not a subdivision of the more general bn0vµla ri)r IJ'apK6r. 

3 " Homo extra Denm qu::erit pabulum in creatura materiali vel per volup
tatem vel per avaritiam," (Bengel on Rom. 1 29). 
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if the Apostle's classification is to be regarded as at all 
exhaustive, we must give to the "lust of the eyes" a wider 
scope than the merely sensuous. It must include the 
craving for novelty of intellectual sensation (Acts r 721), 

the whole pursuit of knowledge, science, and art, when 
these are severed from the spiritual ends of life and are 
made, as in their own right, the object of man's devotion. 
The relation of intellectual and resthetic culture to the 
spiritual life is a problem that did not urgently touch 
the Hebrew Christian, and probably did not gravely affect 
those classes of Greek and Roman society from which the 
members of the Church were chiefly drawn in the Apostolic 
age; and it is scarcely touched upon in the New Testament. 
But the principle on which it must be determined is the 
same as that which assigns their right place to the bodily 
appetites. The Creator Himself is the original and perfect 
artist. The Eye and all that it desires and delights in 
are His thought and handiwork. We cannot behold the 
beauty with which He has dowered all His works, from 
the tiniest crystal to the constellations, without believing 
that in all this we see the passing gleams of an Ideal 
Beauty, which as truly belongs to the Divine Nature itself 
as wisdom· or power, In our own nature, made in His 
likeness, the sense of beauty seems to be a fact as 
ultimate as the sense of truth or of right and wrong. It is 
of God and for God. 

"All earthly beauty hath one cause or proof 
To lead the pilgrim-soul to Heaven above; 
Joy's ladder it is ; reaching from home to home." 

But if the light of God be shut out from the desire for 
and the delight in beauty, whether physical or intellectual, it 
becomes merely " the lust of the eyes." . The love of beauty 
divorced from the love of goodness, the art that is the gilding 
of idle, selfish lives, the love of knowledge that is merely 
the craving of an insatiable yet vain curiosity-these, so 
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far from being a ladder that leads up, are, no less than 
vulgar avarice, chains by which the soul, which is made· 
for the Infinite Good, is bound fast to the sphere of 
earthliness. 

C. Next, the Apostle displays the obverse of the medal. 
He has designated the cravings of human nature when it 
is without the knowledge and the love of God, as the 
"lust of the flesh" and the "lust of the eyes." Now he 
declares what results from the attainment of these-the 
"vainglory of life." Vainglory (~ aXatove(a) does not so 
much signify arrogance towards one's fellows (u,rep17<f,avf.a), 
as the fatuous pride of worldly possession and success, the 
vain sense of security that is based, like a house on the 
sand, upon a false estimate of the stability and worth of 
worldly things ( cf. Dan. 4 30, Prov. r 811, 2 Chron. 3 2 25, 

Acts I z20-23). But these two varieties of pride, though 
distinguishable in thought, are inseparable in fact. The 
supercilious consciousness of superiority to one's fe!Iow-men 
is possible only when the sense of dependence upon God 
has been lost (r Cor. 47). And here the" vainglory of life" 
must be regarded as including both the egotistical and the 
atheistical attitude of mind. The same human life, the 
cravings of which, in those who are not animated by the 
love of God and the quest of Righteousness, are the "lust 
of the flesh" and the "lust of the eyes," has for its least 
transient satisfaction nothing better than this deluded self
security and empty self-satisfaction, against which all the 
facts of human experience offer in vain their unceasing 
protest. To live without looking up to God in dependence 
and submission, to live looking down on a larger or sma!Ier 
number of one's fellow-men-this, which from the spiritual 
point of view is the worst and deadliest life can give, is, in 
the world's reckoning, its most enviable prize. 

These, then, are the ideals the "world" of unspiritual 
men recognises; these are the marks that characterise it, the 
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forces that govern it ; these are its wants and its wealth ; 
and plainly to every one who knows the God revealed in 
Christ, these things are " not of the Father," have not their 
origin in His will, have no affinity with His nature, are 
directly antagonistic to the life He intends for men and 
to which He calls men. They belong to a life which, 
if it could succeed in realising itself, would be without 
need of God, righteousness, purity, love or moral sense of 
any kind ; in which the world, as the sum of all the " per
manent possibilities" of enjoyment, would take the place 
of God as the object of trust and the source of all good ; 
and whose heaven would be a paradise of sensuous and 
egotistical gratifications without limit and without end. 
Such a life, in the very idea and principle of it, is not "of 
the Father," but is "of the world." In no sense is it normal 
or natural. It exists only as a corruption and caricature. 
It is possible only to a nature that is made for fellowship in 
the highest order of life, but is used as an equipment for the 
r6le of a more highly-endowed animal. It is " of the world " 
-has no other basis or foothold in actual existence than 
the perverted human will. It has in it no principle of 
individual development ; for it presents no object adequate 
to the greatness of human nature, has no outlet or outlook 
towards the infinite Good for which man is made. And it 
has in it no principle of social development. Selfishness 
can never make a Kingdom of Heaven ; for, in the nature 
of the case, every man's selfishness must collide with every 
other man's. But the Apostle does not philosophise upon 
the theme. He sweeps the whole phantasmagoria of 
worldliness aside. "The world passeth away, and the lust 
thereof." 1 These words might well be understood as St. 
John's version of what has been the theme of preachers and 
moralisers from the beginning-" Tune to whose rise and 

1 "Thereof," avroii, is not the objective genitive= the desire for the world, 
but the subjective=the desire felt by the world. 
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fall we live and die "-1uiVTa p€t. But if our interpretation 
of the passage is the true one, this is not the direct refer-· 
ence. The world is still the world of human society which 
is "in darkness until now." "Love not the world" is the 
sternly affectionate exhortation : " for that world, -that 
whole framework of society which is hostile to Christ and 
His Kingdom,-imposing as it looks, stable and impreg
nable and overpowering, is doomed. With all that it 
delights in and pursues, it is passing away. Even while 
I write it is moribund, its final dissolution is at hand." 1 

But over against this prophecy of doom, the paragraph 
ends with the note of triumph-" He that doeth the will 
of God abideth for ever." Here the Will of God stands 
as the absolute contrast to the Lust of the World. 
Worldly lust degrades and desecrates all the best things 
in life upon which it lays its hand, - renders them 
trivial, ignoble, and evanescent. But the Will of God 
consecrates, glorifies, imbues with a Divine worth and 
permanence even the lowest things of life, the humblest 
gift, the most commonplace drudgery, the most unheroic 
affliction, renders the lives of men day by day, unevent
ful as they may seem, of imperishable significance. The 
Will of God alone is great, and it lays an equalising 
touch upon all who truly serve it (Matt. 1 2 60). The Will 
of God is the one Eternal Reality to which the life of the 
creature can attach itself, the one bond of permanence 
that makes human life and human history, not a thing of 
fragments and patches, but a vital part of an ordered and 
enduring whole. If a man do the Will of God, his deeds 
abide, his works " do follow him." The fruit he brings forth 

1 Cf. I Pet, 47• The statement is not to be understood as a prophecy of the 
speedy conquest of the world by Christianity, or as pointing to the fact that 
this conquest was already visibly beginning (Westcott). The key to the sense 
is given in the next verse, "Lillie children, it is the last hour." The thought 
in the Apostle's mind is that of the nearness of Christ's Advent and the world's 
J u<lgment-day. 
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" neither withers upon the branches nor decays upon the 
ground. Angels unseen gather crop after crop as they 
are brought forth in their season, and carefully store them 
up in heavenly treasure-houses." Yet what the Apostle 
says is that he himself "abideth for ever." Already he has 
eternal life and is doing its works. What he is, that he will 
ever be. What he does, that he will ever do. The change 
will be only from the " few things" in which he has been 
found faithful to the " many things" of which he will be 
judged worthy. Doing the will of God, he has thrust his 
hand through the enclosing screen of the transient and laid 
hold of the abiding, and partakes of the immortality of 
Him Whose Will he does. 

"And the world is passing away, and the lust thereof: 
but he that doeth the will of God abideth for ever." 

In all literature there is no more solemn magnificence 
of effect than is produced by these few simple words ; in 
all Scripture there is no more ringing challenge to the 
arrogant materialism of the " world" than sounds out of 
the depth of their calm. 



CHAPTER IX. 

THE DOCTRINE OF PROPITIATION. 

MUCH that has been written on the J ohannine theology 
shows a singular tendency to minimise its testimony to 
the specifically sacrificial and propitiatory aspect of Christ's 
redemptive work. It seems to be taken as axiomatic that, 
wherever it is possible, an ethical rather than a religious 
sense is to be assigned to any J ohannine utterance regard
ing Redemption.1 It is even asserted that the J ohannine 
writings exhibit no trace of a doctrine of Redemption in 
the ordinarily accepted sense.2 Nothing more than an 
unprejudiced study of the Epistle is needed to show how 
baseless these suppositions and assertions are. The fact of 
propitiation is placed in the forefront. The door through 
which we are conducted from the Prologue, with its 
announcement of Christ as the Life-giver, into the inner 
rooms of the ethical and Christological teaching, is sprinkled 
on its lintel and posts with the blood of Divine sacrifice. 

The most comprehensive soteriological statement is that 
" the Father hath sent the Son to be the Saviour 3 of the 

1 "The Johannine theology emphasises by preference the moral bearings of 
the Atonement" (DB iv. 346). So far as the Epistle is concerned, this state
ment cannot be sustained. 

2 Reuss, Hist. Christ. Theo!. ii. 443. 
3 I', 'lfaTTJP tl1re,TTaAKe11 -rbv vlbv <rwrfipa -rov K6<rp.ov. v. N ates, in loc. 

Although used in the first Apostolic preaching (Acts 531 13'3), the title <rwr/2p 
does not seem to have found early currency in the Church. Its earliest use 
by St. Paul is Phil. 3'0, and it is characteristic chiefly of the later books, the 
Pastoral Epistles and Second Peter. Of the family of words, <rcl,fe111, <rwr/2p, 
rrwr1Jpia, etc., rrwr/2p alone is found in the Epistle; on the other hand, the full 
title "Saviour of the world" is exclusively Johannine, being found only here 
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world" (414). Salvation, which culminates in the one supreme 
good, Eternal Life, includes, as a present possession, the 
forgiveness of sins (1 9), cleansing from all sin and un
righteousness (1 7· 9), being "begotten of God" (5 1 etc.), 
fellowship with the Father and with His Son Jesus Christ 
(18), our abiding in Him and His in us (415 etc.), the anoint
ing of the Spirit ( 2 20), fellowship one with another ( 1 7), 

overcoming the world (5 4· 5), righteousness of life (3 6 etc.), 
love (f4 etc.), assurance towards God (319 418), confidence 
in prayer (3 20• 21 514). As a possession perfected in the 
future, it includes boldness in the Parousia (2 28) and in the 
Day of Judgment (417), complete assimilation to Christ as 
He will then be manifested (3 2) and abiding for ever 1 (z17). 

Here the origin of Salvation in the love of God is exhibited 
in the twofold fact of the Father's having sent His Son, 
and of the Son's being sent as the " Saviour of the world " 
(emphasising, as this does, the human need that drew forth 
the manifestation of the Divine Love). 

When we pass to the more specific question of the 
method by which Christ accomplishes His mission of saving 
the world, the answer, still general, is, " Ye know that He 
was manifested that He might take away sins" (3 6).2 

Here the thought is only of the purpose for which Christ 
appeared on earth-the removal of sins ; there is no re
ference to the definite means by which this is accomplished. 

and in the confession of the Samaritans (John 442). In classical writers the 
title IJ'wrf/p is applied to many deities, especially to Zeus ; also, in later Greek, 
to princes of various dynasties, e.g. to Nero: Ncpwv, ••• rw, fTwrfip, rn! 
eoep-yh71, rfis olKav{J,iv71i (Inscr. quoted by Moulton). Both of these titles were 
regularly claimed by the Ptolemies. There is no reason, however, to believe 
that this current pagan usage at all influenced the Christian application of the 
term. In the Lucan passages (Luke 1 47 2 11, Acts 531 1323) it bears evident 
trace of its 0. T. origin (cf. Deut. 3215, Ps. 245 255, Isa. 1710 etc., where the 
LXX translate (Je/,s IJ'wr-1/p ). 

1 It is noticeable that the Epistle contains no direct reference to the 
Resurrection; nor does the cosmic view of salvation (Rom. 821, Col. 1 20 ) come 
within its horizon. 

2 v. Notes, in Zoe. 
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The world can be saved only by the abolition of sin; and 
to this end all that Christ was and taught and did, by life, 
death, and resurrection-the whole human manifestation in 
Him of the unseen Divine Life ( r 2)-was directed. This 
neither requires demonstration nor permits of argument. 
"Ye know," 1 says the Apostle. In the Christian conscious
ness of Christ and His work this is the first principle. 

Thus, from another point of view, the work of salvation 
may be regarded as one of destruction. "To this end 
was the Son of God manifested, that He might destroy 2 

the works of the devil" (38b). The "works of the devil" 
signify human sin in its entirety regarded as the product 
of original Satanic agency; and Christ saves the world 
by breaking up and destroying from its foundations the 
whole system and establishment of Evil that dominates 
human life. This he does by " taking away sins." The 
Epistle contemplates no other means by which the de
struction of the " works of the devil " is to be accomplished 
than the taking away of sin through the spiritual forces 
of the Kingdom of God. How, failing this, they are 
to be destroyed, is a question regarding which the Epistle 
has no message. 

We come closer to the core of our subject when we 
ask by what specific mode of action Christ takes away 
sin-a result after which morality has toiled and religion 
agonised in vain, which has been at once the quenchless 
aspiration of conscience and its burden of despair. The 
first, though not the full, answer is, that the mode of action 

1 ofllo:re. Here in its most absolute sense. See special note on -y,PW<TKetv 
and ,;l/Uva,. 

2 "Might destroy" (Zva M<Tt1), Here Me,11 has its characteristic sense (cf. 
John 2 19 2 Pet. 310-12), the disintegration and dissolution of a compact body, the 
"works of the devil" thus being pointed to as presenting a solid, organised 
opposition to the Kingdom of God-a system to oe broken up and destroyed. 
A better sense is thus obtained than when the "works of the devil" are 
understood as the works men do after the devil's pattern-works that are the 
works of men, yet, in principle, the works of the devil. 
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was that of self-sacrificing Love. The mission of Christ, 
while we must think of it as having its inception in the 
love of the Father, Who sent the Son as the Saviour of 
the world (417), is achieved only by the same self-sacrificing 
Love on the part of the Son. " Herein know 1 we Love, 
because He laid down His Life for us" (316). This is 
the absolute revelation of Love-the ideal to which all 
that claims that title must conform.2 And it is only as 
exhibiting the fact and the magnitude of Christ's self
sacrifice on our behalf that the " laying down " 3 of His 
Life is here contemplated. Reference to the Death of 
Calvary as a substitutionary 4 ransom is excluded by the 
context, in which it is held up specifically as our pattern, 
binding on us the obligation to lay down our lives in 
like manner for the brethren. No necessity, save that of 
Love itself, is indicated for that infinite self-sacrifice. 
Nothing is said as to the conditions of human need or 
Divine law under which it was indispensable to our salva
tion and avails for it. All this, however, is done, with 
notable emphasis and unmistakable· significance, in the 
group of passages that next come under consideration. 

1 See Chapter XII. 
2 Comparison with John rn11• 16• 17 and 1J37 (if not the tense of the verb 

itself, l011Ke) renders it certain that the words do not denote the continuous 
self-sacrifice of Christ's life (Gibbon, Findlay), but the definite and final surrender 
of life through death. 

3 "He laid down His Life " (ri,v ,f;vx;,v mlroO l011Kev). This expression 
is peculiar to St. John. The Good Shepherd lays down His life for the sheep 
(John 1011• 15). Christ lays down His life that he may take it again (John 1017). 

Peter vows to lay down his life for his Master (John 1337). The most illumin
ative parallel as to the precise meaning of "lay down" (n0tvcu) is John 13• 
"He layelh aside His garments" (rl0>70-, r/1. 1,a<tn<t). As in the Upper 
Room Christ laid aside His garments, so on Calvary He laid aside life itself. 
v. Noles, in loc. 

4 The substitutionary idea is not excluded, neither is it necessarily included 
by 1111"ep -IJµwv. This idea is definitely expressed by avrl (e.g. Matt. 2028). 

The distinction between dvr! and ;11,tp is well brought out by comparison 
of Matt. 202" /\UTpov aPTL 1r0/\/\WP, and the version of the same logion in I Tim. 
26 avrl.Xvrpov ~1rlcp 1rdvrwv (Moulton, p. 105). Instead of dvr£, St. John uses the 
(in this connection) virtually equivalent 1r,pl (22 410). 
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410 " God loved us, and sent His own Son a propitiation 
for our sins." 

2 2 "And He Himscdf (Jesus Christ the righteous) is 

the propitiation for our sins." 
17b "The blood of Jesus His Son cleanseth us from 

all sin.'' 
r9 "God is faithful and righteous to forgive us our 

sins, and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness." 
In these passages we have a concatenation of ideas

propitiation, blood, cleansing, forgiveness - which are 
directly derived from the sacrificial system of the Old 
Testament, which are expressed, indeed, in technical 
Levitical terms. To elucidate their meaning, therefore, 
it is necessary to examine them in the light of their 
Old Testament associations. 

Here . the primary term is tAatTµ6r;,1 which with 
its congeners is used by the LXX. to translate the corre
sponding group, Kipper and its derivatives.2 The root
idea of Kipper is that of covering over; 3 but its use in 
the Old Testament is restricted to the "covering" of sin; 
and, like so many other ideas, it undergoes a remarkable 
process of moral elevation and religious development. The 
primitive conception is that found in the patriarchal 
narrative (Gen. 3 2 28), where Jacob proposes to "cover" 
Esau's face with a gift, that is, to render him blind to 
the injury done, by means of the gift thrust upon his 

1 Properly, the act, but in the N. T. the means, of propitiation. In the 
N. T. the word occurs only in this Epistle; nor is the verbal family to which it 
belongs abundantly represented (O,ews, Matt. r622, Heb. 812 ; 1Xdo-n<F0a,, Luke 
1813, Heh. 2 17 ; IXa<Frr,pwv, Rom. 325, Heb. 95). Etymologically, tXews is con
nected with /Xap6s, cheerful; and in classical Greek signifies, as applied to men, 
kindly or gracious ; as applied to a deity, propitious. 

2 Kipper is rendered by 1M<FKC<F0a, (Ps. 653 7838 799), but much more fre
quently by the intensive ef,M.<FK<c<F0a,; while /)\a<Fµos is the regular transla
tion of Kt"ppurim, "atonement." It also stands for "sin-offering" (Ezek. 442'1) 
and "forgiveness" (Ps. 1304). 

8 By some Semitic scholars the idea of wiping away is preferred. Driver 
suggests that both senses have a common origin in wiping over (DB iv. r28b). 
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attention. Crude as the instance is, it clearly exhibits 
the idea that runs through the whole complicated usage of 
the metaphor-that of rendering offence invisible, null, 
inoperative as a cause of just displeasure and punishment.1 

The class of passages that shed the light of clearest 
analogy upon our present study are those that deal with 
legal or ritual propitiation. In this the agent is the priest; 
the means, usually, a sacrifice; the object, the person or 
thing on whose behalf the sacrifice is offered. Propitiatory 
efficacy is assigned to a large variety of sacrifices, but 
especially to the sin-offering and to blood as containing 
the " life." And it is peculiarly relevant to the exegesis 
of the Epistle to note the effects of propitiation, which are 
expressly the forgiveness 2 of sin ( I 9) and cleansing 3 ( r7b. 9). 

Upon the whole subject, though one might quote from 
more recondite sources, a better statement could not be 
furnished of the action which, with its agents, instruments, 
and consequences, is denoted by propitiation than is given 
by Driver (DB iv. r31h). "It is to cover (metaphorically) 
by a gift, offering, or rite, or (if God be the subject) to 
treat as covered; the ideas associated with the word being 
to make (or treat as) harmless, non-existent, or inoperative, 
to annul (so far as God's notice or regard is concerned), 
to withdraw from God's sight, with the attached idea of 
restoring to His favour, freeing from sin and restoring to 
holiness-especially (but not exclusively) by the species 
of sacrifice called the sin-offering." Such is the word 
and such is the conception employed in the Epistle 
to express the mode of action by which Christ has 
accomplished and still accomplishes His mission as the 

1 Thus Moses proposes to make propitiation for the sins of the people by 
intercession (Ex. 3230). Elsewhere it is God who "covers," that is, treats as 
covered, overlooks, pardons the offender {Ezek. 16 63) or the offence (Ps. 653). 

2 e.g. Lev. 420 lf,Xria-era, ,rep/ avrwv o iepeus, Kal r'upe0firrern, aurois iJ 
O.µo.prla,. 

3 e.g. Lev. 127 et,X&.rrera, ,rep, ai,,-i)s a iepe6s, Kai rn0apifi aunjv. 
I I 
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Saviour of the world. " He is the propitiation for our sins ; 
and not for ours only, but for the whole world" (2 2). 

Two great truths emerge. First, propitiation has its 
- ultimate source in God. Paganism conceives of propitiation 
as a means of changing the disposition of the deity, of 
mollifying his displeasure and rendering him literally 
" propitious." In the Old Testament the conception rises 
to a higher plane; the expiation of sin begins to supersede 
the idea of the appeasing sacrifice, and language 1 is 
chosen as if to guard against the supposition that a feeling 
of personal irritation, pique, or resentment, such as mingles 
almost invariably with human wrath, mars the purity of 
the Divine indignation against sin. And this ascent from 
pagan anthropomorphism reaches the climax Qf all ethical 
religion in St. John's conception of the Divine atonement 
for hume.n guilt:-" Herein is love, not that we loved God, 
but that God loved us, and sent His Son as a propitiation 
for our sins" (410). The action of which, in some sense, 
God is Himself the object, has God Himself as its origin. 
Propitiation is no device for inducing a reluctant deity to 
forgive ; it is the way by which the Father in Heaven 
restores His sinning children to Himself. 

Nevertheless, it is a real work of propitiation in which 
this love is exhibited and becomes effective for our 
salvation. "And He Himself is the propitiation for our 
sins" (22). To interpret the virtue of the i"Ji..aa-µ,or; as 
consisting merely in its supreme exhibition of God's 
all-embracing, all-forgiving love, as if to assure men that 
no barrier to fellowship exists save in their own fears, is 
to empty the word of all that it distinctively contains. 
One may or may not accept the teaching of the New 

1 This is witnessed to (in the LXX.) even by grammatical construction. In 
classical Greek the regular construction gf (E{),Mo-1mr6a., is with the person 
(deity or man) in the acc., as the direct object. This construction occurs 
only in a single 0. T. passage (Zech. 72 t!f,Mo-K<o-0a, rbv K6p,ov), where the 
propitiation seems to be effected by prayer. 
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Testament; but it is, at any rate, due to intellectual 
honesty to recognise what that teaching is. And, beyond 
dispute, ["A,ar:rµ,6,;; can mean but one thing-that which in 
some way (we may not be able to say, and I do not 
here attempt to say, in what way or upon what principle) 
expiates the guilt of sin, which restores sinful offenders 
to God by rendering their sin null and inoperative as a 
barrier to fellowship with Him. 11 The fundamental impli
cation is that not until the moral fact of sin is thus dealt 
with, can the relations of God and man be established 
on a permanent, that is, on a moral basis. And because 
sin is thus dealt with by Christ, He is the "propitiation 
for our sins." The ultima ratio of propitiation lies at once 
in the Love of God and the guilt of man. It is at once the 
act-·m which alone the pure, spontaneous, all-forgiving 
Divine Love finds its total expression, and the act through 
which alone that Love, in consistency with its own highest 
aims and obligations, can go forth on its mission of 
reconciliation. It is through this channel of suffering 
and death, determined and cut out by human sin, that the 
life-giving stream which arises in the heart of the Eternal 
Love must find an outlet into the barren and unclean 
waste. 

In saying so much, we have been guilty of a slight 
anticipation. In the statement that Christ is the propitia
tion for our sins, nothing more is implied than that, sin 
being a valid and by us insuperable obstacle to God's 
fellowship with us and ours with Him, the power by 
which this obstacle is removed springs from the Person of 
Christ. 

This must now be considered in the light of the more 
definite statement, " If we walk 1 in the light as He is in the 
light, we have fellowship one with another, and the blood 
of Jesus His Son cleanseth us from all sin" ( 1 7). In the Old 

1 v. supra, pp. 59, 60, 65. 
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Testament, propitiation was normally effected by the offer
ing of an animal victim through death. Any other mode 
of making over a life to God was unknown to the Levitical 
ritual, and, indeed, to any pre-Christian conception of 
sacrifice. And thus it is invariably assumed in the New 
Testament that the sacrifice of Christ was consummated 
and offered in the Death of the Cross. That this is 
St. John's presupposition is clear from this reference to 
His Blood. 

Neither here, however, nor anywhere in the New 
Testament, is the Blood a synonym for the Death of Christ. 
In the Levitical ritual the atoning virtue is assigned in 
a peculiar degree to the blood as containing the "life" 
(Lev. I 711). The warm, fluid blood was considered as the 
life of the animal, not a symbol of the life, but the life 
itself; and the essence, ritually, of the sacrificial act 
consisted in the offering of the life-blood to God ; so much 
so that it might be regarded as a principle of the whole 
ritual system that " without outpouring of blood there is 
no remission " (Heb. 922). The meaning of this manipula
tion of the blood is variously explained ; but the points of 
real importance are these: that, according ·to the analogy 
of the Old Testament, and in consonance with every type 
of New Testament teaching,1 the propitiatory virtue of all 
Christ is and has done and does is here regarded as 
concentrated in His Blood ; and that what this term 
connotes is the Life offered to God in His Death, not 
death itself regarded as mere deprivation of life. And 
now appears the immense significance of the words by 
which the Blood is defined. For what manner of life is it 
that is offered in this Blood? It is the life of perfect im
maculate humanity-the life of Jesus; but it is at the same 
time Divine life (" the Eternal Life that was with the 
Father and was manifested to us ")-the life of Jesus, His 

1 e.g. Rom. J25 59, Eph. 17 2 13, Col. 1w, Heb. i 2• u, I Pet. 12• 19, Rev. 15• 
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Son.1 It was this Divine-human life that was yielded up 
in spiritual sacrifice through physical death 2 in the Blood 

of the Cross. 
The efficacy of this Blood is that it " cleanses from all 

sin" 3 (,ca0apiJ;H ~µJis c.hro '1r0,(Y'I}', aµapT{a,). 
the connection of ideas is strictly Levitical. 

Here, again, 
In the Old 

Testament ritual, purification from moral or ceremonial 
uncleanness was constantly effected by expiatory sacrifice, 
and especially by blood.4 One may almost say that, 
" According to the law, all things are purified with blood" 
(Heh. 922). 

It is usually assumed without question, however, that, 
in this passage " cleansing " denotes not the removal of 
the guilty stain of sin, but cleansing of the character, 
deliverance from the power and defilement of sin itself 
(Lucke, Ebrard, Ruther, Haupt, Rothe, Westcott; opposed, 
however, by Calvin, Weiss, Plummer). It is difficult to 
account for this; certainly there is no foothold in the Old 
Testament for such an interpretation of ,ca0ap£J;eiv. There, 
the object of sacrificial cleansing is never the character ; 
but is moral or ceremonial offence, regarded as leaving 
upon the offender a stain which makes covenant relations 
with God impossible till it is removed.4 This impossibility 
is conceived either as objective, consisting in the re
action of the Divine purity against the uncleannesses of 

1 The addition of TOu u!ov a~TOiJ is a refutation of the Cerinthian doctrine that 
the Divine reon, Christ, departed from Jesus before the Crucifixion; but the 
refutation consists in the assertion of the truth, which is the heart of Chrislianity, 
that it is by Divine sacrifice we are redeemed. " Early Christian writers use very 
extreme language in expressing this truth. Clement of Rome speaks of the 
1ra8fiµaTa Ocov ; Ignatius of arµa Oeau and 7/) 1ra8os mu O,aiJ. Tatian has Tau 
1re1rav0oTas 0,av; Tertullian, passiones Dei and sanguine Dei" (Plummer). 
Such language may be extreme, but it is more Christian than the doctrine of 
the impassibility of the Divine Nature. 

2 As it is in the Epistle, through the laying down of Christ's 'fVX'f/ (31c). 
3 Better, "from every {kind of) sin." 
4 e.g. Lev. 1630 i~,f\&.a-erm. 1r€pl Vµ.W-v Ka.Oapicra, Uµ,&s cbrO 1Ta.o-Wv TWv O.µa.priwJJ 

uµ.wv. 
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men, or as subjective, consisting in man's consciousness 1 of 
such uncleanness, depriving him of confidence to draw 
near to God. Elsewhere in the New Testament the usage 
is identical with that of the Old.2 Nor is there any 
support in the context for a different interpretation in the 
present case. True, it is the very glory of salvation by 
the Blood of Christ that it cleanses the character from evil 
affection at the same time as it removes the guilt of sin, 
that Divine pardon and moral renewal are organically 
inseparable. And this, moreover, is the truth to the 
assertion of which this Epistle is as a whole devoted. But 
the question here for the Apostle and his readers is still 
only this, how we, being such as we are,-we whose life 
and character, when brought into the Light of God, are only 
revealed in their actual deformity and guilt,-can neverthe
less enter into immediate fellowship with Him in Whose 
Light we stand thus revealed. And the answer is that, 
when we walk in the Light, confessing our sins, " the Blood 
of Jesus His Son cleanseth us from all sin "-removes from 
us the stain of our guilt, and makes us clean in God's 
sight.8 

The statement of this is varied and expanded in 19 

" If we confess our sins, He is faithful and right
eous to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from all 
unrighteousness." 4 Still we are in the circle of Levitical 

1 Even in Ps. 51 10 (according to Davidson, Hebrews, p. 206) a "clean 
heart" is a conscience void of offence, the result of forgiveness. 

• The objective sense-cleansing from the guilt of sin in God's sight-is 
exemplified in Heb. 1 3 922• 28, Tit. 2 14, 2 Pet. 1~; the subjective deliverance 
from an evil conscience, in Heb. 914 ro•, Acts 159• The only passages in 
which Ka/Japlfflv has an ethical sense are 2 Cor. 71 and Jas. 48• 

3 This interpretation is confirmed by the parallelism of the whole passage. 
17· 9 2 1• 2 are parallels : "If we walk in the light" ( 17)=" If we confess our 
sins" { 19) =''If any man sin" (21 implying, of course, the confession of sin). 
So, " the blood of Jesus cleanseth us from all sin " { 17) = '' He is faithful and 
righteous to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness'' (1 9) = 
"We have an advocate with the Father, and He is the propitiation for our sins" 
(21- 2). 

'cili<Kia. v. supra, pp. 134-35. 
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ideas,1 in which forgiveness and cleansiog are as closely 
as possible related to each other, and both to propitia
tion. For, though unexpressed, the idea of propitiation 
is implicit here in the assertion that God is " faithful and 
righteous " in forgiving sin and cleansing from unrighteous
ness. Here "faithful" 2 is the wider concept, which includes 
the more specific " righteous." When upon our penitent 
confession (the psychological condition that makes for
giveness possible de facto) God sets us free from the 
sins and disabilities by which we stand debarred from 
His fellowship, He does what is according to His own 
unalterable character, because He does what is right. 
He is " faithful" to His own nature; and it is His nature 
to "delight in mercy" and to be " ready to forgive " ; yet to 
forgive, not with a weak and injurious mercy, but only in 
such a way that no wrong is done, no truth slurred over, 
that sin is recognised and dealt with as being what it is. 
The human conscience itself, when truly awakened, has 
always declined to find a solution of the problem of sin in 
forgiveness granted eith~ by arbitrary will or by a leniency 
that shrinks from inflicting pain more than from vindicating 
right and showing its abhorrence of wrong. The New 
Testament proclaims that God is faithful and righteous in 
forgiving sin (cf. Rom. 326), because He first reveals in word 
and in action the true nature and guilt of sin ; and then 
freely pardons all who, walking in the light of that revela
tion,-the light that shines with concentrated power from 
the Cross,-confess and forsake their sins. And the human 
conscience in every age has borne witness that where men 

1 Cf. Lev. 420• 26• 36. 30 510, 13 etc. So also in Matt. 2628 our Lord declares 
that His Blood is "poured out as an expiation for many, in order to the forgive
ness of sins." 

2 ,r1a-r~~ Kai olKa,os. When faithfulness is ascribed to God, the sense is that 
He is faithful to Himself, acts in consistei:tcy with His essential attributes 
(2 Tim. 2 13); or that, as a·conseqaence, He is faithful in respect of His promises 
(Heh, ro'l3); or that He is faithful to those who trust Him (1 Car. 1013). The 
first and radical sense is that which the word requires here 
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do thus walk in the Light, this result follows : the Blood of 
Jesus cleanses away sin in the sight of God; to which He 
bears witness in cleansing the conscience from its stain and 
giving peace with Himself. 

The last of this group of utterances speaks of Christ as 
our Paraclete. Earnestly the Apostle affirms the aim of all 
his writing to be "that ye sin not" (21). Nevertheless, the 
present state being what it is, he contemplates the possi
bility-may we not say, the certainty ?-of sin occurring 
in the life even of those who are walking in the Light. In 
such an event we are not left without a resource: " We 
have a Paraclete with the Father, Jesus Christ the 
Righteous" (21). The word Paraclete 1 is exclusively 
Johannine (a statement which includes the LXX. as well as 
the N.T.); and its meaning is everywhere the same. No 

single English word, indeed, covers the whole breadth of 
its various applications and suggestions ; but these are 
always different shades of the same meaning, not different 
meanings. It may be said to signify in general a friendly 
representative who defends one's cause, usually by in
fluential intercession. In the Gospel the Holy Spirit, as 
the Paraclete, maintains Christ's cause with the believer 
(John 14 zo I 5 26 r 614), and champions the believer's cause 

1 The questions of etymology, sense and usage, have been very fully discussed, 
and these discussions are so easily available (Westcott, St.John xiv. r6; Epistles 
of St. John, p. 42; best of all, DB iii. 665) that they may be very briefly dealt 
with here. The active meaning "Comforter" is nowhere tenable, the word 
being by formation the passive verbal of 1raparn"/\e,,, to " call to one's aid," 
and being capable of no other sense than '' one called in to aid the caller." The 
term is most frequently associated with courts of justice, denoting a powerful 
friend or learned II counsel" who pleads the cause or interposes on behalf of the 
accused (Latin, '' advocatus" or "patron us"; but the meaning is wider 
than our "advocate"), and is distinctively the opposite of Ka.r1ryopos (cf. 2 2 

with Rev. r210). It is used several times by Philo in the definite sense of 
11 ad,·ocate" or "intercessor" (iVestcott, St. John, p. 212). In Lucian, Pseu
do!. 4. (,ro.pa.K"/\1/n6s 71µ,v .•. o"E1'e,xos), the speaker summons the personified 
Elenchus or Conviction to aid him in showing up his adversary in his true colours, 
-a remote but somewhat interesting parallel to the office of the Paraclete 
in John 168-ll, 
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against the world (John I 68- 11) ; and here Christ is the 
penitent sinner's ·Advocate, and pleads his cause with the 

Father. 
In this connection these words, "with the Father" 

(7Tpo<; 'TOV '7Ta'T€pa), are extremely significant. It is God's 
Fatherhood that renders such advocacy possible, and at 
the same time demands it. On the one hand, the words 
repudiate the caricature of Christ's Intercession as a 
process of persuasion acting upon a reluctant will. On the 
other hand, the writer could not by conscious intention have 
chosen words more directly contradictory of the assumption 
that the Divine Fatherhood, rightly understood, excludes 
all necessity or possibility of mediation and intercession. 
The all-forgiving Love of the Father is like the waves of a 
great reservoir, pulsing and throbbing against the barrier 
until the flood-gate is opened ; when instantly the pent
up waters are sent bounding along the dried-up channel. 
That opening is, from the human side, repentance and 
confession (1 9); but, if New Testament teaching is unani
mous on any point, it is regarding this, that from the 
Divine side also an opening of the flood-gate is needed, 
and that this is effected through Christ's work of propitia
tion and intercession. An Advocate with the Father ! 
The words seem a paradox. Is not a father's heart the 
best advocate of an erring child? Will not a father's love 
have anticipated every plea that can be urged in his behalf? 
That must be understood. But it must be understood also 
that even the Father's love can urge nothing in apology for 
sin-nothing that is of force to absolve from its guilt. Yet 
there is One who can urge on our behalf what is at once 
the most appalling condemnation of our sin, and the only 
sufficient plea for its remission-Himself. 

This Paraclete the Apostle now names and describes 
with reference to His personal qualifications for the office. 
He is Jesus Christ. Elsewhere the writer distinguishes 
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between those two appellations, and brings out the proper 
and original force of each (223 42 51· 6); but here Jesus 
Christ is used simply as a proper name, the full designation 
by which the Saviour of the World is known in history. 

It is as Jesus Christ, the "Word made flesh,'' that He 
is our Paraclete. In virtue of His uniquely intimate union 
with humanity in nature, experience, and sympathy, He 
remains for ever its perfect and universal representative; 
and as, when He was on earth, He pied for friend (John 
r 7, Luke 2 2 31) and foe (Luke 2 334), so still in the 
Heavenly places He upholds our cause. 

But if it is as Jesus Christ that He is qualified to 
represent man, it is especially as Jesus Christ the Righteous 1 

that He is fitted to be the sinner's Advocate. The epithet 
may apply directly to His advocacy. Not only without 
share in the sin of those for whom He pleads, He is 
untainted by any secret sympathy with it. He has resisted 
sin unto blood ; He has suffered all things on account of sin. 
He sees it as it is, and confesses it as beyond apology or 
extenuation. His righteousness in interceding corresponds 
to the Father's righteousness in forgiving ( 19). Or we may, 
perhaps, better understand " righteous" as applying 
universally to the Advocate's nature and character. In 
Him the Father sees His own essential Righteousness (2 29a) 
revealed. In Him there stands before God the Divine Ideal 
of humanity (2 29b). It is as man in whom that ideal is 
consummated, as Jesus Christ the Righteous that He is 
qualified to undertake the cause of mankind before the 
Righteous Father (c£ Heh. 726• 27). This interpretation 
best agrees with what follows. 

"And He 2 is the propitiation for our sins. And not 
for ours only, but also for the whole world" (22). Here a 

1 The proper sense of 'I'lcroDv Xp,crrov oiKa.wv is, "Jesus Christ being, as He 
is, righteous." See Notes, in loc. 

~ He (atlros) is emphatic, "He Himself." 
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necessary relation between the office of Paraclete and the 
fact of propitiation is clearly indicated, again on Levitical 
lines. As it was through the blood of sacrifice that the 
High priest 1 enjoyed the right of entering within the veil 
and making intercession for the sins of the people (Heb. 91), 

so Christ's prerogative of advocacy is grounded on the 
fact that He has made propitiation (Heh. 912). On the 
other hand, as it was only in the High priest's appearing 
before God with the atoning blood that the act of atone
ment was completed, so it is by Christ's advocacy that the 
propitiation becomes actually operative. The two acts not 
only are united in one Person, but constitute the one 
reconciling work by which there is abiding fellowship 
between God and His sinning people. 

But the most notable point is that it is Himself-Jesus 
Christ the Righteous-who is the propitiation. (So also 
in 410.) St. John does not speak of Christ as " making 
propitiation." He Himself, in virtue of all that He is, 
He who has lived the Life of God in man, in whom 
that Life has triumphed over the world and reached its 
last fulfilment in the self-surrender of death-He is the 
propitiation 2 for sin, and He is our Paraclete through whose 
permanent ministry before the Father, propitiation becomes 
salvation unto the uttermost (Heh. 725). 

What conception can we form of the reality denoted 
by Christ's office of Paraclete ? It has sometimes been 

1 With regard to the identification here of the Paraclete with the High 
priest, it is interesting to note the statement that '' Philo often uses it (Paraclete) 
of the High priest interceding on earth for Israel, and also of the Divine Word 
or Logos giving efficacy in heaven to the intercession of the priest upon earth " 
(Plummer). The one passage usually quoted is not, however, quite to this effect. 
" It was necessary that the priest who is consecrated to the Father of the world 
should employ, as a Paraclete most perfect in efficacy, the Son, for the blotting 
out of sins and the obtaining of a supply of abundant blessings" (De Vita 
Mosis, III. xiv. 155). 

2 Or as the Epistle to the Hebrews has it, it is " through His own Blood" 
that " He entered once for all into the holy place, having obtained eternal 
redemption." 
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understood in a crassly anthropomorphic sense; and we 
must agree with Calvin, who repudiates the materialism of 
those "qui genibus Patris Christum advolvunt, ut pro nobis 
oret." Our Lord Himself negatives the idea of oral 
intercession (John 1 626• 27). 

On the other hand, His intercession is sometimes 
rarefied into a merely symbolical expression of the truth 
that His work of propitiation is of enduring validity. 
But no such abstract idea adequately represents the 
thought and the feeling of the Apostle's words, " If any 
man sin, we have an Advocate with the Father." The 
title Paraclete itself suggests, on the manward side, a 
ministry that is intensely personal and compassionate, 
intimately and sympathetically related to the moral 
crises of sin and temptation, distress and need, that 
arise in individual lives (Heh. 2 17 415). And if the New 
Testament understands by Christ's Intercession such a 
ministry toward men, it is also, without doubt, understood 
as containing a correspondent activity toward God. In 
what this consists - though it is not essentially more 
mysterious than Christ's intercession on earth-is neces
sarily beyond our conception. More we need not and 
cannot know than that Jesus Christ the Righteous-Pro
pitiation and Paraclete-abideth for ever, and is the living 
channel through which the Eternal Love gives itself to 
sinful men, and all the spiritual energies of the Divine 
Nature stream forth to take away the sin of the world. 

From the examination thus made of the principal 
passages in the Epistle that bear directly on Propitia
tion, it must be evident that its type of doctrine, under 
this category, exhibits a striking affinity with that of 
the Epistle to the Hebrews,-an affinity which does not, 
perhaps, imply direct derivation, but does imply that 
both are so far products of the same school of thought. 
For both, the fundamental religious concepts are those of 
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the Levitical system. Both instinctively run Christian 
truth into Old Testament moulds. The entire theological 
scheme in Hebrews has as its nucleus the thought of 
"religion as a covenant, or state of relation, between God 
and a worshipping people, in which necessarily the high 
priest occupies the place of prominence" (Davidson, 
Hebrews, p. 197). St. John eschews the terms "covenant" 
and " High priest "-possibly because they were unfamiliar 
to those for whom he wrote, or, if familiar, debased by 
pagan associations. With him "covenant relationship" 
becomes ,coivrovla (1 8), filial fellowship with God, the mutual 
indwelling of God and His people.1 And unmistakably this 
is the standpoint from which he approaches the problem of 
sin and its removal. St. John does regard sin ethically, 
and insists with startling emphasis upon its absolute 
antagonism to the nature of God and His children (3 9); 

and it is open to any one to maintain that he ougkt to have 
adhered to this point of view throughout, and to have con
templated the removal of sin simply by ethical process, so 
that the atonement would be " the believer himself brought 
into harmony with the Divine mind, purpose, and will through 
the Mediator." 2 But this St. John does not do. Like the 
author of Hebrews, he contemplates sin primarily, in its 
religious consequences, as an objective disability for fellow
ship with God. As such, it can be removed only by 
" cleansing," which carries with it " remission "; and " cleans
ing" again is accomplished only by "propitiation " and 
specifically by " blood." For these ends a sacrifice and a 
priestly mediator are indispensable. The sacrifice is pro
vided. The " Blood of Jesus His Son cleanseth from all 
sin " 3 ( I 7). And He who is the propitiation is Himself also 
the Priest (Heb. 911- 14), who consummates the sacrifice by 

1 v. infra, pp. 195-6. 
2 Sears, Heart of Christ, p. 501 (quoted by Stevens). 
3 Cf. John 1719, where our Lord expressly represents Himself as the 

covenant-sw:rijice, which consecrates His disciples as the People of God. 
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intercessory presentation of it before God ; for, though in 
the nomenclature of St. J oho the Paraclete supplants the 
Priest, the office of the Paraclete is indubitably identical 
with that of the great High Priest of God's people, as it is 
delineated in the Epistle to the Hebrews. 

But it is maintained 1 that "The problem of sin, which 
was central in the mind of Paul, to J oho appeared some
thing secondary. In the true J ohannine doctrine there is 
no logical place for the view of the death of Christ as an 
atonement. So far as that view is accepted we have to do, 
not with John's characteristic teaching, but with the ortho
dox faith of the Church, which he strove to incorporate 
with his own at the cost of an inner contradiction." Now, 
on any theory of its authorship, the Epistle must be regarded 
as essentially a J ohannine document ; and it is not going 
beyond our province to consider how far, if at all, it 
sustains these assertions. It is true that we do not find in 
it the same fierce grappling with the problem of deliverance 
from sin as in the Epistle to the Romans; that the truth 
to which the earlier thinker fights his way, as with tears 
and blood, the later gets not in possession by his own 
sword, but finds and accepts as beyond all controversy. 
And yet there is no lack of intensity in his statement 
either of the problem of sin ( r 8• 10) or of its solution ( r 7• 9 

2 1• 2 49· 10). These words represent, no doubt," the orthodox 
faith of the Church " ; yet what words can possess a clearer 
note of immediate spiritual intuition ? What more fervent 
and memorable expressions of the common doctrine of the 
New Testament are to be found? What words are more 
constantly used in the devotions of the Church, for the 
confession of sin and the expression of confidence in its 
removal by the Divine sacrifice, than the words of this 
Epistle ? It seems strange that these should be the words 

1 By the school of which Mr. Ernest Scott is the ablest as well as the most 
recent representative among us. 
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of a writer who was only endeavouring to engraft the 
orthodox doctrine upon another truth that was vital to his 
own soul. 

The doctrine of Propitiation has no " logical place " in 
St. John's "characteristic teaching," but is accepted "at the 
cost of an inner contradiction," only if that can be true of a 
doctrine which at the same time is for him the climax of 
all truth-the supreme revelation of the supreme principle 
of all moral life, human and divine. Organic relation 
cannot be closer than that which exists between St. John's 
doctrine of Propitiation and his doctrine of the moral 
nature of God. If " God is Love" is the master-light of 
all spiritual vision, this is the sole and perfect medium of 
its outshining : " Herein is love, not that we loved God, but 
that God loved us, and sent His Son as a propitiation for 
our sins" (410). This is no mere echo of an orthodox 
belief; no repetition of a stock idea. St. Paul had already 
compared the love of God in the Death of Christ with 
the utmost men will do for one another (Rom. 57• 8); but 
" St. John rises above all comparisons to an absolute point 
of view." 1 Christ's mission of propitiation not only has 
its motive in the Divine Love, it embodies and contains the 
complete fulness of that Love. Other acts and gifts are 
tokens and expressions of it; but '' Herein is Love "-the 
whole and sole equivalent in act of what God is in essence. 
In this passage we have a conception which, as it seems to 
me, surpasses anything to be found elsewhere in the 
Apostolic Scriptures,2 of the sacrifice of God in Christ as a 
Divine act which, while it is free and optional, as being 
unsolicited and undetermined by anything external to the 
Divine nature itself, is an absolute self-necessity of that 
nature. St. John's doctrine of propitiation is related to his 

1 Denney, Death of Christ, p. 225. 
2 The only parallel is that which is implied in the parables of the Lost 

Sheep, the Lost Coin, and the Lost Son (Luke 15). 
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doctrine of God by the logic of moral necessity. If 
God is Love, nothing is more necessarily true than 
that He suffers on account of human sin; and to deny 
Him the power to help and save men by bearing their 
burden, is to deny to Him the highest prerogative of 
Love. 

But it may be said that propitiation stands in no 
logical relation to the other and more prominent half of 
St. John's doctrine of Salvation-Regeneration. God saves 
men by the Divine Begetting, by the direct impartation of 
that Eternal Life which has been made communicable to 
them through the Incarnation of the Word. How and 
why, it may be asked, is this spiritual and ethical salva
tion from sin conditioned by the expiation of its guilt r 
We may not be able to answer this question. It is 
conceivable that St. John himself could not. But it 
does not follow that there is an inner contradiction. The 
difficulty does not attach itself to the J ohannine theology 
exclusively. It belongs in some form to every type of 
theology in the New Testament. It only becomes specially 
obvious in St. John because with him the doctrinal centre 
is Life-the Life of the Word made Flesh becoming the 
new Life of mankind. And if we inquire, as we natqrally 
do, why the Divine-human Life of Christ must pass through 
death, and thereby become a propitiation for human sin, 
before it could become the principle of new Life to men, St. 
John gives us no explicit answer. He tacitly presupposes 
the answer that in its various forms is given or assumed 
throughout the New Testament, that God, in bestowing 
the sovereign grace of pardon and sonship, must deal 
truthfully and adequately with sin as a violation of the 
moral order-as a fact, if we may say so, both of the 
Divine conscience and of the human conscience, which 
is its image. And with St. John, as with other New 
Testament writers, the necessity and the efficacy of sacrifice 
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as the means by which this is accomplished are simply 
axiomatic. 

But when we proceed to the endeavour to extract from 
the data of the Epistle the principle or principles upon 
which we may account for this, we encounter a task to 
which exegesis is not adequate, and which constructive 
theology has not yet finally achieved. It has become a 
commonplace to say that the New Testament contains no 
theory of the Atonement. Yet it is evident that the 
Apostolic writers were not only religiously conscious of 
reconciliation with God by the mediation of Christ, but 
were also intellectually interested in the mode of its 
accomplishment. The Epistles to the Romans and to the 
Hebrews abundantly witness that the fascination which the 
problem of Christ's Death has for the modern mind was no 
less intensely felt by the Apostolic mind. The tantalising 
feature of the case is that its need of explanation seems 
to have ended where ours begins. When the work of 
Christ was described as a propitiatory sacrifice, and was 
seen to embody the full truth which the sacrificial system 
of the Old Testament faintly and imperfectly expressed, 
no need of further elucidation suggested itself to the writers 
of the New Testament. · 

We are only driven back upon the further inquiries
what is the root-idea of sacrifice, and what is its relation to 
the end in view? How was it conceived by the earliest 
Christian teachers and their disciples? Did they feel that 
any rationale of sacrifice and its cognate institutions was 
either necessary or possible ? What was to them the 
explanation has become itself the problem.1 

One intensely illuminating ray St. John does shed upon 
it. The sacrifice of Christ is the sacrifice of God. This is 
the Epistle's great contribution to Christian thought-the 
vision of the Cross in the heart of the eternal Love. How 

1 See the admirable article "Sacrifice," DB (Paterson). 
12 
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suggestive are these two statements when placed side by 
side : " Herein is Love-that God loved us, and sent His 
Son as a propitiation for our sins" (410), and "Herein do 
we know Love (recognise what it is), because He laid 
down His Life for us" (3 16) ! God's sending His Son and 
Christ's laying down His Life are moral equivalents. The 
Cross of Christ is but the manifestation of another Cross
that invisible Cross which the sin and folly, the trustlessness 
and ingratitude, of His children have made for the Father 
who is Love. How hard it has been for human thought 
to assimilate the ethics of Christ, needs no stronger proof 
than the fact that the impassibility of God had for so long 
the place of an axiom in Christian theology. When we 
speak of God as Father, when we say that God loves beings 
who are false, lustful, malicious, who are stubborn and 
impenitent, who in their blindness and perverse wilfulness 

rush upon self-destruction, what immeasurable sorrows do 
we imply in the depths of the Divine Love ! And it is out 
of those depths that the Cross of Christ emerges. He who 
bled on Calvary was first in the Bosom of the Father; and 
what is the Gospel of a crucified Christ, but the proclama
tion of the infinitely awful, blessed truth that God Himself 
is the greatest sufferer from our sin ; that the Righteous 
Father drinks the bitter cup His children's unrighteousness 
has filled? As in all things, Christ is in this the Word of 
the invisible God. He bore our sins in His sufferings and 
Death, not by any external infliction, but by the inward 
necessity of holy Love,-because He would live out the 
Life of God in this hostile world. In this there is nothing 
" transactional," " official," " forensic," nothing but inevitable 
spiritual reality. Holy Love cannot but bear sin, sorrow 
over it, suffer for it, and thereby, according to the redemp
tive law, become sin's propitiation. 

What is that redemptive law? There is no other 
problem over which Christian thought, since " Cur Deus 
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Homo," has brooded so intently ; and there is no doctrine 
the history of which more clearly shows that ethical always 
precedes theological advance. Its history becomes an 
index to the moral development of Christendom, as we 
find each successive theory reflecting the moral standards 
and ideas of the time in which it arose. And it is idle to 
imagine that the theories that find favour in our day will 
prove more satisfying to our successors than those of pre
ceding ages do to us. Always as the Spirit of Christ 
comes to more perfect fulfilment in the individual and in 
society, shall we come to a more perfect understanding of 
the sacrifice of Christ. 

Yet the labour of past generations has not been 
fruitless. 

There is not one of the great historical theories of the 
Atonement which, when its crudities and exaggerations 
have been carried away by the tide, does not leave some 
residuum of solid gain. There is no aspect under which 
the work of Christ has revealed itself to reverent minds 
but contains some element of essential value. This has 
not been sufficiently recognised. Criticism has been prone 
to seize upon incidental falsities and exaggerated expres
sions rather than upon abiding truths. It has been too 
generally assumed that the work of Christ is explicable by 
some single formula; and the part seen has been taken for 
the whole. We cannot doubt, indeed, that a unity there 
must be in which all its manifold aspects meet; one prin
ciple which is the master-key to all its complexities. " If 
we could find it, we might be surprised at its simplicity; 
we certainly should wonder at its Divine beauty and 
naturalness." Meanwhile, may we not recognise that the 
different aspects it reveals, when approached from different 
points of view, are not mutually destructive, but mutually 
complementary ? 

Inadequate as is the "moral influence" theory, when it 
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regards the work of Christ exclusively as the undoing of 
the effect of sin in the character, its essential truth is so 
obvious that it is the common element in all the theories. 
To make sinful men know that God grieves over them, 
that He longs to touch and win them to penitence and 
newness of life, that for this end He has willed to go to 
that length of self-sacrifice, the only measure of which is the 
Cross,-who does not acknowledge that this is supremely 
aimed at and achieved in the work of Christ ? 

And if there be taken away from the despised Anselmic 
theory its accidental taint of feudalism with its defective 
moral ideals, that theory also, when it contemplates the 
work of Christ in relation to the Divine personality, con
tains a profound truth. If we conceive of God as a Being 
to whom the notions of moral satisfaction and pleasure and 
their opposites are in any way applicable, must we not 
also conceive of the obedience of Christ-obedience not 
only flawless in will and deed, but obedience which exhausted 
the possibilities of obedience, which transcended all the 
obedience of earth because perfect as that of heaven, and 
which transcended all the obedience of heaven because 
wrought out through the pains, humiliations, and tempta
tions of earth, obedience as perfect and divine as the Will 
to which it was rendercd,-must we not conceive of that 
obedience 1 as a perfect satisfaction, "an offering and a 
sacrifice to God for a sweet-smelling savour," as, in literal 
truth, an atonement, a moral compensation for the sin of 
the world? If the race, which without Christ were a tragic 
moral failure, so that, to speak after the manner of men, it 
would have grieved and repented God that He had created 
it, becomes with Christ a moral triumph, so that looking 
upon that Face He can rejoice in having said, "Let us 

1 "Obedience'' is intended here to include, and to include as its chiefest 
content, the Death of Christ. Am;elm distinguishes between the two. My 
purpose is simply to give the essence of the "satisfaction " type of theory. 
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make man,"-is not Christ in a very real sense a propitia
tion for the sin of the world ? 

Is there not essential truth also in the so-called 
" governmental" theories by which the work of Christ is 
related specifically to the public moral interests of mankind 
and of the whole rational universe ? In the universal 
Christian consciousness, the Cross of Christ is a solemn and 
unique testimony to the guilt of sin. It achieves in the 
realm of Divine government that vindication of moral law 
which it is sought to achieve in mundane communities by 
the infliction of adequate penalties for transgression. The 
Cross of Christ has made sin a vastly more appalling thing. 
Wherever its influence is felt it has inspired in the con
science a new sense of the enormity of sin. It becomes 
in experience a supreme factor in the moral administration 
of God's Kingdom ; and can it be supposed that this 
lies apart from its essential purpose, or that there is not 
in this respect also a real propitiatory efficacy in the 
work of Christ? 

And is there not essential truth also in the much
reprobated " penal" theory? More than any other, this 
theory has been wounded in the house of its friends. 
It has sometimes represented God as one with whom 
the quality of mercy is sadly strained, as a vindictive 
Shylock who must and will have a quid pro quo. But 
God is Love; and Justice, even punitive Justice, is one 
of the indefeasible functions of Love.1 There is a law of 
retribution inherent in the very constitution of a universe 
created and governed by God who is Holy Love,-a 
law, that wherever sin is, suffering follows for the sinner 
himself or vicariously for others. And may we not con
ceive that there is an exactness in the operation of this 
law, whereby, whenever wrong is placed in the one scale, 
suffering is always accumulated in the other until the 

1 v. supra, pp. 82-84. 
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balance is adjusted; and that only by working itself out 
in the full harvest of suffering can wrong exhaust its 
power, and make way for the possibility of a new and 
happy rightness? And may we not conceive that one truth 
-the greatest truth-revealed in the Cross, is that in Christ 
God Himself fulfils this law on behalf of His creatures, and 
drains 'the bitter cup men's sin has filled? But, if such 
a generalisation be too vast and venturesome, there are 
still obvious and undeniable facts. Relieve the penal 
dcctrine of the forensic technicalities with which it has 
been loaded, and the truth remains that God in Christ 
has borne the penalty of human sin, as the worthy father 
of an unworthy child, or the faithful wife of a profligate 
husband bears its penalty, as by the inherent vicariousness 
of Love the good always suffer for the bad. Does not 
every Christian, whatever his theology, instinctively recognise 
this, and say, when he looks to Gethsemane and Calvary, 
" There is the true punishment of my sin ; there in the 
suffering flesh and spirit of my Saviour, I behold the 
genuine fruit of sin ; a Divine woe borne for me which I 
shall never bear, but which, I pray, shall more and more 
bear fruit in my penitence and devotion?" It is fact of 
history that Christ has suffered for human sin ; it is fact 
of faith that God in Him has so suffered, fulfilling on our 
behalf the retributive law that balances sin with suffering, 
and that now no suffering is left save what is laden with 
good to ourselves or t0 others. In this also we must 
recognise a direct and vital element in Christ's work of 
propitiation. 

If, then, we find in every theory alike that the work of 
Christ is the undoing of the work of sin, that in one 
theory sin and its undoing are regarded in relation to the 
moral disposition of man ; in another, to the Personality 
of God; in another, to the public interests of the Divine 
government; in yet another, to the inherent constitution 
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of the moral universe,-we may conclude that none of 
these different conceptions will be lacking, whatever others 
may be present, in the final interpretation of the Apostle's 
words, " Herein is Love, not that we loved God, but that 
God loved us, and sent His Son to be the propitiation for 

our sins." 



CHAPTER X. 

ETERNAL LIFE. 

IN the foregoing chapter it has been made good, I trust, 
that the aspect of salvation in which sin is regarded as 
a fact of conscience and as a barrier to fellowship with 
God-the aspect denoted by the word propitiation-does 
not lack adequate and powerful presentment in the 
Epistle. But the theme which supremely engages the 
writer's thoughts, which he has most profoundly made 
his own, is the terminus ad quem of salvation-the Infinite 
Good, in the possession of which the reality of fellowship 
with God consists, and which is expressed throughout the 
Epistle by one word and by no other-Life (with or 
without the adjective "eternal"). With this theme the 
Epistle begins (r 2) and ends (5 20), while the purpose of 
the whole expressly is, " That ye may know that ye have 
Eternal Life" (5 13). Its predominance is complete; it is 
the centre to which every idea in the Epistle is more or 
less directly related. And, indeed, its unique development 
of the Christian conception of Life and Regeneration may 
be set beside its doctrine of the moral nature of God 
and its doctrine of the Incarnation, as one of the three 
great contributions of J ohannine thought to the teaching 

of the New Testament. 
Nowhere do the Scriptures furnish a definition of 

Life ; but for the most part the Biblical conception of 
spiritual life is derived directly from experience. It 
denotes a rich complex of thought, emotion, and activity, 

,84 
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in which man is conscious of that which fulfils the highest 
idea of his being. Life consists in the enjoyment of 
God's favour (Ps. 30°); it is the result of loving God 
and obeying His voice (Deut. 3019· 20); it is t.he fruit 
of true wisdom (Prov. 318), and of the fear of the Lord 
(Prov. 1427). Everywhere in the Old Testament, Life is 
conceived as the enjoyment of those blessings that flow 
to men from a vivid experience of God's favour and 
fellowship. It is upon these things men live, and alto
gether therein is the life of the Spirit (Isa. 3 816). Nor is 
it otherwise in the New Testament. Life is an experience 
of the supreme and eternal blessings of the Kingdom of 
God. It is the goal toward which men are to struggle 
onward by the narrow way (Matt. 714); for the attainment 
of which no sacrifice is to be deemed too costly, because 
in its possession every sacrifice is more than plentifully 
recompensed (Mark I 0 30). The door of entrance to it 
is repentance (Acts I I 18), and the way of attainment, 
patient continuance in well-doing (Rom. 2 7). It is the 
end of that emancipation from sin and servantship to God 
of which holiness is the immediate fruit (Rom. 622) ; the 
harvest which they reap who sow unto the Spirit (Gal. 68) ; 

the prize of which we are to lay hold by fighting the good 
fight of faith ( I Tim. 612). In these and in all kindred 
passages the conception of Life is derived directly from 
the data of actual or anticipated experience. Life is a 
result, not a cause. It is conscious participation in the 
highest good for which man is made, which he can find 
only when his whole nature has been redeemed from the 
dominion of false ideals, and has been harmonised with the 
Divine order, by the perfect knowledge and love of God, and 
by unhampered and enthusiastic devotion to His will. 

Now the definition of life, so conceived, will simply be 
a generalisation from its phenomena, that is, from its 
functions and characteristics as experienced and observed 
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in the living organism. Thus in the physical sphere, the 
physiologist finds that such organisms invariably exhibit 
the phenomena of Assimilation, Waste, Reproduction, and 
Growth, and defines Life as the co-ordination of these 
functions. The biologist, again, regarding the phenomena 
from a different point of view, reaches the wider generalisa
tion that life is correspondence to environment, "the continu
ous adjustment of internal to external relations" (Spencer). 

In the same way, spiritual life may be defined as a corre
spondence of spiritual faculty to spiritual environment, the 
right relation of trust, love, and hope, of conscience, affection, 
and will, to their true Divine objects. " The mind of the 
flesh is death; but the mind of the Spirit is life and peace" 
(Rom. 86). Or it may be defined physiologically by the 
functions and energies with which it is identified ; it is 
" Righteousness, peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost" (Rom. 
14 27 ; cf. Gal. 5 22• 23). And our Epistle, more than any 
other New Testament writing, patently places beneath 

our hands the material for such a definition of Life. Its 
subject-matter consists chiefly in the delineation of Eternal 
Life, positively and negatively, by means of its invariable 
and unmistakable characteristics,1 Righteousness, Love, and 
Belief of the Truth. These are its primary functions. 
Confronted by the Truth of God in the person of Jesus 
Christ, every one in whom the Life is quickened believes
beholds in Jesus the Incarnate Son of God ; confronted 
by the Will of God, as moral duty or commandment, he 
obeys ; confronted by human need, he loves, not in word, 
neither in tongue, but in deed and in truth (318). Life, 
accordingly, might be defined from the Epistle as consisting 
in Belief, Obedience, and Love, as the co-existence of these 
in conscious activity, carrying with it a joyful assurance of 

1 "Every one that doeth righteousness is begotten of God" (229). "Every 
one that loveth is begotten of God" (47). "Whosoever believeth that Jesus is 
the Christ is begotten of God" (51). 
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present fellowship with God (310-24 415- 18) and of its glori
ous consummation in the future (32

). 

Yet any definition from such a point of view would 
omit all that is most distinctive in the J ohannine concep
tion of Life. According to that conception, Life is cause, 
not effect ; not phenomenon, but essence; not conscious 
experience, but that which underlies and produces experi
ence. Eternal Life does not consist in the moral activities 
of Belief, Obedience, and Love, and still less is it a con
sequence flowing from these activities; it is the animating 
principle that is manifested in them, of which they are the 
fruits and evidences. Instead of " This do and thou shalt 
live" (Luke 1023), St. John says conversely, "Every one 
that doeth righteousness is 1 begotten of God " ; instead of 
" The just shall live by faith " (Rom. I 17), " Whosoever 
believeth that Jesus is the Christ is 1 begotten of God." 
The human activity-doing righteousness, believing, loving 
-is the result and the proof of life already imparted, not 
the condition or the means of its attainment. 

Thus the J ohannine conception of spiritual Life is 
completely analogous to the commonly-held conception of 
physical Life. Physical Life, as has been said, may be 
defined from its phenomena. It is correspondence to 
environment ; or it is the association, in a definite individual 
form, of Assimilation, Waste, Reproduction, and Growth. 
Such a definition covers all the phenomena that distinguish 
the organic from the inorganic ; and if no other existence 
than that of phenomena is recognised, it represents the 
furthest limit of thought on the subject. But the mind 
does not naturally rest in such a definition. We intuitively 
assume a something behind the phenomena, an entity of 
which they are the manifestation. To the ordinary way of 

l O 1rQLWP ••• "fC"f€PP'l]TO.L (229); 0 d-yo.1rwP ••• "f€"flP,'l]TO.l (47); 0 7rLITTfrw, 

••• "fE"flve'l]Tat (51). The tenses sufficiently show that in each case the 
Divine Begetting is the necessary antecedent to the human activity. But this 
is the presupposition of the Epistle throughout. See Chapters XI., XII., XIII. 
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thinking, the "continuous adjustment of internal relations 
to external relations" is not a definition of what Life is, 
but merely a highly generalised statement of what Life 
does. Life is not correspondence to environment; it is 
what determines such correspondence. What Life is in 
itself we may not be able to say. Indeed, we cannot say. 
It is the mystic principle, the natura naturans, of which 
Nature is at once the revelation and the veil. Science 
fails to throw a ray of light across the gulf between Life 
and Death. But the idea of Life as an animating principle, 
the essence in which inhere all the potencies developed in 
the living organism, is one which, though it expresses 
what science is confessedly ignorant of, is necessary to 
science itsel£ 

This conception of physical Life is by no means foreign 
to Biblical thought. The " life,'' the animating principle of 
the bodily organism (t!i~n, is in the "blood" (Gen. 94, 
Lev. I 711 etc.). God is the fountain of all Life (Ps. 3 69); 

and to every creature (Ps. 10430), as to man (Gen. 2 7), it is 
a direct impartation by God's own quickening Breath. 
But it is not until we come to the J ohannine writings that 
we find this mode of conception expressly applied to the 
spiritual Life. And we shall now proceed to consider how 
it is expressed and applied in our Epistle. 

The designation most frequently employed is simply 
"the Life" (11 sw'IJ, 1 1• 2 314 512· 16). Elsewhere the Life 
is qualitatively described as "eternal" (swh alwvior;, 315 5 ll. 13), 

Twice (1 2 2 25) the form 11 sroh 11 alwvwr; is used, by which the 

separate ideas of " life " and " eternal " are more distinct! y 
emphasised. A comparison of these passages makes it cer

tain that the different forms of locution are used quite inter
changeably. The ideas of duration and futurity which are 
originally and properly expressed by the adjective a1wvtor; 1 

1 aic..'.ww~=bdonging to an reon-specifically, to "the coming reon," alwP 
o µ0,hwP. 
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have become in J ohannine usage only one element 
and that not the primary element, in its significance. 
Always Life is regarded as a present reality (e.g. 314 512); 

and the adjective "eternal" is added even when the 
reference to its present possession is most emphatic (315 

" Ye know that no murderer bath eternal life abiding in 
him)." Eternal Life is not any kind of life prolonged ad 

infinitum. The life of a Dives, though he should be 
clothed in purple and fine linen, and fare sumptuously 
through everlasting ages, would come never one inch nearer 
to the idea of Eternal Life. The category of time recedes 
before that of moral quality. Eternal Life is one kind of 
life, the highest, the Divine kind of life, irrespective of its 
duration. It is the kind of Life that is perfectly manifested 
in Christ (1 2 511). Every hour of His history belonged to 
the eternal order. Every word He spoke, every deed of 
obedience and love He did, was an outgoing of Eternal 
Life. The Divine nature was in it. And in whomsoever 
it exists, whether in heaven or on earth, the possession 
of that nature which produces thoughts, motives and 
desires, words and deeds, like His, is Eternal Life. 

But though, abstractly, the idea of Eternal Life might 
be considered as timeless, it would not be accurate ~o to 
describe the Apostle's actual conception of it. It was from 
" the Beginning" in the " Word " ( I 1). It is the absolute 
Divine Life (5 20), therefore imperishable. Its permanence 
stands in triumphant contrast to the pathetic ephemeralities 
of the worldly life (217). And while there is no passage in 
the Epistle (not even 2 25) where Life, with or _without the 
adjective " eternal," does not primarily signify a present 
spiritual state rather than a future immortal felicity, the 
latter is not only implicit in the very conception of Eternal 
Life as the sunmzum bonum, but comes fully to light in the 
vision of the impending Parousia (2 17 2 28 32 417). 

Of this Life, God, the Father revealed in Christ, is 
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the sole and absolute source. He is the true God and 
Eternal 1 Life (5 20). Eternal Life is His gift 2 to men; 
potentially, when He "sent His Son into the world that 
we might live through Him" (49); actually, when we 
believe in His name (5 13). For of this Life, again, 
Christ is the sole mediator. If" the witness is that God 
gave us Eternal Life," this is because " this Life is in His 
Son" (5 11). By the Incarnation of the Only-Begotten Son 
the Eternal Life in its Divine fulness became incorporate 
with humanity, and remains a fountain of regenerative 
power to " as many as receive Him" (John 1 12). And here 
St. John's doctrine of the Logos enables him to carry New 
Testament thought on this subject a step further than the 
Pauline view of Christ as the Second Adam and the " Man 
from heaven" ( 1 Cor. 1 5 22• 45- 49). In what sense the Life 
of God is in Christ and is mediated through Him, is 
unfolded in the opening verses of the Epistle, where it is 
said that the subject of the entire Apostolic announcement 

is " the Word of Life" ( 'Tl'ept 'TOV AOryov 'T~', sro~c;, I 1), this 
announcement being possible because " the Life was mani
fested, and we have seen, and bear witness, and declare 
unto you the Life, the Eternal Life, which was in relation 
to the Father, and was manifested unto us" (1 2). 

Here the mediation of Life through the historic Christ 
( 11) is grounded in the relation, eternally subsisting within 
the Godhead itself, of the Word to the Father ( I 2). For, 
whatever be the exact interpretation of the title," the Word 
of Life," 3 the main intention of the whole passage is to 
identify the Life manifested and seen in Christ with "the 
Life, the Eternal Life, which existed in relation to the 

1 v. supra, p. 54. 
2 511 fw1w alr./mov NiwKev 1Jµ'iv o 0ek The tense points to the definite 

historical act, the Incarnation, by which Eternal Life was communicated to 
humanity. 

3 See Notes, in toe. 
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Father" (~n<; ~v wpo<; T6V 'TraTepa).1 And that this refers 
to the Life of the pre-incarnate Logos, is plain from the 
exact parallelism of expression employed regarding the 
Logos Himself (o ),.,6,-to<; ~v wpd<; Tdv 8E6v, John 1 2). In 
the Gospel it is said that the Logos existed "toward " ( wp6<;) 
God, that is, as a personality distinct from God, yet eternally 
and by necessity in relation to God. Here the same state
ment is made with regard to the Life that is in the Logos. 
That " the Logos existed in relation to God," and that " the 
Life existed in relation to the Father," are practically 
equivalent statements.2 The latter interprets the former. 
The Logos is that Person whose Life from everlasting was 
found in His fellowship with the Father, in that continual 
perfect recipiency toward the Father which corresponds to 
the continual and complete self-impartation of the Father 
toward Him. It is thus that Christ is the one and only 
mediator of the Divine Life. It is His own relation to the 
Father that He reproduces in men (John I 12 I 723), The 
Life that was manifested in His Incarnation and that is 
given to men through Him is no other than that which He 
had as the pre-incarnate Word in His eternal fellowship 
with the Father.3 

We proceed next to the teaching of the Epistle 
regarding the communication of this Life to men. 
(a) The necessity of Regeneration is fundamental to the 

1 See Notes, in loc. 
2 This by no means implies that the Logos and the Lire are equivalent terms, 

or that the Life is here hypostatiscd. The Life is impersonal-the common ele
ment in the personality of God, of the Logos, and of the "children of God." 

3 The distinction between the Logos and the Life, and their mutual relation, 
are well brought out by the fine precision of the Apostle's language in the 
parallel statements, "The Word became flesh" (John 1 14) and "The Life was 
manifested" ( 1 John 1 2). It could not have been said that the " Life became 
flesh," because the Life in both states of the Logos was the same, and just in 
this consisted the reality of the Incarnation. Nor could it have been said that 
the "Word was manifested"; for the Person of the Logos was not revealed, but 
rather was veiled. But it was when the Divine Person became flesh that the 
Divine Life was first fully revealed. 
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whole theological scheme. Life, which consists in union 
with God-which is nothing else than participation in the 
Divine Nature-is not inherent in man as he is naturally 
constituted. The state of every man is a priori that of 
death, of spiritual separation from God ; and those who 
know that they have Eternal Life know that it is theirs 
because "they have passed from death into life" 1 (3 14). 

For those to whom the Apostle is writing, and with whom 
he includes himself, the recognition of their present state as 
one of Life is heightened by the remembrance of a former 
state which they now see to have been one of Death. And 
the same contrast between an original self-nature that is 
averse to the highest good and a new nature that desires 
and pursues it, is present in all Christian consciousness, 
though it may not be connected with the memory of a 
definitely marked transition. Between these opposite poles, 
Death and Life, all Christian experience moves. Always 
it is an experience of salvation ; of Life as haunted by the 
shadow of Death; of good a~ a triumph over potential evil, 
a " following" which is also a "fleeing" ( I Tim. 611). 

(b) This transition from Death into Life is effected by 
that act of Divine self-communication which in the Epistle 
is constantly and exclusively expressed by the word" beget" 
(ry€vvav). 2 The word, nowhere defined or expounded, is in 

1 µ,erafjep11Kaµ,ev fr roD 0av6.rou €ls r17v kw11v. rou 0av6.rov, the Death that is 
death indeed ; riis ,1w11s, the Life that is life indeed. 

• The invariable formula is ')'E'}'<>P'l)Ta,, or -ye'}'E>V'l)µ,lvos, iK roD 0rn0 (or iE 
auroO). The perfect tense denotes at once the past completion of the act, and 
its abiding present result. "Is begotten" is the inevitable translation; yet "has 
been begotten" would be, in every case, less ambiguous, making it clear that the 
Divine Begetting is the antecedent, not the accompaniment or consequence, of 
the action associated with it in the sentence. The phraseology is varied in 54, 
where we find ,ri/,v T6 -ye-yevvriµ,ivov EK roD 0eo0; and, very remarkably, in 517, 

where the normal o -ye-ycvvriµ,fros in the first clause becomes o -ycvvri0eis in the 
second. On both, see Notes, in foe. 

A practically equivalent phrase is ,Iva., iK roD 0eou=to have tbe source of 
one's life in God. This phrase, however, is of wider significance than the former, 
and is applied not only to regenerate men (}1° 44• 6 519), but to a "spirit" 
(41. 2• 3) to Love (47), and, negatively, to the "things that are in the world" (216), 
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itself of far-reaching significance. It implies not only that 
salvation-Life--has its ultimate origin in God, but that 
its communication, by whatsoever means, is directly and 
wholly His act. The human subject of this act cannot, 
indeed, be regarded as merely passive; but only because 
the gift communicated is itself the gift of Life, of power, 
and activity. 

Whatever human response of faith, love, and obedience 
there is to Divine truth and grace, the power to make that 
response is " begotten" of God. It is not the product of 
man's own character, but of the new life imparted to him. 
Whatever action of the human will there is in passing 
from death into life, the human will is necessarily moved 
therein by the Divine Will. Death cannot make response 
to life. The Divine Begetting is antecedent to all else 
(cf. John 1 13). 

(c) As to the instrumentality, Divine or human, through 
which this regenerative act is wrought, the Epistle is silent. 
And at this point there is a gap in its system of thought 
which, so far as I am aware, has not been adequately 
recognised. For while, on the one hand, the Divine 
Begetting is everywhere regarded simply as the immediate 
act of God as the Father, on the other hand the Son has 
been sent "that we might live through Him" 1 (49), and 
the Life which God gave to men is "in Him" (5 11); but 
no attempt is made to supply the requisite link of connec
tion between the mediating of Life by the Son and the 
immediate begetting of Life by the Father. 

If it be asked how God begets in men that Life which 
is "in His Son," or what necessity or efficacy the Incar
nation of the Son has in relation to the Divine Begetting, 

1 It is never said that Christians are "begotten of Christ" or are" of Christ." 
Christ is the medium, not the source of Life. The distinction is clearly marked 
by the prepositional phrases, eXvat h rou Oeofi and 5-ijv &' avrnO (49). Cf. I Cor. 
86, where the same precision of language is noticeable, o 1rarfip, •~ o1i rd. 1r<ivra 

• 'I710-ov, Xp,o-r6s, o, ov Td. ,ran~. 

13 
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the Epistle supplies no answer.1 The truth is that here 
we find the most noticeable lacuna in the theology of the 
Epistle-its silence regarding the work of the Spirit as the 
immediate agent in regeneration. The J ohannine thought 
of the Father as the final but also the direct source of Life, 
and of the Son as its sole medium, leads on imperatively to 
the Trinitarian doctrine of the Spirit proceeding from the 
Father and the Son, and given to men as the Spirit of 
Christ. The same Holy Ghost who was the author of the 
Incarnation, who begat the full Life of God in the humanity 
of Christ, is now given by Christ to men to beget and foster 
in them the same Life that is in Him. This is the 
supreme gift of the Incarnation, that by the power of the 
Divine Spirit the Life of God has received perfect and per
manent embodiment in our humanity in the person of 
Jesus Christ, and that by the power of the same Divine 
Spirit acting upon men through the revelation of Christ, 
and breathed into their souls by Christ, they are " begotten 
of God" unto Life Eternal. 

(d) Those who are" begotten of God" are ipso facto the 
,, children of God" (re,cva 0eov). This Te/Cva 0eov is peculiarly 
J ohannine,2 and is to be distinguished from the Pauline" sons 
of God" 8 (vfo£), which is never applied by St. John to Chris
tians. While the latter title emphasises the status of sonship 
( vio0ecrla) bestowed on believers, the J ohannine r6.1Cva 4 con
notes, primarily, the direct communication of the Father's 
own Divine nature; and, secondarily, the fact that the nature 

1 In the Gospel we read (John 521• 26) that "As the Father raiseth the dead 
and quickeneth them, even so the Son also quickeneth whom He will. . . . 
For as the Father hath life in Himself, even so gave He to the Son to have life 
in Himself." But this passage itself stands in need of elucidation. For, while 
it asserts for the Son a power of "quickening" equal to and co-ordinate with the 
Father's, the Father's "quickening" and the Son's cannot be conceived of as 
separate Divine activities. 

2 John ru u 52, 1 John 31 • 2• 1° 52, But it is also Pauline, Rom. 816• 17• 21, 
Phil. 212• 

s Rom. 31•. 19, Gal. 326 46. 7. 

• TlK•a. ; from the root HK·, to beget. Cf. the German zeu.!;eti, 
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thus communicated has not as yet reached its full stature, 
but contains the promise of a future and glorious develop
ment. We are children of God, but what it fully is to be 
children of God is not yet made manifest (3 2). 

It is, indeed, the surpassing dignity thus bestowed upon 
us, the sublimity, beyond all understanding, of the privilege, 
that first calls forth the Apostle's exclamation of amaze
ment (31). That we should be called the children of God 1 

-" Behold, what manner of love ! " Then instantly the 
subjoined "and such we are" (!Cat euµJv) arises from the 
Apostle's heart, asseverating that the title, magnificent as it 
is, is no more than the truth. And in how completely 
literal a sense the Apostle's conception of the Divine 
Begetting is to be taken appears very strikingly in 39• 

" Everyone that is begotten of God doeth not sin, because 
His seed abideth in him." This unique u1rJpµa avTov (" His 
seed") has been variously 2 explained; but unquestionably 
it signifies the new life-principle which is the formative 
element of the "new man," the 'TJFCvov 0eov. It is the 

Divine germ that enfolds in itself all the potencies of 
" what we shall be," the last perfection of the redeemed and 
glorified children of God. 

This abides in him who has received it. It stamps 
its own character upon human life, and determines its whole 
development.3 

(e) This Life, as it streams through humanity, creates 
a family-fellowship (,cotvr,,vla) at once human and Divine. 
In its human aspect this fellowship is conceived on spiritual 
much rather than on ecclesiastical lines. It is realised in 
the actual Christian community, and there only. But 
there spurious elements may intrude themselves; as is 
proved when schism reveals those who, though they have 

1 Not 11fiToiJ, which, grammatically, would have sufficed, !Jut 8,of!, emphasis
ing the wondrousness of the fact. 

2 See Notes, in loc. 3 v. i'njra, pp. 221, 226-8. 
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belonged to the external organisation, have never been 
genuinely partakers of its life (219).1 Only among those 
who walk in the same Light of God does true fellowship 
exist ( I 7). These are truly " brethren," and are knit 
together by the duties (316) and the instincts (5 1) of 
mutual love, and of mutual watchfulness and intercession 
(516), 

But this human relationship grows out of a Divine. 
It is the fellowship of those who are in fellowship with the 
Father and with His Son Jesus Christ-who "abide" in 
God, and God in them. No thought is more closely 
interwoven with the whole texture of the Epistle than 
this of the Divine Immanence, by which the Life of God 
is sustained and nourished in those who are " begotten" 
of God ; and no word is more characteristic of the 
Johannine vocabulary, alike in Gospel and Epistles, than 
that by which it is expressed-" abide" (µivew). 2 

Between the Fourth Gospel and our Epistle, however, 
there is a noticeable difference in the statement of this 
great doctrine.3 In the Epistle the formul~ almost 
exclusively employed and constantly repeated are these
" God abides in us," " We abide in God," " God abides in us 
and we in Him." In the Gospel, on the other hand, the 
reciprocal indwelling is that of Christ and His disciples 
(John I 54-10), which has its Divine counterpart in His 
"abiding" in the Father (1 510) and the Father's abiding in 
Him ( I 410 I 723). This diversity is consistent with the 
point of view occupied in the two documents respectively. 
The Gospel is Christocentric, the Epistle Theocentric. In 
the Gospel we ascend from the historic revelation, the 

1 See, further, Chapter XVI. 
2 µh«v occurs some forty times in the Fourth Gospel as against twelve times 

in the Synoptics; twenty-five times in the Epistles, which is as often as in all the 
other N.T. Epistles collectively. Its use to express the fact of God's (or 
Christ's) mystical union with His people is peculiar to St. John. 

3 For details, see Chapter XVII. 
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visible Christ, to that conception of the invisible God which 
He embodies. In the Epistle we start from that conception. 
Instead of the concrete presentment of the living Christ, 
there is an immediate intuition of the Divine nature 
revealed in Him. While the theme common to both is 
the " Word of Life," the special theme of the Gospel is the 
Word who reveals and imparts the Life; in the Epistle it is 
the Life revealed and imparted by the Word. To discover 
in this traces of the Monarchianism 1 of the second century 
is unwarrantable. For here Christian thought is merely 
following its natural and inevitable course. It has not been 
able to rest in any merely Messianic conception of Christ's 
Person and character. It has realised that the question of 
questions still is-What is God? and that the ultimate 
significance of the life lived from Bethlehem to Calvary is 
the answer which it supplies to that question-" He that 
bath seen Me bath seen the Father." Thus, while the aim 
of the gospel is to display the divinity of Christ, it is the 
converse of this which is chiefly presented in the Epistle; 
instead of the metaphysical God-likeness of Christ, it is the 
moral Christ-likeness of God. And it is the writer's 
immediate contemplation of the moral nature of God and 
his governing idea of salvation as participation in that 
nature that inevitably cause him to carry up the thought 
of the indwelling Christ to the ultimate truth of the 
indwelling God. 

Yet, while this diversity of view exists, there can be 
no doubt, it seems to me, that the whole conception in the 
Epistle has had its origin in the Gospel similitude of the 
Vine and the branches (John I 51- 10). According to the 
analogy there presented, the vitalising union by which the 
influx of Divine Life is maintained in those who are 
"begotten" of God, consists in two activities, not identical, 

1 I-Ioltzmann,J. P. T., 1882, p. 141 ; followed by Pfleiderer (ii. 392,446,447), 
and by Grill (p. 303) but not by Haring ( Theologische Abhandlungen, p. 191). 
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not separable, but reciprocal-God's abiding in us, and our 
abiding in Him. These are two distinct actions, Divine 
and human, yet so bound up together in the unity of life 
that either or both can always be predicated regarding the 
same persons and certified by the same signs-the three 
great tests of Righteousness, Love, and Belief which meet 
us everywhere in the Epistle.1 

The " abiding" of God in us is the continuous and pro
gressive action of that same self-reproducing energy of 
the Divine nature the initial act of which is the Divine 
Begetting. By the same power and mode of Divine action 
Life is originated and sustained. The Epistle, it is true, 
seems to give two slightly diverse conceptions of this matter. 
As the human parent once for all imparts his own nature 
to his offspring, so, in virtue of the Divine Begetting, the 
Divine nature is permanently imparted to the children of 
God (39 " His" i.e. God's, "seed abideth in him "). But, 
whereas in the human relationship the life-germ thus com
municated is developed in a separate and independent 
existence, in the higher relationship it is not so. The 
life imparted is dependent for its sustenance and growth 
upon a continuous influx of life from the parent-source. 
Thus the analogy followed is taken from the facts of 

1 It may be useful to exhibit this in tabular form. 
I. That God abides in us is certified-

(a) by our keeping His commandments (324&) ; 
(b) by our loving one another (412); 

(c) by our confessing that Jesus is the Son of God (415), or by (the 
exact equivalent of this) the Spirit God bath given us (324b 413). 

II. That we abide in God is certified-
(a) if we walk as Christ walked (26), if we sin not (3'), if we keep 

His commandments (324&); 
(b) if we abide in Love (416); 

(c) ifwe have the Spirit that confesses Jesus as the Son of God (413). 

III. The full reciprocal relation, that God abides in us and we in Him, is 
certified-

(a) ifwe keep His commandments (324h); 
(b) if we abide in Love (416); 

(c) if we have the Spirit of God (41S), the Spirit, namely, that con
fesses that Jesus is the Son of God (415). 
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vegetable rather than of animal life; originally, as has been 
said, from the similitude of the Vine and the branches. 
The branches of a tree are actually children of the tree. 
Structurally, a branch is a smaller tree rooted in a larger. 
Even a single leaf with its stalk is simply a miniature tree, 
exactly resembling what the parent tree was in its first 
stage of growth, except that it derives its sustenance from 
the parent tree instead of from the soil. Thus a great vine 
is, in fact, an immense colony or fellowship of vines 
possessing a common life. It is the sap of the parent vine 
that vitalises all the branches, " weaves all the green and 
golden lacework of their foliage, unfolds all their blossoms, 
mellows all their clusters, and is perfected in their fruitful
ness." So does the Life of God vitalise him in whom He 
abides, sustaining and fostering in him those energies
Righteousness, Love, and Truth,-which are the Divine 
nature itself. The language used is in no sense or degree 
figurative. Rather are the Divine Begetting and Indwelling 
the realities of which all creaturely begettings and in
dwellings are only emblems. Though the manner of it is 
inexplicable, as all vital processes are, this actual com
munication of the actual Life of God is the core of the 
Johannine theology. 

But this abiding of God in us has as its necessary 
counterpart our abiding in Him. In this reciprocity of 
action, priority and causality belong, as always, to God, 
without whom we can do nothing; yet not so that the 
human activity is a mere automatic product of the Divine. 
We can invite or reject the Divine Presence; keep within 
or avoid the sphere of Divine influence; open or obstruct 
the channels through which the Divine Life may flow 
into ours. Hence, "abiding in God" is made a subject 
of instruction and imperative exhortation ( 2 27• 28 ; cf. 2 15 

518• 21). And when the word "abide" (µlv1:w) is thus 
used, the idea of persistence or steadfast purpose, which is 
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inherent in it, comes into view. As the abiding of God 
in us is the persistent and purposeful action by which 
the Divine nature influences ours, so our abiding in God 
is the persistent and purposeful submission of ourselves 
to that action. The only means of doing this which 
the Epistle expressly emphasises is steadfast retention of 
and adherence to the truth as it is announced in the 
Apostolic Gospel ( 2 24 ; cf. John 881) and as it is witnessed 
by the Spirit (2 27). Yet, although "keeping God's com
mandments," " abiding in love," and " confessing" Christ 
are exhibited primarily as the requisite effects and tests 
of our abiding in God, these effects become in their turn 
means. It is by these that practical effect is given to 
the message of the gospel and the teaching of the Spirit ; 
and thus only is the channel of communication kept clear 
between the source and the receptacle of Life, 

This study of the Epistle's doctrine in detail entirely 
sustains the preliminary view of the Johannine conception 
of Life with which we began. Life is conceived, funda
mentally, not as the complex of phenomena observable in 
the living organism, but as the principle or essence that 
underlies and produces these. So spiritual Life is not 
simply the collective whole of the qualities, activities, and 
experiences of the spiritual man ; it is the essence in which 
these qualities inhere, and from which these activities and 
experiences proceed. 

But now we can advance to a more concrete conception. 
What is this Life? The Apostle says only that God, the 
true God revealed in Christ, is Eternal Life. And only 
this can be the ultimate definition. Life of every grade is 
the result of a Divine Immanence; and Eternal Life is the 
Immanence of God in moral beings created after His own 
likeness. And, although the Epistle does not directly 
represent the Holy Spirit as the agent of this Divine 
Immanence, Christian Theology in doing so has only taken 
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the next step in an inevitable process of thought. Eternal 
Life is the Divine nature reproducing itself in human 
nature; is the energy of the Spirit of God, of the Father 
and of the Son, in the spiritual nature of man. 

This whole J ohannine conception of Life as an essence 
or animating principle is subjected to vigorous criticism. 
From the Ritschlian standpoint it is objected that this idea 
of Life is purely philosophical, that it is not given in 
religious experience, but seeks to interpret it in accordance 
with certain philosophical presuppositions.1 This is so far 
true. Life in St. John's sense is not an object of con
scious experience, but is an inference from experience. 
It is like the wind which is known only by the sound 
thereof (John J8). But it is true also that the philosophy 
presupposed is not the philosophy of the schools. The 
idea of Life as an essence or principle is natural to the 
thought, and is presupposed in the ordinary language of 
all mankind. To this extent, we are all naturally meta
physicians. It is to produce a pure phenomenalist that 
a philosophical discipline is needed. 

Thus, while it is true that early Christian thought was, 
in certain directions, influenced and fertilised by contact 
with Hellenism, and while it may be true that the J ohan
nine doctrine of Life, in particular, has been formed under 
the influence of principles and modes of thought indirectly 
borrowed from Greek philosophy,2 it is to be remembered 
that the tendency to infer causes from effects and to reason 
from phenomena to essence was not the peculiar property of 
the Greek intellect. St. John's conception of Life was certain, 
sooner or later, to emerge in Christian theology ; for New 
Testament thought it lies in the natural line of development. 

It is implicit in that whole strain of thought in our 
Lord's Synoptic teaching which regards doing as only 

1 See, e.g., the cbapter on Life in Scott's Fourtlz Gospel. 
2 v. Scott's Fourtlz Gospel, pp. 243 sqq. 
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the outcome of being, and which is emphasised in such 
utterances as " Either make the tree good and its fruit 
good; or else make the tree corrupt and its fruit corrupt : 
for the tree is known by its fruit" (Matt. 1 2 33). It is im
plicitly contained, moreover, in the whole Pauline doctrine 
of the new creation and of the mystical indwelling of 
Christ in the members of His Body. And it is not 
difficult to imagine how, as the fruit of further reflection 
upon the facts of Christian experience, it became with 
St. John a clear and dominant idea. Just as we have in 
the J ohannine doctrine of the Logos the last result, within 
the New Testament period, of the Church's endeavour to 
furnish a rationale of its own experience in relation to the 
Person of Christ, so the J ohannine doctrine of the Life is 
the ripest fruit, within the same period, of the Church's 
reflection upon its own characteristics, of its endeavour 
to find a conception intellectually adequate to the new 
experiences of faith, holiness, and love which it possessed, 
and which it was conscious of as forming the one essential 
distinction between its own life and the life of the world. 
When the Christian compared himself with his former 
self, how were the new vision of truth, the new aims and 
affections that arose out of the depths of a new nature to 
be accounted for? Or, when he compared himself with 
the " World lying in the Wicked One," how came it that 
he saw where others were blind, worshipped where others 
scoffed ; that he stood on this side, others on that, of a 
great gulf going down to the foundations of the moral 
universe? Christian instinct had from the first repudiated 
personal superiority of nature as the answer. St. Paul 
had found the solution of the riddle in a Divine predestin
ation, fulfilling itself in the operation of a supernatural 
Divine grace. The J ohannine conception of regeneration 
combines and transcends both. The efficient source of 
all faith, righteousness, and love is a new life-principle 
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which is nothing else than the Life of God begotten in the 
centre of the human personality. In this alone the children 
of God differ from others. It is not because they believe, 
do righteousness, and love their brother, that they are 
" begotten of God," but because they are begotten of God 
that they believe, love, and do righteousness. The Life is 
behind and within all. 

Finally, the question remains as to the nature of the 
change wrought in man by the Divine Begetting. On 
this point also the J ohannine doctrine has been vigorously 
criticised. Thus Dr. Scott in his Fourth Gospel dis
tinguishes two strains of doctrine in St. John : one which 
is purely ethical and religious and in the line of Synoptic 
teaching, according to which " the power of Christ when 
it takes hold of a human life effects a renewal of the whole 
moral nature," so that he " enters on a new life under the 
influence of new motives and thoughts and desires " 
(p. 280); another which is mystical and philosophical, 
according to which " not so much his mind and will as the 
very substance of which his being is formed must be 
changed " (p. 2 8 I). In the one view the birth from 
above is regarded as " a moral regeneration answering 
to the µeT<iv0ta of the Synoptic teaching," in the other, 
as "a transmutation of nature," "a magical and semi
physical change." 1 Without discussing the alleged two-

1 On this topic Dr. Scott writes with less than his usual lucidity. Some 
definition of terms would be desirable. He describes the doctrine which he 
approves as a "renewal of the whole moral nature," which is otherwise 
expressed as renewal of the "moral temper," as a "radical change of mind," 
more definitely as "entering on a new life under the influence of new motives 
and thoughts and desires." But this is not to use the term " moral nature" in 
its commonly accepted sense. In that sense a man's "moral nature" does not 
consist in the influence which particular thoughts and motives have over him; 
1t is what makes him susceptible, in this or that way, to their influence. 
Acconling as his moral nature is good or bad, good or bad motives, thoughts, and 
desires find a response within him. The thoughts, motives, and desires that 
appeal to a man do not, in the first instance, determine his moral nature; they 
only reveal what it is, and call it into action. 
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fold strain of doctrine, but accepting what Dr. Scott calls 
the mystical and philosophical as being the peculiarly 
and genuinely J ohannine, we take so different a view 
of it as to maintain that the renewal of the whole 
moral nature (due weight being given to both words) 
is the very truth it teaches with singular emphasis and 
precision. 

It implies a renewal of nature. Dr. Scott is right in 
asserting that according to this doctrine more is required 
for man's moral renewal than the presentation of new 
truths and motives. The very capacity of response to 
these is required ; and the only possible alternative to the 
J ohannine doctrine is the familiar one, that this capacity 
is inherent in the constitution of human nature itself 
(although this only leads back to the impasse-how it 
comes that the possession of a common capacity displays 
such diversity of result). But this alternative St. John 
emphatically rejects, " That which is born of the flesh is 
flesh." The chord in man's moral nature that responds 
to Christ and to the truths and motives of His gospel is 
silent, is broken. It must be restrung ; and it is restrung 
in those who are " begotten of the Spirit." Only by this 
direct Divine agency is a renewal of the " moral temper," 
a "radical change of mind," effected. This for St. John, 
as for the profoundest Christian thought of subsequent 
times, is the unique feature of the moral regeneration of 
which Christ is the author. Character is renewed, not as 
in other religions and ethical systems, by the sole influence 
of new truths and motives, but by the renewal of the soul, 
the moral nature itself. All presentation of truth is 
unavailing without this concurrent Divine operation from 
within. Admittedly, there is no prominent development 
of this view in the Synoptics. The Synoptic attitude 
is that of the evangelist who delivers his message to 
men, trusting that it may awaken a responsive chord in 
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their hearts, and who presses it home in urgent endeavour 
to touch that chord. St. John's attitude is that of the 
theologian. His doctrine is the result of reflection upon 
the diverse and opposite issues of evangelism-that result 
being that man's response to the Truth and Grace of 
Christ is due, in every instance, to a higher will than 
his own, is, indeed, the sign and proof that he is " begotten 

of God." 
But the Divine Begetting is the renewal of the moral 

nature. It can by no means be conceded that it implies 
a change in the very substance of which man's being is 
formed ; 1 not, at least, if by this is meant an organic 
change in the constitution of human nature, or that the 
regenerate man is something more or other than man. 
The children of God are distinguished by no superhuman 
deeds or capacities. Instead of walking in darkness 
they walk in the Light ; instead of doing sin they do right
eousness ; instead of hating they love ; instead of denying, 
they confess Jesus as the Divine, and seek to walk even as 
He walked, and to purify themselves as He is pure. But 
these things they do because their moral nature has been 
renewed. The wineskin, so to say, remains the same, but 
is filled with new wine. No new faculty is created, but 
every faculty becomes the organ of a new moral life; 
faith, hope, and love rest upon new objects ; conscience 
receives new light, and the will a new direction and force. 
And what St. John really teaches is that this transforma
tion of moral character is explicable only by a renewal of 
the moral nature-is due to a change in the sub-conscious 
region of personal being, which is wrought directly by Divine 

1 This view of regeneration as consisting in a change in the substance of the 
soul has never been accepted by any Christian Church. It was advocated by 
Flacius Illyricus, one of the most prominent theologians of what is called the 
Second Reformation in Germany ; but it was universally rejected, and was 
definitely condemned in the Form of Concord as virtually a revival of the 
Manichrean heresy. 
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influence, and which can be conceived only as the communi
cation of a new life-principle. The point at issue is 
clearly brought out by the criticism which Dr. Scott 
brings against the Johannine view of regeneration as 
implying a change which is "semi-physical." The 
epithet does not seem happily chosen. If by " physical " 
is meant what is of the material or corporeal order, the 
statement cannot be admitted (cf. John 36 424). But 
if it is intended to signify that which constitutes and 
conveys the q,vcnr;, the nature or life-principle of the 
subject, the modification of the adjective is uncalled for. 
St. John's conception of life is not semi-, but wholly 
" physical." It is the conception of a vital essence in which 
inhere all the energies that form right moral character, 
just as there is a corporeal life-principle by which the 
development of the body, with all its characteristics and 
functions, is determined. It may be said, indeed, that 
the crucial truth of the Johannine conception of Life and 
Regeneration is, that it is at once spiritual or ethical and, 
in the sense which has just been defined, physical.1 The life 
communicated is a new moral life ; a life which is manifested 
in a new view of sin and righteousness; in a new view of 
Christ and of God ; in new desire and power to do the 
Will of God, to love one another and to conquer the 
world. And the doctrine of St. John is the fullest 
recognition in the New Testament that the conscious 

1 The use of the word "physical" lies open to the objection that, in modern 
use, it has become exclusively associated with the non-spiritual. But it has 
been the word chosen by theologians of repute to express the direct action of 
the Divine Spirit upon human nature. Thus Owen in his Pneumatologia says, 
" There is a real physical work whereby He infuseth a gracious principle of 
spiritual life into all that are really regenerated''; and, again, in speaking of the 
work of the Spirit in and through the Word, "God works immediately by His 
Spirit on the wills of His Saints-that is, He puts forth a real physical power 
that is not contained in those exhortations, though He doeth it with them and 
by them." So Turretin also, "Ad modum physicum pertinet qnod Deus Spiritu 
suo nos creat, regenerat, cor carneum dat et efficienter habitus supernaturales fidei 
et charitatis no bis infundit." 
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experiences and activities of the Christian life are ulti
mately rooted in that deeper region of human personality 
where God works His own mysterious and inscrutable 
work of begetting in human nature, and of renew
ing and replenishing in it, the energies of the Divine 
Life. 



CHAPTER XI. 

THE TEST OF RIGHTEOUSNESS. 

ONE peculiarity of the Epistle among the writings of the 
New Testament is that the practical purpose for which it 
is avowedly written is a purpose of testing. To exhibit 
those characteristics of the Christian life, each of which 
is an indispensable criterion, and all of which conjointly 
form the incontestable evidence of its genuineness, is the aim 
that determines the whole plan of the Epistle, and dictates 
almost every sentence: " These things I write unto you, 
that ye may know that ye have Eternal Life" (5 13). 

As we have seen, Life, according to the Johannine con
ception, is the essence or animating principle that underlies 
the whole phenomena of conscious Christian experience, 
and cannot itself be the object of direct consciousness. 
Its possession is a matter of inference, its presence certified 
only by its appropriate effects. It may be tested simply 
as life, by the evidence of those functions-growth, assimi
lation, and reproduction-which are characteristic of every 
kind of vital energy. 

Or it may be tested generically, by its properties, as the 
kind of tree is known by the kind of its fruit. The Epistle 
adopts exclusively the latter method. It bids its readers 
try themselves, not as to the fulness and fruitfulness 
of their spiritual life, but as to their exhibiting those 
qualities which belong essentially to the Life of God. God 
is righteous, therefore whosoever has the Divine Life in him 
doeth righteousness. God is Love, therefore His life in men 

008 
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exhibits itself in love. God is conscious of Himself in 
His only-begotten Son Jesus Christ, therefore His life is 
manifested in men by their Belief,-their perception of the 
Divine in Jesus. 

But God is not only Life, He is Light; and fellowship 
with Him is not only essential participation in the Divine 
Life; it is also conscious and ethical-" walking in the Light, 
as He is in the Light" (r 7). It is this thought of" walking 
in the Light " that governs the first Cycle of the Epistle as 
a whole ; 1 and it is from this point of view that the three 
cardinal tests-Righteousness, Love, Belief-are applied 
in it. 

Righteousness the Test of Walking in the Light. 

This paragraph stands in intimate relation to that which 
immediately precedes (1 7-22).2 There the same test has 
been applied negatively. We have been brought under the 
searchlight of God's righteousness, and it has been seen that 
the first effect of honest submission to this self-revelation 
is the confession of sin. Now follows the positive applica
tion, Though the immediate effect of the light is to 
expose sin, its primary purpose is to reveal duty. The 
confession of sin must not be regarded as an equivalent 
for actual well-doing (Ps. 1 I 94, Matt. 721• 24). To have 

1 We must acknowledge and obey the light that God's self-revelation sheds 
upon every object within our moral horizon ; ourselves and our sins ( 17· 10) ; our 
duty (28•6); our relation to our brother (27-11) and to the world (21H 7) ; the 
Person of Christ (218-26). v. supra, pp. 7-1 r, 

2 The progression of thought is clearly marked by the recurring phrase, "if 
we say" or "he that saith," both marking the possibility of a spurious profession: 

16 "If we say that we have fellowship with Him," 
18 " If we say that we have no sin." 
110 "If we say that we have not sinned." 
24 " He that saith, I know Him." 
2 6 "He that saith that he abideth in Him." 
28 "He that saith he is in the Light." 

14 
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fellowship with God, we must not only acknowledge wh.it 
the light reveals as true ; we must realise in action what it 
reveals as right. 

"And hereby we perceive that we know 1 Him (God), 2 

if we keep His commandments. 
"He that saith, I know Him, and keepeth not His com

mandments, is a liar, and the truth is not in him. But 
whoso keepeth His word, in him verily is the love of God 
perfected. 

" Hereby perceive we that we are in Him. He that 
saith he abideth in Him ought himself also so to walk, even 
as He walked." 3 

The paragraph contains a threefold statement both of 
the matter to be tested and of the test appropriate to it, 
and of both on an ascending scale. 

WALKING IN THE LIGHT, THE TEST. 

2 3• 4 We know God. That we keep His Commandments. 
25& The love of God is perfected in us. That we keep His word. 
25b. 6 We abide in Him. That we walk even as Christ walked. 

The first expression of the fact to be ascertained is the 
knowledge of God; and, as has been pointed out in an 
earlier chapter, it is used here with evident reference to the 
pretensions of Gnosticism.4 " He that saith, I know Him " 
is not an arrow shot at a venture, but has a definite mark 
in the Antinomian intellectualist for whom his self-assured 
knowledge of Divine things superseded all requirements of 
commonplace morality. Yet, with St. John himself, there 
is no more distinctive expression than "knowing God," for 
all that constitutes the essence of true religion-the soul's 
sincere response to God's revelation of His character and 
will (cf. 213. u 46, 7. s 520, John I 73, 25. 26). In this he allie~ 

1 See special note on '"'f<VWU-K<:<v, 2 See Notes, in loc. 
3 The logical structure of the paragraph is somewhat obscured by the verse• 

division. It consists of a thesis (23), an antithesis (24• 5a), and a restatement 
of the thesis (z•b· 6). 

4 v. pp. 28 sqq. 
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himself with Old Testament thought (c£ Jer. 3 134, Isa. 110 

5418, Hos. 41 66); and though contact with the influ
ences of Hellenic speculation and Gnostic theosophy did, 
no doubt, contribute to give to the idea of knowledge that 
prominence which it has in his conception of religion, this 
was by way of recoil as much as of assimilation. To 
" know " God is not to have a speculative notion of the 
Being and Attributes of God ; it is to have a spiritual percep
tion of the Divine Father (213), whose moral personality is 
revealed in His Son (5 20); it is to have this perception as 
an abiding possession ( Jryvwtceva,) that is part of oneself, and 
is made the actual basis of life. 

The proof of this " knowing" God is active sympathy 
with His will,-keeping His commandments. The word 
translated "keep" (n1pe'iv) expresses the idea of watchful, 
observant obedience. It is habitually used, for example, 
of seamen who carefully observe the direction of 
the winds or ocean-currents and shape their course 
accordingly. So ought we to keep a heedful eye 
on God's commandments. The word " commandments " 
(enoXal), again, emphasises the idea of surrender to moral 
authority. The "commandments " are the clear, precise 
orders that God has laid down, dealing with conduct in 
detail, peremptory as military instructions. And although 
much more than this is included in the Christian idea of 
righteousness, yet with profound wisdom is this made the 
first test-that we make conscience of keeping God's 
commandments. Other services and tributes may express 
more vividly the spontaneous impulses of the soul; but 
with these it is always possible that something of self
pleasing and self-display may mingle. In vain do we 
break the alabaster box, if we do not obey. Zeal that is 
not zeal for keeping God's commandments is but egotism 
subtly disguised. On the other hand, "To know that I 
know God, I need not aspire to mystic insight, or 
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visionary rapture, or sublime ecstasy. A lowlier path by 
far is mine" (Candlish). 

For "Whoso keepeth His word, in him verily is the 
love of God perfected." Here the unity of the " word " is 
substituted for the multiplicity of the " commandments." 
The Christian commandments are not a miscellany of 
arbitrary requirements or by-laws; they are practical appli
cations of the one Divine Law to the outstanding facts 
and situations of human life. Though many, they are one 
in principle and authority - outgrowths from one root; 

· so Christian Righteousness also, though manifested in 
numberless details, is a moral unity. It is to do the will 
of God-the revelation of which is His "word" (cf. 

Jas. 2 10). 

The apodosis of the sentence, instead of taking the 
anticipated form, "This man verily knoweth God," intro
duces a characteristic variation and enrichment of thought, 
" In him verily is the love 1 of God perfected." Here the 
" love of God " is usually understood as our love to God, 
not God's love to us. And plainly it must be taken in such 
a sense as to indicate a right moral state in us. But, inter
preted in the light of the parallel passage 417 (where we find 
simply 7J a7a7T'rf, "the Love"), the " Love of God " is neither 
God's love to us nor ours to Him, separately considered, 
but that which unites both in one common conception,-
the Love which is the nature of God (48), and which is the 
nature also of those who are "begotten of Him" (47). 

That this Divine Love dwells in any man is witnessed by 
the fact that he keeps God's "word." For God's "word" 
is nothing else than the revelation in Christ of the Divine 
character and will as Love, and to keep that " word " is 
nothing else than to embody that Divine character and 
will in human deed. And in this it is " perfected.'' " Per
fected " love, in the phraseology of the Epistle, signifies, not 

1 Cf, 4lll• 11• 18• See, further, Chapter XIV. 
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love in a superlative degree, but love that is consummated 
in action. Bearing fruit in actual obedience, Love has been 
perfected : it has fulfilled its mission, has reached its goal. 

" Hereby perceive we that we are in Him. He that saith 
that he abideth in Him ought himself also so to walk, even 
as He 1 walked." Here, again, the thought is restated in 
varied form. Instead of " knowing God," we have " being 
in Him" (25h) and" abiding in Him" (26) as expressing the 
fact of fellowship with God. These expressions are synony
mous, denoting from the human side the reciprocal indwelling 
of God and man, which is for St. John the deepest under
lying fact of the Christian life. The fact is indicated more 
generally by the phrase "to be in Him" (cf. 520); while 
the '' abiding " in Him may emphasise the element of 
persistent purpose that is necessary on man's part to 
continuance in union with 2 God. From the union of 
nature there springs an ethical union of will ; and of 
this the test is that we "walk even as Christ walked." 8 

We cannot observe without admiration the exquisite out
blossoming of the thought. As the " commandments " 
find their ideal unity in the " word," the " word " finds 
its actual embodiment in Him who wrought 

" With human hands, the creed of creeds, 
In loveliness of perfect deeds, 
More strong than all poetic thought." 

The ideal, and the power no less than the ideal, of all holy 
obedience are contained in His word, "Follow Me." And 
as His "walk " was the proof of His union with God CJ ohn 
638 r 74), so to "walk even as He walked " is the inevitable 
test of ours. For it is to be observed that the idea of 

1 EKe<Pos=Christ. v. supra, p. 89. 2 v. supra, pp. 199, 200. 
3 "Even as He walked." For St. John the words could not but be tinged 

with tender personal reminiscences (John i ro23). He had seen with his eyes 
the "walk" of his Master in love and holiness ; and it had been the purpose of 
his Gospel that his readers might as with bis eyes behold it (1 3). 
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the test is still dominant. The clause, " He that saith that 
he abideth in Him, ought himself also so to walk even as 
He walked," is not hortatory but predicative. It is strictly 
correlative to the "Hereby we perceive" of the preceding 
clause. The whole antithesis between truth and falsehood 
is compressed into the ominous " He that saith" and the 
incisive "ought" (orf,ElAet, more stringent than O€t). The 
assertion is not only that he who makes this profession 
incurs this obligation, but that the obligation is of such 
a nature that its fulfilment or non-fulfilment is decisive of 
the truth or the falsehood of the profession. 

This paragraph as a whole, if the structure of the 
Epistle has been rightly apprehended, is governed by the 
thought of" walking in the Light." If we keep not God's 
commandments, if we keep not His word, if we do not 
walk as Christ walked, we forsake the path of Light and 
enter the region of darkness. The necessity of Righteous
ness is grounded on the requirements of fellowship with God, 
"Who is Light, and in Whom there is no darkness at all." 

In the second Cycle of the Epistle the test of Right
eousness is differently presented. It assumes more 
distinctly the character of a direct polemic against Gnostic 
Antinomianism ; and its necessity is found not in the 
revelation of God's WilI, but in the Divine nature itself. 
Through the whole paragraph devoted to the subject there 
runs the idea, not of Light, but of Life. It is an exposition 
not of the conditions of ethical fellowship with God, but of 
the evidence of the Divine Begetting. 

Divine Sonship tested by Righteousness. 

229_31oa. 

"If ye know (as absolute truth) that He (God) is 
righteous, know (take note) that every one also that 
doeth righteousness is begotten of Him" (2 29). 
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This, the opening sentence of the paragraph, announces 
the purport of the whole. It introduces (for the first time 
in the Epistle) the subject of the Divine Begetting, and 
indicates that this is to be expounded in all the rigour 
of its ethical demands. The Divine nature, to whomsoever 
it is imparted, is Righteousness ; therefore the test of 
possessing it is doing 1 Righteousness. 

Having thus stated his thesis, the Apostle is immediately 
swept away into rapturous digression. The full magni
ficence of the thought that sinful men should be brought 
into such a relation to God smites his soul with amazement : 
" Behold, what manner of love the Father hath bestowed 
upon us t" (3 1• 2).2 But though these verses to a certain 
extent interrupt the sequence of thought, they lead off into 
no side-issue. Like the eagle, the Apostle has soared to the 
heights, only that he may with mightier impetus swoop 
down upon his quarry. We have been led to contemplate 
the Christian life in the glory of its future consummation, 
only to be brought back once more to the test: " Every 
one that hath this hope in Him purifieth 3 himself, even as 
He is pure" (38). This sentence, again, is not hortatory but 
predicative. It is the statement not of a duty, but of a 
fact. The hope of perfect likeness to Christ's glory here
after is not held out as a motive to strive after present 
likeness to His purity; but, conversely, to strive after His 
purity is the inexorable test of having the hope of His 
glory. Thus "hope" must be taken here in an objective, 
not a subjective, sense. Not every one who cherishes 
the hope of glory, seeks the life of purity; but he alone 4 

who aims at the absolute purity of Christ (tca06>~ etce'ivo~) 
1 v. infra, p. 219. 2 v. Chapter XVI. 
a On cl-yv6s, a.-y11lto,, iKe'ivos, 'II, supra, pp. 89, 90. 
4 " Every one that hath this hope." ..-as o lxw11 is more stringent than the 

simply descriptive o 'txwv. It hints at the "exceptional presumption of men 
who regarded themselves as above the common law" (Westcott). In most 
instances of its use (cf, 2 23 J4· 6• 9• 10) the phrase ..-as o ••. has a distinctly 
polemical suggestion. 
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and can be satisfied with no lower aim, possesses it in 
fact. He alone has in him that Life which will blossom 
out in immortal perfection when it is brought into the full 
sunshine of Christ's manifested presence. This is involved 
in the unity of the Eternal Life here and hereafter. And 
were one to argue 1 that it is idle (so different are the 
conditions of the future from those of the present) to aim 
at the purity of Heaven while here on earth, the answer 
is that the Life which is begotten of God is by innate 
necessity, and in whatever environment, a life of truceless 
antagonism to sin. This the writer proceeds to maintain : 
(1) in the light of what Sin is; (2) in the light of Christ's 
character and mission; (3) in the light of the Divine 
origin of the Christian Life; (4), in the light of the fact 
that all that is of the nature of sin is of diabolic origin. 

"Every one that doeth 2 sin doeth also lawlessness; 
and sin is lawlessness." 3 It is noticeable that this verse 
exactly corresponds in thought as well as in position to 
2 3• 4• As there Righteousness was exhibited first of all 
as the " keeping of God's commandments," so here Sin is, 
first of all, repudiation of the whole authority and aim of 

1 As Bishop Blougram does in his cynical vision: 
"Of man's poor spirit in its progress, still 

Losing true life for ever and a day 
Through ever trying to be and ever being
In the evolution of successive spheres-
Before its actual sphere and .place of life, 
Half-way into the next, which having reached, 
It shoots with corresponding foolery 
Half-way into the next still • , . 
. . . Worldly in this world 
I take and like its way of life." 

2 "Every one that doeth sin." The direct antithesis to the "purifieth 
himself" of 33• Instead of refraining himself (a)'vit"ei ecwT6v) from sin, he 
does it. 

3 ;For fuller discussion of" sin" and "lawlessness," v. supra, p. 133. 
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God's moral government. This is expressed with singular 
emphasis. Sin, in its constitutive principle (iJ aµapTfu), 
whatever be the act in which the principle is embodied, 
is essentially lawlessness (i/ avoµfa), no matter what be 
the form in which the Law is delivered. It is to set up, 
as the rule of life, one's own will instead of the absolutely 
good will of God. The inference does not require to be 
explicitly drawn, that to do so stands in fundamental 
contradiction to the Life that is begotten of God. But 
this argument against moral indifferentism,-that every 
act of sin is the assertion of a lawless will and a defiance 
of moral authority-while it is a truth that lies at the basis 
of Christianity, is not the specifically Christian expression 
of that truth. This the Apostle next gives. Indifference 
to sin, in whatever degree, on whatever pretext, is the 
direct negation of the whole purpose of Christ's mission 
and the whole significance of Christ's character. 1 

" And ye know that He was manifested to the end that 
He might take away 2 sins ; and sin in Him there is not." 
He "was manifested." The Being and Work of Christ 
are the manifestation of the Eternal in the sphere of history,, 
of the Unseen Divine Life in the world of our humanity. 
And the whole Being and Work of the Incarnate Word
word and deed, influence and example, action and suffering, 
life and death-are directed to this one end, the taking 
away of sins. It was for this purpose that He was mani
fested at all, and by this purpose that His manifestation 
was governed throughout. " And in Him is no sin." 
The sinlessness of Christ is one of the intuitions of the 

1 Again we may observe that the argument follows exactly the same course 
of development as in 2 3•6 ; J5· 6 here corresponding to 2

6 there. 
2 v. supra, p. 158, and Notes, z"n foe. 
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Christian. It is not, in the nature of the case, capable of 
complete logical demonstration ; but we know that in Him 
is 1 no sin. Sin is altogether excluded from the sphere of 
what He was, and is, and is to be. 

The inevitable conclusion from these premises is the 
" inadmissibility 2 of sin." 

"Every one that abideth in Him sinneth not; every one 
that sinneth hath not seen Him, neither knoweth Him." 
The impossibility of maintaining at the same time the same 
kind of <:onnection with Christ and with sin is immediately 
evident. Any other attitude towards sin than that of 
absolute repudiation and self-denial is fatal disproof of 
our living union with Him, and, indeed, of our ever having 
had the faintest perception of what Christ is, and of what 
He stands for. But here the Apostle's words seem to 
assert much more than this ;-not only the inadmissibility 
in principle, but the non-existence in fact, of sin in the 
regenerate life. This assertion, which constitutes one of 
the crucial difficulties in the exposition of the Epistle, recurs 
in 39 ; and we shall place ourselves in a more advantageous 
position for examining the problem by first completing the 
survey of the whole paragraph. 

37. 

" Little children, let no man deceive you. He that 
doeth righteousness is righteous, even as He is righteous," 
Here, for the first time, the polemical import of the whole 
passage is clearly disclosed, and the clue is given that 
leads to the solution of its difficulties. The point of 

1 " In Him z"s no sin." The tense is to be taken strictly. The sinless 
Lamb of God is still the object of our faith, because what He was He is 
eternally. 

2 To borrow Professor Fin<llay's admirable phrase. 
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prime importance is that we now discover the precise 
significance of the phrase o 7fotrov (" whosoever doeth "), 
which is so characteristic of the paragraph ( z29 34· 7. s. 9. 10). 

When it is said, " Little children, let no man deceive you : 
he that doeth righteousness is righteous," and when the 
same warning is continued in the words, " He that doeth 
sin is of the devil " (38), the implication clearly is that 
there were persons who taught the contrary doctrine, 
namely, that one may be truly righteous apart from the 
doing of righteous deeds, and that, on the other hand, the 
mere doing of sinful acts is no disproof of inward spirituality, 
nor incompatible with the status of Divine sonship. It is 
evident that the same persons who held that there is an 
essential righteousness which is superior to the "doing" of 
righteous deeds would also hold that .there may be a" doing" 
of sin that does not imply essential depravity in the agent. 
These are inseparable aspects of the same doctrine. 

Thus the point of the argument is missed when 1rote'iv 

'Ti]V aµ,ap-r£av ( and, mutatis mutandis, ,rote'iv Ti]V ou,aioCTVV'l'}V) 
is taken as signifying to sin habitually, to live a sinful life.I 
It is not the frequency or the unbroken habitualness of the 
"doing" that is in view, but the fact that Being is to be 
tested and known by Doing, the inward spiritual nature by 
the outward conduct which is its product. The object of 
attack is the Gnostic Antinomian, to whom, in his proud 
intellectualism or his overstrained spiritualism, the prosaic 
requirements of common morality were of small moment. 
It is true that the tendency to exempt religious claims 
from moral tests is not confined to any heretical sect. "We 
are too often content with the consciousness that we stand 
in some special relation to the Lord, and come to regard 
sin as an unavoidable evil which is not so very harmful as 
might be thought" (Haupt). This is the ubiquitous and 

1 Steven, Johannine Theology, p. r36. Likewise Ruther-" whose life is a 
service of sin," " who lives in sin as his element." 
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inextinguishable heresy. But it was not this universal 
tendency that gave occasion to the pointed, tremulously 
affectionate appeal, " Little children, let no man lead you 
astray." Doing is the test of Being :-" He that doeth 
righteousness is righteous, even as He is righteous." This 
was and is the manner of Christ's righteousness. Im
measurable in its perfection, it was and is wholly translatable 
and translated into deed. In Him the outward life is 
wholly commensurate with the inward. And in vain do 
men prate of union with the True Vine if they do not in 
like manner bring forth fruit. 

"He 1 that doeth sin is of the devil; because from the 
beginning the devil sinneth. To this end was the Son of 
God manifested, that He may destroy the works of the 
devil." 

The proof already advanced of the incompatibility of 
sin with the life of the children of God, first from its own 
nature (3 4), then from the character of Christ and the 
purpose of His mission (35• 6), is reinforced by the further 
consideration, that the source from which all that is of the 
nature of sin is derived is not uncertain. And we cannot 
but recognise an intentionally terrific force in the point to 
which the Apostle here brings matters. He who self
tolerantly commits sin can have no kinship with Christ. 
But what then? He is not without spiritual kinship. He 
has a spiritual father-the Devil-who "sinneth from the 
beginning." And " to this end," the Apostle adds, "was 
the Son of God manifested, that He might destroy the 
works of the Devil." With pregnant force the majestic 
title "the Son of God" (used for the first time in the 
Epistle) marks the true character of the works of the Devil. 

1 For fuller discussion of this verse, v. supra, pp. 142-4, 158. 
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"Judge ye what they are," the Apostle would say. "It was 
no other than the Son of God whose task it was to destroy 
them. So abhorrent to God are the works of the Devil 
that it was worth His while, yea, He was necessitated by 
His own Holiness and Love, to send even His own Son 
into the deadly fight for their complete undoing." 

" Whosoever is begotten of God doeth not sin ; because 
His seed 1 abideth in him: and he cannot sin, because he is 
begotten of God." The Apostle advances the fourth and 
last proof of the unqualified antagonism to sin that is 
inherent in the life of the children of God. As the seed of 
physical generation stamps upon the offspring an inefface
able character, and nothing in after years can alter the 
inherited basis of life, so does the germ of spiritual life 
from the spiritual Father set the impress of a permanent 
organic character upon the God-begotten. On this the 
Apostle finally grounds the certainty that the Christian 
Life, in its inmost eternal essence ( uwepµa avToiJ), is a 
life of perfect righteousness ; that is, under present con
ditions, a life of continual opposition to sin, and victory 
over it. 

" In this the children of God are manifest, and the 
children of the devil : whosoever doeth not righteousness is 
not of God." In our " doing" and also in our "not-doing" 
the spiritual affinities, which are in their essence secret, 
become manifest-manifest, that is, to all men of spiritual 
discernment (c£ Matt. 720, Gal. 519- 23). With the solemn 
words, " Whosoever doeth not righteousness is not of God," 
the argument concludes. The end of the paragraph reverts 

1 v. supra, pp. 195, 198. 
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to and logically completes the assertion with which it began. 
That assertion was :-" Every one that doeth righteousness 1 

is begotten of God " ; here the complementary negative is 
set forth, " Every one that doeth not righteousness 1 is not 
of God" (2 29). The test of righteousness is enforced on 
every side. No gap is left in the circle drawn around the 
"begotten of God." All who do righteousness are included; 
all who do not are excluded. 

The writer has thus, with four-fold argument, enforced 
the truth that the life of Divine sonship is a life that 
necessarily expresses itself in righteousness and in irrecon
cilable antagonism to sin ; and, further, that there can be 
no righteousness apart from right-doing, and, conversely, 
no evil-doing apart from the principle of sin, which has its 
arch-embodiment in the Devit It must be admitted, how
ever, that the manner in which this truth is presented is fitted 
rather to puzzle the exegete than to edify the reader. By 
an apparently overstrained identification of persons with the 
principles they represent, and by neglect of the fact that 
there is in human nature, as it actually exists, a corn
mixture of incongruous elements, the writer seems to 
spurn the solid ground of experience and to soar into a 
region of mere abstract dialectic. Had he asserted in the 
strongest terms the impossibility of maintaining the same 
kind of relation to Christ and to sin,-that to believe in 
Christ and to believe in sin, to love Christ and to love sin, 
to live in Christ and to live in sin as one's element, is as 
unthinkable as that one should face North and South at 
the same moment,-to this every Christian heart would in
stantly respond. But when he says :-" Whosoever abideth 
in Him sinneth not: whosoever sinneth hath not seen Him, 
neither knoweth Him " (3 6); " Whosoever is begotten of 

1 Westcott distinguishes between r1Jv o,Kaio,rvv'I/• in 2 29 and oiKa<MVP'f/V here, 
as, respectively, the abstract-" the idea of righteousness in its completeness"
and the concrete-" that which bears a particular character, viz., righteousness. 
I find it impossible to realise any exegetical value in the distinction. 
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God doeth not sin; because His seed abideth in him : and he 
cannot sin, because he is begotten of God" (3 9); and, again, 
"We know that whosoever is begotten of God sinneth 
not" (5 18),-he seems to contradict not only the universal 
testimony of the Christian conscience (which much rather 
assents to Luther's paradox, " He who is a Christian is no 
Christian") and the general doctrine of Scripture, but his 
own explicit teaching. Has he not said, " These things I 
write unto you that ye sin not" (21), thereby recognising 
the possibility of what he declares impossible? Has he not 
set forth, in view of that possibility, the Divine provision 
for it, " If any man sin, we have an Advocate with the 
Father" (21)? Does he not expressly contemplate the con
tingency of our seeing " a brother sinning a sin not unto 
death" and prescribe the course to be followed in that 
event (5 16)? Undesirable, therefore, as it is, even for the 
sake of vindicating a writer's self-consistency, to seek 
another meaning for plain words than they carry on their 
face, the inconsistency here is of such a nature that we are 
· compelled to look for some interpretation by which the 
discord may be resolved. 

We return, therefore, to the consideration of 36 "Who
soever abideth in Him sinneth not : whosoever sinneth hath 
not seen Him, neither knoweth Him." Attempts to untie 
the knot have been made from many sides. (a) A solution 
is sought in the Apostle's "idealism" (Candlish, Weiss). 
As to St. Paul, all Christian believers, notwithstanding 
their abundant imperfections, are saints, ,c)l.17Toi ll,ryioi; so 
to St. John every genuine Christian, regarded in the light 
of his divinely-begotten nature, "sinneth not." This in no 
way meets the requirements of the passage. The writer's 
purpose is not to exhibit an ideal, but to apply a test; and 
it is precisely against the dangers of a false or vague 
idealism that his argument is directed.1 (b) Help has been 

1 See on 37 supra. 
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sought in the word µevet. When the Christian sins, he 
is not, for the moment, abiding in Christ. "In quantum in 
Christo manet in tantum non peccat" (Augustine and Bede, 
quoted and adopted by Westcott). But, even if this were 
a satisfactory explanation of the first clause (which it is 
not), it is unavailing with respect to the second, " Whoso
ever sinneth bath not seen Him, neither knoweth Him." 
(c) The verse refers to mortal sin. But any distinction 
between mortal and venial sins is resolutely debarred by 
the context, the argument of which is that every sin, of 
whatever description or degree, is "lawlessness" (34). (d') 
aµ,apTavei is explained as meaning a life of unbroken and 
impenitent sin-following sin "as a calling" (Stevens, 
Gibbon). But this only empties the word of its proper 
meaning : aµapn5-vetv in 36, cannot be other than synony
mous with 7r0l€£1J rnv aµaprfuv in 38 ; and this (v. supra 
on 37) connotes not the frequency or other characteristic 
of the sinning, but its simple actuality. (e) Finally, a 
solution is most commonly sought on the lines of Rom. 
720.* " A Christian does not do sin, he suffers it" (Besser). 
" It is no longer sin, but opposition to it, that determines 
his conduct of life" (Huther). "Etsi infirmitate labitur, 
peccato tamen non cons en tit, quia potius gemendo luctatur" 
(Augustine). Here, however, the Apostle is not dis
tinguishing between a man and his deeds ; on the contrary, 
he is in the most rigorous fashion identifying them (r.as 

o 'lfOt;;,v, 34• 7• 8• 9• 10). With Rom. 720, as a contrite 
acknowledgment of sinful weakness, St. John might have 
had no quarrel. But it is against that text abused
made an apology for sin, and a pretext for moral indifferent
ism-that the concentrated fire of his artillery is directed. 

I venture to suggest that a more satisfactory ex
planation of this perplexing passage is to be found in 

* "But if what I would not, that I do, it is no more I that do it, but sin 
which dweileth in me." 
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the obvious fact that it is written in view of a definite 
controversial situation and in a vehemently controversial 
strain, the absoluteness of its assertions being due to the 
fact that they are in reality unqualified contradictions of 
tenets of unqualified falsity. The polemical reference 
which underlies the whole paragraph becomes explicit in 
31-s :-" Little children, let no man lead you astray. He 
that doeth righteousness is righteous, even as He is 
righteous. He that doeth sin is of the devil." Clearly, 
as we have seen, this is aimed against a pseudo-spiritualism 
for which mere conduct was of minor concern; and here, 
if anywhere, we get the desired clue. Let it be sup
posed that the Apostle and his readers were familiar with 
a class of teachers who maintained that true righteousness 
is entirely of the spirit, while doing, whether of righteous
ness or of sin, has its sphere solely in the flesh, and that, 
therefore, the truly spiritual man is no more affected by 
the deeds of the flesh than are the sunbeams by the 
purity or the filth on which they shine; let it be sup
posed that it is against such a doctrine, disseminating 
itself like a plague, that the passage is directed, and its 
apparent exaggeration and over-emphasis are naturally 
accounted for. Suppose that it were maintained that 
one may commit outward sins without injury to his 
spiritual connection with Christ, the reply would naturally 
be the strongest possible assertion that the very proof of 
any one's connection with Christ is his not sinning,
" Whosoever abideth in Him sinneth not." Suppose that it 
were affirmed that the man whose spirit is occupied with 
the inward vision and knowledge of Christ need not lose 
his equanimity over such trivial and transient phenomena 
as his deeds of sin, the fitting reply would be, that such an 
one has not the faintest apprehension of what Christ and 
Christianity stand for (36b); that, indeed, his real affinities are 
with the Devil. I have put the case as a supposition; but 

15 
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there is abundant evidence 1 that such tenets and practices 
were characteristic of Gnosticism in both its earlier and its 
later developments; they were, indeed, the inevitable off
spring of its fundamental principle of dualism. And it is from 
this quarter, I submit, that an explanation of the Apostle's 
language in this verse is to be found. It is the language not 
of calm and measured statement, but of vehement polemic. 

The same explanation holds good for the equally un
qualified dictum of 39 : "Whosoever is begotten of God doeth 
not sin, because His seed abideth iri him ; and he cannot 

1 Iren.:eus informs us that the Gnostics imagined three classes of men, the 
material, the psychical, and the spiritual. They themselves, who had the 
perfect knowledge of God, were the spiritual. "Hence they affirm that good 
moral conduct is necessary for us" (i.e. for ordinary Christians), "because 
without it we cannot be saved ; but they affirm that they themselves will 
unquestionably be saved, not from moral conduct, but because they are by 
nature spiritual. For, as the material are incapable of receiving salvation, so 
the spiritual are incrrpable of receiving corruption, whatever moral conduct they 
may practise; for, as gold when deposited in mud does not lose its beauty, 
but preserves its own nature, the mud not being able to injure the gold; so 
also they say of themselves that, whatever may be the character of their material 
morality, they cannot be injured by it nor Jose their spiritual substance. Hence 
the most perfect among them perform all forbidden things without any scruple, 
and some of them, obeying the lusts of the flesh even to satiety, say that carnal 
things are repaid by carnal, and spiritual things by spiritual" (Contra Haer. i. 6. 2). 

Of the followers of Simon Magus it is reported : "They even congratulate 
themselves upon this indiscriminate intercourse, asserting that this is perfect 
love. For (they would have us believe) they are not overcome by the supposed 
vice, because they have been redeemed .... They do whatsoever they please, 
as persons free ; for they allege that they are saved by grace " (Hippolytus, 
Refutatio VI. xiv.). 

Of the Nicolaitans it is said : "They quote an adage of Nicolaus, which they 
pervert, 'that the flesh must be abused' (7/, iie,v 1rapaxpijG"Oct< rfi aapd). 
Abandoning themselves to pleasure like goats, as if insulting the body, they 
lead a life of self-indulgence" (Clem. Strom. rr. xx. ). 

"These quotations I have adduced in reproof of the Basilidians, who do not 
iive rightly, either as having power (,!louG"ia,) to sin because of their perfection, 
or as Leing altogether assured by nature of future salvation, although they sin 
now, because they are by dignity of nature the elect" (Strom. III. i.). 

Of the Prodicians the same writer says : "They say that they are by nature 
children of the supreme God; but, abusing that nobility and liberty, they live as 
they choose, and they choose lasciviously; judging that they are bound by no law 
as 'lords of the sabbath,' and as belonging to a kind of superior race, a royal 
seed. And the lrrw, they say, is not written for kings" (Strom. III. iv.). 

Such quotation,s might be indefinitely multiplied. 
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sin, because he is begotten of God." He in whom a seed 
of Divine Life thus abides and determines development 
not only does not do sin, he does not because he cannot. 
To him it is as impossible as it is, say, for the embryonic 
bird to acquire the habits of a serpent. Theoretically this 
is true. It was true of Christ ; and if in our case the 
Divine Begetting were not a re-begetting, if there were 
no other element than the seed of God present in our 
nature,-no "old man " to put off, but only the " new man " 
to put on,-this would be actually true of us also. As the 
case stands, nothing is more certain to the consciousness of 
those who are " begotten of God " than that, while they 
ought to be incapable of sin, they both can and do sin. 

An outlet from the impasse is usually sought in the 
explanation that the regenerate element in the regenerate 
man is sinless, and that the Christian is here spoken of only 
in so far as the Divine nature has attained supremacy in 
him. "As long as the relationship with God is real, sinful 
acts are but accidents. They do not touch the essence of 
the man's being" (Westcott). "With his proper self, his real, 
completely independent personality, the regenerate man 
cannot sin ; and so his sinning can never be a sinning in the 
full and proper sense of the word, but takes place only 
when his proper personality is overcome by the power of 
evil-is always sin of infirmity" (Rothe). 

These are statements which, to say the least, cannot 
be assented to. It is true that the sins of a good man are 
foreign to that element in his nature which is deepest and 
most permanent, and which will ultimately assert its 
supremacy. Nevertheless, there necessarily are elements 
in his personality to which his sins are due; and this the 
good man sincerely recognises and penitently confesses. 
True it is, also, that the good man does not sin spon
taneously and gratuitously, but only because he is over
come by the power of temptation. But this is no less 
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true of most of the sinning of unregenerate men. No 
one, moreover, is overpowered by evil except by his 
own consent. The will, though non-resisting, is not non
existent even in sins of infirmity. This explanation, so 
far from realising the Apostle's intention, rather, it seems to 
me, reverses it. The whole paragraph is a protest against 
the doctrine that, in the regenerate man, sin is to be 
regarded as an "accident," or that his " proper self" is to be 
held blameless of his actual deeds. Again, I submit, the 
explanation is that the statement is not theoretical but 
practical, moulded and warmly coloured by the exigencies 
of controversy. St. John's ov MvaTat aµ,aprave.tv is not the 
calm dictum of the theologian, but a word suffused with 
holy passion, a vehement-repudiation of the adversary's false 
SvvaTat. For it depends upon who the speaker is, and 
how it is said, and with what motive, whether it be 
true or false to say that the " begotten of God " can sin. 
Suppose it to be claimed that he can, that he may be a liar, 
a glutton, or unchaste, yet none the less " begotten of 
God " ; suppose it to be said that his very prerogative is 
this-that he can sin without prejudice to his high 
standing as a spiritual and enlightened man-" No! " would 
be the unhesitating reply, " that is what he cannot do." 
What the fact of his being " begotten of God " means, is 
just that this has become to him morally impossible. 
"Can a woman forget her sucking child, that she should 
not have compassion on the son of her womb?" It must 
be admitted that there are such monstrosities as mothers 
who can. But if it be claimed that a mother can be cruel 
and neglectful, and that without losing her character as a 
mother, the right answer, the morally true answer, is an 
indignant denial. In the same sense it is true that the 
Christian, because he is "begotten of God," cannot sin ; 
and to assert the contrary is to assert a blasphemy, a 
calumny upon God. 



The Test of Righteousness 

In the third Cycle of the Epistle the writer recurs 
finally to the Test 1 of Righteousness in 518 "We 
know that every one that is begotten of God sinneth 
not ; but he that was begotten of God keepeth himself, 
and the wicked one toucheth him not" Nothing needs 
to be added to the explanation already advanced of 
the unqualified language in which this last protest is 
made against the idea that declensions from actual 
righteousness are of small moment or none to the spiritual 
man. But the second clause introduces new matter, 
" He that was begotten of God taketh heed 2 to himself,3 

and that wicked one to1,1cheth him not." This is added 
obviously as a safeguard against a perverse application of 
what has just been said, " Every one that is begotten of 
God sinneth not." Might this truth be made a pillow for 
laziness instead of a stimulus to action? Might some one, 
saying in his heart that he was "begotten of God," and 
that to him, therefore, righteousness was assured, fold his 
hands and go to sleep ? Let him remember that righteous
ness is possible to man only as victory over a powerful 
and sleepless foe (" the wicked one ") ; that this victory 
is won only by man's own vigilant effort (" taketh heed to 
himself"); and that, while both this vigilant effort and 
its victory are assured by the forces of the Divine Life 
operating in the regenerate, it is the effort made and the 
victory won that give the required proof of regeneration. 

In this practic:il motive of the clause we may find, 
perhaps, the reason for the strange substitution of the 
aorist form ,yevv'T}0el-; for the usual perfect rye,yevv'T}µevo-;. 4 

1 Also in 53, where the test of love to God is keeping His commandments. 
See Chapter XII. 

2 n1pei, v.p.2II. 
3 o 'Y€'""11iels •.. fo!l'T6v. For discussion of the reading, see Notes, in toe. 
4 o -ye-y<>v'l/µ.lvos=" He who has been begotten of God and who still retains 

that characte.r," the perfect tense connoting the act and its abiding result. 
o "jev,71/iels= "He who was begotten of God," the aorist merely pointing to 
the act as having taken place. 
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It is in this 'Y€"f€Vv11µlvor; that danger may lurk. " Be
gotten of God, therefore now and for ever, whether working 
out my salvation with fear and trembling, or living in 
somnolent security, I am a child of God." But with the 
unique ,Y€VV'f/0€[r; the Divine Begetting is for the moment 
regarded as a past event, not necessarily of present 
efficacy. " Were you once begotten of God ? Rest not on 
that ; but take heed to yourself! It is the very mark of 
the God-begotten that he takes heed to himself." A 
greater might, a more ceaseless and penetrating vigilance 
than his own must be his salvation ; and will be, but only 
on condition of his obedience to the Master's command 

"IP'TJ"fOp€'iT€ 1Cal '1T'poU€VX€U0€. 

Then, " the wicked one layeth not hold of him " 1 

As it was true of the Master, so shall it be true of the 
watchful disciple-" The ruler of this world cometh and 
hath nothing in me." 

1 The translation "toucheth him not" goes beyond the true sense. The 
"wicked one" may, indeed, touch him ; but there is nothing by which he may 
lay hold of him who is thus on his guard. 



CHAPTER XII. 

THE TEST OF LOVE. 

As has appeared very clearly in the preceding chapter, 
the purpose of the Epistle is not to exhibit in the abstract 
that view of Christianity which may be distinctively called 
J ohannine, but, by holding up the true standard of Christian 
faith and ethics, to expose the antichristian character of con
temporary Gnosticism. And in pursuance of this object, 
the subject-matter of the Epistle consists mainly in the 
presentation, from various points of view, of those three 
crucial characteristics of all that is genuinely Christian
Righteousness, Love, and true Belief. In both the first 
and second cycles of the Epistle the test of Righteousness 
is followed immediately by that of Love. The writer 
nowhere correlates these two conceptions of the ethical 
principle. Broadly, however, it may be said that Righteous
ness stands for its negative aspect. Righteousness is to 
"keep the commandments," to "walk even as Christ 
walked" ; but it is to do so in respect of not sinning. 
It is to "purify oneself as He is pure," to "guard" oneself 
as the begotten of God. The positive element in the 
Christian ethic is Love. And, according to the plan of the 
Epistle, this is first presented as the condition and test of 

"walking in the Light." 
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Love the Test of Walking in the Light. 

"Beloved,1 no new commandment write I unto you, but 
an old commandment which ye had from the beginning; 
the old commandment is that which ye heard. Again, a 
new commandment write I unto you, which thing is true 
in Him and in you ; because the darkness is passing away, 
and the true light is already shining" (27. 8). 

By a certain stateliness in the introduction of his theme 
the writer shows how strongly he is moved by the sense 
of its greatness. His desire to come very close to the 
heart of his readers breaks out spontaneously in the affec
tionate and appealing " Beloved "; while, with deliberate 
skill, he uses the rhetorical device of reticence in order to 
whet their interest. He announces his subject only by 
suggesting that there is no need to announce it-wraps it 
up in half-revealing, half-concealing paradox. "No new 
commandment write I unto you, but an old command
ment. . . . Again, a new commandment I write unto you." 
But he has sufficient confidence in the perspicacity of his 
readers to assume that they will at once recognise in the 
commandment which is both "old " and "new " the familiar 
precept, "Love one another" (cf. 2 John 6). 

In this identity, though it has been denied or missed 
by some exegetes,2 lies the fine significance of the antithesis. 
The commandment is "old," because it is what "ye heard 
from the beginning." It is " new," because it is "true (has 
its vital realisation) in Him and in you." The command
ment is "old." It is no novelty the Apostle is about to 
urge upon them. The test of walking in the light is 

1 These verses have been found susceptible of a bewildering variety of inter
pretations. v. Notes, in toe. 

2 v. Notes, in foe, 
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nothing erudite or far - fetched. To the readers of the 
Epistle it is "old" as the familiar fundamental law of 
Christianity which they had been taught among the first 
rudiments of the Gospel (" from the beginning," cf. 2 24). 

But in a wider sense it is old as humanity itself, nay, 
older. It is the law God has impressed upon all creature
life; which is seen in the self-sacrificing care of the tigress 
for her whelps, of the mother-bird for her nestlings. It 
is the Eternal Law-the law of God's own Being. God 
is Love. And, therefore, it is always "new," a fresh and 
living commandment. Other laws become archaic and 
obsolete. Like the ceremonial law of Judaism, for instance, 
they are now fossils, relics of modes of thought and of 
religious and social conditions that no longer exist. But 
never can age antiquate or custom stale this command
ment. Never can the time come when men shall appeal to 
tradition or to statutory authority as a reason for loving 
one another. This commandment is always "new," instinct 
with vital force, a spark from the Divine fire that kindles 
every soul into being. 

But to the Christian it is " new" in another and a 
special sense:-" which thing 1 (not the law itself, but the 
fact that it is a new and living law) is true in Him and in 
you." There are times when the Law of Love shines out 
with a morning splendour, when it reveals a new signifi
cance to the human conscience and enters upon a further 
stage in its predestined conquest of human life. And this 
was supremely the case when it was embodied in Christ, 
and when He infused into the precept, "Love one another," 
the new dynamic, "as I have loved you" CJ ohn r 334

). 

The Love of Christ, typified by His washing the disciples' 
feet (John r 31- 17), and completely realised in the laying 
down of His life for those whom only His love made His 
" friends " (John r 513), created a new commandment-gave 

1 v. Notes, in loc. 
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to mankind a new conception, and imposed a new obligation. 
And this commandment is still " new " in Him. His whole 
Love expressed but did not exhaust itself in one act. He 
laid down His Life that He might take it again. The 
Love of Calvary is an ever-flowing fountain. But also in 
"you "-in the Christian life-the commandment is always 
"new." It is "old,"-a word once for all heard and 
accepted,-but it is also a law continually realising itself 
in the movements of life, daily imparting fresh light and 
impulse in the experience of all upon whose heart it is 
written by their entering into and abiding in that life
transforming relation to Christ which is declared in the 
great words," as I have loved you" (cf. 2 Cor. 514• 15). 

The following clause, "because the true (a'l1.i1J0tv6v = 
real) Light is already shining," may be regarded as stating 
either the reason why the commandment is "new" in the 
experience of the Apostle's readers, or the reason why he 
writes to remind them of this. The sequence of thought, 
in either case, is far from obvious ; but it is less obscure and 
more forcible on the latter 1 supposition than on the former. 
The "true Light" that is vanquishing the darkness is not 
the dawning light of the Parousia (Huther) but the light 
of the Gospel. It points back to the announcement on 
which this whole section of the Epistle is based, " God is 
Light" (r 5). The Light, which is the self-revelation 2 of 
God, is now shining forth as never before. In former 
times it had shone dimly and fitfully: in the Gentile world 
only as starlight ; in the Old Testament only as a prophetic 
dawn. In Christ it is as the sun shining in its strength. 
The greater, then, is the necessity that men assure them
selves of their walking in the Light of God, and the more 
is it necessary to remind them that, since the central 

1 On this interpretation, " which thing is true in Him and in you " is treated 
as a parenthesis, and the clause, "because the darkness passeth away," etc., is 
attached to "a new commandment write I unto you." v. Notes, in !oc. 

2 v. p. 56 sqq. 
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glory of that Light is now seen to be the Divine Love, the 
inevitable test of fellowship with God is that the command
ment of Love-the law of God's own Being-be fulfilled in 

them. 
"This old commandment, which ye heard from the 

beginning, is, nevertheless, a new, fresh, living command
ment-a fact that is realised first in Christ and then in 
you ; and of this commandment I once more put you in 
remembrance, that ye may assure yourselves thereby that 
ye are walking in the true Light which now is shining 
in the world." 

In the following verses (29-11) we have the application 
of the test. 

" He that saith he is in the Light, and hateth his brother, 
is in the darkness even until now" (29). 

The ominous " He that saith " ( cf 2 4• 6) points un
mistakably to the Gnostic, who, glorying in his superior 
enlightenment, despised the claims and neglected the duties 
of brotherly love. With regard to such an one, the 
Apostle, instead of saying "He lies," states the plain, 
concrete inference, " He is in the darkness even until 
now. " The light that does not reveal the obligation and 
impart the impulse of love is but a barren phosphorescence. 
Even though the true light is now shining, he that lives 
in hate walks in darkness; for God, who is Light, is 
Love. 

" He that loveth his brother abideth in the Light, and 
there is no stumbling-block in him" (210). From the con
nection between the two clauses, it is evident that here the 
stumbling-block ( CT!Cavoa)\.ov 1) is conceived, not as a tempta
tion that a man puts in another's way (Haupt), but that 
in his own disposition, which is a source of temptation to 
himself. (Rothe; Westcott characteristically attempts to 

1 <rKavoall.ov. Cf. Ps. u9165 "Great peace have they that love Thy law, 
and nothing shall offend them" (ouK fonv avTo-Z, a-K6.v/'5all.ov, LXX.). 
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combine both ideas.) As in broad daylight obstructions 
over which one might trip and fall are seen and avoided, 
so, if we live in the habitual disposition of Love, we are 
not. liable to be taken unawares by any temptation to sin 
against our brother. Not only does Love remove such 
u,cavSaAa as pride, envy, jealousy, revenge; it is the one 
sure light for the path of duty, the one infallible guide in 
all our complex relations to our fellow-men. It is because 
self-seeking governs men that life becomes so entangled. 
Love is that power of moral understanding 1 which, almost 
with the certainty of instinct, discovers the way through 
the maze to those "good works which God hath before 
ordained that we should walk in them." There is nothing 
in love to entrap into sin. 

On the contrary, " He that hateth his brother is in 
the darkness, and walketh in the darkness, and knoweth 
not whither he goeth, because the darkness hath blinded 2 

his eyes" (211). 

The antithesis is complete in every item. Towards a 
brother, not to love is to hate. 8 There is no third 
possibility. And he that hateth is ignorant of the 
stumbling-blocks that are in him. 

His whofe moral being and doing are enveloped in 
darkness. Without the guiding light of Love, he knoweth 
not whither he goeth 4-does not perceive the true character 
of his own actions. The selfish man is innocent of any 
notion that he is selfish; the quarrelsome person thinks 

1 The same thought is finely brought out in Phil. 1 9• 10 "And for this I pray, 
that your love may abound more and more in knowledge, and in all perception" 
(br1111wcr€1 Ka.L ,rcfo-11 alcr0fi,m), 

2 Literally, "blinded" (h-vq,\wcrev). v. Notes, in loc. 
3 "Ubi' non est amor, odium est; cor non est vacuum" (Bengel). To "hate" 

expresses, not instinctive dislike, but a state of moral perversion-an evil will. 
It is thus the opposite of a:ya.,rav not of ,Pi\€,11 (Westcott). 

4 The clause is almost a verbatim reproduction of John 123o Ka.l b 1rep,1ra-rw11 
iv -rfi crKo-rlrz, otK o'iae" 1rov v1ra')'€1, Cf. Prov. 419 : "The way of the wicked is 
as darkness ; they know not at what they stumble." iv crK<rrlrz, orx€cr8a., ofs a., 
-ruxwµc" 1rpocr'11"'Tafo11-r€s, is quoted as a proverb in Lucian, Hermo#mus, 49. 
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that every one is unreasonable except himself; the revenge
ful, that he is animated only by a proper self-respect. 
'' His whole life is a continual error." Even if he does 
observe that his relation to his brother is somehow out of 
joint, he goes on imputing to him all the wrong and the 
mischief, the roots of which are really in himself-" Because 
the darkness bath blinded his eyes." The penalty of 
walking in the darkness is the extinction of vision. The 
Word of God is full of this truth.1 He who will not see, 
at last cannot. 

The thought that gives unity to the second Cycle of 
the Epistle is Divine Sonship (229-46); and here, accordingly, 
Love is enforced as a test of participation in the Life of 
God. In the previous paragraph, to love one's brother is 
the proof of having passed from darkness into Light (210), 
here, of having passed from death into Life (3 14). The 
paragraph, however, is not so regular in structure, nor 
are its contents knit so closely to the leading thought as is 
the Writer's wont. But the leading thought itself is clearly 
fixed at the beginning, " Whosoever loveth not his brother 
is not of God." 

Divine Sonship tested by Love. 

310b-24a
0 

"Whosoever doeth _ not righteousness is not of God, 
neither he that loveth not his brother." 

Here the first clause sums up the preceding paragraph ; 
the second unobtrusively effects a transition to the new 2 

1 Cf. the fontal passage Isa. 610 ; also Matt. 623• 23, John 689• 

2 "He that loveth not his brother" (Kai cl µ,'IJ d-ymrwv) in the second clause 
may be regarded as a further definition of " whosoever doeth not righteousness " 
in the first (Kal=" namely"). "It carries forward to its highest embodiment the 
righteousness which man can reach" (Westcott). Love is the fulfilling of the 
Law (Rom. 138• 9). But this correlation of Righteousness and Love is not char
acteristic of the Epistle. It is better, therefore, to regard the two clauses as 
strictly co-ordinate. 
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paragraph and propounds its thesis : " Whosoever loveth 
not his brother is not of God." The ultimate ground for 
this assertion is, of course, the impos~ibility of the loveless 
soul's having any community of life with God, Who is Love. 
This, however, is advanced only in the third cycle (47• 8); 

and, meanwhile, the Apostle is content to base his argument 
upon the primacy of Love, not in the Divine nature, but in 
the revelation of the Divine will. 

"Whosoever loveth not his brother is not of God. For 
this is the message which ye heard from the beginning, 
that we love one another" (3 11). What was formerly 
announced as a " commandment " ( 2 7) is here expressed as 
a " message." 1 " Love one another" is not only a definite 
Christian precept (John I J34), it is the sum of Christian 
ethics. All that Christ was and did says to men this 

one thing, "Love one another" (John I 512· 13). This the 
Apostle's readers had heard "from the beginning." 2 No 
one can learn. the Gospel at all without learning this. 

In what follows, the Apostle, instead of developing his 
theme dialectically, does so pictorially. He sets before us 

two figures, Cain (312) and Christ (316), as the prototypes 
of Hate and Love, and, therefore, of the children of the 
Devil and the children of God. 

In John 844 the Devil is represented as the" murderer 
from the beginning"; but here a more vivid image of 
the diabolical spirit is displayed in Cain, the firstborn of 
darkness, in whom that spirit, like Minerva from the brain 
of Jave, sprang immediately to full growth. 

" Not 3 as Cain was of the 4 evil one, and slew his brother. 
And wherefore slew he him? Because his own works were 
evil, and his brother's righteous" (312). 

1 On the identical import of cly-yEAla in 15, v. p. 56. 
2 Cf. 27. 
3 The construction of the clause is elliptical and irregular; bnt the meaning 

is clear. We are to love one another, and not do as Cain did. v. Notes, i'n Zoe. 
4 " Was of the evil one." Cf. 2'" 38· 10 519• 
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The word translated "slew" (la·i:pa~ev) 1 suggests the 
brutality of the deed. But it was not in the manner of the 
deed, it was in its astounding motive that the essentially 
diabolic spirit of brother-hatred was manifested. This is 
brought out by the vivid interrogation and answer:-" And 
for what reason was it that he slew his brother? Incred
ible as it may seem, it was because his brother's works were 
righteous, while his own were evil." His brother's works 
were righteous, and he therefore hated and slew him. The 
goodness he refused to emulate was unendurable; it goaded 
his self-love to madness. A sentence was surely never 
penned that sheds a more horrifying light upon the evil 
capability of the human heart. If we did not know as a fact 
and r;in experience the envy "which withers at another's joy 
and hates the excellence it cannot reach," it would seem a 
thing entirely preposterous-a fantasy from some grotesque 
nightmare world. Yet, that man can become such a child 
of the Devil as to be filled with envy-what is this but 
proof that he is made to be the child of God? How 
insatiable must the heart be that seeks to allay its thirst 
with the wine of Hate l 

"Marvel not, brethren, if the world hateth you" (313). 

This is most simply and logically taken in close connection 
with the verse preceding.2 " Cain still lives, and still hates 
A be! for his righteousness' sake. The causeless and inex
plicable hate that the world manifests towards you need 
awaken no surprise. You are to it what Abel was to 
Cain. It hates you because its works are evil and yours 

are righteous " ( cf. John r 518· 25). 

"We know 8 that we have passed from death into 

1 l!rrq,a~ev, '' butchered." Originally, the word meant to "kill by cutting the 
throat," and the idea conveyed by it is always that of brutal slaughter. In the 
N.T. it is found only here and in the Apocalypse. Cf. crq,ay{i, Rom. 836, Jas. 55• 

2 v. Notes, in foe. 
3 ~f-Le<, ot/!afL<V. ~f-Le'i, is emphatic in itself anrl also by position, "As regards 

ourselves, we know," 
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life,1 because we love the brethren. 
abideth in death" (314). 

He that Joveth not 

The primary stress of the sentence falls upon the 
emphatic "We know." 

As Cain, because he was of the evil one, hated and 
slew his brother, whose works were righteous, and as the 
world, because it is subject to the evil one (5 19), still 
hates the children of God ; so, on the contrary, the proof 
that we are begotten of a different spirit-that we have 
passed from death into life-is that we love the children 
of God-" the brethren." The point of immediate emphasis 
is not that " we have passed from death into life " (though 
this also is necessarily emphatic), but that the test by which 
this is ascertained in our own case, is love to the brethren.2 

"We have passed from death into life because we 
love," contains a profound truth. " The life which is the 
highest good is that which enters with ever quick and 
fresh responsiveness into the personal relationships in 
which our humanity is realised" (Newman Smyth). By 
Love the soul lives and grows. Selfishness spends for the 
poorest returns the noblest capacities of human nature. 
The gold it lays its hands upon turns to dross ; the flower 
it plucks withers. Love alone discovers and possesses the 
highest good that is in all things human and Divine. It 
has the magic wand that changes even dross into fine 
gold. To love the least of our brethren is to enrich 
the soul from the treasury of God. To love is to live. 3 

" He that loveth not abideth in death." The statement 
is more than simply antithetic to what precedes. There 
is no clearer proof of the great transition from life to 
death than love of the brethren ; but the absence of 
such love is not only the absence of such proof, it is 

l "Have passed from death into life." v, supra, pp. I9I-2, 
2 For a different view of the sequence of thought, v. Notes, in foe. 
8 In the same spirit as St, John, Philo points out that Cain slew, not his 

brother, but himself (Plummer). 
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proof that the transition has not taken place. This 
strong, severe statement is defended and confirmed in 
the verse following, " Whosoever hateth his brother is 
a murderer; and ye know that no murderer hath eternal 
life abiding in him." Here the "not loving" of the pre
ceding verse becomes "hate" (cf. 2 10• 11). In the absence 
of Love, Hate is always potentially present. "We 
often reckon want of love as mere indifference. But 
such it is only while there is no rivalry or collision of 
interests. As soon as this occurs indifference reveals its 
true character; it becomes actual hate" (Rothe). You have 
but to irritate a man's self-love, to render yourself disagree
able to him ; and, if there be no love in him toward you, 
there will presently be hate. " And every one that hateth 
his brother is a murderer." The proposition is stated as 
one of inherent necessity. ('1rii,; o µ,iuwv) " Hates any 
man the thing he would not kill ? " Literally, of course, 
this is not true. Many hate who do not commit murder, 
nay, for whom the desire or dream of doing so is 
beyond the limit of the imaginable. Yet, morally, the 
proposition is true; not merely because hate is the invari
able precursor of murder, but because both reveal essentially 
the same moral attitude, and differ from each other only 
as a mild differs from a virulent attack of the same 
malady, or as a homicidal maniac under restraint differs 
from the same maniac at large. In actual manifestation, 
hate may proceed no further than the feeling of a certain 
satisfaction in the discovery or report of what redounds 
to the hated person's discredit; but let hate be released 
from all the adventitious restraints of circumstance, of the 
conventional morality which sanctions hate but forbids 
overt injury, of the sensibilities engendered by civilised 
life, to which bloodshed or violence is cesthetically 
abhorrent; let hate act out its spontaneous impulses, and 
infallibly it would-as with the savage or the tyrant 

16 
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it does-kill. 1 In spite of seeming exaggeration, it is a 
profoundly true moral judgment-" He that hateth his 
brother is a murderer." A fortiori is this true of the man, 
if such there be, who hates the brother beside whom, as he 
at least imagines, he lies in the bosom of the same Divine 
Love. " And ye know that no murderer hath eternal life 
abiding in him." Comment is unnecessary. The word trans
lated "ye know" (ofoaTe) 2 signifies that the matter requires 
neither demonstration nor even reflection (cf. Rev. 21 8). 

So stringent, so inevitable, in its negative aspect, is the 
test of Love. 

The development of the subject that now follows 
(316- 18) differs in two respects from that which has 
preceded. The presentation, which thus far has been 
negative, becomes positive-Hate as personified by Cain 
gives place to Love as personified by Christ (3 16). And 
the test, which thus far has been applied in the abstract, 
is now brought closer to the facts of life ( 317, 18). 

" In this, that He 3 laid down His life 4 for us, have we 
learned what Love is, and we ought to lay down our lives 
for the brethren" (3 16). Virtues are best illustrated by their 
contraries ; and now we discover that the sinister figure of 
Cain has been introduced only the more perfectly to 
reveal the glory of Another Who is fairer than all the 
children of men. Cain sacrificed his brother's life to his 

"Of the million or two, more or less 
I rule and possess, 

One man, for some cause undefined, 
Was least to my mind, 

I struck him, he grovelled, of course
For, what was his force? 

I pinned him to earth with my weight 
And persistence of hate . . . 

, . • I soberly laid my last plan 
To extinguish the man." 

Browning, Instans Tyrannus. 
2 Kai ot'/iare. v. special note on -y<>C:,o-Kew and ei/Hvru. 

s "He," iKewor=Christ. v. supra, p. 89. 4 v. supra, p. r59. 
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own wounded self-love ; Christ sacrificed His own life in 
love to His brethren. Cain slew his brother because his 
own works were evil and his brother's righteous ; 
Christ's works were righteous and His brethren's evil, 
yet He took on Himself the burden of their evil deeds, 
and laid down His sinless life for their sakes. And every 
man belongs to the brotherhood either of Cain or of Christ. 
"In this we have learned to know 1 what Love is" (3 16a), 
The fine point of the statement is lost by the insertion of 

any supplement-" of God " or " of Christ "-after " Love." 
This-this devotion of Jesus Christ to sinful men-is 
Love; and in this we have for the first time recognised 
what deserves the name. " And we ought to lay down 
our lives for the brethren" (3 16b). We lay claim to 

Love. What the nature of Love truly is, we have learned 
by this, that He laid down His life for us. And Love 
must reproduce 2 in us what it was and did in Him. If we 
have, so to say, a drop of the blood of Jesus Christ in our 
veins, we are under bond and pledge (orf,d>..oµe.v), 8 whensoever 
the call comes to us, to manifest our Love in the same way 

of uttermost sacrifice. For, though to think of Christ's 
Love to us, and then to think after what fashion it may be 

repeated in our relations to our fellow-men, is to compare 
the infinite with the infinitesimal-the sun with a flickering 

candle; yet, as light is light whether in the candle or the 

sun, as it has the same properties and the same laws of action, 
so Love is Love whether in Christ or in us. Our lives 

must exhibit the same properties, obey the same spiritual 
laws, must be built upon the same ground-plan, as that Life of 

which the Cross was the perfect expression. This is the test 
of our union with Him and of our Divine sonship in Him. 

1 ryvdiKa,uev =have recognised, learned to know. rt)v a-y&.1r,iv= Love in its 
essence, what Love is. 

2 The same necessity that the life of Christ be reproduced in us has already 
been asserted with regard to Righteousness (26 and J'). 

3 Cf. 2 6• 
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But, though this obligation to lay down our lives for 
the brethren ever rests upon us, though our lives arc 
mortgaged to this extent, opportunity for a full discharge 
of this obligation rarely comes (and, necessarily, it cannot 
yet have come to any living man, unless he have proved a 
recreant). And we must, above all, beware of crediting to 
ourselves as Love what is but the mouthing of well
sounding phrases, the play of the imagination upon lofty 
ideals, or the thrill of merely emotional sympathies. This 
is a danger which besets Christianity, most, perhaps, of all 
religions. Its ideals are so sublime, the emotions they 
awaken are so lofty and satisfying, that we are apt to 
regard our appreciation of those ideals and our susceptibility 
to those emotions as entitling us to a high place in .the 
moral scale-to feel as if we had paid every debt to Love 
when we have praised its beauty, felt its charm, and ex
perienced its sentiment. There needs some homelier test 
of Christian Love than the laying down of life. 

" But whoso bath the world's goods, and beholdeth his 
brother in need, and shutteth up his compassion from him, 
how doth the Love of God abide in him?" (317). The word 
"beholdeth" (0Eropv) implies, not a casual glimpse, but a 
more or less prolonged view. The case supposed is that 
the rich brother's sympathy is naturally drawn out by the 
spectacle of his poor brother's necessitous condition, but, 
when sympathy is on the point of becoming an impulse 
to action, the thought of the price in " the world's goods " 
causes him suddenly to call it back and, as it were, turn the 
key («°'Jl,Efu-r,) upon it. Then, with vivid and even con
temptuous interrogation, the niggard is held up before our 
eyes-" In what fashion does the Love of God dwell 1 in 

1 " How dwelleth ..• ? " (,rwr ••• µlvc<). Neither here nor in J15 does 
µl,ei contain the idea that the person contemplated is a backslider in whom 
the Love of God has formerly been, but is not now, abiding (Haupt, Rothe). 
Cf. John 588 KO.< T~, }1.6-yov a.>)Tou OUK txeTe b ilµi11 µlP011T<1,1 where a previous 
indwelling is excluded by the context. 
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" such a man 1 as that? " By the " Love of God " we are 
to understand neither the love of God to us (Rothe, " How 
can God do otherwise than turn away His love from such 
a man?") nor our love to God (Muther, Haupt), but the 
Love which is the nature of God, which He has mani
fested toward us in Christ (316), and in the possession of 
which consists our community of nature with Him.2 To 
have "the Love of God abiding in us'' is equivalent to 
having " Eternal Life abiding" in us (315), to being 
"begotten of God" (47) and to having God Himself 
'' abiding in us" (412

• 16). 

The Apostle next sums up the paragraph with an affec
tionate exhortation to the practice of the truth which has 
been elucidated (318), and a restatement of its reality as a 
test of our Divine sonship (319• 20). 

" Little children, let us not love in word, neither in 
tongue; but in deed and in truth" (318).8 It is true, of 
course, that " words " are sometimes the best " deeds " of 
Love ; and also that, as St. Paul insists ( I Cor. r 3 3), there 
may be " deeds" without the " truth " of Love. St. John 
is content to put the contrast broadly and strongly ( cf. 
J as. 2 10. 16). 

" And by this shall we recognise that we are of the 
truth, and shall assure our hearts before Him, whereinsoever 
our heart condemn us ; because God is greater than our 
heart, and knoweth all things" (319• 20). 

This statement seems to resile from the settled 
certainty asserted in 314• "We know that we have 
passed from death into life, because we love the 
brethren." But this knowledge must still be sustained 
by the testing fact-that " we love the brethren " ; and 
how this testing fact is to be established has just been 
shown (318). The future tense, "we shall recognise" 

1 h e1Jn;;, emphatic by position. 
u v. Notes, in loc. 

2 Cf. 2 5• v. supra, p. 212. 
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(ryvooU'oµ,e0a), points not to the future fulfilment of the con
ditions laid down in 318 (Westcott),-that, of course, 
is assumed,-but to the future possibility of some shadow 
falling upon the clear . mirror of the soul, as when our 
own heart condemns us. Even then, if we have loved "in 
deed and in truth " we shall recognise by its proper 
marks the fact that our lives are, in their measure, an 
expression of that Divine Truth of which Christ is Himself 
the full embodiment ( c£ John I 4 6 I 837). But this verse 
and those that follow (3 10- 22), in which the effect of Love in 
" deed and in truth" upon the consciousness of our relation 
to God is exhibited, will come under consideration in a later 
chapter. 1 We proceed, therefore, to the third Cycle of the 
Epistle. Here the place of primacy, which in the first and 
second Cycles is held by Righteousness, is given to Love. 

Love the Test o.f Union with God, 

f-12. 
In the first Cycle, Love has been exhibited as the great 

"commandment" of the Christian Life (27· 8). In the 
second, it is regarded as the sign and test of Divine 
sonship (310b, 14· 17); but this, though assumed, has not 
been clearly grounded. That the life begotten of God is 
essentially a life of Righteousness has been expressly 
deduced from the nature of God :-" If ye know that He is 
righteous, know that every one also that doeth Righteous
ness is begotten of Him" (2 29). But no parallel state
ment has hitherto been made with regard to Love ; and it 
is this development of the subject, therefore, that occupies 
the present paragraph. Here the Epistle rises to its 
sublimest height. It is impossible to conceive that the 
theme which is the ethical heart of Christianity could be 
more nobly enshrined than in these few sentences of gold 
pure and unadorned. Brief as the paragraph is, it is 

l V, infra, pp. 28 I seq. 
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worthy to be set beside the Prologue to the Fourth Gospel, 
as the loftiest that man has ever been inspired to indite. 

"Beloved, let us love one another, because Love is of 
God" (47a). Again the prefatory "beloved" (cf. 2 7) reveals 
how warmly the Apostle's affections are stirred towards his 
readers by his thought of the truth he is about to declare 
(cf. 2 7). It urgently commends to their thought the "old 
commandment,"-an exhortation so familiar that it might 
be in danger of being accepted and neglected as a truism. 

" Let us love . . . because Love is of God." This, as 
has been said, is a new connection of ideas. It has been 
implied, but not hitherto expressed. 

Up to this point Love has been regarded as duty rather 
than as disposition (27· 8 323). The duty of active Love 
has been urged as indispensable to " walking in the Light " 
(210), as an obligation bound upon the Christian by the 
example of Christ (3 16), and as a tangible proof that we 
are "of the truth" (319). But now the deeper underlying 
thought, '' Love is of God," reveals a deeper motive for 
the duty, " let us love." Let us express in word and deed 
the Divine nature which is ours-let us cultivate the 
disposition of Love and bring forth its fruits. Thus the 
verse emphasises equally the Divine source of Love and its 
manifestation in human activity.1 The "exceeding great
ness of His power toward us who believe " does not super
sede, but only heightens the power of volition (Phil. 2 12• 13). 

Therefore, " let us love one another, because Love is of 
God." 

" And every one that loveth is begotten of God, and 
knoweth God" (47b). The redemptive relation to God is 
here presented in its double aspect as the being " begotten 
of God," and as "knowing God" 2 ( cf. 2 3• 4 4 6, John 1 73). 

1 The urgent imperative, "Beloved, let us love one another," is, therefore, to 
be given its full force, and is not to be regarded merely as an introductory 
formula (Haupt) or as a resumption of 323 (Weiss), 

iv. Chapter IV. pp. 62-63. 
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And as the reality of this has been already tested, in both 
aspects, by Righteousness and Belief (the Divine Begetting 
by Righteousness, 2 29, by Belief, 4 2· 3 ; the knowledge of 
God by Righteousness, 2 2• 3, by Belief, 46), so now it is sub
jected, in both aspects, to the test of Love. The inter-rela
tion of these terms-" loving" "begotten of God," " know
ing God "-has been variously 1 construed. But it is quite 
clear that the relation of " loving " to each of the other two 
is that of the test to the thing tested. Love is the test, 
because the invariable consequence of the Divine Begetting. 
And it is the test of the knowledge of God, either b€cause 

it is its invariable consequence, or because it is its indispens
able condition. We may say that only he who loveth 
knoweth God, because like is known only by like. Love is 
the organ of spiritual insight-the Divine in us which 
enables us to apprehend the Divine ( 2 9· 11). But it is 
equally true that Love is the effect and, therefore, the test 
of all true knowledge of God. We may choose either form 
of the argument, or adopt both. The resulting truth is that 
every one who lives the life of Love has therein the realisa
tion of the fact that he has been made partaker of the 
nature of God, and that he has a continuous and progressive 
perception (ryww<TKet) of what God's nature is. 

On the contrary, " He that loveth not has no knowledge 
of God, because God is Love" (4 8). Here the negation is 
heightened in proportion as the affirmation is strengthened. 
It was said of "every one that loveth" that he has a con
tinuous perception of what God is (ryww<TKet); but what is said 
of him " that loveth not" is that he has never had any per
ception of God at all (ovK €"fVW ).2 The reason is that God is 

1 v. Notes, t'n loc. 
2 The R. V. is curiously inconsistent in its translation of l!yvwv. In John 

r63 "have not known"; in John 1725 "knew" ; here "knoweth." Here 
the sense is perfective, but this may be rendered in English by the simple past 
tense, as in Greek by the aorist. " I never knew such a man " is good colloquial 
English for" I have never known such a man." So here we might translate. 
"He that loveth not never knew God." 
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Love. There is nothing in Him that is not Love. Other
wise it might be claimed for "him that loveth not" that he 
has some perception of God, though not of His love. But 
God is Love ; and the blindness of the unloving is un
broken by a single gleam. 

The exposition of the next two verses has been given 
in an earlier chapter.1 Here, it is enough to indicate their 
place in the sequence of thought. The first (49) is closely 
linked to the idea of knowledge; the second (410), to the 
idea of Love. Begotten of God and loving one another, we 
have the faculty for spiritually apprehending the nature of 
God, Who is Love. But wherein is God fully revealed for 
our apprehension ? " Herein was the Love of God mani-
fested toward us, that God hath sent His Only-Begotten Son 
into the world that we might live through Him." And 
what is the essence of this manifestation, the nature of the 
Love thus revealed ? " Herein is Love, not that we loved 
God, but that He loved us, and sent His Son as a propitia
tion for our sins." 

From this sublime contemplation of the Divine Love, 
the Apostle returns to his main theme. " Beloved, if God 
loved us, we also are bound 2 to love one another" (411). If 
it was thus that God loved us, if His love was so transcend
ently great, and so independent of all worthiness or attract

iveness in us that our very sinfulness became the occasion 
of its supreme activity: then we, if we are partakers of 
His nature, are bound,-for us it is a moral necessity-to 
love even as He loved (cf. Matt. 543- 43, John r 334

). But 
by what is this debt to be paid ? The answer to this 
question is highly significant. Instead of the anticipated 
"We ought to love God," it is "We ought to love one an
other" ; and why it must be so is immediately explained. 

" God (in Himself) no man bath ever seen ; if we love 
one another, God abideth in us, and His Love is perfected 

1 v. supra, pp. 73-77. 2 otf,elXoµ.-,, stronger than Mi; cf. 2 6 3IG, 
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in us" (412). God is invisible.1 We cannot directly do Him 
any good. We can make no sacrifice for His immediate 
benefit. He has no need of our help. We cannot give to 
Him, but can only receive from Him blessings upon 
blessings, numberless as the sand of the shore. We 
cannot, in short, love God after the same fashion in which 
He has loved us. Yet, if we are " begotten of God " we 
have in us the same nature of Love that He has manifested 
toward us in Christ. And there is provision by which this 
nature may be manifested and exercised in us. "If we love 
one another God dwelleth in us, and His Love is perfected 
in us." 

If we have the Love 2 that is not merely liking for the 
likeable, admiration for the admirable, gratitude to the 
generous-Love whose will to bless men is undeterred by 
demerit or unattractiveness, that bears another's burden, 
dries another's tears, forgives injuries, overcomes evil with 
good,-Love which is prompt to help those who need 
our help (hoping for nothing again), instead of those who 
need it not (hoping for much in return)-then the Love 
that manifests itself in us is that Divine kind of love which 
is most worthy of the name; yea, it is God Himself within 
us, acting out His Life in ours. It is His Love that is "ful
filled" 3 ( TETEAEfrllrnt) in us. Thus the end of the paragraph 
answers to the beginning. The Apostle's exhortation and 
its ultimate ground are : " Beloved, let us love another-If 
we love one another, the Love of God is perfected in us." 

The same theme is resumed and developed in the 
final paragraph on Love (420-53a).4 

In all that has been said, the necessity and the 
sufficiency of Love as a test of genuine Christianity have 

1 Almost all the commentators, I have to admit, take a quite different view 
of the sense of this verse. v. Noles, in toe. The exposition I have given agrees 
in some measure with Rothe's. 

2 v. supra, pp. 7 5-77. 3 v. infra, pp. 286-7. 
• On 418• 19 v. infra, pp. 288-95. 
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been established. But before leaving the subject the 
Apostle will once more remind us of the tests by which 
Love itself is to be recognised as genuine (cf. 311H 8). 

These are found, first, in its action towards our fellow-men 
(420_5 1); and, secondly, in its moral integrity (5 2• 3"). 

Love to God tested by Love to Man. 

420_51. 

"If any man say,1 I love God, and hateth2 his brother, he 
is a liar: for he that Ioveth not his brother whom he hath 
seen, cannot love God whom he hath not seen" (420). 

The argument is, at first sight, one which it is difficult 
to maintain. For, while it is true that visibility and 
neighbourhood conduce to love, that " If the object to be 
loved incites to love by the immediate impression it makes 
upon us, love is easier than when we have no sensuous 
perception of it at all" (Rothe, so also Huther and Weiss); 
it is no less true that the impression made may be such as 
by no means to incite to love. To love my brother may 
be to love one in whom there is little that is amiable, one, 
perhaps, who has done me grievous wrong; to love God is 
to love Him Who first loved me, Who has forgiven me a 
thousand wrongs, Who is Himself all that is glorious, 
beautiful, and good. The Apostle must not be held guilty 
of making a statement so preposterous as that it is easier 
to love such a brother,3 because he is visible, than to love 
God, since He is invisible. The truth is that this inter
pretation is based on an erroneous notion of what, in the 

1 "If any man say.'' Cf. "If we say" (1 6); "He that saith" (24• 6• 9). 

"Saying" is, throughout, the writer's target. 
2 As always, St. John recognises no third possibility between Love and 

Hate. See on 2 9 and 310 supra. 
3 Calvin, Ebrard, and \Vestcott understand "brother" as signifying what 

is Godlike in man. If we do not love the image of God in our brother, we 
cannot love God Himself. Cf. Jas. 39• This thought, however, is given in 51, 
not here. 
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mind of St. John, Love is. With him, Love does not 
stand for a passive emotion awakened by the impression 
that others make upon us. It is an active principle, a 
determination of the will to do good, the highest good 
possible, to its object.1 This being borne in mind, the 
argument here is both intelligible and absolutely cogent. 
It is, in fact, the same argument, in more explicit form, as 
we have already found in 412• Visibility and invisibility 
signify the presence or absence, not of attraction or 
incitement to love, but of opportunity for loving. Your 
brother is in sight ; and when you will you may do him 
good. But God is invisible; your beneficence, your 
sympathy, cannot reach unto Him Who is the bearer of all 
burdens, the giver of all good gifts (cf. Ps. 50°-12, Matt. 
2611). In the nature of the case there is no other medium 
through which our love to God, who first loved us, can be 
realised than by loving our brother, especially if he have not 
first loved us. 

It is now asserted, moreover, that our relation to our 
brother is ordained for this very end. "And this command
ment have we from Him, that he who loveth God love his 
brother also" (421). The first reason why love to God is 
necessarily realised in love to men is the consideration of 
opportunity (420). The second is the express revealment of 
the Divine purpose for man. The ultimate end for which 
all social relations exist is that they may be, so to say, the 
arteries through which the Divine Life of Love shall flow. 

In the following verse a third reason is adduced
affinity of nature. The commandment that " He who 
loveth God love his brother also " is based on the deep 
universal law of kinship. "Whosoever believeth that 
Jesus is the Christ is begotten of God : and whosoever 
loveth Him that begat loveth him also that is begotten of 
Him" (5 1). Here the first 2 clause is strictly introductory 

1 v. supra, p. 77. 2 On the first clause, see infra, p. 270. 
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to the second. The statement, " Whosoever believeth that 
Jesus is Christ is begotten of God," is made only in order 
to define the persons to whom the brotherly love of 
Christians is due, and the grounds on which it is due. In 
opposition to Gnostic exclusiveness it claims for all believers 
the full measure of brotherly love ; and it does so, because 
all are children of the One Father-" Every one that 
loveth Him that begat loveth him also that is begotten of 
Him." 

He who loves the parent who is the source of his own 
life, must love those whose life is derived from the same 
ongm. Fraternal love follows by psychological necessity 
from filial love. He that is "begotten of God" cannot 
but love those who share with him the life that unites men 
in their deepest convictions, dispositions, aspirations, and 

hopes. 

Love tested by Righteousness. 

52, Sa. 

In the next brief sub-section, containing the Apostle's 
last word on this theme, Love, whether towards God or 
towards man, is finally tested by Righteousness.1 Genuine 
Love must be holy. "Herein we know (recognise) that 
we love the children of God, when we love God and do 
His commandments" (5 2). This is a verse the great 
significance of which is apt to be overlooked. Its state
ment of the necessary relation of love to God and love to 
man is the exact converse of that which is given in the 
preceding verses. There it has been shown that by a 
threefold necessity-necessity of opportunity (420), of 
obedience to express ordinance of the Divine Will (421), 

of the instincts of spiritual kinship (5 1)-love to God 

1 The correlation of Love with Righteousness has been suggested by simple 
collocation of the ideas in J1U and in 322

• 23• Here the bonds are drawn closer. 
v. Chapter I. p. IS sqq. 
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can only realise itself in love to man. Here, on the other 
hand, it is maintained that love to man is truly love only 
when it is rooted in and governed by love to God. Piety 
without philanthropy is unreal ; philanthropy without 
piety may be immoral-may instead of a fish give a 
serpent,-at best, it is impotent to bestow the highest 
good, and instead of bread gives a stone. It is a great 
ethical principle that St. John here enunciates. We 
cannot truly bless our fellow-men,-unless in our personal 
lives we follow after the highest good-" love God and do 
His commandments." The man who does many generous 
actions but lives a licentious or an impious life does, upon 
the whole, more, and more enduring harm than good. The 
Kingdom of Heaven is like unto leaven, and "the true 
philosophy of doing good is, first of all and principally to 
have a character that will of itself communicate good." 
The love of Christ had its supreme activity, not in His 
feeding the hungry or giving sight to the blind, but in 
this-" For their sakes I consecrate Myself, that they also 
may consecrate themselves" (John r 719), The highest 
service that any man can render to humanity is to " love 
God and keep His commandments." 

"For this is the Love of God,1 that we keep His 
commandments " (5 38). The Apostle re-echoes his Master's 
words (John r 415• 21) in asserting that to speak of a love 
to God that does not essentially signify moral integrity is 
to speak of what does not and cannot exist. To love 
God is not only a motive impelling to obedience; it is, in 
itself, assimilation to the Divine. To love God is to Jove 
all that is of" righteousness and true holiness." It has no 
other meaning than this. 

Thus it has been shown that from love to God there 

1 In 2 5 probably, and in 412 certainly, "the love of God" is a true possessive 
{= the love that is God's own). Here unmistakably it is a genitive of the 
object(= our love to God). 
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necessarily issue both love to our brother (5 1) and moral 
integrity (5 2· 3a). Hence also it follows that neither of 
these can genuinely exist without the other (c( 310), "By 
this we recognise that we love the children of God, when 
we love God and keep His commandments" (5 2). This is 
the Apostle's last word on Love, 

Of the various themes which are so wonderfully inter
twined in the Epistle, that to which it most of all owes its 
imperishable value and unfading charm is Love. There 
are portions of it that are seldom read and more seldom 
expounded in our churches ; but there are few passages of 
Scripture more familiar than those in which St. John has 
been so divinely inspired to write of the Eternal Life, in 
God and in man, as Love. This is due to nothing concrete 
or dramatic in the presentation ; and insistent as he is that 
Love is essentially a 'practical energy, yet as an exponent of 
the practical implications of Love he does not come into 
competition with St. Paul. There is nothing in the Epistle 
that is comparable to the thirteenth chapter of First 
Corinthians, with its delicate analysis, or to the twelfth 
chapter of Romans, with its masterly exposition of the 
manifold applications of the New Commandment to the 
actual relations of life. On the other hand, St. John's 
development of the theme, according to his peculiar genius 
and for his special purpose, is unapproachable and final. 
He has demonstrated from every point of view that Chris
tianity without Love is a contradiction in terms. Do we 
think of the Christian life as a walking in that Light which 
is the self-revelation of God, then the central ray of that 
Revelation is Love ; and to walk in Light is to walk in 
Love. Do we think of it as that Life of which Christ is 
the Archetype and Mediator, then His spirit of absolute 
self-surrender must be reproduced in it. Do we think of it 
as participation in the Divine Nature itself, then God is 
Love, and every one that loveth, and none else, abideth in 
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God and God in Him. Finally, would we be assured that 
that Love which is the nature of God is operative in us, 
then this must be made manifest in our conduct toward 
our fellow-men. 

But it is just here that a feature emerges in which 
St. John's conception of Love seems to be strangely 
circumscribed and defective-its rigid limitation to the 
love of Christians toward their fellow-Christians. The 
urgency with which every argument and plea is plied to 
enforce love to our "brother," to the "children of God," 
only makes the fact more glaring, that from first to last 
there is not the suggestion of an outlook beyond the 
Christian community. By the modern reader this limita
tion is scarcely noticed, for we instinctively give the widest 
scope to the language used, and interpret our "brother" as 
our fellow-man. But by the exegete the fact has to be 
recognised that, in the teaching of the Epistle, there is no 
hint that fJ &-f<i:7r71-the Love that is the replica in man of 
the Love of God-is due from us to any other than our 
fellow-Christian. The point is one that has received little 
consideration. It is not enough to say that it is "only 
through the recognition of the relation to Christ that the 
larger relation is at last apprehended" (Westcott). How 
shall we explain the absence of anything to indicate that 
the larger relation has been at all apprehended by the 
Writer? Or, again, if all that can be said is that "other 
members of the human race are not excluded, they are not 
under consideration" (Plummer), it must be admitted that, 
in point of Christian insight, the Epistle lags far behind 

the Parable of the Good Samaritan. Nor is it inconceivable 
that this should be the case. But as we have found, I 
hope, a key to some of the perplexities of the Epistle 
regarding its doctrine of Righteousness in its immediate 
polemical purpose, it is from the same quarter, probably, 
that we must seek light upon the present difficulty. For 
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it must be observed that it is exclusively as a test, that the 
idea of Love is employed in the Epistle. Even when the 
utterance is most positive and hortatory, the underlying 
thought is that of the test supplied by the obligation enforced. 
And if we think of the circumstances of a Christian commun
ity in the Apostolic age, it is very evident that the most 
immediate, practicable, and certain test of Christian Love 
was to be found, not in its widest extension, but in the 
sphere of its most definite and obvious obligation. This 
difference of purpose must be allowed for in comparing the 
teaching of the Epistle with our Lord's great parable. There~ 
He holds up to us the Samaritan as a pattern of the Love 
that makes neighbours, and says, "Go and do likewise." Here, 
St. John holds up the Priest and the Levite as specimens 
of the lovelessness that declines the claims even of brother
hood, and says : " If you can thus shut up the bowels of 
vour compassion from a needy brother, you are a Christian 
only in name" (317). And even this he does with direct 
polemical aim, He is striking, not at a universal tendency, 
but at a special manifestation of that tendency. As has 
been shown in a previous chapter,1 the utterances of the 
Epistle regarding Love are as directly anti-Gnostic in their 
aim as those regarding Righteousness and Belief. The 
task thrust upon the writer was not to urge the truth, 
"Homo sum; humani nihil a me alienum puto," but to insist, 
in view of the arrogant and loveless 2 intellectualism of the 
Gnostic character, that Love is of the essence of the God
begotten Life; and, in view of its esoteric and separatist 
tendencies, that Christian Love must be extended to the 
whole Body of Christ-must comprehend without distinction 
all the children of God. 

1 v. supra, pp. 30, 31. 
2 v. quotation from Ignatius, p. 30 (footnote). 



CHAPTER XIII. 

THE TEST OF BELIEF. 

ONE peculiarity of the J ohannine vocabulary is the fre
quency 1 with which the verb 'TTL<ITeue,v appears in it ; and 
another is that, in contrast with the usage of other New 
Testament writers, the object of this verb is much more 
commonly a fact or a proposition than a person, and that 
consequently the result of its action is to be expressed in 
English by the word Belief rather than Faith or Trust.2 

Thus the Epistle speaks only once of " believing in " Christ 3 

( 0 '1TLO"T€UWV el<; TOV vlov TOV 0eov, 510) ; whereas in other 
passages the object of belief is a truth concerning Him, as 
that He is the Christ (5 1) or the Son of God (5 5); or a 
testimony (God's, 510 ; a spirit's, 41); or a fact of the 
spiritual order, such as the " love which God hath towards 
us" (416). This does not signify that the personal Christ 
has been in any degree supplanted by Christology; it only 
reveals the fact that the writer uses a phraseology and 
a mode of thought peculiar to himself. If St. Paul says, 
" That life which I now live in the flesh I live in faith, the 
faith which is in the Son of God" (Gal. 2 20), St. John 
expresses the same truth when he writes, "And now, 
little children, abide in Him" (2 28), or "Our fellowship is 

1 The J ohannine writings furnish more than a half of the whole occurrences 
in the N. T. of 1r,unveiv (57 out of roo). Singularly, the cognate name 1riuT,s 
is found only once (r John 5•). This avoidance of ,r/uns may have been due 
to the fact that it was already finding a place in the terminology of Gnosticism. 

2 See special note on ,r,uuuetv appended to this chapter. 
3 Elsewhere, of" believing in His Name" (els TO ~voµ,a, 513 ; T<i, ov6µ,an, 323). 
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with the Father, and with His Son Jesus Christ" ( rs). 
The fact remains, however, that with him, " believing" 
denotes less frequently the action of the will in trust and 
self-committal, more frequently the perception of a truth 
or the crediting of a testimony which is the prerequisite 
to such action; less frequently a direct personal relation 
to Christ, more frequently a theological conception of 
Christ. And thus, to the modern reader, with whom 
credal interests are apt to be at a discount, the tone of the 
Epistle, in some of its utterances, may appear to be unduly 
or even harshly dogmatic. 

In estimating this dogmatism, however, we must take 
into account several explanatory-I do not say, modifying 
-factors. 

(a) In the Epistle the writer reveals himself as one 
whose mind is dominated, in an exceptional degree, by the 
idea of Truth. To him Christianity is not only a principle 
of ethics or even a way of salvation ; it is both of these, 
because it is, primarily, the Truth-the one true disclosure, 
without a competitor,1 of the realities of the spiritual and 
eternal world. The adjective a)vYJ0iv6r;,2 describing that 
which both ideally and really corresponds to the name it 
bears, and the substantive a'Jl.~0eta, denoting the reality 
of things sub specie a:ternitatis, are conspicuous expressions 
of J ohannine thought. The light of the Gospel is the "true 
light" (To cpwr; 'TO a'Jl.7J0tv6v, 2 8), no dim symbolic light 
like that of the Old Testament, no illusory phosphorescence, 
like Gnostic speculation, but the light of the Eternal Mind 
shining out in Christ upon every object in the spiritual 
world. The God revealed in Christ is the " true God " 

1 "St. John does not treat Christianity as a religion containing elements of 
truth, or even more truth than any religion which had preceded it. St. John 
presents Christianity to the soul as a religion which must be everything to it, if 
it is not to be really worse than nothing" (Liddon). 

2 -rl,v µ,011011 dX710,11iw 0,611 (John 173); To ,Pw, ro dX'I0,11611 (r~); Tav llpTov ro 
dX710w6v (632); 0 llµ,1r,'/,.o, 0 a'/,.710,vf, (151); o if:yws o a.X710iv6, (Rev. 37). 
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(o aAirJ0ivor; 0e.6r;, 520), the God who is, and who is all 
that God ought ideally to be; or, again, He is simply the 
"True" (o a"'lvr10iv6-., 520), the ultimate eternal Reality. 
No words are more characteristic of St. John than that 
"No lie is of the truth" (2 21). Everywhere we find the 
same rigorous sense of reality, the same insistence upon 
the primary necessity of squaring conduct with facts-of 
" doing the truth" ( 16) ; and, in order to this, of knowing, 
believing, and confessing the great facts in which all true 
life is rooted. A mind like St. John's, for which the ideal 
is the only real, and by which every matter of practice is 
so clearly seen in the light of its ultimate principles and 
issues, necessarily lays a weighty emphasis upon Belief, 
and displays an intense dread and hatred of error. " No 
lie is of the truth." Truth and untruth cannot blend. 
They have no common factor ; they are opposite in origin 
and issue. Whatever be the subject in question the 
"truth" concerning it is one, and is the sole path by seeing 
and following which we are " made free" (John 832)-are 
brought into saving contact with the universe of realities. 

(b) In the Epistle this idiosyncrasy has its edge 
sharpened by the controversial situation. If the writer is 
vehement in his denunciation of all teaching that subverts 
the orthodox doctrine of the Incarnation, it is because 
this doctrine is in his conviction the centre and compendium 
of all Truth.1 Nor is this dogmatic attitude one that 
stands in need of apology. It is true that " the Gospel 
centres in a Person and not in any truth, even the greatest 
about that Person" (Westcott). But it is true also that 
the Gospel cannot consist merely in the narrative of a life 
and the delineation of a character, apart from the question 
who the Person is whose life is narrated and whose 
character is pictured. A creedless or merely biographical 

1 As to the practical significance attached by St. John to the Incarnation, 
see Chapter VI. 
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Gospel is impossible. The baldest humanitarian, no less 
than the fullest Trinitarian, conception of Christ implies a 
creed. The picture of the historical Jesus has one signi
ficance, if we can say-That is the ideal man ; another, if 
we can say-That is very God; still another, if we can 
say-That is at once the true God and the true man. But 
unless we can say one or other of these things about 
Jesus, His personality remains only a picture or a dream ; 
our knowledge of Him is reduced to that of a mere 
phenomenon, standing in no known relation to the facts 
of life ; and no Gospel of any kind can centre in Him. 
But it has been only in process of time, and chiefly under 
the stimulus of conflict with antichristian or defectively 
Christian estimates of the significance of Christ, that 
Christian Faith has become conscious of its own intellectual 
contents. In the first generation it had instinctively given to 
Christ the significance of true God and true man; but now, 
as Hellenic speculation and Oriental theosophy sought to 
draw it into their own strangely blended currents and to 
assimilate it to their peculiar genius, Christian Faith was 
compelled to realise the implications of its own conscious
ness of Christ, and, in repudiating the fantastic eidolon 

that Gnosticism substituted for the Christ of the Gospel, to 
develop and formulate those "beliefs " about Christ which, 
from the first, were implicit in its " believing in " Him. This 
was the especial task of the J ohannine Theology ; and this 
explains in part the stringent dogmatic tone of the Epistle. 

(c) But there is still another factor to be kept in view,
the most important of all in estimating St. John's concep
tion of Belief and the emphasis he lays upon it,-Belief is 
the touchstone of spiritual life. Belief in itself is an intel
lectual judgment regarding the truth of a proposition ; yet 
Christian Belief is essentially more than this. It is an act 
of the intellect which has moral and spiritual presuppositions, 
which is the response not of the reasoning faculty alone, but 
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of the whole moral personality, to the data presented. It 
is not belief under coercion of logical proof; it has its 
deeper source in the spiritual perception of spiritual realities. 
Such perception is ultimately a power bestowed by the 
Divine Begetting (5 1)-a function of the Divine Life 
therein imparted. Yet it is conditioned also by moral 
sincerity-the will to do the will of God (John 717). Thus 
Belief is the subject of commandment: "This is His 
commandment, That we should believe on the name of 
His Son Jesus Christ, and love one another, as He gave 
us commandment" (3 23). No more than Christian Love 
is a merely instinctive or passive emotion, is Christian 
Belief a matter either of sheer intellectual compulsion or 
of involuntary impulse. It is the gift and the work of 
God (Eph. 2 8

1 John 644) ; at the same time it is a work 
of man (John 6 29)-the work in which self-determining 
will at its highest is displayed (John 540 717). 

The paragraph in the first Cycle of the Epistle in which 
the subject of Belief is treated is 2 18- 28• The chief interest 
this paragraph has for us lies in its exposition both of the 
content and the basis of Christian belief; and these topics 
have been dealt with in preceding chapters.1 But it must 
not be overlooked that the writer's purpose is not exposi
tion ; his interest is wholly in the practical application of 
his cardinal doctrine as the decisive test of Christian and 
antichristian tendencies. The warmth of his indignation 
breaks out in such an abrupt and peremptory interrogation 
as, "Who is the liar, but he that denieth Jesus is the 
Christ?" (2 22). There are many lies and many liars; but 
he who utters this lie is the liar. To St. John himself the 
perception of Jesus as the Christ, the Divine Redeemer, 

1 v. supra, pp. 93, 94, I II-II6. Regarding the "antichrists," v. infra, 
PP· 318-324. 
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is the ultimate certainty ; and he cannot conceive that any 
one should be able to deny this truth, unless he has, at 
the same time, lost all sense of truth whatsoever. 

But the passage which chiefly demands our attention 
in this chapter is the important paragraph in the second 
Cycle of the Epistle. 

324b_4o. 

Comparing this with the corresponding paragraph 
2 18- 28, we find that the Apostle is by no means covering 
the same ground a second time. 

Here we are confronted by the phenomenon of false as 
well as of true inspiration ; and while in the former paragraph 
the Spirit of Truth was seen to be the source and guarantee 
of the True Belief, here, conversely, the "spirits" are them
selves tested by the belief to which they give utterance. 

The paragraph is introduced by the customary formula, 
"Hereby we perceive" (Jv TOVT!p rytvwuKoµ€v). What is 
to be established is that " God abideth in us " ; and the 
reality of this is to be tested " by the Spirit which He hath 
given us" (3 24b).1 But the Apostle is drawn somewhat 
aside from the direct line of his argument by consideration 
of the actual facts with which he has to deal. The 
argument in its essence is, " God abides in all to whom 
He has given His Spirit; but only the spirit that confesses 

1 That is to say, the possession of the Spirit of God-the Spirit that 
confesses Jesus as the Christ (42)-is the objective and infallible sign that 
God is abiding in us. I have to admit that a different view is taken by the 
commentators whom I have consulted (except, in part, Boltzmann), who, 
though by various interpretations of the words, understand the Spirit as 
the source of our subjective assurance that God dwelleth in us. But this is 
because the connection between 324b and what follows has been missed. When 
it is recognised that 324b really introduces the new paragraph, 324b-46, and 
when this is compared with the parallel paragraph 413-16, it becomes apparent 
that the Spirit, throughout these passages, is regarded simply as the inspirer of 
the True Confession of Jesus. If we make this confession, it is evidence that 
the spirit in us is the Spirit of God. Thus " we know that God abideth in us 
by the Spirit He hath given us." v. Notes, in loc. 
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Jesus as the Christ come in the flesh is the Spirit of God; 
if, therefore, the spirit in us inspires this confession of 
Jesus, we know that God abideth in us." But the writer 
and his readers have to reckon with the fact that there 
are in their midst spirits that testify to the contrary effect; 
and, therefore, he continues, " Beloved, believe not every 
spirit; but try the spirits, whether they are of God ; because 
many false prophets are gone out into the world" (41). The 
reference, of course, is to the psychical manifestations with 
which, from whatever cause, the atmosphere of the Apostolic 
age was charged in a degree quite unfamiliar to modern 
experience. The " spirits " on either side are many, yet 
have one head and represent one character-the Spirit 
of Truth and the Spirit of Error (46). It is not to be 
assumed (as by Ruther and Haupt) that the plurality of 
spirits consists in nothing more than the manifestations of 
the one personal Spirit, · as these are diversified by the 
individuality of the human" medium "-that, in other words, 
the " spirits " are simply the "prophets " themselves as the 
inspired organs of the Spirit. On the contrary, all that 
we learn from the New Testament regarding this matter 
points to the Spirit of Truth and the Spirit of Error as 
acting upon men through a hierarchy of subordinate 
spiritual agents.1 Thus, as the Church had its "prophets," 
who were inspired by spirits of heavenly origin, the adher
ents of antichrist had their pseudo-prophets, the subjects 
of a da:monic inspiration. The Apostle accordingly warns 
his readers not to believe every spirit simply because it is 
a spirit, but to "test the spirits, whether they be of God"; 
this being the more necessary " because many false 2 

1 Cf. I Cor. 1210 1412• 32 ; more remotely, Matt. 1810, Heb. 1 14, Rev. 14 

J1 226• On the other side, abundance of spiritualistic manifestations seems 
to have been characteristic of the heretical sects. 2 Thess. 2 9, I Tim. 41, 
Rev. 161a. 14. 

2 Both in the Old Testament and in the New, false prophets are frequently 
referred to (e.g. Deut. 131• 5, Acts 136, Rev. 1920). In some instances these are 
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prophets," not merely false teachers, " have gone out" as 
ambassadors from their native sphere "into the world." 
This warning to practise a wise incredulity is not super
fluous at any time. The tendency to yield a facile homage 
to whatever is characterised by violent emotion and dis
turbances of human nature, to regard anything that is 
extraordinary and sensational, rather than what is calm 
and normal, as possessing in itself the credentials of truth, 
is one that has borne much evil fruit in the religious 
world. Enthusiasm is no guarantee of truth. 

According to I Cor. I 2 10 there was in the primitive 
Church a special charism of " discerning spirits." Here, 
however, this is regarded as within the competency of all 
Christians. And, indeed, the Apostle immediately proceeds 
to ensure this by furnishing one crucial test by which the 
Spirit of Truth is to be at once distinguished from the Spirit 
of Error. "Hereby recognise the Spirit of God.1 Every 
spirit that confesseth 2 · Jesus as the Christ come in the 
flesh 3 is of God" (42

). 

It is by the substance of the confession, not by its 
publicity, that the Divine character of the inspiration is to 
be tested. To introduce here the idea of contrast between 
open confession of Christ and inward faith (Haupt, 
Westcott, following Augustine), is entirely beside the point. 
It is of " spirits," not of believers, that the passage speaks ; 
and the antichristian testified no less openly than the 
Christian spirits. And, to state the matter with full 
logical exhaustiveness : " Every spirit that confesseth not 
described as mere impostors, but, for the most part, are regarded as the subjects 
of a real inspiration, 

1 r/J 1rnvµ.ct rnv Oeofi, The individual "spirits" are said to be eK rofi 0<ou 
(41). But it is from the Divine Spirit that they derive their character and 
their message. In their manifestations, therefore, it is the agency of the Spirit 
of God that is discerned. 

2 The confessing here spoken of refers to the inspired testifying of the pro
phets in the congregation ( r Cor. 123 141-6). 

3 As to the exegesis and doctrinal content of the confession, v. supra, pp. 
94, 99, 
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Jesus 1 is not of God"; but, on the contrary, is to be 
identified with Antichrist 2 (43). There is no third possi
bility. 

The Apostle then proceeds to congratulate his readers 
upon the faithfulness and success with which they have 
hitherto resisted and overcome the enemy of their faith. 
"Ye are of God" (in contrast with the spirits that "are not 
of God "), " my little children, and have overcome them." 
And this victory is assured of permanence, because 
" greater is He that is in you than he that is in the world " 
(44

). The spirit that has been identified with Antichrist 
is further characterised as having its sphere of operation 
and dominion "in the world." They (the spirits who are 
agents of him " who is in the world") "are of the world." 
And their spiritual affinities determine the character of 
their teaching. " They speak as of the world "; and the 
character of their teaching reveals the character of their 
hearers; " Therefore the world heareth them" (45); for 
the world "loveth its own " (John i' I 519) and "listens 
to those who express its own thought" 3 (Westcott). In 
direct opposition to this description of the false spirits and 
prophets, the writer asserts of himself and of those whom he 
associates with himself as truly unfolding the word of life, 

that " We are of God," and that " Every one that knoweth 4 

God heareth 5 us"; 6 while, on the contrary, the mark of 
" Whosoever is not of God," is that he " heareth not 

1 Tov T,,uoOv. The article defines Jesus in the full sense of the formula in 
the preceding verse, which the writer does not deem it necessary to repeat. 
The only valid confession of Jesus is that He is" the Christ come in the flesh." 

2 See Notes, in loc. 3 v. supra, p. 103. 
4 " Every one that knoweth God "--'"f<PW<7Kwv Tlw 0eov-He who has a true 

perception of what God really is, who recognises the Divine when it is presented 
to him. This, not progressiveness of knowledge (Westcott, "The Christian 
listens to those who teach him more of God"} is what the word denotes. 

0 a1Cou<t ; cf. John 103- 16. 20. 21, 
6 The claim of Apostolic authority is based solely upon the inherent truth of 

the Apostolic message. Cf. 1 1•3, Acts 18 2 32 etc., John 1426 1526· 27 etc., 1 Cor. 216, 

Gal. 1 6· 9• u. 12, 2 Tim. 1 11•13• 
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us" (46). Finally, he sums up the purport of the whole 
argument in the words: " From this we recognise the Spirit 
of Truth" (i.e. the Spirit given by God, 324), "and the Spirit 
of Error." 1 The inferential phrase" from this" (l1C 'TOVTOv) 

is to be understood, not as referring exclusively to the 
last-mentioned test, the "hearing" or " not hearing" of 
"us" (Huther, Weiss), but as indicating the accomplish
ment of the writer's purpose in the paragraph as a whole. 
That purpose, as stated at the outset, was to urge upon 
his readers this test of God's dwelling in them, namely, 
the presence and operation in them of the Spirit of God. 
But the very office of the Divine Spirit, the promised 
Paraclete, is to testify to Jesus as the Christ come in the 
flesh. Every spirit, therefore, that bears witness to this is 
of God ; and every spirit that does not bear witness to this 
is not of God. This test is decisive for the "spirits" 
themselves. It is decisive also for those who speak by 
their inspiration, distinguishing the false prophets from 
those who, like the Apostle himself, are the messengers of 
the Truth. But it is decisive also for their hearers. And 
this is the point at which, in reality, the paragraph is aimed. 
Not all had the prophetic affiatus. There were those who 
gave utterance to the Church's confession and moulded its 
doctrine ; and there were those who only associated 
themselves therewith by approval and adherence. For 
the majority, the actual test consisted in the confession 
they received as true and adopted as their own, and in 
the teaching to which they approvingly listened. For all 
alike, teachers and taught, their attitude towards the truth 
of the Incarnation was decisive of the spirit that was in 
them, whether it was the Spirit of Truth or the Spirit of 
Error. 

1 To 1rvEDµa T7/S 1rX&.v'l}S, This designation, unique in the N. T., is naturally 
accounted for by the contrast with the "Spirit of Truth." But cf. 2 26, Matt. 
2411, Jl,Jark 13", Rev. 12° 2010, 
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413-16, 

In the third Cycle of tbe Epistle the corresponding 
paragraph 1 is 413- 16• And, in fact, this paragraph reproduces 
in the simplest and directest form the argument which in 
324-46 was somewhat complicated by the reference to the 
different " spirits" and their human organs. 

" In this, that 2 He hath given us of His 3 Spirit, we 
perceive that we abide in Him, and He in us " (413). 

Here, as everywhere in the Epistle, the Spirit is 
regarded exclusively as the Spirit of Truth-the Witness to 
Christ, and the Author of true Belief. 

The first-fruit of this endowment with the Spirit is the 
Apostolic testimony itself-" And we 4 have beheld and 
bear witness 5 that the Father sent the Son (as) the Saviour 
of the world"; (414)-its full result is the continuous re
production of the same testimony in others also. Not only 
the Apostles have in their vision and testimony the infallible 
sign of God's dwelling in them ; but "Whosoever shall con
fess that Jesus is the Son of God, God abideth in him, and 
he in God " ( 415). In 4 2, the true confession was, " Jesus is 
the Christ come in the flesh"; here, it is "Jesus is the Son 
of God." The two formul~ are equivalent; and here the 

1 Having for the third time exhibited Love as the sign and test of Life 
(z7, n 3Iob-24a. 47•12), the writer again advances the test of Belief, likewise for 
the third time (218• 28 32•b 46 ; and now, 41..-16). 

2 v. Notes, in !oc. 
3 ,!,c rou 1rve6µaros a~rou. Cf. ,!,c rou Tr/\'l}pwµaros, John 116• The phrase is 

peculiar and, taken by itself, might justify the contention that the personality of 
the Spirit is not fully Iealiscd in the writer's conception. But it does not 
necessitate this conclusion. Though the Spirit dwells personally in all who 
are "begotten of God," yet,, according to the measure of His working in them, 
they may be said to have more or less of the Spirit. ·with this thought the 
common N. T. expressions, "full of" or "filled with" the Spirit, agree. 
v. infra, pp. 351-52. 

4 "And we." The writer and his fellow-witnesses. See Notes, in !oc. 
5 The Apostolic testimony is not a mere recital of the facts which constitute 

the historical manifestation of Christ; it is also a Spirit-taught interpretation of 
their significance-that " the Father sent the Son to be the Saviour of the World." 
See Notes, in foe, 
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latter is preferred as suggesting more directly the revelation 
of the Divine Love in the mission of the Son, and as thus 
leading up to the statement in which the thought of this 
whole section is summed up, "We have perceived and 
believed 1 the Love which God bath toward 2 us. God is 
Love; and he that abideth in Love abidcth in God, and 
God in him" (410). 

It ought to be observed that in this paragraph the 
ideas of Belief and Love are knit together in closest 
relation. At the beginning (413), the mutual indwelling of 
God and man is said to be certified by the presence of 
that Spirit Who, alike in the Apostles (414) and in the 
whole company of the faithful (415), testifies to the true 
Belief. In the end, the same mutual indwelling is certified 
by our "abiding in Love" (416). And the transition is 
naturally effected through the fact that the whole weight of 
our assurance that God is Love, and that, consequently, to 
abide in Love is to abide in God, hangs upon the fact that 
Jesus is the Son of God, sent by_ the Father to be the 
Saviour of the world. St. John does not say or imply that 
Love is the fruit of Belief, or Belief of Love. Their correla
tion consists in this, that both Love and Belief are necessarily 
and concomitantly wrought in men by the Divine Begetting 
and Indwelling. Because God is Love, the new nature of 
the God-begotten also is Love (47). But the fulness of 
the Divine Love is manifested only in the mission of the 

1 " We have known and believed" ;-e-yvwKaµ,v Kai 1rE1rt1n<vKaµ,v r71v '1')'air11v. 
The two verbs form one compound idea. They are found in the same conjunction, 
but in the reverse order, in John 669, I cannot agree with Westcott that the 
addition of ,r,ir,ur,vKaµev is due to the conscious imperfection attaching to the 
t')'VWKaµEv, "We know the Love of God, but we believe that it is greater than 
we know." (So also Abbott,Johannine Vocabulary, 1629, where a reminiscence 
of Eph. J19 is suggested.) It cannot be insisted too strongly that ')'tvwuKeiv 
signifies spiritual perception, 1rturEUEtv the resultant intellectual conviction. 
Thus t')'VWKaµ,v Kai 1r,1r,urevKaµEV might be translated ; we have recognised 
(in the fact that Jesus is the Son of God) the Love which God hath toward us, 
and are firmly persuaded of its truth. 

2 "Toward us"= ev fJµ'iv. See N ates, in loc. 
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Son (49• 10), and those who are "begotten of God" 
necessarily have the power to perceive this when it is 
presented to them,-to recognise in the Incarnation and 
the Saviourship of the Son of God, the supreme divinity of 
Love. Therefore, " Every one that loveth is begotten of 
God" (47); therefore also, "Whosoever confesseth that 
Jesus is the Son of God, God abideth in him and he in 
God" (415), 

Here, then, the characteristic doctrine of the Epistle 
with regard to Belief is unmistakable. Belief is the 
outcome, therefore the test, of life. The truth asserted is 
not that our abiding in God and God's abiding in us are the 
result of our belief in Christ and confession of Him, but, 
conversely, that the confession is the result of the abiding. 
The same ·position is categorically affirmed in 51 "Every 
one that believeth that Jesus is the Christ is begotten of 
God." Here the tenses (ma-Teuwv-rye,yl1wr1Tat) make it 
clear that the Divine Begetting is the antecedent, not the 
consequent, of the believing; that, in other words, Christian 
Belief, which is essentially the spiritual recognition of 
spiritual truth, is a function of the Divine 1 Life as imparted 
to men. This is the most distinctive element in the 
J ohannine conception of Belief; and, unless it is firmly 
grasped, the most characteristic utterances of the Epistle 
regarding Belief will appear to be the assertions of a hard, 
scholastic dogmatism that interprets intellectual assent to 
an orthodox formula as the equivalent of spiritual union 
with God. Fuller consideration than has yet been given to 
this point will, therefore, not be out of place. 

The conception of Belief just indicated is most fully 
developed in the Fourth Gospel, which it dominates from 
beginning to end. A few passages out of many may be 

1 Hence, it may be observed, the Epistle nowhere proposes to test Belief by 
its fruits in good works, after the fashion of St. James (2 14-16). Belief, Righteous
ness, and Love are all concomitantly tests of having Eternal Life. 
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quoted. " Unto this end have I been born, and to this end 
have I come into the world, that I might bear witness to the 
truth; every one that is of the truth heareth My voice" 
( I 837). "Ye believe not, because ye are not of My sheep. 
My sheep hear My voice . . . and they follow Me" ( I 026, 27). 

" I have manifested Thy name unto the men whom Thou 
gavest Me. Thine they were, and Thou gavest them Me " 
( 1 76 ; cf. 319- 21 I 2 37-41 5 44 644 842• 47). " Every one that 
hath heard from the Father cometh unto Me"; "No man 
can come unto Me except it be given him of My Father" 
( 645• 65). In these and all similar passages, in the Gospel 
and the Epistle, belief or unbelief, when Christ is presented, 
depends upon antecedent spiritual predisposition. The 
Gospel does not create the children of God; it finds them, 
attracts them, reveals them, draws them forth from the 
mass of mankind. Thus St. John can speak of those 
who have not even heard the Gospel as being, at least 
potentially, the "children of God" (John I 162). And this 
is otherwise expressed in the favourite Johannine view 
that Christ's work among men is a work of judgment, of 
sifting and separation (Kp£,nr;, John 939 318• 19). Christ 
comes as a Light into the world ; and those who, though 
they dwell in darkness, are lovers of the Light, come unto 
Him. Christ comes as the voice of Eternal Truth, and all 
who are "of the truth " hear His voice. Christ is thrust 
as a magnet into the midst of mankind, and draws to 
Himself all who have an affinity with Him. Others He 
repels; they "see no beauty in Him, that they should desire 
Him." Men believe or disbelieve according to the spirit 
that is in them. By their attitude to the Revelation of 
God they reveal themselves ; according as they pronounce 
their judgment upon the Truth, it pronounces judgment 
upon them. To recognise or not to recognise God in 
Christ-there lies the boundary-line between spiritual life 
and spiritual death. 
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Pfleiderer, however, gives a quite inconsistent statement 
of the J ohannine doctrine, when he interprets it to the effect 
that "The manifestation of Christ brings nothing absolutely 
new into the world, but develops and matures the Divine 
and undivine germs that already lie implanted in men " 
(ii. 490 ). As well might one say that the spring-sunshine 
brings nothing new into the world, because autumn sowed 
and winter stored the seeds it brings to germination ; or 
that the dawn brings nothing new into the world, because it 
comes to those who, though sitting in darkness, yet have 
eyes. What the J ohannine doctrine avers is, that there 
exists in some men what is lacking in others, a power of 
spiritual vision by which Christ is recognised and welcomed 
in His true character-a capacity and a predisposition to 
receive Him (John 1 12• 13), 

This is, in fact, St. John's equivalent to the Pauline 
doctrine of predestination. 1 Pondering the question why 
the Gospel reveals so profound a cleavage among men, 
St. Paul answers it by the thesis of a direct Divine 
predestination; St. John, by that of a personal spiritual 
predisposition. But St. John's predisposition is no more 
inherent in the natural character than St. Paul's predestina
tion. He refuses to find its source in the human 
personality Qohn 1 13 ; I John 51). The children of God 
are not a superior species of the genus homo. They are 
men who "have passed from death into life" (J14); and 
who have done so because they are " begotten of God." 
And the motive of St. John's doctrine is precisely the 
same as that of St. Paul's. Partly, it is apologetic. It is 
the assertion, as against the unbelieving world, of the 
inward ground and the intuitive certainty of Christian 
Belief. As we need no proof that light is light when 
the eye beholds it, so the soul, begotten of God, 
beholds and recognises eternal truth (5 20

). Partly, the 
1 Cf. Scott's Fourth Gospel, p. 278. 
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motive is religious. It is to satisfy the innermost Christian 
consciousness that, not even for this vision of the truth, 
not even for the appropriation of God's gift in Christ, can 
believers take credit to themselves ; that in nothing can 
the human will do more than respond- to the Divine ; and 
that, in the last resort, this power itself is of God. 

It is far-fetched to find, as Pfleiderer does (ii. 490 ), a 
historical kinship between this doctrine and the Gnosis 
of Basilides. The connection he suggests with Philo's 
doctrine of the separative activity of the Logos is more 
credible. But the historical roots of the J ohannine con
ception lie nearer at hand-in the Old Testament, in the 
Synoptic Gospels, in the Epistles of St. Paul. They are 
plainly to be traced in the great prophecy (Isa. 610• 11) 

quoted in St. John ( I 2 37- 41), and so often elsewhere in the 
New Testament; in such Pauline passages as 2 Cor. 2 15• 16 

43- 6 ; in such Synoptic utterances as Luke 2 34• 35, Matt. I 125. 26 

1617• But, in truth, it is not necessary to deduce the 
doctrine from any remoter source than the meditation of 
a thoughtful Christian mind upon the facts of life. And 
when we consider what the facts are ;-that, among men 
of the same race, traditions, education, manners, and morals 
Christ is, on the one hand, the supreme and enduring 
attraction, and on the other, an object of frigid indifference 
or of keen hostility ; that, as when of old He was crucified 
between two malefactors, the Cross itself became a throne 
of judgment on which He sat separating the sheep from 
the goats, so still, under all the apparent identities and 
diversities of human life, Christ shows Himself the great 
divider of men: when we consider, further, that we can 
know and be attracted by that only with which we have 
some affinity, that the soul cannot kindle in recogni
tion admiration and desire of what is alien to its own 
nature,-we are constrained to ask whether any truer word 
can be spoken concerning all this, than that of the Epistle, 

18 
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-that a believing response to the Revelation of Christ, 
in whomsoever it is found, is due to the fact that he has 
been "begotten of God." "Can you tell why the needle 
trembles to the pole, why the buds feel their way to the 
spring, the flowers to the sunlight? They are made for 
it: and souls are so made for Christ." 

The Conflict and Victory of Belief. 

Of Divine contents and origin, Christian Belief is also 
a Divine power in men, victorious over the evil and false
hood of the World. The first of the passages that tell of 
this victory is that in which the Apostle congratulates his 
readers upon their having quitted themselves like true 
soldiers of Jesus Christ, by their resolute and successful 
resistance to the enemies of their faith. "Ye are of God, 
little children, and have overcome them : because greater is 
He that is in you, than he that is in the world" (44). Here 
the conflict is expressly between Truth and Error; and, 
indeed, between the personal Spirit of Truth and the 
personal Spirit of Error. As it is said "ye are of God," 
so " He that is in you" can be none other than God,1 
acting by "the Spirit He hath given us" (3 24b)-the 
"Anointing" which "teacheth concerning all things,; (2 27). 

And " He that is in the world" can be none other than the 
oiaf]o"A.o<; 2 of 38• 10• The human combatants are identified 
on both sides with a superhuman personality whose 
instruments they directly are and in whose power they 
contend. And the victory of Truth is won, and its per
manence is ensured by the fact that its Divine protagonist 
is greater than the opposing Spirit of Error. Great as is 
the power of falsehood to captivate and to mislead, the 

1 The thought leads back also to the "Son of God Who was manifested that 
He might destroy the works of the Devil" (38). 

2 b Toil Kb~µou lf.pxw", John 1231 r430 16 11, o OdJr Toil u./wpos Tovrou, 2 Cor. 
44, Eph, 2 2 612• b KO~µos /!Xos K<'iTu., "" Tei, ,rov11pci,, I John 519• 
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convincing power of Truth is always, in the end, greater 
(John 1 68-ll). This µ,d.twv 1 is the Christian's sheet anchor 
of hope when he contemplates the power of falsehood in 

the World. 

"And His commandments are not burdensome, because 
everything that is begotten of God overcometh the world. 
And this is the victory that overcometh the world, even 
our faith. Who is he that overcometh the world, but he 
that believeth that Jesus is the Son of God ? " 

Here, as elsewhere 2 in the Epistle, the " World " is not 
the order of the seen and temporal considered as a power 
to hold the soul in bondage and to render it insensible to 
spiritual realities ; it is the world of ungodly persons, with 
the opinions, sentiments, and influences-the " lust of the 
flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the vainglory of life"
which they embody. The "World" is, therefore, a prolific 
source of temptations that inevitably tend to make God's 
commandments burdensome to those who strive to obey 
them fully. Its hostility may take the form of overt 
persecution ; but always the world brings to bear against 
those whose aims are spiritual, a force of ideas and 
estimates-as of " success," "happiness," " honour "-and 
of social influences, which he must conquer or to which he 
must succumb. Such an environment would necessarily 
render the requirements of the Christian Life a grievous 
and a galling yoke but for this,3-" Whatsoever is 
begotten of God overcometh the world." As the human 
body is unaffected by an external atmospheric pressure 
that would crush it to a pulp, but for the fact that there 

1 Cf. John 168-11 , Eph. 1rn-23, Col. 1 11• 'v. supra, pp. 145-9. 
8 1rii• r/J -yeyEPP7J/J,EPVP. The abstract 1rii11, instead of the concrete ,riis, seems 

to emphasise, not the persons who conquer, but the Divine energy by which 
they conquer. It brings out the thought that whatsoever is of Divine origin has 
ipso facto a power mightier than the world's. 
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is an equal expansive pressure within the body itself; so, 
since "Greater is He that is in us, than he that is in the 
world," the world's hostile pressure is more than neutralised, 
and God's commandments are not burdensome. "And 
this is the victory that overcometh (hath overcome,1 R.V.) 
the world-our Belief." Belief itself may be regarded as 
the victory. Simply to believe in Christ is, in principle, 
complete victory over the world. This alone puts the 
world, with its false ideals and standards, under our feet. 
But the battle has to be fought out in detail ; and our 
Belief is necessarily the spiritual weapon 2 by which every 
successive temptation is met and overcome. What this 
Belief is the next verse declares : " Who is he that over
cometh the world, but he that believeth that Jesus is the 
Son of God ? " The union of the human name "Jesus " with 
the full title " the Son of God," expresses vividly the world
conquering power of this belief. For, from the worldly 
point of view, no one was ever more manifestly over
whelmed by defeat and disaster than was this " Son of 
God." To believe that, living and dying, Jesus of 
Nazareth was the Son of God,-that to do the will of 
God and to finish His work as Jesus did is the one true 
victory life can give-that to minister rather than to be 

l '1/ 11EK'1 ?I viK1J<TG.<TG., The aorist is difficult, and has been variously explained; 
-as indicating that from the beginning (Heb. II) Faith overcame the world 
(Ruther. But why then the emphatic ?I 1rtan~ r,µ,wv ?) ; as referring definitely 
to the victory already mentioned (44 ) over the false teachers (Weiss. This is 
tenable, but the reference seems too remote, and far too narrow for the context) ; 
as. referring to the victory of Christ (John 1633), in which believers are by their 
faith made partakers (\,Vestcott; There is, without doubt, a reminiscence of 
John 1633 ; but to make the te:i,:t mean, "We are by our faith made partakers 
in the same victory as Christ once gained over the world," seems beyond the 
limits of possible e:i.:egesis). But the aorist tense does not necessarily indicate a 
definite point in the past ; and here 11<K1J<1a.aa. seems to be a genuine example of 
the "conslative" aorist, by which "the whole action is comprised in one view," 
or " the line is reduced to a point by perspective" (Moulton, pp. 108 sqq. ). In 
English idiom this has often to be translated by the perfect, as here by the 
"hath overcome" of the R. V. 

0 Thus, by a strong metonymy, the victory itself is identified with the means 
by which it is won. 
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ministered unto, and to give oneself a ransom for many, is 
its '' topmost, ineffablest crown," is to be, in thought at least, 
emancipated from the "lust of the flesh, the lust of the 
eyes, and the vainglory of life." But it is not only by its 
loftier ideal that Christian Belief conquers the world. It 
combines with the purely ethical ideal both the power of 
Love (" This is the Love of God, that we keep His com
mandments," 53) and the assurance of immortality; setting 
over against the world that" passeth away" the vision of 
another where the Divine Ideal is in fact, as here it is in 
right, supreme. Above all, Belief is victory because it is the 
proof of union with Christ Who, Himself victorious over 
the world, is the source of all-conquering power to them in 
whom He abides (John r633). "He that hath the Son 
bath Life" (5 12); and, while surrounded by the world's 
hostile influences, he is made partaker in Christ's own 
triumph over them. 

" Remember what a martyr said 
On the rude tablet overhead ! 
'I was born sickly, poor and mean, 
A slave : no misery could screen 
The holders of the pearl of price 
:From Cresar's envy ; therefore twice 
I fought with beasts, and three time~ saw 
My children suffer by his law. 
At last my own release was earned : 
I was some time in being burned, 
But at the close a Hand came through 
The fire above my head, and drew 
My soul to Christ, whom now I see. 
Sergius, a brother, writes for me 
This testimony on the wall-
For me, I have forgot it all.'" 

NOTE ON 1T'f.CTTE1)Eiv. 

In the Johannine writings this word has the same leading significa
tions as in classical Greek. In one instance it means to "entrust" 
(J1r,aTw<v auTov aiiT□<~, John 2 24). Elsewhere it means (a) to "believe" 
a fact (with the noun in the accusative, as in 416 1r<'ffl<J"nvrnp.E11 n)v 

dyurr1Jv) or the statement of a fact (introduced by on, as in 51- 5) ; 
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(b) to "believe" or credit the testimony of a person or thing; (c) to 
"believe in" or trust a person or thing. Confining attention to the last 
two of these usages, we find that in classical Greek rrurr<vflv in either 
sense has the object in the dative, never being followed by a pre
positional phrase. 

But it was indispensable that N.T. Greek should possess the means 
of distinguishing ideas that are so different for Christian thought as 
"believe" and "believe in." In St. John to "believe in" or "trust" 
( =f 1'1;,[N) is, as a rule, muuv,w rk (510). In the three cases in which 
1rwr,11<1v ,l~ has a thing, not a person, as its object (,l,- To <pw;-, John 
1236 ; ,Is Tf/V µapTvpiav, I John 510 ; ,ls To ovoµa, I John 513), it may be 
argued that the sense is stil! to "trust," the reference being really to 
the person who is the source of the light, the author of the testimony, 
the possessor of the name. 

On the other hand, to "believe" is, as a rule, rr1uT•vr1v, c. dat. 
Moulton (p. 67), like Westcott and Abbott, will have it that the rule 
is invariable for the New Testament. But in Acts 1634 188 much the 
more natural sense of mUT<tmv, c. dat., is "believe in." In St. John, 
also, the two constructions are sometimes used interchangeably (cf. 
John 629· 30 and 830- 31). And, in the Epistle, it is impossible, without 
pedantry, to assign different shades of meaning to 'lI"IUT<vnv Tf ,lvoµan 
(3 23) and muuv«v ,ls Ta f5voµa (5 13). The truth is that, in the nature 
of the case, the two ideas "believe" and "believe in" frequently run 
into and blend with each other, belief of the thing testified resting 
upon trust in the person testifying (cf. John 524· 38 with 12 44). 



CHAPTER XIV. 

THE DOCTRINE OF ASSURANCE. 

IN the foregoing chapters we have seen with what urgency 
St. John sets before his readers the three fundamental and 
inseparable tests by which they may satisfy themselves 
that they have Eternal Life (513): "He that kecpeth His 
commandments dwelleth in Him, and He in him " (3 24); 

" He that dwelleth in Love dwelleth in God, and God in 
him (410); "Whosoever confesseth that Jesus is the Son 
of God, God dwelleth in him, and he in God" (415). And, 
in general, it has to be asserted that the Epistle acknow
ledges no certitude of personal salvation other than is 
based on the fulfilment of those tests. In its scheme of 
thought no place is provided for any immediate, self
certifying consciousness of regenerate life. The possession 
of this is to be recognised (rytvw,nmv) from the presence 
of its appropriate fruits, and thus only. " We know that 
we have passed from death into Life, because we love the 
brethren" (314). But while thus the effect of the Epistle 
is, upon the whole, extremely heart-searching, there are 
passages in which the writer pauses in his persistent 
probing and testing of souls, and dwells upon the heart
pacifying aspect of the truths he enunciates. 

22s. 

"And now, little children, abide 1 in Him; that, if He 

1 "Abide in Him .•. that we may have boldness." The sense is not (as 
I Thes~. 219, Phil. 41, Heb. 1317)-" Do ye abide in Him that we, as your 
responsible guide and teacher, may give in our account with joy." The 

2 79 
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shall be manifested, we may have boldness, and not shrink 
from Hirn in shame (alr:rxuv0wµev a7T' avTOv) at His 
corning." 1 The phrase to "have boldness" (1rap/YrJr:riav 
exew), here introduced, is destined to further service (3 21 

417 514). In classical usage '11'aphu£a denotes that out
spokenness or fearless declaration of personal opinion 
which was especially the cherished privilege of Athenian 
freemen.2 In the Epistle to the Hebrews and in our 
Epistle 3 it signifies the confidence of open childlike speech 
with our Father in prayer, or, as here, the fearless trust with 
which the faithful meet Christ. Its peculiar force is fin~ly 
brought out by the contrasted " shrink from Him in 
shame." Both are phrases of · graphic power, vividly 
suggesting the picture of the judgment-seat before which 
all must stand, and of the frank confidence with which men 
turn to their Judge and look upon His face, or the 
speechless confusion in which they avoid His gaze ( cf. 
Matt. 2 2 12). The ground of this "boldness in His 
Parousia" will . be that men, though much exposed to the 
plausibilities of pseudo-Christian teaching, have held fast the 
truth that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God (2 22- 24), as this 
is witnessed by the Apostles ( 2 24) and taught by the Spirit 4 

(2 27). The ascription of this ultimately decisive value to 
Belief has been already discussed.5 However remote it may 
seem to be from the purely ethical grounds of final judgment 
foretold by our Lord (Matt. 2 531-46), it is not, in the mind of 
St. John, incompatible with these ; on the contrary, they are 
its necessary implicates. To believe that Jesus is Incarnate 

Apostle violates grammatical construction rather than' see·m ta exclude himself 
from what he enjoins on his "little children." He identifies himself with them 
as a Christian man "still struggling to effect his warfare" in a world of tempta
tion (cf. 19 2° J19· 20- 21 etc.). 

1 ;., rfi 1rapov,rl{!, a~Tou. See Chapter XVI. 
2 Sec additional note, p. 415. 
3 In the Fourth Gospel the word is used somewhat differently, signifying 

plain as contrasted with mystic (52~ II 14 16"''), or open as contrasted with secret 
utterance (726 1820). 

4 v. supra, pp. rnS-16. 5 v. supra, pp. 261-2, 270-4. 
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God, is to accept Love as the law of life, as is made evident 
by the passage that next comes under consideration. 

31s-20_ 

" Little children, let us not love in word, neither in 
tongue; but in deed and in truth.1 And herein shall we 
know (=ascertain) that we are of the truth, and shall 
assure our heart before Him, · whereinsoever our heart 
condemn us ; because God is greater than our heart and 
knoweth all things." 2 It is necessary to distinguish at the 
outset between the absolute and the conditional ground of 
confidence toward God, as these are here set forth. The 
former is that we are" of. the Truth " 3-that we belong to 
the kingdom that is Christ's CJ ohn r 837) ; that our life is 
based upon and our character moulded by the Divine and 
eternal Reality, the full expression of which is Christ, Who 
is "the Truth." But in our own particular case this must 
be established by the fact that we " love not in word, 
neither in tongue; but in deed and in truth/' 

This question, whether we are "of the truth," is here 
figured as the subject of a trial in which a man's own 
" heart" ( conscience ; that is, the· faculty of moral self
judgment) is the accuser and he himself the defendant, 
which is carried on in the presence of Omniscient God, and 
is finally referred to His decision. There are thus three 
.elements to be considered in the case. (a) Our own heart 4 

1 On the first clause, v. supra, pp; 245-6, itn<l Notes, in loc. 
11 On the exegetical difficulties of this locus vexatissimus, see N ates. In the 

present exposition, I assume the conclusion to which I have come-that, without 
emendation of the text, the R. V. best meets the· requirements both of grammar 
and of sense. 

3 To be "of the Truth" denotes substantially the same thing as to be "of 
God" (310). Regarding d)l.']Oda, v. supra, pp. 62, 259-60. 

4 "Heart" (Kapola) is rarely found in St. John. In John 13" it signifies 
the source of impulse to action, in 141. 27 166• 

22 the seat of thought and 
emotion. <Tw£io'l)cr«,. which in the N.T. exactly covers our ''conscience," both 
as the faculty of self-judgment and in the wider sense of moral discernment, does 
not occur in St. John. 
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may condemn us. We believed that we had passed 
from death into life (3 14); but to ourselves this has 
become almost or altogether doubtful.1 When Conscience 
summons us to the tribunal within, it declares us guilty. 
We have failed in doing the " righteousness" of the 
children of God (310), or our faith has faltered-our 
vision of the Truth has become dim. The evidence 
of cur union with Christ is obscured by the consciousness 
of inconsistencies which, regarded in themselves, compel 
us to question whether we are " of the truth " or have 
been self-deceived (cf. 2 4• 6• 9 etc.). This is the first 
element in the case. (b) The second is, "In this we shall 
recognise that we are of the truth." When conscience 
brings forward these allegations of insincerity, to what 
shall we appeal? To this, says St. John: that we have 
loved, and that " not in word, neither in tongue; but 
in deed and in truth." There are actual things we 
can point to-not things we have professed or felt or 
imagined or intended, but things that we have done, 
and that we know we would never have done but for 
the Love which God has put into our hearts. Of ecstatic 
emotions, heaven-piercing vision, we may know nothing ; 
but if, in the practice of Love-in bearing another's 
burden, in denying ourselves to give to another's need 
(3 17), we are sure of our ground, hereby we shall 
tranquillise our self-accusing hearts-yea, even in the 
presence 2 of God. (c) " Because God is greater than 
our heart, and knoweth all things." But here a diffi
culty meets us. What may be called the popular inter-

1 This is the explanation of the future "we shall know" (')'PWffoµ,dJa). It 
does not merely point to the fulfilment of the conditions laid down in J18,

that, of course, is assumed,-it contemplates the possibility of some shadow 
having fallen on the clear mirror of the soul-some future occasion on which 
our own heart accuses us. 

2 "Before Him" (lp:1rporr0€v avroiJ). The thought is not of the Day of 
Judgment, but that the self-examination is brought about by the sense of God's 
Presence, and· under the sense of the same Presence is carried on, 
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pretation: 1-" Since even our own imperfectly enlightened 
heart accuses us, how much more must we dread the 
judgment of the All-knowing "-is directly opposed to the 
requirements of the context. Plainly the fact that " God 
is greater than our heart, and knoweth all things," 
must be a reason for pacifying the heart, not for increas
ing its alarm. Almost all modern exegetes, accordingly, 
take " greater than our hearts" as referring to the greater 
tenderness of God. Conscience is a " recording chief 
inquisitor," who notes without pity all that is done amiss. 
God is Love, and, reading in our hearts the Love He 
has put there, blots out the handwriting that is against us. 
But this is irrelevant. The question under consideration 
is not one of merciful judgment, but solely one of evidence 
as to whether we are or are not " of the truth." When it is 
said that " God is greater than our heart," what is meant is 
simply that " He knoweth," that is, takes cognisance of" all 
things." Our own heart does not take cognisance of all 
things. On the supposition made, its role is solely that 
of accuser. It is regarded as occupying itself exclusively 
with those facts that cast suspicion upon the reality of 
our Christian life, while it needs to be reminded of those 
that tell in our favour. But God takes note of all-both 
of the inconsistencies that conscience urges against us, 
and of the deeds whose witness we can cite in reply to its 
accusations. And for this very reason that He knows 
all, we can persuade and pacify our hearts before Him. 
To the hypocrite, who only seeks a cloak for his sin, the 
thought of the All-seeing is full of dread; but to him who, 
though conscious of much that may well be thought to 
falsify his Christian profession, is also conscious that it is 

1 This interpretation is still maintained and powerfully defended by Pro
fessor Findlay. Granted the right to emend the text as he docs, his view is 
obviously sound; and the emendation is tempting. v. Notes, in loc. But the 
explanation here given of the text as it stands is, I think, tenable. 
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in facts of a different kind that his deepest life has found 
true expression, it is full of comfort. The appeal to 
Omniscience is his final resort; his hiding-place is in the 
Light itself (Ps. 1 3923• 24). Thus it was with Simon when 
not only his own heart accused him, but his Master so 
persistently voiced its accusations-" Lord, Thou knowest 
all things; Thou knowest that I love Thee" CJ ohn 2 117). 

And it is not difficult to suppose that the "flVW<TKet 7rct,vTa of 
the present passage is a reminiscence of that memorable 
incident (,cvpte, TrdvTa <TV oZoa,, <TV "f£VW<T/C€£', chi <ptAO? ue). 

Looking at the passage as a whole we find two notable 
features in it. On the one hand is the emphasis placed 
upon objective facts as the only valid evidence of our 
being "of the truth"; on the other hand is the principle 
that positive outweighs negative evidence 1-that deeds 
of love rightly prevail against the consciousness of incon
sistency and defect. In part, doubtless, this emphasis 
is due to the historical situation. It is a repudiation of 
the loveless intellectualism of the Gnostic; and it is also 
an assurance and consolation of those "little ones " who 

·were liable to be " offended " by those who based their 
claim to be " of the truth " upon a profounder knowledge of 
the spiritual universe than was attainable by the simple 
believer. Not philosophy but Love has the title to the 
Kingdom of Heaven. Not on the boast of fruitless illumina
tion, but on the Christ-life of self-sacrificing Love was the 
stamp of the Truth impressed. Yet the Apostle's doctrine 
has respect to the deep common needs of the Christian life. 
To the man of self-accusing heart in every age he speaks. 
To the man whose belief seems to himself little more than 
a struggle with unbelief, who is more conscious of darkness 
and doubt than of triumphant faith, he says: "Your life, 

1 It needs, perhaps, to be emphasised that the matter under consideration is 
wholly one of evidmre. There is no question of setting the merit of good deeds 
over against the demerit of eYil deeds. 
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your actual indubitable deeds in which you embody the 
spirit that is in you-what is their testimony? Are these 
the fruit of faith or of unbelief?" To the man who mourns 
defects of character and lapses of conduct that seem to 
vitiate his title to be of those who have the seed of the 
Righteous God abiding in them (39), he says: "These 
may be the negations and failures of your life, what are 
its affirmations and achievements? Is the goal towards 
which you strive the goal of Love? " The test is absol
utely valid. Not the presence of evil, but the absence of 
good, is the fact of fatal omen. It is the invariable test 
of our Lord Himself, with whom the irremediable sin is 
ever the sin of lovelessness, fruitlessness, slothfulness,-the 
damning accusation, "Ye did it not." He who loves not in 
word, neither in tongue, but in deed and in truth ; who lays 
down his life for the brethren, if not in one crowded hour 
of glorious self-surrender, yet, perhaps, more nobly, in the 
patient well-doing and helpful kindness and unselfish service 
which enrich the years as they pass, this man verily bears the 
marks of the Lord Jesus. Let no man trouble him ; let him 
not trouble himself; but herein let him recognise that he is 
"of the truth," and humbly assure his heart before God. 

The following verses (f•ll. 22) introduce the subject of 
assurance in Prayer, and so, postponing them, we proceed 
to a passage which is as closely as possible allied to that 
which we have just considered. 

417-19, 

" Herein is love made perfect with us, that we may 
have boldness in the Day of J udgment; because as He is, 
even so are we in this world. There is no fear in Love ; 
but perfect love casteth out fear ; because fear hath punish
ment; and he that feareth is not made perfect in love. \Ve 
love, because He first loved us." 

Logically, 417 contains three members :-The purpose 
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achieved-" That we may have boldness m the Day 
of Judgment"; the ground upon which this confidence 
is established-" Because as He (Christ) is, so are we in 
this world"; the proof that we are entitled to occupy this 
ground-" Herein is Love perfected with us." We shall, 
however, consider these clauses in the order in which they 
occur. (a) "Herein 1 is Love 2 perfected (fulfilled) with 
us." By the word " herein " the sentence is linked on to the 
immediately preceding one : 1 " He that abideth in Love 
abideth in God, and God in him" (416). What that Love is 
and how it is "perfected " is unmistakably defined in 412 : 

" If we love one another, God abideth in us, and His Love 
is perfected in us." The only variation in the phraseology 
is that, instead of the "perfected in us" (ev ~µ,'iv) of 412, we 
have here "perfected with us" (µ,€0' ~µ,wv),3 the latter being 
probably intended as a stronger expression of the fact that 
it is in the social relations of the Christian community that 
the Divine life of Love has its fullest human realisation. 

Clearly, then, it is in the exercise of brotherly love 
that Love is here said to be perfected. Further, if we 
inquire why this is so,-what specific idea the Apostle 
intends to convey by the " perfecting" of Love,-this also 
becomes clear when we compare the two passages in which 
this " perfecting " is described : " Whosoever keepeth His 
word, in him verily is the love of God perfected" (2 5); and 
" If we love one another, God abideth in us, and His 
love is perfected in us" (412). Manifestly, the conception 
common to "keeping His word " and "loving one another" 
is the embodiment of Love in actual conduct. The asser
tion of perfectness refers, not to the strength or purity of 
Love as a sentiment, but solely to its bearing fruit in deeds 
which prove its reality and fulfil its purpose. The idea is 

Iv. Notes, i'n toe. 
2 ii d-yd,.-'7. Not the Love of God to us, nor specifically our Love to God or 

to our brother, but that moral nature which is called Love, Cf. supra, p. 212. 
3 µ.e0' iJµ.w•, v. N ates, in loc. 
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that, not of qualitative, but of effective perfection ; and 
7E7e"X.eiroTai might be translated more unambiguously by 
" fulfilled " or " accomplished " than by " perfected." That 
is TETe"X.euJJµivov which has reached its Ti"X.or;, has achieved its 
end, has run its full course.1 And the end of God's Love 
to us is attained in our loving one another. As the seed 
reaches its goal in the fruit, so the Love of God has 
its fulfilment in reproducing itself in the character and 
conduct of His children. But, as we have 2 seen, the Love 
of God to us cannot be directly reproduced in our relation 
to Him. It is only when we love one another with the 
love of God-the love which is His own, and which He 
begets in us-that His love is fulfilled in us. Then Love's 
circuit is complete, from God to us, from us to our brother, 
and through our brother back to God ( cf. Matt. 2 540). 

Next, the Apostle states a special purpose achieved by 
this fulfilment of Love-" that we may have confidence in 
the Day of Judgment." 3 This is not the only end, but it is 
an end; in the present view, indeed, the ultimate end of all 
action. All that life most profoundly signifies is contained 
in the thought of our final responsibility to God (2 Car. 
5 9• 10). This confidence is a present possession ( lx_roµev ),4 

not only because the Apostle thinks of the Day of Judg
ment as at hand, but because the thought of that Day and 
of its issue for us is, or ought to be, present to our minds. 

Finally, the Apostle supplies the necessary connecting 
link between " perfected Love" and this " confidence." 
Our love, however truly fulfilled, does not in its own right 

1 A comparison of other J ohannine occurrences of T€?,.«6w confirms this. 
Jesus "accomplishes" or "fulfils" the work of the :Father {John 4 35 536 I 74) ; 

the Scripture is "accomplished" or "fulfilled" (1928). Cf. Acts 202' nXetwcrm 
Tov op6µ,ov µ,ov; Jas. 2"' <!K Twv lp-ywv 711ricrns €T€\e,w0'1/="in works faith found 
fulfilment." "To make perfect (TE\e<ow) is to bring to the end, that is, the 
appropriate or appointed end, the end corresponding to the idea" (Davidson, 
Hebrews, p. 65). 

2 v. supra, pp. 76, 250-52. 
8 The Day ofJudgment. See Chapter XVI. 
4 txwµ,a,. v. Notes, in loc. 
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furnish confidence against the Day of J udgment. It does 
so, " because· as He is,1 so are we "-because it is the proof 
that we are spiritually one with Christ. 

The statement is, that what Christ is we also are, though· 
He has gone to the Father and we are still in this world.2 

The sign and test of our union with Him has been stated 
as "walking even as He walked" ( 2 6), "purifying ourselves 
as He is pure" (f'), being " righteous as He is righteous" 
(37). Here, finally, it is that "Love is fulfilled in us.'' 
The heart of all Christ's doing and suffering was the intense 
longing He had to make Himself the channel through 
which the Love of God might reach men. To this end He 
followed the path of love to the crowded city, to the wilder
ness, to the Cross and the grave. In Him Love had its 
absolute fulfilment. And if we also seek to be channels 
through which the Love of God reaches our fellow-men, then, 
in our small measure and degree, we are " as He is " ; and 
Love, feeble and poor though it be, has herein reached fulfil
ment in us, that we may have boldness in the day of judgment. 
Love will be on the J udgment-seat. Love will be before the 
Judgment-seat. And Love cannot be condemned or dis
owned of Love. 

41s, 

"There is no tear in love; but perfect love casteth out 
fear, because fear hath punishment: he that feareth is not 
made perfect in love." 

In the preceding verse it has been asserted that Love 
"fulfilled" establishes the Christian in confidence toward 
God, as being the fruit and the test of his fellowship with 

1 He (h,,vos)=Christ; cf. 26 J3· 5• 7• 16• v. supra, p. 89. 
2 The exactness of the parallelism between this verse and J18• 19 ought to be 

observed. Here, the purpose to be effected is "that we may have confidence in 
the Day of Judgment"; there, "that we may assure our hearts before Him." 
Here, the ground of confidence is that "as Christ is, so are we in this world " ; 
there, that we are " of the truth." Here, the proof of this is that " Love is 
perfected in us"; there, that we love "not in word neither in. tongue; but in 
deed and in truth." 
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Christ. Here the same position is maintained from a 
complementary point of view: what is hostile to 7rapp'f}a-la 

is Fear, and what delivers from Fear is Love.1 Fear 
towards God is the product of the self-accusing heart. 
But "there is no Fear 2 in Love." In loving one another 
there is no matter of self-accusation, there is nothing to 
give occasion to Fear.8 Fear is the sentinel of life; the 
self-protective instinct that gives warning of danger, and 
calls to arms against it; and Fear towards God is the sign 
that not all is well in our relation to Him, and that we 
instinctively know it. But Love gives no such warning signal. 
When we are living in Love we are doing those things which 
are II well-pleasing in His sight" (322) ; we are II abiding in 
the Light" (210); we-have" fellowship one with another, and 
the blood of Jesus, His Son, cleanseth us from all sin " ( I 7). 

Not only is there nothing in Love to produce Fear; it 
banishes Fear where it exists. " But perfect Love casteth 
out Fear." It says to Fear, "Begone!" and, so to say, 
flings it out of doors.4 " Perfect Love " ( ~ Te"ll.eia ary&7r'TJ) 
cannot signify anything else than the Love which has 
be<;n spoken of - in the foregoing verse as "perfected." 5 

How love becomes " perfect " has been already declared 
(25 412) ; also how it casts out Fear. Even against a 
self~accusing heart, Love that is "in deed and in Truth" 

1 The verse thus carries on the parallelism to 318-20 , expanding the thought 
contained in the words, "and shall assure our hearts before Him whereinsoever 
our own heart condemn us." 

2 The order of words is the most emphatic possible : cp6fJo, o{;K forw lv -rii 
d-yd1r17: "Fear there is none in love." ,pofJo, is used of reverential fear (2 Cor. 
71); but here (as in Rom. 815) of servile, self-regarding fear. 

3 ,pbfJo, o{;K ll1"nv ev Tfj c1,,a1r17=In love there is no occasion of Fear-nothing 
to make afraid. Cf. the analogous phrase, IJ"K<ivfiaAov ,Iv rdm~ o{;K foT,v (210). 

• "Casteth out" (t/;w fJ<iAAft). More vivid, and describing more vigorous 
action than EK{JdAA«. 

5 Love is perfect which has its" perfect work." Cf. Jas. 1'. Also Shepherd 
of Hermas, Vis. I. 2, 1. Twv aµ,a,pnwv rwv TEAelwv==sins actually committed, 
as contrasted with sins only imagined or purposed. Westcott, on the contrary, 
bas a characteristic note on the difference between " perfect" (r<Arm) and 
"perfected" (reT<A«wµ,.!vr,). 

19 
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lifts up its testimony that we are "of the truth" (318). 

That we in this world are as Christ is (417), forgiving them 
that injure us, doing the most and the highest good we 
can, loving men with the Love of Christ, " walking in Love 
even as He loved us "-there is no attestation of our 
fellowship with the Father and with His Son Jesus Christ, 
and no ground of confidence like this. This casts out Fear 
by Divine right.1 And it does so, St. John adds, "because 
Fear hath punishment." 2 The expression is peculiar and 
obscure. The drift of the argument, however, is clear. 
Fear itself is of the nature of punishment; it is, in fact, 
the first reaction of sin upon the moral nature, the first 
conscious penalty of wrong-doing. It is, moreover, the 

consciousness of a relation to God of which punishment is 
the proper and only issue; and, unless it be legitimately 
overcome, drives the sinner to an ever-increasing distance 
from God (Gen. 38). And just because this is the nature 
of Fear, Love prevails over it and casts it out. Conscious 
of loving our fellow-men with a love that God has implanted 
in our hearts, we are assured that God is our Father, that 
Jesus Christ the Righteous is our Advocate-that our 
relation to God is one which holds no place for the idea of 
"punishment," in which nothing is possible except fatherly 
forgiveness and discipline. If Fear is the natural reaction 
of sin upon the soul, no less is confidence the natural 
reaction of Love. Nothing can work in us such a loving 
assurance of God's love to us as loving one another. 
Nothing can make it so clear that God will forgive our 
trespasses as our forgiving those that trespass against us. 

1 Here the Apostle only reproduces the most emphatic teaching of his Master 
{Matt. 61<- 15 r8~ 2540, Luke 102•-37 169. 19• 26 etc.). 

2 " Rath punishment" (KoAcunv tx«). KoAarns has no meaning except 
" punishment,'' whether retributive or disciplinary ( cf. Matt. 2 546, 2 Pet. 2 9) 

and cannot be translated by "torment" (A. V. ), or any word that expresses merely 
a painful feeling. Here the meaning is not that Fear, "as rooted in unbelief, is 
iLself deserving of punishment" (Ruther), but that Fear is itself a punishment or 
chastisement. 
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It is by loving that we know God, Who is Love, and are 
assured that God dwelleth in us. Therefore "perfect" 
Love-Love that has done the work of Love-casts out 
the Fear which "bath punishment." The consequence 
necessarily follows that " He that feareth has not been made 1 

perfect in Love." In the sphere of Love his life must be 
yet unfulfilled.2 Inasmuch as he fears, his condition is 
more hopeful than that of him who " saith he is in the 
light, and hateth his brother" (29); but inasmuch as he fails 
of genuine fruition in Love he lacks, and rightly lacks, the 
consciousness of union with God in Christ ; or at least that 
consciousness is feeble as against the consciousness of sin. 
The Apostle evidently does not contemplate such a type of 
Christian as Bunyan's Mr. Fearing. Indoctrinated with the 
teaching of the Epistle, that loving and lovable saint might 
cease to be Mr. Fearing. Even he might recognise that he 
is "of the truth," and assure his "heart before God." 

410. 
The paragraph is now exquisitely rounded by the 

return of thought to Him Who is the source of all Christian 
Life, all Christian Love, and ultimately, therefore, of all 
Christian Assurance. 

Having just spoken of him "that feareth" because "he 
has not been made perfect in Love," the Apostle adds 
the earnest exhortation ' As for us, let us love,3 because 

1 To be " perfected in Love" cannot mean anything substantially different 
from having " Love perfected" in one. That love has attained to its true issue in 
us as its sphere of action, and that we have reached our proper end or aim in Love 
as our sphere of action, are the same idea regarded from converse points of view. 

2 Cf. Rev. 32 "I have found no words of thine fulfilled (1re1r"l.71pwµtva) before 
my God." 

3 The strong position of 71µi,s, and, in fact, its presence at all, justifies the 
translation, "as for us." 

By the general consent of textual authorities, a&Tov is omitted after 
,l-ya.1rwµev. The whole term of the passage makes it clear that ,l-ya.1rwµe, is to 
be understood of brotherly love. As regards the rendering, "Let us love," 
v. Notes, in foe. 
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He first loved us." This brief sentence contains at once 
the ideal, the sovereign motive and the power of realisation 
for all Christian ethics. What God is, determines the mark 
at which the Christian must of necessity aim (Matt. 545). 

What God is-" He first loved us "-summons and inspires 
heart, soul, strength, and mind to the effort. What God is 
-Love that wills to bestow nothing less than the Infinite 
Good, Eternal Life, upon sinful men-supplies the unfailing 
power to which all moral perfection is possible. Through 
the love of God in Christ Jesus our Lord, we may be holy 
as He is holy, righteous as He is righteous, and love as 
the children of Him who is Love. 

In the exposition of these verses I have ventured upon a wide 
departure from the practically unanimous 1 exegetical tradition. I have 
taken the passage as closely parallel with 318•20, understanding" perfected" 
Love as Love fulfilled in "deed and in truth," and as casting out Fear, 
because it is objective evidence of union with Christ. But on the 
common interpretation, it is the senti'ment of Love that is here spoken 
of as" perfected," and it casts out Fear, because the two are psycho
logically incompatible.2 "·where Love to God exists in perfection it 
casts out all lingering dread of Him. Love and Fear are antagonistic 
principles. Love is a self-forgetting, Fear a self-regarding affection. 
Love is blessedness ; Fear, on the contrary, 'bath torment.' It con
templates the relation to its object as one of hostile opposition, and 
brings with it a feeling of distress. But Love has no thought of self, and, 
therefore, no Fear. Not every kind of Love, indeed, casts out Fear; but 
only perfect Love, which is free from self-seeking. And if any man is 
yet subject to Fear, this only proves that he is not perfected in Love. 
But this is not true of us. We love God with this unselfish, happy, 
fearless Love, because He first loved us." 

But this interpretation seems to me to be open to serious objection. 
According to it, the central thought of the passage is that the secret of 
confidence toward God lies in the psychological necessity by which the 
sentiment of Love to God excludes the opposite sentiment of Fear. 
But in the first place, this thought does not at all fit into the reasoning 
of 417, where the ground of confidence explicitly is, "Because as He 
(Christ) is, so are we in this world." Here it is, in my view, indisputable 

1 The only supporter I have found for the view I have advanced is J. M. 
Gibbon in his Eternal Life. · 

2 By far the finest exposition of the passage on these lines is Rothe's, which I 
. gi\'e here in condensed form. 
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that the "perfected Love" is brotherly love fulfilled in "deed and in 
truth," and that it gives confidence toward God because it is the sign 
and the test of our being spiritually identified with Christ. But if the 
central idea is that the sentiment of Love by its natural operation 
casts out Fear, the reference to Christ and to our union with Him is 
entirely irrelevant.1 

With regard to 4 18 I acknowledge that this interpretation satisfies 
the requirements excellently 2 and obviously-more obviously than that 
which I have advanced-if 418 can be isolated from 4 17, and from the 
whole Epistle. It is evident that if this is the true interpretation of 418, 

the argument of the passage breaks in two. In 417, Love perfected in 
action casts out Fear, because it is evidence that "as Christ is, so are 
we"; in 418, Love perfected in sentiment casts out Fear by psycholo
gical necessity. It is not, of course, impossible that the writer should 
thus suddenly and insensibly change his point of view. But an inter
pretation that does not involve this supposition is, to that extent, pre
ferable. 

Besides, when thus interpreted, the passage stands solitary in the 
Epistle, without an assignable place in the organism of its thought. 
Here we should have the only idea in the Epistle that is not introduced 
again and again, and the only passage without a parallel. (a) On 
this interpretation, q dya1r11 is Love regarded exclusively as a sentiment, 
and exclusively in relation to God. But this is not according to the 
usage of the Epistle. q d-yami used absolutely, as here, means simply the 
disposition which is so called-the disposition which is revealed in God 
by His sending His Son as a propitiation for our sins (410), in Christ by 
His laying down His life for us (316), and which, according to the 
unvarying representation of the Epistle, is manifested and fulfilled in 
us by our loving one another. (b) But the strongest objection lies 
against the idea itself that confidence toward God is the effect of a 

1 Tllis is recognised by Liicke, who in 417 takes 1/ a-y<i,r'1 as the brotherly love 
that attests our fellowship with Christ, but in 418 as the love to God that casts 
out fear by its intrinsic power. Weiss includes brotherly love in the idea of 
-;, cl.-yci,r,.,-inconsistently, as it seems to me, with the whole scope of his inter
pretation. 

2 I except from this statement the clause, "Perfect Love casteth out Fear, 
because Fear bath punishment" (KoAaow <l"x,c). Ex hypot!tesi, Love casts out 
Fear, because it is psychologically impossible that the two should coexist; and it 
is difficult to realise any force in the argument that Love casts out Fear, because 
Fear is the penalty of sin. By the majority of commentators, indeed, KoActcns 
is (unjustifiably) translated as "pain" or" distress." The argument might thus 
be taken as supplementary to the main one-" There is no fear in Love." Love 
and Fear are not only antagonistic in themselves: they produce opposite 
effects-blessedness and pain. Therefore, all the more, Love casts out Fear. 
Incompatible effects prove their causes incompatible. But to find this argument 
in the passage demands a good deal of ingenuity-in addition to the very doubt
ful translation of H:6:\a.,m. 
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sentiment or state of inward feeling. This seems mcongruous with the 
whole tone and teaching of the Epistle. Everywhere else the writer 
drives us back upon the evidence of tangible facts. Everywhere else the 
Epistle strenuously insists upon the necessity of testing love to God 
by its realisation in action (25 311 412• 20 58). And if Love itself must 
submit to such tests, how is this compatible with making it, merely as 
a sentiment, the immediate source of assurance? It has just been said 
that if we love "not in word neither in tongue, but in deed and in truth, 
we shall recognise that we are of the truth, and shall assure our hearts 
before Him." How can we now be told that if any man feareth, it is 
because he is deficient in the feeling of love to God? The objective 
evidence is indispensable (311); how, then, is the subjective feeling 
sufficient? The objective evidence is sufficient (319), how, then, is the 
subjective feeling indispensable? Furthermore, this interpretation 
seems to involve a considerable departure from the normal lines of New 
Testament thought upon this subject. In the evangelical psychology it is 
confidence that makes perfect love possible, rather than perfect love that 
begets confidence. God is in Christ, reconciling the world unto Himself, 
taking away the causes of fear, in order that we may love Him with a 
free-hearted, unselfish, filial love, much rather than inspiring such a love 
in order that we may have confidence toward Him.1 We may regard 
the Cl1ristian's assurance as resting immediately upon Christ, or we 
may regard it as resting upon the pledges he has given to Christ (2 Tim. 
1 12),-the work of faith and labour of love that certify his union with 
Christ; but is there any other passage in the New Testament that 
represents this assurance as dependent upon the. subjective perfection 
of our love to God ? 

Finally, one may ask to what purpose is the passage, thus interpreted? 
It states a psychological fact-that in proportion as we are possessed by 
self-forgetting love we are delivered from self-regarding fear. This is 
as true as that two and two are four ; and if there are those on whose 
behalf it can be claimed that by the very perfection of their love to God, 
as a sentiment, they are delivered from all fear, this is, indeed, thank
worthy. Yet even so they are apparently invited to regard the absence 
of fear as the proof of the genuineness and perfection of their love-a 
position which is absolutely inconsistent with the whole tenor of the 
Epistle, and which receives a direct contradiction in the very next 
verse (420). But it is admitted by those who maintain this interpreta
tion, that in no actual instance is it fully applicable. "Though as certain 

1 Thus Rothe unconsciously glides into statements which are the exact con
verse of what his own exposition of the text requires. " Love to God, to be 
perfectly genuine, demands unconditional trust in Him." But what St. John says 
is that perfect love produces such trust. " So long as, in view of our sins and our 
reckoning for them, we have not full trust in God, our love to Him is not per
fected." But what St. John says is that we cannot have this full trust until 
we have the perfect love. It is perfect love that casts out the Fear that has 
KO'A.arnv. 
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as any physical law, the _principle that perfect love excludes all fear, 
is an idea.l that has never been verified in fact ; like the first law of 
motion, it is verified by the approximation made to it" (Plummer).1 

That is true ; and it follows that all Christians are, in greater or less 
measure, included under 6 r:fm{:Javp,€voS". Such a consequence is clearly 
against the whole purport of the passage,-a passage which is triumphant 
throughout, and could not conceivably have ended with the sternly 
sorrowful " he that feareth has not been made perfect in love," if these 
words contemplated any other than an abnormal experience. For these 
reasons, I have been compelled reluctantly to abandon this interpreta
tion for 411, and, with more hesitation, for 418 also, temptingly obvious as 
it is for the latter. 

Having thus completed our exposition of the passages 
in which Assurance is specifically dealt with, we may now 
briefly consider the broader aspects of St. John's presenta
tion of this subject. And, in the first place, let_ it be said 
once more that the whole tone and temper of the Epistle, 
in its treatment of this as of other subjects, must be 
appreciated in view of its polemical purpose. Its noble 
and enthusiastic delineation of the Christian Life is, at the 
same time, a manifesto against pseudo-Christianity; and if 
it · is written to establish the genuine Christian in the 
certainty of his salvation (5 13), this is done only in such a 
way as to refute all spurious pretensions. Hence it comes 
that the Epistle has much more to say of the immediate 
tests than of the ultimate ground of Christian Assurance. 
The statement of the latter forms the entrance-hall, so to 
say, of the Epistle. And the statement is clear and strong: 
" The Blood of Jesus, His Son, cleanseth us from all sin " ( I 7). 

" If any man sin, we have an Advocate with the Father, 
Jesus Christ the Righteous; and He is the Propitiation for 
our sins" (2 1· 2). The Christian's sole confidence is Christ. 

" Bold shall I stand on that great day ; 
For who aught to my charge shall lay, 
While by Thy Blood absolved I am 
From sin's tremendous guilt and shame?" 

1 To the same effect, Rothe: "By this we may judge how elementary all our 
love to God is.'' 
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St. John, too, can sound this note. Putting aside for a 
moment all intermediate thoughts, and beholding with open 
face the primal facts of God's Redemption, he breaks forth 
into joy:-" Beloved, what manner of love the Father hath 
bestowed upon us, that we should be called the children of 
God ! And such we are " (31). It is the spontaneous utter
ance of the thoughts and emotions of a lifetime. Yet it is 
only for a moment that the Apostle gets him up into the 
high mountain. Presently he descends to the plain and 
the testing routine of daily life: "Every one that hath this 
hope in Him purifieth himself, even as He is pure " (38). 

The question indefatigably urged by St. John is as to our 
personal right to this " boldness ,,_, -as to the verifiable 
reality of our saving connection with Christ. 

Further, we must observe that, so far as the teaching of 
the Epistle shows, this is solely inferential. Salvation
Eternal Life-is not of the future only, it is a present 
reality; and there is no assurance of it except what is a 
warrantable inference from its manifestations in character 
and conduct. 

The characteristic word by which this inference is 
expressed is ,"fWWt:TJCE£V 1 (to "recognise" or "perceive" a 
fact by its appropriate marks, 2 3· 5• 29 319• 24 413). At times, 
indeed, the Apostle seems to rise to an immediate con
sciousness of Divine sonship, as in "We know (otoaµ€v) 
that we are of God" (5 19). But this "We know" is only 
"We perceive" raised to a higher power by exultant 
emotion. Even in its highest moments, Assurance does not 
change its ground: "We know (or8aµ€v) that we have 
passed from death into life, because we love the brethren " 
(314). The conception, whether right or wrong, of Assurance 
as a self-evidencing consciousness of acceptance with God, 
for which earnest souls have prayed in tears of agony and 
waited in many a darkened hour, is, to say the least, not 

1 See special note on "f<VW~K•"'· 
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present in the Epistle. Equally remote from its teaching 
is that minute inquisition of the religious affections by 
which others have sought to eliminate misgiving. With 
St.John the grounds of assurance are ethical, not emotional; 
objective, not subjective ; plain and tangible, not micro
scopic and elusive. They are three, or, rather, they are a 
trinity: Belief, Righteousness, Love, By his belief in 
Christ, his keeping God's commandments, and his love to 
the brethren, a Christian man is recognised and recognises 
himself as begotten of God. 

The function assigned to Belief, in this regard, is 
specially characteristic, and demands consideration. 
According to the teaching of the Epistle, Christian Belief 
brings assurance of salvation, not by subjective psychological 
action as Trust, but because it affords objective testimony 
that the believer is "begotten of God" 1 (42 54· 5), and has 
God "abiding in him" (415). It is the same with the 
witness of the Spirit. To every believer the truth 
concerning the object of Christian faith-Christ the 
Incarnate Son of God-is directly certified by the teaching 
and testimony of the Spirit (220• 27 42 57). But it is a mis
conception, though a common one, to regard the Epistle 
as teaching that the Spirit bears immediate and self
evidencing testimony to the Divine sonship of the believer. 
What the Spirit witnesses to is the Divine-human person
ality of Christ (42 s7; cf. John 15 26 1614). And it is only 
as an objective fact and by necessary inference that the 
reception of the Spirit's witness and the resultant confession 
of Christ give assurance that "we are of God" (44). Thus 
when it is said (3 24), "And hereby we recognise that He 
abideth in us by the Spirit which He gave us," it is not 
the intuition of a fact, but an inference from a fact, that is 
expressed,-not that the Spirit imparts the immediate 
consciousness that God abideth in us, but that the indwell-

1 v, supra, pp. 262, 270-4. 
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ing of God is recognised by its appropriate sign, the gift of 
the Spirit "that confesseth Jesus as the Christ come in the 
flesh " ( 42). 

It is thus evident that the Epistle's view of Assurance 
stands somewhat apart from St. Paul's (Rom. 815• 16). 

While the same fundamental Christian experience as Paul 
asserts, " Ye received not the spirit of bondage again to 
fear; but ye received the spirit of adoption, whereby we 
cry, Abba Father," is no less asserted by" We know and 
have believed the Love which God hath towards us," the 
fact, nevertheless, is not to be slurred over, that in its 
explicit treatment of the subject, which is uniquely 
deliberate and systematic, the Epistle recognises no 
assurance of fellowship with God which is not matter of 
inevitable inference from the facts of life. And it is 
precisely when it deals with the subject at closest quarters 
that it most rigorously postulates Love, embodied and 
" perfected " in actual deeds, as ~he crucial test by which 
" we shall recognise that we are of the truth, and shall 
assure our hearts before him ... " For this proof that 
" as He is, so are we in this world," there is no substitute. 

Prayer. 

We turn now to the second branch of the subject, 
Assurance in Prayer. This does not emerge in the first 
Cycle of the Epistle, but in the second and the third it is 
dealt with in passages which are closely parallel and 
mutually explanatory (3 21• 

22 and 514• 15). In both places 
assurance of our filial relation to God is seen to have as 
its immediate result, confidence toward Him in prayer. 
This assurance is differently expressed in the two contexts 
( 319-" we are of the truth"; 513-" ye have eternal life"), 
and is differently grounded (on Love "in deed and in 
truth," 318 ; on Belief" in the name of the Son of God," 513), 
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but is to the same effect and leads to the same practical 
issue-'Tfa{JP'IJO"l,a toward God. 

321. 22. 

" Beloved, if our heart condemn us not, we have 
boldness 1 toward God; and whatsoever we ask, we receive 
of Him, because we keep His commandments, and do 
those things that are pleasing in His sight." 7rapp'l]o-la 

("boldness") is to be understood as including both the 
right we enjoy-that of open and free speech-and the 
feeling of confidence with which this is exercised. The 
condition of this " boldness" is-" If our heart condemn 
us not." In the foregoing verse the Apostle has indicated 
how the true Christian, loving, " not in word neither in 
tongue," but " in deed and in truth," may recognise that 
he is "of the truth," and assure his heart, even his self
condemning heart, before God. And here " If our heart 
condemn us not" must be understood as assuming the 
whole result of 318- 20• It includes not only the case 
in which the heart has found no matter of condemnation, 
but also the case in which ~he heart's condemnation has 
been silenced in the presence of Him " Who is greater 
than the heart." Upon this condition alone is confident 
approach to God possible. U nconfessed sin, or doubt as 
to our own integrity of heart, offers an insuperable obstacle. 
(Ps. 323 6618, Matt. 523• 21). But, unembarrassed by the 
accusation of conscience, conscious of walking in the Light 
as He is in the Light, we have the privilege, and the feeling 
which corresponds to the privilege, of open childlike speech 
with our Father. This is the glory and perfection of 
Christian prayer, and is the Christian's constant encourage
ment and invitation to pray. 

1 We have found the same word, 1rapprJa-/.a,, used to express the faithful 
Christian's confidence towards Christ at His coming (228), and toward God at 
the Day of J udgment (417), 
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And this is no vain confidence we have toward God. 
" Whatsoever we ask of Him we receive, because we keep 1 

His commandments, and do the things that are pleasing in 
His sight." 2 

What principle is expressed in this "because" is not 
immediately obvious. The idea of merit is to be abso
lutely excluded as irrelevant to the thought of the whole 
passage, and as opposed to the inmost truth of Christi
anity. Equally to be rejected, a priori, is the notion that 
by our obedience we acquire such favour with God and 
such influence in His counsels that He cannot refuse us 
what we ask (Candlish). Even if we are compelled to 
recognise such a thought in the primitive stages of revela
tion, it is intolerable in the New Testament. The key to 
the interpretation ·of the present passage is given in 
John r 57 :-" If ye abide in Me, and My words abide in 
you, ask whatsoever ye will, and it shall be done unto 
you." It is no external and arbitrary but an intrinsically 
necessary condition of successful prayer that is here ex
pressed. Our prayers are answered, because our will is in 
inward harmony with God's, the evidence of this being that 
we " keep His commandments and do those things that 
are pleasing in His sight." In our actions we prove that 
God's will is our will; and when we pray, our will does not 
change. Our life is a unity. Our deeds and our prayers 
are manifestations of the same God-begotten Life, are 
operations of the same will,-the will that God's will be 

1 The two expressions, "keep His commandments" and '' do the things 
that are pleasing in His sight," are virtually synonymous, except in so far as 
they suggest a twofold motive for obedience-submission to moral authority, and 
the loving desire of the children of God to please the Father in all things 
(cf. 2 Cor. 59). Catholic exegetes distinguish the two as obedience to what is 
enjoined (pracepta) and good works voluntarily undertaken (consi!ia eva11gelica), 
but this is entirely beside the mark. 

2 <!vw1rw11 avroii. Cf. lµ,rpoa-0,v a.urou (J19), <!vw,r,ov is especially a Lucan 
word, used regularly to translate 'l~~- tµ1rpo1,0ev conveys more particularly the 
idea of man's consciousness of God's Presence, ivw1r,ov more directly the reality 
of God's perception (cf. Luke 1615, Acts 419 ro4• 31, Rom. J2°) 
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done. Therefore, "whatsoever we ask of Him we receive." 
" The effectual, fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth 
much" (J as. S 16), because, as the man is, so are his prayers 
-righteous. The desires of him who delights himself in 
the Lord are desires that cannot, because they ought not, 
to fail of accomplishment (Ps. 374). The prayers of those 
who " keep God's commandments and do those things that 
are pleasing in His sight," are nothing else than echoes of 
God's own voice, impulses of the Divine Will Itself, 
throbbing in the strivings of the human will and, in the 
mystical circulation of the Eternal Life, returning to their 
source.1 

All this 1s more explicitly set forth in the parallel 
passage-

"And thls 2 is the boldness which we have towards 
Him, that, if we ask anything according to His Will,3 He 
heareth us" (5 14). Here the qualification," according to His 
Will," is explicit. The marvellous and supernatural power 
of prayer consists, not in bringing God's Will down to us, 
but in lifting our will up to His. And thus the words, 

1 This view is confirmed by the succeeding context. 323 and 32411 are both 
explana1ory of 322• The first explains what the substance of God's command
ments is: "This is His commandment, that we believe on the name of His 
Son Jesus Christ, and love one another, as He gave us commandment." The 
second explains why, Ly keeping God's commandments, we are assured of obtain
ing what we pray for. It is because this is both the condition and the evidence of 
our fellowship with God: "And he that keepeth His commandments dwelleth 
in Him, and He in him." Since the keeping of His commandments is the 
means by which we abide in God (John 1510) and the condition of God's abiding 
in us (John 1423), it ensures that our prayers are such as it is meet that God 
should answer. 

2 Here, it is to be observed, Prayer is related in the context to Eternal Life 
(511• 13). Prayer is a mode of action in which the Life God has bestowed upon us 
in His Son characteristically manifests itself (John 1413 157• 

16
). And as Prayer 

itself is an expression of the Eternal Life in us, so joyful confidence in prayer 
comes from knowing that we have Eternal Life (513). 

8 " According to His Will." This defines not the manner of the asking, but 
its object-" anything according to His Will." 
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"according to His Will," do not in reality, though verbally 
and in appearance they do, limit the exercise of true prayer. 
Rather do they display the breadth and sublimity of its 
scope as well as the certainty of its fulfilment. The Will of 
God is the final and perfect Redemption of men CJ ohn 639• 40, 

Eph. 1 9- 10- 11, Col. 1 9 etc.), and the providential appointment 
and control of events as contributory to this (Matt. 2642, 

Acts 21 14, Rom. r 532, 1 Pet. 419 etc.). And this Will of 
God has necessarily become the will of every one who is 
" begotten of God " and has Eternal Life abiding in him. 
With regard to particular events, he may have no certain 
knowledge of what that Will is; but, as the end of all 
his actions, so the end and sum of all his prayers is, " Thy 
Will be done." 

515. 16. 

" And if we know that He heareth us, whatsoever we 
ask,1 we know that we have the petitions which we have 
asked of Him" (5 15). 

The emphasis of the verse falls upon the words, " We 
have." Since what we ask is according to God's Will, we 
know that we have it-" We have," not "We shall have." 
The statement is characteristically Johannine. Though 
the fulfilment may not yet be apparent, it exists in the 
sphere of Divine Thought and Will, which is the sphere of 
reality, and only awaits manifestation. The certainty of 
this ought to fill us with joyful expectation (John 1 624). 

" A door is thus opened into all the treasures of heaven " 
(Haupt). 

In the following verse (5 16) 2 illustrative examples are 
adduced both of assurance in prayer and of its limits. 
" If any man see his brother sinning a sin not unto death, 
he shall ask, and God will give him life (renewed spiritual 
life) for them that sin not unto death." Here there is 

1 v. Notes, in luc. 2 v. supra, pp. 135-42. 
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absolute assurance. It is the Will of God that the brother 
who has sinned, yet not so as to sever himself from the 
fellowship of Christ and His people, be restored ; and in 
answer to prayer it shall be done. Again, " There is sin 
unto death ; I do not say "-he does not forbid, neither 
does he encourage-" that he shall pray concerning this." 
In the Apostle's view it is impossible, in such a case, to ask 
with assurance of obtaining our request. 

Prayer, then, according to the teaching of the Epistle, is 
an expression of the Eternal Life-the Life of God-in 
man. For the desires and aims of that Life two channels 
of effort are provided, Work-" to keep God's command
ments and do the things that are pleasing in His sight"
and Prayer. Prayer is asking (al-reiv); not devout medita
tion, but definite petition ; not to wish only, but to will. 
The peculiar characteristic of Christian prayer is confidence 
(-irnpprwla). It is not the mere abject cry that pain, 
helplessness, or blank despair sends up to an unknown God 
on the chance that He may hear and help. As little has 
it the character of an endeavour to turn God from His 
purpose or to convert Him to our way of thinking. 
Christian prayer is essentially an active identification of 
the human will with the Divine Will ; and that confidence 
which is its distinctive privilege consists in two things
first, the persuasion that our will is in harmony with God's; 
and, second, the certainty that God's Will shall be done. 
The former is, in the nature of the case, contingent. It is 
ours, " If our heart condemn us not." It is ours, " Because 
we keep His commandments, and do the things that are 
pleasing in His sight" ; which things, the Apostle reminds 
us, include pre-eminently believing on the name of His Son 
Jesus Christ, and loving one another (3 23). On the other 
hand, the assurance that God's Will shall be done is 
absolute: " If we ask anything according to His Will," 
we have our petition. When we look upon the wrongs 
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and confusions of our own hearts and lives, and upon those 
that seem to reign in the world around us, we have nowhere 
to cast anchor save in the Sovereign Will of the Eternal. 
God is Love. The Will of God is pure, unchangeable, 
holy Love working for the highest good of every creature. 
It is the Will of God that the Eternal Life of Truth, 
Righteousness, and Love shall everywhere grow and 
multiply; and when we will this together with Him, 
nothing shall prevent its accomplishment. 

St. John's conception of prayer is removed by the 
whole diameter of thought from the secularist's taunting 
definition of it as " an appliance warranted by theologians 
to make God do what His clients want." Prayer is a 
mighty instrument, not for getting man's will done in 
Heaven, but for getting God's will done in Earth. But 
in that case it is said to be open to the alternative 
objection of superfluity. "If God is just, wil1 He not do 
justice without being entreated of men? If God is allwise, 
and knows what is for man's good better than man can 
tell Him, is not prayer a futility and an impertinence? " 1 

Those who urge this objection fail to see that what it 
involves is sheer fatalism-a scheme of the universe in 
which there is no place for the finite will. They fail to 
see that all that is urged against the need of prayer might 
be urged, with equal cogency, against the need of work or 
human action of any kind. If, because God is just, He will 
do justice without being entreated of men, it is equally true 
that he will do justice without any human effort on behalf 
of justice. If, because God knows what is best for us, 
prayer is a superfluity and an impertinence, then all 
thought about what is best for us and all effort to procure 
it must be equally superfluous. 

And if every one sees that man's work is not an im
pertinent interference with the will of God, but is the fulfil

, Blatchford, God and my Neighbour. 
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ment of His Will, it is equally rational to believe that God 
needs and uses man's prayers precisely as He needs and 
uses man's work. And for precisely the same reason-that 
the beings He has created in His own likeness and made 
partakers of His own spiritual Life may grow to " a perfect 
man, unto the measure of the stature of the fulness of 
Christ.'' By work and prayer alike our will-power may go 
forth to the accomplishment of His purposes. God needs 
the one from us no more and no less than He needs the 
other. And we need the one no more and no less than we 
need the other. All true work is one method, and all 
true prayer is another method, of putting our will in line 
with God's. We are conscious of this in our best prayers. 

It is this that gives power and assurance to prayer-the 
knowledge that we are desiring what He desires, seeking 
what He seeks, willing with the whole strength of our souls 
what He wills. This is the marvellous and immeasurable 

power God has entrusted us with, and which we employ so 
feebly and slothfully. 

20 



CHAPTER XV. 

THE GROWTH OF CHRISTIAN EXPERIENCE. 

" I AM writing unto you, little children, because your sins 
are forgiven you for His Name's sake. I am writing 
unto you, fathers, because ye know Him Who is from the 
Beginning. I am writing unto you, young men, because 
ye have overcome the Wicked One. I wrote unto you, 
little ones, because ye know the Father. I wrote unto you, 
fathers, because ye know Him Who is from the Beginning. 
I wrote unto you, young men, because ye are strong, and 
the word of God is abiding in you, and ye have overcome 
the Wicked One." 

This parenthetical address to the readers is, at first 
sight, difficult to account for. Not only is there a lack of 
obvious connection either with what precedes or with what 
follows ; it is thrust like a wedge into the middle of a 
paragraph, separating the positive exposition of the Law 
of Love (27- 11) from the negative (215- 17), and thus obscur
ing the continuity of thought. It seems, indeed, as if its 
introduction here might be cited as one of the strongest 
instances of that lack of logical coherence by which, in 
the view of many critics, the Epistle is characterised. On 
closer examination, however, these first impressions are 
dispelled. 

The paragraph consists of a six-fold statement of the 
reason which justifies the writer in addressing to his readers 

306 
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such an Epistle as the present. And this six-fold statement 
is, in effect, one-that the impulse to write thus does not 
spring from doubt of their Christian standing or of their 
progress in Christian experience, but that, on the contrary, 
it is his confidence in their Christian character and attain
ments that inspires him to write as he does. The motive 
of the address is, in the first place, apologetic 1 and concili
atory-to obviate possible misunderstanding, or even possible 
offence. It might be felt that in the preceding paragraphs 
the tone was somewhat acrid and severe. The ill-omened 
" he that saith" has been much in evidence, while the 
sentence just completed 2 strikes a peculiarly sombre note. 
At this point, therefore, the writer might very naturally . 

guard himself against the supposition that his words im
plied a gloomy view of his readers' spiritual state, or that 

they were barbed by any invidious personal application. 
But there is a deeper motive also. He secures a vantage
ground from which to press the yet more stringent demands 
that are to follow : " Love not the world, neither the things 
that are in the world" (2 15- 17). It would be idle to make 
such a requirement of those in whom the foundations of 
the Christian life were not already firmly fixed ; and it is 

because he so gladly recognises that his readers have 
already "tasted of the heavenly gift," and that in good 
measure, that he is encouraged to incite them to fuller 
realisation of what is within their reach. That men " know 

the Father " is the strongest reason why they should not 
love the world, the love of which is so incompatible with 
the love of the Father (.2 15); that men "know Him Who 

is from the Beginning" is the strongest reason why they 
should not set their affection upon things transient and 
evanescent (217a), but upon the abiding life (217b); that they 

1 The same quasi-apologetic strain appears in 2 21 and 2'ZI. 
2 "But he that hateth his brother is in the darkness, and walkelh in the dark

ness, and knoweth not whither he goelh, because the darkness hath blinded his 
eyes." 
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have overcome the Wicked One in the past, furnishes strong 
reason why they should not allow themselves to be now 
ensnared by " the lust of the eyes, the lust of the flesh, and 
the vain-glory of life" (216). It is because his readers are 
what they are that he can spur them to fuller achievements; 
and it is by reminding them of what they are that he can 
best apply the spur. 

The introduction of this parenthetical address to the 
readers may be regarded as thus satisfactorily accounted 
for. The passage itself, however, as to both form and 
contents, presents some peculiar features. Of the six clauses 
it contains, the second three are an almost verbatim repeti
tion of the first three ; with, however, the singular variation 
that, in the first triplet, the writer uses the present tense, 
" I write" ( rypdcpro) ; in the second, the aorist ( erypaya ). 
Now, a Greek letter-writer, when referring in the course of 
his letter to the writing of it, may do so in either of these 
ways. He may describe the process from his own im
mediate point of view, in which case he uses the present 
indicative, rypacpro ; or, placing himself at his reader's point 
of view, he may describe the action as completed and 
already in the past, by using the " Epistolary Aorist," 1 

erypata. Why does St. John here change from the one 
form to the other, and why does he repeat under the 
second form what he has just said under the first? There 
is nothing in New Testament usage 2 to justify the view 
(Ruther, Ewald, De Wette) that rypacpro refers to the 
Epistle as a whole, er-tpaya to the part already written. 
The supposition that erypata is to be explained as an 
allusion to some other writing, whether the Gospel (Ebrard, 
Hofmann, Plummer) or an earlier Epistle (Rothe), has still 
less to commend it. And, while it may be argued (Haupt) 
that in the first triplet (the rypacpw clauses) the writer is 

1 Other verbs may be used in the same way, as froµ,,f,a., Eph. 622• 

= v. Notes, in loc. 
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assuring his readers of his confidence in them, but in the 
second is preparing the way for the injunction that follows, 
" Love not the world," this, though it may explain the 
repetition, does nothing to account for the change of tense. 
I venture to suggest,1 as the simple solution of the problem, 
that after writing the first (,ypacf>w) triplet the author was 
interrupted in his composition, and that, resuming his pen, 
he very naturally caught up his line of thought by repeat
ing his last sentence, with " I wrote" instead of " I am 
writing.'' Every one does this mentally in the supposed 
circumstances, and the Apostle may easily be imagined to 
to have done so literally. 

A more important question concerns the classification of 
the persons addressed. Of these, St. John distinguishes 
apparently three grades, the "children" (-reKvla, 2 12 ; 'Tl'atoia, 
213b), the " fathers," and the " young men," These terms 
have been understood as all indicating Christians in 
general.2 But this is a gratuitous subtlety. By others, they 
have been taken in their literal sense (Calvin, with the 
majority of the older commentators), But the Epistle 
can scarcely be regarded as having been written for those 
who were actually " children " ; and, besides, the order, 
"children," " fathers," "young men," is, on this view, 
unaccountable. The same objection applies to their 
designating three different stages of proficiency in the 
Christian life. 

A closer consideration of the Apostle's usus loquendi 
reveals that he has in view, not three, but two classes of 
readers; whom he addresses in common as "little children," 
and, separately, as the older ('11'a-rep1;,) and the younger 

1 I leave this sentence as originally written. I find, however, that Plummer 
mentions this solution, and gives it the second place among the seven he 
enumerates. He regards it as "conceivable," but "a little fine drawn," 
preferring the view that -yp6.<f,w refers to the Epistle, t-ypaifla to the Gospel. 
I cannot share the preference. 

2 So Augustine, Filii quia nascuntiw; patres quia principium agnoscunt; 
juvenes quare? Quia vicistis malignum. 
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(vwv£q-JCot) members of the Christian community. "Little 
children " is the affectionate appellation which the writer 
habitually 1 applies to all to whom he stands in the relation 
of spiritual mentor. To them he writes because their sins 
are forgiven them for His Name's 2 sake. Fittingly does 
this stand in the first place. It is an impotent religion 
which cannot declare to men the forgiveness of sins, and 
make it the basis of fruitful aspiration and moral effort. 
The first and universal human need, the presupposition of 
all human fellowship with God, is the forgiveness of sins. 
Therefore it is the first and fundamental announcement of 
the Gospel (Luke 2447), the first element in the salvation 
which is given to men "for His Name's sake." Therefore, 
also, the first common characteristic of all who believe on 
that Name, at whatever stage of Christian advancement 
they be, is that their " sins are forgiven them." 

The second is that they have known 3 the Father. 
This is the common privilege of the least and the most 
advanced, to " know the Father" as He is revealed in 
Christ CJ ohn I 73) ; not so as to comprehend aII He is, 
but so as to be sure that there are in Him love, wisdom, 
and power beyond the measure of man's mind, and 

1 reKvlr,,, 2 1• 28 318 44 521• ,ra1ola is found again in 2 18, with undoubtedly the 
same general sense. Westcott says that as TEKvlr,, we are bound to one another 
by the bonds of natural kinsmanship and affection, as 1md!io. we all recognise our 
equal feebleness in the presence of the one Father. But there does not seem to 
be any definable difference in usage between the two words. Both are used 
merely as familiar and affectionate forms of address. It is as 1ra,olo. that our 
Lord hails the disciples (John 215, where it might be translated "lads"). 

2 Here the "Name of Christ" is regarded, not as the object of human faith, 
but as the ground of Divine action. Thus the thought agrees with the specific 
function of Christ as "propitiation for our sins" (22). v. Notes, in foe. As in 
the O.T. the "Name" of Jehovah, so in the N.T. the "Name" of Christ is 
scarcely to be distinguished from the Person. It is what conveys to men 
{cf. I Car. 110, Rev. 2 3), and is here conceived as conveying also to God, the 
thought of what Christ is (" the righteous," "the propitiation for our sins"). 
Our Lord forewarns the disciples that they will be hated of all men " for My 
Name's sake" (Matt. rn'2). The same Name, the same connection with Christ, 
which is the ground of man's hatred, is the ground of God's forgiveness. 

3 i-yvwKo.-re. See special note on 1,vwrrKe<v. 
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that our whole strength and blessedness lie in trusting 
Him. For human frailty and helplessness there is at last 
no other refuge, for the sinful and dying no other deliver
ance, for men beset before and behind by a darkness that 
neither sense nor intellect can penetrate, no other light, 
than to know Him of whom Jesus Christ said, " He that 
hath seen Me hath seen the Father." These two posses
sions of the "children," the forgiveness of sins and the 
knowledge of the Father, as they are both communicated 
in the " Name " of Christ, are necessarily coexistent m 
Christian experience. 

The Apostle next addresses his readers according to 
their stages of growth ; and, first, the " fathers," among 
whom would be included not only the Church-leaders or 
official elders, but all who, in contrast with the " young 
men," were more advanced in years and, presumably, of 
riper Christian attainment. That which peculiarly befits 
the mature Christian is to " know Him Who is from the 
Beginning." Obviously the title " He that is from the 
Beginning" is here given to Christ as the Eternal Word 
(John I 1, I John I 1. 2) ; and obviously also, it is given with 
a special significance, as adding to the conception of the 
Divine already expressed by "the Father," the thought of 
eternal and changeless duration. In Christian experience 
the consciousness of the immediate personal relation to 
God, with its ethical and emotional elements-the certitude 
of God's fatherly character and forgiving grace, apprehended 
simply as a present and personal reality-may be, at first, 
everything. To "know the Father," to "know and believe 
the love which God bath toward us," is enough. It is 
by the rough pressure of the actual problems of existence 
that men are awakened to discover the fuller contents 
and issues of their faith. By the poignant experience 
Life brings of the evanescence of all creaturely good 
fellowship with God is revealed as not only a present 
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possession, but the one abiding reality. The conflicts, in 
which the soul has to fight for its faith in a Divine fatherly 
purpose ceaselessly operating in our own and the world's 
history, first disclose the full significance of that faith. Hence 
it is the " fathers" that " know Him Who is from the 
Beginning." We look to mature experience for a largeness 
of view, a calm untroubled depth of conviction, a clear-eyed 
judgment upon life, which youth cannot have; for the 
pattern of the cloth is more clearly displayed in the web 
than in the patch. In the course of a moderately long 
life a man may have witnessed great changes and 
commotions in society, violent oscillations of opinion, 
temporary eclipses of truth and triumphs of wrong; but 
he may have learned, at the same time, how through all 
these the undeviating purpose of God pursues its way, how 
the great principles of truth and right assert themselves, 
amid all changes, as things that God has settled, and that 
cannot be shaken. 

It is no merely speculative knowledge that is here in 
view, but knowledge which has become part of a man's 
own being. It has beeo learned in a costly school. It is 
the prize of conflict. " I write unto you, young men, 
because ye have overcome the Wicked One" (213). "I 
wrote unto you, young men, because ye are strong, and 
the Word of God abideth in you, and ye have overcome 
the Wicked One" (214). The "young men" thus addressed 
have already fought and conquered ; and the victorious 
attitude has been maintained up to the present time.1 

That they have thus warred a good warfare is proof that 
they are strong, and that with a strength whose source 
and sustenance are Divine-strong, because the Word of 
God abideth in them. That the Word of God, the eternal 
principles of truth and right implanted in the soul and 
realised as being the Word of the living God, is the sole 

1 This is implied in the tense of the verb, >EVlK1JKrLT€. 
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weapon by which all temptation is to be met and 
conquered, is one of the grand commonplaces of Scripture 
(Ps. 1 1 911, Luke 41- 13). The everlasting " No ! " of the Word 
to every sin (Gen. 399, Eph. 616), and its everlasting "Yea!" 
to every duty (Acts 420), are nowhere more trenchantly 
expressed than in this Epistle (3°-10 511-19 etc.). 

Thus, while the privilege of age is knowledge, the task 
of youth is conflict. Not that age also may not have its 
conflicts. But conflict is not characteristic of age, as it is 
of those years when the powers of the body and mind are 
coming to their full development, and when all the most 
critical decisions of life must inevitably be made. It is 
through such conflict faithfully waged, as the Apostle here 
so clearly implies, that the one path to true knowledge lies. 

"As it was better, youth 
Should strive, through acts uncouth, 
Toward making, than repose on aught found made: 
So, better, age, exempt 
From strife, should know, than tempt 
Further ! ... 
Youth ended, I shall try 
My gain or loss thereby ; 
Leave the fire ashes, what survives is gold ; 
And I shall weigh the same 
Give life its praise or blame ; 
Young, all lay in dispute; I shall know, being old." 

There is a " knowing," that of the "children," which 
must precede the fight; and there is a "knowing," that 
of the " fathers," which comes after it. The few great 
certainties which a man knows as he knows his own right 
hand, and in which he finds " the peace that passeth all 
understanding," are ever spoil captured from the field 
of conflict, the "hidden manna" given "to him that 
overcometh." 

To take as starting-point the gift of God in Christ, 
the forgiveness of sins and the knowledge of the Father, 
then to advance, with tbis as our strength and the Word 
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of God as our weapon, to faithful and victorious warfare; 
finally through this, to arrive at the sure perception of 
the Everlasting, in union with Whom our human life 
and its results become an eternal and blessed reality,
such is the curriculum which St. John here maps out for 
human experience. It is well to remember what is the 
alternative to this-the experience which teaches with 
equal intensity the illusiveness of all good; which writes 
"vanity of vanities " upon the life of man and all with 
which it is concerned ; which proclaims, as the sum and 

end of all wisdom, that " The world passeth away and the 
lust thereof," because it has not "known Him that is from 
the Beginning," nor that "whosoever doeth His will abideth 
for ever." 



CHAPTER XVI. 

ESCHATOLOGY, 

IN the vocabulary of the Epistle a word of notable 
significance, not yet adverted to, is the verb to " manifest " 
(<f,avepouv). This word may be said to contain the Johan
nine conception of history. History is manifestation ; each 
of its successive events being merely the emergence into 
visibility of what already exists. Nor is this "manifesta
tion " conceived exactly as an apocalypse. It is not 
the sudden snatching of a veil (a1roKa)\.61rTetv) from what, 
though as yet unseen, exists in definite completed form 
(as from a finished picture or statue); it is the natural 
unfolding from within of what already exists though only 
in essence-the germination of the seed, the embodiment 
of potential in actual fact. 1 

Thus, for St. John, the Incarnation is not so much a 
new and supernatural event in human history as a natural 
event in Divine history. It has its roots in Eternity. It 
is the manifestation of " What was from the beginning"
the self-unfolding in humanity and to humanity of the 
Eternal Divine Life ( I 1. 2). 

In like manner, the sacrifice of Calvary brought no 
new thing into being. It did not reveal a new love of God 
toward men: it was the inevitable self-manifestation of all 
the Love latent in the depths of the Divine nature (49). 

So at His Second Advent, Christ will only be" manifested." 
He is here, though unperceived by the world (3 1); and all 

1 Cf. J. M. Gibbon, Eternal Life, chap. vii. 
315 
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the glory that will then shine out from Him is already in 
Him. The splendour of the Parousia will simply be a 
manifestation of the reality (3 2

). Then also the children 
of God will be "manifested" (3 2). "What they shall be" 
is what they essentially are; but as the bulb hidden in the 
earth unfolds itself in the perfect flower, so what they now 
are will then appear. 

These are characteristic examples of the Johannine 
point of view ; and it is evident that where it prevails the 
eschatological idea cannot hold more than a secondary 
place. The fashion of thought is not historical or scenic, 
but genetic and ideal. Events are contemplated only as 
the embodiment of eternal principles. For St. John there 
is but one Life-the Eternal ; and there is but one world 
-the world of the ideal, which is also the only real 
( aX~0eia aX'l}0w6~). The phenomenal is but the changing 
vesture of the essential ; the temporal, of the everlasting. 

Yet St. John is not an idealist pure and simple. For 
him, events are not merely symbols, history is not allegory. 
The Incarnation is a historical fact, not merely a parable 
of eternal truth, declaring the capacity of human nature 
for the divinest life. The Paronsia is not the evolution of 
an idea, not the gradual dawning on the world of the true 
glory of the Spirit of Christ, but a definite future event. 
When St. John says that "The world passeth away," this 
signifies, not the inherent transitoriness of all that belongs 
to " the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the vain
glory of life," but the conviction that the present mundane 
order is near to dissolution. St. John has an eschatology; 1 

and as is natural, it is more pronounced in the Epistle than 
in the Gospel.2 It may be said, indeed, that the whole 
atmosphere of the Epistle is impregnated with the 

1 " All the ideas of the consnmmation of all things that belong to the 
Synoptic and primitive Apostolic teaching are present also in John, and by no 
preconceived critical notion can they be eliminated" (Beyschlag, ii. 478). 

2 See, further, Chapter XVII. 
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eschatological element. It is written in full and vivid view 
of the last things. 

I. "The world is passing away" (217), and the time in 
which the Apostle and his readers are living is "the last 
hour" (2 18 £11'')(aT1J /»pa £11'Tlv). This is one of a family of 
phrases descended from the c1,;,:;:i M1'"!q~ of the Old Testa
ment, and the use of the derivatives in the New Testament 
is as elastic 1 as that of their original in the Old. Some
times, from the Old Testament point of view, they denote 
the Messianic Age foretold by the prophets-the Gospel 
dispensation, in which all preceding stages of the world's 
history are consummated-without any suggestion of its 
end. (Thus, " In the last days," Acts 2 17 ; " At the end of 
the days," Heb. 11 ; "At the end of the times,'' 1 Pet. 1 20.) 

Sometimes, the Gospel age being itself regarded as pre
paratory to something beyond, there is a reference, more 
or less definite, to its penultimate stages, which are to be 
marked by various woes, and especially by the uprising of 
many false teachers (e.g. 2 Tim. 31, 2 Pet. 33• 4, Jude 18). 

Sometimes, again, the reference is to the definite crisis 
which is to be the end of the present age and the beginning 
of that which is to come ( I Pet. I 5 " in the last time" ; 
"the last day," J oho 630· 40- 44• 54 737 I 1 24 I 248. 

Obviously " the last hour " of our text falls under 

1 tl'Q:tr n',Q~- This much debated phrase occurs chiefly in the prophets 
(Isa. 2\ Jer. 23"0 3024 4847 493!', Ezek. 3816, Dan. 1014, Hos. ]5, Mic. 41), 

but also in the Pentateuch (Gen. 491, Num. 2414, Deut. 430 3129). Mostly it 
refers to the glorious Messianic period which should ensue upon the " Day of 
Jehovah." But a Messianic sense is excluded in Gen. 491, where the reference 
is to the settlement of the Tribes in Canaan, and in Deut. 4~" and 31 29, as also 
in Jer. 2320, where it is used quite indefinitely of future time. Everywhere it is 
properly translated "in the after days," not '' the last days." It does not 
signify a day or days after which there shall be no other, but describes" the 
farthest future which the eye of the seer reaches'' (Davidson. Cf. Cheyne's 
note on Isa. 2 2). In post-Biblical times the c•Q;;:i n•,Q~ came to be distinguished 
from "the age to come" (1c:;1tr c~\Jl=a.iow o epx6µ,,.os, Mark rn30, Luke 1830 etc., 
or a.iwv o µ,D,:7'.wv, Heb. 65), the former being understood as a season of conflict 
and suffering by which the latter should be ushered in. The general N. T. 
usage is that described in the text. 
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the second 1 class of these usages. Not only is it true 
that "the world is passing away and the lust thereof"; 
already the last hour of its day is running its course. At 
any moment we must be prepared to hear the clock strike 
and the great hammer of God's judgments ring out above 
a doomed world the announcement that all that has been 
the desire of its flesh, the desire of its eyes, and the boast 
of its life, is no more. 

II. The Apostle next adduces from the existing state 
of things the proof that the age in which he and his 

readers are living is the " last hour." " Children, it is 
the last hour: and as ye heard that Antichrist cometh, 
even so now many antichrists have arisen; from which we 

perceive that it is the last hour " ( 2 18). In the New 
Testament the time immediately preceding the Second 
Advent is regarded as one of much and various tribulation, 
both for the Church and for the world ; but the special 
symptom of the approaching end of the present era is, as 

has been said, the appearance of false Messiahs and false 
teachers.2 These beliefs are equally developed in Jewish 
(in relation to the advent of the Messiah) and Jewish-

1 "Ultimum tempus, in quo sic complentur omnia ut nihil supcrsit pnctcr 
ultimam Christi revelationem" (Calvin). The interpretation has been much 
biassed by reluctance to admit a mistaken expectation of the immediate near
ness of the Second Advent. Hence " the last hour" is identified by lhe 
majority of the older exegetes with the Christian dispensation. But iJ/Je11 
"'/<PW<lKoµ.ev /Jn foxar77 &pa. fo-riv renders this quite untenable. Equally ground
less are Westcott's insistence upon the fact that Mxa-r77 &pa. is anarthrons ; 
his translation, "a last hour"; and his explanation, "It was a period of critical 
change, a last hour, but not definitely the last hour." A general instead of 
a definite meaning is no more necessitated by the want of the article than it is 
in J as. 53, I Tim. 31, or r Pet. 1 6 ; in all of which it is impossible (cf. Sir. 
111 di i<l-ra., br' <<lx&.rwv). If the phrase were as common in modern English as 
it was in primitive Christian parlance, we should come to speak of "last day,'' 
or" last hour," as readily as " the last day," or" the last hour." Besides, the 
idea of a succession of epochs, each of which may be regarded as "a last time," 
is one which, however it may commend itself, is nowhere expressed in the 
New Testament. 

2 Matt. 245• 11• 2.'l. 24 ,f,euovxpirTTO<, ,f,woo1rpoq,i;ra.,, Mark I 38• 9• 13• ' 9• 20, Luke 
21 8, r Tim. 41-3, 2 Tim. J1-6 43, 2 Pet. 33, Jude ' 8• 19• Cf. Acts 202"· 30 ; Didache 
r63 iv ra'is e'irx&.rms 71µ.epa<s 1rX77/Juv0r,irovrn, oi f<t•rfo,rporf,i;rru. 
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Christian apocalyptic. But in the apocalyptic literature 
the manifold hostile forces are regarded as concentrated 
in one chief and head. As all that makes for the Kingdom 
of God and the salvation of God's people is personified in 
the Messiah, so all the powers of ungodliness are united 
in one ideal figure, Antichrist. The accounts of this anti
Messianic personage are by no means uniform ; 1 but they 
are sufficient to establish the probability, if not the certainty, 
that the conception did not originate in the Christian 
Church, but that there was already in the popular Jewish 
eschatology a fully developed legend of Antichrist, which 
was accepted and amplified in current Christian belief. 
And, indeed, the expectation of the appearing of Anti
christ, and of his appearing as a definite signal of the 
approaching Parousia, had formed a distinct element in 
the earliest Apostolic teaching of St. Paul (2 Thess. 2 5); 

while St. John's words, " Ye have heard that Antichrist 
cometh," seem to imply that the information had been 
obtained from some authoritative source, and, at all events, 
assume that his readers were well acquainted with, and 
probably concurred in, the belief as commonly held. 

He now declares to them that this sign of the " last 
hour " is already visible, although not entirely in the 
anticipated form: " As ye have heard that Antichrist 
cometh, even so now many antichrists have arisen." And 
he explains that by these " many antichrists " he means 
the heretical teachers to whom, and to whose doctrine, he 
definitely refers (222 43, 2 John 7). The question thus 
arises, what relation he intends these "many antichrists" to 
be understood as holding to the Antichrist Is Antichrist 
already come in the activity of these false teachers? 
Does this, in fact, constitute the fulfilment of all that the 
idea of Antichrist stood for? Or does he still sanction 
the popular belief in a personal Antichrist of whom these 

1 See note on Antichrist, appended to this chapter. 
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were only the forerunners, manifesting the same forces at 
work as should afterwards culminate in him ? While the 
latter may be said to be the traditional view, it is certainly 
not established by any of the " antichrist " passages in the 
Epistle. On the contrary, the impression these convey 
is that of an implied correction, a tacit superseding of the 
popular belief. Thus in the present passage, when one 
gives due weight to the solemn and definite assertion, " It 
is the last hour," and when we observe the existence of the 
" many antichrists" adduced as a fact corresponding as 
closely as possible (,m0w,; ... ,ea[) to the accepted belief that 
" Antichrist cometh," and the unqualified fashion in which 
this is brought forward a second time as the unmistakable 
mark (60Ev rywwu,coµev) of " the last hour," the intended 
inference clearly seems to be that everything really 
signified by the current belief concerning Antichrist was 
already being realised. 

The other passages point to the same conclusion. In 
43 Antichrist is alluded to simply as a matter of common 
report (Toii,-6 euTtv To Toii 'AvnXP[uTOu: "This is that 
matter of Antichrist, regarding which ye have heard that 
it cometh ; and now already is it in the world "). In 
2 John 7 it is definitely said of those who deny that Jesus 
Christ is come in the flesh, " This is he that leadeth astray, 
and the Antichrist." Upon the whole, it seems evident that 
for the Apostle the present time is already the age of Anti
christ, and that he alludes to the traditional belief only for 
the purpose of conveying more pointedly his own conviction, 
that the end of all things is at hand, and of dispelling the 
notion that some more sensational development is to be 
looked for before the "last hour" shall actually have arrived. 
This deeper spiritualising of the traditional conception and 
application of it to the tendencies already at work is 

thoroughly Johannine. 
It is significant, moreover, that it is not in the World, 
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but in perversions of Christianity, that St. John finds the 
embodiment of the idea of Antichrist.1 He has been writ
ing of the Church's conflict with the world and its ideals 
(21s-11); but now he points to a danger more subtle and 
more critical, originating within the Church itself. The 
great pagan world fought against Christ with its own 
weapons - pleasures seductive to the flesh, possessions 
and pursuits and splendours alluring to the eye, pomps 
and distinctions tempting to human vanity; but this enemy 
fights Christ in Christ's own name, using as its weapon, 
not the passion of pagan superstition or the sneering pride 
of pagan philosophy, but the corruption of Christian truth. 

To such an antagonist the name Antichrist exactly 
corresponds ; for this properly signifies one who opposes 
Christ by assuming the guise of Christ.2 According to the 
popular conception, Antichrist would claim to be personally 
the Christ; his claims would imply the denial of the Messiah
ship of Jesus, and open war against Christianity as such. 
And though the false teachers whom the Apostle has in 
view did not ostensibly set up an " opposition " Christ, he 
asserts, nevertheless, that this is what they virtually did. 
It is another Christ they preach, and the supreme danger 
of the movement is that it assumes to be what it is not
Christian. Thus, in fact, it is the revelation of " The Man 
of Sin" who "as God sitteth in the Temple of God, showing 
himself that he is God" (2 Thess. 2s. 4). And not less 
strikingly apposite to the conception of Antichrist in the 
Epistle is the symbolical figure by which he is portrayed 
in the Apocalypse (Rev. I 311). The "Beast" had two 
horns like a lamb (is evidently, therefore, a counterfeit of 

1 The "many antichrists" were Gnostic propagandists of the Cerinthian 
school. See Chapters II. and VI. 

2 In most words compounded with dvrl (e.g. &,n,fJa0'1"A<us, d11r11f,1MIJ'o,Pos, 
dVT<O'rpanrros, v. Westcott's Note, in loc.) the prefix denotes not opposition 
simply, but opposition in the guise of similarity. Thus dnixp«rros is nearly 
equivalent to ,j;evooxp•O'ros. 

Zl 
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the Lamb), but "He spake as a dragon." He is the 
mouthpiece of the Father of lies; in him Satan has "trans
formed himself into an angel of light, to deceive, if it 
might be, the very elect." 

The whole subsequent history of the Church attests 
the unerring insight with which St. John has interpreted 
the essential significance of the legendary Antichrist. The 
traditional identification of the Papacy with Antichrist was 
based on a crudely literal conception of prophecy and its 
fulfilment. It erred in being too specific and too exclusive ; 
but in so far as it expressed the truth that the Antichrist is 
always found in the corruptions of the Church itself, it gave 
a radically sound interpretation of the J ohannine thought. 

In the following verse the Apostle accounts for the 
secession of the antichrists from the Church. " They went 
out from us, but they were not of us ; for if they had 
been of us, they would have continued with us; but (they 
went out from us) that it might be made manifest that 
none of them were of us" 1 ( 2 19). " They were outwardly 
of our number, but partakers of our life-of our fellowship 
with the Father and His Son Jesus Christ-they never 
were; therefore it was that they went out from us." 

It would, of course, be out of the question to deduce 
from these words the Cyprianic dogma, eztra ecclesiam 
nulla salus. That any Christian might be actuated by a 
genuinely Christian motive in separating himself from the 
external fellowship of the Church did not and could not 
present itself as a possibility to the imagination of St. John 
or of any of the Apostles. But it would be illegitimate to 
infer from this what judgment they would have pronounced 
upon the actual developments of history, had they been 
able to anticipate these. They were not required to face 
the specific question, what the Church is, in what variety 
of forms its essential unity may subsist, or what, in every 

1 i,. Notes, in lo., 
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case, is involved in outward separation from its com
munion. Here it is antichristianity, not schism, that is in 
question. These separatists were not antichrists, because 
they were outside of the Church; they were outside of 
the Church because they were antichrists. 

On the other hand, the Apostle expressly asserts that 
their separation from the body of the faithful was nothing 
more than a symptom. It brought no new moral element 
into operation; it was only the hatching of the serpent 
from the egg. These false teachers had not renounced 
the truth ; for the truth they had never possessed. They 
had not fallen from the communion of the Church; for to 
the communion of its inner life they had never belonged. 
Otherwise, the Apostle argues, what had happened could 
not have happened. Naturally, we ask what is the 
ground of this reasoning? It seems unreasonable to say 
that " The words do not admit of any theoretical deduction " 
(Westcott).1 One is tempted to ask, Why? "The test of 
experience," it is said, "is laid down as final." But a test, 
to be applicable in any instance, must be one which is 
applicable in every similar instance. It must bring indi
vidual cases under some common law. Although here 
the Apostle lays down no general thesis, but pronounces 
judgment in a particular case, that judgment must 
proceed upon some theoretical ground. And if his 
argument is, that the visible decline and fall of these 
heretical teachers from their Christian standing were 
sufficient proof that they had never been in vital fellowship 
with Christ and His Church, one fails to see what force 
there is in the reasoning, except on the assumption of the 
indefectibility of all who truly belong to the Divine 
society. In point of fact, this assumption is strictly 

1 In like manner, Lutheran commentators (Weiss, e.g.) are careful to explain 
(as against Augustine and Calvin) that no doctrine of a gratia inamissibilis is 
implied in the passage. 
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involved in St. John's doctrine of the Divine Begetting. If 
he asserts that the " begotten of God " cannot sin " because 
His seed abideth in him" (39), equally would he assert that, 
for the same reason, the begotten of God cannot become 
an antichrist, denying the Father and the Son (222). The 
whole verse has its motive in the feeling that the emergence 
of these false teachers from the bosom of the Church 

demanded explanation. Some of the Apostle's readers 
might be tempted on that account to give a readier 
credence to their doctrine, since those who break forth 
from within are always more apt to secure a following 

than those who assail the Church from without. To others, 
again, the fact that men could thus apparently fall away 

from Christian faith and fellowship might occasion serious 
perplexity and misgiving. St. John's words meet either 
case. They supply an impressive warning against giving 
ear to schismatic teachers ; and they afford the needed 

explanation of their falling away. But their chief purpose 
is the latter. " Do not grieve that they went out from 
us ; let not this shake your confidence that none shall 

pluck the Good Shepherd's sheep out of His hand." Nay, 

the Apostle has a further word of reassurance for the 
disquieted. The secession of the antichrists was wholly a 
benefit. It was but their unmasking ; and this, again, was 

only the fulfilment of the Divine purpose (7va <f,avepro0waw), 
which is ever the purity and edification of the Church. 

The Parousia. 

The distinguishing feature of St. John's mental indi
viduality is, as has been said, that he so instinctively leans 
to the ideal and spiritual in his contemplation of life, 

grasping what is of universal significance rather than dwell

ing upon historical movements and embodiments. Yet, as 
has also been said, he is no mere idealist. To regard him 

as one whose thought moves in a world of abstractions, 
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for whom the facts of Christianity are only symbols of 
absolute spiritual Truth, is a complete mistake. His true 
distinction as a thinker lies in the success with which he 
unites the two strains of thought, the ideal and the 
historical. This has been exemplified in his conception of 
Antichrist. Tacitly waving aside the lurid figure of the 
popular imagination, he grasps the essential truth that is 
expressed by the name and the idea of Antichrist, and 
finds its fulfilment in the heretical teaching which sub
stituted for the Christ of the Gospel the fantastic product 
of Docetic speculations. Yet he does not rarefy Antichrist 
into a mere symbol. This birth of antichristian falsehood 
is to him the real advent of the Antichrist; and in it he 
reads the manifest token that the World's day has well
nigh run its appointed course. And it is necessary to bear 
in mind the existence of this twofold strain of thought in 
the Apostle, when we consider his representation of the 
events with which " the last hour" is to be brought to an 
end-the coming of Christ and the Day of J udgment. On 
the one hand, these are conceived by St. John, in a quite 
peculiar degree, as present spiritual realities ; on the other 
hand, they are still firmly held as objective future events ; 
and the reconciliation of these diverse, but not inconsistent, 
points of view is found in his conception of history as the 
manifestation to actual experience of what, in essence and 
principle, already exists. 

This is the key to the J ohannine doctrine of the 
Parousia.1 That doctrine is primarily spiritual, not eschato-

1 1J 1rapovu£a. There are three words which in the N.T. specifically desig
nate the Final Coming of Christ : 

rl1r0Ka"J\vif;,s is specially Petrine (I Pet. r7 113 413, but also in I Cor. 17 and 
2 Thess. r7). 

i1r.,po.ve1a is characteristic of the Pastoral Epistles (1 Tim. 614, 2 Tim. r10 

4'· s, Tit. z1s). 

1rapoviFla is common to St. Matthew, the Pauline Epistles, Second Peter and 
the Epistle of St. James. Here only (r John 2 28) is it found in St. John. 

In classical Greek the word means primarily "a being present." Aesch. 
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logical. The substitution in the Fourth Gospel of the 
Supper Discourse (John 14-16) for the apocalyptic 
chapters in the Synoptics is, however we may explain it, 
profoundly significant. It is not a Christ coming on the 
clouds of heaven that is presented, but a Christ who has 
come and is ever coming to dwell in closest fellowship with 
His people. He departed as to His bodily presence only to 
come nearer and be with them always in the power of His 
Spirit. His disciples were to hear no more the voice of 
their Teacher addressing to them words of Eternal Life; 
but this was only that He might come again as the very 
Spirit of Truth, a well-spring of Light from within, giving 
them "an understanding" to know Him that is true. The 
direct influence of His visible example was to be taken 
away only that He might dwell in them and they in Him, 
in a community of inward life like that of the vine and 
its branches. Formerly Christ had come to "tabernacle" 
with men, henceforward He would come to take up His 
abode with them for ever. Formerly He had been still 
external to them, now He was to be the life of their lives
an inward source of light, moral inspiration, and strength. 
The complete, vital, and permanent union of Christ and 
His people, which had been prevented by the limitations of 

Persce, r69, 5µ,µ,a, -yap aoµ,wv voµ,l!;w ifonr/n-ou 1mpouafa11. It has also the kindred 
meaning of "arrival," Eur. Ale. 207, ,i)I).' eiµ,, Ko.1 r-lw a'1,v ci.-y-ye)l.w 1Tapoualav. 
Thuc. i. r28, Bv!;avnov -yap D,wv rfi 1Tporepq. 1Tapoualq.. (The quotations are 
from Liddell and Scott.) The word has the same double sense in the N.T. 
2 Cor. 77 1J U 1Tapouala roil awµ,a,ros a.a0e11fis : '' His bodily presence is weak" ; 
Phil. 2 12 tils ev rii 1Tapoualq, µ,ou : "As in my presence." On the other hand, 
I Cor. 1617 and 2 Car. 76 bi rfi 1Tapoualq. "1:-rerf,ava, ev rfi 1Tapoualq. Tlrou 
"The arrival (and presence) of Stephanas and Titus. It is interesting to notice 
also that in the papyri -,,.apouala is often used as a kind of technical term with 
reference to the "visit" of a king or other official. Thus accounts are extant 
announcing preparations eir! r'1,v 1rapoualav roil Xpua[-,,.-,,.ou (see Milligan's 
Thessalonians, pp. 145, 146). These usages show how appropriate the word was 
to the Coming of Christ, for which His people are to be in watchful preparation. 
Here also it combines the senses of "arrival" and "presence," The Final 
Coming of Christ introduces a new mode of His Presence, and one which will 
last for ever. 
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a local and corporeal state of existence, would be achieved 
when for these there was substituted the direct access of 
spirit to spirit. It was expedient that He should go away 
in order thus to come again. 

Yet St. John by no means discards the primitive New 
Testament belief in the Parousia as a historical fact of the 
future. With him it scarcely predominates over the whole 
scene as with St. Paul; but still it is the great mountain
peak at the end of the valley. It is so in the Fourth Gospel, 
" Every one that seeth the Son and believeth in Him hath 
eternal life "-has already experienced a spiritual resurrec
tion from death into life; but Christ will also " raise him 
up at the last day" (John 640). If Christ's abiding-place 
(µ,ov17') is in those that love Him and keep His word 
(John 1423), there is also a Father's House in which there 
are many abiding-places (µova[), whither He goes to prepare 
a place for them, and whence He will come again to receive 
them unto Himself; that where He is, there they may be 
also (John 142• 3). Still more is this emphasised in the 
Epistle: here the atmosphere is more pervasively eschato
logical than in the Gospel. If, since the writing of St. Paul's 
earlier Epistles, there has been an abatement in the general 
expectation of the speedy coming of Christ, that expecta
tion, in the mind of the author of this Epistle at least, has 
been vigorously revived. So far from its being true that 
" The Church is firmly established as an institution in the 
world, and looks forward to a period of continued exist
ence," 1 the times are very evil ; Antichrist has come. The 
command, " Love not the world," is sharpened by the assur
ance that the world is on the verge, aye, in the process of 
dissolution (wapa,ryETai, 2 17). The dread of being put to 
shame in the presence of the Lord at His impending Advent 
enforces the exhortation to "abide in Him" (228

); and 
the hope of their being made partakers of His manifested 

1 DB iii. 679. 
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glory is the consummation of all that is implied in our 
being now the children of God (32· 8). 

But these two strains of thought unite m a third
that this future crisis will only be the inevitable manifesta
tion of the existing reality. The Parousia will no more 
than the Incarnation be the advent of a strange Presence 
in the world.1 Expectant souls will behold its dawning, 

"Like some watcher of the skies 
When a new planet swims into his ken." 

It will be, as on the Mount of Transfiguration, the out
shining of a latent glory, not the arrival of One Who is 
absent, but the self-revealing of One Who is present. 

Such a manifestation may be conceived as effected 
simply by a change in the mode or medium of perception. 
There will be that change which we dimly signify (not 
fully comprehending what the words denote) when we 
say that faith will become sight. Christ and the things 
of the spiritual universe will become the objects of a 
more direct consciousness. Now, Faith and Sense are at 
variance. The things that are seen and temporal appeal 
to one set of faculties ; things unseen and eternal to 
another. We believe, but we believe against appearances. 
Then Faith and Sense will coincide. All false and 
misleading appearances will vanish for ever, all that we 
now take on trust will then be evident, when, every 
obstructing veil removed, we stand with open face in 
the presence of the eternal realities. But all this, while 
it is implied, does not exhaust the significance of the 
Parousia, neither, indeed, is it the chief factor in the 
conception of it. The Parousia takes place, not only 
through an increased power or a different mode of per
ception in men, but primarily through a different mode 
of self-revelation on the part of Christ. If there is a 

1 11 fw~ etf,O.P€pciJ0ri ( 12 ; cf. John 1 5• 10); ea• tf,o.P€pw0fj (22fl il-
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withdrawing of a veil from the human eye, there is also 
an unveiling of the Divine Face. As to the manner of 
Christ's appearing, the Epistle is silent, except for the 
simple, sublime, and satisfying words (satisfying because 
they pass all understanding), "We shall see Him as He 
is." As to its significance we are not left in doubt. It 
is a historical event ; occurring once for all ; affecting 
simultaneously all mankind ; the consummation of all 
Divine purpose that has governed human existence; the 
final crisis in the history of the Church, of the World, 
and of every man. 

The Day of Judgment. 

The Parousia is the coming of Christ to Judgment. 
In St. John's conception of judgment we must recognise 
the same dual tendency of thought that ~as already been 
remarked upon. In distinction from other New Testament 
writers, St. John regards judgment as essentially a present 
fact of life. He sees Christ always and of necessity 
judging men-or, rather, compelling men to judge them
selves. For judgment He is come into the world (John 939) 

-it is the inevitable issue of His coming. By their 
attitude towards Christ men involuntarily but inevitably 
classify themselves, reveal what spirit they are of, auto
matically register themselves as being, or as not being, " of 
the Truth " CJ ohn I 837). " He that believeth not is judged 
already, because he hath not believed in the name of the 
only-begotten Son of God " (John 318). J udgment is not 
the assigning of a character to men from without; it is the 
revelation of character from within. J udgment is classifica
tion, a sifting of the wheat from the chaff.1 And this 

1 This is the original meaning of 1Cplcm : 
~TE TE tcw0i, ll'f/µfir'rJp 

Kp!vy E11"<t')'oµtvwv &.11tµwv Kap1r6v T€ Kai lixva,. 
Iliad, v. 500-r. 
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is not future but present; for, in its essence, it is self
revelation, self-classification, self-separation. And nowhere 
is this thought of judgment so exhaustively developed and 
applied as in our Epistle. Though the word is not used, 
the writer from first to last does almost nothing else than 
declare and apply the three great tests,-Righteousness, 
Love, Belief,-in the presence of which men infallibly 
reveal themselves as being " of God " or " of the world," as 
" knowing God " or " knowing not God," as " of the truth " 
or as "liars." Yet, none the less, the Apostle indubitably 
looks forward to a future" Day of Judgment" (417). And 
I cannot agree with the criticism that this is simply an 
unconscious concession to orthodoxy, and that it is impos
sible to reconcile the idea of a future judgment, adopted 
from the current theology, with what we must regard as 
the distinctive J ohannine view.1 For here again the under
lying thought is that judgment to come will be only the full 
manifestation of the judgment that now is, that is to say, 
of the principles by whose operation men are in reality 
approved or condemned already. Such manifestation is 
obviously necessary. It is true that men are immediately 
judged, sifted out, and classified by their relation to Christ, 
yet this, as spiritual fact, is hidden from the general 
sense of mankind ; and though it will be progressively 
vindicated in the world by the work of the Spirit in 
convicting the world of sin " because they believe not on 
Me," yet plainly, as regards the unconvicted, the vindica
tion must be consummated hereafter. It is true that on 
St. John's own presuppositions the vindication cannot even 
then be complete. Spiritual truth cannot be received by 
unspiritual men, here or hereafter ; not even a Day of 
Judgment can effect in those who are unenlightened by 
the Spirit of Truth a recognition of the essential sin and 
shame of rejecting Christ. But I can find no shadow of 

1 Scott's Fourth Gospel, p. 216. 
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reason for asserting that St. John's view of Judgment, as 
in principle a present fact of life, is inherently irreconcilable 
with the common doctrine of the New Testament, that the 
consciousness of those who now reject Christ will hereafter 
contain a very awful testimony of God's reprobation. 

The present judgment and classification of men by 
their relation to Christ is, moreover, a fact that is by no 
means fully realised even by the faith of Christians. Now 
are we the children of God ; but it is not yet made manif~st 
what we shall be. Only the intenser realisation of what 
Christ is can bring the fuller manifestation, even to our
selves, of what we are. In this glad sense the Parousia 
must be a Day of J udgment to the children of God. The 
Christian's faith, when he sees Christ as He is, will then 
appear to himself a far grander thing than it does now. 
What looks mean and meagre in the semi-darkness of this 
life will shine forth like the sun at the rising of the Sun. 
And, further, it must be said that the whole Epistle looks 
forward, clearly and inevitably, to a Judgment to come. 
Its practical aim is preparation for Judgment by self
judgment. It is an Epistle of tests-an Epistle that 
wages war against self-deception of every kind. There 
must be a Day when all self-deception shall cease, and 
when all reality shall be manifested. Without this 
certainty the whole tenor and purpose of the Epistle would 
be stultified. 

The Day of Salvation. 

Lastly, Christ's coming is a coming to salvation. We 
close our study of the eschatology of the Epistle with the 
great passage on the consummation of the Christian life: 
" Behold, what manner of love the Father hath bestowed 
upon us, that we should be called children of God : and 
such we are. For this cause the world doth not recognise 
us, because it did not recognise Him. Beloved, now are 
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we children of God, and it is not yet made manifest what 
we shall be. We know that if He shall be manifested, we 
shall be like Him; for we shall see Him as He is" (31. 2).1 

In the preceding verse (229) the Apostle begins the second 
chief division of the Epistle-that in which the Christian 
life is considered as the life of Divine sonship. And this 
life is characterised, first of all, by Righteousness (2 29-310). 
But the orderly development of this theme is immediately 
arrested by the contemplation of its grandeur. That such 
a title should be ours because the full Divine reality it 
signifies is ours-that we should be called, and that we 
verily are, the children 2 of God-what manner of love ! 3 

But having asserted this amazing truth, the Apostle, 
with the quick imagination of sympathy, apprehends a 
possible perplexity in his readers' minds : " If we are 
children of God in title and in fact, why does no ray of 
glory shine upon us? Why is it that, instead of winning 
the recognition and homage of the world, we are the 
objects of its contempt? " The answer is that it is pre
cisely because we are the children of God. The world 
loves its own (John 1 519); no glimpse of the essential 
glory of the spiritual visits its darkened mind. And the 
supreme proof of this is, that it was blind to the glory of 
the only-begotten Son Himself ( cf. 1 Cor. 1 23 2 8

1 2 Cor. 4 4 ; 

contrariwise, John I 14). If He Who was the Light of the 
world was so little known by the world; if He Who was 
ineffable Love was so little loved ; if He Who was the 

1 For discussion of the exegetical complexities of these verses and of the 
variety of proposed interpretations, see N ates, in loc. In the exposition here 
given I assume, for the most part without discussion, the exegesis that most 
commends itself to me. 

2 "Children of God" (rEKPrl Ocov). v. supra, pp. 194-5, and Notes, in loc. 
~"'What manner of love," 1rora1riJ" a-ya,r'1"· 1rara1roi (classically, 1raoa1r6~) 

means originally "from what country'' (in Latin, cujas). Thus it comes to 
signify "mysterious," "amazing," "unaccountable." The N. T. parallels are 
few hut singularly suggestive. Matt. 827 "What manner of man is this?" 
Luke rw '' What manner of salutation this might be" ; 2 Pet. J11 "What 
manner of persons we ought to be." 
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Prince of Life received so scanty homage ; if the world 
could see no brightness of the Father's glory irradiating the 
humble exterior of the Son of Man-what wonder that it 
does not recognise, in us, the children of God? This leads 
on to the magnificent assurance of the following verse : 
" Beloved" (the Apostle's heart is moyed with solicitude by 
the thought of the consolation needed, with triumph by the 
thought of that he is about to give), "now are we children 
of God, and it is not yet made manifest what we shall be. 
We know that if He shall be manifested, we shall be like 
Him ; because we shall see Him as He is." Here, once 
more, the peculiarly Johannine idea of "manifestation" is 
strikingly employed. "What we shall be " will be essen
tially what we now are-children of God. No new 
element will be added to the regenerate nature. All is 
there that ever will be there. As every faculty and every 
feature of the full-grown man are possessed by the new
born child, so the Image of God's Son is already formed 
in every one that is" begotten of God "-is there in embryo, 
in organic completeness, awaiting its full development. 
But the epoch of full development is not now. It is, 
according to St. John, at the Parousia. When Christ-the 
Christ Who already is in the world-shall be manifested, 
then also the children of God, who are in the world, will 
be manifested as being what they are. They will not be 
invested with a glory from without so much as manifested 
from within. They also will have come to their Mount of 
Transfiguration; inward reality will break forth in a visible 
splendour that will, in some sense and degree, manifest 
even to the world the essential glory of their nature. 

This is no vague hope or questionable hypothesis. 
It is triumphant certainty: " We know 1 that we shall 

1 "V,,'e know" (oloa,uev) (absolute knowledge). Granted the premise, "We 
shall see Him as He is," the consequence, "We shall be like Him," is self
evident. See special note on -ytvWlrKE<V and <io!vm. 
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be like Him; because we shall see Him as He is." 
The principle implied is certain and universal. Vision 
becomes assimilation. We transfer to and fix upon our 
own souls the beauty and the goodness on which we 
gaze. Such is the psychological principle of the Christian's 
sanctification in this life. Beholding with unveiled face 
the glory of the Lord, we are transformed into the same 
image from glory to glory (2 Cor. 318, Ex. 3429). And 
when He is manifested, " we shall behold Him as He is." 
The words suggest what is beyond full comprehension. 
We know whom we shall behold-Him,1-not Deity in 
its essence, not the Invisible Father, not another and 
unfamiliar Christ, a new out-shining of the Father's glory 
-but Jesus Christ. 

But we shall see Him as He is. Is not the Christ, then, 
who "tabernacled among us," Christ "as He is"? And 
when we behold His glory, "the glory as of the Only
Begotten of the Father, full of grace and trnth," do we not 

1 "We shall be like Him; because we shall see Him as He is" (llµ,owi a{mi, 
ir,oµ,eBa, lin 6yJ/,µ,e0a avTov KaBws lr,nv). The most obvious antecedent to av-r<ii 
and av-r6v is 0eofi in the previous sentence. "Now are we the children of God, 
(and then) we shall be like Him" (Bengel, Ebrard, Ruther; "God in Christ," 
Westcott). Nevertheless, this is untenable. "It may be doubted," says 
Westcott, "whether it could be said of the Father tbat men shall see Him as 
He is." But, surely, this may not be doubted. Such beholding of the Father 
is not only never suggested in the N. T. ; it is assumed to be impossible. Deity 
in its essence becomes the object of Faith only through its manifestations 
(Rom. 1 20, John 118); to direct perception it is inaccessible (<f>ws ol,:C,11 ,hrpa!T<Tov, 
1 Tim. 616). This is implied in the whole N. T. conception of Christ as the 
Revealer of the Father, in the J ohannine doctrine of the Logos, in the Pauline 
doctrine of Christ as the .t,cwv Tov lhofi Tofi &op,frov (Col. z'"), in the &1rauyar,µ,a 
T?)s /i6[71s rail xapaKTt,p Ti)s /,,ro<TTci!T•ws a,nov of Heb. 18, in the words, "He that 
hath seen Me hath seen the Father" (John 149, cf. 1724), implying that no other 
perfect vision of the Father is possible to men than that which is given in Christ. 
Similarly with ~µow, aVT<p ir,ow0a. A veritable likeness to the Father is asserted 
of all who have the Spirit of His Son, They are made Oeias Ko<PwPol <f,6r,,ws 
(2 Pet. 14). They are to be "imitators of God, as dear children" (Eph. 51). 

But this likeness is ethical only; and here not only ethical, but visible manifested 
likeness is contemplated. Always in the N. T. it is the attainment of such 
likeness to Christ, never to God, that stands as the splendid goal of Christian 
hope (John 1722, Rom. 829, 1 Cor. 1547• 49, Phil. 321 , Col. J4). 
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behold Him as He is? Assuredly. In the most essential 
element of the case there can be no change in what is 
beheld or in the kind of beholding. The glory of the 
Divine is spiritual-the glory of goodness, of love beyond 
measure, and of purity without stain. And spiritual things 
can never be otherwise than spiritually discerned. Yet, 
obviously, this is not the whole thought of the passage. 
The vision of the future is, in some fashion, corporeal as 
well as spiritual. In it Sense and Faith will co-operate, 
It will then have ceased to be expedient that Christ should 
go away in order that the Spirit of Truth may come. We 
shall possess in the same experience His manifested 
presence and the inward ministry of the Spirit. Perception, 
now dim and wavering, will be intense and vivid. Vision 
will be freed from all obscurations of sin. It will be as 
when sunshine draws forth the glow of colour in a landscape 
that has been lying under a pall of cloud. 

"We shall truly behold the True." And, seeing Him 
as He is, "we shall be like Him." There will be sudden 
development. It will be like passing at a stride from sub
arctic regions to the tropics. Under the direct rays of the 
Sun of Righteousness '' buds of earth " will become " flowers 
of Heaven." All that is within the children of God will 
answer to Christ's call; every half-developed lineament of 
holy character will shine out in the light of His counten
ance ; the whole Christ-likeness latent in them will come 
forth, vivid and glorious. Vision will beget likeness, and 
likeness, again, give clearness to vision, their endless inter
action securing endless progress towards the inexhaustible 
fulness of Christ. 

And as the vision is in some sense corporeal as well as 
spiritual, so also is the assimilation (Phil. 321). Even of 
this body of flesh and blood the soul is, in wonderful 
measure, the sculptor. Faces are made pure by purity of 
heart. Strength and nobility sit upon the countenance1 
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when high resolve and heroic endeavour fill the mind. 
There is a calmness of feature which is an index to peace 
in the soul; a dignity and beauty which patient suffering 
alone gives; and when some strong tide of the spirit is 
sweeping through a man's heart, it alters the fashion of his 
countenance, causes his very form and figure to dilate, and 
makes the weakest like an angel of God. These facts, so 
far as they go, are a prophecy, and, indeed, a beginning of 
that final transfiguration by which Christ " shall fashion the 
body of our humiliation into the likeness of the body of His 
glory." The very idea of the Spiritual Body is that it 
perfectly represents the character to which it belongs. As 
the material body is strong or weak, comely or uncomely, 
according to the animal vitality, so is the spiritual body 
according to the spiritual vitality that animates it. The 
outward man will take the mould of the inward man, 
and will share with it its perfected likeness to the glorified 
manhood of Jesus Christ. 

Such is the furthest view opened to our hope by the 
eschatology of the Epistle, and it is that which, of all others, 
has proved most entrancing to the imagination and stimu
lating to the aspiration of the children of God. "We know 
that, if He shall be manifested, we shall be like Him ; for 
we shall see Hirn as He is." 

And though it may appear as being, just where it is 
introduced, a digression from the main line of thought,-a 
magnificent development of a side issue,-this is not really 
so. It is a certainty that is contained in the Christian's 
consciousness of indissoluble union with Christ. And from 
the contemplation of that union in its perfect future 
manifestation, the Apostle brings us back by an inevitable 
transition to the test of its present reality: "Every one 
that bath this hope in Hirn purifieth himself, even as He 
is pure." 
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NOTE ON ANTICHRIST. 

It is unnecessary for the interpretation of the Epistle to enter upon 
all the complexities of the Antichrist problem. The leading points, 
however, may be briefly stated. The name Antichrist is not older than 
the N.T., but the idea is pre-Christian. Recent investigation (especially 
by Bousset) has all gone to show how composite and how gradually 
developed the legend of Antichrist was. Gunkel (Schojfung und 
Chaos) finds its ultimate origin in the primitive and widely diffused 
dragon-myth, which, he maintains, reached and impregnated Hebrew 
soil, in the form of the Babylonian Epos of the monster Tiamat, who 
was overcome by the Creator (Marduk), but who, it was believed, would 
again rise in revolt, only to be finally destroyed (for criticism of this 
theory, however, see Kautzsch's article, "Religion of Israel," in DB, 
Extra Vol. p. 670). But even if it be allowed that this myth is alluded to 
in sundry passages of O.T. poetry, and has supplied certain materials to 
the imagery of the Apocalypse, there is nothing to lead us to suppose 
that it bad any important part in familiarising the Jewish mind with the 
idea of an arch-enemy of God, or in the actual development of the idea. 
There is similarity, if not historical connection, between the later con
ception of Antichrist and Ezekiel's prophecy of a tremendous onslaught, 
led by Gog the prince of the land of Magog, against the resettled land 
of Israel, that is to say, after the dawn of the Messianic Age (cf. Ezek. 
38-39 and Rev. 201 sqq.). But it is in the apocalyptic parts of the 
Book of Daniel that the lineaments of the future Antichrist are clearly 
discernible, and especially in the idealised representations of Antiochus 
Epiphanes (Dan. 7-9; r r ; 12). It is probable that these predictions, 
while inspired by fear and hatred of Antiochus, and in part applicable 
to him, point also to some ideal impersonation of evil. It is at least 
dear that they furnish material which was worked up in the subse
quent development of the Eschatological Antichrist. In later Jewish 
Apocalyptic this development is carried forward (Sibylline Oracles, 
Fourth Ezra, Apocalypse of Baruch, Ascension of Isaiah, Book of 
Jubilees. For references, v. DB iii. 227). But in the interval between 
the Old and the New Testament, the Jewish belief in Antichrist has 
been strangely influenced by the Beliar myths (Bousset, Der Antichrist, 
pp. 99 sqq.). The Antichrist is no longer of human origin, but becomes 
da::rnonic. Beliar is a wicked angel, ruler of the empire of the air, who 
has become prince of this world (" Berial angelus magnus, rex huius 
mundi ... descendet e firmamento suo ..• et venient cum eo omnes 
potestates huius mundi," Asc. Isa. 42• For other references, 11. Bousset, 
and Milligan's Thessalonians, pp. 161, 162). Bousset identifies the 
Beliar of 2 Cor. 615 with Antichrist. But if this identification is right, 
Beliar cannot have been to St. Paul angel or demon ; for with 
him Antichrist is distinctly o &v0po>Tros- Tijs- avoµ.las-. The belief, as 
current in the first century A.D., is that Antichrist would not appear 
before the Fall of Rome; that he would then appear among the Jews, 

22 
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proclaim himself as God, and claim to be worshipped in the Temple at 
Jerusalem ; that Elijah would appear, and be slain by him ; that he 
would be born of the tribe of Dan ( cf. Gen. 49IT, Deut. 3322, J er. 816• 

The Apocalypse omits Dan from the list of the Tribes); that his reign 
would last three and a half years ; that the faithful Jews, or all the 
Church, would flee into the wilderness, whither Antichrist would pursue 
them ; that he would then be slain by the Lord with the Breath of His 
mouth (Isa. II~). 



CHAPTER XVII. 

ITS RELATION TO THE FOURTH GOSPEL. 

THE virtually unanimous verdict of tradition assigns the 
authorship both of this Epistle and of the Fourth Gospel 
to the Apostle John; and, until the end of the sixteenth 
century, this opinion was held as unquestionable.1 Of 
modern scholars, the first to challenge it was Joseph 
Scaliger (r 540-r 609), who rejected the entire trio of 
Johannine Epistles as unapostolic; and, in later times, a 
dual authorship of the Gospel and the First Epistle has 
been asserted by Baur, Hilgenfeld, H. J. Holtzmann, 
Pfleiderer, van Soden, and others ; 2 although, on this 
particular point, other adherents of the critical school, like 
Jiilicher, Wrede, and Wernle, accept the traditional view. 
Some of the reasons advanced for a different authorship 
are sufficiently arbitrary, and, indeed, mutually contradic
tory. Baur pronounces the Epistle a weak imitation of the 
Gospel, because of its poverty of thought, its tautology, and 
its lack of logical energy ; by Hilgenfeld, on the contrary, 
it is esteemed as one of the most beautiful of New Testa
ment writings, and, because of its rich and original spontan
eity, is regarded as prior in time to the Gospel ; and while 
Baur rejects its apostolic authorship because he finds the 
trail of Montanism over it, Hilgenfeld, on the other hand, 
finds it tainted with Gnosticism. Yet the arguments for 

1 v, supra, pp. 39, 40. 
2 Among English writers, Mr. Ernest Scott ranges himself on the same side 

(Fourth Gospel, p, 94). Hilgenfeld, in his Einleitung (1875), withdrew from it. 
339 
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the dual authorship, as set forth briefly by Pfleiderer and, 
with exhaustive care and temperate candour, by H. J. 
Holtzmann, are by no means negligible. 

Prima f acie, the case for identity of authorship is over
whelmingly strong. On internal grounds, it would appear 
much more feasible to assign any two of Shakespeare's 
plays to different authors, than the Gospel and the First 
Epistle of " St. John." They are equally saturated with 
that spiritual and theological atmosphere, they are equally 
characterised by that type of thought, which we call 
J ohannine, and which presents an interpretation of Christi
anity not less original and distinctive than Paulinism. In 
both we find the same fundamental positions regarding 
the Divine Nature; Eternal Life; the Person of Christ; 
the antecedents and consequents, metaphysical and ethical, 
of the Incarnation ; the affinity and non-affinity of men 
with the Divine ; Regeneration and the children of God ; 
the mutual indwelling of God and man; the work of the 
Holy Spirit; the Christian Life as tested by Belief, 
Obedience, and the supreme duty of Love. In both, the 
writer views almost every subject with an eye that 
steadfastly beholds radical antagonisms, but is blind to 
approximations. Each conception has its fundamental 
antithesis :-Light, Darkness ; Life, Death ; Love, Hate; 
Truth, Falsehood; the Father, the World; God, the Devil. 
There is no shading, no gradation, in the picture. Affini
ties in manner and in substance of thought are not more 
remarkable than those in diction and style. The vocabulary 
in each is of the same simplicity and restricted 1 range, and 
is, to a surprising extent, identical in material. There is in 
both the same strongly Hebraistic style of composition, the 
same development of ideas by parallelism or antithesis; 

1 The paucity of li1rc.{ Xey6µevc. in the Epistle is noticeable. While First 
Peter and James furnish about sixty, our Epistle has but four, ci-y-yeXlc., lXc.1,µ.6s, 
vlKTJ, -x.p'i1,µ.c. (Holtzmann,J. P. T., r882, p. 13r). 
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the same emphatic repetition of key-words like " begotten 
of God," " abiding," " keeping His commandments"; the 
same monotonous simplicity of syntax, with avoidance of 
relative clauses and a singular parsimony in the use of 
connecting particles ; the same lack of dialectical resource; 
the same method of implying causal relation by mere juxta
position of ideas; the same apparently tautological habit of 
resuming consideration of a subject from a slightly different 
point of view. In short, it seems impossible to conceive 
of two independent literary productions having a more 
intimate affinity. The relation between them is, in every 
way, closer than that between the Third Gospel and the 
Acts of the Apostles, where the identity of authorship is 
now generally admitted, the only case of approximation 
to it being that of the Epistles to the Ephesians and the 
Colossians.1 

For these statements some evidence must be furnished 
in detail. 2 And I shall cite, in the first place, the coin
cidences of verbal expression ; and, to begin with, those 
that are pecuHar to the Gospel and the Epistle, 

EPISTLE 

o A6yos, I 1• 

xapa 1TE1TA']P"'/J,EV'], r 4
• 

l,,,p&rnµ,w ,.:al µ,aprvpovµ,ev, 12• 

TE0e&µ,e0a Kal µ,aprvpov,,_,,,, 414• 

<TKor{a (metaphorically), r5 etc. (five 
times). 

,ro1iiv TT)V aAry8e,av, r 6• 

lip.aprlav lxnv, 1 8. 

aAry0e,av Etva, Ev, 18 2 4• 

A6yov Elva, (µheiv) iv, 110 2 14• 

,rapa.KAl]Tos, 2 1• 

T~piiv T6V Aoyov, 2 5• 

1 Holtzmann, .f. P. T., 1882, pp. r, 134. 

GOSPEL. 

11, 14. 

329 1511 1624 1713_ 

1 34 311. 32 1935_ 

1a2. 

16 etc. ( six times). 

321_ 

941 I 522. 24 1911. 

844. 
588. 
1416 etc. 
861, 62. 135 1423 1520 1716_ 

2 In the preparation of this and the following lists I have, of course, made 
use of the results brought out by Holtzmann in the series of articles referred to. 
But I have investigated the whole matter independently, and the lists of coin
cidences and divergences here given are by no means a reproduction of his. 
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EPISTLE. 

p,lvE&V Ev IJE<e,. Xp,crrqi, Tq'i AO')'ce, Tfl 
dyaw'fi, Tq'> <j)wTl, Tfj u1<.o-rla, Tep 6av&Tc:i, 
2 6. ID. 27. 28 36. 14. 24 418. 16. 

lvToAf} tc.atv~, 21· 8• 

-rO cf,6>~ TO aA.11fhvOv,. 2 8• 

'ITOV t'ma-yn, zll. 

TUcpAOVV TOiJS Jrp8aApovs, 211• 

u1<.vla, 2 1 etc. 
µlvnv El~ -rOv al0011a., 2 17• 

,rmtlla, 2 14· 18• 

lva ( =£rrrE or Jr,), passz"m. 
d'JlA' iva ( elliptical), 2 19• 

i(_pelav Exuv iva, 221 .. 

-yey•vvijuOm £1<. Toil Ornii, 2 29 etc. 
0 Kdcrµ.os oll,c Eyvu> aiiTdv, 31• 

oµ.otos ,lval T&Vt, J2. 
ayvl(u fOVTov, 38 • 

'1COL£1V T~V apapTlav, 34 etC, 
alpnv Tas apaplas, 35. 
h Toil ,rovqpoil (t!ia[36'Jlov) ,lvm, 38- 12• 

lpya TOV a,aflo?..ov, 38• 

T<Kva Toil l31afj0Xov, J1°. 

p,u,, 11pas cl l<.O!TP,DS, 313• 

µ.er~alvEtV '" 'TOV eavllTov El~ Ti]v (ro~v, 
3H, 

avOp0>'1l"OKTOVOS, 318• 

£Kiivos (=Christ), 316 etc. 
T~V V,VX~V Tt8evm, J16• 

~ llyU1r17, (<iJ~ alWv,os-, µEvEt fv, 315. 17. 

'" riis a'Jl178,las ,lva,, 319
• 

p•l(0>v (of God), )20 44. 
Ta &p,=a, 322• 

£VTOA~V a,aovai, 323• 

,l.:ovnv (to hear believingly), 45- 6• 

aya'll"1'/V lxm, £V, 49- 16, 

v,v a,a (c. gen.), 49• 

O,ov o~a.i .. ml>'ITOTE n8iarat, 412• 

€yv0ltc.aµEv Ka1 'ITE1r1.ureVKaµ.ev, 416 .. 

<TO>tifp TOV KOtTP,OV, 4U, 
lJt' VlJaroS KOL O!P,OTOS, 56, 

TO 1rveilpa £<TTtv TO papTvpoiiv, 56• 

VLKiiv -rOv K6uµov, 55 .. 

ds rO Ev, 58• 

µap-rvp!av 'Jlaµ{3av«v, 59• 

GOSPEL. 

656 831 1246 I 54. 5. 6. 7. 9. 10. 

1334. 

19, 

814. 21 (87l"DV) 1235 1333. 36 144. 5 

165. 

1240_ 

1333, 

835 1234, 

21 5• 

j)asst'm. 
18 93 1318 I 525. 

2 2s i63o_ 

118 etc. 
110 1725, 

855 99, 
I 155, 

834_ 

129. 

8H. 
gn_ 
844 ( i K -roii l3,a{36-Xov • 

1rarpOr Vp.&v ). 
I 518. 19, 

524. 

844. 
1935, ? 
1011.15.17 1337.38 1518. 

542 ; cf. I 511, 

1831, 

1029 1428. 

829, 

1151 1249 1384, 

524 660 1831, 

1335 (but cf. 2 Cor. 81). 

651 (c. acc.). 
1 18 (U,paK£v). 
669 (in reverse order). 
442, 

1934, 

1526_ 

1633, 

IIS2 1723 (<ls ,'v). 
311· 32. 33 534, 

TOU 
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EPISTLE. 

i: w~v /Mova,, 5 11
• 

<XEIV .-~v (;wqv (in present sense), 512• 13, 

1r tu-r£11Etv €ls rO 8voµ.a, 513• 

1rpo!1 Bava.-ov, 516
• 

lpwrav (of prayer to God), 516, 

ifuw (of Christ's Advent), 520• 

,ras o or ,rav .-6, c. part., 2 29 etc. (fifteen 
times). 

lv .-ovT<p y1vw<T1<,,v, 2 8 etc. (eight times). 

GOSPEL. 

633 172. 

336 etc. 
1 12 etc. 
II!. 

1416 179, 

842, 

38 etc. (thirteen times). 

A scrutiny of the foregoing table will show that none 
of the coincidences noted can be reckoned accidental. 

I give next a list of verbal coincidences not peculiar 
to the Gospel and Epistle, yet characteristic. 

EPISTLE. 

dpxq (=past eternity), 11 2 13· 14• 

{w~ (the Divine Eternal Life), 11 etc. 
q:,av•pov<TBai, 12 etc. (nine times). 
p,ap.-vpiiv, 12 etc. (six times). 

,hrayyO\Xuv, 12· 3• 

dvayylXA,,v, I 5• 

cp..,!1 (metaph.), 15 etc. (six times). 
1r•pura.-.'iv (metaph.) 16 etc. (five 

times). 
aip,a 'l'7<Tov, l 7• 

1rAavav, 18 2 26 f. 
ail<atO!,' (of God), 19 2 29, 

dq:,tlvai ap,ap.-ia!.', r9 212. 

dt,Kia, 1 9 517• 

t•v<TTT/s, 110 etc. (five times). 

t,v/Jos, 2 21• 

y,vw<Timv (God, Christ, or Spirit), 2 4 

etc. (eight times). 
'1'1/piiv .-as £VTOAas, 2 3 324 52

· 3• 

,r>..'10"'!.', 2•. 

GOSPEL. 

11· 2 (elsewhere only, 2 Thess. 
213). 

14 etc. 
131 etc. (nine times). 
1 7 etc. (thirty-three times. 

Once only in Matt., once in 
Luke, not at all in Mark). 

451 1625 2018. 

425 etc. (six times). 
14 etc. (twenty times). 
312 1285, 

6•3. H. as .• s. 

712 (rare, except in Apoc.). 
172.1. 

2a2s. 
718. 

844- 45 (3 times elsewhere in 
N.T.). 

844. 
r 10 etc. (ten times). 

1415 1510. 

148 etc. (nine times ; only nine 
times elsewhere in N.T.). 

19 etc. (nine times; Apoc. 
ten times ; elsewhere, five 
times). 
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EPISTLE, 

arf,<1?wv, z6 316 411, 
-rj>alvHv, 2 8. 

f<ds- tf.prt, 2 9. 

O 7rOV'}por, zlS, 

d,a-µor, 2 15 etc. 
£lvat. EK, 2 10 etc .. 
im8uµ[a, 2 16- 17• 

a-&pg (in evil sense), 2 16• 

a-apg (without evil sense), 42• 

1ro1iiv ro B•A'}J-la, 2 17• 

6 llytos, 2 20 . 

oµoXoyiiv 'I'}a-ovv, 42- 3• 

rhva 8,ov, 31. 2.10 52. 
1rns (1rii11) .•• oli (11-11), z17. 21 315, 

X{mv ( =destroy), 38• 

ol, livvam, (of moral impossibility), 39 • 

d/'i,Xrf,or (=Christian brother), 310 etc. 
dyar.uv aXX11Xous, 311 etc. 
8 EAv alrt'icr0ai, 322• 

7TVEVJ-la /'i,/'iovm, 324 413, 

r.vevµa rijs aA'}BElar, 46• 

µovoyevqr ulor, 4 9• 

a1roa-dXX«v (of mission of Christ), 
49, 10, 14, 

;rg,,, {3aAAHv, 418• 

EvroATJv lva, 4~n. 
lpx,a-Bm (of Messiah), 56• 

'X"" rryv µ,aprupfov, 510
• 

alriiv, 322 51s. 16, 

a1riia-8ai, 515• 

aKov,iv (of answer to prayer), 515• 

ilrrua-8m, 521• 

GOSPEL. 

1314 191. 

1 5 535 (three times in Apoc., 
elsewhere once only). 

zlO 517 1624. 

171.'. 
passim. 
r 13 etc. 
844. 
31s. 

114. 

434 638 717 931. 

669_ 

922 (elsewhere, Rom. 109). 

I 12 I 1.52 • 

316. 16 639 1246, 

2 19 (elsewhere only, 2 Pet. 
310. 11. 12). 

71 843 I239 r 411. 

2123. 

1334 etc. 
IS' (b Nw 8iA'}T<, alr11a-,a-8e). 
,,.,'34 
.) . 
1417 etc. 
3m etc. 

311. 34 53s etc. 

I 56. 
I 157 1334 15IZ, 

)31 614 II27, 

536 (elsewhere only in Apoc.). 
i516 etc. 
I 57 1626, 

931, 

zz2s 1712. 

Again, it may be asserted of these coincidences that 
none is insignificant. 

Next, I subjoin a list of passages in which there 1s 
coincidence in thought, though not in words. Since to 
quote the passages in full would occupy too much space, 
only the references are given. 
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EPISTLE. 

I 1, 

GOSPEL. 

I 1, 

114. 

I l 51. 52 

1415 1421-24 

I 510. 
1315, 

1 l 9. 10. 

1235_ 

1523. 

142r._ 

I724, 

846_ 

J 512_ 

1512.13_ 

157.16 1623_ 

EPISTLE. 
.,..,'.l3a 
j 

46. 
49. 
411. 
412, 

414. 
51. 
-4 , . 
59. 

512a. 

512h. 

51.\ 
514. 
520. 

GOSPEL. 
629_ 

847_ 

316_ 

l 512. 

118 537 646_ 

311 442_ 
l 12. 13, 

1633_ 

5:lll 311 18_ 

315. 36, 

336_ 

2031_ 

J 413. 14 1623_ 

173, 6, 

From the facts so far adduced, either of two conclusions 
is inevitable-that the Gospel and the Epistle are from the 
same pen, or that the one or the other of them is the 
composition of a writer whose mind was so saturated with 
the work of his predecessor that he unconsciously repro
duces its thoughts arid its phraseology, even to the minutest 
mannerisms. The former is the natural hypothesis. Strong 
evidence will be required to set it aside in favour of the 
latter. We shall now consider to what extent this is forth
coming ; and first in respect of style and vocabulary. 

The identity of vocabulary being so remarkable as we 
have seen it to be, it is surprising to discover how numerous 
and not unimportant the divergences are. 

There is an observable difference in the choice and use 
of particles. U is found 2 I 2 times in the Gospel, only 
9 times in the Epistle; ph is found 8 times, ovv nearly 
200 times, 'TE thrice, in the Gospel, while there is no 
occurrence of any of them in the Epistle. ry&p is very 
frequent in the Gospel, but occurs only thrice in the 
Epistle, CJ-rt being often used where ry&p might have been 
expected. Yet these discrepancies are not so hostile to 
unity of authorship as they seem. In the case of ovv, the 
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discrepancy is only apparent, is rather, indeed, a point of 
real similarity; for, in the Gospel, it is used only m 
narrative, no occurrence of it being found, e.g., in chapters 
14-r 6. The facts brought out regarding µJv, oJ, and ryap, 
in so far as they are not accounted for by the absence of 
dialogue and narrative in the Epistle, point to the larger 
fact, that its style is more didactic and aphoristic than that 
of the Gospel. 

The construction of the verbs aKOV€LV, al-re'iv, Mµ/3avetv, 
with a,ra instead of ,rapa ( <LKOVELV 7rapa, John I 41 ; alTe'iv 

7rapa, 49 ; }.,aµ/3aveiv 7rapa, 534 etc.), is rather inexplicable, 
although in the Gospel itself there is a similar vacillation 
between ,rapa and <L'71"0 (a7TO 0eov epxe0"0ai, 32 l 38 l 630 ; 

7rapa TOV 0eou epxe0"0at, EK7ropeve0"0ai, 1627 l 5 26 l 78). 

And, in a cumulative argument, a certain weight must be 
attached to these lexical differences, minute as they are. 

The following words and phrases 1 in the Epistle are 
foreign to the Gospel : }.,oryo<; Tij<; SW'I]<; ( l 1) ; KOtvwvf.a 

( l 3• 6• 7); * aryrye}.,f.a ( l 5 311); <LKOVELV U,'T('Q ( r5 ; <LKOVELV 7rapa, 
John r 41 646 etc.); *,[revOe0"0at (r 6); Ka0aptseiv (1 7• 9 ; 

but 1€a0aptO"JJ,O<;, John 2 26 325); oµo}.,orye'iv Td.<; aµapTf.a<; (19, 

nowhere else in N.T.); 7TtO"Ta<; (of God, 19); OL1Gaio<; (of 
Christ, 2 1); iAUO"JJ,O<; (22 410, nowhere else in N.T.); arya,r,,, 

T€T€A€£Wf1,€V'f/ (2
5 412• 17• 18), * arya7T7JTO[ (2 7 etc.), * 'TraAata<; 

( 2 7) ; 7raparye0"0at ( 2 8· 17) ; * P,£0"€£V TOV aoe"'A,<faav, * arya7TUV 
TOV aoe"'A,<faov; * U/Gavoa"'A,ov ( 2 10 ; but cf. 7rp0UK07TT€£V, John 
l I 9• lO); * 7TaTepe<; (218); * veav£u/€0£ (213· 14); * luxvpo£ (214); 

* a"'A,asove{a (210); luxaT'T/ wpa (218); * av-r£XP£UTO<; (z18 
etc.); XP'iuµa (2 20); * apve'iu0ai OTt (2 22); * apve'iu8ai 7rUTepa, 

vi6v ( 2 22• 23 ; but cf. John I 3 38) ; exetv 7rUT€pa, vl6v ( 2 23 512) ; 

oµo"'A,oryeZv TOV l/£0V (2 28 ; but cf. John 922); e.,raryryeAAeu0at (2 25); 

"'A,aµ/3aveiv am\ (227 322); 7rapp,,,u[a (Godwards, 228 etc.); 
* alux/1veu0at ( 2 28); 'f/ '71"apouufu ( 2 28); * 'TT'Ote'i:v T~V 0tKU£0UVV1)V 

(229); * 7TOTa7TO<; (31); * €A7TLOa ex_ew €7fL (3 8); avoµ[a (3 4); 

1 The asterisk marks those which are not important. v. infra. 
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<T7rSpµ,a avTOV (39) j * tpavepor, (3 10); * <TtpaTTHV (312); * xaptv 
TLvor, (3 12); * fJlor, Tov Ko<Tµ,ov TOVTov (317); * KAefrw T/1 

<T'7T"AdfYXVa (3 17); * >.,oryrp .•• ryXw<T<TTJ, epry<p ..• a>.,1J0e[q, (31s); 
* 7re[0etv Tlt', KapSlar, (319); * KaTarytvW<Tl(,€£V (3 20); evwmov 

aVTOV (3 22); '7T'£<TT€V€£V nj> ov6µ,an (323) j €V 0ef, µ,eve, Kal 

0eor, ev avTf, (3 24 etc.) j * 001(,tµ,atew (41); * V€V007rpocpfjTat 
(41); €A1JA.V0€va, ev <TapKl (42); * '7T"Vevµ,a Tfjr, '7T'A.ltV1J', (46) j ~ 

arya'7T''l/ (absolutely, 47 etc.); 0eor, arya'7T'1J e,nlv (48); * 0eov 

0ea<T0ai ( 412) ; f./(, TOV '7T'VEVp,aTO', ( 418 j but cf. John 3 34) ; ~ 1J µ,epa 

T11'> Kpweror, (417) ; * cp6fJor,, tpofJe'ia-Oa, (Godwards, 4 18); 

* KOMfHr, (418); * evToXa,r, 7rote'iv (5 2
); * fJape'iai (5 8); * TO 

,YE,YEVV'l}P,€VOV €I(, TOV 0eov (5 4) j '7T'l<TTt<; (5 4); * µ,apTvptav 

µ,ap-rvpe'iv ( 510) ; 0eov i/reV<TT1JV '7T'O£E£V ( I lO 510) ; * alTetv alT+ 

µ,am (5 15) ; * exew alT~µ,am (5 15); KaT(), TO 0€X1]µ,a aVTOV 

(514); * aµ,apTltVEtV aµ,apTfuv (5 16); * 0 KDUP,O<:; OAO<:; (5 19); 

* €11 Tp '7T'Oll1JPP Ke'iu0ai (5 19); S,avota (5 20); * eYSroXov 
(521). 

The words which I have marked with an asterisk may 
be set aside as unimportant. They are merely accidental 
terms of expression, like i/revoeu0at, xap,v TLvo;;, €VTOAri<; 

7rote'iv, and the three successive cognate accusatives 
I ,... 'J I 'J "" t f ir I µ,apTvpiav µ,apTvpew, atT'l}µaTa atTeiv, aµ,apnav aµapTavetv ; 

or they express ideas that naturally do not occur in the 
Gospel, such as aryrye)\,fu, arya7r'l}TOt, 7raT€pe<:;, veavWKoi, 

luxvpoi, &,>.,atovela, eforo>.,ov, etc.; or they have a definite 
reference to the polemical object of the Epistle, as 
avTlxpiuTO<;, yevOo7rpotpfjmi, oo,ciµ,atew, apve'iu0at 7raT€pa, 
viov (to the same cause are to be referred the unique 
o Xeryrov and Ja,v ef7rroµ,ev). In other cases, variation of 
expression is accounted for on exegetical grounds. Thus 
exeiv h7riSa J7r£ conveys a stronger idea than J>.,7r[tew el~ 

(John 545); and when Holtzmann asks why the Epistle 
uses 7roie'iv -r~v oi,cawrYVV1JV ( 2 29 37• 10) instead of 7rote'iv T~v 

a).~0etav (John 321), it is evident that he has been absorbed 
in the Concordance to the neglect of the context (eav elofjTe 
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on UKat6, Ja-nv, 2 29); and, again, when he asks why we 
read in the Epistle o 8€0', (llyaw11 ea--riv instead of 'TT"V€Vp,a 

o 0€o, (John 424), one asks in reply whether the statement, 
" God is Love," would have been relevant in our Lord's 
conversation with the woman of Samaria, or where the 
development of thought in the Epistle is weakened by the 
absence of the statement that " God is Spirit.,, w-afJfa'TJuUL, 
aluxvv€a-0at, EVW'TT"lOV avTOV, 7re[0€lV Tti, KapUa,, ,ca-ra

,YlVW<TIC€lV, cp6f)o,, cpofje'ia-0ai, ,coXaa-i,, are all accounted for by 
the fact, that the topic of assurance is not explicitly treated 
in the Gospel. Others, again, of the terms peculiar to the 
Epistle are simply conveniences of language, signifying 
briefly and abstractly thoughts that are more concretely 
expressed in the Gospel. Thus Koivrov[a expresses the 
contents of John I 728 ; aryaw11 -re-reXeiroµev11, that of John 
I 4 21- 24 ; while oiavotav o,o6vat fva ,YlVW<TKOP,EV TOV aX110,v6v 

condenses the meaning of John I 18 812 r 73 and 1 837. 

There remain, as suggestive of the question whether the 
Epistle does not contain theological and ethical conceptions 
alien to the Gospel, such words and phrases as Xo,yo, -rf'/, 
,ro;,,, ,ca8api,€lV ll'lrO waa-11, aµapTta,, oµoXo,yeiv Tti<; dµap-rlas, 

7rl<TTd<; ( of God), UKato, ( of Christ), D..aa-µ6,, Ja-xaT1J //:,pa, 

iJ '1t'apova-ia, avoµ[a, a-1repµa 8eov, EV 0e<j> µJvetv, EiC TOV 

'Tf'VEVµaTo~ o,o6vat, ;, iJµepa TrJ', Kp[uero<;. And it is upon 
these that the weight of argument for a dual authorship is 
chiefly laid. 

Before proceeding, however, to the detailed considera-
tion of these points, I 
the general question. 
writers like Pfleiderer 

desire to make an observation on 
It is the constant assumption of 
that the Gospel and the Epistle 

cannot have proceeded from the same author; for, other
wise, he would certainly have ascribed to Jesus in 
the Gospel the views (regarding, e.g., propitiation and the 
Parousia) which he himself states in the Epistle, and that 
regardless of historical propriety. A na1ve example of 
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this point of view may be quoted from Mr. Scott's Fourth 

Gospel, in which he argues that the writer had a certain 
sympathy with Gnosticism-the evidence for this being 
that " He finds room within the historical limitations of 
his narrative to wage a sharp polemic with his Jewish 
adversaries; and he might just as easily have assailed the 
Gnostics in terms that could not be mistaken " (p. 9 5 ). 
Here the assumption is, not only that the Evangelist 
employed his " Gospel" as little else than a literary vehicle 
for his own conception of Christianity, but that in doing so 
he would naturally show himself destitute of all regard to 
historical probability. It was not any sense of the fitness 
of things, but a leaning towards Gnosticism, that prevented 
him from making Jesus the mouthpiece of an attack upon 
it in " terms that could not be mistaken." He must not 
be supposed even to have possessed enough of artistic 
faculty to invest his theological romance with an air of 
verisimilitude. 

Now, if this be accepted as a canon of criticism, the 
question of a single or dual authorship for the Gospel and 
the Epistle becomes simple indeed. Any noticeable develop
ment in the latter of truths contained in the former, any 
difference of perspective or in the grouping of ideas is 
decisive for a different authorship. But I submit that this 
assumption is altogether unwarrantable. Without discuss
ing the historicity of the Fourth Gospel, I claim, as a 
basis for our consideration of the real or alleged divergences 
between the Gospel and the Epistle, the fact that the one 
purports, at least, to be a Gospel, the other an utterance of 
the writer in propria persona. 

1. It is objected 1 that the idea of Forgiveness, 
emphasised in the Epistle, is foreign to the Evangelist's 
conception of the relation between God and man. But it 

1 Cf. Drummond's Character and Authorship of the Fourth Gospel, chap. iii., 
from which I have derived not a few suggestions. 
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is not the fact that the idea of forgiveness is absent from the 
Gospel. It is implied in such utterances as "The wrath 
of God abideth on him " (3 36), and "bath eternal life, and 
cometh not into judgment" (5 24), and is explicitly enunciated 
in the promise, " Whosesoever sins ye forgive, they are 
forgiven" (2036). But the strength of the reply does not 
rest upon a few proof-texts. The word "sin" (aµ,ap-rla) 
occurs sixteen times in the Gospel (with the idea of guilt 
definitely attached to it in six passages, 941 r 5 22• 24 r 68, 9 

I 911) ; and to assert that, where the idea of sin enters into 
the conception of the relation between God and man, the 
idea of forgiveness is foreign to that conception, would 
be to assert a mere contradiction. What sin means 1s 
conduct that needs forgiveness. 

It is true, indeed, that in the Epistle a clearer promi
nence is given to the confession and the forgiveness of sin 
than in the Gospel; but, in estimating the significance of 
this, due consideration must be given to the polemical factor 
in the Epistle. It was a characteristic tenet of Gnosticism 
that " Upon believing one receives the forgiveness of sins 
from the Lord ; but he who has attained to Gnosis, having 
become as one who no longer sins, procures forgiveness 
thereafter from himself" (Clem. Alex., quoted by Westcott, 
p. 22). The germs, at least, of this doctrine were in the 
atmosphere of the J ohannine period.1 And if in the Epistle 
the polemic is more directly pointed against contemporary 
error than in the Gospel, if, moreover, such a statement as 
"He is faithful and righteous to forgive us our sins" ( 19) 

has a more Pauline ring than any utterance of the Fourth 
Gospel, the question is relevant, here and elsewhere-Why 
not? The Gospel assumes, at least, to be a record of the 
teaching, not of the Evangelist, but of Jesus. 

2. It is said also that the ideas of "cleansing" 
(Ka0ap£setv) from sin by the "Blood of Jesus" (1 7), and of 

1 v. supra, pp. 32-35. 
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Christ as a" propitiation" (22 410), are alien to the Gospel 
(Martineau, van Soden). But this cannot be conceded in 
view of such utterances as "The Lamb of God that taketh 
away the sin of the world" (John I 29), " And for their sakes 
I sanctify 1 Myself" ( r 719); and of the interpretation of 
Christ's Death as effective " for the nation ; and not for the 
nation only, but that He might also gather into one the 
children of God that are scattered abroad" (r r51• 52 ; 

cf. r John 2 2). The conceptions in the Epistle of propitia
tion, intercession, and cleansing belong to the same circle 
of religious ideas and spring from the same root in Old 
Testament ritual as those that are implied in the passages 
quoted from the Gospel. And if the Epistle presents these 
in a much more explicit and technical form, again we ask 
-Why not? In not ascribing to Jesus a fully developed 
doctrine of propitiation, the author of the Fourth Gospel 
only places himself in line with the Synoptics. 

3. The objection, that a different view of the Christian 
relation to the Law is held by the writer of the Epistle 
and by the Evangelist, who sets the Law which " came by 
Moses" in absolute contrast to the "grace and truth" 
which came by Jesus Christ (John I 16), is founded on a 
misapprehension of the statement that " Sin is lawlessness " 
(avo1.da, 34), in which there is no special reference to the 
Jewish Law.2 On the other hand, the insistence upon the 
keeping of the " commandments," especially the old-new 
commandment of Love, is one of the most obvious affinities 
between the Gospel and the Epistle. 

4. It is asserted that the doctrine of the Spirit in the 
Epistle involves a departure from that of the Gospel. In 
the Gospel the Spirit, in the Epistle Christ, is the Paraclete. 
In the Gospel the Spirit is regarded as distinctly personal, 
in the Epistle as. an impersonal "anointing" (2 20), and 
even (413 on €1' TOU 'TrVEVµaTO<; aVTOV UoroKf.V ~µ'iv) as a 

1 v. supra, p. 173- 2 v. supra, p. 133. 
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divisible entity (Pfleiderer, ii. 447). In answer, it is to be 
said, in the first place, that the Gospel expressly speaks of 
the Spirit as "another" Paraclete (1416), implying that Jesus 
Himself is the first Paraclete; in the second place, that 
xp'i<Fµa denotes the Spirit, not in His essence or agency, but 
as the gift of the Holy One, with which He "anoints" 
believers; and that, in any case, the expression is not more 
impersonal than that of John 738• 39 :-" He that believeth 
on Me, out of his belly shall flow rivers of living water. 
But this spake He of the Spirit" ; in the third place, 
that the expression €IC 'TOV 'TT'Vf.vµ,aro<; av'TOV oNiwlCf.V 

~µ'iv is no more inconsistent with the personality of the 
Spirit, than is the saying of John 334, that" To Him whom 
He hath sent" God "giveth not the Spirit by measure," or 
than our speaking of Christians as having much or little of 
the Spirit (v. supra, p. 268). 

5. It is alleged that in the matter of the Last Things 1 

the Epistle recedes from the idealism of the Gospel, placing 
itself more nearly in line with the apocalyptic conceptions 
of the traditional Eschatology. Whereas the Gospel speaks 
of Christ's departure in bodily presence as "expedient," 
because it is the necessary condition of His coming again in 
the Spirit to make His permanent abode with His disciples 
(John 167 1418• 23 15 16), the writer of the Epistle thinks 
of a visible Parousia as nigh at hand (2 28); and whereas 
the Gospel conceives of Judgment as a present spiritual fact 
(John 318• 19 etc.), the Epistle clings to the "popular" idea 
of a Judgment Day (417). In reply, it ought to be noted 
that in the Epistle, as compared with the Gospel, the 
eschatological point of view is necessarily different. The 
perspective is shortened. The author writes under the 
conviction that "the world is passing away," that "the last 
hour" of its day has come (217· 18). And even if the 
Fourth Gospel be regarded as containing nothing else than 

1 On the whole subject of this paragraph, see Chapter XVI. 
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the Evangelist's own conception of Christian truth, we need 
not, surely, deny him such a sense of historical propriety 
as would prevent the manifest anachronism of importing 
this conviction into it. Apart from this, the fundamental 
similarities between the eschatology of the Epistle and 
that of the Gospel are vastly more obvious than the 
differences. If the Gospel conceives of Eternal Life as a 
present rather than a future possession, this is the invariable 
conception in the Epistle also. If, in the Gospel, Christ's 
spiritual presence is an abiding reality, this truth, though 
naturally not presented in the Epistle with the exquisite 
pathos and glowing emphasis of the Farewell Discourse, 
is everywhere fundamental. " Our fellowship is with the 
Father, and with His Son Jesus Christ" (1 8). We are to 
"abide in Hirn," that we may not be "ashamed before Him 
at His coming" (2 28). We "have" the Son (5 12); and His 
coming again will be only the manifestation of what is now 
hidden reality (3 2). If the Gospel speaks of the revelation 
of Christ to men as bringing a present and inevitable 
,cp[ui<; into the world, the Epistle is saturated with the same 
thought, and, indeed, has as its aim nothing else than to 
awaken, strengthen, and educate the consciousness of this. 
If, on the other hand, the Epistle speaks of a future and 
visible Parousia, this is quite obviously implied also in 
John 528• 29• And if the Epistle makes a single reference 
to the" Day of Judgment" (417), the Gospel has no fewer 
than six passages which speak of the " Last Day," and in 
these the " Last Day" is explicitly the Day of Resurrection 
(639. 40. 44• 64 u 24) and of Judgment (r 2 48). Except for the 
singular fact of its silence as to the Resurrection, the Epistle, 
in its eschatology, covers exactly the same canvas as the 
Gospel; and if, in the two writings, different features of the 
picture are made more or less conspicuous, there is no such 
diversity as to warrant the hypothesis of their separate 
authorship. 

23 
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6. It is alleged that in the Epistle the unique concep
tion of the Logos found in the Gospel is modified in the 
direction of conformity to traditional doctrine. The dis
tinctly personal Logos, Who " in the beginning was, and 
was with God, and was God " (John I 1), and Who " became 
flesh and dwelt among us" (John 114), becomes in the 
Epistle the less indubitably personal " Word of Life" ( r 1), 

The difference of expression, quantum valeat, being admitted, 
to have built upon this tiny basis such a superstructure of 
inference as Pfleiderer (following Holtzmann) has done is a 
marvel of ingenuity. The conception of the personal, pre
existent Logos was new, we are told, and, because of its 
Gnostic tinge,suspect, and was therefore avoided and general
ised into the "Word of Life." "The reason why the writer 
of the Epistle gives up the self-subsistence of the Logos (and 
of the Spirit) is, without doubt, his anxiety to keep at a safe 
distance from the ceons and 'idols' (5 21) of Gnosticism, and 
to maintain his stand upon the solid ground of Biblical 
Monotheism" (Pfleiderer, ii. 446, 447). "The primitive 
Church had not yet, like the Fourth Evangelist, seen in 
Jesus the Incarnate Logos; to it He was the Man filled 
with the Divine Spirit of Life, and it was because he was 
conscious of this difference in point of view and was desirous 
of obliterating it, that our author has avoided speaking of 
the personal Logos" (ibid. p. 392). And here, as elsewhere 
in the Epistle, one is to discern traces of the "universal 
Monarchianism 1 of the second century " (Boltzmann, f. P. 
T., I 882, p. 141). This, it seems to me, is to make bricks 
not only without straw, but without clay ; to speak bluntly, 
it is mere moonshine. What ground is there for the asser
tion that o 'A6"fo<; ,-~,; twfi,; necessarily signifies anything less 
personal than does the phraseology of the Gospel ? The 
phraseology in both cases is exactly adapted to its purpose. 
I h G 1 • , ~ ~ ,..,_, \ ' ... , \ t 
n t e OSpe , €V apx'[J 1JV O 1\,0,YO<; . , • Ka£ 0 "'0,YO<; uap~ 

1 i,. supra, p. I 97. 
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erylveTo is right, because it sums up the contents of the 
Gospel-announces its subject, the history of the Incarnate 
Logos. In the Epistle, o ).oryor; Tfjr; twijr; (with the emphasis 
on Tijr; twfjr;. See Note, in loc.) is right, because the theme 
of the Epistle is to be the Life, not as to its historical 
manifestation in the Incarnate Logos, but as to its essential 
qualities, in whomsoever it exists. 

7. But while this microscopic detection of tendency in 
the phrase "Word of Life" borders upon the ridiculous, 
there is a real difference in point of view between the 

Gospel and the Epistle which has been already 1 alluded to, 
and is worthy of fuller consideration. The Gospel is, to 
speak broadly, Christocentric, the Epistle Theocentric. In 
the former, Life consists in our relation to Christ-He is 

the Vine and we are the branches ; in the latter, Life con
sists in our relation to God-He is the Father and we are 
His children. There are important exceptions on either 

side to this generalisation ; but upon the whole view of 
the facts it is strikingly justified. 

EPISTLE, 

1. God is Light (1 5). 
2. This is the true God and eter

nal Life (5 20). 

3. Christians abide in God (26 324 

413· 16• But in Christ, 2 24· 28 36), 

4. God abides in them (324 412. rn 
15. 16). 

5. The Love of God abides m 
them (311 ; cf. John 542). 

6. The Word of God (1 10 2 14). 

7. The commandments of God 
(z3. 4 i2· 23. 24 421 52. a). 

GOSPEL. 

J. Christ is the Light (1 4 812 95 etc.). 
2. Christ is the Life (11 25 146). 

3. They abide in Christ (656 154. 5. 

6, 7). 
4. Christ abides in them (656 154• 0). 

5. They abide in Christ's Love 
(159.10). 

6. The Word of Christ (524 831. 37, 

43. 51. 52 1423. 24 153, 20). 

7. The commandment of Christ 
(ii4 14u. 21 1510. 12. 14. 11). 
The Commandment of God is 
given only to the Son (1018 
lz49. oO l431 l510). 

1 v. supra, pp. 196, 197. 
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EPISTLE. 

8. The pattern of Love is God's 
Love to us (4 u. rn. But also 
Christ's Love, i 6). 

9. The relation of believers to God 
is direct ( 1 6 2 6 229 31• 9. 10 

44- 6, 7 51. 4. 18. 19. But is 
mediated through Christ, 2 23 

511. 20), 

rn. No parallel. 

II. It is God in us that overcomes 
the world (54). 

12. Prayer is successful, because 
we keep God's command
ments (322), and when it is 
offered for things according 
to His will (5 14 ). 

GOSPEL. 

8. The pattern of Love is Christ's 
Love to us (1334 1512). 

9. The relation to God is mediated 
through Christ (r 12 146. 20. 21. 

23 1721. 2a. 25. 26 1226), On the 
other hand :---yevv718ijvat h. 
lJwi) (113) and EiVat EK rov lJeov 
(847). 

rn. The relation of the Father to 
Christ is a type of the relation 
of Christ to believers ( 1014· IS 

I 59, 10 178. 18. 22), 

II. It is Christ in us that over
comes the world ( 1683). 

12. Prayer is successful, when we 
abide in Christ and His 
words abide in us (157), and 
when it is offered in His 
Name" (I41a. H i6 2a. u). 

Now, in the first place, this change of centre is exactly 
what we should expect to find, the Gospel being a narrative 
of the redemptive ministry of Christ, and the Epistle an 
analytical study of the Divine Life as it exists in God 
and in the children of God. And, in the second place, the 
exceptions on both sides are so numerous and important as 
to show that the change of centre is amply accounted for 
on this ground alone, and that, consequently, the supposition 
of Monarchian bias in the Epistle is quite unfounded. 

In the Gospel we find passages as strongly Theocentric 
as any in the Epistle. In John 316• 17 the source of salva
tion is the Love of God, as clearly as in I John 49• 10• 

In John I 73, as clearly as in I John 520, Eternal Life is 
to know God. So also in the Gospel we read that God 
"abides in" men (5 42), that men are "begotten of God" 
( r 13), and are "of God" (847); that the end of all Christ's 
work is that the Father may be glorified ( I 58), and that 
Belief in Christ is the gift of God ( 1 13 637, 39• 44• 45 1 337). 
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On the other hand, the Epistle contains passages which 
are as strongly Christocentric as any in the Gospel. " He 
that hath the Son bath life, and he that hath not the S~n 
of God hath not life" (512). From Christ believers receive 
the "anointing" of the Spirit (2 20). At His Parousia 
Christ is the Judge (228). To abide in the Son is tanta
mount to abiding in the Father (2 24). To be in Him that 
is True is to be in His Son Jesus Christ (5 20). Not only 
so ; the offices of Christ as Intercessor and as Propitiation 
are more clearly displayed in the Epistle than in the Gospel 
(21· 2); and when Holtzmann asserts U- P. T., 1882, p. 145) 
fhat " the author is here, for a moment, in conflict with the 
tendencies of his own Christology," and "consciously and 
deliberately veers round to the popular conception accord
ing to which Christ is still active in Heaven as our 
Intercessor (contrary to the representation of John 1626)," 

the assertion is one which much more evidently fits his 
theory than it does the facts of the case. In full view of 
these facts, I submit that the allegation of Monarchian 
tendency in the Epistle is without foundation. If in the 
Gospel itself, we find that the point of view changes so 
rapidly that in one chapter Christ is the source of com
mandment ( I 415), and in the next the pattern of obedience 
( 15 10); that in one verse He is the Answerer of prayer 
(1413• 14), and almost in the next that He is the Intercessor, 
while the Father is the Answerer ( 1416) ; and if in the 
Epistle we find that in one chapter Christ is the Giver of 
the Spirit (220), and in the next that God is the Giver 
(3 24 413), the fact that the one point of view is, upon the 

whole, more distinctive of the one writing, the other of 
the other, cannot be held as disproof that both have 
emanated from the same mind, especially when the one is a 
biography of the Incarnate Word, the other, we may say, 
a biological study of the Divine Life itself. 

It is to be observed that the inquiry we have under-
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taken is widely different from such a question as, for 
example, the Pauline authorship of Hebrews. In such a 
case, where the most pronounced characteristics of the 
reputed author are absent in the writing ascribed to him, 
the argument from the positive dissimilarities between it 
and his acknowledged writings tells with fatal effect. 
Here, on the contrary, the identity of the two writings in 
matter and manner of thought, in vocabulary and style, 
creates a presumption in favour of identity of authorship that 
can be resisted only by the discovery of differences very 
radical and profound, proving the existence of two systems 
of thought or lines of tendency that do not readily coalesce, 
and cannot be supposed to have been held, simultaneously 
or successively, by the same person. But, while there are, 
between the Fourth Gospel and our Epistle, differences of 
emphasis, of perspective and point of view, it is no insecure 
verdict to say that these differences do not yield even an 
approximation to the proof required. 

But, further, the diversities as well as the similarities tell 
in favour of identity of authorship. The writer of the Epistle 
was either the author of the Gospel or one whose mind was so 
saturated and obsessed by it (or the oral teaching it embodies) 
that, for the most part, he could not move except in its circle 
of ideas, nor express them except in its diction. But, in 
the latter case, how are we to account for the diversities? 
Would such a mere copyist have ventured to introduce, or 
have been capable of introducing, so many and important 
elements of independence both in thought and language ? 

"It is easy enough to imitate tricks of style, or to borrow 
some peculiarities of phrase; but to write in a required 
style without betraying any signs of imitation ; to introduce 
variations into sentences which are, nevertheless, char
acteristic; to have shades of thought and suggestion which 
remind one of what has been said elsewhere, and, neverthe
less, are delicately modified and pass easily into another 
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subject ; in a word, to preserve the whole flavour of a 
writer's composition in a treatise which has a theme of its 
own, and follows its own independent development, may 
well seem beyond the reach of the imitator, and must 
be held to guarantee the authorship of a work, unless 
very weighty arguments can be advanced on the other 
side." 1 I cannot but think that, in this case, the argu
ments so advanced have far too little substance to counter
balance the affinity, unique in kind and degree, between 
the two writings, together with the testimony of a tradition 
which is ancient, unanimous, and unbroken, 

The question of priority, as between the two writings, 
is not so easy of determination as at a first glance it 
might seem to be. For while it is true that to the 
modern reader the Epistle would be unintelligible without 
the Gospel,-such expressions as the " Word of Life" or 
the "new commandment" would be merely enigmatic,
it does not follow that its original readers would have 
been in the same case. That they were familiar, through 
oral communication, with the leading ideas and main 
contents of its author's Gospel_ is assumed in the Epistle 
itself ( I 1- 3 2 24 4 6). The relation of the two writings would 
be at once fixed, if we could adopt that tempting inter
pretation of the Prologue to the Epistle which refers 
1 1- 3 to the habitual oral teaching of the author and r 4 

to his written Gospel. The Epistle would thus have been 
written simultaneously with the Gospel, and despatched 
along with it to its original readers. But the characteristics 
of the Epistle do not lend themselves to this supposition. 
It is an independent composition, concerned with other 
objects than the Gospel, and so persistently and exclusively 
devoted to these that it is impossible to think of it 
as a simultaneous production. The question then is-Are 

1 Quoted from Drummond's Philo .fudaus by Sanday, Criticism of the 
F,mrth Cospe!, p. 56. 
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there distinguishable references in the Epistle to the 
documentary Fourth Gospel? It seems to me that there 
are. The Prologue to the Epistle is reminiscent of that 
to the Gospel.1 In 2 9- 11 there are distinct traces of 
John 1 1 9· 10 1 2 35 ; and the coincidence is the more striking 
because it is chiefly verbal, the connection in thought between 
the passages being but slight.2 Again, it seems as if in 
writing 3s-15 the echoes of John 841l-44 must still have lingered 
in the author's ear; 3 and when we compare the passages 
there can be little doubt which of the two is the original. 
Again, in 313, el P,UJ"€£ vµ,ai; 0 ,c6uµ,o<, is a verbal reproduction 
of John I 518, and 0e'ov ovSd,; 7UiJ7rOT€ Te0foTa£ (413) very 
nearly so of John 118 ; and in both cases the probability is 
that the occurrence in the Gospel is the original. Again, 
it seems more probable that 49• 10 is an expansion of 
John 316, than that the latter is a condensation of the 
former.4 

Upon a whole view of the case, the verdict must be, 
first and certainly, that the Epistle presupposes its reader's 
acquaintance with the substance of the Johannine Gospel;. 
secondly, and with much probability, that it shows signs 
of being posterior to the composition of that Gospel in 
literary form. 

How much posterior, we have not the means 
of determining. Writers of the critical school, whether 
admitting or denying identity of authorship, agree in 

1 i5 l]v d.1r' a.pxiis; cf. l11 a.pxii l]11 o X6-yos. i)ns l]11 1rp/Js Ti'iv 1raTepa; cf. ouTos 
l]P iv dpxij ,rp/Js TOP fJdw. 

2 ev Tii <TKoTlq, 1rep,1raTii, Kai OUK o!iiev 1roii u1rti"{E< (211)=Kal o 1rep,1raTWV iv TY 
!J'KOTl'l, OUK oWev 1roiJ U1ra"{E< (John 1285). /J'/{avoaXov OOK l!J'TIV iv aimii (210)=0& 
1rpo!J'K07rTE< ( u 9). 

3 T<i. lp"{a TOU o,a[Jo>..ov (i)=T<i. lp"{a TOU 7raTpiJs i,µwv (John 841). d.?r' apxiis 0 
oui{Jo"/\os aµapT<lPEL (38)=a.v0pw1roKTOVO$ fjv a1r' apxiis (John 844). 0 7rOtWP T'1)V 
aµapr/ap EK TOU o,afJ6Xov f(J'T{P (J8) = uµe,s h TOU o,a{J6Xov E!J'TE Kai Tas em0uµlas 
roD ,rarpos uµwp 0eXeu 1ro<fw (844). The word dv0pw1roKTovos, found nowhere 
else in the NT, occurs in both passages. 

4 Other instances of d<.>pendence upon the Gospel are cited by Holtzmann, as 
that of 59• 10 upon John 53• 818 and 1025• 
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requiring a considerable interval between the two writ
ings, in order to make room for their theory of the aim 
and tendency of the Epistle, This, it is said, was to 
"popularise" the ideas of the Gospel (Weizsacker),1 or to 
correct and tone down what in it was obnoxious to the 
feeling of the Church, and, at the same time, to add certain 
links of connection (l"'Jl.aup,o<;, 7rapouula, 7rap&""'Jl.f}rn-., etc.) with 
the traditional type of doctrine, or to emphasise these 
where they existed (Holtzmann).2 Pfleiderer compares 
it with the " mediating" successors of Schleiermacher. 
'' In his earnest endeavour to make the great thoughts 
of the master useful and edifying for the whole Church, 
he became more conservative than the master himself had 
been. He wrote with more decisive repudiation of 
the heretical Gnosis, and gave to the Johannine Gnosis, 
wherever it appeared to come into dangerous approxima
tion to the former, an application and a significance which 
were unexceptionable and in full accord with the common 
religious consciousness of the Church " (ii. 448). This 
account of the purpose of the Epistle, in so far as it is 
based upon an alleged retreat from the well-defined 
personality of the Logos and the Spirit taught in the 
Gospel, has been already shown to be groundless. And 
while it is admitted that the more definite statement of 
Christ's office as Propitiation and Intercessor, and of the 
near approach of a visible Parousia, does emphasise points 
of contact with traditional doctrine which are less dis
cernible in the Gospel, this furnishes an extremely slender 
basis for the conclusion, that th~ Epistle as a whole is of 
a " mediating" tendency, and that. in this lies the very 
motive of_its composition. 

A slightly different view is, that the Evangelist (or 
1 '' Popularised and, at the same time, in part rendered superficial" 

(Apostoli( Age, ii. 238). 
2 Its relation to the Gospel is "verwischende und corrigirende," J. P. 7., 

r882, p. r 52. 
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another) produced the Epistle after the earlier and greater 
work, " because his Gospel and his conception of Christianity 
were now being seriously threatened by the Gnostics, who 
actually employed some of his formulre in order to commend 
themselves to the ignorant, and who in effect found many 
points of agreement between his views and their own " 
(Jiilicher).1 Jiilicher offers no shred of evidence for this 
confident statement ; and one is left to learn from other 
sources what formulre or features of the Fourth Gospel 
there are which the Gnostics were able to appropriate, and 
which are retraced or modified in the Epistle. It is said 2 

that " the Gospel itself bears a semi-docetic character," and 
yet the Epistle contains no utterance more strongly anti
docetic than several which are contained in the Gospel 
(e.g: 114 46 1917• 34 2027). If "the Gnostic view that 
the Resurrection takes place here and now when a man 
attains to the true 'knowledge' has a striking parallel in 
J ohannine doctrine," 8 it is to be noted that, while the 
Gospel is by no means silent regarding a future resurrection, 
the Epistle is. If, in the Gospel, the influence of Gnosticism 
appears in St. John's "favourite opposition of light and dark
ness," 4 and in the assumption that " certain elect natures 
have an inborn affinity to the light," 5 all this is equally 
characteristic of the Epistle. If, finally, it is true that, in 
the Gospel, St. John describes the supreme energy of the 
religious life as an act of " knowing," 6 this is equally true 
in the Epistle (23 47 520). Evidence for the theory, that 
the Epistle was written as an antidote to Gnostic appro
priation of the Johannine Gospel, is very much to seek. 

The sum of the matter is, that our knowledge of 
the historical situation is insufficient for an exact deter
mination of the relative dates of the two writings. 

1 Introduction to N. T. pp. 249, 250. 
2 Scott's Fourth Gospel, p. 95· 
3 Ibid. p. 96. 

4 Ibid. p. 96. 
5 Ibid. p. 97. 
6 Ibid, p. 97, 
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That there was an appreciable interval of time seems 
probable. Gnostic tendencies have hardened into more 
definite form. Many false prophets have gone forth into 
the world. The "antichrists" have declared themselves. 
It is high time for the Evangelist to focus the rays of 
his Gospel upon the malignant growth which is acutely 
endangering the life of the Church. And there are other 
features in the case that are more easily explicable on the 
supposition of some appreciable difference of date. There 
are the diversities of diction, minute, but, as bearing on this 
point, not unimportant. And there is the fact that, while 
the leading thoughts in the Epistle are almost identical 
with those in the Gospel, they are placed in relation to a 
different centre : not the Incarnate Logos, but the Eternal 
Life, not the channel, but the living water it conveys is now 
the cardinal theme.1 In this respect the Epistle may be 
said to represent a further stage of theological reflection. 
Its doctrine of the Divine nature, self-existing and self
imparting as Life, Light, Righteousness, and Love,. is, it 
appears to me, the largest and loftiest conception in the 
New Testament. 

1 v. supra, pp. 196, 197. 



NOTE 
., ,~, 

ON ywruCTK€W AND €LO€Va.£. 

A DISTINCTIVE feature of Johannine thought and vocabulary is 
the prominence given to knowledge. The noun yvwuis, indeed, is 
conspicuously absent, the reason possibly being that, like 7r{uns, 

which also is eschewed, it had become a watchword of Gnosti
cism. But there are, in the First Epistle alone, fifteen occurrences 
of Ei8b-at and no fewer than twenty-five of yivw<TKEtv. And, while 
there is nothing peculiar in the J ohannine usage except a singular 
accuracy, yet to distinguish the shades of meaning conveyed by 
these verbs and their various parts is so necessary for the exegesis 
of the Epistle that I venture a special note on the subject. 

The root yvo- ((g)nosco, know, kennen) conveys the idea, 
not so much of knowledge in itself, as of the act of perception 
by which knowledge is acquired. It means to perceive or become 
aware of a fact, to distinguish an object, to recognise a person, 
as being what they are, from their proper marks or characteristics. 
Thus, to give but a single example from the classics, when 
JEacus is unable to distinguish between the god Dionysus 
and his attendant Xanthias, he conducts them to his master, 
Pluto. A 8Eu7r6T1), yap a{,TO<; flµ,a. ')'VW<T£Tllt: "For the master 
himself will know you," i.e. " will discern what you really are" 
(Ar. Ran. 670). 

In the different tenses of the verb, this root-idea assumes 
corresponding shades of meaning. The reduplicate form of the 
present yi(y)vwuKnv signifies durative action,-to have continuous 
perception of the object, to be acquiring knowledge of it ; the 
aorist yvwvai, the act of perception and its immediate result,-to 
become aware of, ascertain, realise ; the perfect EyvwKtvat, the act 
with its result down to the present time,-to have learned, to 
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have become acquainted with, and, therefore, to know. The 
knowledge acquired has become a permanent possession. 

A few illustrative examples may be taken from the Fourth 
Gospel: 

(a) Present and imperfect.-1r60ev fLE y111w<TK££<; (1 49}=By what 
means do you know me, i.e. read my character (as an 
Israelite indeed}? 81a. TO avT~W yivw<TKELII 1ra11Ta<; • • • 
ailTO<; yap 1.-ylvw<TKE TL ~II lv T4i &v0pw7r",! (2 24• 25) = By reason 
of His discerning the real character of all men ... for He 
always perceived what was in man. yivWuKw Ta i.µ&, 1<al 

yiv<fi<TKov<Tt µe Ta. lµa ( 1014). The Good Shepherd recognises 
His own sheep, and they recognise Him. 

(b) Aorist.-w,;ovv lyvw b Kvpio<; ib (41 ; cf. 453) = When, therefore, 
the Lord became aware that. yvov<; on 1r0Avv ~871 XP6vov 
(56) = Noticing (from the man's appearance) that he had 
been a long time. 

(c) Pe1:fect.-Kal ovK lyvwd,; fLE; ( 149) = Hast thou not recognised 
(and so, dost thou not yet know) who and what I am? 

In the Epistle the following uses are to be distinguished :
Present.-1. yivw<TKeiv signifies the perception or recognition of 

a person. 0 K6<TfLO<; oil y111w<TK£L ~p.a<; (31). (We are the 
children of God, but) the world does not recognise us as 
being what we are. o yww<TKwv Tav 0e6v (46) = He that 
recognises the Divine when it is presented to him. yivwa-Kn 
Tov 0E6v (47)=(0nly he that loves) has a true perception 
of the character of God. y1116JCTKoµev Tov a),:q0w6v (5 20)= 
(By the understanding given us) we recognise the True 
One (in contradistinction to "idols," 521). 

2. The perception or recognition of a thing. b, TOVT",! yivwa-KETE 
To 1rv£vµa. Toil 0wv (42) = By this recognise the Spirit of God 
(in distinction from other spirits). iK Towov yww<TKOfL£V To 

TrVEVµa rij<; &A710eta<; Kai TO 7rl/E1!fLU. 77]<; 1rAaV7J<; (4 6) = By 
this token we recognise the Spirit of Truth and the spirit of 
error. b 0e6,; • • • yivwa-1<.n 1ravTa (320} = God observes all 
things-is aware of them and discerns their true character. 

3. The inferential perception of a fact from the proofs of its 
existence. iv TOVT<J:> ywwCTKO/J-EV &rt ( 2 3• 5 319. 24 413 52) = 
By this we recognise that the fact is so and so. Similarly 
o0w yww<TKOfLEV on ( 218). ,'lllWITKETE OTI ( 2 29) = (If ye 
know, as ye do, that God is righteous) recognise the 
consequence that every one also that doeth righteous
ness, etc. 
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Aorz"st.-Zn ouK lyvw ain-6v (31) = (The world does not recog
nise us because) it did not recognise Him (pointing to the 
definite time when it failed to do so, namely, when He 
was manifested on earth. Or, the force of the aorist 
here may be the same as in the following example). op,~ 
aya'1Twv ouK :yvw T~w 0£6v (48). Here the aorist gathers to 
one point the whole extent of the failure to perceive what 
God is (cf. John 1725),and ouK lyvw may be translated "has 
never known." (This perfective sense of the aorist is 
shared by the past tense in English. "I never knew 
such a rascal"= I have never known until now such a 
rascal.) 

Perfact.-1. Is used of persons, signifying perception of and 
acquaintance with their character. fyvJ.Kap,Ev aur6v ( 2 3• 4). 

fyvwKaTE 'TOV ,h' apxrJ, ••• 'TOIi 7TUTtpa (2 18· 14). The tense 
connotes that the spiritual perception of the object, which 
is always God or Christ, has become a permanent experi
ence. An instructive case is o &p,apravwv oux l,J,paKEv 
aiirov ouSE lyvwKEV aur6v (36) = He that sinneth hath 
not seen Christ, nor had any true perception of Him 
at all. 

2. It is used of things in the same sense as of persons. iv 
'TOVT<;> lyvwKap,EV ~v &:ya.1rvv, 6TL • •• (316). We have learned 
to know what love is by this that . . . Kal 'f}µe'i,;; EyvJKap.£V 
Kal 7r'Eww·rEvKap,EV r~v &.ya'1T'rJV ( 416) = We have perceived 
(come to know) the Love, and are persuaded of its reality. 

It is thus clear that the word yivw<TK1atv everywhere contains 
the idea, not of purely intellectual cognition, but of a spiritual 
perception which, when God or Christ is its object, corresponds 
closely to the general N.T. conception of Faith as spiritual vision. 

elUvat, 

While yivwo-KEtv always suggests, more or less distinctly, the 
perception through which knowledge is acquired, ElS.!vai, on the 
other hand, expresses the fact of knowledge absolutely. It fre
quently happens, however, that the same experience may be stated 
from either point of view; and thus it is not possible, in actual 
usage, to draw any rigid line of distinction between the two. 

It may be noted that EiS.!vai expresses-
!, Knowledge of a fact, apart from consideration of how it 1s 

known. oWaT£ '1Tavra (220), ol'.8arf r~v d.A'r]0dav (221). 
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:.i. Knowledge of self-evident or necessary truth. liiv dSvrE on 
S[Kat6c; lo--rw yivcJo-K£T£ • • • 2 29• That God is righteous is 
self-evident-a matter of intuitive knowledge; that every 
one that doeth righteousness is begotten of Him is recog
nised only as a necessary consequence from this. The 
same self-evident certainty is expressed by o't.aaµ.EV in J2. 
("We know," beyond question, "that if He shall be 
manifested, we shall be like Him"), in 35 (" Ye know," 
it is axiomatic, "that He was manifested to take away 
sins"), in 315 (" Ye know that no murderer bath eternal 
life abiding in him"), in 516 (" We know that He heareth" 
. . . "We know that we have"). Cf. Rom. 616 828, 1 Cor. 
316 69• 15• 19, Eph. 68• 9, Col. 41, 1 Pet. 1 18• 

3. It is equivalent to yivcJo-KEiv heightened by exultant emotion 
(314 518. 18. 19. 20). 

4. It seems to be simply equivalent to ywoo<TKEW (2 11). 



NOTES. 

zl-Sa ~o ~v ,hr' tipx~s, 8 dK7JKOap,£V, ll lwpri.Kaµ,£V TOI<; &<f,0a>..µ,o'i<; tJp,wv, 
a Weau&.µ,e0a KaL al xe'ipes qµ,wv ~'-frrjl1.&.<f,YJ<rav, 7TEpL TOV .\oyov rijs ?;w~<; 
{Kat tJ ?;w~ N,avepwO'}, Kat lwpaKaJJ,£V KaL µ,apTVpOVJJ,£V Kal d7rayyt.\>..oµ,ev 
vµ,1.v T~V ?;w~v T~V ai(J)vwv, ~TL<; ~v 7rpos TOV 7TaTtpa Kal l.<f,avep(J)O'} 
-qµ,'iv ), c\ lwp&.Kap,ev Kat dKYJKoaµ,ev, d7TayytUoµ,ev Kal iJµ,w. 

These verses consist of a sentence begun ( r1 ), interrupted by a 
parenthesis (1 2), resumed, partly repeated, and completed in 1 3. 

The principal verb is d7rayyt.\>..oµ,ev in 1 8 ; the series of ap
positional clauses, c\ vv 6.7T' ap~s, c\ OKYJKOap,ev, 8 lwpaKaµ, .. v, K.T.>..., 
declare the substance, and the adverbial clause, 7repl Tov .\oyov rijs 
?;wijs, the subject of the announcement made. 

11. The first verse, as construed by the majority of commentators, 
presents no small difficulty. The series of clauses, c\ vv &_7r' &.p~s, 8 
riKYJKoaµ,ev, 8 lwp&.Kap,ev ••• , are taken as denoting, not what the 
Apostle has to announce concerning the Word of Life, but the 
Word of Life Himself. The personal Christ is "what was from 
the beginning . . . what our hands handled." And the design of 
the collocation of these clauses is to identify the Eternal Word 
with the Christ of human experience. It is, however, confessedly 
difficult to account for the peculiarly abstract form in which the 
thought is clothed by the use throughout of the neuter relative 
;;, instead of the masculine, "Him who was from the beginning, 
whom we have heard," etc. The difficulty is not lessened by 
such explanations as Haupt's, that ;; indicates that "the subject of 
announcement is not the personal Christ in Himself, and as such, 
but that quality in Him which is Life"; or Plummer's, that it 
indicates "that collective whole of human and divine attributes 
which is the Incarnate Word of Life"; or Weiss's, that the subject 
of consideration 1s "not Christ's Person or the facts of His Life, 
but His Being as it comes to manifestation in these facts." 

Again, 7repl Tov >..oyov rijs ?;w17s is taken, not as depending on 
368 
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the clauses preceding it, but as an independent co-ordinate clause, 
supplying an additional definition of the object of the Apostle's 
announcement (I venture to observe that in ordinary Greek 
this would be expressed by -ra 1rep1, -rov Myov; and, in the second 
place, that the more natural phrase would have been simply -rov 
>..oyov -nj, (w71,, "that is to say, the Word of Life.") 

Another and in every way simpler construction is obvious. 
The predicate to be supplied in r1 is, of course, the &1rayyfiloµev 
of r3• But for the interrupting parenthesis ( r2), &1rayyi>..>..of'e11 
would come immediately after 1repl -rov >..6yov -nj, (w71'>. The 
sentence as originally conceived would run as follows : "What 
was from the beginning, what we have heard ... concerning 
the Word of Life, we announce unto you." 1rep1, -rov ,\6yov 'TT/'> 
{w71'> defines in ordinary adverbial fashion either &1rayy.fUof'ev or 
the series of clauses, o ~11 &1r' &pxq,, 8 &KTJK6af'1av, K.-r.>... (so Westcott). 
This construction gives to the neuter o its natural sense; and it is 
rendered almost necessary by the form in which the sentence is 
resumed in 1 3, where it seems very unnatural to take 8 lwp&.Kaf'EJI 
Kal a.KTJKOaµ,EJ1 in any other than a strictly neuter sense. It may be 
said, indeed, that but for the opening clause, 8 vv &.:or' apX7/'>, no 
other sense would have been suspected. But there need be no 
difficulty in supposing that the Apostle professes to announce 
" what was from the beginning " concerning the Word of Life. 
In point of fact, this is what he does announce (John 11-3). 

The only possible way, moreover, of announcing the personal 
Word of Life is to announce what is known concerning Him. 

& ~v chr' dpx~s is invariably understood of the "unbeginning 
beginning"; and the parallelism of John 1 1 and I John 2m, 14 is 
in favour of this. Might not something, however, be said for 
taking &1r' apX71, in the sense of "from the beginning of Christ's 
earthly ministry "? The purpose of the passage is to describe 
the content of the Apostolic testimony. And in John 1526,27 it is 
expressly said : " The Spirit shall bear witness of Me ; and ye 
also bear witness, because ye have been with Me from the be
gt''nning" (cf. John 164, Luke r2). 

Whichever view of the whole construction is preferred, the 
effect is to describe accurately the contents of the Apostolic 
Gospel. "What was from the beginning, what we have heard, 
what we have seen with our eyes, what we beheld and our hands 
handled concerning the Word of Life, we announce unto you. 

i8eaa-«f1,E8o. . . . tl/i'l)M«p'l)cro.v. On the significance of these 
aorists, v. supra, p. 47. 
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Toil Myou -rijs !<dtjs. It has been assumed in the foregoing 
discussion that the reference is to Christ, the Personal Word. 
v. supra, p. 44 (n.). 

The precise significance of the genitive T7/'> (w~s is doubtful. 
From what follows-Kal. ~ {w~ lcpav£pw0TJ, K.T.X.-it is evident that 
the emphasis is not so much on Xoyov as on {w~s; not so much 
on the Word as revealing the Life, as on the Life pertaining to the 
Word. Thus the phrase may be understood, after the analogy 
of the "Bread of Life," as meaning the "Word who communicates 
Life" (so Calvin: "Non dubito quin de effectu loquatur ... 
beneficio Christi partam nobis esse vitam "); or better, perhaps, 
as "the Word who is the Life," "in whom the Life inheres" 
({w17s, genitive of definition. Cf. John 2211113 1311). 

1 2 Ka(, with the force of y&p. The purpose of the verse is to 
explain how the announcement summarised in the preceding verse 
is possible,-" for the life was manifested, and we have seen," etc. 

dirayye'XX.o/J,EV. The shade of difference between the &?rayylXXoµ,ev 
of this and the following verse and the avayylUoµ.£V of 1 5 ought 
to be observed. 

a7rayylXXeiv (to report with reference to the source from which 
the message comes) is appropriate to the historical Gospel, as 
avayyl;\Xnv (to report with reference to the persons addressed) 
is appropriate to the Epistle, as carrying home to the readers the 
practical implications of the former. 

~ns ~v 1rpos TOv iraTlpa. In late Greek the distinction between 
<ls and <la-Tis is quite lost; but in the N. T. <lrrns, as a rule, 
retains something of its proper generic force (Moulton, p. 95)1 and 
may here be understood as "which by its very nature." 

13 Zva Kat vµ,e'is Kowwv{av- EX7JTE µ,e0' ~p,wv· Kat ~ KOIVwv{a 8€ ~ 
~p,.Tepa P,ETO. TOV 1l"«Tpo<; Kal P,ETa TOV vio-ii a6TOV 'ITJO"OV XptO"TOV. 

Exegetes are much divided as to the grammatical relation and 
the precise meaning of these two clauses. The Vulgate (followed by 
Augustine, Luther, Calvin, and others) places both clauses under 
the government of ti,a· (" ut et vos societa•em habeatis nobiscum, 
et nostra societas sit"), "that ye may have fellowship with us, and 
that our (common) fellowship may be ... " This may be at 
once set aside on the ground both of grammar (Zva . . • Kal • • • 8l 
is an impossible sequence, v. Westcott, p. 12. And to supply the 
conjunctive iJ after Kowwv{a 8€ ~µ,wv is difficult, and is not justified 
by cases like 2 Cor. 811• 13, where it is the inevitable supplement). 
and of sense (~µ£Tlpa must refer to the preceding ~µ,wv, and 
does not readily suggest the idea of " ours and yours together"). 
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On the otner hand, some regard the second clause as implicitly 
contained in the first-" That ye also may have fellowship (with 
God) along with us; and, truly, our fellowship is with the Father." 
But there is no warrant for taking Kotvwvla as meaning by itself 
"fellowship with God" ; and, even if it could be so taken, the 
interpretation of Koivwv{a µ,d/ 71µ.wv as "fellowship with God in 
common with us " is very strained. The real difficulty is to 
iietermine the meaning of Koivwv{a in the two clauses respectively. 
The abstract idea of fellowship is differently modified by the 
different objects to which it is related. In the first clause, it 
points to community of privilege between the Apostle and his 
readers in the possession of the historic Gospel, to bring about this 
being the purpose of his announcement. In the second, it is 
participation in the Life and the Light of God. And the logical 
link of connection is that the common basis of both "fellowships," 
the human and the divine, is found in the knowledge of God in 
Christ (John I 73) which is given to men in the facts of the Incarnate 
Life. By their participation with the Apostle in the possession of 
that knowledge, his readers also will enter, or enter more fully, into 
the "fellowship" which he possesses with the Father and the Son. 

K«l ~ Kowwv(a Sil ~ ~,,.ETlpa. Kal •.. iU; cf. Matt. ro18, Acts J24, 
r Tim. i 0, 2 Pet. r5, John 651 816• 17 1527, 2 John 12• In this 
combination the conjunctive function belongs to ol, Ka{ being 
intensive. The double particles, Ka{ • . . IN, together with the re
duplicated article in ~ Koivwv{a ~ ~µ,Ertpa, give peculiar emphasis 
to the statement made. " And this fellowship of which I speak, 
our fellowship, is with ... " 

14 Kal raVTa yp&.rpoµ,w 7Jf1,EIS lva ~ xapa 71µ,wv 'll 7rE7rli:YJpwµh71. 
K«t Taum ypdlf,oJ-1,EY. The preceding verses have reference to the 

writer's habitual oral proclamation of the Gospel, or to its literary 
embodiment. These words now introduce the Epistle itself. 

Zva ~ xa.pa ~p.wv n 'll"E'll'>..'l)p<ilj-1,EY'IJ, v. supra, p. 42 (n.). 
The words are an almost verbal reproduction of John 1624, 

15 aKoT(u Ev a.~T't oUK Ecrr1.11 oOSep.La.. Cf. 16 EV T4i <rK&Tn 
1repi1raTwf1,€V. 

uKoro~ is the concrete thing called "darkness " (" the 
dark"), uKorta, its abstract quality. Here <TKorla is appropriately 
used: "Nothing of the nature of darkness is in Him at all." 
Elsewhere, however, St. John uses the two forms indifferently 
( cf. EV r0 <TKOTEt 1repi1ra.Tc'iv, r6 ; lv rfj a-Kor{'!- 7rEpt7rare'iv, 2 11). 

16 Ed.V El7rWf1,€V bTt Koivwv{av lxoµw /J,ET
0 avrov, KO.i EV T'f' <TKOTEt 

1r,:p11ra.rwµev, fwBoµeBa Kai ov 'IC'Otovµw Tijv d.\iBeu:tv. 
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,r1:p1rra.Twf1-t:V. 7r£pt7raTEw, as describing the whole course of life, 
outward and inward (the equivalent of :J?~, e.g. Pss. 11 152), is 
characteristic of St. Paul and of the J ohannine Epistles ( 1 6· 7 2 6• n, 
2 John 4• 6, 3 John 3• 4). In the Fourth Gospel only in explicit 
metaphor (812 1285). 

lj,Eu8clfl,E8a. Ka.lo~ rro1ouf!,EV T¾Jv d>..~8rn1.v. By some (Ruther, e.g.) 
i;mi86µ,e0a is taken as correlative to lav £i.7roop,£V, as denoting the 
verbal falsehood, and "we do not the truth" as correlative to 
"walk in darkness." 

But the natural sense is that "we lie " and "do not the truth " ; 
both refer to the whole supposed situation. Nor can I agree with 
Westcott in his exposition of iftEVBop,e0a: "The assertion is not 
only false, but known to be false." There are no lexical grounds 
for assigning this meaning to tf,ev8ur0ai, which merely signifies to 
"say what is untrue " ; nor is there any reason in the context for 
narrowing the meaning here to that of conscious falsehood. On the 
contrary, we have here the widest statement of the case, covering 
culpable self-deception as well as conscious hypocrisy. 

o~ rro1oui.iev T¾Jv d>..~8E1av. In St. John .,; aA-10eia, objective 
Divine Truth, is to be distinguished from o.A.1]0E1a, subjective, moral 
truth (sincerity). .;, aA1]0ELa denotes the reality of things sub specie 
ceternitatis-the realities of the spiritual and eternal world, the 
revelation of which is the Light; v. supra, p. 62. So here "we do 
not the Truth" is more specific than "we lie." We do not act out 
what the Light of God reveals as the Truth. We say that we have 
fellowship with God, yet ignore or shun His Light as the guide 
of Life. 

I7 Ed.v 0~ Ev T~ cf,wTl 1rEpt1raTWp,€v Ws aVTOs €<TTtv Ev T4i cf,wT{, 
Kowoov{av lxop,£V JJ.ET' O.AA?]AOOV Kat T(/ aip,a 'I17uov TOV vfov awov 
Ka8ap{(Et 'rjp.as a'll'O 'll'rf.O"l]'> ap,ar7{a',, 

Ko1vc,iv(a,v ~XOfl-EY 11n' d>..>..~>..c,w. Instead of the expected "we 
have fellowship with God "-a surprising but characteristic turn of 
thought. For to understand "the fellowship with one another" 
as our fellowship with God and God's with us (Augustine, Calvin, 
and others) is inadmissible. The proximate result of walking in the 
Light is that we have fellowship with those who also are walking in 
the Light. When men have the light of the same spirit of sincerity 
and goodness shining in them, there is fellowship of the noblest 
kind; soul meets soul with brotherly trust and love and joy. Prob
ably, however, the thought here is more definitely religious. 
Walking in the Light we are spiritually one with the "children of 
God," we are of the "commonwealth of Israel," and the "household 
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of faith "; and we partake in the cleansing efficacy of the sacrifice 
by which Christ consecrates the people of God. 

cbro ir«a"l'> cip.11pTfos. 11'as ought to be taken in its distributive 
sense, not "from all sin," but "from every (kind of) sin." 

1s ,j d},#leuz. See note on 1 6, supra. On the whole verse, 
v. supra, p. 130. 

19 U1.v oµ.oXoywµ.~ Ta<; clµ.a(YT{a<; rjµ.wv, 11'L<TT6<; (<TTLV Kal 8£KaiO<; 

iva &.cf>ii 17µ.'i:v TaS dµ.apTfos KU! Ka0aptcru 17p.a~ d'ITO m:.U11, dµ.apT{as. 
The expected antithesis would have been: "If we confess our 

sins, we do not deceive ourselves,'' etc. ; but the thought (as in 
17) leaps immediately to the Divine action which is immediately 
consequent upon our action. 

eilv cip.o>toywp.ev TttS ap.apT(ac;. Only here in the N.T. is 
i.Jp.oXoye'i:v used with reference to sin. Its invariable usage in other 
connections certifies the sense here, as not recognition only, but 
open acknowledgment-this, as is evident, being made primarily 
to God, but confession to man, when it is due, not being excluded. 

mno,; ECTTW KOL 81KatOS, v. supra, pp. 68, 167. 
tva dcpij. Haupt, Westcott, and Abbott notwithstanding, it is 

not possible in this and many Johannine passages to give lva its 
strictly telic force. "The whole fulness of His unfathomable 
essence is turned to nothing else but the salvation of His creatures, 
so that it is to Him only the means, yea, His very self is only 
the means, to effect His creatures' happiness and good" (Haupt). 
Most true it is that God, Who is Love, uses all His attributes for 
our salvation, and, being what He is, could not do otherwise. But 
it is to press this truth very far to say that God regards His 
attributes, and even Himself, as existing only for this end (it comes 
too near Heine's "Dieu me pardonnera, c'est son metier"). There 
is no need to import such a difficulty into the passage, when a 
simple and adequate meaning is so obvious. The use of iva with
out the telic sense (sometimes equivalent to J,<TTe, sometimes to 
Jn) is amply attested in St. John (John 2 25 434 629 92 II so 1 58 
167· 30 17s, not to mention the passages in which it is used after 
lvToA~, to give the purport of the commandment, John 1334 etc.). 
Here the meaning simply is, that, in forgiving our sins and cleansing 
us from all unrighteousness, God is faithful and righteous. 

chro iraU"l'> d8LK(as. " From every (kind of) unrighteousness." 
Cf. d11'o mi,U'Y/'> dµ.aflT{a,, 17• Cf. supra, pp. 134-5. 

110 -t,euaT'IJV iroLoup.ev a•hov. v. supra, p. 131. This use of 11'ou,iv 
(to "make one out to be") is characteristic of St. John (John 518 

35s 1038 197- 12). In this culminates the series of falsehoods: "We 
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lie" (16); "We lead ourselves astray" (18); "We make Him a 
liar " ( r 10). 

b Myos mhou OOK eanv El' ti1-1i:v. o Aoyos here corresponds closely 
to ?j &.,\10eta in 18• It regards the truth not only as true in itself, 
but as the message which God has addressed to men in Christ. 
If we say that we have not sinned, we make God a liar; because we 
contradict what He has expressly revealed and declared. 

21 TEKvfu µov, TaVTa yp&.rf,w fiµi:v Zva µ>'j '1µ&.pT'r]TE. Kai l&.v Tl<; 
rlµrfp711, 1rapaKA'7TOV lxoµev 7T(JO> TOV 1TaT£pa, 'I'r]CTOVV Xpt(J'TOV UKawv. 

iva JL11 dJLUPTIJTE. Not "that ye may not continue in sin," but 
"that ye may commit no act of sin" (aorist). So also, U.v nc; 

aµap711: "if any one commit a sin." 
irpos rov iraTepa. 1rpoc; may here have the definite sense of 

"turning towards " (in the act of pleading). Or it may have 
the more general sense which it has in 1 2 and John 11-" in 
relation to." 

8[KaLov. The absence of the article imports that 8tKawv is not 
added to Jesus Christ as an epithet, or as pointing to Him, in 
contradistinction to others, as the Righteous One. Its effect is to 
emphasise the abstract quality indicated by the adjective, and so 
to bring out the relation between the character " righteous " and 
the office "Paraclete," "Jesus Christ being, as He is, righteous." 
Similarly, in John 114 86tav ws µovoyevovc; 1rap?,. 1raTpos ="glory as 
of an only-begotten of a father," the thought being of a son to whom 
the full undivided glory of the father is transmitted. Thus also in 
John 668, the force of Mµarn (w17, aiwvEov is, "words that are words 
of eternal life." v. Moulton, p. 82. 

22 irepl oJ...ou TOU KOUf,IOU. Cf. John 316• 

There is no need to supply "the •sins of" before "the whole 
world." ltt.\atea8ai 1rep{ is often used directly of the person or 
object on whose behalf propitiation is made. 

23 TOOT'l_l is correlative to Eav Tas «lVToAcfs, K.T.A. 

o!av is used instead of the usual 6n in order to avoid the clumsi
ness of iv TDVT'l_l yw<fiaKoµev • . • 6Tt . . . 6n. Cf. 52, where 6Tav 
is used for the same reason. 

ywwaKof-lEV • • • tlyvwK«f-1EV. See special note on ytrti)aKew. 

:z4 f-111 T'IJpwv. P.'1, because the phrase has a conditional force. 
iv TOOT':' tj d).~8eia. oOK l.anv. l.anv, emphatic. The truth is not 
in him, whatever he may think. 
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25 1"1Jpii aihou Tov Myov. The change of order from Ta., evro>..a, 
avrov p,~ r>7pwv in 2 4 is significant. In the former case, the 
emphasis is on ra, lvroAa,, "He who says that I know Him, and 
does not so much as keep His commandments." Here it is on 
T>/PV, "But he who does keep His word, verily in him," etc. 

lv TOUT~ ywwaKo,-..ev. With prospective reference to 2 6• 

26 Ka8ws tKe1vo,;. Ka0J, is a favourite J ohannine word. Cf. 
2 1s. 27 3 2. 3. 7. 12. 23 417. 

tKe1vo,;. v. supra, p. 89. 
1repma.Te1v. v. supra on 16• 

The next two verses bristle with disputed points and also with 
real difficulties. 

27• r. By some (Lucke, e.g.) the "old commandment" is under
stood as looking back to the requirement "to walk, even as He 
walked" ( 2 6), or (Ebrard and Candlish) to all that precedes ( 2 3·6); 

the "new" as looking forward to the requirement of brotherly 
love ( 2 9•11). This is erroneous. The command "to walk, even as 
He walked," is in no sense older than the command "to love one 
another" ; and the identity of the " old " and the "new" is rendered 
certain by 2 John 6• 2. This identity being granted, there is still 
a diversity of view as to the reason why the commandment is "old." 
Because it is already given in the O.T. or, additionally, in the human 
conscience, is one explanation (Maurice; Rothe, who says a number 
of profoundly true things about the Christian being only man as 
he ought to be, and Christiapity only the ideal life of humanity). 
But, unmistakably, the reason is that the commandment had been 
familiar to the readers of the Epistle ever since they knew the 
Gospel. "The old commandment is the word which ye heard." 
3. The aorist ~KouaaTe denotes the Gospel message as heard at 
a definite point of time. The imperfect dxeTE seems decidedly 
anomalous ( cf. eZxoµ,Ev, 2 John 5). Westcott's explanation, that it 
denotes the commandment a'> a continuous influence, is, no doubt, 
right. But one would have expected the perfect tense instead of 
an imperfect, with its suggestion of uncertainty as to the continuance 
of this influence down to the present time. 

28• 1. ,ra>..w is to be taken here as an adversative particle. 
Ruther and others deny that it can be so used, and take it in a 
strictly temporal sense, "a second time I write unto you." But 
the use of ?rcf.:\w in a mildly adversative sense, exactly corresponding 
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to "again " or ;, on the other hand" in English, is not unknown in 
classical usage (I have noted it in Lucian, Zeus E!enchomenos, 16; 
Parasitos, 43), and seems to be vouched for in the N. T. by 
John 1628, 1 Cor. 1221• 

2." The principal clause may be construed in two ways. (a) o 
lOTw d>..r,(lls may be taken as the direct object after ypcl:<l>w, with 
lvTok~v KaW'l)V as an accusative of nearer definition: "I write to you, 
as a new commandment, what is true in Him and in you." But the 
parallelism with ovK wro>..~v Katv~v ypa<f,w in the preceding verse is 
against this; and, besides, this construction is extremely improbable 
in a simple prose-writer like St. John. It is much more natural to 
take lvrn>..~v Katv~v as the direct object of yp&.q,w, with o la-nv 
a>..7J8ls, K.T.>..., as a parenthetic clause in apposition. 

3. OTI -q UKOTla 1rapcl:yETUI" KUL TO cf>oos TO d>..r,9wov ~8rr cf>alm. 
"7mp&.y .. mt is middle rather than passive-of a cloud withdrawing, 
rather than of a veil being withdrawn" (Plummer). Regarding 
the construction of the clause as a whole, we may at once reject the 
view that it is declarative of the "thing that is true in Him and in 
you" (Bengel, Ebrard, Candlish). This yields no tolerable sense. 
Without doubt, on= because. But to what preceding word or words 
is it related? The possible connections are (a) with ypa<f,w 
(Ruther and others), "I write this to you because the darkness 
passeth away," etc.; (b) with o ia-Tw &)1:Y/8/s iv a&4l Kat iv vµ,1,v, 
either by taking the passing away of the darkness and the shining 
of the true Light as the reason why this thing is true both " in Him 
and in you," or by limiting the reference to vp,'iv (Haupt). This 
limitation seems necessary; for it is extremely difficult to compre
hend how the words "the darkness. passeth away " can apply to 
Christ. The meaning of the verse, so construed, will be : "Again, 
a new commandment I write unto you-a commandment which is 
realised as a new and living power in His Incarnation, but also in 
you, because the same Law of Love that was embodied in Him is 
revealed to you in the Light of His Gospel, by which the darkness 
of the world is being overcome and dispersed." 

The former of these two interpretations seems to me the simpler 
and more forcible. v. supra, pp. 234-5. 

29 lws a.pn. Cf. John 2 10 517 1624• 

211 1rou, "where," is constantly used in the N. T. for 1ro',,, 
"whither." 1rov v1Tayn; cf. John 38 814 1235 145 165• 

It is not necessary to understand 1Tov v1Tayn of the final goal 
(Westcott, who quotes Cyprian, "It nescius in Gehennam, ignarus et 
caccus prrecipitatur in pcenam "). The man blinded by hate does 
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not see the way he is taking-has no true perception of the char
acter of his own actions. 

tTucj,}\.wo-E:v seems to be a "gnomic" aorist, denoting what habitu
ally happens, like l/3>..~()71 in John 156 ; cf. J as. I 11• 

Regarding the structure, v. supra, pp. 306 sqq. Each of its six 
clauses contains a Jn, which, without doubt, is used in its causal, 
not in its declarative (Bengel, Neander, etc.), sense. The Apostle 
is not writing to inform his readers that their " sins are forgiven 
them," but to declare that this is the presupposition of all he is 
writing. 

ypcicj,w . . . Eypalf,a. Regarding the epistolary aorist, v. supra, 
p. 308; and cf. Moulton, p. 135. 

212 s~a TO <lvo,-..a a1hou. aVTOV = Christ. v. supra, p. 89. 
The construction (ouf, c. acc.) differs from that usually found 

m the N.T. (ouf, c. gen.; cf. Acts 1043 /1.cfmrtv aµ,apnruv 
>..af3liv oia TOV 0116µ,aTO<;; avTov). In the latter case, the name of 
Christ connotes the means through which forgiveness is instru
mentally effected; in the former, as here, the reason for which it is 
granted. In the latter case it is regarded as the object of man's 
faith; in the former, as the ground of Divine action. 

zlli---17, 

This paragraph resumes the subject of 2 7-11• The command
ment to love the "brethren" is supplemented by the commandment 
not to love the "world." But there is also a close connection with 
the immediately preceding address to the readers (212-14); v. supra, 
p. 3o7. 

215 o~K EO"TW ~ dya1r11, K.T.A.. The order is peculiarly emphatic : 
"There is not in him, whatever he may suppose, the love of the 
Father." 

216 1riiv To iv T~ K6a-p.f(I, The form of expression is stronger than 
that used in the preceding verse, Ta iv T<p KOU'/J-'l!· There is nothing 
else in the world's life than what he is about to mention. This is 
the whole of it-" the lust of the flesh," etc. 

lm9u,-..(a tj,;; o-apKO<;; • • • Twv c1cj,9a}l.,-..wv. The genitives are sub
jective, as is usual with l1r10vµ,la : " That which the flesh and the 
eyes long for." 

~ d}\.atovE:(a. In the N.T. aAa{o11£la occurs only here and ir. 
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Jas. 416 ; the adjective aA.atoov in Rom. 1 30 and z Tim. 312, in both of 
which places it is coupled with vrrep~cf,avo,;. The distinction seems 
to be that &.,\atovda signifies atheistical, vrrepYJ<f,av[a egotistical pride. 
v. supra, p. 152. In classical usage &.,\atoov means: r, a vagrant; 
z, an impostor or quack; 3 (as adjective), boastful or braggart. 

Tou (:Hou. f3lo'> is not to be taken in the restricted sense of 
"possessions" (Mark 1244, Luke 1512, 1 John 317 etc.), but as the 
whole course of human life in relation to the seen and temporal 
(Luke 844, 2 Tim. 2 4). · 

217 K11t ~ .!in8up.l11 a1hou. Again the genitive is subjective, 
expressing not desire for the world, but the desire which charac
terises the world of unspiritual men. 

21s 1rm8(11; cf. zlS, ·v. supra, p. 310 (n.). 
K«8ws • • • K11( = " as . . . even so" ; cf. John 1 59 q 18 2021 • K«l 

1s used thus, in apodosi, often in the LXX, sometimes in classical 
prose. 

219 .!~ ~p.wv ltt\M«v, &XX o~K ~a11v .1~ ~p.wv. The sense of the 
preposition i[ is determined by the verb upon which, in each clause, 
it is dependent. With dvai, it denotes connection of the most 
intimate kind, spiritual affinity, nay, spiritual unity (iK Tov KOO'p,ov 
z16 45 ; £K TOV 6eov ('l!'aTpo,), 2 16 310 41. 2· 3 etc.; iK TOV (ita/30Aov, 38 ; 

EK TOV 71"01"YJpOv, s12 ; lK rrj<; 6.AYJBe{a,;, z21 s19), 
With i5}A0av the meaning is merely that of local severance 

( cf. John 869), as is proved by the antithesis p.e1uv~KnO'av llv p.e6' 
TJjJ,WV, 

JJ,EJJ,El"lJKEta11v &v may be noted as the solitary instance in the 
N.T: of the pluperfect with av in the apodosis of a conditional 
sentence. It expresses "the continuance of the contingent result 
to the time of speaking." 

&A.A.' 'lv« cpa.vEpw8wa,v OTI O~K elatv 1TOVTES i!~ ~p.wv. 
&"II.>..' 'lv11 cpuvepw8waw. This elliptical construction, requiring that 

we supply, after "but," "they went forth from us," is peculiarly 
Johannine (cf. John 1J18 15 25 ; less exactly parallel, 1 8 93 1431). 

OTI oi'lK elatv 1TOVTES E~ ~p.wv. 
8n is taken causally (Rothe) ; a construction that has nothing to 

commend it. By others mfvres is not referred to the antichrists, 
but is taken absolutely (" that all who seem to be of us are not of 
us"), the meaning assigned to the whole clause being that the 
visible separation of the antichrists was providentially designed to 
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make it evident that outward fellowship with the Church was no 
sufficient credential of genuine Christian life. But to obtain this 
meaning it is necessary to supplement the Apostle's diction ( already 
elliptical) to the extent of inserting Ka2 tva cpavepw0fj after cpav£pw0wrnv 
(so De Wette, Ruther, Haupt, and others). However excellent and 
edifying the sense thus obtained, the construction proposed is 
absolutely needless, and would have occurred to no one, but for a 
supposed difficulty in the phrase ovK elu-lv 'IT<fvTes lt ~µCw, which, if 
it is translated "not all of them are of us," and is applied to the 
antichrists, is said to imply that, though not all are, yet some of 
them may be "of us" (so Ruther, who insists that ov 'ITavus= 
nonnul/1~ not nulli). The difficulty, however, does not really exist. 
ovK dulv 71'aVTes U ~µwv means, not "not all of them are- of us," 
but "all of them are not of us," or "not any of them are of 
us." According to the idiom of N.T. Greek, 1riis with the nega
tive particle ( except when immediately preceded by it) is to be 
translated, not as "all," but as "any," or, otherwise, by attaching the 
negative to the verb. Cf. 2 21 315, and list of parallels in Westcott. 
It seems questionable whether this is a Hebraism, as is usually said. 
The explanation of the idiom probably is, not that 1riis was used in 
a consc10usly distributive sense, but that, in vernacular Greek, the 
negative was attached in sense to the verb, where we attach it to the 
nominative (all are not=none are). The attachment of ov to what 
seems to us the wrong word is not unusual in Greek (in the Wasps, 
e.g. 1091, 'ITavra µ~ OE:Oo1Ki11m = p:r1o"i.v O£Oo1Ki11a1), and is invariable 
in the common 011 'P'f/JJ.t roin-o £lvai = I say that this is not so. 

22° Ka.1 &,_..EZS xp1cr,_..a EXETE chro TOU nyfou Kal o!Ba.n. 'll'Cll'TQ., By 
the first Ka{, the verse is related to the last clause of 219, as adding 
a new fact to what is there stated. "By the separation of the anti
christs from the Church, it has been made visible to all that they 
had never truly been of it; and, besides, ye have an anointing from 
the Holy One, and know all things (and so, in any case, would 
have been able to discern the falsity of their teaching)." 

2 21 1r&v lj,euSos .•• o&K E<TTLV. "Not any lie ..• is." See 
note on 2 19• 

222 b dpyoJ,_..evo<; lln 'l1juou<; o&K ECl'TW & XptaT6s. apve'iu0a, and 
similar verbs are used either with or without {cf. Heb u 24) a 
pleonastic negative (ov, µ~, µ~ ov). When it is present, as here, it 
seems to impart a tone of special aggressiveness to the negation, 
expressing it in the very terms in which it may be supposed to have 
been originally spoken-'I'f/uoiJs ol!K lunv o XpuTTos. 

O~T6s EO"TLV b cinlxptCl'TO!,, b apv,fo,_..evos TOY 'll'Q.TEpa Ka.l TOY u16v. 
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This clause is translated in R.V. :-" This is the antichrist, even 
he that denieth the Father and the Son." It is better, however, to 
take o apvovp,O'O<; T6V 7raTlpa Kal. TOI' vl6v, not as a further definition 
of cl avT{XPiuTos, but as an additional predicate: "This is the 
antichrist, (this is) he that denieth the Father and the Son." This 
sense is to be preferred, because the writer immediately proceeds 
to justify the statement that he who denies that Jesus is the Christ 
in effect denies both the Father and the Son. For "Whosoever 
denieth the Son hath not even the Father" (2 23). Tov 7raTlpa Kal Tov 
vl6v. The order is significant. We should have expected the Son 
and the Father; but the unexpected emphasis thus laid on the 
denial of the Father, as involved in the denial of Jesus as the 
Christ, is immediately explained by the following sentence. 

223 'll'US O dpvOUfJ,EVOS TOV ULOV ou8i TOI' "ll"llTlpa. EXEL. 7ras . • . oi!Si. 
See note on 2 19• ov8l is intensive in force (cf. Gal. 2 3). "No one 
that denieth the Son hath even the Father; he that confesseth the 
Son hath the Father also." v. supra, p. 10r. 

224 Having thus exhibited in the strongest light the substance 
and also the infinitely momentous consequences of the Christian 
&>..~0Eta and the antichristian iftEvBos, the Apostle addresses to 
his readers the practical exhortation that leaps irresistibly into 
utterance. 

OfJ,ELS 6 ~KOUO'llTE fi11'' dpx~s iv up.'i:v fl,EVETIII. 

d'll'' dpx~s = from your first acquaintance with the Christian 
evangel. In 2 7 the word "heard from the beginning" is 
specifically the old-new commandment of Love. Here, "that 
which ye have heard from the beginning" is the whole unity of 
the Gospel teaching, with particular reference to the cardinal truth 
that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God. Both are only diverse 
sides of the same matter (Haupt). Christian morality derives all 
its contents from Christ, and His Divinity is the presupposition of 
its authority. It is "the truth as it is in Jesus " translated into 
practice. 

OfJ-ELS, The form of the sentence is peculiar. The abrupt vp,e'is 
with which it begins is not a vocative (Ebrard), nor yet the 
nominative to iJKovuaTe placed out of the usual order for the sake 
of emphasis, but is an example of anacoluthon of a common type 
(cf. 2 27, John 738, Luke 21 6), and suggests that the sentence, as it 
first flashed upon the writer's mind, ended with p,£VETe lv avT(j, 
instead of lv vp,'iv p,evlrw. Both forms are used of the relation of 
the Christian disciple to the Word. He abides in it (John 831

), 

not withdrawing himself from its influence, but continuing stead-
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fastly under it. It abides in him (John 1 57, Col. 316, 2 John 2) 

as a vitalising, fertilising power (John 663). This reciprocal relation 
is brought out in our Lord's parables of the Sower and of the 
Fruitful Soil. "These are such as in an honest and good heart, 
having heard the Word, hold it fast and bring forth fruit with 
patience " (Luke 815) ; and "The seed springs up and grows, he 
knoweth not how" (Mark 427). Here the expression is conflate. 
What is to be done, the only thing necessary or effectual, is to let 
that "which ye heard from the beginning " abide in you and do its 
proper work. On the other hand, the fact that this is expressed 
imperatively, shows that what is implied is not a merely passive 
attitude towards the Truth. We cannot command the results of 
its efficiency, but we can furnish the conditions. 

224b Ed.V a, -:.,,_,.,v ,_,.E{V'{J 8 a:1r' apxijs 1,Kovuan, Kal -:.,,_,.EIS at T<e viii> Kal 
, .... ' ... EV TI/! 1raTpL /-'-EVEtTE. 

Protasis and apodosis are finely balanced. The abiding of the 
Truth in you will result in a further abiding-your abiding in the 
Son and in the Father. Here the order of 2 22 is reversed. There, 
11"aTlpa stands first, under the influence of the thought that the 
denial of the Son finds its unexpected yet inevitable consequence 
in the denial of the Father. The order here is the natural one. In 
the facts of experience, the Father is revealed and apprehended 
through the Son (cf. 2 Cor. I613). It is by abiding in the Son that 
we abide in the Father. v. infra on 520• 

225• The Apostle now brings the matter to its final issue. Eternal 
Life is at stake. Kal aVT'i] eu-rlv v E11"ayyil,.la ~v ati-r6c; E11"'l'JytEt>..aTo 
Vl-'-tv, T'ijV {w~v T~v al~vwv. 

The verse presents several peculiarities. .!'l!'ayya>..Eu9m and l-rruy
yE>..lu are not found elsewhere in St. John. TIJV t11»Jv 'nJ" ai'.wviov is 
in the accusative by attraction to the -ijv of the preceding relative 
clause ( cf. Phil. 318). O.UTIJ may be referred either to what pre
cedes or to what follows. In the former case, the meaniJJg is- -
" This that has been just now spoken of-that we shall abide in the 
$on and in the Father-is the promise that He has promised. And 
this is, in effect, the promise of Eternal Life." In the latter case, 
the meaning is-" This, namely, Eternal Life, is the promise He 
bath given," i.e. on condition of our abiding in the Son and in 
the Father. The former construction forces a too pregnant sense 
upon the words T'ijv {w~v T~v al~vwv (=and this-to abide in 
the Son and in the Father-is Eternal Life). The latter involves a 
more abrupt transition of thought, but is preferable in point both 
of sense and of grammar ( cf. John 127. 28). 
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226 TIJ.V'l"IJ. lypmfra vµ.'iv 7rEpt. TWV 7rAUVWVTWV vµ.as. 
Ta.um €ypmj,a.. Epistolary aorist ( cf. 214• 21 513). 
Twv 1r>..a.11wVT1,111 &,-..8.s. Cf. 37 46, Matt. 244• 5• H. 24, 2 Tim. 313• It 

is not implied, of course, that the effort to lead astray is successful. 
The force of the present tense is distinctly conative. 

227 Kal vµ.l,s TO xp'wµ.a 8 £A&/3ET£ a7r' av-rov µ.lveL iv vµ.'iv, Kal 
ov XPe{av lxeTe lva ns 8t8&.CTK'l} fiµ.u.s, &,\.,\_' @s TO av-roii j(ptuµ.a Bdia.uKet 
vµ.u.s 7rEpl 7ravTwv, Kal aA"J0ls ECTTtV Kal OVK £CTTtV if,,eii8os, KIJ.l Ka.0ws 
t8i8a[ev vµ.u.s, Jl,WETE lv aVT<p. 

Ka.l &,-..ei:s = "and as for you" (in contrast with those who would 
lead you astray). The anacolouthon is exactly the same as in 2 24 

d.1r' a.1hou, from Christ (&.7ro TOV aylov, 2 20). p.lm. The gift once 
bestowed is never, from the Divine side, recalled ( cf. Rom. 11 29). 

xpetuv EXETE iva. ( cf. John 2 25 1630). The telic sense of iva is, as 
so commonly in St. John, much enfeebled. TLS refers, not to the 
false teachers, but to the Apostle himself, and to human teachers 
in general. They have resources within themselves that render 
them independent of human teaching. d.>..>..' .::is To uOTOu xpi:a-p.a, K.r.>... 
The first question is as to the construction of this second part of 
the sentence. By the majority of commentators it is divided into 
two parts, with a protasis and an apodosis in each. "As His anoint
ing teacheth you concerning all things, even so is it true and is no lie; 
and as it taught you, even so you abide in Him." But the sense 
thus obtained is very weak. The affirmation that the Divine 
teaching "is true, and is no lie," is not in any way dependent upon 
the fact that "it teacheth you concerning all things." It is better to 
construe the whole as one continuous sentence-Ka.l &>..710ls tuTLv 
Ka.l ovK ££TTLV if;eii8os being taken as a parenthesis, and Ka.l Ka0tils 
tUoa[ev as a resumption of ws 8t0a.uKeL (Westcott). "As His 
anointing teacheth you concerning all things-and it is true, and 
is no lie-even as it taught you, ye abide in Him." 

To a.OTou xp'i:a-JJ,«, The very unusual position of a.wov throws 
strong emphasis upon the pronoun ; cf. 1 Thess. 219 lv Tfj avToii 
-rrapova'lq,. 

Ku8ws, stronger than ws, fixing this "teaching" as the criterion of 
all truth by means of which we abide in Christ. 8L8ao-Ket . . . 
4!8(8a.~ev. The change of tense is significant. The teaching is, on 
the one hand, continuous. In another sense, it was complete from 
the first. The aorist can refer only to the time when, taught by 
the Spirit, they first understood and accepted the Gospel. In germ, 
at least, all legitimate developments were contained in that first 
illumination. 
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p.iveTe, indicative, not imperative,-as is necessitated by the 
preceding pha lv vp.'iv, and also by the imperative p.t11ET£ which 
follows in the next verse. The Apostle first expresses his confidence 
in bis readers, and then, as is his wont, proceeds to exhort them to 
"make their calling and election sure." 

iv auT~. In Christ, not in the anointing. The anointing is not 
an end in itself, but the means of abiding in Christ. 

228 iav <J>avepw9fi. The conditional form throws no doubt upon 
the actual occurrence. It might be argued, indeed, that "if He 
appears," signifies more emphatically than "when He appears" 
(orav rpavepw0ii, Col. 34) an event which quite conceivably, or even 
probably, may happen at any moment. 

<J,avepouo-9aL, not &:iroKaAV71"TECT0ai, is the Johannine term for the 
manifestations of Christ (His Incarnation and Life on earth, 1 2 ; 

His appearances after His Resurrection, John 21 1• 14 ; His Second 
Coming, 2 28 32). For the implications of the word, v. supra, pp. 
315-6. 

axwp.ev 'll'app'l)aLav. Not in the sense of r Thess. 2 19 or Phil. 41• 

For the significance of the strange sequence, p.tveTe • • • iva uxwp.ev, 
v. supra, p. 279 (n.). 

'11'app1Jalav EXELV, The phrase, introduced here for the first time, 
is destined to further service. v. supra, p. 280. 

aiaxuv9wp.ev d.'11'' a,hou. v. supra, p. 280. The converse idea is 
expressed in Luke 926• 

iv tjj 'll'apoualq, a1hou. See p. 3 2 5 ( n. ). 

229_39. 

229• This verse, introducing for the first time the subject of the 
Divine Begetting (l$ avrov yey/.vv71rm), is to be regarded as the 
beginning of a new section, rather than as a practical summing up 
of what precedes (Haupt). It may be urged (Haupt, Rothe) that 
it gives the necessary completion to the thought, "that we may 
have boldness, and not be ashamed before Him at His coming" (22B). 
For this naturally raises the question, what quality or qualities we 
must possess in order to ensure this result. It has been said that 
to this end we must "abide in Him." But it might still be asked
in respect of what are we to abide in Him? And the answer is 
that, as He is righteous, we must abide in Him by doing righteous
ness. 

But this connection of thought is not really present. 
1. It is not the case that (as Haupt maintains) to be "begotten 
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of Him" is not a new idea, but merely a resumption of "abiding 
in Him." It is very distinctly a new idea. 

2. The readers have already been told in respect of what they 
are to "abide in Him,"-" Let that which ye heard from the begin
ning abide in you: if that which ye heard from the beginning abide 
in you, ye also shall abide in the Son and in the Father" (2 24). 

3. Haupt's idea that this verse is introduced as a caveat against 
fanatical licence in the interpretation of " Ye need not that any man 
teach you," is without support in the context. The "anointing" 
which renders the Christian community independent of extraneous 
teaching is viewed simply as its strongest bulwark against anti
christian falsehood, and there is no hint of its being regarded as 
offering the slightest pretext for antinomian licence. 

It is true that in the following verses the Apostle goes on to 
denounce and warn against antinomian indifference to conduct, 
but the objects of this attack are almost certainly the same false 
teachers who already have been denounced as "antichrists" (cf. 
"Let no man lead you astray," 37 ; and "those who are for leading 
you astray," 2 26). 

The sentence is merely predicative, pointing to practical 
righteousness as the universal mark of a Divine birth, and laying 
down the basis for the subsequent rigorous application of this as a 
test of Divine Sonship. 

Uw E,8~TE, This use of Uv does not, as in classical Greek, 
indicate any uncertainty. "If ye know, as ye absolutely do know." 

E,811TE • • • ywwo-KETE. See special note. It is difficult to 
choose between an indicative and an imperative sense for y111wrTK£TE. 

The imperative brings out, perhaps, more sharply the proper 
sense of ytvwuKew : " take note," "recognise." 

SfKmos lo-nv • • . I~ aihou yeyivl"l}Tcu. The question as to the 
subject of 8[Kat6,, iuTtv and the reference of aVTov is much debated. 
Connecting the verse with what precedes, we must refer 8{Km6, lunv 

to the af.rov of 2 28, namely, Christ; while universal usage requires 
"God" as the antecedent to the pronoun in I[ aVTov yeytw"(rat. 
But one feels this to be intolerable grammatically and also weak in 
sense. The sense, indeed, would have been excellent, if the idea 
of Christ's Sonship had also been expressed-"Since Jesus the 
Son of God is righteous, every one who does righteousness must 
also be begotten of God." But so much cannot be legitimately 
read into the words. Both the unexpressed subject of 8tKai6, 
£<TTw and the unexpressed antecedent of a.&ov must, therefore, be 
the same, namely, " God." 
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I cannot agree with Bengel, Rothe, and Westcott that there is 
nothing against the tenor of Scripture in saying that Christians are 
"begotten of Christ." They are the "children of God" (32, 

John r12). They are "begotten of God" (39 etc., r Pet. r3). 
Instrumentally, they are "begotten of the Spirit" (John 36• 8) and 
of the Word ( r Pet. 1 23, J as. r18). On the other hand, those who 
do the will of God are Christ's brothers and sisters (Matt. 1250). 

Christ is formed in them (Gal. 419). They are heirs of God, 
joint-heirs with Christ (Rom. 817). They are conformed to His 
likeness as "the first born among many brethren" (Rom. 829, 

r John 32). Everywhere Christ is the medium and the exemplar 
of Life, not its source. It is, therefore, against the tenor of the 
N.T. to speak of Christians as "begotten of Christ." v. supra, 
p. 193 (n.). And, in view of what immediately follows, such an 
interpretation is quite impossible. 

31 'll'OTafflJV il.y(hr'l)v. v. supra, p. 332 (n.). b 1raT1P, The Father 
-the Author of our Divine sonship. 

8l8wKev ~p.iv. The expression, as tu both word and tense, is 
peculiarly strong-stronger than ~ya7rT/uw o OetJc; Tbv Kou1wv of 
John 316• The Father has endowed us with this astonishing love, 
once for all, as our inalienable possession. Westcott, with such 
Catholic interpreters as a Lapide, understands 8i8wK£V in the 
sense of" imparted." "The Divine love is, as it were, infused into 
us," and it is in virtue of our being thus "inspired with a love like 
the love of God, that we truly claim the title of children of God." 
This thought is coming in 47, but it is not present here. Had this 
been the Apostle's meaning, some kind of exhortation to "love one 
another" must have been given in the immediate context, which, 
however, contains nothing in that vein. The only test of our being 
the children of God is, meanwhile, 1roie7v -r0v 8iKawu11v1v. 

8e'8wKEV ~p.iv lva.. What is the love bestowed upon us? Does 
it consist in calling us. and making us His children ? This would 
be entirely in accordance with the frequent Johannine use of 
iva as practically equivalent to lm. Or does the love bestowed 
upon us consist rather in the costly means by which our Divine 
sonship has been made possible-the mission of Christ-the rlya.7rT/ 
of 49 and of John 316 ? This is in the background, at least, of the 
Apostle's mind. Had it been possible to make us His children by 
a simple fiat, to have done so would still have indicated that God is 
love; but it would not have been that amazing love that evokes the 
rapturous i'.8£TE 1r0Ta1r~v &.yam7v. 

The anarthrous rlKva is noticeable. Not "the children of 
25 
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God" in contrast to others, but absolutely "children of God." 
Cf. 1Aa<Tp,6, (2 2 310) and <Tnpp,a 0EOv (f1). See note on 'Il]<TOVV 
Xpt<TT(W UKaiov ( 2 1 ). 

?va ••. K~:r18wp.ev. "That we should be called." By whom? 
Nat, surely, by believers themselves (Haupt, Westcott-" outwardly 
recognised as God's children in their services and intercourse with 
others"), nor yet, perhaps, by the Father, though this is implied. 
The meaning seems to be quite general-" that such a name should 
be ours." 

Sul TOUTo • • • /h1. The parallel passages (John 5 IG. 18 84• 

rnl7 1218. 89) show that 8ut -roVTo always refers to a fact already 
stated, while the clause introduced by on supplements the inference 
founded upon this fact. Thus, in the present passage 8u't -rouTo 

is not directly relative to the on following, but to the TEKva Owv 
preceding. "The reason why the World does not recognise us is, 
that we are children of God; and the proof that this is the reason is, 
that it did not recognise Christ Himself." 

od ywwuKe1. Not "does not understand our principles, methods, 
and character" (Westcott), but simply "does not recognise us as 
being what we are-children of God." 

OT1. oUK lyv{JJ «UTOv. By aVT6v, the majority of commentators 
understand "God." The World does not recognise the children, 
because it does not recognise the Father Whose they are and Whom 
they resemble. It seems clear to me, nevertheless, that the 
reference is to Christ, Who is not yet manifested to the world 
(.lav cf,av£pw0ij, 2 28 32). For avr6, used absolutely of Christ, cf. 
28. 12. 27. 28 33. With OUK lyvw av-r6v cf. John 110, I John 36• 

32 vuv TEKva. 8eou eup.ev strongly resumes the statement already 
made. The World does not recognise us, nevertheless it is true 
that we now are children of God. 

vuv, in strictly temporal sense, antithetic to oi57rw. 
Ka.l. o.iirw o!cj>a.vepw9YJ Tl euclJ-Le8a. The meaning is not that " what 

we shall be" will be essentially other or more than what we now are 
(Haupt, Holtzmann, Weiss, the last of whom suggests that our 
present TEKVO'nJ• may become the full vi6n1s-), but that what we are 
now-children of God-will then only be fully manifested. Haupt's 
contention, that to express this the Apostle would have written -r{ 
Juµev, not -r£ e<T6µe0a, is not without point, but is rather hypercritical. 
The thought, fully expressed, is that what we are can be fully realised 
only in what we shall be; but this is not yet apparent, therefore the 
World does not recognise us. 

lcj>a.vepw8ll. To. insist (as Westcott does) upon the definite 
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aoristic sense, and to read into it a reference to the manifestation of 
Christ after the Resurrection(" Even these revelations of a changed 
and glorified humanity do not make known to us what we shall 
be") is. an extraordinary super-subtlety. Whether a Greek aorist 
refers to a definite or indefinite past must always be decided 
from the context (v. Moulton, 135-140). Here l<f,av£pw01 plainly 
has a perfective sense ( ov1rw i<j,av£pw01 ="has never yet been 
manifested"; and this may be rendered in English also by the 
simple past tense-" was never yet manifested." Cf. Heb. r 2 4 : 

otmJJ pixp1<; atftaTo<; avnKaT<a-T'f/TE ="Ye have not yet resisted 
unto blood,,; and Matt. 933 : oME7rOT£ l<f,av1 OVTW<; lv T'-P 'Ia-pa~>.. = 
Nothing like this was ever yet seen in Israel= has yet been seen 
in Israel). 

TL lla-011e8a. 
oWaµ,ev 8n 

KaBwc; EO"'TIV, 

St. John rarely uses the indirect interrogative. 
iav <f>av£pwBfj dJJ,OIOI avTi;; lu6µeBa, 6TI tii{l6µ£Ba airrov 

otl>ap.ev on. The absence of any connective particle is striking. 
It may be thought to set the confident oWaµ,£v in bolder relief. 

eciv cj,avepw8fi. The question here is as to the unexpressed 
subject of cf>av£pw8fi. It may be rl ia-6µ,eBa (Ruther, Haupt, Holtz
mann, and the majority of commentators), or it may be supplied from 
the following avT'f, that is, Christ (Westcott, Rothe, Calvin, etc.). 
The former is the more obviously grammatical, and yields an 
excellent sense: "We know that the manifestation, when it comes, 
will be a manifestation of likeness to Christ." Yet the second 
alternative seems preferable, because lav cpav£pwBfj has just been 
used (228) with unmistakable reference to Christ, and because the 
central thought of the sentence is, that the manifestation of Christ 
is the means by which perfect likeness to Him will be attained. 
iav rf,avepwBfj is the prerequisite of ol{,6µ,eBa ai>Tov KaBwc; EO"'TIV, 

op.oLoL alrT/i» ••• 3lj,oJLE8a auTov. The most obvious antecedent 
to the pronouns is Beov (vvv TEKva B<ov fo-,.dv). "Now are we the 
children of God, and then we shall be like Him " (Bengel, Ebrard, 
Ruther, Weiss, etc.). But this is untenable. The whole tenor of 
N.T. teaching demands that the object of vision and assimilation 
be Christ (so Boltzmann). This whole verse has the closest 
affinity with Col. 34, OTaV ti Xpt<no, cpav£pwBfj, ~ lwi1 ~µ,wv, TOT£ Kat 
vµ,li.c; (J'~IV avT<i, cpanpwB~a-£U0e EV 86(!], One other point remains to 
be touched upon before we pass from this verse. A certain 
ambiguity is discovered in the relation of the clause, En olf,oµ£0a 
ai>Tov KaBw, la-nv, to the rest of the sentence. The debate whether 
this gives the cause of our being like Him, or of our knowing that 
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we shall be like Him, is very much of a logomachy. But the verse 
is completely misconstrued when (as by Calvin and Ruther) the 
"seeing Him as He is" is taken as the effect and the proof of the 
"being like Him" instead of vice versa. Both thoughts. are, of 
course, essentially true-that our power to see depends on what we 
are (Matt. 58), and that we are changed into the likeness of what 
we behold ( 2 Cor. 318). The former is coming in the following 
verse, where the Apostle reminds us that only he can have a real 
hope of attaining to the vision of Christ as He is, who is now 
purifying himself even as He is pure. But, before proceeding to 
this, the Apostle must first complete the task he has in hand-to 
show "what we shall be," and how we are assured of its being 
brought to pass. We shall be like Christ, because, beholding His 
glory, we shall be changed into the likeness of the glory we behold; 
even as the planets, when they face the sun, are clothed with its 
radiance. 

33 7/"U, t:, exwv T~V £A71"tSa -ravrqv £71". av-rie. 
'11"0.!i t:, exwv. v. supra, p. 215 (n.). 
exwv . . . ,l}.,,.(Sa, • • • ,1,,.• a.th<t>. This phrase, EA7rtSa lxnv E'lrl, 

is unique in the N.T., and may be distinguished from ilA7r{Sa exnv 
ds (Acts 2415) or EA71"1, ds (r Pet. 1~1) as giving the idea of hope 
"resting upon" instead of "reaching unto." Westcott is of opinion 
that, as compared with the simple EA7r{(nv, it gives the specific 
idea of maintaining or enjoying the hope. But this is scarcely 
supported by the N. T. parallels (Rom. 154, 2 Cor. 1015, Eph. 2 12, 

1 Thess. 413). 

c!.yvltn io.uT6v. On &.yvo, and cl:yvl(Etv, v. supra, p. 90. 
,,,.• a.1h<t> • • • eKeivos. This use, in the same sentence, of different 

pronouns to represent the same antecedent is not without parallel 
in St. John ( cf. John 539 1935, unless, in the latter, l«E'i:vo, means 
Christ). 

34 Ka.l ~ cl.f-1,0.pTt« l«TTlv ~ d.vofl,la. v. supra, p. 133 (n.). 
35 Ka.l cl.f1-a.pT1a. lv a.0T<t> o0K eCTTw. Grammatically, the clause is 

independent, not under oi&TE on. Nevertheless, one feels that the 
influence of oi'BaTE covers this clause also. The sinlessness of 
Christ, as well as the fact that He was manifested to take away 
sins, is an intuition of the Christian mind. 

39 cl.fJ,apT1av oo 'll'OLEi. &.µap-rlav, in this negative construction, 
is stronger than either T~v &.µap-rlav or &.µap-rla, would be. It puts 
the question as to the fact in the broadest way. 

a,rlpf-1,« a.vTou. The absence of the article brings out the 
qualitative or causative force of =lpµa. "A seed of Divine 
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Life abideth in him, therefore he cannot sin"; cf. TEKva 0<0v, 31 ; and 
tAauµo,;, 2 2 and 410• This unique u1rlpµa a,hov has been variously 
explained. By some (Augustine, Luther, with most of the older 
commentators) it is understood of the "word'' (after the analogy 
of Matt. 1323, Jas. 1 18, 1 Pet. 1 23, 2 Pet. 14). But this is entirely 
foreign to the context, if not to all specific Johannine teaching. 
By others (Bengel, e.g.), u1rlpµa has been taken as signifying 
God's children collectively (cf. u1rl.pµa 'Af3parJ.µ, John 833• 37). But, 
so understood, the whole sentence becomes singularly lame. 
" Every one that is begotten of God sinneth not, because they 
who are God's seed abide in Him ; and they cannot sin, because 
they are begotten of God." It is evident that, on this interpreta
tion, the last clause must have been "and they cannot sin, because 
they abide in Him." Unquestionably the u1rlpµa is here the new 
life-principle implanted by the Divine Begetting. 

310 'n'«is O oOK EcrT1.v. See note on 219. 

o JJ.iJ 1ro~wv • • • o JJ.~ dya1rwv. The particle µ1 is used because 
the phrase is conditional in sense though not in form. The 
assertion is not that there is such an one, but that, if there be, he 
is not of God. 

311 auT1j iOTlv ii dyyEXta ••• Yva dya:m'.'ip.Ev. "The words do not 
simply give the contents of the message, but its aim, its purpose." 
So says Westcott, resolved, on all occasions, to maintain the telic 
force of iva, but disregarding the fact that if the lva clause gives the 
purpose of the message, the message itself is not given at all. It is 
perfectly clear that in such constructions as aiJTT/ . • . lva, the 
iva clause gives the purport, not the purpose, of the announcement 
or command (cf. John 2 25 434 629• 40 1150 158 etc., 1 John 2 27 323 421 

53• 16). The laboured explanation given in Abbott's Johannine 
Grammar [2094-6] of such passages as John 434 629 1334 q 3 etc., 
is extremely convincing in contrarium. 

312 o& Ka9w~ ( except 2 Cor. 85) is purely J ohannine (John 658 

1427). The sentence here is elliptical, and irregular in a high degree. 
If we punctuate with a comma between this and the preceding verse 
(Tischendorf), we must translate ". . . that we love one another, not 
as Cain (did, who) was of the Wicked One," etc. Or we may 
regard otJ Ka8ws, K.T.A., as the first member of a new sentence, the 
conclusion of which is unexpressed: "Not as Cain (who) was of the 
Wicked One, and slew his brother (let us be or do)." To make the 
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sentence grammatical, it seems necessary, in either case, to supply 
o,; or orr1rcp before ~v, and also to change ov into p,~. In John 658 

the construction with ov Ka0w,; is equally loose. Here the 
anacoluthon (if the second construction be preferred) is probably 
due to the sudden rushing upon the writer's mind of the question, 
Kal xa.pw T{vo<;, 

xapw, as a preposition ( = lvcKa, and usually found after its 
case, e.g. T{vo, xapiv), is not uncommon in the N.T., but is here 
only in St. John. 

Ta. Epya a&roii 'll'Dl'IJpa ~v. '11'ovripa. marks the source as well as 
the character of the works. They were inspired by o '11'ovrip6,. 

313 p.~ 6aup.atnE. "Do not be wondering (as you are in danger 
of doing)." In the Gospel and Epistles of St. John the p,~ of 
prohibition is found only once with the aor. subj. (John 37), 

everywhere else ( r9 times) with the present imperative. 
d fJ,L<TE'i:. Used thus with the indicative after verbs denoting 

strong emotion, d=on. Cf. Mark r5 44, Luke r2 49, Acts 268- 23, 

2 Cor. 11 15• 

up.as o Koup.os. Both words are emphatic by position. You 
are to the World what Abel was to Cain. According to the 
interpretation I have adopted in my exposition of the passage, p,TJ 
0avp,J.(cT£ is connected with the preceding verse by an unexpressed 
"therefore." On another view (Haupt, Westcott) it is connected 
with. what follows by an unexpressed "because." "Do not be 
surprised that the World hates you ; because we know that to 
love the brethren (whom the World hates) is proof of nothing 
less than a transition from death into life." The insertion of Kal 

before p,TJ 8avp,a(Eu (by ~, C*, Peshitto, retained by Tischendorf in 
his text) shows that the interpretation I have given is a very 
ancient one. 

314 o!Sap.Ev• A case in which dolvm can scarcely be differentiated 
from y,vwa-Knv. It probably expresses a stronger feeling of the 
certainty of the thing known; cf. 519• See special note on yww<TKnv 
and d8evm. 

o p.~ dyQ'll'wv. Although TOV a0€A.cp6v awou (T.R.) may not 
belong to the authentic text, it must be supplied in thought. 
Westcott, indeed, takes b p,TJ aya1rwv as "expressing the feeling in its 
most absolute form." But it is not to be supposed that, in this 
single clause, the conception of Love is widened beyond that which 
obtains everywhere else in the Epistle. v. supra, pp. 256-7. 

315 Kal o!SaTE, Ye know it at once, without instruction, or 
even reflection. 
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dv8pw1roKTOvos, In the N.T. only here and in John 844• 

11'05 dv8pw'll"OKT0VOS OUK exu, See note on z19• 

39 1 

tw~v a.twvLov = 'T~v (w~v in 314• The same equivalence of 
article and adjective is found in 511• 12• 

316 &ci>ELAOjJ,EV. Stronger than 8ei:. See note on 2 6• 

317 XPE1av exovrn. For the use of the phrase absolutely, cf. 
Mark z25, Acts 2 45 435, Eph. 428• 

Ta. avMyxva = C')?~'\ Is found also in classical Greek with 
this sense. A favourite Pauline word, only here in St. John. 

KAELU'!J, Not found elsewhere with u-,,...\ayxva. 
318 dya1rw11Ev. For the use absolutely, cf. 314 47• 8• 19• My':-' ... 

y>-.w-.ran ... epy"[ ... d>-.ri8e[~. Haupt and Weiss find here a 
double contrast-.\oy<p (sincere good wishes) with lpy<p (good 
deeds), and y.\wcrcrr, (hollow phrases) with &..\rifMff (sincerity). 
Obviously, however, there is only a single contrast. y.\wcrcrr, is 
merely a contemptuous synonym of .\oy<p, expressing how cheap 
such love is; while &),:q0e{<t does not introduce a second idea, 
co-ordinate with Jpy'f, but declares that only love in "deed" is love 
in "truth" (cf. John 424, where -,,..vevµ.an and &..\ri0d<t stand in 
exactly the same relation). .\oy<p and y'Awcr<Tr, are datives of 
instrument. · 

~v TOUT'(', Here only, m the Epistle, used with retrospective 
reference. 

1re1aop.ev Ta.s K«p81as. Not dependent on yvwcroµ.e0a Jn, but 
co-ordinate with it. 

Ej,L'll"poaf!Ev mhou. avTOii stands for God (cf. 2 3• 4• 29), as 1s 
evident from µ.e{(wv fortv o 0eo, following. 

KamyLVwaKn, KarnywwaKeLv is not found elsewhere in the 
N.T. (except in perf. part. Ka'Teyvwcrp,lvos, Gal. 2 11). It has 
three shades of meaning: to accuse ( = Ka'Triyope1v), to declare 
guilty, to give sentence against ( = KarnKp[veiv). Here it is to be 
taken in the second of these'' meanings. When · conscience 
accuses, it ipso facto brings in a verdict of guilty; but while it 
may anticipate, it does not pronounce sentence. These verses 
(319• 20) present an exegetical problem of no little complexity. I 
do not propose to offer an exhaustive account of the many 
different views that have been taken of the syntax and of the 
sense (this may be found concisely in Westcott; at greater 
length in Ruther or Haupt); but it is necessary, in the first 
place, to indicate where the main difficulties of the passage lie. 
One source of difficulty is the verb 1re1ao11Ev. This may be 
taken in its ordinary sense, "persuade" or "convince," with Ta, 
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Kap3ia,; 'YJp.wv as direct, and the clause oTt µ.e{iwv £<TTtv b 0«5,;, 
K.T.A., as secondary predicate. But it is usually under
stood here in the sense of "over-persuade," "pacify," "assure" 
(A.V., R.V.). The extra-biblical parallels cited (Hesiod, ap. 
Plat. Rep. 390 E; Josephus, Arch. vi. 5. 6) are valueless. In 
both cases the translation "pacify " is possible, but in neither 
is it necessary. In the N. T. the only passage at all parallel is 
Matt. 2814-~p.et',; 1re{a-oµ.ev abTov-which might be translated " we 
shall talk him over." The strongest example is 2 ~face. 445 

(Westcott), where 1rpo,; To 1rEL<Tm Tov f3aa-iMa has as its equivalent 
in the next verse w, &.vatf,vtovTa Tov f3aa-i>.ea, and may very well 
be translated "in order to reassure the king." But, even if the 
literary parallels be thought too meagre to establish the use of 
1rd0ew in this special sense, virtually the same meaning may be 
got by translating it "persuade." "Herein shall we recognise that 
we are of the truth, and shall persuade our hearts bc:fore Him." 
Persuade our hearts of what ? Of this, naturally, "that we are of 
the truth" (Plummer). 

A second source of difficulty is the ambiguity of the words 
on Elli/ Karnym.luKn iJfLWY tj Kap8(a. This is capable of three 
different meanings-" that, if our heart condemn us"; "because, 
if our heart condemn us " ; " whereinsoever our heart condemn 
us" (R.V.). The last of these is fully tenable. The construc
tion ( acc. rei. c. gen. pers.) is the normal construction after 
KaTaywwa-Keiv; and though the special form on Mv is not well 
authenticated elsewhere in the N.T., this is of little importance 
in view of the fact that such forms as ;;._ U.111 01ro11 Mv, o<Toi U.v, 

o<TrfKt, U.v are more or less common, and that the substitution 
of M.v for av in such compounds is a feature of later Greek (v. 
Moulton, pp. 42, 43). 

Of the text as it stands, then, various renderings are possible. 
Taking 1re{<10µ.ev as "persuade," we may translate the whole
" We shall persuade our hearts before Him that, even if our own 
heart condemn us, (that) God is greater than our heart" (so 
'vVeiss, Boltzmann); or, "\Ve shall persuade our hearts, wherein
soever our own heart condemn us, that God is greater," etc. 

The former translation regards the second i5n as a rhetorical 
resumption of the first (" that, if"-" that, I say, ... "); and this, 
with so few words intervening, seems to me intolerable,1 whether 
in Greek or in English. On either rendering, however, the 
meaning is virtually the same. We persuade our heart that God 
is greater tban our heart, and, because He knows all things, is 

1 See additional note, p. 415. 
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better able to judge whether we are "of the truth." The objection 
to th_is, and to me it seems decisive, is that ev TOVT'{' is quite left 
out of the thought. How can it be said that "herein-namely, 
in our loving in deed and in truth-we shall persuade our hearts 
that God is greater than our hearts "? 

We are compelled to adopt the alternative translation of 
1rEfrrop,Ev as " pacify " or "assure," or " persuade our hearts that 
we are of the truth." Even so, a double rendering is possible. 
" Herein . . . we shall assure our hearts before Him, because
even if our own heart condemn us - because (I say) God is 
greater than our heart." But, again, this meaningless repetition 
of "because" is intolerable ; and we are shut up to the transla
tion of the R.V. as the only possible one of the accepted 
text-" We shall assure our hearts before Him, whereinsoever 
our own heart condemn us, because God is greater than our hearts, 
and knoweth all things." All these renderings have, however, 
one chief feature in common -the fact that God is greater than 
our own heart is a fact that tends to tranquillise the heart. And 
so I have interpreted the passage in my exposition. 

But it must be admitted that the thought most naturally 
suggested by God's being greater than our hearts and knowing 
all things is, that if even our own heart condemn us, much more 
must we dread the judgment of the All-knowing. And this is 
the view maintained by Professor Findlay (Expositor, November 
1905), who would translate 320 "Because, if our own heart con
demn us (because), God is greater than our heart, and knoweth 
all things." He recognises that the stumbling-block is the sec-ond 
tn, which, accordingly, he dismisses from the text as a "primitive 
error of the copyist" or an "inadverten'ce of the author." 

But there is a still greater difficulty remaining, namely, that 
this interpretation leaves 320 without any obvious link of con
nection with 319• How can it be said that "Herein-by loving in 
deed and in truth-we shall . . . assure our hearts before Him; 
because, if our own heart condemn us, God is greater than our 
heart, and will judge more strictly"? 

"But," not "because," is needed to indicate such a line of 
reasoning. To justify such a "because" some connecting thought 
must be supplied between 319 and 320• "We shall assure our hearts 
before Him; (and it is the more necessary that we be able to do 
this) because if our own heart condemn us, God is greater," etc. 
Granted the right to amend the text by the omission of the second 
on (which is omitted in A, and in the Vulgate, Memphitic and 
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Thebaic versions), and to supply such a connecting link in the 
thought, this interpretation would be most acceptable. It greatly 
simplifies the passage; gets rid of the cumbrous "whereinsoever 
our own heart condemn us," and it secures a clear antithesis between 
the lav Kamywtfirrt<'[J of 320 and the :.av /L1J • . • KaTaywtfi<TK'[} of 321• 

The last point is a strong one in its favour. 
322 8 Uv. See note on on ia.v, 320. 
eVTo1a.s Tl')poup.ev. v. supra, p. 2 r r. 
T« dpeOT«. Only here and in John 829 Ta &pecrra a~r<ii 1roiw. 

eva.pecrror; is the Pauline term, Phil. 48, Eph. 510, Col. 320, also 
Heb. r321• 

323 KO.L 0.UT'I] EO"TLV ~ EVTOA ~ o.1hou !vo.. 
,vo. indicates the purport, not the purpose of the command. 

Cf. John 1J34 1512• 17, r John 421• See note on 311• 

!vo. mureuwp.ev. The reading is doubtful, Tischendorf preferring 
murevwJLev, W. and H. 1TiurwcrwJLev. Here the present tense gives 
a better sense _than the aorist. It is more natural that the corn• 
mandment should be that we maintain faith, than that it should 
refer to the initial act of faith. In the parallel passage, John 639, 

the tense is the present. 
mOTeuwp.ev T't) &v6p.o.n. The construction is unique. Elsewhere 

it is el-. To 5vo/La, (John r12 223 318, 1 John 513). The meaning, 
however, must be the same with both constructions. See note on 
7rt<TTeveiv appended to Chapter XIII. 

T~ ov6p.a.Tt. The 5voJLQ. of Christ is not distinguishable in effect 
from Christ Himsel£ It is the "self-revelation of Christ" (West
cott), or rather the true conception of Christ, by which He is present 
to. the minds of believers, and is proclaimed to men in the Gospel. 
(Cf. Acts 915.) It may be that the phrase mcrreveiv elr; ro 5vo/La. was 
a reminiscence of the baptismal formula (Acts 816 195). But the 
present passage suffices to show how groundless is the supposition 
that "to believe in the name" of Christ signified a lower kind of 
faith than is implied in "believing in Christ "-a profession of faith 
such as might warrant baptism (Origen; adopted by Abbott, 
Johannine Vocabulary, p. 37, and by Westcott on John 2 23). Here 
the "Name" of Christ is nothing else than Christ Himself as He is 
presented in the Gospel, and is the object of human speech and 
thought. 

Ka.l ciya.1rwp.ev &.>..>.~>.ous Ko.Ow,;; E8WKEY EVTOA~Y ~p.iv. 
to EBwKev is "His Son, Jesus Christ," not God. 
command was iin &.ya1rwµEV TOVS &BeArpovr;: here it 
quoting the exact word of John 1384• 

The subject 
In 314 the 
is &,\,\~Aov,, 
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324a KOL <'i T'f]flWV TflS EVTOAas a.ihou. TOS :vro)ui, may refer 
to the two great branches of the JvToArj in 323 ; but preferably 
o rtJpwv Ta., ,vroAa, is to be taken as a resumption of the similar 
phrase in 322• 

324b Kal £V -roV-rie ylvti1u1<op.ev 6rl p.Jvu £v T/µlv, €K ToV 7rV£Vµaroc; ot 
~µ,'i,v iSwKev. With this begins the new paragraph extending to 46• 

The matter to be tested is that God "abideth in us"; the test is 
the Spirit He has given us, that is to say, the Spirit that confesses 
Jesus as the Christ come in the flesh (42). 

lv To.ST<:> y1v@aKo/l-ev . • • EK Tou 1rve.S/J,a.To,. This collocation of 
ev and £K is certainly peculiar and, in fact, ungrammatical ; but it is 
unwarrantable to say (Ebrard, Westcott) that it is impossible. It 
is probably accounted for by the fact that iv TOVT<(1 yivwaKetv is so 
much of a formula with the Writer that the proper prepositional 
force of lv is not fully felt. ym.oaKew eK occurs in 46• Cf. o0e" 
ytvwaKop,ev, 2 18• 

I must admit that the exposition I have given of this verse 
(v. supra, p. 263 sqq.) is not sustained by the commentators (except, 
in part, by Holtzmann and Plummer), who in one way or other all 
refer lv TOVT'{' to the keeping of the "corn mandments " in the first 
half of the verse. Some (Lucke, Ebrard, Rothe, Westcott) do so 
directly; in which case not only does this clause become purely 
tau,tological, but EK Tov 1rl'evµ,aTo,, K.T.A., is altogether left out of the 
construction. To obviate this difficulty, Westcott (following Ebrard) 
supplies a second yivwaKop,w before EK Tov ,rvevµ,aTOs, and ,extracts 
from this the meaning (if I understand him rightly):-" We know 
that God abides in us by the love that prompts us to obey His 
commandments-in other words, we know it by the Spirit He bath 
given us." But, besides the arbitrariness of supplying this second 
y1vwaKop,ev, to identify the possession of the Spirit with the Love 
that prompts obedience is quite foreign to the doctrine of the 
Epistle, in which the function of the Spirit is solely to testify of 
Christ. Others (Huther, Haupt, etc.) correctly relate iv TOVT'{' to 
EK rnv 1rvevp,aTo,, but in the sense that the Spirit is the source of the 
knowledge that God abideth in us, if we keep His commandments. 
The "keeping of the commandments," that is to say, is valid proof 
of God's abiding in us only when we are conscious of it, by the 
witness of the Spirit, as the fruit of a renewed nature. But this is 
to reason in a way exactly the reverse of St. John's, who tests spmt 
by deeds, not deeds by spirit-the tree by its fruits, not the fruits 
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by the tree. Undoubtedly, the meaning is, not that the Spirit is 
the source of a subjective assurance that God dwelleth in us, but 
that the Spirit gives objective evidence of this by prompting the 
confession that Jesus is the Christ. v. infra, 42 and 13• 

ou ~11i:v l8wKev. The relative is attracted into the case of its 
antecedent; cf. among numerous examples, John 414 1 520• But 
might not of be a partitive genitive? cf. lK Toti 1rvevp,aros (413). 

l!iwKev. We find U8wKev in 413 •. The aorist points to the time 
when the gift was bestowed ; the perfect denotes its permanence. 

41 I-'-~ iraVTl 1rve611aTt irto-reifeTe. See note on 1rurreveiv, appended 
to Chapter XIII. 

.1~£>..TJM8a.cnv els Tciv K60-11ov. They have gone forth as am
bassadors from their native sphere, the d::emonic world, on their 
errand of deceit ( cf. 1 Kings 2 2 22, 1 Pet. 58, Rev. 208). Probably 
these "false prophets" were identical with the "antichrists " who 
had gone out from the. Church (219). 

4 2 iv TOOT'{'= by the test which is about to be laid down. 
ywwa-Kere, following JL>J -irtUTeven and 8oKtµ.cf.tere, is better taken as 
imperative than as indicative. In all the three verbs, the present 
tense points to the duty enjoined, as one which must be performed 
as often as the occasion arises. 

,r&v 'll"VEUflO. & 0110>..oyei: 'i'ljO"OUV Xpto-TOV iv ua.pKl l>..'lj>..u8oTa. ; cf. 
2 John 7• v. supra, p. 94 (n.). 

43 6 I-'-~ of-'-0>..oyei: T<iv 'l'l)o-ouv. µ.~ in a relative clause with the 
indicative is exceedingly rare in the N. T. (Tit. 1n, 2 Pet. 1 9). 

Here it is used with classical correctness, as expressing the sub
jective conviction of the writer that there are no exceptions to 
the statement he is making. "Every spirit whatsoever that 
confesses not," etc. In Polycarp's quotation of the verse (Westcott, 
p. 142) it runs : -iras yap cls ~v JL>J /Jµ.o>..oyfj. TOV '1110-ouv. The article 
defines 'J"lluouv in the full sense of the formula in the preceding 
verse. The only valid confession of Jesus is that He is " Christ 
come in the flesh." 

Ka.l TouTo io-nv TO Toil dvnxpio-Tou. -irvevµa may be supplied both 
with rovro and with ro (Weiss, Haupt, R.V., and most com
mentators). But the natural interpretation, it seems to me, is to 
take rovro as denoting the whole matter that has just been under 
discussion, and rt> rov &.vrixp{urov in a similar general sense (West
cott). "And this that we have been speaking of-all these un
divine manifestations-are the fulfilment of the current expectation 
of Antichrist." "That affair of Antichrist," as we might colloquially 
say. 
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6 dK1JK«l«TE. o, not ov. Antichrist is regarded as a principle or 
an event, not as a person. In 2 18 we find ~KovuaTE in precisely 
the same connection-a warning not to insist too pedantically upon 
tense-values. 

Kal vuv lv T'{i K61Tp.C(I ECJ"TLV ~811, Cf. Kat vvv 6-vT{xpurrol 7rOAAOt 

y•yovauiv (218). Here the addition of ~3"1 at the end of the clause 
lends a certain grim emphasis to the statement. There is no doubt 
about it; Antichrist is here-already upon us. 

44 vEVLK~Ka.TE. This is not to be understood only in the sense 
that ultimate victory is assured in principle (Calvin, Neander, 
Rothe). They have already conquered by their steadfast adherence 
to the truth, which has resulted in the separation of the false 
teachers from the Church ( 219). The tense indicates that the 
results of the victory will continue. 

45 aihol tlK Tou Koup.ou eiCT[v. a&o[, in strong contrast to the 
preceding vp.,et<; and to the succeeding -rip.,e1.,;. 

tK Toii KOup.ou >..a.Xouuw. Cf. lK T1J'> yrj, >.a>.,;: (John 381), although 
yij and Koup.,os are not quite equivalent. 

46 ~p.EL<; tlK TOU 8eou lup.iv. EK TOV KOUP.,011 ••• EK TO'V 0wv. 
The two phrases, though parallel, do not express exactly the same 
relation. In the latter case, the source of the spiritual life is 
indicated; in the former, its affinities. Cf. supra, pp. 142-3. 

YJ/J-EL<; • • • d.KoUEL ~p.wv. -rip.,e'is must refer, not to Christians 
generally (Calvin, Liicke, Haupt), but to the Writer himself and 
those whom he associates with himself as teachers of the Truth. 

EK TouTou. Here only in St. John is EK TovTov found in an 
inferential sense (John 666 1912 in a temporal sense). Cf. lv TOVT<f' 

yiv&JUKop.,ev ••• EK Tov 7rvevp.,aTos (3 24). Westcott suggests that iv 

,rovT't' indicates a more direct, EK TovTov a less direct, inference. 
But a single instance supplies meagre data for any such conclusion. 

ytvwuKop.ev. The subject is not the -rip.,••s of the preceding 
clause. Such discerning of spirits by such means is the privilege 
of all who have the xr'tup.,a (220). 

47 7rUS 6 ayan-wv EK TOV 0eov yeylvv'IJTaL Ka~ ytvw(TKfL TOY 0,6v. The 
inter-relation of the three ideas-" loving," "begotten of God," 
"knowing God "-has been construed in a bewildering variety of 
ways. Let us call these, for the sake of brevity, a, b, and c. b and c 
are taken as both consequences of a (De Wette), which inverts the 
relation between a and b ; a is taken as the consequence of b, and 
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b again of c (Weiss), which inverts the relation between b and c; 
a and c are taken as both consequences of b (Haupt, Rothe, 
Westcott), which is true, but, as regards the relation between b 
and c, irrelevant, the relation of the knowledge of God to the 
Divine Begetting not being here in question. The true anatomy 
of the sentence is that a is the consequence, therefore, the test of 
b; and that a is either the consequence (Ruther) or the condition, 
and, in either case, the test of c. The important point is that 
"loving" is the test and criterion both of being "begotten of God" 
and of "knowing" God. Beyond question, it seems to me, this is 
the purport of the verse. 

48 o p.~ o.ya"lrwv. µ.~ is used because the phrase· is conditional 
in effect, though not in form. In St. John ob with the participle 
occurs only once, John ro12. 

49. The order of the words is finely significant. Observe the 
emphatic position of TOV VlOV abTOv TOV µ.ovoyui, also of o 0eos, 
following its predicate &.1rluTaAK£V. 

lcf>avepw&rJ. Cf. r2• The Love is everlasting ; the aorist points 
to the definite occasion of its manifestation. 

Ev ~p.Lv may be taken as dependent on l<f,aYE:pw071-" in us" as 
its objects (cf. John 93); or on .,, aya1r71 TOV 0wv. The latter, 
indeed, would seem to require .;, aya1r71 T. () • .;, lv .,,µ.,v. But see 
note on 416• For the sense of lv ~µ.'ill, see the same note. 

410 iv rouT'1J taTtv ~ o.yam'). Herein is Love. Neither Toti 0wv 
nor anything else is to be supplied after .;, J.yd.7r7J. This is Love in 
its purest essence. 

o~x c':n ~,ie1s . . . «>..>..' on a~TCls. This is not an example of 
the frequent elliptical obx on ... ,l,\,\a, "not that" ... "but" 
(a genuine case of which is found in John 722). Here the on in 
each clause is in strict logical and grammatical dependence on 
lv TOVTCJ! i<JT{v. What is said is, not that we did not love God, but 
that the true nature of Love is revealed, not in our love to God, but 
in God's Love to us. 

~y&ffl'Jaev . . . chrE°OTELAEv. The aorists concentrate attention 
upon the definite act in which this Love was so wondrously 
embodied. 

i>..aap.ov "ll"Epl, K.T.A. A secondary predicate, in the ~ame 
manner as uwTTJpa in 414• The absence of the article with i,\auµ.6, 
brings out the qualitative or generic force of the word. The 
thought is not of the fact that Christ is the propitiation for our sins 
(to the exclusion of all others), but that God's Love was so great 
that He sent His Son as a propitiation for sin. The whole clause 
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corresponds to iva {"7CTWP,EV ot' avrov in 49• It is because He is a 
propitiation for our sins that we live through Him. 

412 8eov o~Sels irwiroTe TdlEo.Tat. This is almost a quotation of 
John I 18 0eov OVOEl, e:wpaKEV 71"W71"0TE, In both places the sentence 
begins with the accusative 0e6v (the absence of the article giving to 
the word its most absolute sense-" God as God") followed 
immediately by the negative ov3Ei~-the statement thus being made 
with the strongest possible emphasis: "God in Himself no man 
hath ever seen." 

Te8foTm. In St. John 0eau0ai signifies either bodily vision 
(John 1 38 65 II 45) or spiritual contemplation (John 114 435). Here 
it must be taken in the former sense. 

By the majority of commentators quite a different interpretation 
is put upon this verse from that which I have advanced (supra, p. 
2 50 ). Te0iaTat is taken in simple and immediate contrast to µ,lm iv 
'1/P,W. "Though no man hath seen God at any time, yet God may 
be abiding in us as the Life of our lives ; and the sign ( or the 
reality) of this is present when we love one another" (Westcott, 
Weiss, Haupt, Ruther). This gives a sense that would be un
exceptionable but for two things: (a) that "No man hath seen God 
at any time" is introduced with exceeding abruptness-there is no 
link of thought that attaches it to the preceding verse; and (b) that 
the parallel passage (420) is decisively in favour of the interpretation 
I have given. 

Kal ~ cl.y«1MJ o.ihoil. Not the Love of God to us nor the Love 
which God commands, but the love which is it avrov (47) and 
is His own nature (48). 

Our loving one another is the sign that He (whose nature is 
Love) is abiding in us, and it is also the means by which His 
Love has been "fulfilled in us." 

413-16. 

A new paragraph, as is recognised by H uther, Haupt, Ebrard 
(vigorously opposed by Weiss). 

413• See note on 324\ of which this verse is almost a verbal 
reproduction. 

iv TouT~ yLvwaKOjJ,EV •. - oTL i!K Toil irveu,-..aTos, K.T.>.. The second 
cln is in strict apposition to lv TOVT'f'. "In this, namely, that He 
hath given us of His Spirit, we perceive that we abide in Him and 
He in us." By most of the commentators the verse is related to 
what precedes, either the entire paragraph (7-12) or, specially, to 
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the words, '1 ay&'IM'/ mn-ov T£TEA£twµlv71 EV ,:,µ7.v Ea-Tlv. "We know 
that it is God Who abides in us, and in Whom we abide; because 
the Spirit teaches us to recognise the Love which is revealed 
in the mission of Christ as the true nature of God and as the 
source of the Love that is fulfilled in 'us" (Weiss). But the true 
connection of the verse is with what follows (H uther), as a com
parison with the parallel passage (3210-46) plainly shows. There 
the test of Belief immediately follows the test of Love; so here. 
There the presence and work of the Spirit are manifested in the 
confession of the True Belief; so here ( 414• 15). 

414• The first-fruit of the gift of the Spirit is the Apostolic testi
mony itself. K«l ~p.~'is. The writer and his fellow-witnesses. It is 
true that "The vision and witness remain as an abiding endowment 
of the Church," but not that "The Apostle does not speak of himself 
personally, but as representing the Church" (Westcott). On the 
contrary, it is the importance of the personal element in the vision 
and witness that is brought out by the emphatic Kal Y)µ£1.c;. 

Te8ea.p.e8o.. See note on 412• 

Te8ea.p.e8o. Ko.l p.apTupoiip.ev. Cf. r2• It is not necessary to regard 
the two verbs as forming only one compound idea (Westcott). Its 
full and proper force may be given to each. The witness-bearing is 
based on the beholding, exactly as in r2• The meaning is, "We 
have personally beheld the historic Jesus, and, taught by the Spirit, 
have recognised the true significance of what we beheld, namely, 
that the Father hath sent the Son to be the Saviour of the world; 
and to this we bear witness." a1rla-rnAK£v, as in 49-expressing the 
present and permanent reality of the mission of Christ. 

o-wTiJpo. Toil K6o-p.ou. Secondary predicate; cf. l>..aa-µ6v (410). 

415• The permanent result of the gift of the Spirit is the believing 
response of others to the Apostolic testimony, r»~ ~v bµo>..oy~fT'(}, 
K.T.A. 

li 8eo!i iv mh4) p.lm Kal o.~TO!i iv T4l 8e4l. The order of statement 
is the reverse of that found in 413 ; but, since the evidence of the 
mutual indwelling is the same in both places, this only shows that 
the order has no special significance. 

416 Kol ~p.e1!;. Not those who bear the original testimony (414), 

but the writer and his readers, or Christian believers generally. 
ilyvwKap.o Ko.l 1re1rLo-TeuKo.p.ev. See footnote, p. 269. 
niv d.y&m1v lxELv is simply a stronger expression for aya1ruv. In 

Greek, as in English, to "have" love, joy, grief, desire, etc., means 
nothing else than to love, rejoice, grieve, desire, etc. (cf. John 1385 

r62L 22 1713, Rom. 1c2 1523 etc.). And here T~v aya.1r7Jv ~v lx£i o 
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0e6s expresses, perhaps a little more emphatically, r~v dya1rriv rov 
0eov (49). 

Thus the question whether b -qµ.'Zv is dependent on lxew or on 
dya1r1/v does not arise. The verb and the associated noun are only 
the corn pound expression of a single idea ( cf. John 1621 >..v1r11v 
EXEL, O'TL • • • ; Rom. I 523 £1TL1t'D0fov lxwv 'TDV J>..0etv; Phil. 123 'T'YJV 
im0vµlav lxwv El,;; 'T() d.va.\vcrai). 

The grammatical point, however, is of minor importance. The 
real question here is as to the meaning of iv iJµtv. And this, not
withstanding the protest of Westcott and Ruther and the rendering 
of R. V., is, I maintain, practically equivalent to Eis ;,µas-" toward 
us." We may conceive of Love as going forth toward and reaching 
its object (Eis), or as resting on and abiding in its object (ev), 
without any real difference of meaning. Both usages are sufficiently 
illustrated in the N.T. St. Paul everywhere uses els (Rom. 58, 

Eph. 115, Col. 14, r Thess. 312, 2 Thess. 1 8) except in 2 Cor. 87, 

where, with exactly the same meaning, he uses fr (rii et vµwv iv iJµtv 
dya1rv, " Your love to us," R. V.). This proves the interchangeable-
ness of the two prepositions with dyo.1r11, In the three cases where 
St. John uses ay&.,,.,,, with a preposition following (John 1335, 

1 John 49• 16), the preposition is iv. But if &yJ..,,.,,,v lx11re EV d,\,\~,\01, 

(John 1335) is translated "have love one to another" (R. V. ), 
why should T~v dya1r1/v ~v EXEi o 0E6<; iv 71µ1.v be pedantically 
rendered "the love which God hath in us"? (R. V.). To "have 
love in a person" is not an English idiom; and ev iJp..tv must be 
rendered either by some periphrasis, or simply and quite adequately 
by "toward us." I plead, therefore, for the restoration of simplicity 
and common sense in the exegesis of this verse and also of 49-for 
the rejection of such far-fetched subtleties as Westcott's explanation 
of" Herein was manifested the love of God, lv 71µ'iv" (49) :-" The 
Christian shares the life of Christ, and so becomes himself a 
secondary sign of God's love"; and of "the love which God hath 
iv 71µ.'"iv," here in 416 :-"The love of God becomes a power in the 
Christian body. Believers arc the sphere in which it operates and 
makes itself felt in the world." The progress of thought in this 
section is simple as it is beautiful: "Herein was the love of God 
toward us manifested (4g). Herein is the reality that was mani
fested (410). Herein is our response to the reality of Divine 
love thus manifested-we have recognised it and believed it" 
(416), 
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417 11e8' 'flf-tWV, Instead of .lv ~µ'iv (2 5 412). In grammar and 
sense it belongs to -reTe>..dwTat, not to aya:rr'f/. By some com
mentators it is understood as signifying the mutual love between 
God and us (but St. John never includes God and man in ~µe'i,); 
by Westcott, as implying that in the perfecting of Love "God works 
along with man" (an excessive weight of meaning to lay upon the 
preposition, and a thought foreign to the passage) ; better, as by the 
majority of commentators, of the mutual love which is realised in 
the Christian community. Or, might it simply mean what "with 
us" so often means in English-" in our case"? 

1rapp'l')u[a. v. supra, p. 2 So. 
exw11ev. The Trapfn7rr[a is a present possession. The tense, 

however, does not exclude a reference to the future. Although in 
228 we find the aorist conj., the regular construction with lva to 
express a purpose the fulfilment of which lies in the future, St. John 
uses the present conj. also in the same sense (John r64 1724). 

Ka8ws EKELVOS, Cf. 2 6 33· 7, John I 716• 

410 d.ya1rwp.Ev. May be construed as indicative (A.V., R.V., 
Ruther, Weiss, Westcott, Holtzmann), or as imperative (Vulgate, 
Luther, Liicke, Rothe, Haupt). With the former construction the 
verse would appear to be an explanation or thanksgiving : "Why 
is it that we are not of those who, when they remember God, are 
troubled-that we are made perfect in love? It is owing to nothing 
in ourselves. We love, only because He first loved us." The 
sense given by the alternative construction seems to me more 
pointed as well as more obvious. "As for us, let us love," etc. 
It is quite in the Apostle's manner first to express confidence in the 
Christian attainments of His readers (" Herein is love perfected 
with us"), and then to exhort to further effort ( cf. 2 27• 28 41• 4). The 
exhortation "Let us love" is specially characteristic (47• 11). 

a,hos = God. Cf. 47• 11• 

1rpwros for 7rporepo,. In John r15 we find even 7rpWTO', µov ~v. 

~ya1M)uev. The aorist points to the historical act in which the 
Love was realised (49, 1°). 

4 20• The order of words is very expressive. aya11w To11 0e6v, with 
the emphasis on &.yaTrw-there is profession of warm love to God; 
Kal. TOV a8e>..<j,ov avroil µirrfi, with emphasis on TOY &.8e>..cpov awoil
and yet his own brother is to him an object of hate. 

d.ycmw TOV 8eov. ayaTrav is not used in the Fourth Gospel of the 
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feeling of man to God (although it is used of man's feeling to 
Christ, John 2015• 16), and in the Epistle is so used only here and 
in 52 ; in the Synoptics, only in quotations from the LXX. ; in 
other N.T. writings only in Rom. 828, 1 Cor. 83, Eph. 614 (Tov 
Kvptoi,), Jas. 1 12 25, I Pet. 1 8 ('l17a-ovv Xpia-TOI'). 

tj,euaTI)s la~[v. Cf. 16 24· 22. 
421 &,rr' auTou, i.e., from God, not expressly from Christ. The 

reference, however, is to Christ's "new commandment." Cf. 323• 

iva, indicating the purport, not the purpose, of the command
ment. See notes on 323 and 311• 

51 -rros o 11wTEuwv anticipates, according to the Writer's wont, the 
subject which is to be treated in the next section (53h•12); but there 
is no reason for regarding it as the beginning of that section 
(Westcott, Weiss). Here it is introduced to define those who are 
the objects of the Christian's brotherly love. 

on 'lriaous '1<TTlv o XpLaTos. In direct opposition to the doctrine 
of the antichrists (222). A full measure of brotherly love is claimed 
for all believers, but not for the antichrists and their adherents. 
v. supra, pp. 252-3. 

52 tlv TOUTI\), Correlative to OTav Tov 0<:6v, K.T,A.. 
TO. TEKVU TOU 8eou = TDV yEyevv17µ,frov '-t ai!TOV (51) = TDV a/3,:),.cp6v 

(420. 21). 
ornv. Cf. the U.v in 2 3• Both are used to avoid the clumsiness 

of fv TolJT~ ytvWuKoµEv 0Tt • • .. iJTt. 
To.s ivTO>..o.s mhou is not to be understood of the '1vToA1 of 4 21 

nor as including it (Weiss). St. John always makes a distinction 
between ai frm),.a{, the moral precepts in general, and ~ lvToA1, the 
commandment of Love. Thus in 2 3·6 the former exclusively are 
treated of, and then in 2 7•11 the latter. Obedience to the former 
constitutes 8iKawa-vv17; obedience to the latter is conceived simply 
as Love, not also as Righteousness. Here, "to love God and keep 
His commandments" is equivalent to St. Paul's "soberly and 
righteously and godly." 

-rro,w,.c..:v. Whereas T17povµ,<:v expresses heedful regard to the 
commandments ( 2 3 J22 53), 1roiwµ,ev expresses the actual performance 
of them in opposition to Antinomian pseudo-spiritualism. Cf. 2 29 

37 etc. v. supra, pp. 219-20. 
53 a.ilTIJ ••• lva.. See note on 311• 

ffope°LaL ouK ela1v. Cf. cpotyr{a {Japla, Matt. 234
• 

54• 'll'llV TO yeyEVYlJfJ,EVOV, v. supra, p. 275 (n.). 
ii v[K'IJ VLK~aaaa. v. supra, p. 276 (n.). 
~ 'll'l<TTLS, The solitary occurrence in St. John. v. supra, p. 258 (n.). 
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55 6 ULOS TOU El,;:ou = 0 Xpurro<; in 51• Cf. 2 22, where the same 
interchange of Xptur6, and vi~s rou 0Eou takes place. 

56 St' il8aTOS Kal aip.aros .•• iv T~ u8an Kal €II Tiii a'lp.ar,. "81a 
marks the means by which Christ's office was revealed ; lv the 
sphere in which He continues to exercise it" (Westcott). Even in 
point of grammar this is untenable, since Ev as well as 8uf depends 
upon the aorist V..0wv, which cannot refer to Christ's continuing to 
exercise His office. Here, "" does not differ materially from 8u£, 
c. gen., having that instrumental sense of which there are numerous 
examples in the N.T. (cf. Matt. 518 12 27 2652, Acts 47 1781, Rom 59• 10 

1221 etc.), and which is well established for popular Greek of the 
N.T. period (Moulton, pp. 12, 61, 104). 

57 or,. v. supra, p. 119 (n.). 
ot p.aprupoiivres, The participle, as distinguished from the noun, 

oi p,aprvpe,, sets the witnesses more vividly before us, as employed 
in the actual and present delivery of their testimony. The Water 
and the Blood, no less than the Spirit, are personified; hence the 
masculine µ,aprvpovvTEs qualifying the neuter nouns, 1rvEuµ,a, ilBwp, .. aip,a. 

59 d. c. pres. indic., assuming the truth of the supposition 
(cf. e.g. John 1317). 

The sentence is extremely awkward. v. supra, p. 1 24. The 
second part of it may be construed in three different ways, accord
ing as the second on is translated "that," "because," or "what
soever." "Because the witness of God is this (pre-eminently 
consists in this), that He has borne witness concerning His Son " 
(Westcott, Ruther, Holtzmann, R.V.); or, "Because the witness 
of God is this, (namely), whatsoever He has witnessed concerning 
His Son" (Rothe); "Because this (namely, the triple witness cited 
in the preceding verse) is the witness of God, because God hath 
borne witness concerning His Son" (Haupt, Weiss). Of these, the 
third seems to yield the most natural sense. The first and second 
seem to strain unduly the sense of ailT11 ,UTlv ~ p,aprvpla (=this is 
par excellence the witness of God). 

510 mareor,w els TOY utov . . . o p.~ 1runEowv T~ 9Eiii . • • 

1re1T(aTEUKEV els T~" p.«pTupfo.v. The distinction between 1r10-reve1v d, 
(=to "believe in," to commit oneself unto), and 1r10"Teve1v, c. dat. 
(=to " believe" or credit), is very clear in the first two phrases; 
but to draw the same clear distinction between the second and 
third is difficult. el, "I" p,aprupiav is explained by Westcott as 
carrying on belief of the testimony to belief in its object, the Son 
of God. It is better to regard it as looking beyond the testimony 
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to its source. It is not only disbelief of the testimony, but distrust 
of the person who bears it, that is signified; as, in English, " I do 
not trust your word," has a different implication from, "I do not 
believe what you say." 

1-1~ maTeuwv . . . o& 1re'll'111TeuKev. µ.~ and oil are here used 
with grammatical nicety. µ~ with the participle (equivalent to 
Ja.v n, µ~) stating the general case, ov with the indicative the 
definite fact. 

511 ~ f,!«pTup(a. This may be taken as applying to the "witness 
of God," spoken of in 510b, or to the "witness in Himself," spoken 
of in 510•. Our assurance of possessing Eternal Life rests, in the 
one case, on Divine testimony (cf. 2 25, John 316); in the other, 
on a conscious experience confirming Divine testimony. The 
former interpretation is preferable, both because a&i-17 JuTiv rJ 
µapTVp[a is more naturally referred to the nearer than to the more 
remote antecedent, and because this is more agreeable to the 
succeeding context, in which (512• 13) Belief is emphasised as the 
condition and test of Life, not Life as the confirmation of Belief. 

Kat «UTYJ ~ tu1~, K,T.>... The clause is under the government of 
Jn. The witness of God is not only that He gave us Eternal Life, 
but that the sole medium of its bestowal is His Son. 

512 ~ ,.,.~ EXW" ... oGK EXEL. Cf. note on 510• 

513 wuw eypmj,a u1-1tv !va d8ijTe, K,T.>... These words accur
ately define the governing aim of the whole Epistle. Contextually, 
however, they refer to the contents of 56•12, and most directly to 
511• 12• At the same time, they effect the transition to the new 
subject, confidence in Prayer-that being an immediate result of 
the knowledge that we have Eternal Life. 

eypa,j,a. Epistolary aorist. v. supra, p. 308. 
et8ijTe, In such a connection we might have expected the 

familiar yiv~CTKHV• But the more absolute £13lvai is justified by 
the added clause TOt<; '1Tl<TTWOV<Ttv EL'> TO ovoµa TOV vfov TOU 0wv. 
It is taken as self-evident truth, that they who believe on the name 
of the Son of God have Eternal Life. 

tw~v EXeTe atwviov. The peculiar order gives a separate emphasis 
both to the noun and to the adjective: "Ye have Life, and that 
Eternal." 

els To ilvo,-,.a. See note on 323• 

Tou ulou Tou 8eoil. By the full title of the Saviour, the Apostle 
finally recalls the central truth of the whole preceding section. 
(In this brief section alone, "the Son of God," or "His Son," 
occurs seven times.) And here he brings to a completion his 
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consideration of the subject of Belief. Except in a parting word 
(5 20) he does not recur to it. 

514-11. Subsection on Prayer. 
514 aUT'IJ correlative with on l6.v n alrwµe0a, K,T.A. 
'!l"app'l)a(a. v. supra, p. 280. This -r.appYJrr{a springs directly, 

not from the tw11v lxm, aiwvwv of the preceding verse, but from the 
,l8ijre. 

Ka.Tei T<i 6tlll.11p.a aihou. This defines, not the manner of the 
asking, but its object-TL. This qualification is not expressed in 
322, but is implied there in the character of the suppliants, who are 
such as "keep His commandments, and do those things that are 
well-pleasing in His sight," as it is also implied in John 157 by the 
condition, "If ye abide in Me, and My words abide in you." 

dKou£~ = hears and answers. Cf. John 931 II 41. 

This sense of aKav£iv is peculiar to St. John. 
515 Kal .lo.v o'i'.Sap.Ev. lav, c. indic. is, grammatically, an atrocity, 

and is without parallel in St. John, although it is found in 
I Thess. 38• Elsewhere, however, oTav, 01TOV av, and O!TOt av are 
found with the indicative, and examples for lav are furnished by the 
papyri (Moulton, p. 168). Westcott's explanation, that the unusual 
construction "throws the uncertainty upon the fact of the presence 
of the knowledge, not upon the knowledge itself," is beyond my 
comprehension. The one thing clear about it is that it is wrong. 
Uncertainty is not always implied by lav c. subj. (229), and still less 
need it be implied with the indicative. 

ahwp.£6a . . . TITIJKap.ev. The active and middle forms of alre,v 
are used by St. John without difference of meaning (pace Westcott). 
The only difference is that he prefers aiTe'i:v, c. acc. pers. The only 
exception to this is John n 22• 

Moulton's suggestion (p. 160), that aln:i:u0ai is the stronger word, 
does not seem to be borne out by J ohannine usage. 

on exop.ev. "We have," not "we shall have." The whole 
emphasis of the verse falls on this l:x.oµev. 

d'!I"' a~Tou. Connects much more naturally with i,T~Kaµev than 
with the more remote lxoµev. 

516• It is no accident that the one kind of prayer to which 
St. John refers is intercession. It is in accordance with the con
ception of Eternal Life which the whole Epistle expounds. That 
Life in its essence is Love ; for God is Love, and Love is fulfilled in 
us only by our loving one another (412). But Prayer is one of the 
modes of action in which that Life puts forth its energies. All 
prayer, indeed, which is according to the Will of God is in effect 
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intercessory. By the \Vill of God all who are "begotten of Him" 
are members one of another. The good of each is the good 
of all, and the good of all the good of each. Even in praying 
for his own forgiveness and sanctification, the Christian is praying, 
in a true sense, for the Body of Christ, is praying that he may 
contribute a stronger and more healthful influence to the Life of 
the Body. 

Uv TL<; l'.8n. The supposed case is stated, not as one of suspicion 
or of hearsay, but of personal observation. 

d.fLa.pTttvona. dp.a.pr(a.v. The cognate accusative is not a frequent 
construction with St. John. But cf. air~µ,ara '!JT~Kaµ,ev, 515, also 2 25, 

John 724 1726. 

dp.a.provona.. The tense shows that a persistent course of action 
and not an isolated act is contemplated. 

p.~ ,rpos Mva.rov. The µ,~ does not signify that in his judgment 
the sin is not unto death,-" that the decision can only be a sub
jective one" (Huther),-for it is found also in the next phrase, ro'Z, 
aµ,a.pravovcnv µ,r, 7rpo, Oavarov, where this meaning is not admissible. 
In both cases µ,~ is due to the influence of the supposition, Mv n<; Wy. 

a.L Tl)<Tt:L. He shall ask= let him ask. A milder imperative sense 
is intended, as is clear from AEyw Zva in the next clause. The 
imperative form, however, is avoided. It is assumed that this is 
what he will naturally and spontaneously do. 

KO.( 8wut:L OUTl{I tw~v To'i',; dp.a.pr«YOUO"LY P.'YJ ,rpos 8cmfrov. 
r. The subject to Sr.Jcrn may be the intercessor, avri'i! may be 

the "brother," with ro'Zs tlµ,apravovcrLv in apposition : "He will give 
his brother Life (z:e. he will be the means of doing so through his 
intercession), even to them that sin not unto death." In favour of 
this is the continuity of the constrnction-a.i~crEL Kal SwcreL; against 
it, the awkwardness of the immediate apposition of avn;; and 
TOt<; UjLO.pTO.J/OVCTtl'. 

2. The subject to Swcrei may be God, avr.;; may be the intercessor, 
and ro'i', &.µapravovcriv a dative of advantage: "God will grant to 
him life for them that sin not unto death." After the express 
reference in the preceding verse to God's answering prayer, there is 
no difficulty in supplying {}e6, before Swcrei. And upon the whole 
this interpretation seems, both in grammar and in sense, the more 
natural (so Liicke, Westcott; contrariwise, Weiss, Ruther, Rothe). 

E'unv d.fi,a.pr(a. ,rpo,; MvnTov. lcrnv, emphatic. There is such a 
thing as a sin unto death. 

o~ ,repl tlKt:fv'l]s }.._lyw Iva. ipwnJcrn. The sentence is not a pro
hibition, in which case the negative must have been attached to 
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lpwT1<T/7• The ov does not go directly even with >-..iyw, so as to 
constitute a strong dissuasion, but with 7r<p1 I.K,lv'YJ,;;-" It is not 
concerning that sin that I say he shall ask." 

11.lyw l'.va. Cf. Acts 194, Matt. 48, Mark 913, Luke ro40 etc. Even 
in such cases the original telic force of lva is almost lost, as is 
shown by the fact that it is often replaced by the simple infinitive. 
Matt. 233, Mark 543, Luke 954 etc. 

ilpwTtJCTn- The word properly means to ask interrogatively; and 
so it suggests prayer in which our requests are made known, as it 
were, with the inquiry whether they may be granted. But, in 
actual usage, it does not appear to have this meaning. It is note
worthy that JpwTo.v, · not ain'i:v, is the word by which our Lord 
always refers to His own prayers (John 1416 1626 r 79. I5. 20), 

517• On the verse as a whole, v. supra, p. r34, and note there. 
d8~K[a, v. supra, pp. 134-5. 
Ketl E<TTW «fLapr[a o& 1rpos Mvarov. ov instead of the µ4 of 516• 17• 

Here there is an express statement of fact. The verse as a whole 
effects, in the Apostle's usual manner, the transition to the next 
section. The idea of intercession, though still lingering in ov 
7rpoc; 0avarov, has become secondary; whereas the idea of sin, 
which is to be further dealt with, is primary. For similar transitions, 
cf. 310t 323 5s. 

518 oIBa/Lev. See special note on yivwuKEtV and ,1olvac;. Upon 
the whole, yivw<TKEW has been the key-word in the earlier parts of 
the Epistle; but here, in the dosing section, it is displaced by 
,likvai. The process of testing and self-discernment having been 
accomplished, the Apostle assumes its results, and lifts up his soul 
in a three-fold "we know" of joyful certainty. 

o&x U.fLCtpTUVEt. v. supra, p. 229. To supply 7rpoc; 0avaTOV after 
aµapTrivn (Rothe, after the older expositors) is entirely to miss 
the point ; which is, that though the Apostle has been speaking 
of "sin not unto death" as giving occasion for brotherly interces
sion, not even this "sinning not unto death" but not sinning 
at all, is the true characteristic of the Christian Life. 

dll.ll.' o YEVVtJIMs EK TOU 9eou T'IJPE~ eaurov. Certainty as to 
whether the true reading is avT6v or lavTov would at once decide 
the interpretation of yEw'YJBd,. But, although the majority of 
editors (Tisch., Trg., W. and H., Nestle, R.V.) favour avT6v, the 
ground for doing so is so narrow (A1, B, 105, and Vulgate for 
avr6v; ~, the Peshitta, and all other authorities for fovnlv) that 
here exegesis may claim to have a voice in the question of text. 

(a) If fovT6v be read, then clearly o yewri0,[c; is simply a synonym 
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for the preceding r.u, b yeywvYJp,<vo, £K ,-ou 0wv. To this it is ob
jected that elsewhere in St. John the Christian is not said to "keep 
himself," but is said to be kept by Divine power (John 17 11· 12. 15; 

cf. Rev. J1°, r Pet. r5). But it.is to be observed-(1) that the 
examples from the Gospel are only found in the Intercessory 
Prayer, where it is inevitable that this aspect of the truth shl}llld be 
presented; (2) that elsewhere in the N.T. the Christian is almost 
as often said to "keep himself" (r Tim. 522, Jas. 121, Jude 21) 

as to be kept by God; and (3) that precisely in the same sense in 
which the Christian is said to "purify himself" (33) he may be 
said also to "keep himself" (the two ideas are virtually identical). 

The question remains, why, if the subject be the Christian 
himself, 6 yew'70el,; should be substituted for the b yeyewYJp,lvo,; of 
the preceding clause. Westcott calls the substitution "im
possible" ; Plummer, "arbitrary and confusing." 

But there are other passages in the Epistle in which the 
perfect and the aorist points of view are changed quite as 
suddenly and apparently quite as arbitrarily as here ( cf. e.g. 49. 10). 
And here the literal translation-" Every one who has been 
begotten of God sinneth not; but he that was begotten of God 
keepeth himself "-does not strike me as "impossible" or even 
as "confusing." For a possible explanation of the change of 
tense, v. supra, pp. 2 2 9-30. 

(b) If au,-ov be read, o yew-r10e,, EK TOU 0eov can only refer to 
Christ (for Weiss's proposed explanation with the reading aurov, 
"He who was once begotten of God keeps that which is the 
result of the Divine Begetting," that is, o yeye1111'7µ,l:vos (=himself), 
is frankly impossible). To this there is the objection that 
o ye1111'70et,, as applied to Christ, is without parallel. And to me 
it does seem very improbable that, having just described the 
Christian as o yeyew'Y/p,fros, the Apostle should immediately 
expect us, without a hint of any kind, to understand by o yew'Y/0els 
the Only-Begotten Son of God. If this had been his meaning, 
it seems to me that he would certainly have written o v1os avroii 
or some such phrase; for there is nothing in o yevv'70els, any more 
than in 6 yeyevv'Y/p,lvo,;, by which it is intrinsically a fitting ap
pellation for the Divine Son. It seems, indeed, less fitting. For 
these reasons, and against my prepossessions, I conclude that the 
more probable reading is .1avrov (A.V. and R.V. marg.). The 
remarkable rendering of the Vulgate, "generatio Dei conservat 
eum," is evidently to be understood in the light of 39 or1 u1rlpµa 

> ,.., " , ,... , 
aurot1 ev av,-'1' P,£1'€1, 
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Ka.l 6 'll'ovYJpos. Cf. 2 13• All the influences of temptation are 
regarded as proceeding from him in whose personal agency they 
are concentrated. 

oox n--irTETm a.OTou=layeth not hold of him; cf. Ps. 10515• 

v. supra, p. 230, and note there. 
519 o!Sa.~Ev. The relation to the preceding verse is not that 

of inference-" We know, inasmuch as we fulfil the aforesaid 
condition." The o'l8aµ,e-v here is equally absolute with that of 
518 : the present verse reduces to concrete terms the general 
proposition there announced. 

on lK Tou 6Eou la~iv. The emphatic -qp,e'ts of 46 is here 
noticeably absent. The chief point of the antithesis is not the 
difference between us personally and the world, but the difference 
of the principle embodied in us and in it respectively. 

It is from God we derive what constitutes our essential being; 
the World as a whole lies in the Wicked One. 

6 K6a~os o>..os. This order is common in the N.T. instead of 
the more regular oAo, o Ko<rµ,o, (Matt. r626 2659, Mark 1 33 836, 

Luke 925 rr 36, John 453, Acts 21 30, r Cor. 1423). It seems in 
the majority of these cases to denote unity of state or action 
rather than wholeness of extent. Thus i5Aov Tov Koaµ,ov ( 2 2) = "all 
the World," "the whole of that which is called the World"; here, 
o Ko<rp,o, i5Aos KELTm=The World lieth as a whole (or wholly) in 
the Wicked One. 

lv T<t> 'll'OV1JP<t>· That 'T't' 1rovrip6J is masculine, not neuter (A.V.), 
is certain from the preceding verse. 

KELTm. The Wicked One does not "lay hold" of him who 
is "begotten of God" (518) ; but he does not need even to "lay 
hold" upon the World. Already it lies wholly in his grasp. This 
metaphorical use of KE1<r0ai iv is not found elsewhere in the N.T. 
The sense seems to be that of helpless passivity-to be "in the 
power of." The Wicked One is the apxwv of the world, and it 
lies utterly under his dominion and at his disposal. So in Soph. 
Oed. Col. 248 : EV vµ,'iv we; 0eci> Kdp,e0a TAap,OYES (Liddell and Scott, 
sub voce). 

520 o?Sa.~ev on. The third of the " triumphant certainties." 
In 518 the Apostle has asserted as a matter of certainty that the 
outstanding characteristic of the Life that is begotten of God is 
Holiness-its victorious antagonism, not to some sin, but to all 
sin, and that upon those who possess this Life the Wicked One 
takes no hold. In 519 this becomes the further assertion that we 
possess this Life, while the world lies entirely in bondage to the 
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Wicked One. But this assertion natura\ly raises two questions. 
First, it may be asked-on what grounds is it made? That we, the 
small handful of Christian believers, are right, and all the rest of 
the world wrong; that we alone are in possession of Divine truth 
and life, while the world as a whole is in bondage to falsehood and 
sin: this seems to be an enormously egotistical assumption. What 
gives us the right to make it ; nay, compels us, on penalty of treason 
to the truth itself, to maintain it? And then the second question 
arises. If it be true that there does run between men this awful 
moral cleavage, and if we are standing on one side-the Godward 
side-of that gulf, while the mass of mankind are on the other, 
how comes this to pass? Is it due to any moral or intellectual 
superiority in ourselves; and, if not, to what is it due? The 
present verse may be taken as answering either of those questions 
(though not stating the point quite as I have done, Haupt and 
Weiss take it as answering the former; Ruther and Rothe as 
answering the latter). But in fact it answers both; for, in indicating 
the means by which this has come to pass, it also indicates the 
ground of our certainty that it has come to pass. 

o!'llap.ev 'Ill. The verse is in substance explanatory of the first 
half of 519-" We know that we are of God"; but the explana
tion is occasioned by the statement of the second half-" and 
the whole world lieth in the Wicked One "; to which, therefore, 
it is connected adversatively by Si. 

llTL o uios Tou 8eou ~KEL Kal 8ll3wKev. According to the point of 
view, the Apostle speaks of Christ either as EATJAv06rn (42) or as 
eJ..0rfiv (5 6); describes His mission by a1rlurnAK£11 (49) or a1rluntJ..ev 
(410); and His gift by U8om:v (413) or l8wKev (324). Here the 
perfect sense is to be clearly marked. Both His coming and His 
gift are present and permanent facts. 

lva ytvwaKop.ev. Westcott's suggestion, that the quite abnormal 
yivwuKoµev is simply a "corrupt pronunciation" of yivwuKwµev, is 
amply confirmed by the more recent additions to our knowledge of 
vernacular Greek. By the time that the oldest extant MSS of the 
N.T. were written, o and w were no longer distinguished in pro
nunciation (cf. Moulton, p. 35). 

yivwaKHV• As throughout the Epistle, to recognise or discern, 
not to know with full experiential acquaintance ( eyvwKlvai). 

TOv aAtJ8tvov. aATJ0ivck, found only once in the Synoptists, once 
in St. Paul, four times in Hebrews, has nine occurrences in the 
Gospel, four in this Epistle of St. John, and ten in the Apocalypse. 
Everywhere in the Gospel and Epistle it has its proper meaning of 
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"genuine" or "real "-that which perfectly corresponds in fact to 
the idea which its name expresses (cf. John 1 9 423 632 151 173, 

1 John 2 8, fieb. 82 924). 

The full knowledge of the True One is first made possible 
through His Son. While the God of the O.T. was o iU.178wo,; as 
opposed to the idols of heathenism, the God revealed in Christ 
is o &,\178w6,; in comparison with the limited and symbolical con
ceptions of the 0. T. itself. In Him we find completely realised 
that idea of Godhead which, when it reveals itself to us, we 
intuitively know to be the highest, transcending all other conceptions 
of the Divine, or rendering them intolerable. Christianity is not a 
revelation, but the revelation of God. In it we reach the absolutely 
and only Divine. 

K«£ lup.ev iv T4l <1.>..'1)8tv4l. Not under the government of i'va, but 
a thought hurriedly added to the foregoing, as if the Writer felt that 
he had understated the case in saying only that "We know Him that 
is true" (cf. Kat E<Tph, 31). And yet another clause has to be added 
to express the fulness of the thought. 

iv T':' ut4l a1hou 'h1uoii XptUTf:', This explains how "We are in 
Him that is true." "No man cometh unto the Father but by Me," 
our Lord had said; so here the Apostle implies that no man can be 
"in " the Father but by being "in" the Son. For the thought, 
cf. 2 23 ; for the epexegetic construction, 513• In both A. V. and 
R. V. the word "even" is inserted before this clause, presumably 
to make it clear that "in Him that is true" and "in His Son Jesus 
Christ" are to be taken as in apposition-that is to say, that the 
words " Him that is true," at their second occurrence, denote Christ. 
This interpretation, favoured by the older exegetes, is stoutly 
contended for by Weiss. It gives, however, an unnatural turn to 
the sentence. For it is most unnatural to suppose that Tov iU.17-
8tvov first signifies Him Whom the Son of God has come to reveal, 
and then, without a hint of change of subject, the Son Who has 
come to reveal Him; and it is almost equally unnatural to suppose 
that the avTov in Jv Tlf vi«;, avTDv, K.T.A., has not as its antecedent the 
T0 d.,\170w<i> immediately preceding. The objection taken by Weiss, 
that to understand ev T4' vi0 avTov as explaining the possibility of 
our being ev T'i> aA170tvti> (if this means God) involves a Pauline, not 
a J ohannine conception, is groundless. Cf. John r 723 where, 
though conversely stated, the relation of Father, Son, and believers 
is conceived precisely as here. 

o1iT6s €UTLY b ,H,YJ8Lvos 8eos Kai twri (J'LWYLOS, O~TOS, Not "His 
Son Jesus Christ," but He Who is the subject of the foregoing 
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delineation, He Whom we recognise as the True God by means 
of the " understanding " which His Son has given us, and with 
Whom we are in fellowship through His Son. This clause was 
long a battle-ground between the champions of orthodoxy and 
those of heterodoxy. And, no doubt, if it could be made good 
that, when the Apostle says, "This is the true God," he means, 
" His Son Jesus Christ," we should have the most explicit state
ment in the N. T. of the Divinity of Christ. But the day is past 
when such a truth was thought to be substantiated or invalidated 
by proof-texts. Besides, for determining the doctrine of the Apostle 
himself, the materials are so abundant that little is to be gained or 
lost by the interpretation of a single clause. Apart, however, from 
dogmatic interests, it is still urged by some (Weiss, Rothe, Ebrard, e.g.) 
that o{n,o, refers to 'I'l7a-ov Xpunf, both because that is the nearest 
antecedent, and because, otherwise, the statement, "This is the 
True God," is a pure tautology. But to this it may be replied that 
ooTo, does not necessarily refer to the nearest antecedent, but may 
more naturally refer to the main subject of the whole preceding 
statement, namely, o &.\'170iv6s ; and that the repetition, "This is 
the true God," with the additz'on, "and Eternal Life," so far 
from being a mere tautology, is singularly impressive, especially 
when followed, as it is, by the warning, "Keep yourselves from 
idols." 

Ko.l. tw~ a.1wvrns. v. supra, p. 54, and note there. Only He Who 
is eternally the Living One can be the essence of all Life. Thus 
the close of the Epistle bends round to meet the beginning ( 1 2). 

There, the Apostle bore testimony to the historic manifestation of 
the Eternal Divine Life in Jesus Christ; here, He testifies that this 
historic manifestation becomes, in experience, an inward certainty. 
"We know," because the Son of God hath come, and "hath given 
us an understanding." 

521 T£Kvta, q,v.\Ma.T£ EaVT<L J,rcj TWV dow.\wv. NO writer is 
more urgently and severely practical than St. John. From the 
thought of our knowledge, he turns instinctively to our present 
duty (cf. John 1317); from the thought that "we know Him 
that is true " to the thought that we are in a world full of "lying 
vanities," against which that knowledge must be our shield and 
salvation. 

TEKvfo.. The thought of that danger, actual and inevitable, calls 
forth once more and finally the note of paternal solicitude, "Little 
children." v. supra, p. 41, and note there. 

,j,uM~a.Tt. iauTu. The command is expressed in the most 
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urgent fashion. <f,vAa.<rrHtv is, if anything, more vivid than T17pe'iv 
(518). The more pungent and "instant" aorist is used instead of 
the quieter present imperative (v. Moulton, r 7 3, 189); while the 
verb in the active voice with the reflexive pronoun conveys more 
strongly the necessity of personal action than the usual middle 
( cf. Luke r 2 15, z Pet. 317 <f,vA&.<r<reuBe). 

fouT&:. The use of the neuter, in direct agreement with TEKv{a, 
appears to be unique. (Although cases nearly analogous may be 
found, e.g. Plato, Theaetetus, 146 A, Tow µ,npaKlwv n KIA.wi. uot 

&1roKplVe<rBai, and Euthydemus, 2 7 7 D, yvous /Ja=it6µ,e11011 To p,Etpcf.Kwv, 
/JovA.6µ,evos &11a1raVCTat avTo). The use of ECIVTOS for the second 
person is common, especially in the plural, in N. T. and in Hellenistic 
Greek generally (Moulton, p. 87). But it is found abo in Attic 
(e.g. in Xenophon's Ana(,asis, vii. 5. 5). 

0.11"0 T&v eiSw>..wv. The interpretations of -row dllwA.wv vary widely, 
from "idols" in the literal sense (Plummer, Rothe) to the false 
ideas substituted by antichristian teaching for the True God re
vealed in Christ (Haupt, Ruther), and even to the inclusion of 
such self-deceptions as the profession of "knowing God" without 
keeping His commandments, and loving one's brother (Weiss). 
It is true, as Plummer urges, that elsewhere in the N.T. 
d'/lwA.ov is invariably used in the literal sense. That, however, is 
no reason why it should not here express a more comprehensive 
idea, provided that this would be intelligible by those to whom the 
Epistle was addressed. On the other hand, it is urged that 
everywhere in the Epistle the pressing peril is antichristian teach
ing, and that there is no reference to any temptation to idolatry. 
That, however, is rather a reason why the Apostle should now 
guard his readers against that danger, if it actually existed. Upon 
the whole, it seems very doubtful that the Apostle would describe 
the phantasms of Gnostic theology, not to say unreal professions 
of Christianity, as "idols," or that, if he had done so, the first 
readers of His Epistle would have understood him in that sense. 
Nevertheless, the Apostle's closing word is of far-reaching and deep
reaching application. And most impressively does the Epistle close 
with this abrupt and sternly affectionate call to all Christians, to 
beware of yielding to the vain shadows that are always seeking to 
usurp the shrine of the True God, the homage of the heart's desire 
and dependence. 



ADDITIONAL NOTES. 

2 Cf. Eur. Phom. 391, where to the question, What is the greatest hardship 
of an exile's lot? the reply is lv µiv µt!')'uITov, o&K tx« 1rr1,pp1)rrfo.v ; and the rejoinder 
to this, oou,\ov r613' el1ra.s, µ17 "/1.t!')'«v Ii ns rj,pove,. 

1 I am admonished, however, that what may seem intolerable is not impossible, 
by the discovery of a passage in Xenophon (Anabasis, vii. 4, 5) the construction 
in which is strikingly parallel to that in St. John ... o '1:eu8'l)s n..ryev /Jn, d µ17 
KaTaf3fJ,rovTat Kai 1reluo11Ta.1., IJ.-rL KO.TaK&.vo--El ,mJ. roVTWP Tds Kchµas Kctl. TOP u'iro11 . ... 
Here the number of words in the parenthetical clause is exactly the same as in 
the present passage. A similar repetition of /Jr,, though with a longer parenthesis, 
is found in the Anabasis, v. 6, 19. A comparison of the passages suggests that 
the second {m may not be a mere inadvertence, but may have the effect of giving 
additional emphasis to the subsequent statement. 
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INDEX OF SUBJECTS. 

I. ENGLISH. 

Abiding, 198-200. 
Acts of John, 92 (n.). 
Advocate, 168-74. 
Anarthrous use of nouns and adjectives, 

374, 385, 388, 398. 
Anointing, gr, II2, 127 (n.). 
Anonymity of the Epistle, 39, 41-3. 
Anselmic theory of the Atonement, r8o. 
Antichrist, ro3, 266, 318-24, 337, 396. 
Antichrists, 25, 36, gr, 266, 318-24, 
Antinomianism, 33, 34, 225-6, 226 (n.), 

228. 
Antiochus Epiphanes, 337. 
Aorist, sense of, 47, 276 (n.), 248 (n.), 

366, 37 5, 377, 387. 
Apologetics, 123-7. 
Apostolic Testimony, ro8-II, 
Asceticism, Gnostic, 33. 
Atonement, theories of, 179-83. 
Attraction, grammatical, 196, 38r. 
Authorship, theories regarding, 46-50. 
Authorship, traditional, 39, 40. 

Baptism of Christ, 96, 120. 
Baptism, Christian, 122. 
Basilides, 31, 273. 
Basilidian doctrine, 61 (n. ). 
Beast (in the Apocalypse), 321-2. 
Begetting, the Divine, 192 sqq. 
Beliar, 337. 
Belief, grounds of, IOS-27. 
Belief, J ohan□ine conception of, 270-4. 
Belief, moral presuppositions of, 262. 
Blood, 164-5, 188. 
Blood of Christ, 164-5. 
Boldness, 28o, 285 sqq., 303. 

Cain, 238-9. 
Cerinthus, 36-8, 92 sqq. 
Children of God, 194-5, 215. 
Children of the Devil, 221-2. 
Christ, affinities with teaching of, 285. 

Christ, divinity of, 98, 413. 
"Christ," Gnostic sense of, 93, 98. 
Christ, the Pattern of Love, 242-3. 
Christ, sinlessness of, 2 I 7-8. 
Cleansing, 165-6, 350---1, 
Clement of Alexan!lria quoted, 31, 

226 (n.J. 
Commandment, the old-new, 232-5. 
Commandments, the, 211-2. 
Conscience, 281-3. 
Covenant, 173. 
Cycles, division of Epistle into, 5-7. 

Dan, tribe of, 338. 
Daniel, Book of, 337. 
Death, 139. 
Death of Christ, 164. 
Devil, the, 142-5, 220. 
Devil, children of, 221-2. 
Devil, works of, 143, 220-r. 
Docetic Gospel, 92 (n,). 
Docetism, 32, 92 sqq., u9-21. 
Dogmatism of St. John, 259-62. 
Doing of Righteousness and Sin, 

219-20, 225-6. 
Dorner on the Righteousness and Love 

of God, 84-5. 
Dragon-myth, 337. 
Dualism, 27, 31, 36. 
Duties of Right and of Love, 81. 
Duty, 87. 

Emancipation of the Flesh, 33, 36. 
Epiphanius quoted, 31. 
Eternal, meaning of, 188-9. 
Ethics, Christian, w5. 
Euripides quoted, 415. 
Experience, witness of, 125. 
Eye, lust of the, 150---2. 
Faithfulness of God, 68, 167. 
Faith-mysticism, 47, 48. 
Father and Son, the Divine, 98. 
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Fatherhood of God, r69. 
Fear, 288-91, 292-5. 
Fellowship, 110, 173, 195-6. 
Flacius Illyricus, 205 (n.). 
Flesh, 99, r49-50. 
Forgiveness, 167, 3w, 349-50. 

Gnosticism, alleged traces of, in Fourth 
Gospel, 362. 

Gnosticism, exclusiveness of, l 14 (n. ), 
2 53· 

Gnosticism, sketch of, 26-34. 
Gnosticism, lovele 0 sness of, 30, 251. 

Gog, 337. 
Good Samaritan, Parable of, 256. 
Gospel, Apostolic, !08-11, u3, u5. 
Governmental theory of the Atonement, 

181. 
Hate, 236, 236 (n.), 241. 
Hebraic style, 2-4. 
Hebrews, Epistle to the, 172-4, 
Hellenism, influence of, 201. 
Hermas, Shepherd of, quoted, 289 (n.). 
Herodotus quoted, 109 (n. ), 
High priest, l 7 I. 
Hippolytus quoted, 226. 

History, St. John's conception of, 315. 
Holy One, the, 90-1. 
Homer quoted, 329 (n.). 

Idealism, 316. 
Ignatius quoted, 30 (n. ), rn4. 
Immanence, Divine, 196, 200. 
Impassibility, Divine, 165 (n.), 177-8. 
Impeccability of the regenerate, 222-30. 
Imperfect tense, anomalous, 37 5. 
Incarnation, doctrine of defined, 

99-100. 
Incarnation, practical consequences of, 

100-7. 
Incarnation, reality of, 32, rr9-20. 
Indefectibility of the regenerate, 323-4. 
Intercession, 135, 142, 406-7. 
Intercession of Christ, 171-2. 
Iremeus quoted, 49 (n.), 92, 226, 

Jesus Christ, as proper name, 89, 170. 
J ohannine Doctrine summarised, 340. 
John, apocryphal Acts of, 92 (n. ). 
Judgment, 329-31, 353· 
Justice, 82-84. 

Knowledge, 62, 63, 210-1, 248, 3w-4. 
Knowledge, Gnostic estimate of, 28-9. 

Last Hour, the, 317-8, 352-3. 
Lawlessness, 133, 217, 351. 
Levitical ritual, 161-5, 167, 171. 
Life, common Biblical conception of, 

185. 

Life, definition of, 186-7, 200. 
Life Eternal, 53-56, 106-7. 
Life, mediation of, by Christ, !06-7, 

190-r. 
Light, 56-66, 166, 235-7. 
Lord's Supper, 121. 
Love, 79-80, 255-7, 293. 
Love, commandment of, 232-4. 
Lov~, the power of, 86, 240. 
Love; the sumrnum bonum, 86, 
Love of God, 163, 2r2, 292-5. 
Lucian quoted, 168 (n.), 236 (n.), 376. 
Lucretius quoted, IOJ (n,J. 
Lust, 149. 

Man of Sin, 321, 337. 
Manifestation, 315 sqq, 
Mediating tendency of the Epistle, 

361. 
Missionary spirit, no (n.), 
Monarchianism, 194, 354-7, 
Moral influence theory of the Atone-

ment, 179-80. 
Moral nature, 203 (n,), 204-7, 

Name of Christ, 310, 394. 
Neuter, generic force of, II 7 (n. ), 

275 (n.). 

Omniscience, the Divine, 283-4. 
Only-begotten Son, the, 73. 
Owen quoted, 2o6 (n. ). 

Papacy, the, and Antichrist, 322. 
Paraclete, 168-74, 351-52. 
Parousia, 324-9, 352-3. 
Particles, use of, 345. 
Penal theory of the Atonement, 181-2. 
Perfect and perfected love, 212-3, 

286-9, 292-5. 
Philo, 273. 
'Physical' applied to Regeneration, 2o6. 
Plato quoted, 414, 
Prayer, 136, 137, 142, 298-305. 
Predestination, 202, 272. 
Prophets, true and false, 263-7. 
Propitiation defined, 161-3. 
Punishment, 82-4, 87, 290-1, 293 (n.). 
Pure, purity, go, 213-4. 

Regeneration, conception of, 203-7. 
Regeneration, necessity of, 63, 191-2. 
Resurrection, 353. 
Resurrection of Christ, 120. 
Revelation of God in the Incarnation, 

IOI-6. 

Righteousness, 67, 70, 167, 208-22. 
Righteousness and Love, correlation of, 

80-7. 
Ritschlian criticism, 201 sqq. 
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Sacraments, the, 121-3. 
Sacrifice, 176-8. 
Salvation, 157, 331-6. 
Saviour, I 56-7. 
Schism, 322-3. 
Second Adam, 190. 
Seed of God, 198, 221. 
Sin, Gnostic view of, 32-3. 
Sin, doctrine of, 128 sqq. 
Sin unto Death, 135-42. 
Sinlessness of Christ, 217-8. 
Spirit, the Holy, 194, 351-2. 
Spirit of Truth, the, 118, 263 sqq. 
Spirit, witness of the, 111-9, 263 (n. ), 

2 97• 
Spirits, 263-7. 
Spiritual Body, the, 336. 
Summum Bonum, the, 87, 88. 

Tacitus quoted, 47 (n.). 
Testimony, the Apostolic, 108-11. 
Testimony of the Spirit, l 11-9, 263 

(n.), 297. 
Theocentric, the Epistle is, 196-7, 

355-7. 

Theocritus quoted, 89 (n.). 
Transcendence of God, the, 102. 
Trinitarian conception, necessity of, 

79, 80, l 19. 
Truth, 62, 100, 118, 250-6o. 
Turretin quoted, 106 (n. ). 

Vainglory of life, the, 152. 
Vine and the branches, 197, 199. 

Walking in the light, 64-66, 166. 
Water, the, and the Blood, 95-6, 119-

23. 
Wicked One, the, 142-5, 229-30. 
Will of God, the, 154-5, 301-5. 
\Nitness, rn8. 
Witness of experience, 125. 
Witness of God, 124. 
Word of God, 213. 
Word of Life, 43-5, 98, 354-5. 
World, 145-55, 239-40, 266, 275-7, 

321. 
World, the definition of, 146-8. 
Xenophon, quoted, 414, 415. 
Zoroastrianism, 61 (n. ). 

II. GREEK. 

&:ya,riiv -rbv 0e6v, 402-3. 
&:y&.,r,i, 70-1, 293. 
<iy&.,r,i <!v (and els), 400-1. 
<i'}'&.,r,i -re-ril\«wµ{v'l, 212-3, 250, 

286-7. 
G,'}'lt'11''!TO[, 41. 
cl-yw~, 90-1. 
ayv6s, ayvlfeiv, 90. 
aOtK!ct, 134-5, 
ai-reiv, alrei!J'Oa,, 4o6. 
alw,ws, 188 (n.). 
rl\afovda, 37S. 
rl.\~0eia, 62, 259, 372. 
rl\111J,v6s, 259-6o, 411-2. 
rl\A tva (elliptical), 378. 
aµaprla, 129 (n.}, 132-4. 
aµ,aprlav ~X"", I 30. 
rl.vanD,Ae<P, 370. 
d.voµ,!a, 133-4, 217, 351. 
rlvrl, 159 (n.). 
d.vrl, compounds with, 321 (n.). 
&,,rayyt\Aeiv, 370. 
rl,ro, 346. 
d,,roK&.\m/m, 325 (n.). 
/i,rTeirlJa,, 230 (n. ), 410. 
rlpvc<!J'0at Sn ol), 379. 
dpx~. d1r' dpxfis, 144 (n. ), 369, 380. 
a&T6s (=Christ), 89, 98 (n. ), 386. 

{3!os, 378. 

yev,av, 192-3. 
yev,,i0c!s, 408. 
ycyevv'lµ,{vos, 192 (n.), 229, 409. 
yivw<JKciv, 62, 62 (n,), 279, : 296, 

364-6. 
yp&.q,eiv, 308--9. 

o,d, 96, 377. 
otd TOVTO ••• Sn, 386. 
0/KctLOS, 90, 167, 170, 
OtK<tW!J'VP'l, 67-70. 

Uv, 374, 383, 406. 
<!civ, compounds with, 392. 
el, 390. 
elMvcu, 296, 366-7, 390· 
dowl\a, 414. 
dvat EK, 192 (n.), 378. 
eis TO lv, 123 (n.). 
EK, 145 (n. ), 378. 
EK TOVTOU, 267, 397. 
he'ivos (=Christ), 89,213,215. 
l!µ,,rpo<I0e,, 282 (n.), 300 (n.). 
EV, 99, 400-1, 404. 
Ev-ro\a,l, 21 l, 403. 
EVW11"!0V atrov, 300 (n. ). 
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bn0vµla, 149 (n.). 
i1r,,Priv«a, 325 (n). 
!pxe<JIJa,, 99-
epxvµevos, lXOdiv, o, 96. 
lpwrfiv, 408. 
MxaTf/ wpa, 3r7-18 (n.). 

iw,i, 54-6, 184--9, 413. 

0&.varos, 139. 
0auµ&.je,v, el, 390. 
0ea,<J0a,, 46, 399. 
0e6s, 398. 

IAMµos, 160 (n.), 160-3. 
lva, 373, 389, 40S. 

1<a.Oapl!;"e1v, 165-6, 350-1. 
1ml, 370, 378. ,rn, ... oe, 371. 
1rnpola, 281 (n.). 
Kara.-y,vWtTKctv, 39r. 
Kf<<J0at, 410. 
1<01vwvia, 173, 195-6. 
1<0Aa<J1s, 290-1, 293 (n.). 
1<0<Jµ,os, 145-9. 
1<plve1v, 1<pirns, 329, 353. 

:\o-yos T'l/S !W'l/S, O, 43-5, 190, 354-5, 
368-70. 

Mew, 158 (n.). 

µapTvpe,v, µ,apTupla., 108, 404-5. 
µel!;"wv, 275. 
µ,!v«v, 196-200, 380-1. 
µ,j c. part., 405. 
µ,j of prohibition, 390. 
µov<ryev~•, 73. 

8Xos, 410. 
oµ,oX<rye'iv, 265, 373, 
6voµa, To, 310, 394, 
opav, 46. 
8uns, 370. 
o~/5i, IOI (n.), 380. 
o,PeiXetv, 214, 249, 391. 

1ra,ola, 41, 309 (n.), 310 (n.), 
1rciX,v, 375-6. 
1rapci, 346, 
,rapri-yerTOa,, 376. 
1rapci1<A"7rns, 168, 168 (n,), 
,rapov<Jia, 325 (n. ). 
1rapp"7<J"ia, zSo, 285 sqq., 303. 
,rfis o, c. part., 215 (n.). 
,rils • . • O~I<, 379, 
,re/0«v, 391-2. 
,repi, 46 (n, ), 159 (n. ), 
1rc<JreuELv, 258, 269 (n. ), 277-8, 366. 
1r<<JT6s, 68, 167, 167 (n. ). 
1rw,v (if;dt<TT1JV, and the like), 373, 
,roie'iv Tas inoXds, 403. 
1r'Ol€£V 1'1Jv <i:.\'10ew.v, 372. 
7rOl€LP T?]v Cl,µaprlav, D,Kawo-Vv1w, 219-20. 
,rorn,r6s, 332 (n. ). 
,rpos TOV ,raTlpa, 98, 37 4. 
,rpos /Jcivarov, r38-40. 

<Tapf, 99, 149-50. 
<TKciv/5a.Xov, 235-6. 
<TKOTla, <TKOTos, 371. 
<J1repµ,a, 198, 227, 388-9. 
<J1rXa-yxva, 39r. 
<Jrj,U.TTELV, 239 (n,), 
""'YX""is a.PX'"~• 61 (n.). 

Tfl<Vct /Jeou, 194-5, 385-6, 
TEl<Via, 4r, 309-10, 413. 
dXe1os, 289, 289 (n,), 292-5, 
TEAewuv, 287, 287 (n. ). 
TTJpEW, 2II. 
TLIJEVctL T1)V 'f'ux,iv, 159 (n,). 

ulos µ,ov<ryev,js, 7 3. 
v,rtp, 159 (n,). 
&1rep"1,Pctvia, 378. 

rj,avepov<T0a,, 315 sqq. 
rpu:\aTTEIP, 414. 

XP'i<Jµa, 91, II2, 127 (n.), 352. 

1fVX7JV, T7JV, n/Jlva,, 159 (n.J. 

wpa €rTXaT'I}, 317-18 (n.). 
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